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PREFACE.
J. he object

of the Handbook for Norway, Sweden, and
now appears for the sixth time, carefully
revised and partly rewritten, is to supply information regard
ing the most interesting scenery and characteristics of these
countries, with a few notes on the history, languages, and
customs of the inhabitants. Like the Editor's other hand
books, it is based on personal acquaintance with the countries
described, the chief places in which he has visited repeatedly.
His efforts to secure the accuracy and completeness of the
work have been supplemented by the kind assistance of sev
eral gentlemen, Norwegian, Swedish Danish, English, and
German, to whom his best thanks are due. He will also grate
fully receive any corrections or suggestions with which trav
ellers may favour him. Within the last few years Norway in
particular has grown rapidly in popularity with the travelling
public, and a number of new roads, railways, and steamboatroutes, with corresponding new hotels, have recently been
opened. The most important of these are carefully noted in
the present edition.
The present volume, like Baedeker's Switzerland, may
be used either as a whole, or in its separate sections, which
for the convenience of travellers may be removed from the
volume without falling to pieces. These sections are
(1)
Introductory Part, pp. i-lxxix; (2) S. and E. Norway, as far
as Trondhjem, pp. 1 to 86; (3) W. Norway, as far as Trondhjem, pp. 87 to 210; (4) N. Norway, pp. 211 to 248 ; (5) Sweden,

Denmark, which

,

—

Denmark, pp. 343 to 373; (7) Index, pp. 374
(8)Grammars, at the end of the volume.
On the Maps and Plans the Editor has bestowed special
care, and he believes they will be found to suffice for all

pp. 249 to 342; (6)
to 410 ;

ordinary travellers.
In the letter-press Heights are given approximately in
3.28 Engl. ft. ;
English feet, in the maps in metres (1 metre
=

0.974 Engl. ft.).
Engl. ft. ; 1 Swed. ft.
Distances are given in kilometres, as the tariffs for carioles
and boats are now calculated on the metrical system (comp.
1 Norw. ft.

=

1.029

=

p. vi). The Populations and other statistics
most recent official sources.

are

from the

vi

ABBREVIATIONS.

In the Handbook are enumerated both the first-clas hotels
and those of humbler pretensions. Those which the Editor,
either from his own experience, or from an examination of
the numerous hotel-bills sent him by travellers of different
nationalities, believes to be most worthy of commendation,
are denoted
by asterisks. It should, however, be borne in
mind that hotels are liable to constant changes, and that the
treatment experienced by the traveller often depends on
circumstances which can neither be foreseen nor controlled.
Although prices generally have an upward tendency, the
average charges stated in the Handbook will enable the tra
veller to form a fair estimate of his expenditure.
To hotel-keepers, tradesmen, and others the Editor begs
to intimate that a character for fair dealing towards tra
vellers forms the sole passport to his commendation, and that
advertisements of every kind are strictly excluded from his
Handbooks. Hotel- keepers are also warned against persons
representing themselves as agents for Baedeker's Handbooks.

Abbreviations.

Distances.

English
N., S., E., W.
north, northern; Ft.
south, southern ; east, eastern ; west, Com., Kom.
=

western.
M. = English mile, unless the con
trary is stated (see Table opposite

=

feet.

"Norges Communicationer" and "Sveriges Kommunikationer" respectively.
=

R., B., D., S., A.
room, breakfast,
title-page).
dinner, supper, attendance.
S. M.
R. also
Route.
Norwegian sea-mile.
Kil.
Kilometre (see Table oppos
crowns and 0re in Norway.
Kr., 0.
ite title-page).
6. = ore, the Swedish form of <zfre.
As the metrical system has been adopted in both Norway and Sweden,
the Distances are usually given in kilometres, though the old reckoning
by miles in still common in some parts of Norway, one Norwegian mile
(= 7 Engl. M.) being reckoned as 3 hrs\ walking or 2 hrs\ driving. On
railway-routes the distances are generally reckoned from the starting-point,
while on high-roads the distances from station to station are given as more
=

=

=

=

—

•onvenient.
On the steamboat-routes the distances are given approximately in Nor
wegian sea-miles (S. M.) or nautical miles. A Norwegian nautical mile is
equal to four English knots or nautical miles (about 43/s Engl, statute M.),
and the steamers are usually timed to travel from 2 to 2'/2 Norwegian
nautical miles per hour.
The ordinary tariff is 40 0. per nautical mile,
but no charge is made for deviations from the vessel's direct course.
Asterisks (*) are used as marks of commendation.
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INTRODUCTION.
I.

Expenses. Money. Language. Passports. Post Office.
Expenses. Travelling in Norway and Sweden is less expensive
in some respects than in other parts of Europe, but the great dis
tances which require to be traversed by road and rail or by steamboat
necessarily involve a very considerable sum-total. After arrival in
the country, 20-25s. per day ought to cover all outlays, but much
less will suffice for those who make a prolonged stay at one or more
resting-places, or for pedestrian tourists (p. xxi).
Money. In 1873 and 1875 the currency of the three Scandi
crown (krone), worth Is.
ore; see money-table be
fore the title-page). These coins and the government-banknotes
(but not those of private banks) are current throughout the three
countries. British sovereigns, worth 18 kr. each, usually realise

navian

l1^.,

kingdoms

was

assimilated.

is divided into 100

ere

The

(Swedish

their full value at the principal centres of commerce, but the rate
exchange is often a few ere below par. Large sums are best
carried in the form of circular notes or letters of credit , as issued
by the chief British and American banks. The traveller should be
well supplied with small notes and coins (smaa Penge) before
starting on his tour, as it is often difficult in the remoter districts
to get change for gold or larger notes.
Language. English is spoken on board almost all the Nor
wegian steamboats and at the principal resorts of travellers, both
in Norway and Sweden , but in the country districts the verna
cular alone is understood.
Danish , as pronounced in Norway
(which is analogous to English spoken with a broad Scottish accent),
is on the whole the more useful of the two languages , as most
travellers devote more time to Norway than to Sweden, and as it
is easily understood in Sweden.
(See grammars and vocabularies
in the removable cover at the end of the volume.)
Passports are unnecessary, except for the purpose of procuring
The Custom House Examination
delivery of registered letters.

of

—

is

invariably lenient.

Comp.

p. 282.
of a letter,

The postage
weighing 1/2 oz-> is 20 ere
country in the Postal Union, and of a post-card (Brefkort,
Brevkort) 10 0.; that of a letter within Norway, Sweden, and Den
mark 10 0. The traveller should avoid giving his correspondents
any poste restante address other than steamboat or railway stations,
Post Office.

to any

as

the communication with

places

off the beaten track is very slow.

xii

II. SEASON.

Telegraph Offices

are numerous

in

proportion

to the

population.

of which the chief are those open from
8 a. m. to 9 p. m., those open from 8 to 1 and from 3 to 9, and
those open from 9 to 12 and from 4 to 7 o'clock, indicated in the
time-tables mentioned at
index of "Norges Communicationer"

They

are

of several

classes,

(the

p.

xvii) by T1, T2,

and T3

respectively. Railway telegraph-stations,

indicated by T4 or T&, are open from 8 to 12 and from 2
7 o'clock. Other stations are open in summer or during the
season

or

4 to

fishing

only.

Norwegian Tariff. Within Norway: 50 0. for ten words, and 5 0.
for each word more.
Foreign telegrams (minimum 80 0.): to Sweden
30 0., in addition to which each word is charged 10 0.; to Denmark 50 0.,
plus 10 0. for each word; to Great Britain 26 0. per word; to the U.S.A.
1 kr. 35 0. to 2 kr. 5 0. per word.
Swedish Tariff. Within Sweden : 50 o. for ten words, and 5 6. for
each word more.
Foreign telegrams : to Norway or Denmark 80 6. for
five words, 10 6. each word more; to Great Britain 1 kr. 30 o. for three
words, 30 o. each word more; to the U.S.A., about the same as from Norway.
—

—

Telephones are very general throughout the country, and aTe of
importance to the tourist, especially in Norway, as they afford a
means of securing rooms, etc., in advance.
Travellers, however,
should refrain from telephoning unless they are quite sure of occupy
ing the rooms ordered at the specified time ; otherwise the attention
at present paid to telephone-orders will probably be discontinued.
The usual charge for the use of a telephone is 30».; in Stockholm, 10 o.
II. Season. Steamboat Lines between Great Britain and
Sweden, and Denmark. Yachting Cruises.

Norway,

The best season for travelling, both in Norway and
is from the beginning of June to the middle of September;

Season.

Sweden,
but

July and August are the best months for the higher mountains,
where snow is apt to fall both earlier and later. For a voyage to the
North Cape (RR.
29-33), for the sake of seeing the midnight sun,
the season is from the middle of June to the end of July. August
is often a rainy month in the eastern districts of Norway, while
the wet season sets in later on the west coast. An energetic tra
veller may see the chief points of interest in Norway and Sweden
in 2!/2-3 months, but an exhaustive tour cannot be accomplished
in

one season.

Steamboat Lines.
The following particulars as to the chief
lines of steamers between British and Scandinavian ports refer to
the summer-arrangements (May to August inclusive) ; but travellers
are recommended in all cases to obtain precise information from
the agents or advertisements of the various steamship-companies.
The fares quoted include the charge for provisions on the voyage

except where it is otherwise stated.
Steamers
To Christiania.

(fares il., %. 13«. id.,

to

Norway.

(1). From London, 'Wilson
return

61.,

U.

;

food 6*. 6d.

or

Line1 every Frid. in 52 hrs.
4*. 6<f per day according to
.

H.

STEAMBOAT LINES.

xm

(2). From Bull, 'Wilson Line' every Frid. in 46 hrs. (fares, etc.,
from London).
(3). From Newcastle-on-Tyne , every Frid., SS.
'Sterling' and 'Odin' (31. 3s., return 5l. 5s.; food extra).
(4). From Orangemouth, every Wed. (21. 10s., 11. 10«.; food 5s. 6d. per day).
To Christiansand. Nearly all of the above-mentioned steamers. Also :
from Leilh, 'Leith, Hull, and Hamburg Co.' every Thurs. in 34 hrs. (31.
3s. ; return 51. 5s.) ; returning on Friday.
To Bergen. (1). From Bull, 'Wilson Line' every Tues. in 38 hrs. (to.
(2). From Newcastle,
10*., 31., return ll., U. 10*.), returning on Saturday.
'Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske Cos/ every Tues., Thurs., & Sat. in 40 hrs.
cl.
return
These
the
Tues. boat from
(1st
6J.).
il.,
steamers, except
New-castle, touch at Stavanger (same fares).
To Trondhjem.
(1). From Bull, 'Wilson Line' every Thurs. in
65 hrs. (61. 10s., il. 4s., return 91. 15s., 61.6s.), returning the following
From
Thursday.
(2).
Newcastle, 'Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske Cos.' every
Tues., via Bergen (see above ; fare from Bergen 32 kr., return 48 kr., food
5'/s kr. per day).
class).
same

—

as

—

—

—

—

—

Steamers

to

Sweden.

(1). From London (Tilbury), 'Thule Line' every Frid.
(returning every Thurs.) in 40 hrs. (31. 3s., 21. 2s.; food extra); returntickets (51. 5s., 31. 3s.) are available also via Granton (see below) or by the
Wilson Line via, Hull.
(2). From Bull, 'Wilson Line' every Sat. (returning
every Frid.) in 36-40 hrs. (same fares; food 6*. 6d., is. 6d. per day).
To

Gotenburg.

—

—

(3). From Grimsby, 'Wilson Line' every Tues. (returning the following
Tues.) in 36-40 hrs. (same fares).
(4). From Granton (Edinburgh), 'Thule
Line' every Frid. (same fares).
To Malmo. From Grimsby, 'Wilson Line' every Wed., returning every
Thurs. (31. 3s., 21. 2s., return 51. 5s., 31. 3s.; food 6*. 6d., Is. 6d.).
To Stockholm. From London, via Malmo, 'Stockholm Steamship Co.',
about every ten days.
—

Steamers

to

Denmark.

To Copenhagen. (1). From London, 'Bailey and Leetham Line' every
San. in about 3 days (2/. 10s., il. 10s. ; food extra).
(2). From Bull,
'Wilson Line' every Frid. or Sat. in 60 hrs. (1st cl. 21. 10s., excl. food;
2nd cl. 11. 5s., incl. food); 'Bailey and Leetham Line' every Sun. in about
3 days (1st cl. 21. 10*., food 6*. per day).
(3). From Leith, 'James Currie
& Co.', via. Christiansand, every Thurs, in 54 hrs. (31. 3s., 11. lis. 6d.,
1st cl. return-ticket 51. 5s.); returning every Thursday.
To Esbjerg. (1). From Barwich, 'United S.S. Co. of Copenhagen' every
Mon., Thurs., & Sat. (returning Tues., Wed., & Sat.) in 30 hrs. (ll. 10s.,
15*. 6d., 1st cl. return-ticket 21. 5s.; food 5*. per day in the 1st cl., and
2s. 6<i. per day in the 2nd cl.).
(2). From Grimsby, 'United S.S. Co. of
Copenhagen' every Mon. (returning every Frid.) in 30 hrs. (11. 10s., 15s. 6d.;
1st cl. return-ticket 21. 16s. 3d. ; food extra).
—

—

—

The

majority of travellers will probably find the excellent
(Thos. Wilson, Sons, $ Co., Hull) or

steamers of the 'Wilson Line'

'Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske Cos.' (P.H. Matthiessen&Co.,
25 Queen St., Newcastle ; Mr. Berg-Hansen, Christania) the most con
of the

venient. The last-named company (or, rather, combined companies)
also maintains an excellent service between Norway and Hamburg,
for -which return-tickets from Newcastle are also available. Esbjerg
(p. 373) has direct railway- connection with Copenhagen and with
Gotenburg via. Fredericia and Frederikshavn (R.62). The Dutch mailsteamers plying every Thurs. from Rotterdam to Stavanger (48 hrs.)
and Bergen (58 hrs. ; fare 40 fl., return 60 fl.) may also be mentioned.
Yachting Cruises. Large and comfortable excursion-steamers
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at frequent intervals during the season from British
Norwegian fjords, Bergen, Trondhjem, the North
The vessels (1000-4000 tons) are luxuriously fitted up

despatched

ports

to the

Cape,

etc.

for the comfort and amusement of their passengers , and follow a
fixed itinerary at an inclusive charge, full details of which may be
obtained from the various agents. These so-called yachts undoubt
edly offer the most comfortable means of visiting some of the finest
districts of Norway. They penetrate into the chief fjords, and the
passengers have opportunities from time to time of making ex
But this method of visiting Norway inevitably
cursions on land.
misses many of the peculiar beauties of the country. A prolonged
residence on board one of these floating hotels is apt to prove mono
tonous and enervating, and is certain to leave the passenger's mind
almost a blank with regard to the true charms of Norwegian travel.
The complaint sometimes heard, that even the grandest scenery in
Norway is somewhat monotonous, is rarely made by any but tourists
on these pleasure-steamers who have not had time to become
prop
erly acquainted with the country.
III. Plans for

Tours in
Tourist Offices.

Independent

Norway

and Sweden.

Tourists who content themselves with a Yachting Cruise along
the coast have, of course, their travelling-plan determined by the
programme of the steamer. Most travellers, however, will find it much
to form plans for independent tours for themselves,
therefore give a few specimens below, which may easily be
altered with the help of the Handbook or extended by the inclusion of
excursions from the main track, etc. The finest scenery in Norway
lies on the west coast, the chief points being the Hardanger Fjord,
Sognefjord, Nordfjord, Sendm»re, Molde, andRomsdal. The Jotunheim, to the E. of the Sognefjord, is recommended to the attention
of mountaineers. The voyage to the Norrland, the chief attraction
of which is the Lofoten Islands, is also very fine. The beautiful
towns of Christiania and Stockholm are well worthy of a visit.
more

and

satisfactory

we

I. Three

or

the

Four Weeks from Christiania

Voyage

to the North

Cape

or

a

(Five or Six Weeks including
Trip through Sweden).
Days

Christiania and its neighbourhood (R. 9)
From Christiania by railway to Skien via Drammen (E. 5)
From Skien to Dalen by steamer, and thence by carriage to Odde,
via, Haukeli, Reldal, and Seljestad (R. 5)
Bxcursion to the Bardamger Fjord from Odde (p. 106), and from
Vik i Eidfjord (p. 109) ; to Bergen by steamer (R. 19)
[The beautiful route from Eide to Vossevangen via Skjervet (p. 123)
should be chosen by those who have already seen Bergen or who
wish to postpone their visit to it.]
From Bergen by railway to Vossevangen, and thence drive to Stalheimsklev and to Qudvangen (p. 132)
From Gudvangen by steamer across the Sognefjord to Balholmen
and Fjcerland (p. 128), and thence to Vadheim (p. 126)
.

.

.

....

1
1

3
4

H/2
2
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Days
From Vadheim drive via Ferde to Faleide on the Nordfjord (p. 176).
Excursion to the Oldendal or Loendal (pp. 176, 178)
From Faleide by carriage and steam-launch through the Slrynsdal
and via Viden to Grotli, and thence down to March (p. 183)
From Marok by steamer to Bellesyll (p. 182), drive through the
Norangsdal to flie (p. 187), and by steamer to Aalesund (p. 189)
From Aalesund by steamer to Aandalsnces (p. 193). Excursion to
the Romsdal.
By steamer to Molde. Molde (p. 191)
From Molde to Trondhjem.
Trondhjem (p. 202)
.

.

3
2
1

3

i'/2
23

From Trondhjem we may either proceed farther to the N. to visit
the Norrland (R.R. 29-32), or return by railway to Christiania, or take a
trip through Sweden as follows.

Days

From Trondhjem by express-train via, tfstersund to Upsala.
Stockholm and its neighbourhood
From Stockholm via the Gota Canal to Gotenburg (p. 262).
hattan
From Gotenburg by railway (R. 63) or steamer to Copenhagen

Upsala

l'/i
4

Troll-

21/2-3
(p. 343)

1

32-32i|2
From

II. A Fortnight from Christiania.
through the Valders to Lcerdal&eren

Christiania

the

on

4-5

Sognefjord
From Lserdals0ren

by

steamer to

Balholmen-Fjcerland (p. 128) and

ii/2

Oudvangen
From Gudvangen via, the Stalheimsklev (p. 124) to Vossevangen, and
via, Skjervet to Eide on the Hardanger Fjord
From Eide walk to Ulvik (p. 112), and thence by steamboat (or
from Eide direct) to Vik i Eidfjord. Excursions from Vik
From Vik by steamer to Odde.
Excursions from Odde
From Odde by steamer to Bergen. Bergen
.

.

....

ii/a
2-3
2
2

13^15
III. Three Weeks from Christiania.
Christiania through the Valders , with excursions to the
Tyinsje and ascent of the Skinegg (p. 154), to the Sognefjord,

From

and thence as in preceding route to Vossevangen
From Vossevangen by railway to Bergen.
Bergen
From Bergen to Vadheim on the Sognefjord
From Vadheim drive (as above, R. 1) via, Ferde to Faleide on the
Nordfjord; excursions thence; to Grotli and thence via, Djupvashylten to Marok, as above
From Marok by steamer to Sjeholt; and drive thence to Vestnces
.

(p. 192)

7
1

1

5
1

From Vestnses by steamer to Aandalsnces ; excursion to the Romsdal ;
and by steamer to Molde (p. 191)
From Molde by steamer to Bergen

2
1

18
IV. Three Weeks

on

the

Fjords

of W.

Norway.

From Stavanger by steamer to Sand; drive to Osen; thence by
steamer over the Suldalsvand to Nws; and drive via Borre and

Seljestad to Odde (p. 106)
from Odde
by steamer to Vik on the Eidfjord; excursions from
thence by steamer to Eide
drive via Vossevangen and the Stalheimsklev to Gudvan
gen; and thence by steamer to Balholmen and the Fjosrlandsfjord
From the Fjserlandsfjord by steamer to Vadheim
From Vadheim by overland route via Ferde, Faleide, Stryn, Grotli,
Geiremger, Bellesyll, Norangsdal, and Jerundfjord to Aalesund

Excursions
From Odde
Vik; and
From Eide

.

2
1-2
1-2
2

'/2
5-6
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Days
From Aalesund to Aandalsnces ; excursion to the Romsdal
to Molde
From Molde by steamer to Bergen. Bergen

;

by

steamer

2
2

15J/2-18Vz
Fortnight from Bergen.
From Bergen to Loerdalteren via, Vossevangen, the Slalheimtklev, and
Gudvangen (RR. 22, 21)
From Lserdals/Jren to .Skjolden, and thence over the Sognefjeld
to Rejshjem (RR. 22, 23)
From R0jshjem to Andvord, and thence to Grotli and via Viden
and Stryn to Vitrues on the Nordfjord
Excursion to the Loendal or the Oldendal, returning to Faleide or
V.

A

•

•

to

•

2-3
3"4
2
1

Utvikm

Via Egge, Vaatedalen, and Jelstervand to Ferde, thence to Vadheim,
and by steamer to Bergen

3-4

12-14
VI. A Fortnight for Mountaineers.
Skogstad or Nystuen on the Valders Route (R. 8) to the
Tyinsje ; ascent of the Skinegg, and descent to Eidtbugaren (R. 23)
Excursions from Eidsbugaren (R. 23)
From Eidsbugaren to Gjendeboden (R. 23)
Excursions from Gjendeboden (R. 23)
From Gjendeboden to Spiterstulen (p. 162); ascent of the Galdhepig
(p. 149), and descent to Rejshjem (p. 149). Over the Sognefjeld to
Turtegre (p. 147)
Excursions to the Borunger (p. 147)
From Turtegrgr to Fortun and Skjolden (RR. 23, 22), and thence by
steamer to Bergen

From

.

1
1-2
1
2-3

2

2-3
2

11-14
VII. Seven

or

Eight

Weeks from

Gotenburg.

From Gotenburg to Trollhdttan, Jonkbping, Wadslena, and Stock
holm (RR. 42, 43, 44)
Stockholm and Environs (RR. 48, 49)
From Stockholm to Upsala, Ostersund, and Trondhjem (RR. 50, 56)
From Trondhjem to the North Gape, and back to Trondhjem

(RR. 29-32)
From

Trondhjem

over

the

9

Dovrefjeld to the Romsdal and Molde
5-6

(R. 11)
From Molde overland to Vadheim on the Sognefjord and thence by
steamer to Gudvangen (p. 132)
Via, the Stalheimsklev to Vossevangen (p. 121) ; thence by railway to

Bergen.

5-6
3-4
2-3

Bergen

From Bergen by steamer to Eide on the Hardanger Fjord
From Eide walk to Ulvik (p. 112) and by steamer thence (or direct
from Eide) to Vik i Eidfjord (p. 109). Excursions from Vik
Excursions from Odde
From Vik by steamer to Odde (p. 106).
From Odde via Seljestad to Borre (p. 96)
From Horre either in 2 days via, Suldal to Stavanger, or via, Rgldal
and Eaukeli to Dalen (p. 36), and thence by steamer to Skien
(p. 33) and by railway to Christiania (p. 9). Christiania
...

.

.

.

.

.

6-8
2

1
2-3
1-2
1

4-5
41-50

It need hardly be added that travellers who are addicted to
luxurious hotels and the distractions of watering-places and other
fashionable resorts will not find Norway to their taste. On the other
hand, true lovers of nature will carry away with them an enthusiastic
admiration for its scenery, and will gladly seek opportunities of
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renewing their impressions. Those who have devoted a first visit to
obtaining a general idea of the country, may well spend one or more
subsequent seasons in the exploration of particular districts. The
less time and energy spent in covering long distances between point
and point, the greater will be the enjoyment of the districts visited.
Tourist Offices. The tourist offices of Messrs. T. Cook & Son
and of Henry Gaze <f Sons, in London, and those of T. Bennett and
of F. Beyer, at Christiania and Bergen, issue railway, steamboat,
Skyds (or posting), and hotel coupons for a number of different
Those unused are received back under deduction of 10 per
This system saves trouble at a corresponding
sacrifice of independence. As a general rule it is advisable not to
fix one's route absolutely before leaving London, but to wait until
Christiania or Bergen is reached. 'The Norway Tourist's "Weekly
News', which often contains information of considerable importance
to tourists, is published by Beyer at Bergen, and is to be seen at

routes.

cent of their cost.

many hotels.

IV.

Conveyances. Walking

Tours.

Time Tables for

Norway appear in lNorges Communicationer'' (pron.
Commoonicashooner; 30 0., English and German edition, 50 0.), and for
Sweden in '■Sveriges Kommunikationer' (10 o.), both published weekly in
summer.
Neither of these, however, is very satisfactory; and travellers in
Norway are recommended to obtain Beyer's Tourists* Time-Tables of the Nor
wegian Railways, Steamers, and Diligences (published fortnightly; 50 0.) or
the similar publication issued by Bennett (p. 10). Beyer's time-tables will be
sent by post from Bergen on receipt of 6d. in British stamps, or may be
purchased at Swan <fc Leach Ld., 3 Charing Cross, London. The 'Sommerrouter' of the various fjord steamboat lines may be obtained at Stavanger,
Bergen, Aalesund, and Molde. Among other time-tables may be mentioned
the Reichs-Kursbuch (Berlin) and the Reiselisle for Kongeriget Danmark (Co
penhagen), which travellers to or from Germany will find useful.
Observe that many of the summer time-tables, especially those of the
fjord steamers, hold good till the end of August only.
Steamboats (Norw. Dampskibe , Sw. angbatar). The regular
Norwegian coasting traffic is almost entirely in the hands of the
Bergenske and the Nordenfjeldske Dampskibs-Selskab, which have
a common time-table. The
headquarters of the former are at Bergen,
those of the latter at Trondhjem. (Agents at Christiania and New
castle, see p. xiii.) The smaller steamers plying on the Norwegian
fjords are comfortable enough during the day, but their sleeping
accommodation is poor, and on market-days they are apt to be over
crowded. The same remark applies to the smaller coasting steamers
on the Baltic and on the Swedish canals.

Most travellers will, of course, travel in the first cabin. Those
who are about to spend one or more nights on board should at
once secure their berths (kojen) in a stateroom (lugar) by personal

application to the steward. Otherwise they may have to put up
with sofas in the dining-saloon, with the additional disadvantage
of having to quit their couches before early breakfast
(6 a.m.). There
Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

6th Edit.

b
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aTe always a
separate ladies'
travelling with his family by

cabin and

a

smoking-room. A passenger

mail-steamer pays full fare for himself,
but is usually entitled to a reduction ('Moderation'; pron. 'moderashoon') of 50 per cent on the fare (but not on the cost of food)
for each of the other members of the party. But this arrangement

good for the large tourist-steamers or for all the fjordOn most of the steamboats return-tickets, available for a
month or more, are issued at a fare and a half, without any other
reduction. The captains and mates usually speak English. The
traveller should be careful to look after his own luggage.
does not hold

steamers.

generally good and abundant, though a little mono
Vegetables are rare, and tinned meats, salt relishes, and

The food is
tonous.

The tariff in
cheese always preponderate at breakfast and supper.
the Bergen and Nordenfjeld steamers, which is a little higher than
food per day, including ser
in the smaller vessels, is as follows :
vice, 6l/o kr. ; or, separately, the charge for breakfast is 1^2 Kr-> f°r
dinner (at 2) 2 kr. 40 0 , supper (at 7.30) 1 1/2 kr. ; attendance 50 e>. ;
cup of tea or coffee with biscuit or rusk (Kavringer) in the morning
35 0. ; small cup of coffee after dinner 20 0. ; beer 40 0. per bottle,
25 0. per half-bottle ; Bordeaux 1 l/t kr. per half-bottle. No spirits
The account should be paid daily, to prevent mis
are procurable.
takes. The steward expects a fee proportioned to the length of the
—

.

voyage and the services rendered.

Sw. jernvagar). Most of the rail
similar to those in other European countries ; but in Nor
way and Sweden there are several narrow-gauge lines (3i/^ft.~),
with two classes only, corresponding to the 2nd and 3rd on the. other
lines. The guard is called 'Konduktor1. In both countries the rail

Railways (Norw. Jernbaner,

ways

are

Europe time (1 hr. in advance of Greenwich
time). Luggage (50-70lbs. usually free), except what the passenger
ways observe Central

takes into the carriage with him, must be booked. The average
speed of the quick trains (Norw. Hurtigtogen, Sw. kurirtctgen,
snalltagen) is 22-24 Engl. M., that of the mixed trains (blandede
Tog, blandade tag) 15-20 Engl. M. per hour. All the trains have

s-moking-carriages (Regekupe rbkkupe)
(Kvindekupe, damkupe). Return-tickets
,

and ladies'
are

compartments
usually valid for a

month.
The Railway Restaurants in Sweden and at the principal
stations in Norway are generally good and not expensive ; but those
on the branch-lines are often poor.
Passengers help themselves,
there being little or no attendance. For breakfast the usual charge
is IV4-IV21 f°r dinner or supper il/2~i3U kroner; for a cup of
coffee or half-bottle of beer 250. ; sandwiches 25-50 0. ; spirits not
obtainable. The express-trains stop at certain stations, the names
of which are posted up in the carriages, to allow time (generally

only J/4 nr0

f°r meals.
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Sw. skjuts; pronounced shoss or shuss
Sweden is so well provided with railways and
steamboats that travelling by road is rare ; but in Norway there are

Posting (Norw. Skyds,

in each

case).

still immense tracts of country where driving is the only means of
communication. The new high-roads, maintained by government,
are generally
good; the older roads are often very rough, with sudden
ups and downs, reminding one of a switchback railway. The ordinary

vehicles are the Stolkjarre (a light cart with seats for two persons),
and the lighter and swifter Kariol (a light gig for one person). The
luggage is strapped or roped behind the traveller, on the top of it
the Skydsgut (or simply Gut ; the girl who sometimes takes his
place is called 'Jerate') takes his seat, and the traveller usually takes
the reins (' Temmer') himself. If he does so he will be responsible
for any accident, but not if he allows the 'Gut' to drive from be
hind. The horses, or rather ponies, are often overdriven by for
eigners. As the average charge of 2-3cL per Engl, mile is a very
inadequate remuneration to the Skydspligtige, or peasants who are
bound to supply the horses, it is unfair on this account also to over
drive them. As a rule 10-15 min., and sometimes more, should be
allowed for each English mile. A frequent inscription in the skydsstations is iVa>r god mod hesten (i.e. be good to the horse), and
travellers who obey this injunction will receive a good character
from the 'Gut' at the successive stations and will in consequence
be more cheerfully and quickly served. In every case the traveller
in Norway will find his account more in politeness and civility than
in anything approaching a dictatorial manner.
On the great thoroughfares through Telemarken (R. 5), the
ValdeTs (R. 8), and the Gudbrandsdal (R. 10) it is often found
convenient to hire a carriage (Vogn, Kaleschvogn, or Landau;
i. e. an open four-wheeler) and horses for the whole
route, in order to avoid delays at the overtasked stations. In this
more

or

a

case

Trille,

there is

ing the

no

restriction

as

to the amount of luggage accompany

(comp. p. xx). Carriages may be obtained on appli
On some of the long
any of the Tourist Offices (p. xvii).
routes Messrs. Thos. Cook & Son (p. xvii) have provided

traveller

cation at

overland

—

and stolkjjerres of a more comfortable description
and better found than the ordinary vehicles of the country ; these
may be hired at any of Messrs. Cook's offices.
The Skydsstationer (pron. stashoo'ner; which are usually inns
also), or farm-houses whose proprietors are bound to supply trav
ellers with horses whenever required, are situated at intervals of
6-15 Engl. M. If the stage is a short one and the horse good, the
traveller may often drive on to the next station on getting leave

landaus, carioles,

from the station-master.
Those 'stations' where the proprietor (Skyds- Skaffer) is bound
to have several horses always in readiness , and is liable to a fine
if he keeps the traveller waiting for more than 1/4-1/2 hour , are

b*
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called Paste Stationer (i. e. 'fixed stations', where a 'fixed' number
are in readiness), or usually by English travellers 'fast
stations'. Another class of stations, now rare, except in little fre
quented districts, is the Tilsigelse-Stationer (or Skifter), the owners
of which are bound to procure horses on getting notice or 'Tilsigelse' (from tilsige, 'to tell to', 'send to'). At these stations, justly
called 'slow' by English travellers by way of antithesis to the 'fast',
the charges are very low , but the traveller may often be kept
waiting for hours. These delays are obviated by sending Forbud
('previous message') to stations of this class, and the same remark
applies to 'slow' boat-stations. The 'Forbud' must arrive at least
three hours before the time at which horses are required, or better
on the previous day, and should therefore be dispatched two or
three days beforehand. It is usually sent by letter or post-card, or
by any one preceding the traveller on the same route t. Travellers
pressed for time may also with advantage send 'Forbud' to 'fast'
stations.
Those who wish to make an early start should invariably
order the skyds the previous day ; in country inns the Opvartningspige
(p. xxiii) will take the order. Delay on the journey may be avoided
by informing the 'Gut' before arriving at a station that the trav
eller intends to proceed at once Cjeg vil strax reise videre').
Among other regulations , it may be mentioned that each pass
enger drawn by one horse is allowed 64 lbs. of luggage. If two per
sons travel together in a Stolkjmrre, for which they pay a fare and a
half, they are each allowed 24 lbs. of luggage only. For extra lug
gage additional vehicles must be hired. In hilly districts the 'SkydsSkaffer' is frequently authorised to charge for more than the actual
distance. Every station-master is bound to keep a Dagbog (Skydsbog) or day-book, in which the traveller enters his orders and records
his complaints if he has any to make. Travellers are entitled to
proceed in the order in which their names are entered in this book.
The tariff of charges is lower for 'slow' stations than for 'fast'
stations ; but the former difference between 'fast' stations with or
dinary tariff and 'fast' stations with raised charges was abolished in
1894. On the first page of the 'Dagbog' is always enteredthe distance
to the nearest station in each direction, whether by road or
by rowing
boat, so that the traveller will have no difficulty in calculating the
fare with the aid of the annexed tables
(printed, on yellow paper).
Distances under 5 Kilometres (3 M.) are charged at the full 5 Kil.
rate. At the slow stations the station-master is entitled to a fee
of 20 0. per horse, in addition to the fare, for the trouble of getof horses

—

t The Forbudseddel, or message , may be expressed as follows :
name the station) bestilles en Best (to
Paa Skydsskiftet (.
Heste, etc.)
med Karjol (Karjoler) eller Stolkjosrre ( Slolkjeerrer) Mandagen den 20.
Formiddagen (Eftermiddagen) Klokken et (to, tre, etc.). Paa samme Tid varm
Frohost (or Middagsmad) for en Person (to, tre Personer).
Date & Place.
Signature.
—

.

.

Juii,

Tariff for

Posting ('Land-Skyds')

in

Norway.

From Slow (or 'Tilsigelse") Stations
(plus 20 0. per horse for 'Tilsigelse';

From Fast Stations

comp. p. xx)
For

one

Two persons

person

One
horse
horse
(plus 1 0 withcarper Kil. iole or
for the
stol-

One

a

o

S

One
horse

One
horse
with
stol-

kjserre

For

one

person

One
One
horse
horse
(phis 1 0. with car
per Kil. iole or
stolfor the

Two persons

One
One
horse

horse
with
stol-

kjeerre

saddle)

kjferre

Kr. 0.

Kr. 0.

Kr. 0.

Kr. 0.

Kr. 0.

O.23

O.26

0. 10

b. 12

O.15

O.I8

0.34

O.45

O.51

0.20

O.24

O.30

O.36

45

O.51

O.68

O.77

O.30

O.36

O.45
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IV. WALKING TOURS.

tiug

it

ready. Strictly speaking the

xxi

fare may be exacted before the

hirer starts, but it is usually paid at the end of the stage, when
the 'Gut' receives a gratuity of about II/2 m. per kilometre. The
'Gaardskarl', or man who helps to harness the horses, does not
expect a fee. Nothing should be given to the peasant children who
sometimes officiously open gates.
At slow stations the stationmaster may dismiss the horses if the traveller who has ordered
them is more than 2J/2 tours late , and after the first hour of wait

ing he

may exaot 'Ventepenge' or waiting-money (amounting, for
to the fare for 3-10 Kil.). Tolls, ferries, and similar

1-2Y2 hrs->
dues

are paid by the traveller.
Rowing-Boats. For the conveyance of travellers by boat (Baadskyds or Vandskyds) the regulations are similar, but on all the
principal routes steamers now ply. Those who have a guide with
them may employ him as a rower, and thus dispense with one of
the usual crew. Each rower (Rorskarl) generally rows or 'sculls'

with two

A boat manned with two

oars.

rowers

is therefore called

Fining, or four-oared boat, one manned with three rowers a Sexring, and with four rowers an Ottering. For short distances a
Fining generally suffices. The tariff is determined by the size of
the boat and not by the number of persons (see Tariff on yellow
a

paper, which is referred to in the Handbook by the letters A, B).
The Tilsigelse fee is 7 0. per man and 6 m. per boat. As the fares
are very unremunerative, the traveller should add a liberal gratuity.

Neither Norway nor Sweden is suitable for
as the distances are too great , and the
.points of interest too far apart. A few districts in the Swedish
Norrlaud (R. 57) have, however, recently been made accessible to
pedestrian tourists. In Norway, though there is no lack of short
excursions which can be made on foot only, practically the only
opportunities for walking-tours of several days or of considerable
mountain-ascents are to be found in the region to the N. of the
Sognefjord, Lserdal, and the upper Valders as far as the Sundal, or
over the passes to the Hardanger Ford or Sognefjord. The'footpaths
are, as might be expected, far inferior to those among the Alps.
On very hilly roads, walking is quicker than driving, in which case
a cariole or cart may advantageously be hired for luggage only.

Walking

Tours.

long walking excursions,

V.

Luggage. Equipment.

Tourist Clubs.

Luggage. Travellers who intend to make the whole of their tour
in Norway and Sweden by railway and steamboat need not limit
their luggage, but those who intend travelling by cariole should not
take more than 30-40 lbs., packed in a small and strong box and a
to which may be added a wallet or game-pouch for

carpet-bag,

walking excursions.

recommended,

as

the

A soft or compressible portmanteau is not
'Skydsgut' always sits on the luggage strapped

V.
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EQUIPMENT.

behind. Suitable leathern trunks are sold at Christiania, Bergen,
and elsewhere for about 20 kr. A supply of stout cord and straps
will be useful, and a strong umbrella is indispensable.
on

of

Equipment. The traveller should avoid the common
overburdening himself with 'articles de voyage', eatables, or any
and even in
thing not absolutely necessary. On the ordinary routes,
remoter places, tolerable food can almost always be obtained. Tea
and essence of coffee will, however, sometimes be found useful.
Spirits are not to be had at the inns, but good Cognac may be
purchased in the larger towns for 4-5 kr. per bottle. A field-glass
(Kikkert), a pocket corkscrew, and a small clothes-brush will be
found useful. As to clothing, two strong but light tweed suits, a
change of warm underclothing, a pair of light shoes for steamboat
and cariole use, and a pair of extra-strong Alpine boots for moun
taineering ought to suffice. Add a stout and long ulster, a light
waterproof, and a couple of square yards of strong waterproof ma
terial, as a wrapper for coats and rugs , or for covering the knees
in wet weather, as the aprons (Skvattlmder) of the carioles are often
error

dilapidated. Visitors to Lapland and the Swedish Norrland should
further be provided with veils to keep off the gnats. Ladies travel
ling in Norway should also dress as simply, strongly, and comfort
ably as possible, eschewing ornament. For the rougher mountain
tours they should take stout gaiters or leggings.
Further Hints.
An old hand recommends a few safety-pins to be
used in keeping scanty sheets from parting company with the blankets
For monntaineering it is even more important
or shrinking into a wisp.
than in Switzerland to have very strong hoots, waterproof if possible,
and high in the ankle, as bogs and water-courses often have to be crossed.
To the equipment already mentioned may be added sewing materials, a
few buttons, arnica, glycerine, and a candle or two.
Good alpenstocks
are not to be obtained in Norway; it is a good plan to bring a proper
iron spike from home and have it fitted with a shaft in Christiania or
Plenty of small change is desirable, as already mentioned.
Bergen.
Guides charge 4-6 kr. per day and provide their own food, but a bargain
should always be made beforehand.
—

-

—

—

—

Tourist Clubs. The Norske Turistforening ('tourist union'),
founded in 1866, extends its useful operations throughout Norway,
building refuge-huts, improving paths, appointing guides, and
otherwise watching over the interests of travellers. There are now
2500 members, about one-fifth of the number being English and
Scottish. The list of members may be seen at Mr. W. Schmidt's in
Christiania (p. 10), at Bergen, Laerdal, Fagernaes on the Valders
Route, Trondhjem, etc. The subscription is only 4 kr. per annum
(life-membership 50 kr.), for which a copy of the 'Aarbog' will be
sent to the subscriber through any Norwegian address he names.
The club-button (Klubknap), worn as a distinctive badge , costs
80 ». more. The members are received with marked courtesy in
the mountain-regions, and have a preferential right to accommo

dation at the club-huts

(see

p.

140).

VI. HOTELS AND INNS.
The Svenska

Turistfbrening (Stockholm

club, numbering 9000

members.

VI.

Except in the capitals
hotels of the first class

,

The annual

xxiii
a

similar

subscription

is 3 kr.

p.

287)

is

Hotels and Inns.

and

are rare

a

few of the favourite summer-resorts,
Norway and Sweden. But very fair

in

hotels are rapidly springing up in other regions also, affording cheap
and tolerable quarters. Many of these new hotels in Norway are
admirable examples of the national timber architecture, though they
are apt to be noisy. In view of the inflammable nature of their material,
they are furnished with numerous exits. The so-called 'sanatoria',
answering to the British hydropathic or the American 'summer
boarding-house', are well spoken of for a residence for some little
time. The usual charges at the first-class hotels are : R. Wj^-I^j^,
B. IV4-IV2, !>• 2-2i/2, S. iy2kr. ; at the second-class houses : R. 80 0."1 kr., B. l-li/4,D. li/2, s- I-IV4 kr- The humbler inns in the less
frequented districts are even cheaper ; so that pedestrians in the
regions indicated at p. xxi may often obtain board and lodging for
3'/2-^ kr. Per day. The bedrooms, though plain, are scrupulously
clean. Attendance is not usually charged in the bill; a fee of 4060 0. from each person (Norw. Drikkepenge, Sw. drickespenningar)
to the servant or Opvartningspige (addressed as Freken) suffices.
The 'boots' of other European countries is conspicuous by his
absence. In Norway, as a rule, every Skydsstation is also an inn
(affording 'godt KvarteY or 'slet Kvarter' according to circum
stances), corresponding with the Swedish gastgifoaregard. In Sweden
and particularly in Norway the manners of the innkeepers are re
served and homely, but there is no lack of real politeness and
attention. On the other hand, as the people are rather slow in their
movements, travellers intending to make an early start should make
all their arrangements overnight.
Tables d'hSte are almost unknown in Sweden. The Smorgasbord
where various relishes, bread-and-butter, and
or Brannvinsbord,
liqueurs are served by way of stimulant to the appetite, is an in
stitution peculiar to Sweden, and should be patronised very spar
ingly. In the evening from 7 to 10 small portions of meat, etc.,
known as Sexor (six o'clock meal) are served to those who wish a
.

light
'

supper.
In Norway,

The
on the other hand, tables d'h6te are the rule.
tinned meats ('Hermetike Sager'), salted anchovies, cheese, etc.,
which form the staple of breakfast and supper should be avoided as
much as possible.
The waiter (Norw. Opvarter; Swed. kypare, vaktmastare,
garcon, markor) usually receives a gratuity of 10 e>. or more for
each meal.
The following dishes are among the commonest in the bills of
fare

(Norw. Spisesedel,

Swed.

Matseddel):

—
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Norwegian

.

English.

Suppe

Soup

Kjedsuppe

Broth
Meat
boiled
roasted
Beef
Koast veal
Cutlets
Boast mut
ton
Pork
Roast veni

Kjed
kogt
slegt
Oxekjed

Kalvesteg
Coteletter

Faaresteg,
Bedesteg
Flesk

Raadyrsteg

HOTELS AND INNS.
Swedish.

Norwegian

.

English.

Soppa.
Buljong

Aal

Eel

Gjedde

Kbit
kokt
stekt
Oxkbtt

0rreter
Torsk
Sild

Pike
Trout
Cod

Kalfstek

Banner
Jirter
Poteter

Kotletter
Farstek
Flask

Radjurstek

son

Rendyrsteg

Boast rein
deer

Renstek

Fjaerkros

Poultry

Fjaderfd

And
Gaas
Fisk

Duck
Goose
Fish

And
Gas
Fisk

Grensager

j

Herring
Vegetables
Beans
Peas

Potatoes

j Kartofler
Eggs
jEg
Pandekagei Pancakes
Ost (short) Cheese
Smer

Kager
Redvin
Bvidvin
01 (short)

Swedish.

Al
Gddda
Foreller
Torsk
Sill
Gronsaker
Bbnor
Arter
Potatis , Po
tater

Agg

Pankakor
Ost
Smdr
Cakes
Kakor
Bed wine
Rodvin
White wine Bvidtvin
Beer
01, bier.

Butter

Beer is the usual Scandinavian beverage (halo Flask or halfva
butelj, 20-25 ».), but good Bordeaux and other wines are generally
to be had at the larger inns and on board the steamers. Spirits are
never sold at the hotels or on board the steamers, but may be pur
chased at the shops in the towns. Drunkenness, which used to be
a national vice, has been greatly diminished by recent
—

In Norway, where the liquor-traffic was formerly al
most entirely free, the consumption of raw spirits amounted in 1833 to
28 quarts per head of the entire population. Owing to the raising of the
duty and to the efforts of temperance societies the quantity was reduced
in 1843 to 17'/2 pints per head, and in 1871-73 to about 9 pints per head
per annum. In 1874 and 1875 the average consumption rose to nearly 12
pints for each person per annum, but the recent introduction of a 'per
missive bill' has again caused a great reduction and produced most bene
ficial results. By the laws of 9th June, 1866, 3rd May, 1871, and 22nd May,
1875, the authorities of each district may, by a majority, refuse to grant
any license for the retail sale of spirits within their district, or they
may grant a monopoly of the spirit-trade to a company which is bound
to pay the whole of its profits to the, municipality, after deduction of
The former option has been exercised
expenses and 5 per cent interest.
in many country-districts, with the result that drunkenness is now al
most unknown and that poverty, crime, and disease are greatly dimin
ished.
The other alternative has been adopted in many of the larger
towns, such as Bergen and Christiansand, with the result that drunken
ness and crime are much less frequent than
formerly, and that a consid
erable revenue is yielded to the municipality for the support of the im
provident classes. The sale of spirits is entirely prohibited on Sundays
and saints' days, and also on Saturdays and the eves of festivals after
The laws restricting the sale of wine and beer are similar,
5 p.m.
but much less stringent.
In Sweden the leading statute regulating the retail spirit-trade was
passed on 24th August, 1877, partly in consequence of the success which
for several years previously had attended the 'Gothenburg licensing sys
tem'. Its provisions are similar to those of the Norwegian statutes, and
by § 3 it is further provided that food shall always be sold at spirit-shops.
By §§ 10, 14 it is enacted that the authorities of a district may either
sell one or more licenses , in accordance with the requirements of the
place, by auction to the highest bidder, or to a company which shall
pay the whole of its surplus profits to the municipality, or they may by
a majority refuse to grant any license for the retail sale of spirits. Again,

Liqdor Laws.

■

—

SPORT.
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by § 17, no license will be granted to any one in a town, except on his
undertaking to pay duty on at least 1200 Kannor at the rate of 25 0. per
Kanna (2'/3 quarts) of spirits sold for consumption elsewhere, or at the
The mini
rate of 40 0. per kanna of spirits consumed on the premises.
mum quantity on which duty must be paid in the country is 600 Kannor.
A license in a town, if granted at all, therefore costs 300-480 kr., and in
the country one-half of that sum. By § 28 spirit-shops are closed in the
country, and in towns they may be closed by order of the authorities,
In October, 1877, the municipality of Stock
on Sundays and festivals.
holm, under § 10 of the statute, granted the sole license to retail spirits
to a company similar to that at Gothenburg, and the police statistics
—

show that drunkenness and crime have

considerably

decreased.

almost unknown in Norway, but are to be found in
Cafes
the larger Swedish towns. One of their specialties is Swedish
punch, a mixture of rum or arrak with lemon-juice and sugar,
drunk as a liqueur and undiluted (25-40 6. per glass). With ice
are

in

summer

Beer

on

it is

draught

Restaurants

are

a

palatable,

but not very wholesome beverage.
Cafe's and
larger towns only.

is to be had in the

frequently closed

—

on

Sundays

from

8.30

a.m.

to

1.30 p.m.
Baths in Norway and Sweden are very primitive as a rule. The
bath-houses in the fjords and lakes are for gentlemen only.
VII.

Sport.

Sport of all kinds has fallen off greatly in Norway and Sweden
of late years. Excellent salmon-fishing is indeed still obtainable,
but only at high rents, and the best rivers, such as the Namsen-Elv
above Namsos, are let on long leases, chiefly to wealthy Englishmen.
Good trout-fishing , however, may still be had by those who are
prepared for some hardships. Among the best waters ('Fiskevand')
for trout and grayling are the Telemarken Lakes (R. 6), the Messna
and Laagen which fall into Lake Mjesen (R. 10), the Isternsje and
Fcemundsje in Eastern Norway, the Storsjo in Sweden (R. 56), the
Ostra Dalelf and other streams falling into Lake Siljan in Sweden
(It. 54), the Lule-Elf and the lakes from which it descends in
Lapland (R. 57), and many other lakes and rivers mentioned in
the Handbook.
It is difficult now to obtain good shooting in Norway and Swe
den. The mountains enclosing the Hallingdal still afford reindeershooting , which may also be had on the Hardanger Vidda, near
the Romsdal, near Reros, and in Lapland; and wild-fowl abound
in many parts of Norway, particularly in the trackless forests
of 0sterdalen, in the Ostra and Westra Dal in Dalarne, around
the Storsjo in Jemtland, and in Lapland ; but in every case the
sportsman will find serious difficulties to contend with. In the
first place most of the mountain and forest districts, where the
best spoTt is obtainable, belong to government, and by a Norwegian
law of 1877 a license to shoot there costs from 200 to 1000 kroner.
Again, though no license is required when permission is obtained to
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shoot over private property, the sport is generally very inferior.
Another drawback to the sportsman's enjoyment is the difficulty of
obtaining good or even tolerable quarters. The Swedish game-laws,
are less
a license for shooting on unenclosed

however,
belonging

stringent,

to government being seldom required.
For heath-hen and
The Close Seasons in Norway are as follows :
black-hen (Rei and XJrhene), 15th March to 15th Aug. ; capercailzie (Tjur),
blackcock (Urhane), and hazel-hen (Bjei-pe), 15th May to 15th Aug. ; par
tridge (Raphene), 1st Jan. to 1st Sept.; eider-duck (Ederfugl), 15th April
to 15th Aug. ; ptarmigan (Rype), 15th May to 15th Aug. ; reindeer (Rensdyr),
1st April to 1st Aug.; hare (Bare), 1st June to 15th Aug.; elk (Elg,
Elsdyr), beaver (Bcever), and deer (Bjorl), 1st Nov. to 1st Aug. (but
foreigners are at present prohibited from shooting these last at any time).
For salmon (Lax) and sea-trout (Seerret) in rivers, estuaries, and lakes,
14th Sept. to 15th April ;in brooks or on the sea-coast, 14th Sept. to 14th Feb.
The close seasons for game in Sweden are nearly the same , usually
ending on 9th August.

land

—

—

VIII.

Maps.

Books.

Maps. In maps of a vast country like the Scandinavian penin
sula there is plenty of room for names ; but as it is thinly peopled
the names are apt to mislead, farm-houses and even 'saeters' or
chalets being sometimes marked almost as boldly as Christiania it
In the maps in the Handbook the names of unimportant
self.
'gaards' have been omitted, but those of churches retained. When
a place has several different names the commonest is given.
In Norway the series of Ordnance Maps, begun in 1826, on the
scale of 1 -.200,000, is all that is available for a great part of the
country. The older of these maps are often indistinct, the plates
having suffered from frequent use. A new ordnance map in 200
sheets, on a scale of 1 : 100,000, called the lTopografisk Kart over
Kongeriget Norge' (water coloured blue, mountains indicated by
contour lines and shaded in chalk), and a less satisfactory 'Generalkart over det sydlige Norge', on a scale of 1 : 400, 000 (in three
colours; to be completed in 18 sheets) are now in progress. In
1895 the eight southernmost sheets of the latter had been published,
while of the former there had appeared 29 sheets of the district
round Christiania, 44 sheets of Trondhjem and neighbourhood, 5
of Bergen, 1 of the Sogndal, 1 of the Galdhepig, 3 of Varanger,
and 1 of Lake Bygdin.
The most suitable travelling maps are
the Reisekart over det Sydlige $r Nordlige Norge, on a scale of
1:800,000, prepared from official sources by P. Nissen (published
by Cammermeyer of Christiania ; S. Norway in two sheets at ll/2 kr.
each; N. Norway, four sheets, in two covers, at 2 kr. each), with
the 'skyds-stations' and the distances carefully marked, and Oscar
Nielsens Lomme-Reisekart over Norge (1 : 400,000 ; same publishers ;
in fourteen sections at 40-80 m. each) , embracing the most fre
quented regions. A kReisekart over Sendmere' by Kristofer Randers
—

(1 : 250,000)
ner

was

published

$ DahVs Kart

over

in

1894. Lastly

Finmarkens Amt

we

may mention

(1:400,000;

two

Haff-

plates).
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Of

Sweden, there is an excellent new ordnance map, called
Topografiska Corpsens Karta bfver Sverige' (water coloured
blue), on a scale of 1 : 100,000. In 1895 there had appeared 80
the

'

Other
sheets, extending on the N. to Lake Wenern and Gefle.
good maps are the 'Generalkarta bfver Sverige' (1 : 1,000,000), in
three plates, of which the two southernmost have been issued ; and
the 'Karta bfver Sverige', by Selander, in 14 sheets on a scale of
1 : 500,000. For N. Sweden may be mentioned the 'Karta bfver Norrbottns Lain (1 : 200,000 ; in 45 sheets) now in course of publication.
—

a

Books. Of the numerous books treating of Norway and Sweden
few useful and accessible works are mentioned here :
Annuaire Statistique de la Norvhje (official, pub. at intervals).
Broch, Royaume de Norvege, etc., 2nd ed., 1878.
Bruce, C. L., The Norse Folk, etc., New York, 1857.
Du Chaillu, P. B., Land of the Midnight Sun, 2 vols., 1881.
Forbes, J. D., Norway and its Glaciers, Edin., 1853.
Hare, A.J. C, Sketches in Holland and Scandinavia, Lond., 1885.
■—

Lloyd, L., Scandinavian Adventure, Lond., 1854.
Lovett, Norwegian Pictures, 1885.
Metcalf, F., Oxonian in Thelemarken, 2 vols., Lond., 1858.
"Old Bushman", Ten Years in Sweden, Lond., 1865.
Otte, Miss E. C, Denmark and Iceland, Lond., 1881.
Pritchett, R. T., Gamle Norge, Lond., 1879.
Schiibeler, Viridarium Norvegianum (admirable account of

the

flora).

Stone, O. M., Norway in June, Lond., 1889.
Taylor, Bayard, Northern Travel, Lond., 1857.
Thomas, W. W., Sweden and the Swedes, Lond., 1892.
'Three in Norway', by Two of them, Lond., 1887.
Vicary, J. F., An American in Norway, Lond., 1885.
Vincent, Norsk, Lapp, and Finn, 1881.
Wood, Round about Norway, Lond., 1882.
Wood, C. W., Under Northern Skies, Lond., 1886.
IX. Names and their

Meanings.

The spelling and pronunciation of the names of Scandinavian
places is very variable. In Sweden the modified a and o are writ
ten a and 6, in Norway usually ce and e, while a and o also occur,
the latter being sometimes used to indicate the short sound of the
letter. Again in Norway aa, au, ou, and o are frequently inter
changed, as in Laag, Laug, Loug, or Log, 'river', and Haug or
Houg, 'hill'. The vowels 0, u, ei, m, and e are also frequently
interchanged, their pronunciation remaining nearly identical , so
that the same word will sometimes assume such various forms as
Synjereim, Sennerheim, or Sennerum, Bredheim or Breum, Marok,
Mmraak, or Merok, Eidfjord or Bifjord. The letter d in combi-
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nation with other consonants or at the end of a word is usually mute,
and therefore often omitted (as Meheia for Medheia, Haukeli for
Haukelid, Grotli for Grotlid, etc.). Lastly, g and k, when hard, are

indifferently, as Agershus or Akershus, Egersund or
Ekersund, Vig or Vik. The article en or et (see grammar in the

often used

appendix) is often added in common speech to names which appear
in the map without it (Krogleven, Kroglev, etc.). In Danish or
Norwegian the letter w does not occur, but in Swedish v and w
are constantly interchanged, the latter having lately come more
into vogue.
In both countries the traveller will often be struck by the
primitiveness of the nomenclature, many names signifying merely
'the creek', 'the promontory', 'the lake', 'the end of the lake',
'the river', 'the river-valley', 'the valley-river'. Farm-houses again
and the converse is
are usually named after their proprietors ,
often the case. The following is a list of several common Norwe
gian words (ce and 0 being placed last in the alphabet) :
—

Eide, isthmus , neck of
Aak, Ok, probably
tracted from Aaker or
land.
Ager, field, cultivated Elv, river.
land.
Fjwre, ebb-tide, thebeach
exposed at ebb-tide.
Aar, from Aa, river.
Aas, ridge.
Fjeld, mountain.
Fjord, ba,y, arm of the sea.
Aur, see 0re.
Fos, waterfall.
Bakke, hill.
Bras, glacier.
Gaard, farm-house (Engl.
hamlet.
Bu, Be, 'Gaard',
'yard').

Eyl, Bel, hollow, basin.

By, town, village.
Gald, rocky slope.
Bygd , parish , district, Grcend, group of chalets.
hamlet.
Bang, Boug, hill.
Dal, valley.
Bei, Beia, barren height.
Egg, corner, edge, ridge. Helle, slab, rock, cliff.
Odde, tongue of land, Sund, strait, ferry.
Thveit (Eng. 'thwaite')'
promontory.
Os, mouth, estuary.
clearing.
Plads, hamlet, clearing. Tind, peak.
Prwstegaard, parsonage. Tjcern, Tjern, or Kjcern,
5(e<er,'chalet',mountainmountain-lake, 'tarn'.

Mork, Mark,

con-

farm, cowherds' hut.
Sje, Se, lake.
Stabbur, storehouse.
Slul, Stel, see 'Sseter'.
wooden house,
Stue ,
sseter, hut.

Many places have
the

river.

Lund, grove, thicket.
Lykke, hamlet, garden.

Mark, field.
Mo, Mog, plain, dale.
a

forest ; also
'mountain-tract'.

Noes, nose, promontory.
Nut, mountain-top,
peak.
Vand, Vatn, water, lake.
Vang, meadow, pasture.
Vas, contracted genitive
of 'Vand'.

Vig, Vik, creek.
Yel, sandy slope.
Tuft, Toml, site of house, 0, island.
plot of ground (English 0e,0y, peninsula, tongue
and Scotch provincial
of land.
'toft', 'toom').
Ore, 0yr , alluvial or
Ur, rubble, loose stones,
gravelly soil , tongue
of land.
Vaag, bay, harbour.

two

or more

names,

one

usually applying

to

another to the principal 'gaard', a third to the postingso on, the number of names being sometimes in an in
ratio to the importance of the place.

church,
station, and
verse

Kirle, church.
Kiev, cliff.
Kvam, Qvam, ravine.
Laag, Log, Laug, Loug,
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X. On the

Physical Geography

Situation.

Geological

of Scandinavia.

Formation.

Coast Line.

Scandinavia, the largest peninsula in Europe, embracing the
kingdom of Norway on the W. and N. sides, Sweden on the E. and
S., and part of Russia to the N.E., is about 296,500 Engl. sq. M.
in

area.

It extends from S.S.W. to N.N.E. between 57° 57' and

71° 11' N.

latitude, being upwards of 1100 Engl. M. in length.
Between the Gulf of Bothnia and the N.W. coast its breadth is about
260 Engl. M., and towards the S. it gradually increases, though
at the point where the Trondhjems-Fjord forms a deep indentation
it narrows to 160 M. Farther to the S., in latitude 60° (that of
Christiania and Upsala), the width increases to 435 M., beyond
which Norway forms a rounded peninsula ending in Cape Lindesnses
(58° 59'), while the S. part of Sweden forms another pen
insula to the S.E. of the Christiania Fjord, gradually narrowing,
and terminating in the promontory of Falsterbo (55° 20') near Co
penhagen. The entire coast-line of the peninsula , disregarding
its innumerable indentations, measures 2060 M. in length , the
part between Cape Lindesnaes and Vadsa alone measuring 1250 M.
The peninsula contains no distinctly connected mountain-ranges
like those in most other countries, but mainly consists in its W.
part of a vast elevated plateau, descending abruptly to the western
fjords and sloping gradually down to the plains of Sweden and the
Gulf of Bothnia on the E. side. Roughly speaking, a line drawn
parallel with the W- coast, about 50-60 Engl. M. inland, marks
the boundary of the mountain plateau, the W. margin of which is
deeply indented with innumerable bays and creeks, and fringed
with a belt of countless rocky islands. The latter are known as
Skjar (Sw. skar), and the island-belt as the Skjargaard (skargard).
To different parts of the mountain-plateau are applied the names
of Fjeld ('fell'), Heidar ('heights'), and Vidder ('widths', barren
expanses), and in the N. part of the peninsula Kjeler ('mountainranges'), and from it rise at intervals rounded and occasionally
pointed peaks of considerable height.
The Mountains are composed almost entirely of primary rocks,
the same form as when originally solidified, and
are rarely overlaid with more recent formations, so that for the ge
ologist they possess the charm of the most hoar antiquity. These
primary rocks consist of granite, gneiss, mica, hornblende, slate,
quarzite, clay-slate, limestone, and dolomite, disposed in strata,
corresponding with which are occasional well-defined layers of

presenting nearly

later slate-formations and particularly of limestone. At places,
notably in the Romsdal, or Valley of the Rauma, the gneiss , the
oldest of these rocks, towers in most imposing pinnacles, 50006000 ft. in height, unencumbered by any later formations. That
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valley extends from the Moldefjord to the S.E., intersecting the
pure gneiss rock, which rises on each side in almost perpendicular
cliffs 2000-3000 ft. in height
and is afterwards prolonged by
the Gudbrandsdal descending to Lake Mjersen. In grandeur of
rock-scenery, and in the purity of its formation, this magnificent
valley is hardly inferior to the far-famed Yosemite Valley of the
,

,

Sierra Nevada in California.
About the

year

1840 rocks of the Silurian Formation

were

geologists near the Christiania Fjord, and other depo
sits of that period have since been found in Skane, Western Got
land the island of Gotland, Herjeadalen, and Jemtland in Swe
den, and also on the banks of Lake Mjesen and in Trondhjems
Stift in Norway, but nowhere of great extent. The largest Silurian
basin in the peninsula is that of the Storsjo in Jemtland, a lake
discovered by
,

of 2570

Engl.

sq. M. in

area.

One of the most instructive sections of the country is formed
by the route from Sundsvall in Sweden to Ostersund on the Storsjo
and Trondhjem in Norway.
The primitive crystalline rocks of
Jemtland are first replaced by limestone, extending to the E.
bank of the lake, where the Silurian formations begin.
These
stretch westwards to the great mountain backbone of Sweden and
Norway. On this route rises Areskutan, the highest mountain in
Sweden (p. 338), part of the base of which on the E. and W. sides
belongs to the Silurian formation, while the primary rocks, con
sisting of quartzite, horneblende, mica-slate, and gneiss, protrude
through it all the way to the summit. From this vantage-ground
we obtain an excellent idea of the character of the Scandinavian
mountains. Many of the hills, rounded and worn by glacier-action,
are almost
entirely bare , or clothed only with lichens {Cetraria
cucullata nivalis, Cronicularia ochroleuca,
etc.), and present an

exceedingly
intervening

sombre and dreary appearance.
The slopes of the
basins are often well wooded, but the lower plateaux
are mainly covered with vast tracts of lake and marsh.
Coal occurs here and there in the
peninsula. The coal-measures
of Helsingborg at the S. extremity of the
peninsula are of con
siderable extent. On the island of
Ande, one of the Vesteraalen
group, in latitude 69°, a bed of coal was also recently discovered
at the mouth of the
Ramsaa, the organic remains in which prove
that the island must have undergone violent convulsions about the
period when the coal was formed. Under the sea extends a thick
seam of coal, above which lie strata of
sandstone, clay-slate, and
later coal, extending into the island. The island must therefore
have once been larger than now, and thickly clothed with
vege
tation , after which it appears to have been
submerged and then

upheaved
The

anew.

configuration of the mainland must at one time have differ
ed greatly from its present form. That it was once higher above
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than now is proved by the nature of the coast with its
ice-worn fjords, straits, and isthmuses (Eid). On the
other hand the sea appears within recent centuries to have receded
at places. This was first observed by Celsius (d. 1744) and Linnaus
(d. 1778), who caused marks to be made on the rocks at Kalmar
and Gefle with a view to measure the retrocession of the sea , by
the German naturalist Hell at Varde< in 1769, and by L. v. Buch,
the geologist, in 1807. Throughout a vast tract, extending from
Spitzbergen to about latitude 62°, the whole country is ascertained
to be gradually rising, or the sea to be receding. In the Altenfjord,
near Hammerfest, there are ancient coast-lines 620 ft. above the
present sea-level, and others gradually decreasing in height extend
all the way to Trondhjem and still farther S., while at Trondhjem
itself it is well authenticated that the coast has risen 20 ft. within
1000 years. At Tornea, at the head of the Gulf of Bothnia, the ground
is even said to have risen 5 ft. in a century ; in the Aland Islands,
farther to the S., a rise of 3 ft. within the same time has been ob
served ; while at Karlskrona no change of level has been detected. To
the S. of Karlskrona, on the other hand, a gradual depression of the
land or encroachment of the sea appears to be taking place. These
calculations are probably not very trustworthy, but careful measure
merits made at eleven different places between 1839 and 1865
proved that the average rise of the coast-line between Maase and
Christiania during that period was 1 foot. According to Kjerulf,
the most eminent of the Norwegian geologists, the elevation of the
coast has taken place fitfully, as several facts tend to prove. Thus
it will generally be observed that in all the Norwegian valleys and
fjords there are several distinct terraces, between which there is a
sudden and well-defined dip, and that the old coast-lines , with
their heaps of debris , descend abruptly at their lower ends at an
angle of 25-30°. Again it will be noticed that the different waterlevels on the rocks are marked by a kind of disintegrated pathway
or furrow, each separated from its neighbour by a comparatively
intact and unworn surface.
With regard to the Glaciers of Norway, the traveller will ob
serve that all the most important are situated to the S. of latitude
67°. The largest is the Jostedalsbra (p. 125), lying between lat.
61° and 62°, 515 Engl. sq. M. in area, and the largest glacier in
Europe. In form it resembles an enormous roof , from which a
number of offshoots descend to within 150-200 ft. of the sea-level.
A similar ice -mantle is that of the Folgefond (p. 102), a little
to the S. of lat. 60°, and another of vast extent is that of Svartisen (p. 221), within the Arctic Circle. The upper parts of these
glaciers form immense and nearly level expanses of dazzling ice
and snow, unbroken by moraines or crevasses, except where their
ramifications descend into the valleys, or by peaks rising above
them.
These plateaux of ice correspond with the mountain-

the

sea

water and
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to Norway, and on a small scale they afford
idea of the character of the glaciers which once covered the
whole country. Of that glacier period numerous traces still exist
in Scandinavia. Striated rocks are everywhere observable, from
the coast line upwards ; the debris of moraines is distributed
and the soil formed by glacierover every part of the country ;
friction now forms good cultivable land and affords abundant
material for brick-making. Erratic Blocks seem to have been
first deposited in S. Sweden by the glaciers on their southward
course, and they abound in N. Germany, sometimes lying a
few feet only below the surface of the soil , sometimes clustered
together with sand, mud,oand gravel, and rising into hills of 70185 ft. in height, called Asar in Sweden , and known in Ireland
and Scotland as escars and kames.

configuration peculiar
an

-

The coast is indented with innumerable Fjords, most of
Similar indentations occur in
which have minor ramifications.
the precipitous W. coast of N. America , extending northwards
from the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and on the S. American coast, to
the S. of the Island of Chiloe, and on a smaller scale there are
numerous fjords on the W. and E. coasts of Greenland, in Spitzbergen, Novaja Semlja, and on the W. coasts of Iceland, Scotland,
and Ireland. All these fjord-formations cease within 40-50° from
the equator, and at the same time they generally correspond with
the rainiest regions of the countries where they occur. The E. coast
of Scandinavia was probably also at one time indented with fjords,
to which the numerous inland lakes once belonged, but which have
gradually been filled up by the alluvial deposits of the rivers. That
the fjords have been formed, as would naturally be supposed, by
the erosive action of ice and water, seems to be disproved by the
fact that they are often much deeper than the sea beyond their
mouths. The Sognefjord, for example, is no less than 4100 ft.
deep at places. The fact appears rather to be that these basins
existed before the glacier era. They are generally narrow and
deep, and with the exception of those in E. Finmarken , they lie
at right angles to the axis of the mountains. On the banks of the
fjords usually extends a strip of fertile and sheltered land which
has attracted a considerable population.
The immense and

intricate archipelago of the Skjser gaard
island-belt, which affords admirable shelter to the
coasting steamers, accompanies nearly the whole of the Scandina
vian coast from Vadse to Haparanda. The only considerable inter
vals are in the Arctic Ocean near the North Cape, off the mouth of
the Foldenfjord (64y2°), off Jwderen and Lister (between 58° and
59°), and opposite the coasts of Holland and Skane in Sweden.
Within the Arctic Circle are a considerable number of large islands,
the Kvale, on which Hammerfest is situated, the Seiland, Sere,

(skdrgard),

or
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and Hvale ; between
with the town of that
Of
name ; then Senjen and the Vesteraalen and Lofoten Islands.
the last-named group the first is the Hinde, the largest island in
Norway (870 Engl. sq. M.), to the S. of which there are others of
considerable size. All these islands, particularly those near the
Arctic Circle, are mountainous, and many of them present strik
ingly picturesque forms. Among the finest are the Hestmandse,
Threnen, Lovunden, Alstene with the 'Seven Sisters', and the sin
gular Torghatten , all of which are described in the Handbook

Stjerne, Kaage, Arne, Varne, Ringvadse,
the last and the mainland is the Tromse

,

(pp. 215-240).
The great resource of the busy coast-population is the Cod
besides which the Herring, Oyster, and Lobster Fisheries
and Seal Hunting yield a considerable revenue. The great fishingbanks of the Lofoten Islands are mentioned at p. 225.
These
fisheries support a population of no less than 100,000 souls. The
annual yield of the cod-fishery is estimated at 1,300,0002., and
that of the seal-hunting (Phoca vitulina) at 55,600J., while about
a million and a half of lobsters are annually
exported to England
alone. Herrings formerly abounded near Stavanger, but disap
peared from 1784 to 1808, during which period cod were abundant
in that neighbourhood. In 1808 the cod in their turn disappeared
and the herring returned, but since 1869 the former have again
been found in their old haunts. The shoals of cod and herring are
usually attended by a kind of whale (Balenoptera musculus), which
was formerly
supposed to prey on the latter, but this is ascertained
to be erroneous.
The oyster-fishery is chiefly carried on on the S.
coast near Kragere, and on the W. coast near Finnaas in Sendhorland, near Lindaas in Nordhorland, near Vestnoes in the Romsdalsfjord, by the Bjare, and near Vigten in the Namsdal. The sal
mon-fishery is also of considerable importance. Among the most
famous rivers are" the Drammens-Elv, the Numedalslaag, the OngneElv in Jaederen, the Suledals-Elv in Ryfylke, the Rauma and Driva
in the Romsdal, the Gula near Trondhjem, the Namsen in the Nams
dal, and the Alten-Elv and Tana in Finmarken.
These valuable resources of the coast-districts, compared with
which the Opland or inland districts offer little or no attraction to
settlers, have also given rise to the important Maritime Trade of

Fishery,

Norway,

the foundation of which

was

laid by the

piratical Vikings

(inhabitants of 'Viker' or creeks), whose expeditions extended to
Constantinople, and who discovered Iceland, Greenland, and N.
America ('Vinland' ; 500 years earlier than Columbus). On some
fjords still exist the tumuli of these early navigators, who
sometimes caused themselves to be buried along with their vessels.
The commercial fleet of Norway now ranks next to those of Great
Britain and the United States. Timber for shipbuilding purposes
is abundant.
of the

Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

6th Edit,

q
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The E. coast of the peninsula is less favourable for navigation,
as many of the harbours have altered their position or
been rendered shallow by the gradual rise of the coast-line, and
accordingly few of the vikings had their headquarters there. The
of Stockholm, however, and the inland lake and

especially

coasting-trade
canal-traffic

are

of considerable

importance.

Mountains, Lakes, and Rivers.

Owing
acter

long,

descent of the mountains on the W.
that side of the peninsula all have the char
while on the E. side they take the form of
connected by rivers and often by waterfalls.

to the sudden

coast the streams

of torrents
narrow

on
,

lakes,

The mountains in the northern part of the peninsula, bordering
Russia, rarely exceed 1000 ft. in height, but they become
loftier as we proceed towards the S.W. , rising to imposing
dimensions on the Lyngenfjord (p. 236) and at the head of the
on

Saltenfjord (p. 223), where the Sulitelma forms the boundary
between the sister kingdoms. To the S. of the great glacier-moun
tains of Svartisen (p. 221) the mountains decrease in height, and
number of large lakes send their waters eastwards to the Baltic,
while the Namsen and Snaasen descend to the well-cultivated
plains on the Trondhjems-Fjord. Farther to the S. the mountains,
such as the Jomafjeld, Kjelhaugen, Areskutan in Sweden, and the
Syltoppe, again attain a height of 4000-5000 ft., while the islands
off the coast contain mountains of similar height. In latitude 63°
the main range divides, the backbone of the peninsula continuing
to run southwards, while a branch diverges to the W. nearly at a
right angle. In the central range are the sources of the Oster and
Wester Dalelf, which afterwards unite and descend to the S.E. to
the Gulf of Bothnia. Adjoining the same range lies the FamundSje, out of which flows the Famunds-Elv, afterwards called the
Klar-Elf, and falling into Lake Wenern, whence it descends under
the name of the Gbta-Elf to the Kattegat. A little to the N. of the
Faemund-Sje lies the Aursund-Sje, the source of the Glommen,
the largest river in Norway, which forms the
imposing Sarpsfos at
Sarpsborg and falls into the Skager-Rack at Fredrikstad. Near the
same lake rises the
Gula, which descends to the N.W. to Trond
hjem; and through the valleys of these two rivers runs the impor
tant railway from Christiania to Lake Mjesen , the
copper -mines
of Rtfros, and Trondhjem.
Between the Fsemund-Sja and the Glommen rise the lofty
a

and Elgepig, and between the Glommen
,
and the Gudbrandsdal tower the isolated Rdndane.
To the
N.W. of the latter stretches the Dovrefjeld, culminating in the
Snehatta (p. 71), formerly supposed to be the highest mountain
in Norway. To the W. of this point, and to the N.W. of the Gud-

Hummelfjeld, Tronfjeld
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stretch the gneiss mountains of the Romsdal, already
The mountains to the S. of the Romsdal are usually
known as the Langfjelde, which include the Jostedalsbra with the
Lodalskaupe and extend to the Horungerfjeld and the Jotunheim
Mountains. To the last-named group belongs the Ymesfjeld, a
huge mass of granite nearly 10 Engl. M. in breadth, culminating
in the Galdhepig (p. 149), and surrounded by rocks of the tran
sition period. Farther to the S. lie the extensive Lakes Gjende,
Tyin, and Bygdin, enclosed by imposing mountains, belonging
like the Horunger to the easily disintegrated 'gabbro' formation,
and remarkable for picturesqueness of form. All these mountains
are covered with perpetual snow , except the highest and most
precipitous peaks, on which the snow cannot lie.
The southern mountains of Norway, which also run from N.E.
to S.W., are bounded by the Sognefjord on the N.W. , by the
Christiania Fjord on the S.W., and by a line drawn on the E. side
from the Fillefjeld to Christiania. Between the Sognefjord and
the Hardanger Fjord are the isolated plateaux of the Vosseskavl,
the Hardanger Jekul, and the Hallingskarv, rising above the snow
line. The Hardanger Fjeld is separated by the innermost branch
of the Hardanger Fjord from the Folgefond (p. 102), an extensive
snow-clad mountain with several peaks. To the S.E. of the Har

brandsdal,

mentioned.

danger Fjord stretches the

extensive

Hardanger Vidda,

with

peaks

3000-4600 ft. in height, which gradually slope on the E. and S.
sides. Farther to the E. are the deep valleys of the picturesque

region of Telemarken, which frequently intersect each other. The
E. outpost of the whole of this mountain-region is the Skogshorn, to the N. of the Hallingdal. Farther to the E. are the Numedal, Hallingdal, and Valders valleys, descending towards the S.,
beyond which we again meet with a number of transverse val
leys, containing the most fertile land in Norway (such as Hadeland

on the Randsfjord and Ringerike on the Tyrifjord).
The
mountains then descend to the plain of Jarlsberg and Laurvik.
Among their last spurs are the Gausta and the Lidfjeld in Tele
marken, and the isolated Norefjeld, rising between Lake Krederen

and the Eggedal.
The mountains extending towards the S.E. next enter the
Herjeadal and Wermland in Sweden, where they contain valu
able iron ores, particularly in Wermland, Dalarne, and Westerman-

land. The range next runs between Lakes Wenem and Wettern,
where it is called Tiveden, and extends to the E. under the names
of the Tydoskog and Kolmarden. It then intersects the province
of Gotland and forms the plateau of Smaland to the S. of Lake
Wettern. An important spur a little to the S. of that lake is the
Taberg, a hill containing about 30 per cent of iron ore. The hills
then gradually slope down to the plains of Skane and Holland,
where there

are a

few

insignificant heights only.

In the

c*

pl'iins

of
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Gotland rise the isolated Kinnekulle on Lake Wenern, the Halleberg, the Hunneberg, and the Omberg.
The Swedish islands of Gotland and Oland contain no hills
above 210 ft. in

height.
comparatively late geological formation is the Swedish
extending from the Skager-Rack through Lakes Wenern
and Wettern to Lake Miilaren, the land to the S. of which was
probably once an island. These lakes are believed to have once
formed a waterway to the Gulf of Finland, which again was pro
bably connected with the White Sea , and this theory is borne
out by the fact that a kind of crayfish found in the White Sea

Of
Basin

and Lake Venern does not exist in the Atlantic or in the Baltic.
The modern canal -route connecting these lakes is described in
RR. 44-47.
The coast to the N. of Stockholm is flat, and intersected by
numerous rivers and long lakes, at the mouths of which lie a
number of towns chiefly supported by the timber-trade. One of
the most important lakes is the picturesque Siljan (p. 333),
through which the Oster-Dalelf flows. Below Falun that river joins
the Wester-Dalelf, and their united waters form a fine cataract at
Elfkarleby. Of the many other rivers the most important are the
picturesque Angerman-Elf (p. 339), tiheLule-Elf(j>. 341), and the
Tome-Elf (p. 342). The last, the longest of all, is connected by a
branch with the parallel river Kalix. Most of these eastern rivers
are rather a series of lakes connected by
rapids and waterfalls. The
heavy rainfall among the mountains, descending into the valleys
where the sun has not power to evaporate it, forms these lakes

and extensive swamps, the overflow of which descends from basin
sea.
The lower ends of these rivers

to basin till it reaches the

are generally navigable for some distance.
Angerman-Elf and the Lule-Elf.

Climate and

Steamboats

ply

on

the

Vegetation.

Temperature. Judging from the degrees of latitude within
which the peninsula lies , one would expect the climate to
be uniformly severe and inclement, but this is only the case on
the E. coast and among the central mountains. The climate of the
W. coast is usually mild, being influenced by the Atlantic and
the Gulf Stream which impinges upon it. In the same latitude in
which Franklin perished in the Arctic regions of America, and in
which lies the almost uninhabitable region of E. Siberia, the water
of these western fjords of Norway never freezes except in their
upper extremities. As we proceed from W. to E., and in some
degree even from N. to S., the temperate character of the climate
changes, and the winters become more severe. The climate is
perhaps most equable at 8kudesna>s, near Stavanger, where the
mean temperature of January is 34.7°Fahr., and that of July 55.4°:
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difference 20.7°.

38.7°.

N.,

as

At

Stockholm,

the other

of

at Jockmock

54.90°.

of

hand, the mean tem
July 63.5°: difference

many places farther to the
N. lat. ; 925 ft. above the sea), where
is 3.2°, that of July 57.92°, and the differ

(66° 36'

the January temperature
ence

on

January is 24.8°, and that
The difference is still greater in

perature
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The tract

lying between

the

Varanger Fjord

and the

Gulf of Bothnia, the interior of Finmarken and Lapland, and the
southern mountains above the height of 2300 ft., all have an an
nual mean temperature below the freezing point. Some of the
other isothermal lines are curious. Thus the line which marks a
mean January temperature of 32° Fahr. runs from the Lofoten
Islands southwards, passing a little to the E. of Bergen and through
the inner part of the Stavanger Fjord. It then turns to the S.E.
to Cape Lindesnaas, and thence to the N.E. towards the Christia
nia Fjord, and southwards to Gotenburg and Copenhagen. The

marking a mean January temperature of 23° passes through
Hammerfest, Saltdalen, Reros, Christiania, and Upsala. In the
depth of winter, therefore, the Lofoten Islands are not colder than
Copenhagen, nor Hammerfest than Christiania. Again, while the
mean temperature of the whole year at the North Cape is 35.6°, it
is no higher at Ostersund in Jemtland
552 Engl. M. farther
south. Lastly, while the climate on the W. coast is comparatively
equable throughout the year, that of the E. coast and the interior
of the country is made up of a long, severe winter and a short and
sometimes oppressively hot summer. The average temperature of
the sea is 3l/<i-70 warmer than the air, being of course lower than
that of the air in summer and higher in winter. The healthiest
part of the peninsula is probably the island of Karm», where the
death-rate is only 12 per thousand. The average rate for Norway

line

,

for Sweden 20 per thousand.
Rainfall. In the interior of Norway less rain falls than on the
coast. In Sweden the greatest rainfall is between Gefle and Goten
burg. The mean rainfall in Sweden is 20.28 inches , that of
Gothenburg 28.18, and that of the E. coast 16.88 inches. August
is the rainiest month in Sweden, especially in the N. provinces.
In Norway the maximum rainfall is at Flore', where it sometimes
reaches 90-91 inches per annum; on the S. coast the average is
about 40 inches, and on the W. coast, to the S. and N. of Flore',
70-75 inches. August and September are the rainiest months in
the E. districts of Norway, but on the W. coast the rainy season
is rather later.
June and July are therefore the best months
for travelling in Sweden and the E. districts of Norway, and July
and August for the W. coast. In the neighbourhood of the Roms
dal the rainy season does not usually set in before December.
Hail and thunderstorms are rare in Norway.
The latter, however,
are sometimes very violent on the W. coast, where no fewer than
forty churches have been destroyed by lightning within the last
is

19,
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150 years.

The following table shows the mean
average rainfall in different parts of Norway :

temperature

and

—

n

<0

bum

S.S
Varde

.

Nyborg

.

Fruholmen
Tromse
Andences
Ranen

42

.

.

.

.

.

.

Brene
Yttereen
Christiansu rid
.

.

.

29
39
26
36
46
38
250
66

P

►3

3-9

o

70" 22' 33.45
70° 2' 29.30
71° 6' 35.42
69° 58' 33.62
69° 39' 35.96
69° 20' 38.48
67° 17' 38.48
66° 12' 37.22
65° 28' 40.28
63° 49' 41.00
63° 7' 43.16

Ona
Dovre
Reros
Flore
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bergen
Ullensvang
.

30.55
34.34
22.36
37.48

on

^

Iffi

?

s

S.S

P

o

T3

a-s

Skudesnces
Lindesnces
Mandal
Sandesund
.

.

Christiania

52
2160
2060
29
49
33
36
29
56
42
79

&(*

62°
62°
62°
61°
60°
60°

59°
57°
58°
59°
59°

P3.S

53' 44.24
5' 32.54 14.39
35' 27. 5
36' 43.85 75.27
24' 44.60 72.25
19' 44.78
9' 44.78 42.83
59' 44.24
2' 43.85 55.11
55' 43.85 23.14
55' 41.36 21.19

The pressure of the air in January is greatest
Norway and lowest in Finmarken. In July it
the W. coast and lowest in the interior. The pre

Air Pressure.

in the interior of N.
is

highest on
vailing winds

in winter are accordingly land-winds, which are fre
diverted towards the N. and follow the line of the coast.
In summer, on the other hand, W. and S.W. winds prevail, blow
ing towards the region where the air-pressure is lowest, also fre
quently following the line of the coast towards the N., and rarely
impinging on the coast at a right angle. The most prevalent wind
blows from the S.W., and on the coast is usually accompanied with

quently

dull weather, but this is less the case in the interior.
The most
violent storms, which prevail chiefly in winter, come from the same
quarter. The mountains form a boundary between two distinct

climates, the

W. wind
driest in the interior.

being the dampest

on

the W. coast and the

The Vegetation, as might be expected from the climate and
the geological features of the peninsula, is generally poor, but the
flora is unusually rich for so northern a region.
About 25,758
Engl. sq. M. are covered with forest, chiefly pines, the wood of
which is valuable owing to the closeness of the rings which
mark its annual growth.
Next in frequency are the oak , the
birch , the elm , and the beech.
Other trees occur also , but
not in the forests.
The beech , which suffers more from cold than
the oak, but does not require so high a mean temperature, rarely
occurs in Sweden N. of Kalmar, while the oak is found as far N.
In Norway, on the other hand, the beech extends to a
as Gefle.
point beyond Bergen and the red beech even occurs at Trond
hjem. Near Laurvik in latitude 59-591/2°, the beech is found in
The apple-tree (Pyrus malus) occurs
considerable plantations.
,

,

■—

X.
as

far

65° 10' N.

as
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plum (Prunus domestica)

up to

64°,

and the

cherry to 66°, while currants (Ribes nigrum and rubrum),
gooseberries (Ribes grossularia) strawberries (Fragaria vesca),
raspberries (Rubus idaeus), and the common bilberry (Vaccinium
myrtillus) occur as far north as the North Cape.
,

as far as
641/,2°, and in the S. districts up
of 1000-1250 ft. above the sea ; Rye grows as far N. as
69°, and in the S. up to a height of 1950 ft. ; Barley and Oats
occur
up to 70°, and in the S. to a height of 2050 ft. above the
Botanists are referred to the instructive works of Schuebeler
sea.
and Axel Blytt.
The cultivated land in Norway occupies the
insignificant area of 1074 Engl. sq. M., but in Sweden 10,678 sq.
M. In the northern regions the Oxyria remiformis, a kind of sorrel,
is largely cultivated as a substitute for corn. It is kept in a frozen
condition in winter and boiled down to a pulp for use, being fre
quently mixed with flour and made into Fladbred. In the S.
districts, however, the 'flat bread' is usually made of wheat or
barley flour mixed with mashed potatoes , and sometimes with
pease-meal. The Lapps mix their bread with reindeer-milk and
sometimes with the bitter Mulgedium alpinum , which is believed
to be a preventive of scurvy.

Wheat is cultivated

to

a

height

-

It is

—

curious fact that barley takes exactly the same time
ripen at Alten (70° N. lat.) as at Christiania and in
the S. of France, but it is now generally believed that the great
length of the Arctic days compensates for the lack of warmth. The
seed, however, if brought from a warmer climate, requires to be
acclimatised, and does not yield a good crop until after two or three
a

(90 days)

seasons

,

to

so

succeeding

that the effects of

a

bad harvest

are

felt for several

years.

The traveller will also observe that the leaves of most of the
occur in the northern districts of Norway are larger
than those of trees of the same kind in the southern regions. Thus
the leaves of maples and plane-trees ( Acer platanoides and pseudoplatanus) transplanted from Christiania to Tromsa have been found
to increase greatly in size , while the trees themselves become
dwarfed in their growth. This leaf development is also attributed
It would be
to the long continuance of the sunlight in summer.
trees which

to know what effects the protracted
the colours of flowers and the flavour of fruits
have not yet been investigated.

interesting

,

light produces on
but these points

The Animal Kingdom comprises most of the domestic and other
animals common in Great Britain , besides many which are now
extinct there, and a number of others peculiar to the Arctic regions.
Among the animals most characteristic of the country are the rein
deer (Cervus tarandus), an exceedingly useful mammal , and the
sole support of the nomadic Lapps, and the lemming (Georychus

X.

xl
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a
rodent, somewhat resembling a water-rat, which some
times affords food to the reindeer. Among beasts of prey the bear
and the wolf are still common in many parts of the country, and
the lynx and glutton occasionally occur. For killing any one of
these the government offers a reward of 25 crowns.
Conspicuous
among large game is the handsome elk ('Elsdyr' ; Cervus dices'),
now becoming rare, next to which rank the reindeer and the red

lemmus),

The finest of the wildfowl is the capercailzie ('Tjur' ; Tetrao
after which come the ptarmigan ('Rype'; Lagopus mutus)
and hazel -grouse ('Hjerpe'; Tetrao bonasia~). Partridges rarely
occur in Norway, but abound in the S. of Sweden, where they were
introduced about the year 1500. The most valuable of the wild

deer.

urogallus"),

fowl, however,

is the eider-duck

('Eder';

Anas

mollissima'),

which

is most abundant within the Arctic Circle. The down of the
female, which she uses in making her nest, is gathered in the
Dunvar of

Finmarken, yielding

a

considerable

revenue.

The Population is now almost exclusively of Gothic origin, but
the oldest element consists of the Lapps and the Finns, who were pro
bably the aboriginal inhabitants of the country and who both belong
to the Ugrian race. Their languages are both of the Turanian stock
(akin to Hungarian), and are said by Castren , the philologist, to
have been identical some 2000 years ago. The Lapps now number
about 24,000 only in Norway and Sweden, and the Finns about
22,000 souls. They are both of the Mongolian type, with high
cheek-bones, low foreheads, full lips, narrow eyes, blunt noses,

and yellowish complexions, but the Finns are now by far the su
perior race, both physically and mentally. The names usually
applied to them are not used by themselves. The Lapps ('nomads')
call themselves Sami or Sahmelads, and the Finns ('fen-dwellers')
Suomi.
The dominant race, by which the Lapps have been wellnigh extinguished is of the Aryan or Indo-Germanic stock and
is believed to have begun to settle in the peninsula before the
birth of Christ (see below). With regard to their language, see the
The total population of
grammars at the end of the volume.
—

,

,

—

Norway in 1891

4,785,000.

was

about

The annual increase

of emigration, now
and in Sweden to 19,000 per

frequency

that of Sweden about
which is slow , owing to the
amounts in Norway to about 14,000,

2,000,000,
,

annum.
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History

of Sweden and

Norway.

Prehistoric Period. The earliest antiquities in Scandinavia
belong to the Flint Period, during which the peninsula appears to
have been inhabited by the same race as Denmark and N. Ger
Their rude implements indicate that they possessed fixed
many.
dwelling-places and cattle, and were acquainted with the art of
fishing and probably of hunting also. They buried their dead in
large stone tomb-chambers. This epoch was succeeded by the
Bronze Period, when implements and ornaments in bronze and
even in gold were first imported, and afterwards manufactured by
the natives themselves. Agriculture was now regularly practised,
and the same domestic animals were used as at the present day.
The tombs of this period sometimes contain cinerary urns , and
sometimes bones unconsumed. During this and the preceding
period the population seems to have been confined to Skane and
Wester-Gotland. Lastly, about the time of the birth of Christ,
begins the Iron Period , when the use of that metal was intro
duced from Central Europe. At the same time silver and glass
make their appearance , and Roman coins and 'bracteates' (orna
mental disks of metal) are occasionally found.
also the contents of tombs prove that the
The
cinerary urns are usually of terracotta, rarely of bronze. Among
other curiosities which have been found in the tombs are trinkets

During

dead

were

this

period

sometimes burned and sometimes buried in coffins.

and weapons, some of which appear to have been purposely broken.
To this period also belong the earlier Runic Inscriptions, in a large
character differing from that afterwards used. Quite distinct from
the earlier part of this era is the Later Iron Period, which be
gan in Sweden about the year 500 or 600, and in Norway about
the year 700 A. D. The Runic inscriptions of this period are in
the smaller character, and the language had by this time attained

nearly the same development as that used by the later MSS.,
while the native workmanship exhibits evidence of a new and in
dependent, though still barbarous stage of culture.
to

To what race the inhabitants of Scandinavia during the first
and second of these periods belonged is uncertain, but it is sup
posed that they were of the aboriginal Finnish stock. That the
relics of the following periods were left by a different race is most
probable, as no antiquities have been found which show a gradual
transition from the bronze to the early iron period, and it is well
ascertained that the inhabitants of the S. parts of the peninsula
were of Germanic origin, both during the earlier and later iron
periods. It has also been ascertained that the older Runic alpha
bet of 24 letters, common to Scandinavian , Anglo-Saxon , Burgundian, and Gothic inscriptions, was afterwards modified by the
Scandinavians, who substituted for it the smaller character, con-
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sisting of 16 letters only. It therefore seems to be a well-estab
lished fact that during the later iron period, if not earlier, the
Scandinavians had developed into a nationality distinct from the
ancient Goths or the Anglo-Saxons.
Transition to the Historical Period.

The earliest historical writers agree that Scandinavia was at
an early period inhabited partly by a Germanic race, and partly
by Finns or Lapps. The Germanic inhabitants, before whom the
weaker race seems gradually to have retreated , were first settled
in Skane (Skaney) in the S. of Sweden , whence the country was
The name of
named Scandia, and the people Scandinavians.
'Swedes' is mentioned for the first time by Tacitus (Suiones), the
'Goths' are spoken of by Ptolemy, and the Suethans and Suethidi
(i. e. Svear and Svtthj6d~) by Jordanis. Jordanis also mentions
the Ostrogothae and Finnaithae, or the inhabitants of Oster-Gotland
and Finnveden in Sweden , the Dani or Danes , the Raumaricii
and Ragnaricii, or natives of Romerike and Raurike in Norway,
and lastly the Ethelrugi or Adalrygir, and the Ulmerugi or Holmrygir. As far back, therefore, as the beginning of our era, the
population in the S. of Sweden and Norway appears to have been
of the Gothic stock. To this also points the fact that the names
of Rugians , Burgundians , and Goths still occur frequently in
Scandinavia; the Rygir were a Norwegian tribe, the name Borgund and Bornholm (Borgundarholm) recur more than once , and
the district of Gotland and the island of Gotland or Gutland were
doubtless so called by Goths or Jutes.
It is therefore more than
probable that the picturesque myth of the immigration of the iEsir
or ancient Scandinavians from Asia under the
leadership of Odin
entirely lacks foundation in fact.
It is at least certain that the history of Scandinavia begins
with the later iron period. At that time the southernmost part of
Sweden seems to have belonged to the Danes. Farther N. was
settled the tribe of the Gotar, to whom belonged the adjacent is
land of Oland, while Gotland appears to have been
occupied by an
independent tribe. Still farther N. were the Svear, who occupied

Upland, Westermanland, Sodermanland, andNerike. The territories
of the Gotar and the Svear were separated by dense
forest, while
the latter were also separated from the Norwegian tribes by forests
and by Lake Wenern and the Gota-Elf Beowulf, the famous
AngloSaxon epic poem, dating from about the year 700, mentions Den
mark as an already existing kingdom, and also speaks of the differ
ent states of the Gotar and Svear, which, however, by the 9th cent.
.

had become united , the Svear , or Swedes , being dominant.
The same poem refers to 'Norvegr' and 'Nordmenn', i.e. Norway
and the Northmen , but throws no light on their history.
It
is, however, certain that the consolidation of Norway took

place
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much later than that of Denmark and Sweden, and doubtless after
To the mythical period must be relegated
severe struggles.
the picturesque stories of the early Ynglingar kings , beginning
with Olaf Trastelje, or the 'tree-hewer' ; but they are probably not
without some foundation in fact, and it is at any rate certain that the
migrations and piratical expeditions of the Northmen, which soon
affected the whole of the north of Europe, began about this time
(7th-8th cent. A. D.). The predatory campaigns of the Danish King
Hugleikr, which are mentioned both in the Beowulf and by Frankish
chroniclers, are doubtless a type of the enterprises of the vikings
(from Vik, 'creek'), which continued down to the 11th century. The
Swedes directed their attacks mainly against Finland , Kurland,
Esthonia, and Russia, which last derived its name and its political
organisation from Sweden ; the Danes undertook expeditions against
France and England, and the Norwegians chiefly against the north
of England, Scotland, the Orkney and Shetland Islands , and the
Hebrides.
Norway before the Union.
many

From the semi-mythical Ynglingar and Olaf Trastelje, who is
said to have flourished about the middle of the 7th cent., Halfdan
Svarte, king of a part of Norway corresponding with the present
Stift of Christiania, professed to trace his descent. His son Harald
Haarfager ('fair-haired'), after several severe conflicts, succeeded
in uniting the whole of Norway under his sceptre after the deci
sive battle of the Hafrsfjord near Stavanger in 872. The final
consolidation of the kingdom, however, was not effected until a
century later. The kingdom was repeatedly attacked by the petty
kings who had been banished , while great numbers of the pea
santry, to escape the burdens of taxation, emigrated to the Orkney
and Shetland Islands, to Iceland, and even to the Hebrides. In
this weakened condition Harald transmitted the crown to his fa
vourite son Eirikr Blodox, whose exploits as a viking had gained for
him the sobriquet of 'bloody axe'. After having slain several of
his brothers, Eric was expelled about the year 935 by Haakon the
Good, who in his turn was defeated and slain by Eric's sons at
the battle of Fitjar in 961. Among the sons of Eric, several of
whom were put to death by their own subjects, the most distin
guished was Harald Graafeld, who was, however, at length defeated
by the Jarl (earl) of Lade in the district of Trondhjem, with the
aid of Harald Gormsson, King of Denmark (970). At this period
a number of petty kings still maintained themselves on the fjords
and in the interior of the country, trusting for support from the
kings of Sweden and Denmark. The Jarls of Lade, who ruled
over Trondhjem , Helgeland , Namdalen , and Nordmere, acknow
ledged the supremacy of the kings of Norway, until Haakon Jarl
transferred his allegiance to the kings of Denmark. On the out
break of war between Denmark and Germany he succeeded in
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off the Danish yoke, but did not assume the title of
Haakon was at length slain by one of his own slaves during
insurrection of the peasantry (995) , whereupon Olaf Trygg-

throwing
king.
an

a descendant of
Haarfager , obtained possession of the
kingdom, together with the fjords and inland territory which had
belonged to Haakon. With the accession of Olaf begins a new

vason

,

in the history of Norway.
In the 10th century Paganism in the north was in a moribund
condition. Based on the dual system of a world of gods (Asgardr,
Godheimr) and a realm of giants (Vtgardr, Jotunheimr), it regarded
mankind (Midgardr, Mannheimr) as a kind of object of contention
between the two. All alike partook equally of the joys and sorrows
era

life, of sin, and even of death. The period of the vikings,
however, to the close of which we owe the Eddas, materially altered
the tenets of the old religion. As victory was their great object,
they elevated Odin, the god of victory , to the highest rank in
their pantheon, while Thor, the god of thunder, had hitherto
reigned supreme. The bards depict in glowing colours the halls
of

,

of

Odin, which become the abode of heroes slain in war. But as
gods had been in many respects lowered to the rank of men,
were themselves believed to have their destinies
swayed by
fate , it necessarily followed that they were not themselves the
the
and

but at most the intermediate artificers and administrators
They therefore failed to satisfy the religious wants of
men, who began to speculate as to the true and ultimate Creator
of the universe , and it was about this
that Christianity

Creators,

of earth.

period

began to dawn on the benighted north. The vikings came into
frequent contact with Christian nations, and Christian slaves were
frequently brought to Norway and Sweden. Many of the Northmen

professed

to be converted

superstitions

,

but either retained many of their old

speedily relapsed into them. A few, however,
embraced the new religion zealously
and it is to them that the
final conversion of the
peninsula was due. The first Christian
monarch was Haakon the
Good, who had been brought up by King
Athelstane in England, and been
baptised there ; but his attempts
to convert his people were
violently opposed and met with no success.
The sons of Eric, who had also been converted in
England, showed
or

,

little zeal for Christianity, and under Haakon Jarl heathenism
again in the ascendant. At length when Olaf Tryggvason,
who had also become a
Christian, ascended the throne, he brought
missionaries from England and Germany to
Norway and succeed
ed in evangelising Norway , Iceland , the
Orkney and Shetland
Islands, and the Faroes, partly by persuasion , and partly by inti
midation or by bribery. Iceland, however, had
been
was

converted by Thorvaldr Vidforli
the German bishop Friedrich.

already

,

a

native

King Svejn Tveskag ('double beard')

missionary

of Denmark

partly

,

now

aided by

attempt-
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ed to re-establish the Danish supremacy over Norway, and for
this purpose allied himself with his stepson King Olaf, Skotkonung or tributary king of Sweden , and with Eric, the son of

Haakon, by whose allied fleets Olaf Tryggvason was defeated and
slain in the great naval battle of Svold, on the coast of Pomerania,
about the year 1000. Norway was now partitioned between the
kings of Denmark and Sweden, who ceded most of their rights to
the Jarls Eric and Svejn, sons of Haakon Ladejarl. The kingdom,
however , was soon permanently re-united by St. Olaf, son of
After
Harald Grenski , and a descendant of Harald Haarfager.
having been engaged in several warlike expeditions , and having
been baptised either in England or in Normandy , he returned
Aided by
to Norway in 1014 to assert his claim to the crown.
his stepfather Sigud Syr, King of Ringerike, and by others of the
minor inland Kings, he succeeded in establishing his authority
throughout the whole country , and thereupon set himself energet
ically to consolidate and evangelise his kingdom. His severity,
however, caused much discontent, and his adversaries were sup
ported by Canute , King of England and Denmark , who still
asserted his claim to Norway.
Canute at length invaded Nor
way and was proclaimed king, while Olaf was compelled to seek an
asylum in Russia (1028). Having returned with a few followers to
regain his crown , he was defeated and slain at Stiklestad near

Levanger

on

29th July, 1030.

Canute's

triumph

,

however,

was

He ceded the reins of government to Haakon
Jarl Erikssen, and after the death of the jarl to his son Svejn and
the English princess Aelgifu , the mother of the latter ; but a
reaction speedily set in, stimulated chiefly by the rumour of Olaf's
sanctity , which found ready credence and was formally declared
by a national assembly. Olaf's son Magnus, who had been left by
his father in Russia, was now called to the throne , and Svejn was
of brief duration.

flee to Denmark (1035). The sway of Magnus was at
hut he afterwards succeeded in earning for himself the
title of 'the good'. In accordance with a treaty with Hardicanute
in 1038, he ascended the throne of Denmark after the Danish
monarch's death in 1042, but his right was disputed by Svend
Estridssen. In 1046 he assumed as co-regent the turbulent Harald
Sigurdssen, step-brother of St. Olaf, who succeeded him on his

obliged
first

to

harsh,

death in 1047.
After a series of violent conflicts with Svend,
Harald was obliged to renounce his pretensions to the crown of
Denmark , but on Harald's death at the Battle of Hastings (1066)
the hostilities between Norway and Denmark broke out anew.
Harald was succeeded by Olaf Haraldss^n, who in 1068 entered
into a new treaty with Svend of Denmark at Kongshelle, whereby
the independence of Norway was finally established.
Olaf, who was surnamed Hinn Kyrri, or 'the peaceful', now
devoted his attention to the internal organisation of his kingdom,
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Norwegian towns began to attain importance.
Skiringssalr (near Laurvik) and the neighbouring Tensberg already
existed; Nidaros (afterwards Trondhjem) is said to have been
founded by Olaf Tryggvason, Sarpsborg by St. Olaf, and Oslo by
and several of the

Harald Hardraade ; but the foundation of Bergen and several other
Olaf Kyrri.
towns, probably including Stavanger, is attributed to
His court was famed for its magnificence and the number of its
dignitaries , and at the same time he zealously promoted the in

While Olaf's predecessors had employed
for the conversion of their subjects,
he proceeded to establish three native bishoprics and to erect
cathedrals at Nidaros , Bergen , and Oslo, making the dioceses as
far as possible co-extensive with the three provinces in which
terests of the

church.

missionaries, chiefly English,

were held. His warlike son Magnus Barfod
surnamed from the dress of the Scottish Highland
ers which he had adopted , did not reign long enough seriously
to interrupt the peaceful progress of his country , and the three
sons of Magnus, 0ystein (d. 1122), Sigurd (d. 1130), and Olaf
(d. 1115), thereafter proceeded to carry out the plans of their
grandfather. Sigurd was surnamed Jorsalafarer ('Jerusalem farer')
The
from his participation in one of the Crusades (1107-11).
same devotion to the church also led about this period to the

national diets

(1093-1103),

(Thing)

so

foundation of the bishopric of Stavanger, and of several mon
asteries (those of S*l» in the Nordfjord, Nidarholm near Trond
hjem, Munkelif at Bergen, and Gimsa near Skien), and to the in
troduction of the compulsory payment of tithes (Tiende, 'tenths',
known in Scotland as 'teinds'), a measure which secured indepen
dence to the church.
King Jtjystein is said to have been versed
in law , and both he and several of his predecessors have been
extolled as lawgivers, but no distinct trace of legislation in Nor
way of a period earlier than the beginning of the 12th cent, has
been handed down to us.
After Sigurd's death the succession to the throne was disputed
by several claimants , as , in accordance with the custom of the
country, all relations in equal propinquity to the deceased,
whether legitimate or not, enjoyed equal rights.
The confusion
was farther aggravated by the introduction
(in 1129) of the custom
of compelling claimants whose legitimacy was challenged to un
dergo the 'iron ordeal', the practical result of which was to pave
the way for the pretensions of adventurers of all kinds. Conflicts

thus arose between Harald Gilli, a natural son of Magnus Barefoot,
and Magnus Sigurdssen; between Sigurd Slembedegn, who claimed
to be a brother of Harald , and Ingi and Sigurd
Munn, sons of
Harald ; and afterwards between Ingi and Haakon Herdebred, a
All these pretenders to the throne
son of Sigurd Munn.
perished
in the course of this civil war.
Ingi was defeated and slain by
Haakon in 1161 , whereupon his partisans elected as their king
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Magnus Erlingss0n,v/ho-wns the son

of a daughter of Sigurd Jorsalahaving fallen in battle, his adherents
endeavoured to find a successor, but Erling, the father of Magnus,
whose title was defective, succeeded in obtaining the support of
Denmark by the cession of Vigen, and also that of the church.
Meanwhile the church had firmly established her power in the
north. At first the sees of Sweden and Norway had been under
the jurisdiction of the archbishops of Hamburg and Bremen but
farer.

Haakon in his turn

,

in 1103

erected at Lund in Skane. The
Norwegians, however , desiring an archbishop of their own , Pope
Eugene II. sent Cardinal Nicholas Breakespeare to Norway for the
purpose of erecting a new archbishopric there , and at the same
time a fifth bishopric was erected at Hamar. The new archbish
op's jurisdiction also extended over the sees of Iceland , Green
land, the Faroes, the Orkneys, the Hebrides, and the Isle of Man,
and his headquarters were established at Trondhjem. In 1164
Erling Jarl induced Archbishop Eystein to crown his son Magnus,
a ceremony which had never yet taken
place in Norway, and at
the same time he engaged to make large concessions to the church,
including a right to a voice in the election of future kings.
Supported by the church, personally popular, and a meritorious
administrator , Magnus had at first no difficulty in maintaining
his position, but his title and the high privileges he had accorded
to the church did not long remain unchallenged.
After several insurrections against Magnus had been quelled,
there arose the formidable party of the Birkebeiner ('birch-legs', so
called from the bark of the birch which they used to protect their
feet), who in 1177 chose as their chief Sverre, a natural son of
Sigurd Munn, who had been brought up as a priest, and who soon
distinguished himself by his energy and prudence. In 1179 Erling
was defeated and slain by Sverre at Nidaros, and in 1184 his son
Magnus met the same fate in the naval battle of Fimreite in the Sogn
district. Sverre's right to the crown , however, was immediately
challenged by new pretenders, and he incurred the bitter hostility
of the church by ignoring the concessions granted to it by Magnus.
In 1190 Archbishop Eric, Eystein's successor, fled the country, and
the king and his followers were excommunicated ; but , though
severely harassed by several hostile parties, particularly the Bagler
(the episcopal party, iromBagall, 'baculus', a pastoral staff), Sverre
died unconquered in 1202. He was succeeded by his son Haakon
(d. 1204), by Guttorm Sigurdssen (d. 1204), and by Inge Baardssen
(d. 1217), under whom the hostilities with the church still con
tinued. For a time, however, peace was re-established by Haakon
Haakonsson (1217-63), a grandson of Sverre, under whom Norway
attained a high degree of prosperity. His father-in-law Skule Jarl,
brother of King Inge, on whom he conferred the title of duke, proved
his most serious opponent, but on the death of the duke in 1240 the
an

archiepiscopal

see was
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New rights were soon afterwards
wars at length terminated.
conferred on the church, but of a less important character than those
bestowed by Magnus Erlingssem, the clergy being now excluded
from a share in the election of kings. The king also amended the
Since the first colonisa
laws and sought to extend his territory.
tion of Iceland (874-930) the island had been independent , but
shortly before his death Haakon persuaded the natives to acknow
ledge his supremacy. In 1261 he also annexed Greenland, which
had been colonised by Icelanders in the 10th cent, and previous
civil

so that , nominally at least , his sway
all the dioceses subject to the see of Trond
hjem, including the Orkney and Shetland Islands, the Faroes, the
Hebrides, and the Isle of Man. His claim to the Hebrides being
disputed by Alexander III. of Scotland, he assembled a fleet for the
purpose of asserting it, and set sail for the Orkney Islands, where
he died in 1263. He was succeeded by his son Magnus Lagabeter
('betterer of laws'), who by the treaty of Perth in 1266 renounced
his claims to the Hebrides and Man in return for a small payment
from Alexander. In his reign, too, the Swedish frontier, long a
subject of dispute, was clearly defined, and the relations between
church and state were placed on a more satisfactory footing.
Constitution. From an early period Norway was divided into
four large districts , each presided over by a Thing or Lagthing
(Legthing), a diet with judicial and legislative functions. The

ly enjoyed independence ,
now

extended

over

eight Fylker or provinces
the Frostuthing, so named

of

Trondhjem

sent

representatives

to

the meeting-place of the
diet , and to these were afterwards added Helgeland , Namdalen,
Nordmere, and Romsdalen. The Gulathing, in the Fylke of Gulen,
embraced the Fylker of Firda, Sygna, and Herda, to which Rogaland, Agder, and Sondmere were afterwards added. The district
of Vigen appears to have had a Thing of its own , which after the
time of St. Olaf met at Sarpsborg and was called the Borgarthing ;
but from the 12th cent, onwards representatives were sent to this
diet by RanrCki, Vingulmerk , Vestvold , and Grenafylke also.
Lastly the mountain-districts of Heina, Hada, and Rauma held a
diet called the Heidscevisthing, afterwards named the Eidsifathing
from Eidsvold where it assembled. This diet, though separate
from that of Vigen, was under the same law, which had been de
clared common to both by St. Olaf. A committee of each diet,
called the Legretta, chosen by the king's officers , performed the
judicial duties of the diet, while the Lagthing itself exercised
jurisdiction over the diets held at irregular intervals in the differ
ent Fylker. Resolutions were passed by a majority of the peas
antry at the diet. The four cities of Trondhjem, Bergen, Tensberg, and Oslo each possessed a distinct Legthing , the law ad
ministered by which was called 'Bjarkeyjarrettr'.
King Magnus proceeded to abolish these diets (in 1267 and
from

Frosten,

XL

1268),

but

was

prevented
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finally accomplishing his object

by the protest of Archbishop Jon Raudi

at the diet of Frosten
He then directed his attention to the amendment of the
laws. In 1271 a code called Jarnsida ('iron side') was completed,
and in 1272-4 a new code was promulgated at the Frostuthing,
which seems to have been immediately adopted by the other
districts. In 1276 a new municipal law was introduced at Bergen
and soon afterwards into the other towns also ; and lastly the
J6nsb6k, a collection of the laws of the mainland, was compiled
in 1280 and promulgated in Iceland. From these codes ecclesias
tical law was excluded. Though each of them bears a distinctive
name, such as 'Law of the Frostuthing', 'Town Laws of Bergen',
etc., and is somewhat modified to suit the requirements of the
district or town which adopted it , they substantially formed a
single code for the whole kingdom. The whole country was now
subject to the jurisdiction of the four diets, with the exception of
Helgeland, Jemtland, and Herjedalen, which still formed inde
pendent districts. Meanwhile King Magnus concluded a Concordat
with the church at Bergen in 1273 and another at Tensberg in
1277, and at the same time sanctioned an ecclesiastical code
drawn up by Archbishop Jon , wherein he renounced all control
over ecclesiastical causes and over the election of prelates.
An
other interesting code of this period was the Hirdskraa ('law of
servants', probably 1274-77), which affords an insight into the
early condition of Norway.
Magnus Lagabeter died in 1280 and was followed by his son
Eric Magnuss0n (d. 1299), who was succeeded by his brother
Haakon Magnuss^n (d. 1319). Under these monarchs the con
cessions of Magnus to the church formed the subject of constant
dispute , and it was not till 1458 that they were finally secured
to the hierarchy by Christian IV. In their secular administration,
however, the sons of Magnus experienced less difficulty. At first
the functions of the Lagthing or diets had been deliberative, judi
cial, and legislative, and those of the king executive only, but the
constitution gradually assumed a more monarchical form. The
first step was to transfer the judicial powers of the diets to offi
The Lagmenn ('lawyers')
cials appointed by the king himself.
had originally been skilled assessors at the diets , elected and
paid by the peasantry, but from the 13th cent, onwards it was
customary for the king to appoint them, and they became the sole
judges of all suits in the first instance. In the second or higher
instance the diet was still nominally the judge, but it was
presided over by theLagmann and attended by others of the king's
officials. The king himself also asserted a right to decide cases in
the last instance , with the aid of a 'council of the wisest men'.
The four ancient diets were thus in the course of time transformed

(1269).

into ten

or

twelve minor

Baedekek's

Norway

diets, presided

and Sweden.

over

6th Edit.

by Letgrnenn.
d
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time great changes in the social and political
effected. In accordance with the old feudal system,
it had been customary for the kings to bestow temporary and re
vocable grants of land ('Veitsla', probably from veitla, 'to bestow')
on their retainers and courtiers
('Hird'), on the understanding
that the tenants ('Huskarlar') would administer justice , collect
At the

system

same

were

the taxes, and render military and other services. In some cases,
too, a Jarl was appointed governor of a considerable district and
invested with extensive powers and practical independence , and
it was usual for the king to confirm the heirs of these officials and
dignitaries in their respective lands and offices. All these minor
jurisdictions, however, were abolished by Haakon Magnussan
(1308), who directed that all his officials should in future be
under his own immediate control. Thus, by the beginning of the
14th cent. , the Norwegian monarchs had attained a position of
great independence, and had emancipated themselves alike from
The peasantry,
democratic and from aristocratic interference.
however, always enjoyed greater freedom than in most other Euro
pean countries, and possessed their lands in freehold, being them
selves lords of a great part of their native soil ; but they never
attained to much wealth or importance, as the trade of the country
from a very early period was monopolised by Germans and other
foreigners. Of scarcely greater importance was the nobility of the
country, their lack of influence being due to want of organisation
and political coherence.
The Intellectual Culture of Norway during this period, as may
be supposed, made no great progress. The Runic character had
indeed been in use from the early Iron Period downwards , but it
was merely employed for short
inscriptions and rude registers of

various kinds, and not for literary purposes. On the foundation
of the archbishopric of Lund , the Latin character was at length
introduced, but before that period all traditions and communica
tions were verbal, and it is mainly to the bards or minstrels
that we owe the preservation of the ancient mythi
cal and historical sagas or 'sayings'.
About the year 1190 the
Latin character began to be applied to the native tongue, both for
secular and religious purposes.
Of the exceedingly rich 'Old
Northern' literature which now sprang up , it is a singular fact

('Skaldskapr')

that by far the greater part was written by Icelanders. Among
the most famous of these were Ari Fr6di (d. 1148), the father of
Oddr Snorrason and Gunnlaugr Leifsson
northern history ;
(d. 1218), the biographers of King Olaf Tryggvason ; the prior
Styrmir Kdrason (d. 1245), the biographer of St. Olaf; the abbot
Karl Jdnsson (d. 1212), the biographer of King Sverre ; and lastly
Eirfkr Oddsson, Snorri Sturluson (A. 1241), and Sturla Thordarson
(d. 1284), who were both historians of the kings of Norway and
zealous collectors of their own island lore. The bards attached to
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the Scandinavian courts were also generally Icelanders. To Nor
wegian authorship are traceable comparatively few literary works,
the most important being juridical compilations , the 'King's
Mirror', which affords an insight into the court-life and commer
cial transactions of the 13th cent., the 'Anekdoton Sverreri', a
polemic in favour of the crown against the church, several ballads
of the earlier Edda , and a number of romances translated from
English and French. This poverty of the literature of the main
land is doubtless to be accounted for by the fact that it was con
stantly harassed by wars and intestine troubles at this period,
while Iceland was in the enjoyment of peace. While, moreover,
in Norway the clergy held themselves aloof from the people and
from secular pursuits , and the nobles were busily engaged in
fashioning their titles, their manners, and their costumes on the
model of those of their more civilised neighbours , the Icelanders
of all classes retained their national coherence in a far higher
degree , all contributing with equal zeal to the patriotic task of
extolling their island and preserving its ancient traditions.
Sweden before the Union.
With

to the

early history of Sweden there exist no
chronicles similar to those of the Icelanders and Norwegians. It
is ascertained, however, that the country was partly evangelised
in the 9th cent, by Anskar(A. 865) and other German missionaries,
and by his successor Rimbert (d. 888). Archbishop Unni after
wards preached the Gospel in Sweden, where he died in 936, and
after the foundation of several bishoprics in Denmark about the
middle of the 10th cent., Sweden was visited by several other
German and Danish missionaries.
The secular history of the
country is involved in much obscurity , from which , however , it
to some extent emerges when it comes into contact with that of
Norway. About the end of the 10th century Olaf Skbtkonung
('tributary king') took part in the battle of Svold against Olaf of
Norway and in the subsequent dismemberment of that country.
He was afterwards compelled by his own peasantry to promise to
come to terms with St. Olaf, and on his failure was threatened
with deposition.
He was then obliged to assume his son Onund
as co-regent ,
and had to make peace with Norway about the
year 1019. Olaf and Onund are said to have been the first Chris
tian kings of Sweden.
Onund was succeeded by his brother
Emund (d. 1056), the last of his royal house , on whose death
hostilities broke out between the Gotar , who were now inclined
in favour of Christianity and the more northern and less civilised
Svear, who were still sunk in paganism. Emund had been in
different about religion , but his successor Stenkil Ragnvaldsson
On
was a zealous Christian and was keenly opposed by the Svear.
the death of Stenkil about 1066 open war broke out between the

regard
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Christian and the pagan parties. When his successor Inge Sten(d. 1112), in whose reign the archbishopric of Lund was
erected (1103), forbade heathen sacrifices , the Svear set up his
brother-in-law Blot-Sven as a rival king, but Inge and his nephews
and successors, Inge II. (d. about 1120) and Philip (d. about 1130),
succeeded in maintaining their independence. These dissensions
greatly weakened the resources of the kingdom. Stenkilsson fought
successfully against Magnus Barfod of Norway and acquitted himself
honourably at Kongshelle (1101), but his successors often allowed
the Norwegians to invade their territory with impunity.
On the death of Philip, Magnus, a Danish prince , and grand
assumed the title of king in Gotaland, but
son of Stenkilsson,
was defeated and slain in 1134 by Sverker I., who had been elected
kilsson

king two years previously. Sverker was next opposed by Eric
Jedvardsson, who was proclaimed king by the Svear, and on Sver1156 this Eric, commonly called the 'Ninth' and
surnamed the 'Saint', obtained undivided possession of the throne.
Eric, a zealous churchman, converted the temple of Upsala into a
Christian place of worship , and conquered and Christianised
the S.W. part of Finland. In 1160 he was attacked and slain by
Magnus Henriksson, a Danish prince, who laid claim to the throne,
and who in the following year was defeated and slain by Karl
Sverkersson. The latter in his turn was slain by Eric Knutsson in
1167, and the contest between the rival houses of Sverker and
Eric lasted down to 1222. Eric died in 1195, his successor Sverker
Karlsson in 1210 , and Jon Sverkersson , the son of the latter and
the last of his family, in 1222, whereupon Eric Leespe ('the lisp
ing'), a son of Eric Knutsson, ascended the throne unopposed.
Meanwhile the Svear, or Swedes in the narrower sense , had been
converted to Christianity. The church was at first presided over
by missionary bishops only , but in the reign of Olaf Eriksson a
bishopric was erected at Skara, and under Stenkil another at
Sigtuna. Under King Sverker a bishop of Oster-Gotland was ap
pointed, with his residence at Linkoping , one for the diocese of
Upper Sweden at Upsala, and others for Sodermanland and Westermanland at Strongnas and Westeras, while several monasteries
were also founded.
The primacy of Sweden was granted to Arch
bishop Eskil of Lund by Hadrian IV, (Nicholas Breakespeare) about
the year 1154, but in 1163 was transferred to Stephanus, the newly
created Archbishop of Upsala.
Eric Laespe, though respected by his subjects, was a weak
Prince. Long before his time the Folkungar, a wealthy family of
ker's death in

Ostef-Gotland, had gradually attained to great power, and Birger
Brosa (d. 1202), a member of the family , had obtained the title
of Jarl or Duke of the Swedes and Gotlanders. From an early
moreover , intermarriages had taken place between the
,

period

Folkungar and the royal families of Sweden

,

Norway ,

and Den-
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In 1230

mark.

to dethrone Erik was made

by Knut
defeated and
slain in 1234, and his son was executed as a rebel in 1248. The
position of the family, however, remained unaffected. Birger Jarl,
a
nephew of Birger Brosa , married Ingeborg , the king's sister,
while Eric himself married a member of the Folkungar family
(1243). Birger now became the real ruler of Sweden , the terri
tory of which he extended by new conquests in Finland. On the
death of Eric , the last scion of the house of St. Eric , without
issue in 1250, Waldemar, Birger's son, was proclaimed the success
or of his uncle.
During Birger's regency the country prospered,
but on his death in 1266 hostilities broke out between his sons.
The weak and incapable Waldemar was dethroned by his brother
Magnus (1275), whose vigorous administration resembled that of
his father, and who maintained friendly relations with the Hanseatic League. He also distinguished himself as a lawgiver and an
upholder of order and justice, and earned for himself the surname
of Ladulas ('barn -lock', i.e. vindicator of the rights of the

Jonsson,

a

an

attempt

distant cousin of

Birger

but Knut

,

was

peasantry).
In

during

1290 Magnus was succeeded by his son Birger Magnusson,
whose minority the government was ably conducted by

Marshal

Thorgils Knutsson , but serious quarrels afterwards broke
Magnus and his brothers, the dukes Eric and Walde
In 1304 the dukes were banished, and in 1306 the faithful
mar.
marshal was executed by the king's order.
Soon afterwards,
however, the dukes returned and obtained possession of the king's
out between

After several vicissitudes

person.

,

peace

was

declared and the

kingdom divided among the brothers in 1310 and again in 1313. In
1318, however, the dukes were arrested, imprisoned, and cruelly
put to death by their brother's order, whereupon Birger himself
was dethroned and banished to Denmark
(d. 1321). The following
year Magnus, the infant son of Duke Eric, was elected king
at the Mora Stones of Upsala (p. 317), while Magnus, Birger's
son, was taken prisoner and executed. The first attempts to unite
the Scandinavian kingdoms were made in the reign of Magnus
Eriksson.
The Constitution of Sweden at first resembled that of Norway.
The country was divided into districts, called Land, Folkland , or

each of which was subdivided into Hundari ('hun
called in Gotland Hdrath. Each 'Land' had its diet or
Thing, presided over by a Lagman, and each hundred had its
Harathsthing , whose president was called a Domar ('pronouncer
of dooms') or Hdrathshbfthing
The Landsthing exercised delib
erative and judicial functions, and each had its own code of laws.

Landskap ,

dreds')

,

.

Precedence among these diets was enjoyed by the Svea Thing or
that of Upper Sweden, at which, although the monarchy was
nominally hereditary, kings were first elected. After his election

liv
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each new king had to swear to observe the laws, and to proceed
the 'Eriksgata', or a journey to the other diets , in order to
procure confirmation of his title. Resolutions of the Svea Thing
As the provincial laws
were even binding on the king himself.
differed , attempts to codify them were made in the 13th and at
the beginning of the 14th cent., but with the consolidation of
The
the kingdom these differences were gradually obliterated.
chief difference between Sweden and Norway was the prepon
From an early
derance of the aristocratic element in the former.
period, moreover, it had been usual to hold diets composed of the
higher officials, the barons, prelates, and large landed proprietors,
and to these after the close of the 13th cent, were added the LagThis aristocratic diet was farther enlarged by Magnus
menn.
Ladulas (1280) , who admitted to it all knights willing to serve
him in the field , conferring on them the same exemption from
taxation as that enjoyed by his courtiers and by the clergy. As
no one, however, in accordance with a law of 1285, could attend
these diets without a summons from the king himself, he retained
the real power in his own hands and reserved a right to alter the
laws with the advice of the diet. From an early period the Lagman and the Harathshofthing had been the sole judges in lawsuits,
and from the first half of the 14th cent, downwards they were
proposed by the people, but appointed by the king. At the same
time the king possessed a right of reviewing all judgments in the
last instance. No taxes could be exacted or troops levied without
the consent of the popular diets, and it therefore became custom
ary as early as the 13th cent, for the kings to employ mercenary
The privileges of the church were well defined, but
troops.
less extensive than in Norway. The payment of tithes was com
pulsory, and in 1248 and 1250 the right to elect bishops was
vested in the chapters, while all the clergy were prohibited from
taking oaths of secular allegiance. At the same period the celibacy
of the clergy was declared compulsory.
As eariy as 1200 the
clergy was declared amenable to the ecclesiastical jurisdiction
only , and in some cases the church-courts could even summon
laymen before them. On the other hand the supreme legislative
power in church matters still belonged to the state, and parishes
enjoyed the right of electing their pastor when no express right of
In the latter half of the 13th cent, the dig
patronage existed.
nity of Jarl or earl was abolished, and the Drotsdte ('high steward'),
Marsker ('marshal'), and Kanceler ('chancellor') now became the
chief officials of the crown. The rest of the aristocracy consisted
of the courtiers and royal vassals, the barons and knights (Riddare),
the esquires (Sven af vapen, Vcepnare), and even simple freemen
who were willing to render military service whenever required.
Between all these and the peasantry there was a wide social gap.
The history oif early Swedish Literature is well-nigh an abon

—

—
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solute blank.
The oldest work handed down to us is a com
pilation of the laws of West Gotland, dating from the beginning
of the 12th century.
A few meagre historical writings in Latin,
a work concerning the 'Styrilse kununga ok hofdinga'
(the rule of
kings and governors), and several translations of foreign romances
also belong to this period.

Transition to the Union.
On the death of Haakon Magnussen of Norway in 1319 without
male issue, he was succeeded by Magnus Eriksson, afterwards
called Magnus Smek ('the luxurious') , the son of his daughter
Ingeborg and the Swedish Duke Eric , and at that time a child of

three years. On the banishment of King Birger in 1319 Magnus
was also elected King of Sweden , so that the two crowns were
now
united, but it was arranged that each country should retain
its own administration.
The union, however, was not attended
with happy results. At first Sweden was prudently governed by
the regent Mats Ketilmundsson , and in 1332 the province of
Skane, which had been pledged to the Swedish Marshal von Eberstein by Eric Menved and Christopher II. of Denmark (1318),
declared itself in favour of Magnus.
The king, however, who
soon afterwards assumed the reins of government, and his queen
Blanche of Namur , were ruled by unworthy favourites and soon
forfeited the respect of their people. A disastrous fire at Trond
hjem (1343), great inundations in the Guldal and Orkedal (1345),
and above all the plague which swept away about two-thirds of
the population (1349-50) aggravated the discontent of the Nor
wegians, who in 1350 elected Haakon Magnusson, the minor son
of Magnus, regent of Norway, and in 1355 Haakon entered upon
his functions , the province of Vigen and Iceland alone being
reserved to his father. In Sweden Magnus consolidated the pro
vincial laws and drew up a new municipal code in 1347, but here
too he was overtaken by many troubles.
The aristocracy resented
his endeavours to restrain their excesses, the people were exas
perated by the unsuccessful issue of his Russian campaigns (134849, 1350-51), the plague intensified their dissatisfaction in 1350,
and lastly the king was excommunicated in 1358 on account of
his failure to pay debts due to the pope. Eric, the king's son,
took advantage of these troubles and assumed the title of king in
1356, but died in 1359. New disasters, however, soon followed.
In 1360 the Danes regained Skane and in 1361 they took posses
sion of the islands of Oland and Gotland. In 1363 Haakon married
the princess Margaret, daughter of King Waldemar of Denmark,
then eleven years old , a union which gave great offence to the
Swedish nobles , who were farther exasperated by the reconcilia
tion of Haakon with his father. Magnus now banished twentyfour of his most obnoxious opponents, who proceeded to Mecklen-
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burg and offered the crown
of Euphemia, a daughter of
Albert accordingly came
nus

and Haakon

were

to

Albert,

second

son

of the duke and

Duke Eric of Sweden.
to Sweden in 1363, and in 1365 Mag
defeated at Gata, near Enkoping, where the

prisoner. In 1370-71 a rebellion in favour of
took place in Upper Sweden, and in 1471 Haakon invaded
the country with a Norwegian army, but peace was shortly after
wards concluded, and Magnus set at liberty on payment of a heavy
ransom and on condition that he would not again lay claim to the
Swedish crown. The death of Magnus in 1374 finally extinguished
the hopes of those in favour of union. Albert was now compelled
to place himself under the guidance of the powerful aristocratic
party. In 1375 Bo Jonsson, the most powerful noble in Sweden,
former

was

taken

Magnus

appointed Drost or regent. Meanwhile the Norwegian nobil
ity under King Haakon had attained to considerable indepen
dence, while in the towns the dominant party consisted entirely
was

of Germans , whose proceedings were often most oppressive and
tyrannical. Even in Sweden , in accordance with the municipal
code of Magnus Smek, one-half of the burgomasters and civic
authorities in every town was required to consist of Germans ;
and it may be here added that Albert chiefly owed his unpopularity
to his

partiality

for German favourites.

In 1375 Waldemar IV. of Denmark died without male

issue, and
following year he was succeeded by Olaf, son of his daughter
Margaret and Haakon, king of Norway. On the death of Haakon
in 1380, Olaf Haakonssen, his only son, acceded to the throne of
Norway also, thus uniting the crowns of Denmark and Norway.
Olaf's early death in 1387 dissolved this brief union, but
within a few weeks his mother Margaret was proclaimed regent
of Denmark, pending the election of a new king, while in Norway
in the

she was nominated regent in 1388 without any such limitation.
At the same time, as it was deemed necessary to elect a successor
to the throne from among the different competitors, the Norwegians
Eric of Pomerania, Margaret's nephew, heir to the
crown, but under the condition that he should not ascend the throne
during Margaret's lifetime. On the death of Bo Jonsson (1386),
who had held two-thirds of Sweden in fief or in pledge, Albert's
quarrels with his magnates broke out afresh, whereupon the mal

appointed

contents proclaimed Margaret regent of Sweden also (1388),
agreeing to accept the king whom she should nominate. Margaret
thereupon invaded Sweden and defeated Albert at Falkoping
(1389), taking him and his son prisoners. The war, however,
still continued, and it was at this period that the Vitalien
Brotherhood (1392) came into existence, originally deriving their
name ('victuallers') from their duty of supplying Stockholm with
provisions during the war. The city was at that time occupied
by the German adherents of Albert, and these German 'victuallers'
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a band of lawless marauders and
pirates. Peace
declared in 1395, and King Albert set at liberty on
condition of his leaving the country. During the same year Eric
was elected King of Denmark, and in 1396 of Sweden also, so that
the three crowns were now united, and the three kingdoms ruled by
the same regent. The following year Eric was solemnly crowned
at Kalmar by a diet of the three nations.
Lastly, in 1398, Mar
garet gained possession of Stockholm , the last stronghold of the
The union of the three kingdoms
German partisans of Albert.
thus effected by Margaret, who is sometimes called the 'Northern
Semiramis', lasted till the beginning of the 16th cent., when it
was dissolved by the secession of Sweden, but Norway and Den
mark remained united:down to the year 1814.

were
was

in truth

at

length

The Union.

Though nominally united and bound to make common cause
against all enemies, the three kingdoms jealously maintained their
respective forms of government. Margaret ruled over the three
countries with wisdom and moderation, though harassed by many
difficulties, and on her death in 1412 King Eric assumed the reins
Eric , whose queen was Philippa , daughter of
of government.
Henry IV. of England, was a weak, incompetent, and at the same
He wasted large sums of money in an at
time a cruel prince.
tempt to recover Slesvig from the Counts of Holstein, who held it
as a Danish fief, and who were supported by the Hanseatic League.
Meanwhile Bergen was twice plundered by the Germans (1428
and 1429), who now became masters of that city, and in Sweden
the people were most oppressively treated by Eric's German and
Danish officials.
three years, Eric
of the Hanseatic

In

after a disastrous quarrel of twentylength compelled to confirm the privileges
League and to leave the Counts of Holstein in
undisturbed possession of Slesvig. Exasperated by Eric's malad
ministration, by the debasement of the coinage, and other griev
ances ,
the Swedish peasantry
headed by Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson, a wealthy proprietor of mines, rebelled in 1433 and
compelled Eric and his council to appoint Karl Knutsson regent
of the kingdom (1436), shortly after which Engelbrekt was assas
sinated. In Norway also the oppressive sway of foreign officials
was

1435,

at

,

caused great discontent and gave rise to a rebellion in 1436. Eric
despair retired to the island of Gotland, and in 1438 a number
of Danish and Swedish magnates assembled at Kalmar, where
they drew up a new treaty of union, but without affirming that
the three kingdoms were thenceforward to be ruled by one
monarch. Lastly, in Denmark also a rebellion broke out, chiefly,
however, against the nobility and the clergy , and the Danes were
therefore compelled to seek for a new king.
In 1439 Denmark and Sweden formally withdrew their allein
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giance from Eric, and Christopher of Bavaria was elected in his
stead, being afterwards proclaimed King of Norway also (1442).
Eric spent ten years in Gotland where he supported himself by
piracy, and ten years more in Pomerania, where he died in 1459.
The separate election and coronation of Christopher in the
three countries shows that their union had ceased to exist in more
than the name. The new king succeeded, however, in asserting
his authority in every part of his dominions, although not without
many sacrifices. In his reign Copenhagen was raised to the rank
of the capital of Denmark. His plans for the consolidation of his
power were cut short by his death in 1448, and the union was
again practically dissolved. The Swedes now proclaimed Earl
Knutsson king, while the Danes elected Christian of Oldenburg,
a
nephew of the Duke of Holstein and Slesvig. In 1449 Christian
also succeeded by stratagem in procuring his election in Norway,
but Karl Knutsson was proclaimed king and crowned by the pea
santry. The following year, however, Karl renounced his second
crown, and Christian was thereupon crowned at Trondhjem.
Karl having rendered himself obnoxious to the clergy and others
of his subjects in Sweden, Christian succeeded in supplanting him
here also, and he was crowned King of Sweden in 1457. In 1460
Christian next inherited the duchies of Holstein and Slesvig from
his uncle, but he was compelled to sign a charter declaring that
he would govern them by their own laws and not as part of Den
mark. The government of this vast empire was a task to which
Christian proved unequal. Norway was plundered by Russians
and Karelians and grievously oppressed by the Hanseatic mer
chants, who in 1455 slew Olaf Nilsson , governor of Bergen , and
the bishop of the town, and burned the monastery of Munkeliv
with impunity. In 1468 and 1469 he pledged the Orkney and
Shetland Islands to Scotland, and caused great discontent by the
introduction into Norway of Danish and German nobles, to whom
he granted extensive privileges. Sweden, too, groaned under heavy
taxation, and in 1464 recalled Karl Knutsson to the throne. He
was soon
banished, but in 1467 recalled a third time, and in 1470
he died as King of Sweden.
In 1471 Sten Sture, the Elder, a
nephew of Knutsson, and the guardian of his son, was appointed
administrator, and the same year Christian was defeated at Stock
holm, after which he made no farther attempt to regain his autho
rity in Sweden. He died in 1481 and was succeeded in Denmark
by his son Hans, who was not recognised in Norway till 1483.
Sten Sture sought to delay his election in Sweden, but as he had
rendered himself unpopular by an unsuccessful campaign against
the Russians in Finland, Hans took the opportunity of invading
Sweden with a large army and succeeded in establishing his au
thority (1497). The king having been signally defeated at Hemmingstadt in 1500 in the course of his attempt to subdue the
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Sture was recalled, but Hans still retained Norway.
Sture died in 1503 and was succeeded by Svante Nielsson Sture
(d. 1512), whose successor was his son Sten Sture the Younger

Ditmarschers,

(d. 1520).
King

Hans died in

Norway by his

recognise.

He

son
was

1513,

and

was

succeeded in Denmark and

Christian II., whom the Swedes declined to
a man of considerable ability and learning,

self-willed, passionate, and cruel. In Norway and Denmark
he effected several social reforms, protected the commercial, min
ing, and fishing interests, and sought to restrict the privileges of
the Hanseatic merchants. Notwithstanding his strength of will,
Christian was ruled by Sigbritt, a Dutchwoman, the mother of his
but

mistress Duweke (d. 1517), even after the death of the latter, and
the hatred of the aristocracy for this woman, who treated them
with studied contempt, proved disastrous to Christian. In Swe
den the family of Trolle had long been hostile to the Sture family,
and when Gustaf Trolle was created archbishop of Upsala in 1515
he invited the Danes to aid him in deposing the administrator.
Christian sent troops to the aid of the prelate, who was besieged
in his castle of Staket (p. 318), but the castle was taken and Trolle
deprived of his dignities and confined in a monastery. In 1518

Christian himself undertook a campaign against Sweden without
and perfidiously imprisoned Gustaf Eriksson Vasa and
,
other Swedish hostages who had been sent to him.
A third cam
paign in 1519 was more successful, and Sten Sture was defeated
and mortally wounded at Bogesnnd in West Gotland. The same
year Christian gained possession of Stockholm , but his atrocious
cruelty and injustice proved his ruin. After his coronation by
Trolle he permitted that prelate and two others to prosecute their
enemies before an arbitrarily formed ecclesiastical tribunal. They
were found guilty of heresy, and on 8th Nov., 1520, executed
along with several other persons. The 82 victims included two
bishops, 13 royal counsellors and knights, and Eric Johansson,
the father of Vasa. On the following day many similar executions
of so-called rebels and heretics took place in other parts of Sweden,
though on a smaller scale than the 'Blood-Bath of Stockholm'.
The exasperation of the Swedes was aggravated by the impo
sition of a new tax and an attempt to disarm the peasantry, and
the discontented populace soon found an able leader. This was
the famous Gustaf Vasa (probably so surnamed from vase, 'a beam',
which the fascine in his armorial bearings resembled), who had
success

been

1519.

unjustly imprisoned by Christian, but escaped to Liibeck
In May, 1520, he returned to Sweden, and on hearing

in

of

the death of his father at the Stockholm Blood-Bath he betook
himself to Dalecarlia, where on former occasions Engelbrekt and
the Stures had been supported by the peasantry. The rising began
in 1521 and soon extended over the whole of Sweden. In August
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of that year Gustavus was appointed administrator at Vadstena,
and in June, 1523, he was proclaimed king at Strengnas.
Sweden thus finally withdrew from the union, and Christian
His favour to the
soon afterwards lost his two other kingdoms.
Reformation aroused the enmity of the church , and at the same
time he attacked the privileges of the nobility. From the tenor
of several provincial and municipal laws framed by the king in
1521-22 it is obvious that he proposed to counteract the influence
of the clergy and aristocracy by improving the condition of the
lower classes. Among several excellent provisions were the abol
ition of compulsory celibacy in the church and a prohibition
against the sale of serfs. A war with the Liibeckers , who even
threatened Copenhagen (1522), next added to Christian's difficul
ties, soon after which the Danes elected his uncle Frederick, Duke
of Slesvig-Holstein, as his successor and renounced their allegiance
At length, after fruitless negociations , Christian
to Christian.
quitted Copenhagen in 1523 and sought an asylum in Holland.
Nine years later, after an unsuccessful attempt to regain his throne,
he was thrown into prison, where he languished for 27 years.
The condition of the Constitution during the union was far
from satisfactory. The union existed in little more than the name.
Each nation continued to be governed by its own laws, neither
the troops nor the revenue of one could be employed for the pur
poses of either of the others, and no one could be summoned be
fore any tribunal out of his own country. The supreme authority,
next to that of the king, was vested in his council, which con
sisted of the prelates , a number of the superior clergy, and a
fluctuating number of nobles nominated by the king, but not
removable at his pleasure. In matters of importance the king
could only act with the consent of his counsellors, and they were
even entitled to use violence in
opposing unauthorised measures.
Nominally the church continued to enjoy all its early privileges,
and the concessions made at Tensberg in 1277 were expressly
confirmed by Christian I. in 1458, but invasions of its rights were
not unftequent, and with its increasing solicitude for temporal
power its hold over the people decreased. The church was most
powerful in Norway and least so in Sweden, while with the in
fluence of the nobility the reverse was the case. In Sweden the
estates of the nobility enjoyed immunity from taxation, but Chris
tian I. and his successors were obliged to relax this privilege.
The nobles also enjoyed jurisdiction over their peasantry, levying
fines and imposing punishments at discretion (1483). The Nor
wegian nobles were less favoured ; they had no power of levying
fines from their tenantry, and their manor-houses (Saidegaarde)
alone were exempt from taxation. The position of the townspeople
and the peasantry in Sweden gradually improved , and in 1471
Sten Sture ordained that the municipal authorities should thence-
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forward consist of natives of the country instead of Germans. In
the opposition of several of the kings,
the Hanse merchants still held oppressive sway in the chief towns ;

Norway, notwithstanding

but the peasantry were never,
dom and compulsory services.

Denmark, subjected to serf
were generally owners of the
soil they cultivated, while those who were merely tenants enjoyed
entire liberty and were not ascripti glebae as in many other coun
tries. In Sweden the compulsory services exigible from the peas
as

in

They

antry by the lord of the soil were limited in the 15th cent, to
8-12 days, and those exigible by the king to 8 days. While this
class enjoyed less independence than in Norway, it attained polit
ical importance and even admission to the supreme council at an
earlier period, owing to the influence of Engelbrekt , the Stures,
and other popular chiefs.
During the union Literature made considerable progress in
Sweden, while in Norway it languished and became almost ex
tinct. In both countries the education of the clergy continued to
be carried on in the monasteries and cathedral-schools, but towards
the close of this period universities were founded at Upsala (1477)
and Copenhagen (1479), and gave rise to the publication of various
learned treatises in Latin. Among the religious works of this per
iod may be mentioned the revelations of St. Birgitta (d. 1373)
and the 'Cronica Regni Gothorum' of Ericus Olai (d. 1486), both
showing a tendency towards the principles of the Reformation.
Whilst about the beginning of the 14th cent, the native literature
of Norway became extinct, that of Sweden began to increase,
consisting chiefly of religious writings, rhyming chronicles, ballads,
and compilations of laws. In Sweden, moreover, the national lan
guage, though not without difficulty , held its own against the
Danish, while in Norway the 'Old Norsk' was gradually displaced
by the tongue of the dominant race, and continued to be spoken
in several impure and uncultured dialects by the peasantry alone.

Sweden after the Dissolution of the Kalmar Union.
The necessity of making common cause against Christian II.,
the deposed monarch of the three kingdoms, led to an alliance be
tween Qustavus Vasa and Frederick I. of Denmark. Christian at
tempted an invasion of Norway in 1531-32, but was taken pri
soner, and after Frederick's death (1533) the Lubeckers made an
ineffectual attempt to restore the deposed king (1534-36). At
home Gustavus also succeeded in consolidating his power. The
nobility had been much weakened by the cruel proceedings of
Christian, while the Reformation deprived the church both of its
power and its temporal possessions , most of which fell to the
and the synod of Orebro
crown.
By the diet of Westeras
(1529) great changes in the tenure of church property and in eccle
siastical dogmas and ritual were introduced, and in 1531 Lau-

(1527)
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rentius Petri became the first Protestant archbishop of Upsala.
at another diet held atWesteras (1544), the Roman Catho
lic Church was declared abolished. At the same diet the succes
Gustavus effected
sion to the throne was declared hereditary.
many other wise reforms, but had to contend against several in

Lastly,

surrections of the peasantry , caused partly by his ecclesiastical
innovations, and partly by the heaviness of the taxation imposed
for the support of his army and fleet. Shortly before his death (in
he unwisely bestowed dukedoms on his younger sons,
step which laid the foundation for future troubles.

1560),

a

His eldest son Eric XIV. (the number being in accordance
with the computation of Johannes Magnus, but without the slight
est historical foundation) soon quarrelled with his younger brother
John, Duke of Finland, whom he kept imprisoned for four years.
He was ruled by an unworthy favourite, named Goran Persson,
and committed many acts of violence and cruelty. He persuaded
his brother Duke Magnus to sign John's death-warrant, whereupon
Magnus became insane. After the failure of several matrimonial
schemes, of one of which Queen Elizabeth of England was the
object, and after several outbursts of insanity, Eric married his
mistress Katharine Mansdatter (1567). The following year he was
deposed by his brother, who ascended the throne as John III.,
and after a cruel captivity of nine years was poisoned by his order
in 1577 (see p. 334). John ingratiated himself with the nobility
by rich grants of hereditary fiefs, and he concluded the peace at
Stettin which terminated a seven years' war in the north (1563-70)
and definitively severed Sweden from Denmark and Norway. Less
successful was his war against Russia for the purpose of securing
to Sweden the province of Esthland, but the province was after
wards secured to his successor by the Peace of Tensina (1595).
John was married to a Polish princess and betrayed a leaning to
wards the Romish church which much displeased his subjects.
After his death (1592) the religious difficulty became more serious,
as his son and successor Sigismund had been brought
up as a Ro
man Catholic in Poland, where he had been
proclaimed king in
1587. Duke Charles of Sodermanland, the youngest son of Gus
tavus Vasa , thereupon assumed the regency on behalf of the ab
sent Sigismund ,
caused the Augsburg Confession to be pro
claimed anew by a synod at Upsala (1593), and abolished Romish
practices introduced by John. After confirming these proceedings,
Sigismund was crowned in 1594 ; but on his failure to keep his
promises, his uncle was recalled to the regency (1595), and when
Sigismund invaded Sweden in 1598 he was defeated by Charles
and compelled to enter into a compromise at Linkoping. Again
breaking faith, he was formally deposed (1599), while Charles
After having prosecuted Sigiswas appointed regent for life.
mund's adherents with great harshness, and succeeded in prevent-
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ing the recognition of Ladislaus, Sigismund's son, Charles IX.,
assumed the title of king in 1604. His administration was bene
ficial to the country, and he was a zealous promoter of commerce,
mining, and agriculture, but his wars with Russia and Denmark,
which were unfinished at his death (1611), caused much misery.
His

son

and

successor

was

Gustavus II.

,

better known

Adolphus, the most able and famous
Though seventeen years of age only , he

Gustavus

as

of the Swedish

was at once de
clared major by the Estates. In 1613 he terminated the 'Kalmar
War' with Denmark by the Peace of Knarod , and in 1617 that
with Russia by the Peace of Stolbova , which secured Kexholm,
Karelen, and Ingermanland to Sweden. By the Treaty of Altmark
in 1629 he obtained from Poland the cession of Livonia and four
Prussian seaports for six years. At the same time he bestowed
much attention on his home affairs. With the aid of his chancellor
and friend Axel Oxenstjerna he passed codes of judicial procedure
and founded a supreme court atStockholm(1614-15), and afterwards
erected appeal courts at Abo, Dorpat, and Jonkoping. In 1617 he
reorganised the national assembly, dividing it into the four estates
of Nobles, Clergy, Burghers, and Peasants, and giving it the sole
power of passing laws and levying taxes. He founded several new
towns, favoured the mining and commercial industries, extended
the university of Upsala, and established another at Dorpat. At
the same time he strengthened his army and navy, which he soon
had occasion to use. In 1630 he went to Germany to support the
Protestant cause in the Thirty Years' War, and after several bril
liant victories and a glorious career, which raised Sweden to the
proudest position she has ever occupied in history, he fell on 6th
Nov., 1632, at the Battle of Lutzen. The war was continued under
his daughter and successor Christina , under the able regency of
Oxenstjerna. In 1635, by another treaty with Poland, Livonia
was secured to Sweden for 26 years more. War broke out with Den
mark in 1643 , but was terminated by the Peace of Bromsebro
in 1645. At length, in 1648, the Thirty Years' War was ended by
the Peace of Westphalia. These treaties secured to Sweden Jemt
land and Herjedalen, the island of Gotland, the principalities of
Bremen and Verden , part of Pomerania with Stettin and the is
lands of Riigen , Usedom, and Wollin , and the town of Wismar,
besides a considerable war indemnity and other advantages. Dur
ing the regency it was arranged that the royal council or cabinet
should consist of representatives of the supreme court of appeal,
the council of war, the admiralty, the ministry of the interior,
and the exchequer , presided over by the chief ministers of each
department. The country was divided into 23 Lane and 14 Lagsagor, governed by Landshofdinge anALagman respectively, which
officials were to be appointed from the nobility. For these and many
other reforms and useful institutions the country was indebted

kings.
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to the energy and enlightenment of Oxenstjerna.
hand , in order to fill the empty coffers of the state

On the other
,

it

was

found

necessary to sell many of the crown domains , and to levy new
taxes, and the evil was aggravated by the lavish extravagance
of Christina and her favourites. Refusing to marry , and being

unable to redress the grievances of her justly disaffected sub
the queen in 1649 procured the election of Charles Gustavus
or Charles X., son of the Count Palatine John Casimir of Zweibriicken and a sister of Gustavus Adolphus, as her successor. By
her desire he was crowned in 1654, whereupon she abdicated,
quitted Sweden, and embraced the Romish faith. She terminated
her eccentric career at Rome in 1689. Her successor endeavoured
to practise economy, and in 1655 obtained the sanction of the
Estates to revoke her alienations of crown property. War, however,
interfered with his plans. John Casimir, King of Poland, son of
Sigismund, now claimed the throne of Sweden , and compelled
Charles to declare war against him (1655). After a time Russia,
Austria, and Denmark espoused the cause of Poland, but Charles
succeeded in gaining possession of Jutland and the Danish islands,
and the Peace of Roskilde (1658) secured to him Skane, Halland,
and Blekinge , but obliged him to cede the districts of Bohus
and Trondhjem to Norway. On a renewal of the war with Den
mark , the Danes were aided by the Dutch, the Brandenburgers,
the Poles, and the Austrians , who compelled Charles to raise the
siege of Copenhagen , and on his sudden death in 1662 the Peace
of Copenhagen was concluded , whereby the island of Bornholm
was lost to Sweden.
Charles X. was succeeded by his son Charles XI. , a hoy of
four years , whose guardians endeavoured to make peace with

jects,

foreign enemies. By the Peace of Oliva with Poland , Branden
burg , and Austria in 1660 the King of Poland finally ceded Li
vonia to Sweden and renounced his claim to the throne of Sweden,
and

by the Peace of Kardis with Russia in 1661 the Swedi h con
quests in Esthonia and Livonia were restored to Sweden ; but
little was done to remedy the internal disorders of the country.
One of the few events worthy of record at this period was the
foundation of the university of Lund in 1668. Meanwhile the
excesses and arrogance of the nobility ,
the squandering of the
crown-revenues , and the
imposition of heavy taxes threatened to
ruin the country , and the regency even accepted subsidies from
foreign countries and hired out troops to serve abroad. At the
age of seventeen Charles assumed the reins of government (1672).
In 1674 he was called upon as the ally of France to take part in
the war against Holland , Spain , and Germany, but the Swedish
army was signally defeated at Fehrbellin by the Elector of Bran
denburg. Hereupon the Danes declared war against Sweden,
causing new disasters , but by the intervention of the French
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peace was again declared at Lund in 1679. The distress occasioned
by these defeats and popular indignation against the nobility,
who were now in possession of five-sevenths of the land in Swe
den, and who did their utmost to reduce the peasantry to the con
dition of mere serfs , eventually served greatly to strengthen the
king's position. At the diet of Stockholm in 1680, after stormy
debates, it was determined to call the regency to account for their
gross mismanagement of affairs , and the king was empowered to
revoke the alienations made during his minority. The king was
told that he was not bound to consult his cabinet, but to obey the
laws , and that he was responsible to God alone. Another diet
(1682) entrusted the king with the sole legislative power, merely
expressing a hope that he would graciously consult the Estates.
Charles was thus declared an absolute monarch , the sole right
reserved to the diet being that of levying taxes. The king there
upon exacted large payments from his former guardians and exer
cised his right of revocation so rigidly that he obtained possession
of about one-third of the landed estates in Sweden. The money
thus acquired he employed in paying the debts of the crown , in
re-organising his army and fleet, and for other useful purposes,
while he proceeded to amend the law and to remedy ecclesiastical
abuses. On his death in 1697 he left his kingdom in a strong and
prosperous condition, and highly respected among nations.
Under Charles XII., the son and successor of Charles XL, this
absolutism was fraught with disastrous consequences. Able, care
fully educated, energetic, and conscientious , but self-willed and
eccentric , Charles was called to the throne at the age of fifteen
and at once declared major. In 1699 Denmark, Russia, and Poland
concluded an alliance against Sweden , which led to the gre at
northern war.
Aided by England, Holland, and the Duke of
Gottorp and Hanover , Charles speedily compelled the Danes to
conclude the Peace of Travendal (1700), defeated the Russians
at Narva, took Curland from the Poles (1701), and forced Elector
Augustus of Saxony to make peace at Altranstadt , whereby the
elector was obliged to renounce the Polish crown.
Meanwhile
Peter the Great of Russia had gained possession of Kexholm,
Ingermanland , and Esthonia. Instead of attempting to regain
these provinces, Charles , tempted by a promise of help from Mazeppa , a Cossack chief , determined to attack the enemy in an
other quarter and marched into the Ukraine , but was signally
defeated by the Russians at Pultava (1709), and lost nearly the
whole of his army. He escaped into Turkey, where he was hospi
tably received by the Sultan Achmed III. and supplied with
money. Here he resided at Bender, and induced the Sultan to
make war against Russia; but when the grand vizier had defeated
the Czar he was bribed by Katherine, the courageous wife of Peter,
This exasperated Charles and led to a
to allow him to escape.
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.
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with the Sultan , who placed him in confinement. Mean
while Denmark and Saxony again declared war against Sweden.
Skane was successfully defended against the Danes , but Elector
Augustus reconquered Poland , and the Czar took possession of
Finland. The resources of Sweden were now exhausted , and the
higher nobility began to plot against the king. At length Charles
effected his escape and returned to Sweden (1715), to find that
England, Hanover, and Prussia had also declared war against him
owing to differences regarding Stettin and the principalities of
Bremen and Verden. Having succeeded with the utmost difficulty
in raising money , Charles now invaded Norway with an army of
raw recruits and laid siege to Fredrikshald , where he fell at the
early age of thirty-six (1718), just at the time when his favourite
minister Gortz was about to conclude a favourable peace with
Russia. Brave , chivalrous , and at the same time simple in his
the memory of Charles
manners and irreproachable in conduct ,
is still fondly cherished by the Swedes. The short reign of abso
lutism (Envaldstiden) was now at an end , and we reach a period

quarrel

.

of

greater independence (Frihetstiden ; 1719-92).
Charles XII. was succeeded by his sister Ulrika Eleonora, who

with the consent of the Estates resigned in favour of her husband
Frederick I. , crown-prince of Hessen-Cassel. At the same time
(1720) a new constitution was framed by the Estates. The supreme
power was vested in the Estates , a privy council consisting of
members of the three upper chambers, and a cabinet of nine
members of the privy council, three from each estate, to be nom

inated by the

himself. The king's authority was limited to
and a casting vote in case of an equally
divided assembly, and the cabinet was declared responsible to
the diet. In 1719 peace was concluded with England , upon the
abandonment of Bremen and Verden, and in 1720 with Prussia,
to which Stettin and part of Pomerania were ceded ; then with
Poland and Denmark; and in 1721 with Russia, to which Li
vonia, Esthonia, Ingermanland, and the districts of Kexholm and
Wiborg in Finland had to be made over. The kingdom now enjoyed
an interval of
repose , a new code of laws was drawn up (1734),
and efforts were made to revive commerce. The peace party was
derisively called 'Nightcaps' (nattmossor), or simply 'Caps', while
a warlike party whi6h now arose was known as 'Hats'
(hattar). In
accordance with the counsels of the latter , war was proclaimed
with Russia, which soon led to the loss of Finland
(1741). On the
death of the queen without issue, Adolphus Frederick of HolsteinGottorp , a relation of the crown-prince of Russia, was elected as
Frederick's successor, on condition (Peace of
1743) that the
greater part of Finland should be restored. The remainder of
Frederick's reign was tranquil, and he died in 1751.
The prerogatives of his successor , Adolphus Frederick, were
two votes

king

at the diet

Abo;
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farther limited by the Estates. An attempt on the part of the
to emancipate himself led to a confirmation of the existing
constitution , and to a resolution that a stamp bearing the king's
name should be impressed without his consent on documents ap
proved by the Estates (1756). The court vainly attempted to
rebel, and the king was bluntly reminded that the Estates had
power to depose him. In 1757 the 'Hats' recklessly plunged into
the Seven Years' War, and after an ignoble campaign peace was
concluded at Hamburg in 1762. The 'Caps' were next in the
ascendant , but the party disputes of this period were not con
ducive to national progress.
In 1771 Adolphus was succeeded by his son Gustavus III.,
who by means of a preconcerted military revolution or coup-d'etat
(1772) succeeded in regaining several of the most valuable prero
gatives of the crown, including the sole executive power, whereby
the government was converted from a mere republic into a limited
monarchy. The king used his victory with moderation, abolished
torture , introduced liberty of the press , promoted commerce,
science , and art, and strengthened the army. On the other hand
he was extravagant and injudicious, and in 1788 committed the
error of declaring war against Russia without the consent of the
Estates. His officers refused to obey him , and his difficulties
were aggravated by a declaration of war and invasion of Sweden
by the Danes. Gustavus now succeeded, with the aid of the
middle and lower classes, in effecting a farther change in the
constitution (1798), which gave him the sole prerogative of mak
ing war and concluding peace, while the right of acquiring pri
vileged landed estates (frdlsegods) was bestowed on the peasantry.
An armistice was concluded with Denmark, and the not unsuc
cessful hostilities with Russia led to the Peace of Warala (1790),
which precluded Russia from future interference with Swedish
affairs. Shortly afterwards, on the outbreak of the French Re
volution, the king proposed to intervene, together with Russia
and Austria, in favour of Louis XVI. and proceeded to levy new
taxes, whereupon the disaffected nobles entered into a new con
spiracy against him, and in 1792 this chivalrous and enlightened,
though sometimes ill-advised monarch was assassinated by Cap
tain Ankarstrom.
His son Gustavus Adolphus succeeded him as Gustavus IV.,
under the regency of his uncle Duke Charles of Sodermanland,
who avoided all participation in the wars of the Revolution. In
180Q Gustavus , in accordance with a scheme of his father, and

king

conjunction with Russia and Denmark took up a position of
neutrality, but Denmark having been coerced by England
to abandon this position, and Russiahaving dissolved the alliance,
Sweden was also obliged to yield to the demands of England. The
king's futile dreams of the restoration of absolutism and his ill-
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judged and disastrous participation in the Napoleonic wars led to
the loss of Wismar, Pomerania, and Finland, and to his defeat in
Norway (1803-8). The country being now on the brink of ruin,
the Estates caused Gustavus to be arrested, and formally deposed
him and his heirs (1809). He died in poverty at St. Gallen in
1837. His uncle was then elected king as Charles XIII., and a
new constitution framed, mainly on the basis of that of 1772.
Peace was concluded at Frederikshamn with Russia (1809), to
which the whole of Finland and the Aland Islands were ceded,
with Denmark, and with France (1810), whereby Sweden recovered
part of Pomerania. The king being old and childless, Prince
Christian Augustus of Augustenburg, stadtholder of Norway, was
elected crown-prince, but on his sudden death in 1810 the Estates
elected Marshal Bernadotte, one of Napoleon's generals, who was
adopted by Charles, assumed the name of Charles John, and em
The crown-prince's influence was
braced the Protestant faith.
directed to military organisation. The lukewarmness of Sweden
in maintaining the continental blockade led to a rupture with
France, and during the war with Napoleon the Swedes concluded
a treaty with the Russians at Abo on the footing that the crown
of Norway should be secured to Sweden (1812). England and
Prussia having given the same assurance, Charles John marched
with a Swedish contingent into Germany and assumed the com
mand of the combined northern army which took part in the de-.
cisive struggle against Napoleon (1813). The crown-prince's par
ticipation in the war was a somewhat reluctant one , but by the
Peace of Kiel (1814) he succeeded in compelling Denmark to cede
Norway to Sweden, while Denmark obtained possession of Swedish
Pomerania and retained Iceland, Greenland, and the Faroes.
The frequent changes which took place during this period in
the Constitution of Sweden have already been mentioned.
The Intellectual Progress of the country was greatly furthered
by the Reformation. Peder Mansson (d. 1534), bishop of Vesteras,
wrote works on the army, the navy, medicine, and other subjects
in the mediaeval style, while Laurentius Petri
(d. 1573), Laurentius Andrea (d. 1552), and others translated the Bible into Swedish
and wrote Protestant theological works in their native tongue.
L. Petri and his brother Olaus (d. 1552) also wrote Swedish chron
icles ; Archbishop Johannes Magni was the author of a history of
the kings in Latin, witti a large admixture of the fabulous ele
ment ; and his brother Olaus wrote the often quoted 'Historia de
Gentibus Septentrionalibus'. An equally indiscriminate writer of
history, and an author of dramatic and other works, was Johan
Messenius (d. 1637). Even Gustavus Vasa had been anxious to
preserve the purity of his native language, but it was not till the
17th cent, that scholars interested themselves in it. Queen Chris
tina, a talented and learned princess, was a great patroness of
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literature. She invited foreign savants to her court (Descartes,
Grotius, and others), as well as native authors, including Johan
Bureus (d. 1652) and the versatile and distinguished Goran Lilje
(ennobled as George Stjernhjelm; d. 1672). At this period, too
(1658), J6n Rugman first called attention to the treasures of
Icelandic literature, and antiquarian and historical research now
came into vogue.
Stjernhbbk, the jurist (d. 1675), and Widekindi
(d.1678), Verelius (d. 1682), Verving(A.169T), Rudbeck(A.. 1702),
and Peringskibld (d. 1720), the historians, were meritorious writers
of a similar tendency. Hitherto German influence had preponderated
in Sweden, but about the middle of the 18th cent, a preference
began to be shown for the French .style. To this school belong
Olof von Dalin(d. 1763), the poet and historian, and Count Tessin
(A. 1770), a meritorious art- collector; and among the scholars of
the same period were Lagerbring , the historian (d. 1787), Johan
Ihre, the philologist (d. 1780), and above all Karl von Linne (d.
1778), the famous botanist. The 'Vitterhets Akademi', or 'acad
emy of belles-lettres', founded in 1753 was extended by Gusta
vus III. so as to embrace history and antiquities ,
and he also
founded the Swedish Academy. To the academic school belonged
Kellgren (d. 1795) and Leopold (d. 1829); but a far more popu
lar poet, and one who repudiated all the traditions of French taste,
was Bellman (d. 1795), the singer of sweet and simple ballads,
whose 'Fredmans Epistlar' was deemed worthy of a prize even by
the Academy, and whose memory is still fondly cherished.
The Continued Union of

Norway

with Denmark.

When Sweden withdrew from the Kalmar Union
way at first remained faithful to Christian
Lunge procured the election of Frederick I.

(1523)

Nor

but Vincentius
(1524). This king's

II.,

Protestant tendencies induced the Norwegians to re-elect Chris
tian II. in 1531 , when the deposed king appeared in Norway
with an army, but he was treacherously arrested the following
year and ended his life in captivity (see p. lxi). Frederick thus
regained Norway and continued to prosecute the objects of the
Reformation till his death (1533).
The nobility and the Pro
testant party in Denmark elected his eldest son Christian III.
as his successor, and the southern half of Norway under Lunge
acquiesced. A rebellion of the northern provinces , which cost
Lunge his life, was quelled, and the archbishop who had headed
it was obliged to quit the country. In 1536 Christian III. had
promised the Danes to convert Norway into a Danish province,
and he now abolished the council of state and otherwise partially
kept his word. The doctrines of the Reformation permeated the
country very slowly, but the dissolution of the monasteries and
confiscation of church property were prosecuted with great zeal.
The Norwegian towns now began to prosper, and the trade of the
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while the tyranny of the Hanse merchants at
Christopher Valkendorff (1536). In 1559
Christian was succeeded by his son Frederick II., in whose reign
occurred the calamitous seven years' war with Sweden (1563-70),
whiclj sowed the seeds of national hatred between the countries,
and caused the destruction of Oslo , Sarpsborg, and Hamar, the
devastation of several agricultural districts, and the military oc
cupation of others. At the same time the country was terribly
oppressed by Frederick's officials , and he himself visited it once
only. The sole benefit conferred by him on Norway was the foun
dation of Fredrikstad near the ruined town of Sarpsborg.
His son Christian IV. (1588-1648), on the other hand, visited
Norway very frequently and was indefatigable in his reforms. He
refused to grant fiefs in future to nobles who were not natives of
Norway (1596), and he promulgated a Norwegian code (1604),
which was a revised edition of the laws of 1274 translated into
Danish. He also published an ecclesiastical code (1607), and took
energetic measures to exclude Jesuits from the country. At the
same time the army was improved, trade was favoured, the silvermines at Kongsberg (1624) and the copper-mines of Reros (1645)
were established, the towns of Christiania (1624) and Christian
sand (1641) founded anew, and the Hanse factory at Bergen strictly
controlled. All these benefits were outweighed by the disasters of
the Kalmar War with Sweden (1611-13), during which the peas
antry gained their famous victory over the Scottish auxiliaries
under Col. Ramsay at Kringlen (p. 67), and still more by those
of the Thirty Years' War, in which Christian participated (16251629). A second war with Sweden (1643-45) terminated with the
severance of Jemtland and Herjedalen from Norway.
New disasters befell Norway in the reign of his son Fred
erick III. (1648-70). The result of the participation of Denmark
and Norway in the Swedish-Polish war was that Norway finally
lost Bahus-Lan, Idre, and Sarna. During this war Halden earned
for itself the new name of Fredrikshald by the bravery of its de
fenders. These misfortunes, however, led to a rupture with the
existing system of government. On ascending the throne Fred
erick had signed a pledge which placed him in the power of the
nobility, but during the wars the incompetency of the council of
state, and the energy of the king and citizens in defending Copen
hagen, had greatly raised him in the public estimation. At a diet
held at Copenhagen in 1660 the indignation of the clergy and
burghers against the nobility burst forth , and they demanded the
abolition of its oppressive privileges. It was next dicovered that
the pledge given by the king was subversive of all liberty and
progress , the king and the lower Estates proceeded to declare the
succession to the throne hereditary, and Frederick was
empowered
to revise the constitution.
The result was that he declared the

country

to

Bergen

was

improve

,

checked by
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alone to be invested with sovereign and absolute power, and
document he succeeded privately in procuring the signa
tures of most of the members of the diet. This declaration became
law in 1661, but was not actually promulgated till 1709. These

king

to this

the whole beneficial to Norway.
The
on an equality with Denmark, and
the strict bureaucratic administration was preferable to the old
The supreme
evils of local tyranny and individual caprice.
authority now consisted of the heads of the five government de
partments , presided over by the king , and the feudal lords with
their local jurisdictions were replaced by crown officials.
Frederick's son Christian V. (1670-99) was not unsuccessful
in the Skane war against Sweden (1675-79), but his chief merit
as regards Norway was the promulgation of a code (1687), based
on the Danish code of 1683, and of a church ritual for both coun
tries. The creation of the new counties or earldoms of Laurvig and
Tensberg, afterwards called Jarlsberg, and of the barony of Rosendal were unproductive of benefit to Norway.
The unjust treat
ment of his minister Griffenfeld, who for a trivial offence suffered
a cruel
imprisonment for 22 years , forms a blot on this king's

great changes
country

was

on

were

at least

now

placed

memory.

Christian V.
in whose

succeeded by his son Frederick IV. (1699was waged the
great northern war in which
the Norwegian naval hero Peter Vessel (ennobled under the name
of TordenskjoW) took a prominent part. The sole gain to Den
mark by the Peace of Fredriksborg (1720) was the renunciation
by Sweden of its immunity from Sound dues. The king husbanded
his finances , but often procured money by discreditable means.
He hired out mercenary troops , sold most of the crown-property
in Norway , and granted a monopoly of the trade of Finmarken.
These abuses, maladministration, and an attempt to alter the land
laws so embittered the Norwegians that a union with Russia was
actually proposed. In this reign a mission to Lapland was organised
(1714), Th. v. Vesten being one of its chief promoters , and Hans
Egede went as a missionary to Greenland (1721).
Under Frederick's son Christian VI. (1730-46) Norway was
injuriously infected with German Puritanism, which enjoined the
utmost rigidity of church observances and abstention from all
worldly amusements. Among the expedients used for reviving
trade in Denmark was an oppressive enactment that S. Norway
should draw its sole corn supplies from that country. The fleet,
however, was strengthened , an efficient militia organised , and
A long peace favoured the growth of com
education promoted.
merce and navigation, and the 'Black Company' formed in 1739

1730),

was

reign

furthered manufacturing industry.
In the reign of Frederick V. (1746-66) the grievous sway of
Puritanism came to an end , and art and science were zealously
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cultivated. A mining school was founded at Kongsberg, and a
mathematical school at Christiania , and at Trondhjem a useful
scientific society was established by Gunnerus, Schening , and
Suhm, a learned Dane (1760-67). The frontier between Norway
and Sweden was measured and defined (1759), facilities were
afforded to commerce , and skilled miners introduced from Ger
many.
Complications with Russia connected with the affairs of
Slesvig caused severe financial losses to Denmark and Norway,
a revolt at Bergen , which,
Notwithstanding these draw
backs, Norway prospered under the absolute monarchy, while Den
The king in Denmark , being separated from
mark languished.
the lower classes by a wealthy and influential aristocracy, was
unable effectually to redress their grievances, and they still groan
ed under the evils of serfdom and compulsory service. With the
exception of Copenhagen, the towns were almost equally oppressed,
and in 1769 the whole population of Denmark did not exceed
800,000 souls. In Norway, on the other hand, the peasantry en
joyed freedom, the towns had thrown off the oppressive Hanseatic
yoke, and feudal jurisdictions were abolished , while complaints
against officials were addressed to the king in person. A class of
native officials had also sprung up, affording an additional element
of security. While the population had numbered 450,000 only in

and the increased taxation

however,

was soon

provoked

quelled (1763).

1664, it rose to 723,000 in 1769. Within the same period the
number of Norwegian ships had increased from 50 to 1150.
The peasantry had benefited greatly by the sale of the crownestates, and the trade of Norway now far surpassed that of Den
At the same time frequent intercourse with England and
mark.
other foreign countries served to expand the Norwegian mind
and to prepare the way for a period of still greater enlightenment
and prosperity.
During the long reign of the imbecile Christian VII. (17661808) his authority was wielded by his ministers. Struensee, his
German physician, was the first of these. His measures were those
of an enlightened absolutism. He simplified judicial procedure,
abolished torture, excluded the lackeys of noblemen from public
offices, deprived the aristocracy of their privileges, bestowed lib
erty on the press, and husbanded the finances. The peremptory
manner in which these and other reforms were introduced gave
great offence, particularly as Struensee took no pains to conceal
his contempt for the Danes. Christian's stepmother accordingly
organised a conspiracy against him, and he was executed in 1772.
His successor was Ove Guldberg, a Dane, who passed a law that
Danes, Norwegians, and Holsteiners alone should be eligible for
the government service, and rescinded Struensee's reforms (1776).
In 1780 an attitude of armed neutrality introduced by the able
Count Bemstorff gave a great impulse to the shipping trade , but
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In

1784 the Crown-

prince Frederick assumed the conduct of affairs with Bernstorff as
his minister, whereupon a more liberal, and for Norway in partic
ular a more favourable era began. The corn-trade of S. Norway
relieved from its fetters, the trade of Finmarken was set free,
and the towns of Troms0, Hammerfest , and Varde were founded.
On a renewal of the armed neutrality (1800-1), Great Britain re
fused to recognise it, attacked Copenhagen, and forced the Danes to
was

abandon it. Six years later Napoleon's scheme of using Denmark's
fleet against Great Britain led to a second attack on Copenhagen
and its bombardment by the British fleet, which resulted in the
surrender of the whole Danish and Norwegian fleet to Great Britain
(1807). Denmark, allied with France, then declared war both
against Great Britain and Sweden (1808), and almost at the same
period Christian died.
On the accession of Frederick VI. (1808-36) the affairs of the
kingdom were in a desperate condition. The British did not
attack the country, but contented themselves with capturing as
many Danish and Norwegian vessels as possible and ruining the
trade of the country by blockading all its seaports. Owing to an
over-issue of paper money the government was soon unable to meet
its liabilities and declared itself bankrupt (1813).
Meanwhile

Norway

was

governed by

a

separate commission, presided

over

by

Prince Christian Augustus of Augustenburg (1807), and was so
well defended that it lost nothing by the peace of Jonkoping
(1809). The independence of the peasantry, the wealth of the

burghers, and the success of their country in the war against Swe
den naturally created in the minds of the Norwegians a proud
sense of superiority over the unhappy Danes, while the liberality
of their views widened the breach with a country still groaning
under absolutism.
A 'Society for the Welfare of Norway' was
founded in 1810, and a Union with Sweden was warmly advocated,
particularly by the talented Count Herman Wedel-Jarlsberg. The
Danish government made some vain attempts to conciliate the
Norwegians, as for example by the foundation of a university at
Christiania (1811), which had been proposed so far back as 1661,
but the Norwegians themselves provided the necessary funds.
In
concluding a treaty with the Russians in 1812, Sweden obtained
their consent to its future annexation of Norway, and at the Peace
of Kiel in 1814 the Danes were compelled to make the cession.
Frederick thereupon released the Norwegians from their allegiance
to him, and the union of Norway with Denmark , which had sub
sisted for more than four centuries, was thus dissolved.
The Literature of Norway from the Reformation to the end of
As translators
the union is inseparable from that of Denmark.
of old northern laws and sagas may be mentioned L. Hanssen
(d. 1596) and P. C. Friis (d. 1614), of whom the latter also wrote
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interesting works on Norwegian topography and natural history in
his native dialect.
A. Pedersen (d. 1574), of Bergen, was the
author of a description of Norway and of the 'Capitulary of
Bergen'. The historian and topographer J. Ramus (d. 1718) and
the poet Peter Dass (d. 1708), the still popular author of 'Nordlands Trompet', were also natives of Norway, while T. Torfceus
a famous historian of Norway, was an Icelander.
By

(d. 1719),

important author of this period was Ludvig Holberg
Bergen (d. 1754), the poet and historian, whose 'Peder Paars',
'Subterranean Journey of Nils Klim', and comedies have gained
him a European reputation. Among later poets and authors C. B.
Tullin (d. 1765), J. H. Vessel (d. 1785), C. Fasting (d. 1791),
E. Storm (d. 1794), T. de Stockfleth (d. 1808), J. N. Brun (d. 1816),
far the most

of

J. Zetlii%(A. 1821), and C. Friman (d. 1829) are noted for the
national character and individuality of their writings , which are
uninfluenced by the French and German taste then prevalent in
Denmark. This national school was partly indebted for its origin

'Norske Selskab' at Copenhagen in 1772,
while the 'Laerde Selskab' of Trondhjem , founded by Gunnerus,
the naturalist (d. 1773) , and Schening, the historian (d. 1780),
promoted scientific research. On the whole , notwithstanding
the want of good national schools, the Norwegian literature of this
to the foundation of the

period

ranks at least

as

high

as

the Danish.

Union of Sweden and

Norway.

After the Peace of Jonkijping in 1809 Norway was governed by
Prince Frederick of Hessen and afterwards by Christian Frederick,
cousin of King Frederick and heir to his throne. Christian was a

popular prince, and even after the
been adjusted he made an effort to

terms of the Peace of Kiel had

secure the sovereignty of the
He summoned an assembly of notables to
Eidsvold (Feb., 1814), stated the terms of the Peace of Kiel, which
had not yet been published, and declared that he would assert his
claim in spite of it.
The assembly denied the right of the King
of Denmark to hand over Norway to Sweden , but also declined to
recognise the prince's hereditary claim. They, however, appointed
him regent until a national diet should be summoned to consider
the state of affairs. The King of Sweden promised the Norwegians
a liberal constitution if they would submit to his
authority ; but
his offer met with no response, the country eagerly prepared to
assert its independence, and a temporary government was con
stituted. On 10th April, 1814, the representatives of the country
met at Eidsvold , a constitution framed chiefly by K. M. Falsen
(d. 1830) was adopted on 17th May, and on the same day Christian
Frederick was proclaimed king.
Count Wedel-Jarlsberg, the most
far-seeing of the Norwegian statesmen, who had urged a union
with Sweden, was overruled on this occasion , but his object was

country for himself.
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afterwards attained. About the end of June ambassadors of
the guaranteeing powers, Russia, Britain, Austria, and Prussia,
arrived at Christiania to demand fulfilment of the Peace of Kiel
and to recall the regent in the name of the King of Denmark.
After fruitless negociations and the outbreak of a war with Swe
den , which was terminated by the Convention of Moss on 14th
August, the Swedish regent temporarily recognised the new Nor
wegian constitution, and Christian summoned a Storthing to meet
at Christiania in October, to which he tendered his resignation,
and immediately afterwards set sail for Denmark. He afterwards
reigned over Denmark as Christian VIII. (1839-48). During the
same month the Storthing, though not without reluctance, affirmed
the principle of union with Sweden, and several modifications were
made in the Eidsvold constitution, and on 4th November Charles
(XIII. of Sweden) was unanimously proclaimed king. On 10th
November the crown-prince Charles John solemnly ratified the
constitution at Christiania. With pardonable national pride, how
ever, the Norwegians still observe the 17th of May, 1814, as the
true date of their political regeneration.
At first as regent, and after the death of Charles XIII. (1818)
as King of Norway
(1818-44), Charles John or Charles XIV. had a
difficult task to perform in governing two kingdoms to which a
few years previously he had been an entire stranger, and with
The internal
whose languages he was imperfectly acquainted.
affairs of both countries were, moreover, in an abnormally unsettled
condition, and their finances were well-nigh ruined, while foreign
states looked askance at the parvenu king and his almost repub
lican kingdom of Norway. In 1815, however, the legislative au
thorities of the two kingdoms drew up a formal Act of Union,
placing the connection of the countries on a satisfactory basis. By
the sale of the island of Guadeloupe to England the king was
enabled to pay part of the national debt of Sweden, and he adopted
other wise financial measures.
Among other serious difficulties
was that of calling in the unsecured Danish banknotes still cir
culating in Norway, a task which occasioned heavy sacrifices, and
soon

time a bank was founded at Trondhjem (1816). In
burden was imposed by the unbooked for liability of
Norway for part of the national debt of Denmark, while the intro
duction of a new educational system and other reforms was attended
with great expense. About this period the king displeased his
at the

1821

same

a new

democratic Norwegian subjects by opposing their abolition of titles
of nobility (1821), by attempts to enlarge the prerogatives of the
crown and to obtain for it the absolute right to veto the resolutions
of the Storthing (1824), by appointing Swedish governors of Nor
way, and by yielding to what were considered the unjust demands
of Great Britain in consequence of a fracas at Bods'. On the other
hand, by rigid economy, sound administration, and the legalised
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sale of church

property for educational purposes (1821), and owing
harvests and successful fisheries , the prosperity of the
country rapidly improved, while the king's firmness of character
and his self-denial in renouncing his civil list for a period often
years in order to assist in paying the national debt justly gained
for him the respect and admiration of his people. From 1836 on
wards the highest offices in Norway were filled with Norwegians
exclusively, and a new communal code (1837), penal code (1842),
and other useful laws were passed.
In Sweden the French re
volution of 1830 caused a great sensation and led to a fruitless
demand for the abolition of the existing constitution. A conspiracy
in favour of Prince Vasa (1832) and several riots in Stockholm
(1838) were also unsuccessful. On the other hand the king earned
the gratitude of his Swedish subjects by the zeal with which he
promoted the construction of new roads and canals , particularly
that of the Gota Canal, and furthered the interests of commerce and
agriculture, and at the time of his death the internal affairs of both
kingdoms rested on a sound and satisfactory constitutional basis.
The administration of his son Oscar I. (1844-59) was of a still
more liberal and enlightened tendency.
This gifted and highly
educated monarch thoroughly remodelled the law of succession
(1845) and the criminal code (1854) of Sweden, and abolished the
monopolies of guilds, but he was unsuccessful in his attempts to
procure a reform of the constitution (1845 and 1850-51). On his
accession the king rendered himself popular in Norway by
present
ing it with an appropriate national flag, and he was afterwards a
scrupulous observer of the constitution of that country. At the same
time the population and wealth of Norway now increased
rapidly.
His temporary interposition in the German and Danish war re
garding Slesvig, which led to the Armistice of Malmo (1848) and
afterwards to the occupation of Northern
Slesvig by Swedish and
to

good

—

Norwegian troops, was regarded with favour in both
doms , where patriotic Scandinavian views were

of his king
then in the

ascendant.

Oscar's eldest son Charles (XV. of
Sweden; 1859-72), a highly
popular, though pleasure-loving monarch, who was endowed with
considerable artistic and poetical talent
inaugurated the present
representative constitution of Sweden in 1865, while in Norway
,

the triennial

Storthing was made annual (1869). In both countries
the principle of religious equality was extended
new railways
,
and roads constructed, and other reforms introduced. A threatened
conflict between the representatives of the two countries was
averted through the king's influence, and to his wisdom was due
the neutrality observed during the German and Danish war of
1863 and the Franco-German war of 1870-71
his sub
,

jects warmly sympathised
the French in the other.

although

with the Danes in the one

case

and with
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In 1872 Charles was succeeded by his brother, the present
Oscar II., a gifted prince, endowed like his father and elder

king

brother with considerable taste for science , poetry , and music.
Materially and intellectually his kingdoms have recently made
rapid strides. Latterly the radical and republican movement has
gained considerable ground in Norway, where it has been accom
panied by a strong ultra-nationalistic spirit, revealing itself largely
in a revulsion of feeling against the union with Sweden.
In both kingdoms the field of Literature has been most sedu
lously cultivated during the present century. In Sweden there
existed an academic and a neutral school, both of which , as for
example Franzen (d. 1847), were more or less influenced by
French taste , while a romantic school with German proclivities,
called 'Phosphorists' from their 'Phosphorus' periodical, was re
presented by Hammarskbld (d. 1827), Atterbom (d. 1855), and
Palmblad (d. 1852). Akin to the latter, but of more realistic and
far more national tendency, is the so-called 'Gotisk' school, to
which belong the eminent historian E. G. Geijer(A. 1847), the
great poet Esaias Tegner (d. 1846) , and the poet, and inventor of
the Swedish system of sanitary gymnastics, P. H. Ling (d. 1839).
An isolated position , on the other hand , is occupied by K J. L.
Almqvist (d. 1866) , an author of fertile imagination , but perni
cious moral tendencies. To the highest class of modern Swedish
authors belongs the patriotic Finn , J. L. Runeberg (d. 1877), of
whose noble and genial poetry 'Fanrik Stal's Signer' afford an
admirable example. As popular authoresses , though inferior to
we may mention
some of their above-mentioned contemporaries ,
Frederica Bremer (d. 1865) and Emilie Flygare-Carlen (d. 1892).
Pre-eminent among scientific men are J. J. Berzelius, the chemist
(d. 1848), E. Fries, the botanist (d. 1878), K. A. Agardh, the bo
tanist and statistician (d. 1859), and Sven Nilsson, the venerable
zoologist and antiquarian (d. 1883). Among modern historians
may be mentioned A. M. Strinnholm (d. 1862), A. Fryxell (d.
1881), F. F. Carlson (d. 1887), K. G. Malmstrbm, C. T. Odhner,

H. Reuterdal

history);

1884)

(church history ;

and to this

and R.

d.

1870)

,

period also belong
Dybeck , the antiquarians ,

and C. J. Slyter (legal
B. E. Hildebrand (d.
J. E. Rietz , the philo

and C. J. Bostrbm (d. 1866), the philosopher.
whose literature since 1814 has assumed a
distinct national individuality, and though written in Danish
has adopted a considerable number of words and idioms pecul
iar to the country , the poets H. Wergeland (d. 1845) and J. Velhaven (d. 1873) occupy the foremost rank. Of the still living
poets and novelists Bjernstjerne Bjernson, Henrik Ibsen, Jonas
Lie, and Alexander Kjelland, the two former in particular have
earned a well-merited reputation far beyond the confines of Nor
way. Of high rank among scientific men are N. H. Abel, the mathe-

logist (d. 1868),
In Norway,

—
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(d. 1829), C. Hansteen, the astronomer (d. 1873), and
M. Sars (d. 1869) and his son O. Sars, the naturalists. Eminent
historians are R. Keyser (d. 1864), P. A. Munch (d. 1863), C. C.
A. Lange (d. 1861), and the still living O. Rygh, E. Sars, L. Daae,
and G. Storm ; distinguished jurists, A. M. Schweigaard (d. 1870),
F. Brandt, and T. H. Aschehoug ; philologists, S. Bugge, C. R.
Vnger, J. Storm, and the lexicographer Ivar Aasen ; meritorious
collectors of national traditions, M. B. Landstad, J. Moe (d. 1882),
and particularly P. C. Asbjernsen (d. 1885), H. Steffens, the phi
losopher and poet (d. 1845), and C. Lassen, the Sanscrit scholar
(d. 1876), were Norwegians who spent the greater part of their
lives in Germany.
Lastly, in the province of Art, we may mention the Norwegian
painters Tidemand (d. 1876), Dahl, Morten Miiller, and Gude (b.
1825), and the Swedish sculptors Bystrom (d. 1848), Fogelberg
(d. 1854), and Molin (d. 1873), but a glance at the galleries of
Stockholm and Christiania will show that the list might easily be
extended.
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Norway.

Ynglingar
Harald Haarfager

Sweden.

Line.
.

.

Ragnar Lodbrok's Line.

f?)860-933

.

Eric Blod0ks
Haakon Adelsfensfostre
Good'
Harald Graafeld
Haakon Jarl
Olaf Tryggvason

930
,

'the

935

....

(?)961-975
(?)975
995

Eric 'VII.' Sejersael
Olaf Skflftkonung

.

.

.

.

Svejn Knutss0n
Magnus Olafss0n, 'the Good'
Harald Sigurdssfln Hardraade
.

1000
1015
1030
1035
1046

Anund

.

.

995

.

(Onund) Jakob

Emund Slemme

(d.)995

.

.

.

Eric and Svejn, Jarler
Olaf Haraldss0n, 'the Saint'

1021

.

.

.

(?)1050

StenkWs Line.
Olaf Haraldssun
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Magnus Olafssfln Barfed
Olaf Magnussern
0ystejn Magnuss0n
Sigurd Jorsalafarer
.

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

1066
1093
1103-16
1103-22
1103-30

Stenkil

Inge

(?)105C

I. Stenkilsson

1066

....

Philip Hallstensson
Inge Hallstensson

1111-19

.

.

f?)llll-28

Sverker'': Line.

Magnus Sigurdss0n Blinde
Harald Magnuss0n Gille
Sigurd Haraldss0n Mund
Inge Haraldss0n Krokryg

1130-35
1130-36
1136-55
1136-61
1142
jUystejn Haraldss0n
Haakon Sigurdss0n Herdebred
1157
1161
Magnus Erlingss0n
.

Sverker Kolsson

1132

.

.

....

....

Sverre

Sigurdss0n

Haakon Sverress0n
Guttorm Sigurdss0n

....

....

....

Inge Baardss0n
Haakon Haakonssern, 'the Old'

1177
1202
1204
1204
1217

EricIX. Jedvardsson, 'theSaint'
Karl VII., Sverkersson
Knut Eriksson
Sverker Karlsson

1150
1160
1167
1195

Eric X. Knutsson
Johan Sverkersson
Eric XI., Eriksson

1210
1216
1222

.

.

....

....

Lffispe

.
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Sweden.

Magnus Haakonss0nLagab0ter
Eric Magnuss0n
Haakon V., Magnuss0n
Magnus Erikssern, 'Smek'
.

.

.

.

1263
1280
1299

1319

Folkungar Line.
Waldemar Birgersson
Magnus Ladulas

.

.

.

Birger Magnnsson
Magnus Eriksson, 'Smek'

....

.

.

Other Lines, and Administrators.
Albert of Mecklenburg
1363

Haakon VI., Magnuss0n
Olaf Haakonssiem, 'the Young'

1355
1381

Margaret, 'Valdemarsdatter'

1387

Margaret

1389

Sweden.
Eric XIII. of Pomerania
Karl Knutsson, Administrator

.

.

1250
1276
1290
1319

.

Sweden

.

.

Denmark

with

and

Norway.
.

Denmark and Nokway.
Eric of Pomerania
....

Christopher

of Bavaria

.

.

Karl Knutss0n
Christian I

1442
1449
1450

1387

Christopher
Karl

of Bavaria

VIII., Knutsson

Christian I.
Karl
Sten

.

.

.

.

1483

Christian II

1513

Frederick I
Christian III
Frederick II

1524
1537

Gustavus Vasa

1559

Eric XIV.
John III

Christian IV

1588

Sigismund

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

VIII., Knutsson
Sture, Administrator

Hans

.

Svante Nilsson
Sten Sture the Yuunger
Christian II
....

The

1504
1512
1520

Vasa Line.

1523

Charles IX.
Gustavus Adolphus
Christina
Palatinate Line.
Charles X.
Charles XI.

1654
1660

Charles XII
Frederick of Hessen

1697
1718

.

.

.

.

.

.

....

Christian
Frederick
Christian
Frederick

1441
1448
1457
1464
1471

1560
1568
1592
1604
1611
1632

.

.

.

Frederick HI

1396
1436

1648

V
IV
VI
V

1670

1699
1730
1746

Christian VII

1766

Frederick VI
Christian Frederick
Charles (XIII.)
Charles (XIV.) John.
Oscar I
,
Charles (XV.)
Oscar II

1808
1814
1814
1818
1844
1859
1872

....

.

.

.

.

.

.

Adolphus

.

.

Bolstein Line.
Frederick
.

.

1751

Gustavus III.
Gustavus IV.
Charles XIII.

1771
1792
1809

Bernadolte Family.
Charles XIV
Oscar I
Charles XV
Oscar II

1818
1844
1859
1872

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN NORWAY.

(As

far as

Trondhjem.)

Route

1

.

Page
2

Chris'tians'an'd and the Sastersdal
From Christiansand to Ekersund
From Helle 1 Ilyllestad to the Lysefjord
From Viken to Veum (Bispevei)
From Rygnestad and Bj0rnaraa to Dalen
vand
.....
From Bykle to the Suldalsvand
.

.....

•

.

on

the Bandaks-

5
6

■

From Christiansand to Christiania
2. Christiania and Environs
3. From Christiania to the Randsfjord via, Drammen and

6
9
20

Hougsund
From Sandvikeu to Krogkleven and the H0nefos
From Lier to the Holsfjord
From Vikersund to St.Olafs-Bad, 23.
Ringkolle

...

—

4. From (Christiania)
via

3
5
5

Kongsberg

and

.

.

Hougsund to the Hardanger Fjord
the Rjukanfos

From Kongsherg to the Jonsknut.
Labrofos
From L0vheim to Siljord; to Dale in the Maanelvdal

5. From Christiania
the Telemarken

to the

Canal,

.

HaTdanger Fjord via Skien,
Haukelifjeld

and the

....

From Hvideseid to Arendal

20
22
24

26
26
30

31
36

6. From Kongsberg to the Hardanger Fjord through the
Numedal

40

From Br0sternd to Neraal in the Hallingdal

40

7. From Christiania through the Hallingdal to Laerdalseren on the Sognefjord (Bergen)
Ascent of the Norefjeld
From Nses to Lake Spirillen
From Viko to the Valders
From Ekre to the Valders

The

42
42
43
43

44

Upper Hallingdal

8. From Christiania through the Valders

to Laerdalseren

the Sognefjord
Via Lake Spirillen to Frydenlund
b. Via, the Randsfjord to Odnaes, and thence
riage to Laerdalseren
Hvidh0fd and Kvaleh0gda

46
47

on

a.

Ascent of the

by

car

49
52
53

Stugun0s

9. From BTedevangen in the Gudbrandsdal to Marok
the

on

56

Geiranger Fjord

From S0rum to the Hindsseter and Jotunheim
From Lindsheim to the Sognefjord
From Grotli to the Tafjord

From Grotli to the

....

6th Edit.

57
58
59

61

Strynsvand

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

41

J.
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Hotels.

CHRISTIANSAND.

Route 1.

Page

Route

10. From Christiania

through

the Gudbrandsdal to the

62

Moldefjord
From Gj0vik to Odnses
From Lillehammer to the Gausdal, j and thence by Kvisberg to Jotunheim
From Skjseggestad to Jerkin
From Laurgaard to the top of the Formokampen
From Holsset or from M0lmen to Skeaker
...

11. From Domaas in the Gudbrandsdal
fjeld to St»ren (Trondhjem)

over

65
66
68
69

the Dovre-

70
71
72
73

The Snehtetta
From Aune to Sundals0ren
From Austbjerg to T0nsset
From Bjerkaker to 0rkedals0ren

12. From Christiania
13. From Christiania
14. From Christiania
15. From Christiania

62

73

Trondhjem by Railway
to Charlottenberg (Stockholm)
to Gotenburg by Railway
to Gotenburg by Sea
to

....

.

.

....

73
78
79
84

1. Christiansand and the Ssetersdal.
on the S. coast of Norway, at which
touch in summer, lies at the mouth of the Seetersdal,
which is now seldom chosen as an avenue to the interior of Norway.
Travelling in the Ssetersdal, once very rough work, has been of late facil
itated by the arrangements made by the 'Christiansands og Oplands Turistforening' for beds and food at the principal posting-stations. Several fine
but fatiguing mountain-paths lead from the head of the valley to the great
Telemarken, Hardanger Fjord, and Stavanger Fjord routes. This excursion
is now made almost exclusively by natives of Norway.
2nd Day:
Itinerary. 1st Day: by cariole and steamer to Ose.
3rd Day : Walk or ride to Bredvik.
Drive, or partly walk, to Bykle.
4th Day : Walk or ride to the Suledalsvand (p. 95) or to the Baukeli Road

Christiansand, the largest town

numerous steamers

—

—

—

(p. 38).
Hotels. "Ernst's, a handsome new building with
Christiansand.
good rooms (21/? kr.) in the Strand:Gade, which runs parallel to the harbour
on the N. ; Britannia, also in the Strand-Gade, well spoken of; *Preus's,
Skipper-Gade 9, R., L., & A. 2-3, B. 1, D. 2, S. i'/4 kr. ; Dagmar, RaadhusGade, unpretending.
which do not lay to at the
Boat to or from the larger steamboats
—

,

pier,

13 0. for each person, 7 0. for each trunk.

Porterage from the landing-place to the custom-house 20 0. for each
trunk; from the custom-house, or from the landing-place, to one of the
hotels, 33 0. for each trunk.
Post and Telegraph Office, Markens-Gade, corner of Raadhus-Gade.
Sea Baths adjoining the Ottere (p. 3), reserved for ladies 10-12 a.m. (bath
40 0.). Warm Baths adjoining the public gardens, near the church (40-600.).
British Vice-Consul and American Consular Agent , Mr. Ferdinand
Vestre Strand-Gade 10.
Steamers to Christiania, to Stavanger, and to Bergen once or twice
daily ; to Frederikshavn in Denmark thrice weekly ; to Copenhagen weekly 5
to Bamburg twice weekly ; to London weekly ; to Bull weekly ; to Leith
weekly. "Small local steamers' ply daily, except Sundays, to Arendal and
to Mandal, twice weekly to Farsund, and once or twice daily to Mosby,

Rtinhardt,

on

the Otteraa.

.

.

,

.

Environs.

CHRISTIANSAND.

Christiansand, with 12,800 inhab.,
Norway and the residence of

coast of

the
one

1. Route.

largest

town

of the five

on

3

the S.

Norwegian

was founded by Christian IV. of Denmark in 1641 and
is beautifully situated on the Christiansands-Fjord, a little to the
W. of the mouth of the Otteraa, or Torrisdals-Elv. Half the town
was destroyed by fire in 1892, but it has since been rebuilt.
The

bishops,

streets intersect at right angles. It has an excellent harbour, at
which all the coasting steamers and others from England, Scotland,
Germany, and Denmark touch regularly. Near the centre of the
town, surrounded by pleasant promenades, is the Cathedral, rebuilt
in the Gothic style after its destruction by lire in 1880. It contains
an altar-piece (Christ at Emmaus) by Eilif Petersen.
To the E.
is a wooden bridge leading across the Otteraa to the church of Oddernats and the Hamrehei, a good point of view.
—

The Environs are picturesque.
One of the favourite walks
there and back) is on the Ottere, a rocky and partially wooded
island at the E. end of the Strand-Gade, about 8 min. from the

(1 hr.

(ferry 5 e\).

The baths (p. 2) lie to the right. The path in
direction passes the Seamen's Hospital and leads round
The highest
the island (40 min.), commanding beautiful views.
point of the island is the *Kikud (355 ft.), the tower on which affords
On the N.W. side of the town is the Banehei
a fine panorama.
with promenades.
On the Mandal road, on the W. side of the
town , 3/4 M. from the hotels, lies the pretty Cemetery, which
contains the graves and monument of the Danes who fell in the
naval battle of Heligoland (1864).
We may ascend to the left
through the cemetery to Bellevue (rfmts.; band on Sun., 11.301.30). Opposite the cemetery (to the right) a path ascending the
hill leads to the (20 min.) *Ravnedal, a wooded and grassy dale, at
the e/4 hr.) upper end of which is the Ravnehei, a point of view,
reached by wooden steps. Below are a small fountain, a pond, and
a cottage
(rfmts.; view). We descend to the W. to (l/i hr.) the Sae^ersdal road and follow it back to the town, passing (10 min.) the
cemetery.
About2Y2M. to theW. of Ravnedalen rises the GraaOn the right bank of the Otteraa, 21/2 M. up,
mandsheia (810 ft.).
are the 'Omvendte Baad' (a land-mark) and Oddersjaa, command
Steamers ply twice daily from Christiansand
ing a pleasing view.
up the TosdoUfiord the N. prolongation of the ChristiansandsFjor<T7 to Rbnene and Boen, on the Topdals-Elv (there and back
A trip by boat may be taken to the (6 M.) light
2!/2-3 hrs.).
house on the Oxe ('Oxefyr'), with its meteorological station.
From Christiansand to Ekersund (about 190 Kil. or 119 M.), a good
but hilly road, near the coast, and crossing several ferries. Fine scenery
nearly the whole way. Most of the stations are 'fast', the chief being
(43 Kil.) Mandal, (55 Kil.) Fedde , (56 Kil.) Eide, and (35 Kil.) Ekersund
(p. 90). The journey takes 3-4 days, while the steamboat voyage to Ekersnnd (R. 16), which most travellers prefer, takes 12-15 hrs. only.
The Ssetersdal, a valley running to the N. of Christiansand,
hotels
a

straight

—

—

—

—

—

,

—

1*
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Route 1.

KILEFJORD.

Sattersdal.

about 230 Kil.

(143 Engl. M.) in length, and watered by the Ot
Torrisdals-Elv, is interesting both for its scenery and the
primitive character of the inhabitants a tall, strongly-built race,
who still cling to their old dress and customs. The railway now
under construction will be opened in 1895 as far as Haegeland
teraa

or

,

(see below).
The line ascends the right bank of the Otteraa, passing (7 Kil.)
and crosses it beyond (10 Kil.) Mosby.
Beyond the Otteraa, 3 M. to the E. of Mosby is the farm of Vigland

Kvernvolden,
with

the waterfall

of that name;

farther

on

are

the

Bundsfos

and the

Belvedesfos.
16 Kil. Vennesla; 21 Kil. Grovene; 28 Kil. Reiknes; 35 Kil.
Iveland, where we recross the Otteraa; 39 Kil. Gaaseflaa.
44 Kil. Haegeland, near the Hagelands-Kirke and the gaard of
Kile, where good quarters may be procured at Gotfredsen's , the
steamboat-captain. Kile lies on the pretty Eilefjord (460ft.), a lake
12'/2 M. long , through which the Otteraa flows. The steamboat
'Bjoren' plies up and down the lake five days a week, taking 2 hrs.
each way. Stations Daasnces , near Faret (see below), and Evje
Nikkelvark, where nickel and copper-mines have been worked since
1872 (near which are many tombs of the 5th or 6th cent.). From this
point walkers follow the new road on the E. bank of the river, past
the church of Evje, to Vasenden (see below), about
7'/2 M. ; trav
ellers who drive leave the steamer at Daasnaes.
The high-road (fast stations) ascends from Kile on the W. bank
of the Kilefjord and soon enters the district of Nedenas.
21 Kil. Faret i Evje, at the mouth of the Daas-Elv, which the
road crosses , is near the steamboat-station Daasnaes
(see above).
About II/2 M. farther on are the fine Fennefos and the hotel of that
name.
Farther on, near Evje Nikkelvaerk
(see above), is the Delen
Hotel. On the opposite bank is the church of Evje.
14 Kil. Guldsmedmoen (quarters at the
steamboat-captain's) lies
at the S. end of the Byglandsfjord, a lake
22y2 M. long, traversed
by the Otteraa. (In 1896 the railway will probably be opened to this
point, about 30 Kil. from Ha;geland.) The steamer 'Delen' plies
three times a week to Langeid in
4i/2-5 hrs. (also thrice weekly to
Bygland in 2 hrs. ; the steamer may be hired at other times for
15 kr. per trip of 6 hrs. for 10 pers.).
At Guldsmedmoen we cross
by means of a ferry to (2 Kil.) Vassenden (the skyds-station), on the E.
bank of the river, whence the road ascends the E. bank of the
fjord.
The S. part of the Byglandsfjord , enclosed
by low and steep
hills, is called the Aardalsfjord. On the right rises the Aardalsnut
(2510 ft.). We then pass the church of Aardal. The steamer
rounds a promontory with the farms of Freirak and Berg and enters
the Byglandsfjord proper.
On the right are the steep Foneklev,
which the road crosses, and the church of
25 Kil. Bygland (station with beds for
tourists), situated in a
pleasant side-valley, at the foot of the Lysheia (2770
By the
—

—

ft).

Satersdal.
church is the sanatorium

1. Route.

BYKLE.
or

5

health-resort called Saterdalens Som-

merhjem (well spoken of ; fishing to be had).
The navigable channel narrows. Beyond Vrdviken, amidst fine
mountain-scenery, the steamer passes through a lock (beyond which
it cannot go when the water is low) and under the bridge which
carries the high-road back to the W. bank, and reaches the Aaraksfjord, theN. part of the Byglandsfjord. On theE. bank of the fjord
is the church of Sandnas. Then, to the left, on the high-road
13 Kil. Freisnms (quarters at Ole Torbjernsen's, with beds for
—

tourists).
Ose, 6 Kil. from Freisnres, is the uppermost steamboat station
at G. Drengsen's, who has two interesting old Stabbure on
his farm and several curiosities , including old bridal ornaments ;
an adjoining farmer also keeps a primitive
'hotel'). On the E. side
of the valley we observe the church of Osstad, at the head of the

(quarters

Aaraksfjord.
The Road follows the W. bank of the river, skirts the Rustfjeld
and passes the gaard of Langeid.
25 Kil. Helle i Hyllestad (rustic quarters at Torbjar Vettesdatter's). Scenery rather monotonous. About 3 M. from Helle is
the church of Hyllestad.

(3510 ft.),

From Hyllestad a fatiguing mountain-path, indicated by landmarks,
leads by the gaard of Suleskar to Nerebe, at the E. end of the Lysefjord
(p. 93). Two days. Guide (12-14 kr.) and provisions necessary.

At Flaarenden , about 12 Kil. from Helle, the road crosses to
theE. bank of the river.
Scenery grander. To the left is the
Hallandsfos , a waterfall with some of the largest 'giant cauldrons'
in Norway, one of them 26 ft. deep.
20 Kil. Viken i Valle (good quarters at Dreng Bjernaraa's). The
church of Valle has an altar-piece by Fed. Barocci. The gaard of
Aamlid, on the W. side of the river, contains an ancient 'Aarestue'.
The Svarvarnut (4525 ft.), ascended from Aamlid, is a fine-point of
view. The gaard of Homme, near Valle, also affords a good view.
From Viken the Bispevei , the best of the bridle-tracks leading out
of the upper Ssetersdal, joins the road mentioned at p. 37 about 6 Kil- to
the S. of Veum (12-13 hrs.; horse and guide from Viken to Veum about
14 kr.). From Veum we proceed via, Midtgaarden to Bandakslid or to Dalen
(p. 36), where we join the main Telemarken route from Skien to Odde.
From Aamlid over the mountains to Aardal on the Stavanger Fjord
(p. 93), two days ; guide 12-14 kr.
Travelling by 'skyds' ends at Viken. But we may drive on,

by Rygnestad and Bjernaraa passing (about 19 Kil. from Viken)
Byklestig, a flight of steps 140 ft. high ascending the mountain
slope, to (28 Kil. above Viken)
Bykle or Byklum (1800 ft. ; Ole Drengsen rustic but good).
Near it is the *Sarvfos, the highest waterfall of the Otteraa, which
we reach by a good path.
,

the

—

,

From Rygnestad and Bjarnaraa a bridle-path leads past the lakes Store
Bjerne-Vand (near which is a tourists' hut), Tjernvig- Vand, and Bordsje-Vand
to Dalen, on the Bandaks-Vand (p. 36), about 44 Kil. Many sseters are passed.

6

Route 1.

From Christiansand

ARENDAL.

About 2 M. to the W. of Bykle lies the Bosvand (1750 ft.; 8'A M. long),
at the W. end of which is Brattelid i Bykle.
Rough paths, crossing
several torrents, lead thence to the W. to the Bjesenfjord (p. 93) and
to the N.W. to 0iestad on the Suldalsvand (p. 96), each 14-16 hrs.

The bridle-path on the W. bank of the river ascends past the
gaards (where bread and milk only are to be had) of Hoslemo (from
which a mountain-path leads to Mo and Berte in Telemarken, p. 37)
and Brnefjeld to (lO1^ hrs.) the gaard of
—

Bredvik or Breivik (beds at Knud Alfsen's), near which there is
a small colony of Lapps with about a thousand reindeer.
The Mountain Route prom Bbedvik to the Sumjalsvand
(1 3-14 hrs. , incl. rest of 2-3 hrs.) is very fatiguing and must be made
on horseback.
Provisions have to be brought from Christiansand or
Sommerhjem. The route leads at first over much marshy ground
and through several strong and sometimes violent streams. The
passage of the huge Meienfjeld, where reindeer are often seen, is,
however, interesting. In descending from the head of the pass we
have frequently to dismount and let the guide lead the horse. Vast
snow-fields and smooth granite rocks are traversed, while around
rise the ice and snow-bound peaks of lofty mountains. The first
inhabited spot in the Suldal is the gaard Jordbrakke, about 6 Kil.
beyond which we reach Roaldkvam, where plain but satisfactory
quarters are obtained. From Roaldkvam to Nas (p. 96), V2 nr- DY boat.
Less interesting, but preferable in bad weather, is the route from
Bredvik to the Berte Hotel, on the Bertevand (p. 37), or the path
up the Saetersdal from Bredvik to (15 Kil.) Bjaa, the highest gaard
in the valley (beds at Knud
Bjargufsen's), and to Flaathyl on the
Haukeli Road (p. 38). Each of these routes takes a day.
From Christiansand to Christiania.
Steamboats of the 'Sommer-Postrute' daily in 20 hrs. (fares 15 kr.
60, 9 kr. 75 0.); distance, as the crow flies, 156 Engl. M. ; 13 stations.
The voyage is chiefly 'indenskjcers\ i.e. within the Skjosrgaard, or belt of
islands which flanks the coast, where the water is perfectly smooth.
We give the distances in Norwegian sea or nautical miles (S. M.) from
station to station (see Introd., p. vi).

The voyage presents no special attraction till we enter the
Christiania Fjord.
The vast extent of sea studded with rocky is

lands has the effect of dwarfing the scenery.
Several of the coasthills rise to 2300 ft. , and are often well-wooded though they appear
bare from a distance.
Lillesand (H6t. Norge), with 1500 inhab., and Grimstad
(H6t.
Me-ller; Hot. Nilsson), with 3200 inhab., are the first stations. Be
tween the two is the
A picturesque channel,
Homborgsundfyr.
marked by the two Torungerne Lighthouses, leads between the is
—

lands of Hise and Trome to the Galtesund and
10 S. M. Arendal (*Schnurbusch, on the quay, R. & A.
2i/2-3 kr.,
B. 80 »., D. 2 kr. 40, S. 1 kr. 50 m. ; Fenix, near the church; Brit.
vice-consul, Mr. M. Kallevig) with 4700 inhab., picturesquely sit—

to Christiania.
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on the hill rising over the mouth of the Nid-Elv, is a busy
trading and ship-building place, and has an excellent harbour. The
new Gothic church of brick, with its lofty spire, was built by Christ.
Fiirst. Fine view from a small terrace planted with trees above the
quay, including the masts of innumerable ships and the small towns
of Kolbjernsvik (on Hise) and Raevesand (on Trome). A more ex

nated

tensive view is obtained from the Stintehei, above the town.
A posting -road leads from Arendal to (11 Kil.) Brcekke i Meland
and (18 Kil.) the small seaport of Tvedestrand, then inland by (14 Kil.)
Uberg to (18 Kil.) Simonstad, at the N. end of the lake Nelaagfjord,
amidst fine woods, where the beaver still occurs. A shorter route is by
road to (35 Kil.) Rustdalen, and thence by boat on the Nelaagfjord to
•6 Kil.) Simonstad.
From Simonstad to the Nisservand, comp. p. 36.
Farther on, to the left, we see the little town of Barbo, adjoin
ing Arendal on the N. The banks of the Tromesund, through which
the steamer steers towards theN., are finely wooded. Numerous
—

settlements and wharves are seen on both sides. Near the N. end
sound, to the left, stands the Flang stadkirke. Farther on we
pass the Mekkelasfyr, marking the entrance of the Oxefjord (for

of the

Tvedestrand,

see

above),

and then the

Lynger.

6 S. M. Riser (Thiis, by the pier, well spoken of ; Busch, in the
town; Brit, vice-consul, Mr. A. F. Finne), a town of 3100 inhab.,
beyond which the coast is unprotected for some distance.
4 S.M. Krager* (Central Hotel, 5 min. from the pier; Victoria,
small, near the Central; Brit, vice-consul, Mr. H. Larsen), a busy
trading port with 5700 inhab., opposite the island of that name.
It contains a large church by G. Bull, a large loftily situated school,
and a monument, by Middelthun, to Prof. Schweigaard (p. 12), a
native of the place. Apatite, a kind of phosphate found plenti
fully in the environs, yields artificial manure.
From Krager0 a posting-road leads by (10 Kil.) Steen, (17 Kil.) Lences
on the Tokevand, and (21 Kil.) Eolte i Drangedal, to (18 Kil.) Be.
Thence
by road (about 30 Kil. more) to Strand i Vraadal (p. 36).
The coasting steamers pass through the picturesque Langesunds
Kreppa, a very narrow strait between precipitous rocks, while the
large steamers follow the wider channel passing the lighthouse (r.)
on

D.
is

Jomfruland. Langesund (Johnseris Hotel, Wright's Hotel, R. 2,
with 1400 inhab., lies on the Langesunds- Fjord, which
prolonged to the N. by the Eidanger Fjord and the Friersfjord,

l3/4kr.),

the latter extending to Skien.

To the

right

rises the

lighthouse

Langesunds-Fyr.
From Langesund to Porsgrdnd and Skien, 29 Kil., steamer several
times daily, except Sunday, in 2'/2-3 hrs.. Soon after starting we touch
at Brevik (Stiansen; British vice-consul, Mr. F. J. W. Mew), with 2000 in
hab., charmingly situated at the S.E. end of a rocky peninsula which
separates the Eidanger Fjord from the Friersfjord (railway to Eidanger in
progress, see p. 33). Opposite, to the S., is the little town of Stathelle.
A steam of 3/4 hr. on the Friersfjord brings us to Porsgrund (p. 33), whence
we ascend the Skiens-Elv in 3/< hr. more to Skien (p. 33).
The steamer, unprotected by islands, next passes the Nevlung-

havn,

and then enters the

pretty approach, past the Svennerfyr and

8
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the Fredriksvcern-Fyr, to Fredriksvarn, with 1300 inhab. , formerly
a small fortress.
The Mallerbjerg affords a fine sea-view. We now
steer to the N. through the Laurviks-Fjord to
7 S. M. (from Kragero) Laurvik (p. 32).
Farther on, the steamer passes the mouth of the Laagen to the
It then crosses the
E. and rounds the farrowed Hummersberg.
mouth of the Sandefjord , at the N. end of which lies the little
town of that name (p. 32) , with sulphur and sea baths (reached
from Christiania by train or by steamboat), skirts the Tensbergs
Tende near Tenslerg (p. 32), and next reaches
10 S. M. Valle, with a pasteboaTd-manufactory, the first station
in the Christiania Fjord. This picturesque fjord, at first 7-8 Engl. M.
broad, and extending N. for about 45 M., is enclosed by rocky
banks of moderate height , wooded with birches and pines , and
enlivened with numerous villages, at which none of the iarger
steamers touch. We next stop at
8 S. M. Horten ( Victoria Hotel ; Serbye's Hotel, well spoken of),
a town with 6800 inhab.
near which
is Karl-Johansvarn , the
,
principal Norwegian government dockyard, with its quays and a
brick church. Railway to Holmestrand, see p. 32.
On the E. shore of the fjord, opposite Horten, and behind the
island of Hjelland, lies (8 S. M.) Moss (p. 79), at which several
of the larger steamers touch.
The fjord now expands to a breadth of about 12 Engl. M. On the
left opens the Drammens-Fjord (p.21). We next enter a strait narrow
ing to */2 M. , and about 9 M. long, which connects the outer with
the inner Christiania Fjord. On the right lies the next station
8 S. M. (from Moss) Drerbak (Brit, consular agent, Mr. K. G. H.
—

—

—

—

a pleasant
watering-place, with 2200 inhab. and numer
villas.
We pass the fortified islet of Kaholmen (Oscarsborg)
and the bleak Haa-0, beyond which the inner fjord expands. To
the N.W. now appear the porphyry ranges of the Kolsaas
(1210ft.),
the Skougumsaas (1140 ft.), and, farther to the W., the Vardekolle

Lehmann),

ous

(p. 21).

Just before

reaching the Nasodtangen, on the E. side of the
sight of Christiania, with the conspicuous palaCe
on the
hillside, the fortress of Akershus in the foreground, and the
Tryvandsheide (with Frognersaeter, p. 19) rising in the distance : a
beautiful picture.
fjord,

we come

in

The vessel steers past several islands : on the left the Linde
and the Hovede (with interesting strata of
greenstone); on the
right the Grasholm and the Bleke, beyond which we obtain a fine
glimpse of the Bundefjord, with its numerous country-houses. We
land at the Bjervik, the harbour of (4 S.
M.) Christiania.

^i^r^SmT^^
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2. Christiania and Environs.
Arrival. The large Steamers land their passengers at the Toldbod-Brygge
or at the
Jernbane-Brygge, near the Custom House (PI. D, 7), both in the
Bjervik, or E. harbour. The custom-house examination takes place on
board the steamer. Porterage from the steamer to the hotels: 30 0. for651bs.
or
under, 40 0. for 65-150 lbs. (only porters with badges should be em
ployed). Cabs (see below) are generally scarce ; but a boy (20-30 0.) may
be sent to fetch one from the Jernbane-Torv, near the harbour.
Tra
vellers by Railway from Sweden, from Fredrikshald, or from Trondhjem,
arrive at the 0st- or Boved-Banegaard (PI. D, E, 6), where luggage from
Sweden is slightly examined; travellers from Telemarken arrive at the
Vest-Banegaard (PI. B,7). Porterage and cabs thence to the hotels, as above.
Omnibuses of the larger hotels, 50-75 0.
—

Hotels.

"Victoria (PI. h: C,D,7), at the corner of the Raadhus-Gade
Dronningens-Gade, a large, old-established house, R. 21/2-5 kr., L.
A.
50
50,
0., B. 1, table d'hote 3, cold supper 2, warm 3 kr. ; "Grand
Hotel (PI. B, C, 6), at the corner of the Carl-Johans-Gade and the Rosenkrants-Gade, well situated at theE. end of the Eidsvolds-Plads, R., L.,
& A. from 2, B. 1, D. 3 kr., with good restaurant (two dishes a la carle,
from 1 to 5 o'clock, 1 kr.); sHot. Metropole (PI. i; C, 6), Carl-JohansGade, at the corner of Kongens-Gade, new; "Skandinavie (PI. f:C, D, 6),
at the corner of the Carl-Johans-Gade and the Dronningens-Gade, central,
R. 2-4, L. i/a, A. 1/2, B. 1-ii/z, D. 3, S. I1/2 kr.
Britannia (PI. a; D, 7),
at the' corner of the Toldbod-Gade and the Store Strand-Gade, the nearest
hotel to the quay, well spoken of, R., L., & A. l!/2-3 kr., B. 80 0.; Hot.
du Boulevard
Angleterre (PI. b:
(PI. f; B, 7), Storthings-Gade 8.
C, 7), at the corner of the Raadhus-Gade and the Kongens-Gade, R., L.,
& A. l'/2, B. 1 kr.; Kong Oscar, Skole-Gade, opposite the Vest-Banegaard;
Hotel Continental, St. Olafs-Gade, to the N.E. of St. Olafs-Plads (PI.
B, 6), R., L., & A. IV2-2, B. s/j-l, D. 3, S. 1 kr. , with restaurant, well
Hotels Garnis. Sidsel Aanrud, Carl-Johans-Gade 33, entrance
spoken of.
in Akers-Gade ; G. Leganger, Carl-Johans-Gade 20; Sestrene Waalen, CarlJohans-Gade 12; Freken Anne Kure, corner of Carl-Johans-Gade and KirkeGade, well spoken of; FruD. Brorsen, Storthings-Gade 10, adjoining Gravesen's Restaurant ; Central Privat Botel, Storthings-Plads 7 ; Sestrene Scheen,
Prindsens-Gade 26, to the S. of the Storthing Building, R., L., & A. li/2-2,
B. 1, D. 1.80, pens. 51/2 kr., well spoken of; Fru Bansen, Tordenskjold-Gade 6,
R. 1V2-4 kr., B. 80 0., D. 172 kr. ; Banna Jahre, Rosenkrants-Gade 15.

and

—

—

—

Restaurants (besides the hotels). * Ghristoffersen' s Efterfelger, corner of
Bank-Plads and Kirke-Gade, first floor; 'Gravesen, Storthings-Gade 8, in
the park of St. Banshaugen (see p. 16) ; Tivoli, see p. 11.
Cafes. In the
"Grand Bttel, see above; etc. Norwegian beer on draught at all the cafes.
Confectioners. "Baumann, 0vre Slots- Gade 10; Giinther, Carl-JohansGade, corner of Akers-Gade.
—

—

Cabs.
to which
is called

Per
For
Per
For

subjoined

are

the

for one-horse cabs in the Inner Town,
area of our Plan belongs.
The driver

I

drive for one person
each additional person
hour within town and environs
each additional person
At

9

The fares

nearly the whole of
'Vognmand'.

night (11 p.m.
during the rest

to 8

a.m.

of the

from

I
I

|
1st

—

—

40 0.
20

1 kr. 50
—

25

-

-

Sept. ; 10 p.m. to
8O0., 2pers. lkr., 3pers. lkr.

May

to

30th

year) : one pers.
Luggage up to 56 lbs. free. In driving to railwaystations, steamboat-piers, theatres, etc., the fare is payable before arrival.
The Skyds-Station
Carriages may also be ordered at the hotels.
(p. xix) is at Pilestrsedet 12.
From
the Stor-Torv
or
Tramway;
Plan).
(Sporvogn
comp.
Tramway
(PLC, 6) or market-place, adjoining VorFrelsersKirke. to the Vest-Banegaard
a.m.

30,

4 pers. 1 kr. 500.

—
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Shops.

Oslo (S.E.), every 5 or lOmin.
a.m. to 10 p.m. on week-days, and from noon to 10 p.m. on Sun
there are no conductors,
15
As
Fare
for
each
of
these
0.
days.
trips
each passenger drops his fare into a box placed near the driver. The
coins fall on a slide and are seen through a pane of glass by the driver,
The drivers give change at
who then tilts them into the box below.
the opening marked 'Vexling', but have no access to the money-box.

(W.), Bomansby (N.W.), Griinerlekken (N.E.), and
from 8

—

Electric Tramway from the Jernbane-Torv (PI. D, 6) through the Lille
Toldbod-Gade (PI. D, C, 7), and Storthings-Gade, and past
the Studenterlunden (PI. B, 6, 7). In the Drammensvei (PI. A, 7) the line
the
forks,
right branch running behind the Castle Park through Homansby
(p. 15) to Majorstuen (p. 19), while the left follows the Drammensvei to
Skarpsno (p. 17). Car every 8-10 min. (fare 10 0.).

Strand-Gade,

Boats in the Baadhavn (PI. D, 8), for rowing or sailing, with man,
Often difficult to find a boatman
about l'/2 kr. per hour (no fixed tariff).

( Baadmand, Fasrgemand).
Post and Telegraph Offices (PI.
Carl-Johans-Gade (PI. C, 6). Post
Sundays 8-10 a.m. and 5-8 p.m.
9 p.m. ; also at night for foreign
stationer') in various parts of the

27, 32; C, 2),

corner

of Kirke-Gade and

Office open from 8 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. ;
Telegraph Office daily from 7 a.m. to
telegrams.
Telephone Stations ('Taletown (fee 10 0.).
—

Banks (open 10-2). Den Norske Credit-Bank, corner of Kirke-Gade and
Prindsens-Gade; Christiania Bank & Credit- Kasse, Torvet, W. side; Norges
Bank, Bank-Plads; Th. Joh. Beftye & Son, Toldbod-Gade 20; N. A. Andresen & Co., Kirke-Gade 6; P. Benschien <fr Co., Carl-Johans-Gade 7. Cir
cular notes may be changed at any of these.
Consulates. British consul-general, Th. Michell,Esq.,C. B., Carl-JohansGade 33. American consul', Mr. G. Gade, Torvet 2 ; vice-consul, Mr. L. Bronn.

Shops. [Purchases should not be made in the presence or by the advice of
guides or couriers, as their commission is apt to be added to the price.]
Booksellers : Cammermeyer's Boghandel. Carl-Johans-Gade 41, 43 ; /. W. Capptlen, Kirke-Gade 15; Dybwad, opposite the Post Office; Grimsgaard de Mai
Music Seller: Karl Warmuth, Kirke-Gade 17
ling, Carl-Johans-Gade 33.
Jewellers (noted for
(Scandinavian music and musical instrnments).
filigree-work and enamel) : T. Prylz, successor of J. Tostrup, Carl-JohansGade 25, opposite the Storthing; Thune, Carl-Johans-Gade, S. side, near
the 0Vre Slots-Gade; Andersen, corner of Kirke-Gade and Prindsens-Gade;
E. Nielsen, Carl-Johans-Gade 17; Lie, Prindsens-Gade 15; Th. Larsen, KirkeGade 19.
Furrier : E. Larsen, Kongens-Gade 22.
Art-dealers : Blomkvist,
Carl-Johans-Gade 35 (pictures by Norwegian artists) ; Abel, Storthings-Gade 2
and
(also photographs
engravings).
Travelling Requisites: W. Schmidt,
agent of the Turist-Forening (p. xxii), Carl-Johans-Gade 41; Steren, corner
of Graendse-Gade and Akers-Gade.
Stationery, Photographs, etc.: Olsen,
Carl-Johans-Gade, near the Hotel Skandinavie ; Andvord, Carl-Johans-Gade,
Preserved Meats etc. : E. Lexow Jc Co., Toldbodopposite the post-office.
Gade 8; C. J. Christophersen <£• Co., under the Hotel Skandinavie; BergiMz, 0vre Slots-Gade, at the corner of the Carl-Johans-Gade; Chr. Magnus,
Carl-Johans-Gade 33, next door to the Grand Hotel.
Cigars: Jebe, Fredrik
Petersen, Carl-Johans-Gade.
Tourist Offices. T. Bennett, Store Strand-Gade 17 ; F. Beyer, Carl-JohansGade 35, next door to the Grand Hotel (large stock of photographs, woodcarvings, furs, etc.); Thos. Cook & Son, Jernbane-Torv 2.
Comp. Introd.,
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

—

•

—

p. xvii.
Steamers to London every Thursday; to Bull on Fridays; to Grange
mouth (Glasgow) from T0nsberg on alternate
Fridays; to Newcastle on
Wednesdays; to New York once a fortnight; to Gotenburg five times and
to Copenhagen thrice weekly direct, and once touching at Frederikshavn ;
to Christiansand daily; to Bergen seven times weekly; to Trondhjem four
times weekly; to Bamburg, Amsterdam, Antwerp, etc. All these vessels
start from the Toldbod-Brygge, the Fsestnings Brygge, or the JernbaneSmall sleamers ply from the Jernhane Brygge to
Brygge (PI. D, E, 7).
...

—
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Moss, Borten, Fredriksstad, etc., and from the Pipervik to Fredriksborg (see
17). Comp. 'Norges Communicationer'.
Baths. Christiania-Bad, at the corner of Munkedamsvejen and Ringsgangen, nearly opposite the University, with modern appliances, Turkish
Bathing
baths, &c. Warm salt-water baths at the Victoria Terrace (p. 15).
in the Fjord : Bygosa (20 0.) and Selyst (15-25 0.), for swimmers. The water
is purer on the W. side of the Bygde, to which steamers ply hourly from
the Piperviks-Brygge (PI. B, 7) in 1/2 hr. (bathing-ticket, obtained in the
restaurant at the wharf, 15-25 0.). The water of the fjord is only slightly
salt. The rise and fall of the tide averages 1-2 ft. only.
Theatre. Chrisliania-Theatret (PI. 33; C, 7), at the S. end of the KirkeGade, usually closed in summer; Carl Johans Theatret, in the Tivoli,
At the Tivoli (PI. B, 7) Eidsvolds-Plads, nearly
8-10.30 p.m. (1-2 kr.).
opposite the University, concerts and Variety Theatre daily (adm. 50 0., and
various extra-payments).
Diorama, Carl-Johans-Gade 41 : Norwegian
Military Band in
landscapes, etc.; daily 10 (Sun. 12) to 7; adm. 50 0.
Studenterlunden (p. 12).
English Church (St. Edmund's), in the M0ller-Gade. Service at 11 a.m.
Chaplain, Rev. G. E. Moorey, M. A.
p.

—

—

,

—

—

Chief Attractions. Walk or drive from the 0st-Banegaard across the
Jernbane-Torv and through the Carl-Johans-Gade. Walk on the ram
parts of Akershus in the early morning (p. 16). The Vikings' Ships (p. 13).
Milium of A^rl (p. 13). The Palace (p. 15). View froinltrt. BarTStiattfen(p. 16).
Excursions to" Oscttrshall (p. 17); to Frognersaeter and the Bolmenkollen
(p. 19) ; excursion on the Fjord by the steamer 'Nordstrand' (p. 19)^* "-"•*

Christiania , the capital of Norway , is beautifully situated at
the foot of pine-clad hills , at the N. end of the Christiania Fjord
and on the W. bank of the small Akers-Elv (in 59° 54' N. lat. and
10°50'E. long.). The mediaeval town of Oslo lay on the E. bank of
the river. It was founded by Harald Haardraada about 1050, and was
afterwards a station of the Hanseatic League. In the cathedral of
St. Halvard several Norwegian kings were interred, and James I. of
married Anne of Denmark in 1589.
In 1547 Oslo was
burned down by its inhabitants to prevent its falling into the hands
of Swedish besiegers, and it was again destroyed by fire in 1624. The
same year Christian IV. of Denmark laid the foundation of the
modern town, to the N. of the old fortress of Akershus, and named
it after himself. In 1686, 1708, and 1858 Christiania suffered
severely from conflagrations. The population (almost entirely Pro

England

testant) in 1855 was 32,000; in 1875 it was 95,836;
was 130,000; in 1894 it had reached 160,000.

in 1885 it

Christiania is the seat of the Norwegian government, of the
supreme law-courts , of the Storthing or parliament , of a Univer
sity, and of a bishop. Its trade is considerable. The chief exports
are timber, herrings, matches, oats, beer, and ice, and the imports
rye, colonial products, woollen goods, cotton, coal, meat, machinery,
etc., the former being valued at over 25, and the latter at 75 million
kroner. The town also owns about 400 sailing-vessels and 80 steam
Near it are several considerable engine works , breweries,

ers.

-

cotton-mills, and paper-factories.
The principal street is the Carl-Johans-Gade
extending from
the Hoved-Banegaard (principal railway-station, PI. D, E, 6), at
,
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the E. end , to the Slot or palace at the W- end , a distance of
8/4 M. Following this street from the station , we soon reach, on
the right, the Stor Torv (PI. C, 6 ; 'great market'), usually known
as Torvet
('the market'), adorned with a Statue of Christian IV.,
by Jacobsen (1874). On the E. side of the Torv rises
Vor Frelsers Kirke (PI.
1.6), or Church of Our Saviour, con
secrated in 1697, and restored by Chateauneuf in 1849-56. The
altar-piece is by E. Steinle of Diisseldorf , and the marble font by
In the Torv -Gade, to the N. of the
Fladager.
is the
—

—

Torv,

Dampkjekke ('steam

kitchen' ; PI. D, C, 6) , founded in 1858,
where about 2000 persons are daily provided with dinners for 2745 0. each , either carrying them home or dining at
large marble
tables in the building.
The Torv-Gade leads past Ankerlekkens
Gravlund to the Akers-Elv , which forms several falls higher
up
and drives several large factories.
Farther up the Carl-JohansGade, on the left, rises the
—

—

Storthings-Bygning (PI. 30; C, 6), or hall of the Norwegian
Parliament, designed by Langlet, and completed in 1866. The chief
facade, flanked with two lions in granite by Borch, looks towards
the Eidsvolds-Plads, a handsome square
planted with trees. The

interior is shown by the ' Vagtmester' or custodian
(to be found at the
entrance from the Storthings-Gade, on the S.
side; fee 1/2- 1 kr0The Storthings-Sal, seated for 114
deputies, contains a large paint
ing by Oscar Wergeland, representing the first discussion of the

Norwegian
seats for

constitution

40 members.

(p. lxxiv);

the smaller

Lagthings-Sal

has

In the

Akers-Gade, to the S. of the Stor
thing Building, is a monument to the poet J. H. Vessel (d. 1785).
Opposite is the new Masonic Lodge, by H. Nissen.
In the Eids
volds-Plads is a statue of the poet Henrik Wergeland
(d. 1845),
by Bergslien.
On the W. this Plads is adjoined by another,
called Studenterlunden
(PI. B, 6), in front of the University, where
a
military band often plays between 1 and 2 p.m. or in the even
ing. A new Theatre is being built here, by H. Bull.
The University
(PI. B, 6), founded by Frederick VI. of Denmark
in 1811, has five faculties with 55
professors, who lecture gratis to
about 1200 students. The
present edifice, consisting of a large
central building with two
wings, was erected in 1841-53 by Grosch,
whose design was partly suggested
by Schinkel of Berlin.
The central building, in front of which a statue of the
Norwegian
jurist and politician Ant. Martin Schweigaard (d. 1870), by Middel—

—

—

was erected in
1883, contains lecture-rooms, the Zoological
Museum (Sun., Mon., Frid.,
12-2), the Botanical Museum(Mon.,
12-2), the Zootomical Museum, the Mineralogical Cabinet (Frid.,
12-1), the Ethnographical Museum, the Physical Cabinet, and the
Medical Collections. Handsome staircase.

thun,

The

Ethnographical

Museum (reached

Mon. and Frid. 1-2, Sun. 12-2) contains
and implements, and in a second room

by a

staircase in the N.W.

corner ;

Scandinavian costumes, furniture,
a

Laplander's tent, with reindeer

Museum
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of Art.

and pulk. A staircase ascends to
from other parts of the world.

some
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containing curiosities

The E. wing, known as the Domus Academica, contains the
Festsal or Aula, a Collection of Northern Antiquities, and a Cabinet
of Coins (Mon. & Frid., 1-2; 45,000 specimens; ascend staircase
and turn to the left).
The "Collection of Northern Antiquities (Sun., Mon., and Frid., 12-2) is
arranged in seven rooms. In the Vestibule are several finely carved doors
Room I (farthest to the
from destroyed 'Stavekirker' (pp. 27, 18).
right): relics of the flint and bronze ages. Rooms II-IV: relics of the iron
period. Room V contains mediaeval curiosities (A.D. 1000-1500), the chief
having their names and dates attached. Among them are three fine doors
from Norwegian Stavekirker, of the 12-13th centuries. Room VI: interest
ing door-posts and portals of the same period. Room VII: curiosities of
later date than 1500, including tankards in wood and metal, bridal crowns,
trinkets, fire-arms, and tools.
In theW. wing is the Library, consisting of 250,000 vols, (open
to the public on the first five days of the week, 12-2 ; reading-room
11-3; closed in July and Aug.). Entrance in the Frederiks-Gade.
In the court at the back of the central building of the Univer
sity are wooden sheds containing two *Vikings' Ships (Sun., Mon.,
Frid., 12-2; at other times shown by the 'Vagtmester', who lives on
the ground-floor of the central building; fee 10-25 ».).
As the ancient Germanic kings were buried with their war-steeds, so
the Viking chiefs were laid to rest with their arms and their treasures in
—

their ships.
One of the two shown here was found at Thune in the Amt
of Smaalene in 1867, and the other at Gogstad, near Sandefjord (p. 34),
in 1880; and both owe their preservation from decay to the blue clay in
The ship from Gogstad, in the newer shed,
which they were imbedded.
is the better preserved. Its total length from stem to stern is 103 ft.,
length of keel 66 ft., breadth 16 ft. To the mast in the centre a large
square-sail was attached by means of a pulley. In the third plank from
the top are sixteen rowlocks.
The rudder was placed on the right side
(whence 'starboard', originally the steering side). By the mast was placed
the wooden tomb-chamber, which was found empty, having probably been
The other ship (shown by the Vagtmester
pillaged at an early period.
for a fee) is in fragments. The older shed in which these lie also con
tains several old church-paintings from the Hallingdal.
—

To the N.

the 'Museum of Art (Kunstbuilt in the Italian Renaissance style by
and presented to the town by the Christiania Sav

of the

museet; PI. 21, B

University is

6),

Adolf Schirmer,
ings Bank. Wings uncompleted. Admission on Sun., Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., and Frid., 12-2; at other times on application to the 'Vagt

mester' (fee 1/2- 1- kr.).
The Ground Floor contains the Sculptuub Gallery (historical
and critical catalogue by Prof. Dietrichson, 50 0.).
The Vestibule and three Rooms contain the Casts of Ancient Sculptures,
and the Staircase and Hall the Casts of Renaissance and Modern Sculptures.
The other rooms contain Original Works by Norwegian Masters, the
finest of which are: 328, 329. Fladager, Angel with font (model and
sketch) ; Borch, 330. Jephthah's Daughter, 331. The first lesson, 331a. The
Shnlamite Maiden, 331b. David ; 333. Skeibrok, Ragnar Lodbrok among the
serpents; Skeibrok, The mother watching; Lexow Bansen, The Vala (bronze);
Stephan Binding, Mother bearing her fallen son from the battle, Captive
—

mother.

A double staircase ascends to the

Upper Floor,

which contains.
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Gallery.

Gallery, a collection of about 300 ancient and
modern paintings founded in 1837 and belonging to government.
Historical and critical catalogue by Prof. Dietrichson, 1 kr.
A. "Scandinavian Painters. The collection is annually extended and is
frequently re-arranged. We mention the most important works in the
alphabetical order of their painters' names, which are attached to the
frames. The Danish and Swedish masters, whose works are mainly in
the East Boom, are poorly represented both in quantity and quality.
Among the Norwegian pictures exhibited in the South and West Rooms
may be mentioned the following:
/. N. Arbo (1831-92), "278. The Walkyries ; 279. Asgaardsreien ('The
281. A. Askevold (b. 1834), Summer's day on a mountain
Wild Hunt').
Harriet
241. Baade (1808-79), Moonlight on the Norwegian coast.
lake.
272. K. Bergslien (b. 1827), Portrait of his father.
Bakker, 'Chez moi'.
the National

—

—

—

—

—

—

250. F. Bee (1820-91),
Scene in Nordmarken.
B. A. Capellen (1827-52), "267. Forest
Jac. Bratland, Sunday.
Breakfast.
J. C. C.Dahl
scene in Telemarken; no number. Waterfall in Telemarken.
(178-81857), 230. Laurvik; 231. Waterfall; no number, The Dyrehave at
his
C. Dahl.
Portrait
of
Prof.
J.
C.
Sigw. Dahl,
father,
Copenhagen.
/. F. Eckersberg (1822-70), 253. Valle in the Ssetersdal; 254. MountainTh. Feamley (1802-42), 235. The Labrofos; 236. Grindelwald
scenery.
B. F. Gude (b.
Glacier.
331. Grimelund, Mexico Dock at Antwerp.
258.
Norwegian landscape; 259. Mountain- view ; "261. Christiania
1826),
in
the
Scene
North
Wales.
Nils Gude,
262.
Before
263.
rain;
Fjord;
285. Karl Bansen (b. 1841),
Portrait of his father, the artist H. F. Gude.
In captivity.
Beyerdahl, 300 d. Holmestrand; 300 T. Family party; no
Kolstd, Salmon-fisher looking after his nets.
number, Portrait of himself.
Ghr. Krogh, 333. The struggle for existence; no number, On the Norway
Morten Mutter (b. 1828), 273. Scene on the
no
Old
lady.
coast;
number,
Gerh. Munthe (b. 1849), 306.
Christiania Fjord; 274. Hardanger Fjord.
A summer's day ; no number, Scene on the Sandviks-Elv near Christiania.
in
winter ; no number, Autumn
Ludwig Munthe (b. 1841), "287. Coast-scene
299. Am. Nielsen, On the Hardanger Fjord.
Eilif Peterssen
evening.
(b. 1852), 289. Portrait of a lady ; 289 a. Siesta ; 289 b. Old woman; no number,
Portrait of the Norwegian composer, Ed. Grieg.
308. O. Binding (b. 1842),
Scene in the Lofoden Islands.
304. Skredsvig (b. 1854), Genre-scene from
Northern France.
283. Stoltenberg-Lerche (1837-93), Payment of the tithes
at the convent.
Adolf Tidemand (1814-76), "246. A solitary couple (family
worship in a cottage); "247. Meeting of the Haugianer (a religious sect);
248. The dying man ; no number, Worship in a Norwegian country church.
303. Ucherman, Flemish team.
Wentzel, 332. Old couple ; no number,
E. Werenskiold (b. 1855), 302. Girl
Dancing peasants in the Ssetersdal.
from Telemarken; "302a. Funeral of a peasant; 302b. Portrait of the
novelist Bj0rnson; no number, Portrait of the mathematician O. J. Broch
on his death-bed.
B. Foreign Masters. North Rooms (lighted from the roof), the first
of which is devoted to the French, Italian, and German Schools. Italian
Masters: *1. Fine old copy of Leonardo da Vinci's Mona Lisa ; 12. B. Strozzi,
The tribute-money; 13. Salvator Rosa, Landscape.
German Masters:
134, 135. Barlh. Beham, Portraits of 'Hans Lissalsz' and 'Magdalena Pittrichin'; 141. /. J. Hartmann, John the Baptist in the wilderness; "145.
Seibold, Portrait of a man ; 155, 157. Anton Graff, Portraits ; 173. O. Wagner,
Ponte Rotto; 175. K. Sohn, Tasso and the two Leonoras; 176. C. F. Lessing,
Scene on the Rhine ; "177. R. Jordan, Family worship ; 178. E. Geselschap,
Christmas morning ; 179. K. Bubner, Emigrants paying a farewell visit to
the graves of their relatives ; 180. A. Achenbach, Beach at Scheveningen ;
182. A. W. Leu, Waterfall in Norway; 183. O. Achenbach, Italian landscape;
French Masters : 317. Th. Couture, Study ; Claude
184. A. Seel, Cloisters.
Monet, Showery weather at Etretat; Raffaelli, Sunny street; Dannat, Girl

276. E. Bodom

(1829-1879),

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

rolling

a

cigarette.

The second North Room contains the works of the Flemish and Dutch
Schools : "22. Pieter Claeissens, Portrait of himself ; 24. Francken the El-
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der, The works of charity; 26. Abr. Bloemaert, St. Jerome; 28. Pourbus
the Younger, Portrait; 30. R. Savery, Landscape with accessories; 32. Al.
Adriaenssen, Still-life; 34. Jac. Jordaens, Allegorical representations of
the blessings of the Peace of Westphalia ; 35. L. van Uden, Drunken peasant ;
"38. Jan Fyt, Fight between dogs and wolves; 50, 51. P. v. Bloemen, Ca
valry skirmish Cattle driven off by armed horsemen ; 56. J. Boremans,
Peasant meal; '59. Bellemans, Forest-scene, with sheep by /. Verboeckhoven ; 63. Mierevelt, Portrait ; 67. B. van der Ast, Fruit ; "71. Corn. v. Keulen
(Ravesleynf), Portrait of a woman; 72. E. van de Velde, Landscape; 73.
J. v. Goyen, Sea-piece; "81. Jan Davidsz de Beem, Oysters and Rhine-wine ;
84. School of G. Dow, Schoolmaster ; 86. B. van der Belst (?), Man with a glass
of wine; 94. G. Lunders, Family portraits; "104. M. d'Bondecoeter, Dog, cat,
and game : 80. Old copy of Rembrandt, Descent from the Cross.
A glass-door in the West Room leads to the staircase, by which we
ascend to the Collection of Drawings and Engravings (5000 in number;
founded in 1877).
Farther to the N., at the comer of the Universitets-Gade and Pilestraedet, is the building of the Kunstforening , or Art Union (PI.
K, B, 5, 6; adm. daily, except Sat. and Sun., 12-2.30; 20 e.),
adorned with medallion portraits of celebrated artists by Jacobsen.
On the ground-floor is the Art Industrial Museum (daily , except
Sat., 12-2, free), founded in 1877, containing interesting speci
mens of Norwegian embroidery, trinkets, etc., mediaeval reliquaries
resembling the old timber churches , Chinese porcelain , lacquer,

work,

etc.

On a height at the W. end of the town, in the beautiful Slotspark, stands the Palace (Slot ; PI. A, 6), a plain edifice with a class
ical portico, erected in 1825-48. The interior is shown by the
'Vagtmester', who lives on the sunk floor of the S. wing (daily, 2-4 ;
fee 1/2 kr. for each member of a party). The staircase is embellished
with two reliefs in marble : on the right, Charles XIV. John laying
the foundation-stone of the palace, by StephanSinding ; on the left,
Oscar II. unveiling the statue of Charles John, by M. Skeibrok. The
Festsal is borne by Corinthian columns; Dining Room in the
Pompeian style; the walls of the Throne Room, the Coursal, and
the Audience Chamber are hung with landscapes by Flinto. The
private apartments contain paintings and sculptures by Norwegian
artists (among them Tidemand's Village Catechising, and O. Sinding's Battle of Svolder), mostly presented to the king and queen
on their silver-wedding in 1882.
Fine *View from the roof.
In front of the palace rises an Equestrian Statue of Charles
XIV. John (Bernadotte), by BrynjulfBergslien, inscribed with the
king's motto 'The people's love is my reward'.
The extensive modern quarter (PI. A, 5) to theW. of the palace,
named Homansby after its founder, consists of villas and gardens.
To the S.E., above the Ruselakvei, is the Victoria Terrace (PI. A, 7),
conspicuous from the sea. Below are two rows of shops, one over
the other, and above them are three large turreted dwelling-houses.
From the Storthings-Building the Akers-Gade leads to the S. to
the Johannes Kirke (PI. 13; C, 7), a brick edifice by Bull, com-
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Hanshaugen.

in 1878. Altar-piece by E. Petersen; eight columns of gra
nite; marble font, etc. ('Kirketjener' or sacristan, Akers-Gade 1.)

pleted

The Raadhus-Gade and Kongens-Gade lead hence to the Faestand to the Fortress of Akershus (PI. C, 8 ; open to the
public), the ramparts of which afford a charming view of the fjord
by morning light. Akershus was unsuccessfully besieged by Duke
Erik of Sweden in 1310, by Christian II. of Denmark in 1531-32,
and by the Swedes again in 1567 and in 1716 (under Charles XII.).
It is now used as an arsenal and a prison. The garrison-church is
within its precincts. Leave to visit the Artillery Museum is obtained
at the office of the 'Feldtedmester', in the Fsestnings-Plads.
In the fjord, about 1/2 M. to the S., is the HovedjB, with the remains
of a Cistercian abbey, founded by English monks in 1147 and destroyed

nings-Plads

1532. Permission to visit it is obtained at the office of the 'Feldt0imester' (see above). Rowing-boat from IhePipervik or from Grev WedelsPlads, according to tariff, there and back, with stay of 1/2 hr., 1 pers. 90,
2 pers. 1 kr. 35, 3 pers. 1 kr. 80, 4 pers. 2 kr. 70 0.
in

Trefoldigheds-Kirke (PI. 15 ; C, 5, 6), or Trinity Church,
Akers-Gade, a Gothic edifice with a dome, partly designed by
Chateauneuf of Hamburg, was erected in 1853-58. The interior, a
handsome octagon, contains an altar-piece by Tidemand and a font
with an angel by Middelthun.
By the Roman Catholic St. Olafs-Kirke (PI. 14; C, 5), erected in
1853, the Akers-Gade divides into the Akersvei, to the right, and
the Ulevoldsvei, to the left, the latter leading direct in 12 min.,
the former past the Gamle Akerskirke in 15 min. to St. Hanshaugen.
The

in the

a

by

Between these two roads lies Vor Frelsers Gravlnnd (PI. B, 5),
which we may now visit. It may be entered
the lower gate and left by the upper.
In the Akersvei, a

well-kept cemetery,

—

little to the N. of the cemetery, rises the Gamle Akers Kirke (PI.
B, 4), one of the oldest churches in Norway, mentioned before 1150,
perhaps founded by King Olaf Kyrre, and restored by Schirmer and
Hanno in 1861. The church is a basilica in the Anglo-Norman

Romanesque style, with aisles. A curious arrangement in the in
terior is the separation of the space in the centre of the church from
the nave, transepts, and choir by means of walls with portal-like
openings. The 'Kirketjener' lives in the small house opposite the
church, on the N.W. side.
Hanshaugen, or 'St. John's Hill' (PI. A, 3, 4; 280 ft.), is
as a
public promenade. On the top is a reservoir of the
city waterworks, the tower of which commands an excellent survey
of the town, the fjord with its islands, the Ekeberg to the left, Oscarshall to the right, and the Frognersaster on the hill to the N.W.
The attendant, for whom the visitor rings, names the chief points
and offers photographs for sale (fee forbidden). Below the waterbasin is a seated figure of P. C. Asbjernsen (PI. A) , the reciter of
fairy-tales, by B. Bergslien. Near the lower entrance is a good
Restaurant, in a tasteful wooden building in the Norwegian style,
*St.

laid out

Env.
erected

of
by

Christiania.
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H. Munthe in 1893.

is within the

city radius of
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grounds

(p. 9).

Another very fine view, especially of the harbour, is obtained
from Kampen, a second reservoir of the waterworks, a little to the
E. of the Botanic Garden (PI. E, F, 4), and marked by a flagstaff.
The Botanic Garden is also within the

city radius (p. 9).

Environs of Christiania.

*0SCARSHALL: 21/2-3 hrs., including stay.

We either follow the road

p. 10) to the ferry of Skarpsno and
cross to the chateau by electric launch (through-fare 15 0.), or we may
take the small steamboat plying from the Pipervik (PI. B, 7), hourly from
7 to 10 a.m. and from 1.80 to 10 p.m., to various points on the Bygd0,
the chief of which (as far as tourists are concerned) are Fredriksborg and
The railway
Oscarshall on the E. side, and Bygde Sebad on the W. side.
Cab with one
station of Bygd0 (p. 20) is 1 M. to the N. of Oscarshall.
horse, 2.40, 3.20, 3.C0, or 4 kr. (there and back, 5, 6, 7, 7 kr.).

(Drammensveien

; electric

railway,

see

—

—

We leave Christiania by the Drammensvei (PI. A, 7), which is
bordered by villas and pleasant gardens and traversed by the new
electric railway as far as the cross-street 'Fredrik-Staugs-Gade'.
We follow the Drammensvei for a short distance farther and at the
house No. 88 turn to the left in a lane which leads to the Skarpsno
ferry, crossing the Frognerkil (in 6-8 min. ; fare 7».) to the wooded
peninsula of Bygde, on which the white chateau is conspicuous.
Those
From the steamboat-pier we ascend in 5 min. to the chateau.
who go by steamer to Fredriksborg, a summer-resort on the Langvik,
have fully 1 M. to walk to the chateau. (Ask to be shown the be
—

of the way from Fredriksborg; then follow the broad road,
from which one road leads to the right to Oscarshall, and another to
the left to the church of Gol and the other ancient buildings ; see
Bygde Sebad is about li/3 M. from Oscarshall. The road
p. 18.)
passes Reed's Restaurant (also called Paraplyen, as on our map) and
the old Norwegian buildings.
The chateau of ^Oscarshall (80 ft.) was erected in the English
Gothic style by Nebelong for King Oscar I. in 1849-52, and adorned
with paintings by eminent Norwegian artists. It deserves a visit
for the sake of its pictures and the view. (Apply to the gardener,
who lives at the back of the chateau, on the S.W. side ; fee ^-l kr.)
The Dining Room, on the ground-floor of the smaller separate build
ing, is adorned with Norwegian landscapes by J. Frich (d. 1858), the finest
being the "Ravnejuv, the Romsdalshorn , and the Norangsfjord above
which are ten famous works by A. Tidemand (d. 1876), representing 'Norsk
The Drawing Room, on the
Bondeliv', or Norwegian peasant life.

ginning

—

,

—

ground-floor of the principal building, with its oak panelling, is em
bellished with statues of Harald Haarfager, Olaf Tryggvason, St. Olaf, and
A room on the 1st floor contains nine
Sverre, in zinc, by Michelsen.
bas-reliefs from Frithjof's Saga, by C. Borch, and four fine landscapes by
Several rooms on the 2nd floor
B. Gude (b. 1825) from the same Saga.
contain paintings, wood-carvings, portraits, and relics.
We now ascend by a winding staircase of 28 steps to the flat roof of
the chateau, from which 43 steps more lead us to the top of the tower,
where we enjoy a charming "View of Christiania, its fjord, and environs
—

—

(best by evening light).
Baedekek's

Norway and

Sweden.

Cth Edit.
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Environs

EKEBERG.

The chateau stands in a wooded park. About 1/2 M. to the W.
of it (beyond the road from Fredriksborg, mentioned above) a portal
erected in the ancient Norse style forms the entrance to a clearing,
where several interesting old Norwegian buildings have been reerected. In the centre is the *Church of Qol in the Hallingdal

(p. 43), a 'Stavekirke' or timber-built church of the 12th or 13th
cent. (comp. p. 27), first known to us in 1309, brought to this spot

1884, and freely restored, partly after the model of the church
Borgund (p. 54). Around it are placed : a farm-house from Hove
in Telemarken, fitted up with the original furniture; a.Stabbur, or
storehouse, from Telemarken, with carved work; a 'Regstue' (or hut
of the most primitive style, with an open fire-piace and an opening
in

of

in the roof for the smoke) from the Saetersdal ; and a mediaeval farm
house from the Gudbrandsdal (attendant 25 e. for each pers.).
About
M. to the N. is the Saterhytte, a restaurant on the

8/4

Dronningbjerg,
a

the terminus of the

monument to Count H.

Oscarshall

steamer.

Near it is

Wedel-Jarlsberg (p. lxxiv).

The Ekebeeg : By Tramway from the Stor-Torv to Oslo (comp. PI.
or by Steamer from the Jernbane-Brygge (PI. D,
E, 7) to Kongshavn or Ormsund (about 12 times daily).
A pleasant Circular Drive of
about 3 hrs. (one-horse carr. 7, carr. and pair 12 kr.) may be taken by
proceeding from Oslo along the Kongsvei and over the Ekebergsheide to
the Lj&nsater (near the rail. stat. of Ljan, p. 79), and then back along

C, D, E, 6, 5) ;

the

fjord.
The

Ekeberg (400 ft.), a wooded hill to the S. of Oslo, commands
beautiful views. From the tramway-terminus in the St. HalvordsPlads we follow the Oslo-Gade (PI. F, 6, 7), which runs in a straight
direction and crosses the Loelv by a small viaduct. We leave the

below, to the left, and at (8 min.) the end
where the road to Ljan and Ljabro turns to the
right towards the fjord, we follow the new road ('Kongsvei') in a
straight direction, which ascends along the slope of the Ekeberg,
sometimes through wood and sometimes affording fine views. We
then descend past the farm of Karlsborg to the restaurant and sea
Ekebergsvei,

of the

mentioned

Oslo-Gade,

bathing establishment

of

whence

by the Ljabro road

may return

Kongshavn (steamb. stat.,

see

above),

the tramway.
From the Karlsborg faTm a road ascends in 15-20 min. to the
farm Jomfrubraaten
(beyond it to the left a modest inn) ; thence
it proceeds to the left, past
(20 min.) the farm of Ekeberg (445 ft.),
and descends in 1/4 hr. to the Ekebergsvei.
Comp. the Map, p. 20.
Holmenkollen and Fbognersjster: a walk of 5-6 hrs. (if the
we

to

(y2 hr.)

—

electric

tramway be used to Majorstuen) or a drive of 4-5 hrs., there and
back, including stay. One-horse cab to Holmenkollen and back, including
of
IV2 hr., 6 kr. (hardly advisable, on account of the
stay
heavy ascent) ;
good carr. and pair, obtained at the hotels and Tourist Offices, 10-15 kr.
The cheapest conveyance is the Diligence
(1 kr.), with open seats, which

starts from Rosenkrants-Gade 9, close to the Grand
2, and 5; returning at 2, 6, and 9).

Hotel,' thrice daily
(10,'
'

We leave Christiania by the
Haegdehaugsvei (PI.
is continued by the Bogstadvei. Just outside the town

A, 5), which

limits,

to the

of Christiania.

FROGNERSAETER.
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the terminus of the electric
Fren and Borgen the old road diverges
to the right and ascends direct to the Frognersaeter (a walk of
1^2 hr.) via the farm of Grimelund and the Suenstue. The new road
ascends past the farms of Smedstad (233 ft.), Nedre Holmen, and

right,

lies

tramway

Majorstuen's Restaurant,

(p. 10). Beyond

0vre Holmen to Besserud (486 ft.), and then winds up through wood
(a walk of 172-2 hrs. from Majorstuen) the
*Holmenkollen (950 ft.), with a good Hotel (D. at 2.30 p.m. 2 kr.),
a so-called Sportstue
(cafe and beer-house), and a Sanatorium for
visitors wjio make some stay.
It commands a magnificent view of
Christiania and the fjord. At the Sanatorium is a sign-post indicat
ing the path to the Holmenaas, which joins (10 min.) another path
from the Peisestue (see below). The top is reached in 10 min. more.
(About halfway is a path descending to the right to theVoxenkollen.)
The prolongation of the road to the Frognersaeter (2^4 M.) is
known as the 'Keiser Wilhelm's Vei' and was opened in 1890 in
presence of that monarch. It runs almost all the way through wood.
After Y2 M. a path diverges to the right to the Besserud Tower, com
manding a splendid view of Christiania. Farther on we pass the
Peisestue (rfmts.), situated on the Besserud- Tj em (1015 ft.), an
artificial lake, and in 10 min. more we reach the Wilhelmshei Hotel,
at the corner of the road to theVoxenkollen (1480 ft.; view-tower).
Passing the initials 0. II. W. II. cutin the rocks, wereach(1 4hr.)the
*Frognersseter (1380 ft.), the country-seat of the late Consul
T. J. Heftye (d. 1886), purchased by the city of Christiania in
1889. It commands a beautiful view of Christiania and the fjord.
The restaurant (to the left) was built in 1891 by H. Munthe, in
the Norwegian style ; the seats in the upper balcony are particularly
effective. The villa (to the right) contains a collection of Norse
antiquities (adm. 25 ».). There are also a few old Norwegian tim
The view is still more
ber buildings, chiefly from the Hallingdal.
extensive from a wooden scaffoldin g on the Try vandsheide (1710 ft.) ,
to which we ascend past the 0vre Frognersaeter in 25 min. more.
In clear weather we see the mountains of Telemarken to the N.
(Gausta, p. 28), those of the Hallingdal to the N.W. (Norefjeld,
p. 42), and the hills on the Swedish frontier to the E.
In returning to Christiania from the Frognersaeter walkers follow the
old road, which descends to the E. of the villa. It leads past a small
'bauta' stone, erected to Heftye 'by the youth of Christiania.' Here the
road divides, one branch leading to the new road between Holmenkollen
and Besserud.
Farther on are the Sv.enstue and Grimelund (see above).
The Maridalsvand , 4 M. to the E. of the Tryvandsh0ide, supplies
Christiania with water.
About 2 M. to the S.W. lies the Bogstadvand
(475 ft.), on which lies a farm of Baron Wedel-Jarlsberg. A road de
scends from Bogstad to Lysaker (p. 20).
The round trip of about 3 hrs. made by the steamer 'Nordstrand'
in the Christiania Fjord may be heartily recommended in fine
weather. The steamer leaves the Pipervik (PI. B, 7) twice daily
(10.30 a.m. and 4 p.m. ; fare 3kr.).
to

—

—

—

2*
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via Drammen
3. From Christiania to the Randsfjord
and Haugsund.

^area
ex press i «l'/i
142 Kil. Railway ('Vestbanen') to Drammen
bO ,N)
kr. 40, 1
2kr. 95 0., 2 kr.), ordinary train in 2/4 hrs (fares
•<"•
in 3-4 hrs. (fares
thence to Randsfjord three trains daily
rue railway
Second and third class only.
VI a 1
Narrow-eauae line.
and Drammen
particularly between R0ken

£;
^kr^
^™-?>>
.

—

traverses beauTifulfcener;,
and H0nefos.
and between

Haugsund

at Christiania (PI. B,
The train starts from the Vest-Banegaard
the left we soon
The finest views are on the left. To
7- p 9)
and of the penin
obtain a view of the beautiful Christiania Fjord
of Oscarshall and numerous
sula of Bygdtf, with the white chateau
3 Kil. Bygde, the station for Bygdtf and Oscarshall (1 M.;
villas
6 Kil. Lysaker, at the mouth of the Serkedals-Elv,
see p. 17).
the Bogstadvand (p. 19).
from
descending
the Kolsaas (1^00 it.;
To the right rises the porphyry range of
the Skougumsaas, etc. The Silurian strata are
extensive
—

—

view)

,

near
here intersected by massive dykes of greenstone, especially
where a dyke 2 ft. thick intersects the disinte
Hevik,
(10 Kil.)
slate. The train skirts the Enger-Vand, on the right.

grated

13 Kil. Sandviken (Harreschou, well spoken of; Skyds- Station,

near

the

railway-station),

a

beautifully situated village.

By
From Sandviken to Krogkleven and H«nefos, 43 Kil.
ordered by
early train from Christiania to Sandviken; thence by skyds,
on to
telephone the day before, to Sundvolden; ascend the Krogklev; go
H0nefis in the afternoon (cariole from Sandviken to Hiafnefcs 10, stolkjserre
see
22V2, carr. and pair 30 kr.; charges lower in the opposite direction,
p. 24).
the
The road crosses the Sandviks-Elv, diverges to the right from
ascends on the bank of the stream.
and
Drammen
—

_

gradually
road,
to
top of the hill, to the left , is the old church of Tanum;
the right is the Kolsaas (see above). We next ascend the Isidal.

At the

ft.)
The road becomes steeper and reaches its highest point
the farm of Isi. To the left, far below, we survey the Holsfjord, the S.E. arm of the Tyrifjord (210 ft.).
The road is
13 Ki!. Sollihegda, a new hotel in the wood.
hewn in the rock at places. Beyond a rocky gateway called Skaret our
the 'Svangstrandsvei' (p. 22)' coming from Drammen.
road

(1070

beyond

—

joins

The farm of Humledal, finely situated high above the Holsfjord,
Then a beautiful descent to the
offers simple accommodation.
we follow to
of
which
the
bank
fjord,
17 Kil. Sundvolden {*Blyberg's Hotel, R. 1 kr. 20, B. 80, D.
1 kr. 60 e. ; not a skyds -station, but carriages for hire). From
Sundvolden we ascend by a rough path (best in the morning, if
the weather is clear; horse 2 kr. 40 0.) to (li/ahr.) *Krogkleven,
a rocky height (Kiev, 'cliff), on the old road to Christiania. Ascend
ing through a romantic gorge, we first come to (3/4 hr.) Klevstuen
a
poor inn, 5 min. below which, to the N.W., is the
—

—

(1245ft.),

En^LJfiles.

ivnioi

IANIA-

KONGSBElC ^

IBERG-RINGEKIKE

++

VIK.

3. Route.
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Dronningens Udsigt (Queen's View). Continuing to ascend to the
W., following the white crosses on the trees, we next reach the
(25-30 min.) *Kongens Udsigt (King's View; 1455 ft. above the
Beautiful view, embracing the Tyrisea, 1240 ft. above the fjord)
fjord with its islands, the district of Ringerike, the Jonsknut near
Kongsberg (p. 26) the Norefjeld (p. 42) to the N.W. and the
,

Gausta

(p. 28)

,

to the W. in the distance.

The view from the Gyrihaug (2215 ft.; 4 M. to the N.E. of Sundvolden)
is said to be even finer. Its ascent is generally made direct from Christiania,
via Bogstad (p. 19) and the Serkedal, where tolerable quarters may be
found at Lyse. Descent through a narrow ravine to Sundvolden.
Accord
ing to the legend the numerous islands in the Steensfjord are said to be
stones once hurled by the giantess ('Gygr' or 'Gyvr') of the Gyrihaug at
the church of Steen (see below), which missiles, however, including even
one of her own legs, all came short of their aim and fell into the lake.
Like the battle of the giants against Odin and Thor in the Edda , this
legend is symbolical of the impotent wrath of the powers of nature against
the advance of human culture.
—

The road to Henefos crosses the Krogsund, which connects the
with the Steensfjord.
The next station, 3 Kil. from Sundvolden, is Vik (travellers
in the reverse direction drive on to Sundvolden without change of
horses). About >/4 hr- farther on, on the right, are the ruined church
of Steen and (a little farther on) the tumulus of King Halfdan the

Tyrifjord

After another V4 hr. the road passes Norderhovs
in which Anna Kolbjernsdatter is interred.
She
was the wife of the pastor of the place, and in 1716, while her
husband was ill, succeeded by stratagem in betraying 600 Swedish
invaders into the hands of her countrymen.
11 Kil. Henefos, see p. 24.
Black
Kirke

(d. 860).
(375 ft.),

The train to Drammen ascends through cutting and two short
(15 Kil.) Slmbende and (20 Kil.) Hvalstad (219 ft.; Asker

tunnels to

Sanatorium),
It then

at the foot of the massive

crosses a

wooden

viaduct, 90

ft.

Skougumsaas (1140 ft.).
high.

23 Kil. Asker (340 ft.), with a new church. The train skirts the
foot of the Vardekolle (1150 ft.), a granite peak rising to the S.W.,
and passes the small lakes Bondivand (325 ft.) and Gjellumvand

(315 ft).
which

At the S. end of the latter is (29 Kil.) Heggedal, beyond
Beyond
pass the base of the precipitous Brejmaas.
Reken (435 ft.) the train turns abruptly to the W. Num

we

(34 Kil.)

cuttings.
Beyond a tunnel, 240 yds. long, a most picturesque and impos
ing *Vlew of the Drammens-Fjord the town of Drammen, and
the fertile valley of Lier is suddenly disclosed to the left. The
erous

,

road from Reken to Drammen descends at once to the fjord, while
the railway passes through another tunnel and describes a long
curve towards the N., descending gradually to the valley of Lier
and the (46 Kil.) station of that name.
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From Christiania

DRAMMEN.

(skyds-station Eikengen) a pleasant route, with 'fast' skydsto the N., on the E. side of the valley, past the Paradis14 Kil. Enger (well
bakker and the Engerfjeld, to the Bolsfjord (p. 20).
"
The
spoken of).
road, now called Svangslrands- Veien famed for its
beauty, next ascends the Burderaas and leads high above the Holsfjord to
(13 Kil.) Bumledal (p. 20).
From Lier

stations, leads

,

From Lier the train runs towards the S., through a fertile tract,
the E. end of Drammen (Bragernces) , and
crosses the Drammens-Elv, and the island of Mellerholm or Hol
to

(51 Kil.) Bragere,

men, with its timbeT-yards, to the Tangen and Stremse quarters,
on the S. bank of the river.
The Station ('Restau
53 Kil. Drammen (comp. Plan, p. 21).
Drammen is the junction for Bougsund
rant) is close by the bridge.
(change carriages ; p. 23) and for Laurvik and Skien (p. 32).
Hotels. In Stremse: 'Central Hotel, opposite the station, entrance
in a side-street, R. 2, L. 1/2, B. 1, D. 2, S. 1 kr. 20 0.; Bkitannia, in the
Frem-Gade, leading to the E. to Tangen.
—

Cab with one horse , for 1 person 40 0. per drive ; with two horses
Omnibos from Bragernees-Torvet to Tangen.
for 2 persons 60 0.
Baths : Drammens Badeanstalt, with vapour baths, etc., opposite the
church at Str0ms0; River Baths (Slrembad) at Bragernaes.
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Karl Gram.
Steamboats to Holmestrand (p. 32) daily except Sun. ; to Christiania
4 times a week ; besides many others.
—

Drammen, with 20,700 inhab., situated on both banks of the
consists of Bragernces on the N. bank (rebuilt after
its almost total destruction by fire in 1866), Stremse on the S. side
(which suffered severely from fires in 1870 and 1880), and Tangen
to the S.E. The situation of Drammen on the estuary of the river,
between lofty hills, is very picturesque. The trade of the place is
considerable , consisting chiefly in the export of timber (annual

Drammens-Elv,

value

over

4,500,000 kr.),

and. of

-wood-pulp

and paper

(annual

value over 7,000,000 kr.). The commercial fleet of Drammen is one
of the largest in Norway (over 200 sailing-vessels and steamers).
vessels are berthed at the stone quays of BTagernses.
Close to the railway-station a Timber Bridge crosses the Dram
mens-Elv, connecting Stremse' and BTagernaas, and affording a
pleasant and cool promenade in hot weather. The Brandposten (see
below), with its two flagstaffs, is conspicuous on the hill to the
right. The bridge leads to the Bragernazs-Torv, in which , to the
right , are the Exchange (with the Post and Telegraph Offices,
entrance in the Stor-Gade) , and facing us the Raadhus and Byret
(court-house) , with the inscription Ret og Sandhed ('justice and
truth'). Ascending straight on , between the two small towers of
the Kirke-Gade, we reach the conspicuous Bbageiln^s Church, a
It
handsome Gothic brick edifice by Nordgren, built in 1866-71
contains a Resurrection by Tidemand (d. 1876), and an Angel
over the font by Borch.
(The 'Kirketjener' lives in the one-storied
white wooden house opposite the sacristy, to the left.)
To the E. of Bragernaes church we reach (12-15 min.) the
*Bbandpostbn , one of the finest points of view near Drammen,

Sea-going

.

to the

HAUGSUND.

Randsfjord.

3. Route.
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affording an extensive survey of Tangen, Stremse, and Bragernaes,
of the island of Holmen, the valley of the Drammens-Elv, and the
fjord. The veranda of the watchman's house is open to the public.
The road ascends hence to the (35-40 min.) Klopkjcern (755 ft.),
sequestered lake in the midst of wood which supplies the town
good water. Refreshments at the small house. A path ascends
to the right in 5 min. to Prinds Oscars Udsigt, overlooking the
Lierdal and the fjord.
A promenade ('Oscarsstien') connects the Klopkjaern with
several fine points of view on the slopes of the *Bragern.s:saas,
which may also be reached direct from Bragernass in 35-40 min.
by an easy but shadeless zigzag road ('Albumstien'), with benches.
The views embrace the town and fjord, the valley up to Hougsund,
etc. The finest points
Toppen Furulund and *Breidablik, are
marked on the plan. The last affords the best view up the valley,
most striking at sunset.
a

,

with

,

,

,

point of view is the Storstenfjeld (1750 ft.), 8 M. to the
Drammen, also ascended from Lier (p. 21).

Another fine
N. of

The Randsfjord Railway (carriages usually changed at Dram
; best views to the right) ascends the broad valley of the
Drammens-Elv. 56 Kil. Gulskog ; 64 Kil. Mjendalen.
men

70 Kil. Haugsund ("Rail. Restaurant), junction for Kongsberg

(p. 25; change carriages).
Haugsund is
salmon-fishery.
The Randsfjord

Near

the

To the W. rises the Jonsknut (p. 26).
a fall of the Drammens-Elv, with

Hellefos,

train turns to the N. and continues to ascend the
Drammens-Elv. Beautiful scenery. Views on both sides. Several
fine waterfalls. 75 Kil. Burud. Beyond (80 Kil.) Skotselven the
train crosses the Drammens-Elv, which here forms the Deviksfos.
86 Kil. Aamot, on the left bank of the river.
On the opposite
bank are seen the waterfall of the Simoa, descending from the

Sigdal,

and the

A little farther

Nykirke. Scenery

on

at this

point remarkably fine.
descending
,

is the influx of the Snarums-Elv

from Lake Krederen and the

Hallingdal. The train recrosses to
right bank. 92 Kil. Gjethus near the Gravfos, with a large
paper-mill. Pretty walk hence to the Hirsdal with the St. Olafsgryder, large giants' cauldrons.
96 Kil. Vikersund, junction for Lake Krederen (p. 42), lies
A bridge
at the efflux of the Drammens-Elv from the Tyrifjord.
crosses the river to the church of Heggen. Thence to the Holsfjord,

the

see

,

p. 22.

To the W. of Vikersund (carriages at the station , or at the neigh
bouring posting station Krona) lies (4 Kil.) St. Olafs-Bad, a favourite
-

watering-place,

with

a

chalybeate spring, mud-baths, inhaling-apparatus,

and other appliances (pension, including baths, medical advice, etc., from
6 kr. upwards). Beautiful walks through wood, with views, to the Kaggefos
and other falls of the Snarums-Elv.
This district is the scene of many
traditions of St. Olaf. About 5 Kil. to the W. are the Cobalt Mines of
a
German
worked
by
Modum,
company, and the Eaugsfos.
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4. From

(Christiania) Haugsund to the Hardanger
Fjord via Kongsberg and the Rjukanfos.

From Haugsund to the Rjukanfos.
To Kongsberg, 28 Kil., Railway
From Kongsberg to Tinoset, 50 or 60 Kil.
l'/3 hr. (fares 1 kr. 46, 80 0.).
according to route, by Cakkiage in 10 hrs. (or drive to Bolkesjtf only,
4-4>/2 hrs., then row across the Folsj0, and walk to Tinoset, 5 hrs.).
From Tinoset to Fagerstrand, 30 Kil., Steamboat (good restaurant on board)
in summer daily in 23/4 hrs. (fare 2 kr.; extra-trips 26 kr. for 10 pers.;
—

in

—

—

From Fagerstrand to the Rjukanfos: a drive
2 kr. for each pers. more).
of 3 hrs. to (22 Kil.) Vaaer (cariole 3 kr. 60, there and back 5 kr. 400.;
stolkjserre 5 kr. 40 or 8 kr. 100.; carr. and pair for 2-4 pers., there and
back, 12, 16, or 18 kr., and 2kr. 180. more if a night is spent out). Walk
thence of 3/« hr. to the fall.
From 'the Rjukanfos to the Hardanger Fjokd.
The best route,
besides the mountain-passes mentioned at p. 29, is that indicated at p. 30
—

via. Ulefos, on the great Telemarken route (p. 34). The route via LevheimThe Distribution of Time, reckoned
Beggestel (p. 30) is less advisable.
from Kongsberg, would be somewhat as follows. 1st Day : Via Bolkesj0
to Tinosel.
2nd Day: To Krokan, at the Rjukanfos, and back to Fager
3rd Day : Via Tinoset to Bitlerdal Notodden. 4th Day. To Ulefos
strand.
and on to Dalen (p. 36).
Those who choose the route via L0vheim find
the best accommodation for the third night at Skovheim (p. 30).
Or the
traveller may drive from Tinoset to Kirkebe (p. 35) and proceed the same
evening by steamer to Dalen (p. 36).
From Christiania to Haugsund, see pp. 20-23. The Kongsberg
train (finest views to the left) first stops at
5 Kil. Vestfossen, with several factories, near the beautiful
Ekersje or Fiskumvand (60 ft.) , bounded by lofty mountains on
the E. side. 11 Kil. Darbo. 15 Kil. Krekling , where the slateformation predominates.
Farther on we obtain a fine view of the
mountains towards the S. At (22 Kil.) Skollenborg (540 ft.) sand
stone appears and the country becomes sterile. The Labrofos (p. 26)
is 3/4 M. to the S.W. To the left rises the Skrimsfjeld (p. 26). The
train approaches the Laagen, which forms a waterfall.
—

-

—

28 Kil. Kongsberg.

—

Hotels.

Victoria, far

from the station (om

nibus gratuitous) in the W. part of the town, on the right bank, R. & L.
2 kr., B. 1 kr. 20 0., D. 2, S. IV2 kr. ; Britannia, Grand Hotel, both on
the left bank, near the station.
All three often crowded in summer.
Carriages. To Tinoset via. Bolkesj0: cariole for 1 pers. 15, carriage
and pair for 2 pers. 29 kr. To Bolkesje or Bitlerdal, cariole 6 kr. 12,
carriage and pair for 2 pers. 14 kr. 500. A slight lowering of the fares to
Tinoset and thence to Notodden (see p. 27) is contemplated. Those who
keep the carriage in Tinoset for more than .24 hrs. pay 4 kr. extra for
each horse per day.
"

an
Kongsberg (490 ft.)
uninviting
town, on the Laagen or Laugen, in the

but not unpicturesque
S. part of the Numedal
(p. 40), contains 5250 inhab. (only half its former population),
who are almost all dependent on the mines.
Most of the houses
are timber-built , but the large Church of the 18th cent, and the
Raadhus are of stone. The town owes its origin to the Silver Mines
in the vicinity, and was founded in 1 624 in the reign of Christian IV.
In the town are situated the Smeltehytte, or smelting-works, where
specimens of the ore may be purchased , the Mynt (mint) , and a
government Vaabenfabrik (weapon -factory), the last near the
,
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BOLKESJ0.

Hougsund

Hammerfos. The rapid Laagen is crossed by two bridges. A monu
ment to Christian IV. was erected near the church in 1883. The
Udsigt (1/4 hr.) commands a good view of the town and to the
S. over the valley of the Laagen.
The Silver Mines of Kongsberg, the property of government, now
yielding 5'/2-7 tons annually, are about 4 M. to the W. of the town. They

were discovered in 1623 and have been worked with varying success.
Of
130 mines opened since the discovery of the ore , seven only are now
worked , and four only are of any importance , viz. the Kongens Grube,
Gottes-Bilfe , Armtn- Grube, and Haus-Sachsen (greatest depth about 1400 ft.).
Besides the shafts descending to these mines there are two level adits, the
Fredriks-Stollen and the Christians-Slollen, entering them from the hillside,
The veins of native silver are
the latter being 300 ft. below the other.
mingled with sulphuret of silver and copper-pyrites , occurring generally
in layers of calcareous spar.
The German names of the mines and various
German technical expressions still in use recall a time when they were
Permission to see the mines is ob
mainly worked by German miners.
tained at the offices in the market-place, but the visit hardly repays the
visitors
are
conducted
from
the
workmen's settlement of Saugfatigue;
renden through the Christians-Stollen (guide 2 kr.).
The Jonsknut (2950 ft.), which rises about 21/^ M. to the W. of the mines,
commands an extensive view of Telemarken. It is ascended from Kongs
berg in 4 hrs. (there and back 6 hrs.). We may follow the mining road
A path
via, Saugrenden to 'Kongens Dam', 3/4 hr. below the summit.
indicated by red and white marks leads from the Jonsknut, by the LiSceter, the Nor-Sceter, and the Selsli-Sceter, to (7 hrs.) Bolkesj0 (see below).
About 10 M. to the S. of Kongsberg rises the Skrimsfjeld (2946 ft.), another
point of view.
About 3 M. below the town the Laagen forms the Labrofos, a fine
Another fall of the
waterfall, 140 ft. in height, which deserves a visit.
same river is the Bvitingfos, 12 M. farther distant, on the Laurvik road.
-

—

—

—

From Kongsberg
and

to

Tinoset there

picturesque, butrougher,
high-road via, Hitterdal.

more

are

two

via, Bolkesje

roads,

the shorter

(now under repair),

and the
a. Via Bolkesto.

We follow the road ascending the Numedal
Laagen for 5 Kil. (p. 40), turn to the
left into the Jondal, and ascend through the pines on the right
bank of the Jondals-Elv. Farther on we cross to the left bank.
After a drive of about 4 hrs. or a walk of TY2 nrs' we reach the
culminating point of the route (1825 ft.), where we obtain a magni
ficent view of the mountains of Telemarken, the most conspicuous
being the Lifjeld (p. 30) and the Gausta (p. 28), appearing from
Near Bolkesja the landscape be
this point like a blunted cone.
comes more smiling, the foreground being" formed by the Bolkesje
on

the

right

bank of the

and the larger Folsje (710 ft.).
25 Kil. (from Kongsberg) Bolkesj# (1285 ft. ; Hotel and Sana
torium, well spoken of ,R.2,B. 1,D. lkr. 60a. -2, S. 1 kr.; Hafsteen's

(1030ft.)

[Walkers may cross the Bolkesjef by boat (fare from
0. foT 1-4 pers.), descend to the O/^hr.) Folsje<
and row across it to Vik (fare from 80 0. to 1 kr. 80 0. for 1-4 pers.;
in all 1^2 hr0> aI,d walk thence to (3l/z hrs.) Tinoset.]
Hotel, new).

—

1 kr. 20 to 2 kr. 25

Beyond Bolkesjef the road leads through wood, high up on the
N.W. bank of the Folsje, commanding views of the Bleifjeld
(4490 ft.) to the right. At the W. end of the lake lie the houses

to the

Hardanger Fjord.

NOTODDEN.
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of Vik, V/t hr.'s drive from Bolkesja. Fine retrospect. The road
descends to the Tin-Elv, and crosses it near the church of Grandsherred. About 5 min. later (iy4 hr.'s drive from Vik) we reach
the high-road described below, on which a drive of 35 min. to the
N. brings us to Tinoset.
b. Via. Hitterdal. The road at first runs towards the S., but
after 4 Kil. turns to the W. into the valley of the Kobberbergs-Elv
To the right rises the Jonsknut (p. 26). The road gradually ascends
the wooded Medheia and after 2-2Y2 hrs. reaches Jemgruben
(1350 ft.; tolerable inn), where the horses are usually rested for
'/2 hr. The road continues to ascend for some distance , and then
traverses the plateau (1470 ft.) in numerous undulations.
On
emerging from the forest it descends into the Hitterdal, com
manding a beautiful view : in front the mountains of Telemarken,
the Himingen (3450 ft. ; p. 28) and the Hmksfjeld, to the left the
Our road unites with that coming from Skien
Hitterdals-Vand.
and skirting the E. bank of the Hitterdals-Vand (p. 30).
28 Kil. (pay for 36) Notodden (*H6tel Furuheim, R. 2, B. 1,
D. 2, S. 1 kr. , with the skyds-station ; Victoria, horses obtainable,
8/4 M. distant, near the pier of the Hitterdal steamers, p. 36), near
the N. end of the Hitterdals-Vand. The drive from Kongsberg to
Notodden takes 4'/2 hrs., in the reverse direction at least 5'/2 hrs.
The horses are rested here 2 hrs.
The road now crosses the Tin-Elv.
About 5 min. above the
bridge the river forms the beautiful *Tinfos , which is best sur
veyed from the adjoining mill. The road, now almost level, ascends
the valley, passing Lysthus. About 6 Kil. from Notodden, on the
.

right,

rises

—

*Hitterdals Kirke,
the

twenty-four

a

grotesque looking church, the largest of
Norwegian 'Stavekirker', or timber-built
-

mediaeval

which are still preserved. The architecture and ornamen
tation of these singular churches date as far back as the 12th cent.,
the plan corresponding, so far as the difference of material allows,

churches,

to that of

Anglo-Norman

churches of the

same

period (comp.

p.

13).

To the

rectangular body of the church is added a square choir
terminating in a semicircle. The broad and lofty nave is separated
from the low aisles by means of wooden columns. Over the gableend of the nave rises a square tower , which also has a gabled roof
and terminates in a slender spire.
The dragon-head ornamenta
tion of these gables resembles that of the prow of a ship. The roof
of the choir is lower and is surmounted by a round turret. Round
the whole of the outside of the building runs a low arcade (Lop),
probably added as a shelter for the congregation in bad weather
before or after the service ; the lower part is closed , while the
upper part is open and borne by small columns. The capitals of the
columns, the doors and door-frames , and other suitable parts of
the edifice are embellished with elaborate and fantastic carvings,
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From

Hougsund

representing entwined dragons, intermixed with foliage and figures.
The first documentary evidence of the existence of the church of
Hitterdal dates from 1316, but there is no doubt that it was built
The interior
at least as early as the middle of the 13th century.
was

its

adapted to modern requirements in 1850 and has
primitive character by the insertion of windows.

lost part of
The nave

contains twelve columns and the choir four. The key ('Neglen') is
obtained at the parsonage, opposite the entrance to the church.
The road continues tolerably level. The gaards of Bamle and
To the left we long have a view of the Hian isolated
pyramidal mountain, sometimes
ascended for the sake of the view (from Hitterdal over the Himingen
to Lflvheim, 7-8 hrs., with guide). Beyond the Himingen, also to
the left, is the Haeksfjeld (p. 27). To the right rises the Kjeiving-

Kaasa

mingen

are

passed.

(3450 ft.),

which our road skirts towards the N., while the
road to Levheim (p. 30) diverges to the left.
We ascend the course of the 0rvmlla, a stream which has forced
its way through huge masses of debris, now overgrown with pines
and firs, and cross it several times. At the 'Plads' Bakken, about
21 Kil. from Notodden, the horses are rested. The road from Grandsherred and Bolkesje (p. 26) joins ours on the right, 5 Kil. farther
After 5 Kil. more we reach
on.
32 Kil. Tinoset (new Hotel, large and well fitted up), a group
of houses at the S. end of the Tinsj* (615 ft.), a lake about 22 Engl.
M. long and l-iy2M. in width. The small screw-steamboats 'Gausta'
and 'Finn' ply on the lake (see p. 25) between Tinoset and
Sigurdsrud, at the N. end. Small boat to Strand 13 kr. 60 e. (not

fjeld (2265 ft.),

—

recommended).
The

resembles the

Spirillen, but its banks are lower. The
the left) and Hovin (on the right), and
at several other stations. The finest point in the landscape is the
Haakencesfjeld, which the steamer skirts. Beyond it, 23/4 hrs. from
Tinoset, we reach
Tinsj»

steamer calls at Sanden

(on

—

Fagerstrand (Fagerstrand' s Hotel, at the pier, R. li/2l D. 2,
S. 1 kr. , B. 80 ». ; 0mms's Hotel a little farther on) , near the
church of Mail, at the mouth of the Maan-Elv.
The good road (carriages, p. 25) ascends the beautiful VestfjordDal, on the left bank of the Maan-Elv. To the right opens the
Haakedal. The imposing Gausta soon becomes visible on the left.
In 1 hr. we reach (9 Kil.) Nyland (small *Inn), the station for the
ascent of the Gausta (6180ft.), the highest mountain in S. Norway
(ascent 6, descent 4 hrs. ; guide, for 1-3 pers. 4, for more 5 kr. ;
tourist-hut at the top, with 12 beds, often all occupied). The view
,

seems to appeal more to Norwegians than to strangers.
We next
pass (3 Kil.) the straggling village of Dale (no inn), at the foot of
the Gausta. (From Dale to Levheim, see p. 30.)
About 6 Kil. farther on the road becomes steeper and ascends
—

"
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the left side of the beautiful
we

look back. We alight at
4 Kil. Vaaer, or Vaae,
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valley. Grand view

of the

Gausta,

as

—

a small hamlet
(no inn), 22 Kil. from
drive of 3-3 */2 hrs.). A steep path (guide unnecessary)
ascends hence to (% hr.) Krokan (2300 ft. ; *Inn of the Turistforening, small and often full, R. 1 kr. 60, S. 2, B. 1 kr. 20*.),
about 250 paces beyond which, passing a memorial-stone to Consul
Heftye (p. 19), we reach the point where the magnificent *Bjukanfos
('reeking' or 'foaming fall') bursts upon the view. The waterfall,
formed by the copious Maan-Elv, is about 800 ft. in height. The
scene is stupendous in the early summer, when the river is swollen
with melted snow. The adjuncts of the fall are also very pictur
esque. Our point of view is 500 yds. from the fall, but it is not
advisable to approach nearer, as some of the projecting rocks are
not very secure.
A new path descends into the valley (10 min.),
affording a view of the fall from below.

Strand

(a

From the Rjukanfos to the Hardanger Fjord : two routes, one to
another to Eidfjord; the former is preferable, but both are fatigu
ing and should not be attempted before July. Guide at Krokan (bargain

Odde,

advisable).
To Odde, 4-5 days

:
1st Day. From Krokan a steep ascent, following
the upper course of the Maan-Elv, by a fatiguing path, often through snow
in the early summer, to (4 hrs.) Holvik (tolerable inn), on the Mjesvand
(2945 ft.), a lake 22 M. long and l-2'/2 M. broad. To the W. rise the huge
Raulandsfjeld (5175 ft.) and the Theseggen. The lake is then crossed by
boat, passing Mjesslranden, to (3'/2 hrs.) the W. bank, whence a path,
rough and marshy at places, and crossing the Bildals-Elv, leads in 6 hrs.
to Rauland (Inn, tolerable), or to Berge (Inn, fair), a little farther on, both
on the N. bank of the Totakvand (2230 ft.).
[We may row across the lake
(2/3 M.) from Holvik and then follow a marked, but rough and marshy
path to Berge in 7-8 hrs. ; or we may row from Holvik to Erlandsgaard
in I-IV4 hr., walk to Gibeen in 2-2'/2 hrs. by a path indicated by marks,
cross the S. arm of the Mj0svand in '/i-1/* hr., and walk to Berge, passing
the handsome gaard of Gjuveland, in ca. 4 hrs.]
2nd Day. Bow (each
pers. 1 kr.) from Rauland or from Berge in 1 hr. to Kosthveit on the S.
bank; ride or drive thence in 2lfe hrs. to (14 Kil.) Jamsgaard i Vinje, and
thence to (4 Kil.) Eeggestel, on the Haukeli road (see p. 31).
[Walkers
will find the following route more interesting : from Berge or Rauland to
Brunelid in 2 hrs. by boat (each pers. f/2 kr.) ; thence a steep ascent on
foot through the Grungedalsbygd , part of the way marshy , l3/i-2 hrs.
(interesting view of the Grungedal from the top) ; next an abrupt descent
of V2-3A hr. to the road mentioned at p. 38, which we reach near the
bridge over the Grungedals-Klv ; and, lastly, along this road towards the
From Haukeli to
W. to 0/2 hr.) Rut and the Grungedals Hotel (p. 38).]
—

—

Odde (two days), see p. 39.
1st Day.
To the V0ringsfos and Eidfjord, 3-4 days, for walkers only :
From Krokan to Holvik (see above) in 4 hrs.; row thence in 3'/2 hrs. to
Mjeisslrand, and in 3'/2-4 hrs. more to the N. end of the lake; walk in
2nd Day
'/■i hr. to Mogen (poor quarters ; guide, Kristoffel Olsen Mogen).
(with guide to Eidfjord, 16 kr.). The path ascends to the N.W. to the
the
tarns
on
several
small
in
left,
(6 Kil.) Gjuvsje, abounding
fish, passes
and crosses (9 Kil.) the Gjuvaa or Skveetta. It next passes three mountainlakes, where the soil is boggy and the scenery desolate. The Fjeldsje
remains to the left, the Lakensje and the large Nordmandslaagen (4155 ft.)
to the right.
On the last-named is the refuge-hut Sandhoug, belonging
—

—

to

Sylvfest

H. Kvammen,

a

good guide. Lastly

we

cross

the

Bessa-Elv,

considerable stream which falls into the Kormandslaagen, and

soon

a

reach
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Hougsund

(after a laborious walk of 12-13 hrs. in all) the stone hut of Bessabu
3rd Day.
Over the wild and bleak Bardanger
(very poor quarters).
Vidda to (25 Kil.) Baerrastelen in 5-6 hrs., whence a good path leads in
2 hrs. to the (9 Kil.) Fosli Hotel, above the Veringsfos (p. 102).
—

Travellers bound for the Harbanger Fjord
to avoid the above-mentioned

Hitterdal-Notodden

(4-5

(or Skien), who wish

mountain-route, should drive

27) and
on
Sun.).

hrs. ; p.

back to

take the steamer there

on week-days, once
This vessel crosses the
Hitterdalsvand (10 M. long), calls at Farodden or Farvolden at its
S. end, and then descends the Sauer-Elv, which expands at first
into the Braafjord. Beyond Aslaksborg or Aarnas the steamer enters
the Nordsje (p. 34) and soon reaches Ulefos (in all about 2*/2 hrs. ;
fare 2 kr. 30 0. to Skien in 4i/2 hrs., fare 3 kr. 70 0.). From Ule

(twice daily

■

Dalen, see pp. 34-36.
The following route is less

fos to

advisable.

At the

point where the
follow the latter,
along the HjardalsElv, to Landsvark (Inn) and the skyds-station of
Lervheim (*Inn), situated amid pretty scenery, 19 Kil. from
Tinoset, 22 Kil. from Notodden, and a little to the E. of Saulands
Kirke.
road reaches the Hitterdal road (p. 28),
not to the left to Hitterdal, but up the valley,

Tinsja

we

—

From L0vheim to Siljord (p. 31), about 24 Kil., a mountain-path leads
to the S.W., ascending the Grundingsdal, watered by the Mjcella. On the
Slaakuvand, halfway, is the Bltel Lifjeld, the starting-point for the ascent
of the Lifjeld (p. 31).
From L0vheim to Dale (p. 28), about 40 Kil., an interesting route. Car
riage-road via. Been, in the Tudal (23 Kil.), to the new Sanatorium on the
Kovstulheie (ea. 3280 ft.), situated above and to the N.E. of the Kovstulvand.
Thence by a sseter-path (with guide) across the spurs of the Gausta and
past the Langefond-Scster to Dale in 3'/2"4V2 hrs.

A little farther on is Mosebe (quarters at the Landhandler's).
The scenery becomes wilder and grander. We pass the Hjarsje
(490 ft.) on the left.
18 Kil. Skovheim i Hjardal or Skogheim iHjertdal^Flatland's
Hotel, R. lkr., B. 8O0., S. lkr.) is the starting-point for the ascent
of the Vindegg (4890 ft.; 5-6 hrs., with guide; there and back

8-10

hrs.), which towers to the N.
The road continues to ascend. About 7 Kil. from Skovheim we
follow the road to Flatdal, which diverges to the S., while the road
to Aamotsdal leads to the N.W.
Road from Skovheim to Aamotsdal, 23 Kil. ; thence by footpath to
Rauland on the Totakvand (p. 29), about 30 Kil., or to the Mjesvand (p. 29 ;
20 Kil.), and on via Rospelid to Vaaer (p. 29; 28 Kil.).

The Flatdal road crosses the watershed of the Hjaerdal and de
scends in zigzags, commanding beautiful views, to Flatdal, with its
little church and sprinkling of farms. It then skirts the E. bank
of the Flatdalsvand, with the Skorvefjeld (4380 ft.) rising in the
background. Adjoining the lake is the Spaadomsnut, the falling of
which into the water, according to tradition, will be the prelude to
the end of the world. Farther on we obtain a view of the Siljords-

to the
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picturesque lake, 8l/-2 M. in length, and the Lifjeld
which two French aeronauts descended in 1870,
having arrived in their balloon from Paris in 15 hours. At the W.
end of the lake lies the church of Siljord, where our road crosses
the feeder of the lake and is joined by a road from Ulefos.
22 Kil. Kobbervolden (Inn), near Oppebeen and Utbeen, where
quarters may also be obtained.
We pass, 14 kil. from Siljord, Brunkebergs-Kirke (1290ft),
splendidly situated on the watershed, where the road forks. The
left (S.) arm leads to (17 Kil. from Kobbervolden) Kirkebe, a
station of the Bandaksvand steamer (p. 36), which may be used to
The road leads to the right (N.W.) through
complete the journey.
the Morgedal, passing two small lakes (1390 ft.), to
16 Kil. Hemmestveit i Brunkeberg (good station). It then passes
the church of Heidalsmo and skirts the Oftevand to
19 Kil. Ofte, near Mogen, where a road diverges to the S. to
We cross a range
(11 Kil.) Laurdal on the Bandaksvand (p. 36).
of hills of considerable height. Near .Aamodt (2 Kil. short of Tveiten)
the road crosses the Toke-Elv, which descends from the Totakvand
and forms a fine fall called the Hyllandsfos, 3/iM. to the N. of Aamodt.
17 Kil. Tveiten or Tveito (poor station).
Farther on is the
house of Mule, prettily situated above the E. end of the Vinjevand. The road then runs up and down along the N. bank of the
lake, passing several farms, among which is Jamsgaard, where a road
diverges to Kostveit on the Totakvand (p. 29). We then descend
abruptly to the church of Vinje, at the N.W. end of the Vinjevand.
Here a beautiful view is obtained of the Midtfjeld (4580 ft.) and
of the Orm-Eggen to the S.W.
12 Kil. Heggestel (good station). The road crosses the Vinje-Elv
by a lofty bridge and joins the new road mentioned at p. 38.
a

—

—

—

—

—

5. From Christiania to the Hardanger Fjord via Skien,
the Telemarken Canal, and the Haukelifjeld.
To Odde 483 Kil. From Christiania to Skien by railway, 204 Kil. (express
fares 9 kr. 75, 6 kr. 55 0. ; ordinary train in 7-11 hrs., fares 9 kr.
6
From Skien to Dalen, 105 Kil., by steamer, twice daily
kr. 15 0.).
20,
from about the middle of June onwards, in 8'/2-ll hrs. (fares 8 kr., 4 kr.;
to Ulefos 1 kr. 60 0., 1 kr.; restaurant on board, B. 1 kr. 60, D. 1 kr. 80 0.).
From Dalen to Odde, 174 Kil., a drive of three days.
Carr. and pair
for 2 pers. 80, 3 pers. 90, 4 pers. 100 kr. (tariff fixed by the Drivers'
in

6'/2 hrs.,

—

Union).
Since the completion of the Telemarken Canal the route via. Skien
and Haukeli is, during the tourist season (comp. p. xii), the most con
venient and comfortable approach from Christiania to the Hardanger
Fjord. The distance can sometimes be covered in three days, the nights
being spent at Dalen and Haukeli. The following distribution of time is,
however, preferable. 1st Day. Railway to Skien (with, perhaps, a break
2nd Day. Steamer to Dalen (by the express-steamer 'Inland'
atLaurvik).
it is possible to reach Dalen late in the evening of the first day).
3rd Day. Excursion in the forenoon to the Ravnejuv (p. 37); afternomi,
—

—
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LAURVIK.

to Berle (p. 37) or Heggesl0l (see above).
5th Day.
to Baukeli.
Skyds to Seljeslad (p. 97).
the^forenoon to Odde.

by skyds

—

4th Day.
Skyds
6th Day. Skyds in

—

—

From Christiania to (53 Kil.) Drammen, see R. 3. Through-car
The railway ('Jarlsbergbane') from Drammen to Laurvik
and Skien turns to the S.W. (fine retrospect), past the suburb of
Tangen, and slowly ascends (1 : 80) the Kobberviksdal, the highest
point of which (250 ft.) is reached at (63 Kil.) Skouger. 69 Kil.
Galleberg. 73 Kil. Sande, with the church of that name, near the
Sandebugt, of which we get a fine view to the left. The train now
skirts the picturesque fjord.
86 Kil. Holmestrand (Rail. Restaurant), a sea-bathing place with
2350 inhab., lies at the foot of a steep porphyry cliff. The train
now runs a little inland to (96 Kil.) Nykirke. 100 Kil. Skoppum, near
the Borrevand ; branch-line hence to Borre and (7 Kil.) Horten, on
103 Kil. Augedal; 109 Kil. Barkaker.
the Christiania Fjord (p. 8).
To the right we see the chateau of Jarlsberg. The train passes Tansberg on the left, and runs back for 2 Kil., passing through a short
tunnel to
115 Kil. Ternsberg (Victoria Hotel; British consular agent, Mr.
Alf. Monsen), with 7250 inhab., famous as sea-farers, the oldest town
in Norway, dating from the time of Harald Haarfager. About fifty
whalers and seal-hunting vessels (one-third steamers) annually
start from this port. Most of the sailors live on the Netere and the
Tjeme, to the S. of Tensberg. The castle-hill above the town,
under which the railway tunnel passes, commands a wide view.
At (121 Kil.) Sem or Semb the train crosses the Oulie-Elv.
128 Kil. Stokke ; 135 Kil. Raastad. To the right lies Gogstad (p. 13).

riages.

—

■—

—

139 Kil. Sandefjord (Hotel Kong Karl; Heidemark's Hotel),

a

favourite watering-place with 4250 inhab. , and sulphurous, saline,
and chalybeate springs, prettily situated on the fjord of the same
name.
The sea swarms with medusae
('maneter'), which are said to
be beneficial to bathers.
The Jattegryder near the Gaard Aasen
—

interesting ; the largest is 23 ft. deep. Similar 'giant-cauldrons' at
the(3!/2M.) Vindalsbugt may be visited by boat. The whole region

are

between

T»nsberg and Laurvik is historic ground. At Hjertnas are
several 'bauta' stones.
144 Kil. Joberg, in a wooded and monotonous district 149 Kil.
;
Tjelling, with a view of the Laurviksfjord as far as Fredriksvsern.
The train crosses the Laagen or Lougen (p. 25), by a
bridge 183 yds.
long, to the suburb of Thorstrand, passes through two tunnels, and
reaches
158 Kil. Laurvik. —Hotels. Grand Hotel, *Thora Hansen's Hotel,
both near the railway-station ; Johannesen's, further off, adapted for some
stay, R. 2 kr.; Kong Karl, Lille Torvet, with cafe.
Batb-House (Dr. J. C. Holm's)
adjoining Johannesen's Hotel with
mineral and sulphur springs and mud-baths; pension 18 kr. weekly 64 kr.
monthly, R. 20-50 kr. per month. 'Kurpenge', or visitors' taxj for baths
physician, etc., 22 kr. per week for the first fortnight, 20 kr. per week
—

,

OeograylL. Aiista.lt
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for the second fortnight, and afterwards 15 kr. per week.
Sea-Baths,
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Fred. Dahm.
to the W. of the harbour.
—

—

Laurvik, Laurvig, or Larvik, formerly the capital of the county
of that name, with 11,300 inhab. and the suburbs of Langestrand
to the W. and Thorstrand to the E., is beautifully situated on the
Laurviksfjord, near the mouth of the Laagen.
The station lies on the quay, which the railway skirts. Pleasant
walk on the long quays. The streets running inland ascend to the
*Begeskov, a fine beech-plantation above the highest houses on the
N. side of the town. Near the entrance are a cafe and a music
pavilion, where a band often plays in the afternoon. Among the
finest of the walks in the wood is that leading from the pavilion to
the right (N.E.) to a point commanding a fine view of the Farisvand
to the left. Another walk may be taken from the station to the E.
to Laurviks Kirke (fine view of the fjord), and to Herrgaardsbakken
all 11/2-2 hrs.).
The train (best views to the right) crosses the Fariselv (which
drives the Fritse Jernvcerk and several other factories), ascends
to the Farisvand, and skirts its W. bank, passing through a series
of short tunnels. The scenery is a pleasant mingling of field and
169 Kil. Tjose; 182 Kil. Aaklungen, on the small lake of
wood.
that name (135 ft.). Then past several lakes. 188 Kil. Birkedalen

(in

—

(235ft.); 191 Kil. Eidanger (Hotel), V2 hr. from the station, pleas
antly situated amid woods on the Eidanger Fjord (railway to Brevik
under

construction,

see

p.

7).

195 Kil. Porsgrund (Stianseris Hotel; Victoria, with cafe'), a
town of 3800 inhab., lies on both banks of the Skiens-Elv, which
descends from the Nordsj» and enters a bay of the Friersfjord 1 '/2 M.
We now ascend the left bank of the broad Skiensbelow the town.
—

Elv

through

a

smiling

traversed near
204 Kil. Skien.

district with

numerous

farms.

A tunnel is

—

Hotels. *Royal Hotel, at the corner of the
Telemarks-Gade and the Torv-Gade, with 16 rooms (2 kr. ; D. 2 kr.) ;
'Holer's Hotel, Jernbane-Torv, near the rail, station and the pier of the
sea-going steamers, commercial, R. 2, B. 1, S. IV2, D. 2 kr. ; Grand Hotel
(landlord speaks English), at the W. end of the Telemarks-Gade, with
view of the wharf of the Telemarken steamers.
Cafi-Restaurant in the
Festivitets-Lokal; also good warm baths (3/4-l kr. ; tickets opposite, at the
—

—

confectioner's).
Post Office, in the Kongens-Gade.

Steamers. To Telemarken twice daily, (once on
Sun.), both to Ulefos
and Dalen and to Ulefos and Hitterdal (p.
30); pier nearly a/4 M. from the

rail. stat. (cabs in waiting).
Sea-going steamers ply to Porsgrund, Lange
sund, Christiania, and Fredrikshald (once or twice a week).
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Jas. Franklin.
—

Skien (pron. Sheen), the ancient Skida, a commercial and indus
trial town with 9000 inhab., dates from the 14th cent., but has been
burned down (last in 1886) and rebuilt in a more sub
Skien is the birthplace of the dramatist Henrik
Ibsen (b. 1828). The town lies on the N. bank of the Skiens-Elv,
which here breaks through a rocky barrier in two falls and forms a

repeatedly
stantial

style.

Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.
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roomy harbour. In the Jernbane-Torv, at the harbour, are the Rail
way Station and the handsome Raadhus, with its arcaded vestibule.
The broad Prindsens-Gade ascends hence to the new Church, a Gothic
brick building by J. H. Bergh, with two lofty spires. The square in
front of the church is adorned with a fountain and is adjoined by

Festivitets-Lokal, with a public library, baths, and

a cafe-re
The street named 'Broerne' (bridges) ascends from near
the wharf of the Telemarken steamers to the Damfos and ihe Klosterfos, the two waterfalls mentioned above. On a small island between
On
them formerly stood the nunnery of Gimse, founded in 1110.
the steep Bratsbergklev, to the S.E. of the town, are the ruins of the
Bratsberg Chapel, which has given its name to the entire district
(fine view by morning light). It is reached from the rail, station in
20 min. by the Ny Skotlandsvei and a flight of wooden steps.

Skien

s

staurant.

—

—

The Telemarken Steambr, which starts above the Damfos,
ascends the Skiens-Elv, passes several factories, andreaches('/2hr.)
the three *Locks of Leveid, constructed in 1861 to meet the dif
ferent levels of the Nordsja and the Skiens-Elv and hewn, like those
of Trollhattan, out of the rock. The passage of the locks takes 20 min
utes. The fourth lock is used when the water is exceptionally high.
The steamer next passes several small islands and soon enters
the Nordsj* (50 ft.), the chief lake of Telemarken, 28 Kil. (17V2 M.)
in length and receiving the overflow of several other lakes. The
banks are surrounded by low wooded hills. High up to the right, near
the entrance, is the St. Mikaelshul, or St. Michael's cave, where
Roman Catholic services were formerly held. Farther on we have
a view to the right of the church-tower of Romnces and of the N.
part of the lake traversed by the Hitterdal steamer (p. 30). In about
2 hrs. after leaving Skien we reach
—

Ulefos i Holden (O. P. Sondresen's Hotel, at the pier), situated
on both banks of the Eidselv, which descends from the great Tele
marken lakes and here enters the Nordsja. Its water affords the
motive power of several mills and factories. One of the finest of
the pretty private residences is the castellated villa of Hr. Nils Aall,

with its garden (right). To the left is the church of Holden.
Steamer to Hitterdal, see p. 30.
Ulefos is the starting-point of the *Bandak-Nordsj«- Canal,
constructed in 1889-92 at a cost of 3,000,000 kr. to overcome the
difference of level (190 ft.) between the two lakes. It follows the
channel of the Eidselv and is 17 Kil. long. The work offered special
difficulties, as some of the 17 locks could not be hewn out of the
rock but had to be formed with the aid of enormous dams of ma
sonry. The steamboat takes 23/4-3 hrs. to ascend from Ulefos to
Hogga, the last lock (in the reverse direction 2J/2 hrs.).
The Ulefos, the lowest fall of the Eidselv , is 36 ft. high. The
steamer ascends this height by three locks. At the top is an arched
—
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wooden bridge. The first station is Aaheim
1-2, D. 1-2 kr.), beyond which we reach the
seen

to the

left),

overcome

teract the fall of the

by

two locks.

*Vrangfos (110 ft.),
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(Aaheim's Hotel, R.
*Eidsfos (32 ft. high;

It takes six locks to coun
little farther on. At the

a

top of this series of locks is a gigantic dam of red granite, 106 ft.
high and 70 ft. wide at its lowest part, the overflow at which also
often forms a fine fall (right). The banks are here connected by a
small

bridge.

The steamer takes nearly an hour (40 min. downwards) to ascend
from the lower Eidsfos lock to the uppermost Vrangfos lock. The traveller
should therefore leave the steamer, cross the bridge just above the Eids
fos, and follow the good path on the right bank, through wood, to (25 min.)
the uppermost Vrangfos lock. Near the end of this walk, to the right, is
a view-point, with a stone table, affording a fine view of the whole gigan
tic staircase of locks.
Passengers in the other direction should also take
this walk.

The steamer now ascends the wide river, which has been much
deepened through the construction of the dams. The banks are
thickly wooded, with here and there a fann-house surrounded by
crops and pastures. At an expansion of the river we see the Nukefjeld (1285 ft. ; ascended from Ulefos in 3-4 hrs.), to the S., while
the Lifjeld (p. 31) rises to the N. On the left (N.) bank lies the
church of Lunde, opposite which is Lundefaret, sometimes touched
at by the steamer. We gain 10 ft. by the lock of Lunde or Grootevje, 7 Kil. from Vrangfos, and 10 ft. more by the lock of Kjeldal,

3 Kil. farther

on.

The last locks are at (2 Kil.) Hogga and raise the steamer 23 ft.
The level of the lakes above Hogga is maintained by an immense
dam, for the foundations of which it was found necessary to dig
down 25 ft. below the bottom of the river.
Between the Flaa-Kirke, on the N. bank, and the station of
Strangen, on the S. bank, the steamer enters the E. end of the
Flaavand (235 ft.). The elk is still found in the forests on the
banks. At the W. end of the lake (15 Kil. from Strsengen) the
steamer enters the narrow Fjaagesund and soon reaches the Hvidesje(185 ft.). The mountains become higher and steeper : to the right
rises the Brokefjeld (3540 ft.), to the left, in the distance, the bare
Roboltfjeld (3345 ft.), and to the W. the pointed Rauberg. At
the upper end of the lake lies the wooded island of Buke.
To the right opens the small lake of *Sundkile (4 Kil. long),
surrounded by picturesque mountains and entered by a narrow
strait crossed by a draw-bridge. The afternoon steamer (express)
does not enter the Sundkile. The others pass the bridge and call
at Kirkeb* (Hotel Hvideseid, at the
pier), pleasantly situated at
the upper end of the bay. A skyds-road runs hence to the N., pass
ing Brunkebergs Kirke, about 3 Kil. distant, to (17 Kil.) Kobber
volden (p. 31).
The steamer returns to the Sundkile, rounds the
promontory of Spjosodden, and stops at Smedodden, on the S. bank,
near the church of Hvideseid, at the W. end of the lake.
—

3*
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DALEN.

From Christiania

The road ascends rapidly ,
Fbom Hvideseid to Arendal (145 Kil.).
and then descends to (7 Kil.) Strand i Vraadal (tolerable), a little to the
Our route turns to the S.
W. of which lies the Vraavand (see below).
and skirts the E. bank of the Nisservand (795 ft.), a fine sheet of water,
The next stages are:
34 Kil. long (steamer), affording trout-fishing.
17 Kil. Vik i Nisserdal; 26 Kil. Homme i Treungen; then past the Begfos,
formed by Ithe Nisser-Elv; 19 Kil. ffi i Aamli; 16 Kil. Nergaarden i
Thence to Arendal,
Aamli (good quarters) ; 13 Kil. Simonstad (p. 7).
see p. 7.

Beyond Hvideseid the steamer passes through the artificial
channel of Skarpstremmen (6 Kil. long), connecting the Hvidesje
with the *Bandaksvand (205 ft.), a picturesque lake, 27 Kil. long,
enclosed by imposing mountains. The first view of the lake, beyond
the station of Apalste (right) and the high rocky island of Bandakse
to the left, is the rock called
The scenery afterwards becomes a little monotonous,
but the "W- end of the lake is enclosed by a fine group of moun
tains belonging to the Sseterdal.
About IV2 hr. from Hvideseid, the steamer touches at Triset,

(left),
St.

is very

striking. Farther on,

Olaf's Ship.

by the church of Laurdal (*Bakke's Hotel, at the pier), situated on
the N. bank of the lake, amidst rich vegetation. A good road leads

Ofte i Heidalsmo (11 Kil., p. 31).
lake, opposite Laurdal, lies Bandakslid,
tion, but not always called at.

hence to

the

On the S. bank of
also a steamboat-sta

—

From Bandakslid ('slow' station) the hill is crossed by a zigzag road
The road then leads to the S., past
to (5 Kil.) Midtgaarden (fast station).
the W. end of the Vraavand (850 ft.; steamer), and ascends the course of
This stream forms the picturesque "Lille
the river which falls into it.
Rjukanfos near the road and emerges from the Skredvand (1085 ft.), a little
higher up. We follow the E. bank of this lake to (8 Kil.) Rindebakken
(slow station), beyond which we pass Veum and reach (15 Kil.) Moland, on
the Fyrisvand (25 Kil. in length), on which a steamer plies without fixed
Between Veum and Moland the Bispevei diverges to the
time-table.
W. to Viken in the Ssetersdal (p. 5).

The lake contracts and the mountains become more imposing,
on the N. side.
About 1 hr. after leaving Triset the
steamer reaches its terminus
"Hotel Dalen, a large new house, '/< M. from the quay,
Dalen.
with garden, electric light, baths, and a good view of the lake, R. from
Hotel Folkvang, 1/3 M. from the quay;
2, B. l'/2, D. 2, S. f/2 kr.
-Hotel Bandak, 1/2 M. from the pier; Tokedalen's, by the pier.
Eng

especially

—

—

—

—

lish Church Service in August.
Dalen, at the W. end of the

Elv falls

here,

Bandaksvand, into which the Tokestarting-point of the new road over the Hauan abundant supply of horses and
carriages, so

is the

There is
that there is no need to bind oneself beforehand with any of the
agents on board the steamer. It is advisable, however , not to be
too late in starting from Dalen, as the first skyds-station is often

kelifjeld.

overcrowded.
Excursion to Ravnejuvbt, attractive (there and back on foot 6-7 hrs. ;
horse 5 kr. ; no accommodation or rfmts. obtainable en route). The narrow
road, beginning about '/* M. from the quay, ascends to the N. in long
zigzags, on a rocky slope 1300-1600 ft. high. After about 1 hr. the road
About 200 yds. beyond the farm
turns inland and becomes more level.

to the

Hardanger Fjord.
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(20 min.) Reffelbrcsk (post-office) we avoid the road to the right and
proceed to the left to the lake and (10 min ) old timber church of Eidsborg
(2300ft.). The door of the latter is adorned with carving (defaced); the
interior has been entirely modernized. We leave the church to the left,
skirt the lake (which lies considerably below), and ascend by a poor bridle
path up the steep Eidsborgaasen. The path then becomes level for some
time and again ascends abruptly. The highest point (1 hr. from Eidsborg)
affords a fine view of the dark-green mountains to the N. Farther on
A path
we descend, amid rocks and wood, to 0/2 hr.) a small saw-mill.
diverges here to the left to the Molands-Sceter, but we go straight on across
the brook.
A tablet about 10 min. farther on
on a tree to the left, in
dicates the way to *R,avnejuvet, or Ravnedjupet, a perpendicular rock,
1090 ft. above the turbulent Toke-Elv
and commanding a splendid view
of the Libygfjeld and the district of Nsesland.
There is a constant cur
rent of air here ascending from below, so that pieces of paper thrown
of

,

,

from the rock do not fall but are carried back over our heads. To the
in the valley, we see the great sweep of the road described below.
A pavilion commemorates the visit of King Oscar II. in 1879.
Riders
and walkers may continue their journey to the N. from Ravnejuvet.
The path at first leads through forest, and afterwards descends rapidly
and crosses the Toke-Elv.
In l-f/4 hr. we reach the hamlet of Nwsland,
where the gaard of Sandok affords good quarters.
It is also a skydsstation (to Thveiten in l'/2-2 hrs. ; 4 kr. ; p. 31).

left,

—

The Road to the Hardanger Fjord, completed in 1892, crosses
the broad Toke-Elv by an iron bridge, about 1 Kil. from Dalen,
and soon enters the forest. Farther on, at the mouth of the Botnedal, the old road to Mo (see below) diverges to the left. Just
beyond this point the new road crosses the stream and sweeps upward,
high above the brawling Toke-Elv. Where it crosses the Rokke-Elv
walkers may avoid a long bend by ascending steeply on the left
bank. The road continues to ascend for at least2 Kil. along the W.
slope of the valley of the Toke-Elv, affording a grand view of the
valley and the precipitous heights to the E. (Ravnejuvet, see above).
It then describes a sharp curve, still ascending , while a road to
Nsesland (see above), diverges to the right. The road is partly hewn
in the living rock and traverses fine coniferous woods , high up on
the N. slope of the valley of the Rokke-Elv. At an opening in the
wood we have a peep of the church of Mo to the left, on a small
lake. Farther on we cross the Rokke-Elv, joining the old road on
the right bank.
After passing the parsonage of Mo, we reach the
lower end of the Bertevand and Berteosen (Inn, R. i kr., B. 80, S.
90 0.), which lies on the lake, to the right of the road.
Above the W. bank of the Bertevand , along which the road
runs up and down, rises the
abrupt Rautefjeld (4725 ft.). The E.
bank is entirely uncultivated, and rises in jagged rocky walls, sprink
led with trees. The road crosses the Bertevand and reaches
25 Kil. Barte, the first skyds-station , with a small but good
hotel. The bridle-path from Bredvik in the Ssetersdal (see p. 6) joins
the road here. The latter turns inland and crosses the ridge of
Bertegrenden, beyond which we enjoy a fine view of the upper end
—

of the Bertevand. We ascend gradually over the Berteheia, through
beautiful fir-woods.
The view becomes more open a short way
beyond the top. The road descends in windings and joins the Hit-
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terdal road at

From Christiania

HAUKELI.

(8 Kil.)

a

'Landhandleri' above the Vinjevand and

Heggestal (p. 31), which, however, are not visible from this point.
The old road, which we now follow to the left, is pretty poor.
It crosses the Rus-Elv and ascends
though with numerous dips,
through the valley of the Smerklep-Elv and along the E. slope of
the Smerklepfjeld. Several farms are passed. The Flaatebunut on
the Totakvand comes into sight to the N., and remains in view
during the rest of the journey through the somewhat monotonous
valley. The road crosses the river, and is here joined on the right
by a footpath from Brunelid on the Totakvand (p. 29). It then turns
sharply to the W. and soon reaches the pretty Grungedalsvand
,

(1590 ft.),

near

—

29 Kil. Rui (Inn, fair; 12 Kil. from

Heggestel). Skirting the
lake for about 1 Kil. more we reach the *Grungedalg Hotel (R. 1iy2) D. 2 kr.).
The next part of the route, skirting the green but shallow lake,
and affording a good view of the Gurifjeld, is very picturesque.
The

road, however, is rough and uneven. Beyond the yellowishof Grungedal we reach the farms of Edland or Eilandt, and farther on we cross the foaming Geislaus-Elv and follow
the left bank of the Flaathyl-Elv. To the left (S.), at kilometrestone 170 (from Skien), we see the fine Vafos descending from the
Nedre Langeidvand in a series of bold leaps. The route now ascends
a monotonous valley
passing a few farms of which the two of
Flaathyl are the most important. About halfway between Rui and
Botn we pass the new hotel of Gaukelid. After having forced its
way through a rocky barrier in a series of falls and rapids, the Flaat
hyl-Elv forms several Hel, or deep pools. The largest of the water

brown Church

,

falls

,

the left, close to the road) is the Lille Rjukanfos ('little
the best point for surveying which is the projecting
rock near its foot.
The largest Hal is the Ekelidhel (2290 ft.).
Continuing to ascend, we at last reach
27 Kil. Botnen (2590 ft. ; good station ; shooting and fishing),
on the pretty Vogslivand
(2500 ft.), which the road skirts. About

(to

smoking fall'),

—

M. farther on, to the left, is the Vogsli Hotel (R. 1-172) B- or sa fine view of the lake.
The road passes several farms and the last sparse crops of barley
and potatoes. Farther on are the *H6tel Nystel, and then the Arrebuvand and the Evenbuvand. This region is almost uninhabited, a
few old and dying pines alone relieving its monotony. Near kilo
metre-stone 190 we reach a point commanding a fine *View of the
mountains to the W. : to the left Vasdalseggen (5765 ft.), then Kistebunuten, the Kallevasheia, and Sveien. Below us, to the left, lies
the Kjalavand (2940 ft.), to the S. of which rises the Kjmlatind.
Trees disappear.
18 Kil. Haukeli-Sseter (*Inn, consisting of an old wooden house
and a tasteful 'stabbur' by H. Munthe, R. 1-2, B. 1, D. 172-2,

72
1

kr.), commanding

to the

S.

Hardanger Fjord.
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situated amidst

imposing scenery, and commanding an unimpeded view of the fjeld.
The peaks and even parts of the plateau remain covered with snow
as late as August.
The good road leads to the N.W., skirting the Staavand. After
about 10 min. we get a glimpse of the Storefond to the right, and
74 hr. farther on is a ruined bridge on the left, over which the
old bridle-path led. About 272 M. from Haukeli we cross the
Ulevaa-Elv, which descends from the N. and forms the boundary
between the districts of Bratsberg and Sendre Bergenhus ; to the
right it forms several low but very broad cascades. After 1 M. more
we reach the Ulevaavand (3095 ft. ; 2 M. long), to the left, the N.
bank of which our road skirts. We are now in the heart of a fjeld
solitude. To the right we have a fine view of the precipitous Store
Nup and the Storefond, and to the left Sveien ; in front rises the
Stafsnut, to the right of which are the Rekkingsnut and the Midtdyr Ruste.
After a drive of I-I74 hr. (572 M.) from Haukeli, we ctoss the
Midtdyr-Elv, turn to the S., and at the foot of the Dyrnut, the E.
part of the Stafsnut, begin to ascend the pass of Dyreskard (3715 ft. ;
,

watershed), the top of which we reach in 72 hr. more. To the left
is a 'Varde', erected by King Oscar II. in 1879.
The road now
leads to the W. through a wilderness of snow and stones , some
times descending slightly.
To the right is Stafsnuten, to the left
Sveien and the narrow green 0isteinvand. To the left, below the
road, about 972 M. from Haukeli, lies the Midtlceger-Sater ; and
on the road is the Nye Midtlager-Sater.
About 10 min. later the
three houses of Svandalsflaaene (beer and milk in a hut on the
road) and several small lakes appear below us to the left; in 10 min.
more we reach the hill of Staven, and in 5 min. more begin to de
scend. To the right, below, lies the Tarjebudal, with the sseters of
Tarjebudal and Nya Stel; to the W., in front of us, is the Horrehei.
In 10 min. we cross by the Risbubro to the right bank of the RisbuAa, and then descend rapidly in huge zigzags. Near (10 min.)
the 0stmanlid Sater we have a fine glimpse of the Reidalsvand.
The scenery improves. After 20 min. we cross the noisy Vasdals-Elv
and follow its right bank, high above the stream. In front of us is
the broad Novle-Fos, near which the road passes 10 min. later. The
river with its numerous rapids is constantly in sight. The Reldalsvand again (5 min.) comes into sight, backed by the Holmenut and
Reldalsaaten (4125 ft). A drive of 12 min. more brings us to
30 Kil. (pay for 35 Kil. in the reverse direction) Reddal (*H6tel
Reldal, R. 172-2, B. 174, D. 2, S. 172 kr. ; Gryting's Hotel <?- SkydsStation, D. 1 kr. 70 0. Fredheim's Hotel, unpretending), near the
N. end of the Reldalsvand. On the lake, a short distance fom the
road, is the church, in which have been incorporated the remains
of an old 'Stavekirke'.
Farther on we cross the Tufte-Elv and
—

•

—
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SKJ0NNE.

skirt the lake to

From

Kongsberg

(4 Kil.) Horre and the Breifond Hotel; see p.
(28 Kil.) Seljestad and (26 Kil.) Odde,

From this point to

96.
see

pp. 96, 97. By spending a night at Reldal the traveller will be
enabled, to enjoy the Seljestad road more thoroughly.

6

.

From Kongsberg to the Hardanger Fj or d
Numedal.

through the

4-5 Days. Of the great routes (comp. pp. 31, 41, 46) leading from E. Nor
way across the Fjeld to the W. coast, this is the least attractive and i3
The inhabitants, however, are inter
seldom used except by Norwegians.
esting, as they have retained many of their primitive characteristics and
traditions. A Carkiage-Road with fast stations leads through the Numedal
to Bresterud in the Opdal (123 Kil.), from which driving is also practicable
to Floten, 11 Kil. farther on. Beyond this the traveller must ride or walk.
Guide, Thore Gundersen Videsjorden of Opdal.

The road follows the right bank of the Laagen.
17 Kil. Svenesund. We cross the Laagen and pass the church
of

Svene,

on

its left bank.

14 Kil. Sendre
on

the

valley

Flesberg,

contracts. We

the church of

Flesberg. Farther
right bank by an iron bridge.
spoken of). The valley is pretty
Fekjan, 6-7 Kil. from Alfstad, also

near
cross

to the

16 Kil. Alstad (Inn, well
wide here. The gaard Fikkan or
affords good accommodation, and its owner has constructed a hut for
sportsmen and anglers on the Sorkevand or Serkjevand, 10 M. to
the W. At the Vatglikirke we cross the stream, which here forms a
small fall. On the left bank is the new Brobakken Hotel, near the
skyds-station of
17 Kil. Helle (Inn).
The road ascends and then descends again
to the Ytre Nore-Fjord or the Kravik-Fjord (868 ft.), along the bank
of which it runs. To the left rises the Eidsfjeld (4940 ft.). One of the
old buildings of Gaard Kravik is said to date from the 12th century.
On the opposite (right) bank of the river are the old and the new
—

—

Nore-Kirke. The road then skirts the 0vre Norefjord (12 Kil. long),
passes the farm of Sevli, and reaches
27 Kil. Skjonne (920 ft. ; good quarters), with several old
buildings. Beyond Skje-nne the road crosses the Laagen and turns
to the W. into the Opdal. The scenery becomes very picturesque.
The Opdals-Elv forms several waterfalls. The Toad ascends rapidly
to the Fennebufjord (1525 ft.).
11 Kil. Liverud, at the W. end of the Fennebufjord, near the
Stavekirke of Opdal. We continue to ascend, passing several farms
and the new church of Opdal.
21 Kil. Br-e-sterud (2625 ft. ; fair accommodation). Quarters may
also be had at Nerstebe, a little higher up.
From Brusterud to Neraal in the Hallingdal a mountain-path leads in 1l'/s day. It ascends past the Vass and Hefde sseters in 4 hrs. to (17 Kil.)
Aasberg (quarters and horses at Gunnar Aasberg's and Halvor Kjtmaas's)
We again cross the fjeld to the Skurdal (10
in Dagalien (2750 ft.).
Kil.;
2740 ft.; quarters at Guttormsgaard), and then another height by a road to
the (17 Kil.) Usladal (quarters at Jeilo and Tufto); lastly past several farms
to Bammersbeen and Bol, near Neraal (p. 45).
—

—

to the

Hardanger Fjord.
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across the mountain to the Hardanger
(100 Kil. ;
guide should be engaged lower down the valley, and
a supply of provisions obtained.
The route from the Nerstebe at
first follows the sseter-path, and then traverses the lofty Hardanger
Vidda (4000ft.) commanding an extensive view in every direction.
It leads past the Skarsvand to the Skars-Sater, where the Laagen
is crossed by boat. We pass the night in the tourists' hut on the
Laagelidbjerg, or Laayriberg (3805 ft.).
On the second day we skirt the river, the Gjetsje, and the Store
Nordmandsslabet, and after a walk of 10 hrs. spend the night in
the tourists' hut at the meeting of the Bjereia and the Svinta. Next
morning our route leads us to the Nybu-Saetre (3600 ft.), on the
Nybusje, the first on theW. side of the fjeld (Vestenfjeldske Norge).
Beyond this we generally follow the course of the Bjereia, which
lower down forms the Veringsfos (p. 102), and cross patches of
snow, brooks, and marshes. We pass Storlien, Maursott, and Garen,

For the route

days)

three

a

and reach
same

the Fosli Hotel

(p. 110)

in time to go

on

to Vik the

day.

7.

From Christiania through the Hallingdal to
Lserdalseren on the Sognefjord (Bergen).

4 Days. As the grandeur of the scenery between Christiania and the
Sognefjord increases as we go westwards, this route should not be chosen
by travellers in the reverse direction.
351 Kil. Railway to Krederen, 122 Kil. ; express in43/i hrs. (fares 6 kr.
55, 4 kr. 15 0.), ordinary train in 5'/2 hrs. (fares 6 kr., 3 kr. 75 H.).
Steamee (Restaurant on board, D. 2kr.) from Kruderen to Gulsvik, 46 Kil.,
Road from Gulsvik to
daily in 2'/2-3 hrs. (fare 2 kr. 50, 1 kr. 40 0.).
184 Kil., a drive of 3 days. Fast skyds-tariff. For a car
Lcerdalseren
and
for
two
the
usual fare is 100 kr.
riage
pair ('caleschvogn'),
persons,
—

—

,

(sometimes less when the demand is slack) , to which a fee of 5-6 kr. is
added (comp. also p. xvi).
The journey is best divided as follows : (1st Day) From Christiania to
Gulsvik.

(2nd) From Gulsvik to Rolfshus. (3rd) From Rolfshus to Breistelen
Begg. (4th) Thence to Lcerdalseren. Or spend the first night at Nces, the
second at Bjeberg, and the third at Lcerdalseren. It is even possible, by
travelling 14-18 hrs. a day, to reach LEerdalstfren in 2 days, spending the
night at Rolfshus. As almost all the stations on this route are either
good or tolerable, the traveller may divide his journey as best suits his
convenience. The only stations to be avoided are Bertnws and Viko.
or

This is the direct route from Christiania to the Sognefjord, but is
inferior in scenery to the Valders route.
The name of Hallingdal is
applied not only to the valley itself, but to all the lateral valleys from
which streams descend into it, that is, to the whole district bounded on
the N. and E. by Valders, on the S. by the Numedal, and on the W. by
the Hardanger region.
Owing to the long isolation of this district, and especially of its sidevalleys, from the rest of the world, many of its old Norwegian charac
teristics have survived ; and the traveller will still meet with curious old
buildings, carved wooden tankards and furniture, and picturesque costumes.
The inhabitants used to be noted for their passionate disposition, which
sometimes found vent in the terrible 'girdle duel', in which the com
batants CBcellespwnder') were bound together with their belts and fought
with their knives.
The natives still have a wild dance, called the Balling-
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fiowte 7.

From Christiania

N^ES.

dans or Springdans, accompanied by a weird kind of music CFanilullen')
once ascribed to satanic influence.
The following works may be referred
to: 'Norsk Lyrik', Christiania, 1874, containing 'Asgaardsrejen', a poem
Welhaven
and
another
by
,
by Moe; 'S/zrgnir fra Hallingdal'
'Fanitullen',
by E. Nielsen; and 'Norske Bygdesagn' by L. Daae.

From Christiania to Vikersund , 96 Kil. , see R. 3.
line (carriages changed) runs thence to Snarum and

A branch-

—

26 Kil. Krederen

(Restaurant; *Inn, opposite

the

station),

situated at the S. end of Lake Xr«deren (445 ft.) , near
The steamboat pier is 72 Mthe efflux of the Snarums-Elv.
from the station. The lower part of the lake is surrounded by smil
ing hills. A skyds-road runs along the N.E. bank. Beyond the
church of Kredsherred or Olberg, which lies on this road, the lake

prettily

-

contracts to the river-like Noresund.

The road crosses here and
continues its course on the W. bank. Farther on the lake again
expands, and the scenery becomes wilder, especially beyond Nas,
where the Norefjeld
ft.) rises boldly above the lake on the left.
The interesting Ascent op the Nobefjeld (10 hrs.) is best made from
Nore, on the Noresund. We follow the road to the N. to (4 Kil.) Skadset,
and ascend to the left, by a steep bridle-track, to the Sandum-Sceter, which
affords a fine view of Lake Kroderen. (A night may be spent here or at the
Skadsetswter, 20 min. distant.) Our route runs to the N.W. through wood,
crossing a lofty plateau (leaving the Ramsaas on the right), with a view
of the mountains of Telemarken and of the Eggedal. It then ascends to
the Augunshaug (4012 ft.; extensive 'View).
The summit of the Nore
fjeld, called the Begevarde (4980 ft.), rises 5-6 Kil. to the N.W., but
is
it.
the
From
nothing
gained by ascending
Augunshaug we may descend
direct to the E. to Tungen and Ringnoes, a 'fast' station, 11 Kil. from
Olberg and 17 Kil. (pay for 25) from Gulsvik. From the Hagevarde we
may descend to the N.E. through the valley of the Gulsvik-Elv to (7 hrs.),
Gulsvik (see below).
In 272-372 hrs. the steamer reaches
Gulsvik (510 ft.; * Gulsvik' s Hotel), at the entrance to the Hal
lingdal (comp. p. 41). The skyds-station (good quarters) is about
3/4 M. from the lake. The lower part of the valley is rather mono
tonous, and travellers arriving at Gulsvik in the afternoon lose no

(4980

—

the same day (in about 5 hrs.) to Na>s (see below).
The road follows the W. bank of the Hallingdals-Elv , and is nearly
level all the way. Near the church of Flaa, 11 Kil. from Gulsvik,

thing by driving

new *H6tel Vik.
14 Kil. Aavestrud (fair

is the

station). The road passes several lake
like expansions of the Hallingdals Elv, on the largest of which,
the Brummavand (575 ft.), upwards of 18 Kil. long, lies
17 Kil. Bmtnais. At the upper end of the lake we reach
11 Kil. Uses (*Nces Hotel $ Skyds-Station ; *Svenkerud's Hotel),
a large village, with a church, the
district-jail, and a number of
shops. [In the reverse direction travellers may descend the river
from Naas to Gulsvik by boat (about 3 hrs. ; 8-10 kr.).
The nu
merous rapids make the trip rather sensational , but there is no
danger when the river is moderately full.]
-

—

—

From N;es to Lake Spirillen, 10-11 hrs. (guide unnecessary). A welldefined sseter-path ascends to the E. to Lake Streen (good fishing ; quarters at

Lardalseren.

to

FAUSKE.

sseters), in 3-4 hrs., and by Djupedal in 3 4
(p. 47), whence Nws in the Aadal at the head

of the

one

slad

,

22 Kil. distant (comp. p. 47).

7. Route.
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hrs. more to Ildjarnof Lake Spirillen, is

Scenery pleasing, with numerous fanns and fine pine-woods.
halfway between Nses and Viko the road crosses the river.
Farther on is Rolfshus (*Berg's Hotel), a favourite Tesort and pleas
ant stopping-place.
(Route to Frydenlund in the Valders, see
About

p.

50.)

Near

—

20 Kil. Viko
on

(700 ft.; mediocre quarters), beautifully
Hallingdals-Elv, the valley turns to the W.

the

situated

From Viko to the Valders '(10-12 hrs.).
The path ascends very
steeply for 3/4 hr., and then leads for 3 hrs. across the Fjeldvidde ('table
several
sseters.
We
row
across
the
Tisleivand (2800 ft.),
land1) passing
a large lake well stocked with trout, which forms the boundary between the
Hallingdal and Valders districts, then descend in about 6 hrs. to Stende,
a farm-house on
the Strandefjord
and cross the lake by a long bridge
to Ulnies-Kirke (p. 51).
About 2 Kil. above Rolfshus the Hallingdals-Elv, which
descends from the Upper Hallingdal (W.; p. 44), is joined by the
Hemsil, descending from the N.W. The latter forms a fine water
,

,

fall. We

cross the Hemsil by the Heslabro, beyond which the road
the main valley leads to the left, and ascend its right bank
in the Hemsedal, mounting the Golsbakker in long windings, and
passing halfway up within sight of the new church of Gol, to the
left (comp. p. 18). Beyond (10 Kil.) Lestegaard (1440 ft.) we

through

the Hemsil and follow the E. side of the valley, passing
while the W. side and the bottom of the valley are
uncultivated. About 5 Kil. farther on we reach
16 Kil. Kleven i Gol (cheap quarters). The scenery becomes
uninteresting for a considerable distance. 4 Kil. farther on is Ekre

again

cross

several

farms,

—

(2600 ft.).

From Ekre to the Valders (10-12 hrs.). A rough sseter-path ascends
from Ekre to the 'Beier', passes the Vannenvand and the Storsje at the
base of the huge Skogshorn (5660 ft.) , and leads through the district of
Lykkja, with its scattered houses , to the (5 hrs.) Fosheim-Saeter, on the
Svenskenvand (2860 ft.), and on to the station of Fosheim (p. 51).
Another route to Valders diverges from our road at Ulsaker, between
Ekre and Fauske, ascends past the base of the Skogshorn (see above) to theBelsingvand, skirts the E. bank of the Bundsendvand, and leads to the GrunkenGaard, where it crosses the Smaadela, falling into the Svenskenvand. It
then leads along the Smaad0la to the N. end of the Helevand and the
Vasends-Swter, passes the base of the Grindefjeld (5600 ft.), and descends
to Grindaheim (p. 52), about 13-14 hrs. from Ekre.

On the opposite bank of the Hemsil rises the Veslehorn , from
which descend four small waterfalls, uniting into a single cascade
during the melting of the snow. The road passes Kirkebe, a poor
village, with the Hemsedals- Kirke , the last in the district before
that of Borgund (83 Kil.), and 7 Kil. farther on reaches
20 Kil. Fauske (good quarters), at the union of the Grendela
and the Hemsil. Near Fauske the Hemsil forms the Rjukande Fos
('smoking fall'), to which a patli leads.
Cultivation now ceases, and a few scattered saeters only are pass—
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Upper

SUNDRE.

ed.

The road ascends
a scene of
takes fully 3 hours.
20 Kil. (pay in the

Merkedal,

rapidly and traverses the bleak and desolate
stupendous mountain-solitude. This stage

opposite direction for 30) Bjerberg (3320ft.;
*Station, frequented by reindeeT-stalkers) the last station in
,

bleak solitude at the foot of the Hemsedalsfjeld. Farther on (7 Kil.) we pass a column marking the boun
dary between the 'Stift' of Christiania and that of Bergen. The
road skirts the precipitous Kjelberg on the left and the Eldrevand
on the right. To the N.E. rises the Jekulegge (6280 ft.). The road,

the

the

Hallingdal

highest
15 Kil.

in

,

lies in

Norway

(pay

a

(3800 ft.),

for 22 in either

then descends

direction)

rapidly

to

Breistelen

—

(Station,

continuous and latterly steep descent,
to the bridge of Berlaug on the Valders
route (p. 54; 7-8 hrs. from Fauske). A little below the bridge is
12 Kil. (pay forl5; in the opposite direction for 19)Hegg iBorFrom Hegg to Lardalseren (39 Kil.), see pp. 54-56.
gund (p. 54).

rustic, but good). Then
passing several waterfalls,

a

—

—

The

Upper Hallingdal.

The Hallingdal in the narrower sense, or main valley (Hoveddalferet), ascends to the W. from Viko (p. 43) to the wild and desolate re
gions of the Hardanger Vidda ('hunting-ground'), across which toilsome
paths (guides necessary) lead N.W. to the Sognefjord and S.W. to the Har
danger Fjord. Perhaps nowhere else do we receive so overwhelming an
impression of the peculiar nature of the Norwegian fjelds as here, where
the mountains seem to lose the ordinary characteristics of mountains, the
eye resting only here and there on an isolated 'Nute' rising above the
general level of the monotonous plateau. The lakes swarm with excel
lent fish ; wildfowl nest among the rocks ;
and the eagle pursues his
At places the ground is thickly strewn for a long
quarry unmolested.
distance with the droppings of the lemming ('lemcsn', 'lemus Norvegicus'),
a hardy little rodent, the wonderful
migratory instinct of which is still
a puzzle to naturalists.
The reindeer follows the lemming, killing it with
a blow of its hoof and eating the stomach for the sake of the vegetable
contents.
The air is remarkably clear and fresh, though fogs and storms
are of frequent occurrence.
With this district are associated some of the
most famous of Norwegian sagas, such as that of the Villand family, and
the inhabitants retain more of their ancient characteristics than those of
almost any other part of Norway. With the exception of the higher moun
tains, however, the scenery is neither picturesque nor imposing.

Viko, see p. 43. Beyond the Heslabro (p. 43) the Hallingdal
road follows the left bank of the Hallingdals-Elv to Ellefsmeen and
15 Kil. Skjerping.
Near Nybgaarden is the old timber-built
Church ofTorpe, first mentioned in 1310 and partly demolished in
1880. The porch and doors are finely carved. The tower of the
—

new church also contains several old
carvings.
11 Kil. Sundre i Aal (*Station).
Near it are the handsome

adjoining

church of

Aal, containing some relics of the older church, and two
curious houses of the middle of last century, the Thingstue (with
The road then skirts
paintings in the interior) and the Gretastue.
the Strandefjord (1480 ft.), to the S. of which rises the Sanger
fjeld
(3865 ft.), and crosses a steep hill to the (15 Kil.) Holsfjord
—

Hallingdal.

NERAAL.

(1945 ft.),

where it divides.

dal and the

Hardanger,

a

rough

45

The road to the left leads to theUsteright to Neraal and the Sognefjord.
(45-50 Kil. from Sundre). About

that to the
Hardanger

1. Route to the
3 Kil. from the bifurcation
whence

7. Route.

(18 Kil. from Sundre)

road ascends the

lies Hammersbeen,

Ustadal, passing

the

new

Ustadal

church, to (11 Kil.) Jeilo (2675 ft. ; rustic quarters; guide to the
Hallingskarv 3, to Kra5kjahytten7, to Hardanger 12-14 kr.). About
2 Kil. farther on is Tufte (3028 ft.), the highest gaard in the valley

(quarters).

The huge Hallingskarv may be ascended from this point: the E. peak
(6440 ft.) by following the course of the Eimeheia to the Presteholtsel ; the
W. peak (6435 ft.), better, from the W. end of the Ustavand. View of the
Hardanger Vidda (p. 103) not picturesque, but very extensive.
The route from Tufte to Maursaet (two days) passes the Smetbak Sater, crosses the Ustadals-Elv by the 'Nybro' (the key of which
must be brought by the guide), ascends the Ustaberg to the Berhelletjem, passes the deserted Monsbuheia, crosses the tongue of
land between the Legreidsvand and the 0rterenvand , skirts the S.
bank of the latter, and ascends the Svaanut to the Store Krakjavand.
On the N. bank of this lake lies the tourist-hut of Krgekjahytten
(4085 ft. ; about 9 hrs. from Jeilo) , a favourite resort of anglers,
where the night is spent (guide, Ole Larsen Aker).
The following
route (6-7 hrs.) is shorter.
From Tufte we follow the UstadalsElv to the Ustavand (3315 ft.), cross it by boat to 0rterdalen, walk
to the (1 hr.) 0rterenvand, cross this lake also, and walk (l/2 hr.) to
the hut. Both routes have the Hallingskarv constantly in view.
On the second day (10 hrs.) we skirt the Krskjavand, and cross
the river of Krakjastubben, near an old pitfall for catching reindeer.
We then descend the Halnebottner to the Olafbuvand , cross the
Kjelda to the Fisketjern-Sater , and Teach the Smytte- Salter , the
first in Hardanger. We next cross the Leira, which descends from
theN., to the Indste- Sater, whence the route to Maursaet (2445 ft.)
and the Fosli Hotel (p. 110) is unmistakable. The imposing Har
danger Jekul is conspicuous the whole way.
2. To Atjrland on the Sognefjord (about 85 Kil.; 3 days; a
guide should be engaged at Neraal or at the Gudbrandsgaard), a
splendid, but fatiguing, mountain expedition. Our starting-point is
Neraal or Nedreaal, 4 Kil. from the bifurcation above mentioned,
and 19 Kil. from Sundre, at the N. end of the Holsfjord and near
the Hevelfjord. The old timber-built Church of Hoi , near Neraal,
is attended on Sundays by the peasantry in their picturesque oldfashioned costumes. To the W. towers the Hallingskarv (see above).
At the W. end of the Hevelfjord lies Gaard Villand , once the
seat of the turbulent family of that name, who lived here about
the year 1700. Above Villand (5 Kil.) the road turns to the N. and
—

past the Sunddalsfjord (2550 it.) to the Gudbrandsgaard
about 19 Kil. from Neraal; good quarters), to which
driving is practicable. A sceter-track leads hence to the Garlid-

leads

(2625 ft.;
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OJE-S^TER.

Setter

(2935 ft.),

long,

on

along the 0vre Strandefjord
several sseters, to the farm of
permanently occupied dwelling in

which

and

are

(3120 ft.),

14 Kil.

Svingaardsbotten,
Norway, 572 hrs.

the highest
from the Gudbrandsgaard.
The actual mountain-pass to the Sogn district begins here.
The original inhabitants of the Upper Hallingdal, who belonged
to the ancient Gulathing (p. 126), probably crossed the mountains
here from the coast, just as Valders was originally peopled from
Lasrdal. The path, marked by heaps of stones ('varder'), passes
Ulevasbotten, Vierbotten, and a third saeter with a herd of reindeer
tended by Lapps from R»ros. [From this point a sseter-path ascends
the valley of the Vesterdeda to the W.S.W., passing Gjeteryggen, and
descends the Moldaadal to the cattle-sheds of Hallingskeiet (a long
day's walk), whence we may go on to Ose and Ulvik (p. 112).] Our
path then ascends rapidly to the Skard ('gap') between the Ulevasnut
on the E. and the Sundhellerfjeld on the W., crosses the Bolhevde,
where the direction is indicated by 'varder', and leads to the Steinbergdals-Scetre, the uppermost sseters in the Steinbergdal, 4 hrs.
from Svingaardsbotten, and in 172 hr. more to the 0je-8seter
(2935 ft.), where the night is spent (poor quarters). Passing a
waterfall, we reach the (I74 hr.) Grenestelsater and the (3/4 hr.)
Gaard 0slrebe (good quarters). Beyond a small lake, we next de
scend the formidable pass of the Nmsbegalder, partly by a long
ladder, and partly by a path of wicker-work borne by iron rods
driven into the rock, to Gaard Nasbe. We then pass the Holmensater and (272 hrs. from 0strebe) finally reach (I74 hr.) the Nasbedal, where we cross a torrent and ascend again to Gaard S«nnerheim, in a magnificent situation resembling that of Stalheim (p. 124).
Thence the path leads down the Sennerheimsgalder and along a rapid
stream to the (2 hrs.) Vasbygdvand, the boat for crossing which
(40 min.) is to be found at 0je or Stene, 1 Kil. before the lake is
reached. From Vasenden, at the W. end of the lake, to Aurland on
the Sognefjord, 6 Kil. more. See p. 133.

8. From Christiania through the Valders to Laerdalseren on the Sognefjord.
This journey may be made either via Lake Spirillen or via the
The Spirillen route is the more picturesque, but the
steamer is small and the other arrangements are inadequate for a
large number of travellers. Hence the more frequented route is by
the Randsfjord. A third route leads via the Mjesen-Sje and GjetvikOdnaes (p. 50). By any of the three routes it is possible to reach
Laerdalseren in three days, but it is better to allow four or five.
In the height of summer the traveller should always start betimes in
order that he may reach his night-quarters as early as possible, and
either secure rooms, or, if necessary, go on to the next station.

Randsfjord.

LAKE SPIRILLEN.
a.

Via Lake

8. Route.
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Spirillen to Frydenlund.

238 Kil. (to Lcerdals0ren 406 Kil.). Railway from Christiania to Heen,
131 Kil., express in 4V2hrs. (fares 7 kr. 40, 4 kr. 60 0.), ordinary train in
Steamboat from Heen to Serum,
6 hrs. (fares 6 kr. 85, 4 kr. 20 0.).
56 Kil., daily, except Sun., in 5-5'/2 hrs. (fares 3 or 2kr.); or, when the
in
Noes
river is low, to
(Granum) only,
4'/2 hrs. ; returning from S0rumor
Nses on the following morning. Through-tickets to S0rum are to be had at
Fast stations.
Road from S0rum to Frydenlund, 51 Kil.
Christiania.
The Drivers' Union of Heen (president, Hr. O. Gravlimoen) lets carriages
from S0rum to Lserdal for 80, 95, or 110 kr. for 2, 3, or 4 persons, but
recommends previous ordering by telephone to Scrum's Hotel. If the
drive (on account of low water, see below) be begun at Granum, 5, 6, or
7 kr. is added to the above fares ; and 10 kr. is charged for the detour
to Lake Tyin (p. 152). Fares are usually reduced in the slack season.
—

—

The time between the
From Christiania to Heen , see R. 3.
arrival of the train and the departure of the steamer is usually
ample for early dinner at Bagna's Restaurant (belonging to the
captain of the steamer) or at Anderson's Hotel, a little farther on
(D. 1 kr.). Coffee, beer, and so on may be obtained on board.
The steamer ascends the Baigna or Aadals-Elv, with its lake
The navigable channel is indicated by buoys
To the left are the large farm of Semmen and (farther
on) Skollerud, to the right the church of Ytre Aadalen. The banks
are hilly and covered with pines.
Higher up, the stream becomes
very rapid, and the engines are worked at full speed. We next
pass the pretty farm of Bergsund on the left. The mountains become
higher and more varied in form. The course of the vessel is often
like

expansions.

and stakes.

obstructed by floating timber ('Teramer'). About 2hrs. after leaving
Heen the steamer reaches the rapid Kongstrem, which intersects
an old moraine, and soon enters
*Lake Spirillen (490ft.; probably from spira, 'to flow rapidly'),
24 Kil. long, a beautiful sheet of water, surpassing the Randsfjord.
The banks are enlivened by numerous farms, with their green pas
tures and scanty tilled fields, while over these rise pine-clad moun
tains. To the left is the Hegfjeld (3240 ft.). The chief place
on the W. bank is Viker or Aadalen, with a church, 8 Kil. to the
W. of which rises the Gyranfisen (3540 ft.). On the E. bank lies
the gaard of Engerodden. Passing the Romberg (1680ft.; left), the
steamer comes in sight of the church of
Nms, or Nasmoen, at the head of the lake, with its wild moun
tain-background. The Bsegna enters the lake here and its mouth
is crossed by a long wooden bridge, beneath which the steamer
passes. To the right, just beyond the bridge, about 4 hrs. from
Heen, is the station of Granum, where the steamer has to stop if
the water is low (skyds to Serum, 11 Kil.).
—

—

To the N.W. of Nass, in the 0vre Hedal, lies (22 Kil.) Ildjarnstad, with
timber-built church (p. 27), dating from about 1200. Accord
ing to tradition the whole population of this valley died of the plague
in 1349-50. When the church was afterwards discovered by a hunter, he
found a bear installed by the altar, in proof of which a bear's skin is still
shown. Similar traditions exist elsewhere in Norway and Denmark.
an

interesting
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From Christiania

Baegna is at first pretty broad; the navigable channel is
by stakes and buoys. To the right and left are wooded hills.
On the left is the Bjembratbjerg, on the right the precipitous Valdershorn, of which we obtain an imposing retrospect farther on.
The steamer passes the rapids of Valdersstremmen and again reaches
The

marked

(17* hr. from Granum, 574 hrs. from Heen).
Serum (Serum's Hotel, food fair, beds poor, R. 1 72 kr., B. 80 0.,
D. 2, S. 1 kr.), 56 Kil. from Heen, is the terminus of the steam
smooth water

boat, w.ater permitting.
The road up the valley from Serum has recently been improved.
To the right, beyond the river, lies the gaard of Hougsrud, one of
the largest in Valders (praised by Norwegians as summer-quarters).
Farther on, to the left, is the ancient but modernized church of the
Nedre Hedal at Tolleifsrud, where the road to the 0vre Hedal
to the left (see above). We now reach Dokken i Sendre
To the left rises the huge rocky Morkollen, the base of
which is skirted by the road. From the left, farther on, descends
the Muggedals-Elv. SceneTy picturesque, the mountains showing
great diversity of form.
18 Kil. Garthus (middling quarters). To the left rises the Tron-

diverges
Aurdal.

right the Fonhusfjeld. Beyond the gaard of Storthe Heleraa, which descends to the Baegna in a series
of pretty falls. A little farther on is the farm of Olmhus. We then
skirt the Svartvikfjeld. To the right opens the basin of Bang i Sendre
Aurdal, with its numerous farms, its church, and parsonage, all on
the left bank of the river. High up in the wood is the sanatorium
of Breidablik. Just before reaching Fjeldheim the Baegna forms
the beautiful Storebrufos, which the road crosses.
17 Kil. Fjeldheim (*Inn, D. 2 kr.) lies on the left bank of the
The road now forks, the right branch leading via (5 Kil.)
Baegna.
Breidablik to (14 Kil.) Sveen, the left to Frydenlund.
The Sanatorium Breidablik lies amid pine-woods, about 2000 ft. above
the sea, and commands splendid views. Its six buildings contain more
than 100 rooms (pens. 112-168 kr. per month, baths extra). Director, Dr.
Carr. and pair from S#rum or from (42 Kil.) Odnees (p. 50)
H. Evjen.
to Breidablik 18-24 kr. (also diligence from Odnses).
The road to Frydenlund ascends on the E. side of the ravine of
the Baegna. On the W, side of the valley rises the pointed Hullekolle, at the base of which is the old timber-built church of Reinlid
(13th cent.), the road to which (1 hr.) diverges to the left before the
Baegna is crossed. Our road is hewn out of the rock almost the
whole way. Near the farm of Jukam, to the right, are the remains
of a huge giant's cauldron (p. 267). Good view to the left of the deep
gorge of the Baegna. After a drive of about I74 hr. from Fjeldheim
The road rounds a promontory and
we reach the highest point.
discloses a magnificent view of the snow-mountains of Jotunheim,
the Kalvaahagda, the Thorfinstinder, and other mountains round
the Bygdin (p. 155). The road then runs up and down, partly

husfjeld,

on

the

sveen we cross

—

—

to Lcerdalseren.

RANDSFJORD.

and unites with the
descend to
16 Kil. Frydenlund (p. 50).

through wood,
before

we
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Randsfjord

route about

2;M.

to Odnees and thence
IiSerdalseren.

by carriage

to

—

b. Via the

Randsfjord

430 Kil. Railway from Christiania to Randsfjord, 142 Kil.: express
in 43/4 hrs. (fares 7 kr. 40, 4 kr. 60 0.) ; ordinary train in 6-6V2 hrs. (fares
Steamboat (-Restaurant on board) from Randsfjord
6 kr. 85, 4 kr. 20 0.).
to Odnces, 72 Kil., once or twice daily in 4V2-51/2 hrs. (fares 4 or 5 kr.,
Road
from
2 kr. 80 0.).
Odnses to Lcerdalseren, 216 Kil., with fast stations.
For the whole distance a cariole costs about 45, a stolkjserre for 2 pers.
about 65 kr. The covered carriages (with two horses) offered by the Drivers'
Union ( Yaldresroutens Vognmansforening) between July 10th and Sept.
10th are more comfortable. The fare from Odnees to Lserdal for 2 pers.
is 80 kr., 3 pers. 95 kr., 4 pers. Ill kr. ; detour to Lake Tyin 10 kr.
extra; shorter distances 34, 40, or 45 0. per kilometre; fee 4-6 kr. The
journey takes 3-4 days. A distinct bargain should be made, both as to
the fares and as to the hours of starting, halts for dining, etc.
Comp.
also p. xix.
Diligence twice a week between Odnses and Lserdals0ren. Fare 34 kr.,
including 44 lbs. of luggage; overweight, which must be paid for, strictly
limited to 44 lbs. more. When seats are engaged by 2, 3, or 4 persons of
the same party the fares are 65, 80, or 100 kr. only.
Extra-diligence
(carriage with one or two horses) may be ordered for at least two persons
at Odnces or at Lserdal four days beforehand. In the height of the season
the diligences are often full, and the inns where they stop are crowded.
To secure seats it is advisable to write to Captain Larsen at Randsfjord,
to Hdtelier Peder Aadnces at Odnses, or to HStelier Lindstrem at Lserdals0ren,
enclosing the fare ; but tickets are usually obtainable on board the Randsfjord
steamer or at Odnses. Enquiry may also be made at the Tourist Offices
at Christiania (p. 10).
The diligence travels fast, the fares are moderate,
and meals and beds are kept in readiness for the passengers. In the height
of the season it is, in spite of its comparative want of comfort, preferable
to the skyds, where so much time is lost in changing horses as to prolong
the journey by one or even two days.
As almost all the stations are good, the traveller may divide his journey
in any way he pleases, but he should carefully avoid those stations where
diligence-passengers spend the night (at present, going, Leken and Maristuen; returning, Nystuen and Fagemms). After arriving at Odnses in the
evening it is possible to drive on to Tomlevolden in the long twilight.
Beautiful scenery almost all the way, particularly between Frydenlund and
Blaaflaten (143 Kil. or 89J/2 M.), which will even reward the pedestrian.
The detour (one day) to Lake Tyin, with the excursion to the Skinegg (p. 153),
is highly recommended.
—

—

—

—

—

Railway

from Christiania to

Randsfjord,

see

R. 3.

Randsfjord Station (Hotel Berger, well spoken of; Randsfjord
Hotel) lies on the left bank of the Rands-Elv, at its efflux from the
Randsfjord. A bridge crosses the broad river to Hadelands Glasvark.
The pier is close to the station.
The Randsfjord (440 ft.), 73 Kil. long and 1-4 broad, is
bounded on the E. by the fertile and populous Hadeland, and on
the W. and N. by Valders and Land. The banks, rising gradually
to a height of 2000 ft., well cultivated at places, and wooded at
the top, are somewhat monotonous. Being narrow the lake resem
bles a broad river. The steamer, on which dinner is served in
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.

A
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FRYDENLUND.

From Christiania

ascending and breakfast in returning, stops in all at ten stations.
The most important of these is Rekenviken (l3/4hr. from Randsfjord),
near which is the church of Nas.
Farther on, to the left, is the
church of Serum, near the station of Bjorneroa. To the right are
the churches of Enger (near Sand), Hov, and Sendre Land. The
last (72 hr. from Odnaes) lies below the point where the road from
In 472-572 hrs. after leaving
Gjavik reaches the Randsfjord.
Randsfjord we reach
OAnase (Vaarnas Hotel, at the pier; *H6tel Odndts^/^M. distant),
the terminus of the steamer -journey. Travellers sleeping here or
at Odnaes should leave very early next morning in order to get the
start of the stream of tourists, and avoid spending the night at the
same
places as the diligence.
The Road follows the N. bank of the Etna-Elv, which feeds the
Randsfjord, and crosses the Dokka, an affluent on the right.
Thriving farms and beautiful birches, but scenery rather tame.
—

—

17Kil.Tomlevolden (*Hotel,with large old wooden out-buildings ;
landlord speaks English), in the district of Nordre Land.
About
7 Kil. from Tomlevolden the road crosses the Etna-Elv by the
Heljerastbro, which affords a fine view of the Etnadal, and begins
to ascend the wooded Tonsaas, with a level plateau on the summit,
which separates the valleys of the Etna and the Baegna (p. 47). A
little beyond the bridge we cross the boundary between Hadeland
(p. 46) and Valders. About halfway between Tomlevolden and Sveen
is a new inn, Plads Trondhjem.
17 Kil. (pay for 18) Sveen (new Inn) is beautifully situated
on the N.E. side of the Tonsaas.
The road ascends through fine
forest-scenery, affording picturesque views of wooded ravines , to
(3 Kil.) Tonsaasen's Sanatorium, a hydropathic and hotel (1980ft.;
pension 472-672!"'. per day, 115-170 kr. per month; post and
telegraph station, with telephone), a favourite summer-resort, with
beautiful walks.
The road to Breidablik and Fjeldheim (p. 48)
diverges here to the left.
We soon reach the wooded summit of the Tonsaas, 5-6 Kil. from
the Sanatorium. A few hundred paces to the left of the road is a
small belvedere (2300 ft. above the sea), commanding a *View of the
beautiful and partially wooded valley of Valders, with the Strandefjord running through it, and the snow-capped Jotunheim Mts.,
Galdebergstind, and Thorfinstinder in the background (p. 156). The
road now gradually descends and soon reaches the Bagnadal, where
it joins the Spirillen road (p. 48), about 2 M. above
18 Kil. (pay for 23) Frydenlund (*H6tel Frydenlund, much
frequented by Norwegians, English spoken), a large village beau
tifully situated to the left, on the slope below the new road. On
the road are the Apothecary's Store and (a little farther on) the
church of Nordre Aurdal.
—

—

About 6 Kil. to the W. of

Frydenlund,

on

the S. bank of the Aurdals-

to Lardalseren.

FAGERN.ES.

8. Route.
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into which the Aabjoraa descends in a considerable fall, lies the
Thence a path leads via Sanderstelen,
Pension Bove (70 kr. per month).
Sseter inn, to (10-11 hrs.) Rolfshus, in the Hallingdal (p. 43).

fjord,
a

The road, now nearly level, runs high above the Baegna, partly
through wood, and partly through cultivated land, and soon reaches
the Aurdalsfjord, with its numerous islands, from which the Baegna

Another fine view at Onstad. The road passes the District
Prison. On the other side of the broad valley is the Aabergsbygd,
watered by the Aabergs-Elv, which forms the Kvannefos. To the
right, farther on, is a fine waterfall, called Fosbraaten, and to the
left is heard the roar of the Faslefos, a fall of the Baegna. We now
reach the beautiful Strandefjord (1170 ft.), a narrow lake 12 M.
long, through which the Baegna also flows.
13 Kil. Fagernses i Nordre Aurdal (*'Hotel Fagernas, with tel
ephone, R. 1 kr. 20 0., B. or S. 1 kr. ; *H6tel Fagerlund, R. 1 kr. 50,
D. 1 kr. 80, S. 1 kr. 25 e.) lies amid woods on the N. bank of the
lake, at the influx of the Na>s-Elv. This is a charming spot for
some stay, and the names ('fair promontory' and 'fair grove' respect
ively) are appropriate. It is mueh frequented in summer by Nor
wegians and by English anglers. The road through the 0stre Slidre
toLakeBygdin(p. 155) diverges to the right at the Hotel Fagerlund.
About 5 min. on this side of the cross-roads is a steep path ascend
ing to the right to a pavilion commanding a fine view of the lake.
The Laerdal road crosses the Nas-Elv, with its pretty cascades,
and follows the bank of the Strandefjord, passing the churches of
Strand or Svennats and (about 10 Kil. from Fagernaes) Ulnas. Near
Ulnaes a long bridge crosses to the opposite bank of the Strandefjord,
from which, by the farm of Stende, a path leads to Viko in the
Hallingdal (p. 43). To the W. rise the snow-mountains on the
Vangsmje-sen and several of the Jotunheim peaks.
The upper part of the Strandefjord is called the Graneimfjord.
The road gradually ascends to
15 Kil. Fosheim (Hotel, with baths). The lake narrows to a
river, the Baegna. The bridge, reached in 6 min. by the road leading
to the left from the hotel, is crossed by the routes to the
Aalfjeld
(ascended in 4-5 hrs. ; horse 4kr.) and to the Fosheim Sater (2865 ft. ;
172-2 hrs. from Fosheim, comp. p. 43), a de'pendance of the Fos
heim Hotel, at the S. end of the Svenskenvand, generally full of
English and other anglers.
Beyond the church of Reen, which lies above the road to the
right and is not visible from it, the river expands into the Slidrefjord (1200 ft.), whose N.E. bank the road skirts. About 9 Kil.
from Fosheim we reach the beautifully situated stone church of
Vestre Slidre (1255 ft.), which commands a fine view of the lake.
A narrow road diverging here to the right crosses the Slidreaas to
Rogne in 0stre Slidre (p. 154). Farther on, to the left, is Einangs
Hotel, at Volden. Beyond the house of the 'Distriktslaege', or physi
cian of the district, which stands on the road (right), a gate and
issues.

—

4*
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GRINDAHEIM.

From Christiania

private road to the right lead in 5 min. to the height crowned by
the *H6tel 0lken (1400 ft. ; 372-4 kr. per day), a favourite summer
and health resort, generally crowded in summer. The Vinsnas
Hotel, just beyond kilometre-stone 90, is also apt to be over-filled.
Farther on is the church of Lomen, known to have existed in 1325
but almost

wholly modernized.

14 Kil. Lttken (*0degaard's Hotel, landlord speaks English) is
finely situated on the Slidrefjord and commands a good view of the
lake, with its numerous islands, and of the snow-clad mountains
to the W. of it.
The "HvidhjBfd ('white head' ; 3360 ft.), a peak of the Slideraas, may
be ascended from Vestre Slidre or L0ken in 2-21/2 hrs. At the top is the
new Beifjeld's Hotel.
The view embraces the valleys of Vestre and JtJstre
Slidre, the Bitihorn, and the snow-mountains to the N. of Lake
Bygdin
and the Vinstervand. A few hundred paces farther on rises the " Kvalehegda,
where an admirable survey of the whole of the Bygdin range, the Vangsmj0sen, and the Hallingdal mountains to the S. is enjoyed.

The road now runsj mostly through wood, on the left bank of
the Baegna, which about 6 Kil. beyond Le-ken forms a fine fall called
the Lofos. We then cross the Vesleaa and approach the brawling
Baegna more closely. A road to the right leads to the church of
Hurum , mentioned in a document of 1327.
Our road crosses the
Baegna and passes the Vangsnas Hotel (right). Later we cross the
Ala-Elv, descending from the mountains to the left.
15 Kil. 0ilo (1475 ft. ; * Hotel Vang), situated at the foot of the
Hugakollen, 150 paces to the left of the road, is a resort of artists.
The road here reaches the *Vangsmj«sen (1535 ft.), a splendid
Alpine lake, 19 Kil. long, and follows its S. bank. It is largely
hewn in the rock, especially beyond the promontory and along the
steep face of the Kvamsklev. In spring and autumn the road is
sometimes endangered by falling rocks. At the worst point it is
protected by a roof. Grand survey of the lake. On the right rises
the Vednisfjeld, on the left the Grindefjeld (see below), and op
posite us the Skjoldfjeld. To the N. is the Dresjafos. A little
farther on, to the right of the road, is the Church of Vang, which
replaces the old Stavekirke ('timber church'), purchased by Fred
erick William IV. of Prussia in 1844 for 320 kr. and removed to
the Giant Mts. in Silesia. A stone in front of the church bears the
Runic inscription : 'Kosa sunir ristu stin thissi aftir Kunar bruthur
sun' ('the sons of Gosa erected this stone to the memory of Gunar,
their brother's son').
10 Kil. Grindaheim (* Hotel Fag erlid, D. 1 kr. 80 ». ; *Vang
Hotel, kept by Ole For ; English spoken at both) is beautifully sit
uated on the Vangsmjesen, just beyond the church. To the S. rises
the huge Grindefjeld (5620 ft. ; ascent in about 4 hrs.).
The road continues to skirt the lake. Opposite rises the impos
ing N. bank of the lake, on which tower the conspicuous Skodshorn (5310 ft.), of which a phenomenon similar to that seen on the
Lysefjord (p. 93) is recorded, and the Skyrifjeld (5115 ft.). About

to Lcerdalseren.
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12 Kil. from Grindaheim, near the
lake, into which the

W. end of the

Baegna plunges in

picturesque fall,
the church of 0je. The road
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follow the latTo the left
lies the small Utrovand, above the
S. foot-hills of which rises the
summit of the Borrenesi (4140 ft. ).
To the right is the Stugunase.
11 Kil. (pay for 17) Nystuen
(3250 ft. ; *Knut Nystuen' s Hotel,
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the end of this lake is high
considerable waterfall. The ascent
becomes steeper and the scenery
wilder. A few farms are now seen
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MARISTUEN.

Route 8.

at the S. base of the

steep Stugunese

From Christiania

(4825 ft.)

and above the N.

bank of the Utrovand.
The Ascent of the 'Stugdmtse (4825 ft.) takes about 2 hrs. from Ny
The genera] dioection can hardly be mis
stuen (4 hrs. there and back).
taken (guide not indispensable), but the construction of a proper path is
We bend to the right from the road, about 5 min.
much to be desired.
to the W. of the hotel, and farther on (no path) ascend along the E. side
of the brook. At the top we turn to the right. The summit commands
of which the annexed sketch,
a splendid survey of the Jotunheim range,
after E. Mohn's Panorama published by Beyer of Bergen (272 kr.), will
convey an idea. Farther to the left, above the lower hills, several peaks
of the Horunger are also visible, particularly the Austabot-Tind with its
glacier. Farther to the right, beyond the Skinegg, are seen the snowmountains to the N. of Lakes Gjende and Bygdin, the latter finely grouped,
from the Sletmarkpig to the Thorfinstinder and the Kalvaah0gda.
An interesting but fatiguing excursion of 6-8 hrs. may be made to the
fjeld to the S. of Nystuen to see the reindeer, which are brought here
the
by
Lapps in summer for pasture to the number of about 2000. We
row across the Utrovand and follow a rough path to (l3/i hr.) the 'Gimme'
We then make our way, with guide, to the ravine on the
or Lapp hut.
N.E. side of the Suletind, and through this till we come in sight of the
other side of the valley. Hundreds of reindeer may be seen on the snowfields here about midday ; they are half-wild and take flight on any at
On the way back we enjoy a
tempt to approach them. Comp. p. 234.
fine view of the Jotunheim, similar to that from the Stugun0se.
—

Beyond Nystuen

the road reaches its

highest point (3294 ft.),

the watershed between E. and W. Norway. About 2 Kil. from
Nystuen, on this side of the Kirkestel-Sater, the old road diverges
on

the imposing Suletind (5805 ft.), and rejoins
road near Maristuen (2-272 hrs. , but hardly advisable on
account of the marshy ground).
Beyond kilometre- stone 150 the
new road passes a column which marks the boundary between the
to the

the

left, skirting

new

Stifts of Hamar and Bergen. The road then skirts the Fillefjeldsvand
or Upper Smeddalsvand and the Lower Smeddalsvand (3085 ft.),
with the Sadel-Fjeld rising opposite, ascends rapidly to the BruseSceter (3240 ft.), and descends thence, high above the foaming Lara.
The more luxuriant vegetation (birches, aspens) testifies to the milder
climate of the W. slope.
17Kil. (payfor22 in the reverse direction) Maristuen (2635 ft.;
*Knut Maristuen's Hotel, R. 172, B. 174, S. 174 kr-). tne second
'Fjeldstue' on the Fillefjeld , originally founded as an ecclesi
astical hospice in 1300.
Below Maristuen the road crosses the stream issuing from the
Oddedal and passes kilometre-stone 50 (counted from Laerdalsareu).
It then descends very rapidly and crosses to the right bank of the
Laera by the Haanungbro. At Berlaug, about 4 Kil. above Haeg, the
Hallingdal route, crossing the river by a bridge, joins our route on
the left (p.
13 Kil.

44).
(pay

for 17) Hegg(1480ft.; Hotel, well spoken of).
the farm of Kvamme the road again bends to the S.W.
and is nearly level , traversing the former bed of a lake, the S.
enclosure of which was the Vindhelle (p. 55). Numerous gaards.
About 9 Kil. from Hegg and 4 Kil. from Husum the road reaches

Beyond

to Lmrdalteren.

HUSUM.
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*Kirkevold's Hotel Borgund (R., B., & S. 1 kr. each, D. 1 kr. 80 ».,
pens. 4 kr.) and the small, age-blackened
—

Borgund (key at the inn; 1-2 pers. 40, each pers.
more 20 ».), the best-preserved 'Stavekirke' in Norway, perhaps
dating from 1150 or earlier, though first mentioned in a document of
1360. It has been carefully restored by the Norwegian Society of
Antiquaries, whose property it is, and shows the original character
of this kind of church with great accuracy. The ornamentation,
especially on the lofty portals, belongs to the best of its kind. The
interior consists of a nave and aisles, with twelve columns, adjoined
by an aisleless choir with a semicircular apse (this last, perhaps, not
a part of the original church). When the doors are shut the interior
is in almost total darkness, light being admitted only by tiny
openings in the walls. The use of window-glass was unknown in
Norway at the time of its construction, and the service probably
consisted solely of the ma6s, chanted in the candle-lighted choir,
while the congregation knelt devoutly in the dark nave. No 'Stave
kirker' were built after the Reformation. On the W. portal are the
Thorir raist runar thissar than Olau misso
Runic inscriptions :
*Church of

—

Olaf's fair), and Thittai kirkia a
kirkiuvelli (This church in the church-ground). The form of these
The
runes affords a clue to the probable date of the building.
Belfry ('Stapel'), standing between the old church and the large new
one erected on the same model, is old but was restored about 1660.

(Thorer

wrote these lines on St.

—

A few hundred yards beyond the two churches the road enters
picturesque Tavine of the Svartegjel, which the Laera has formed
in forcing its passage through the huge rocky barrier of the Vindhelle. The grandest point is the Svartegjelfos, close to the entrance.
Farther on, to the left, at the mouth of the Dylma, lies Nesdalen.

the

The gorge then again contracts to the Grimseigjel.
After seeing the waterfall in the Svartegjel, walkers may return to
the Hotel Borgund and ascend behind it, between the houses and the
barns, to the Old Road, recognisable by the telegraph-poles. By ascending
this to the left, we obtain a good view of the churches from above.
Beyond the ridge the road descends in rapid zigzags, affording views of the
Lserdal. From the Hotel Borgund to Husum by this route is a walk of J/2 hr.
13 Kil. Husum (1070 ft. ; *Hotel, D. 1 kr. 80»., landlord speaks
English). The Laera here forms the small cascade of Holgruten, a

good point

for

The road
terous river

anglers.

enters another grand ravine, crossing the bois
by the Nedre Kvammebro and skirting the overhanging
soon

To the N. of the gorge, at the base of
the precipice along which the old road ran, is the gaard of Galderne.
The water-worn rocks show distinctly how much higher the bed
of the river must once have been. At one point the old bed of the
stream has been utilised for the passage of the road, for which part
of a 'giant cauldron' (p. 267) has been hewn away. Farther on, to
the right, is the picturesque Store Soknefos.
rocks close to its left bank.
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S0RUM.

From

Bredevangen

as the ravine
expands we come in sight of Gaard
The road
situated on a huge mass of debris ('skred').
It then intersects
crosses the river and follows its right bank.
the deposits of the Jutul-Elv (fall to the right) and traverses
a broader
part of the valley, from which the Opdal, closed by the
snow-clad Aaken or Okken (5685 ft. ; grand view ; guide in Husum),
diverges to the S.E. Several old moraines are passed.
15 Kil. Btaaflaten (Hotel) lies a little to the left of the road.
Behind is the small Befos. The valley is still enclosed by lofty
mountains, on which the ancient coast-terraces are noticeable
(comp.p.xxxi), rising in steps and forming straight horizontal lines.
The road crosses the river by the Voldsbro and passes the church
of Tenjum. By the farms of JEri, where the valley suddenly trends
towards the N., we have a particularly good view of the abovementioned terraces. Looking back, we obtain another view of the
Aaken, with its peculiar crest. Lastly the valley turns towards the
W. On the right, near 0ie, is the fine Stenjumsfos, which descends
in two falls from the Veta-Aas and Hegan-Aas.
11 Kil. Laerdals-eren, Bee p. 134.

As

Saltun

soon
,

9. From

Bredevangen in the Gudbrandsdal
on the Oeiranger Fjord.

to Marok

174 Kil. Road, with fast stations. This route is of importance for
continuing the journey from Rtfjshjem (p. 149) to the W. coast, and also
as an approach to the district of Jotunheim (R. 23).
The journey takes 272-3 days.
As the only striking part of it is the
descent to the fjord, it should be taken from E. to W. The road slowly
ascends the Otta to the top of the fjeld, runs level for some way, and
suddenly plunges down to the fjord, over 3000 ft. below. The transition
from the Alpine climate of the fjelds to the genial temperature of the
fjords is nowhere so rapid. This last part of the road (made by Capt.
H. Rosenquist in 1882-89) is magnificently engineered.
Good quarters
at Lindsheim, Polfossen, and Grotli (the last two especially).
The road diverges to the left from
Bredevangen, see p. 67.
the Gudbrandsdal route at Kringlen (p. 67), crosses the Laagen,
and ascends the wooded and monotonous Ottadal.
11 Kil. Aasoren. The road follows the foaming river, partly
through wood. About two-thirds of the way to Snerle the road
from Bjelstad i Hedal (p. 67) joins ours, coming across a bridge
on the left. We then pass the old farms of Tolfstad and Bjernstad.
16 Kil. Snerle (omit r in pronunciation). The valley expands,
and the snow-capped Lomsegg (p. 150) becomes visible in the dis
Near Serum our route is joined by the road coming from
tance.
Laurgaard (p. 68) via Nordre Snerle (21 Kil.).
7 Kil. Serum ((Station, mediocre), about 3/4 M. from the old
church of Vaage, first mentioned in 1270 and expanded, partly with
the use of the old materials, into a cruciform church in the 17th
century. The old ornamentation points to the beginning of the 12th
cent, as the date of the original building.
—

—

LOM.

to Marok.
The road

now

9. Route.

follows the S. bank of

a

lake 36 Kil.

long, called

Vaagevand (1135 ft.) in its E. and the Ottavand in its W.
Beyond the gaard of Volden, about 12 Kil. from Serum, a
diverges to the right to Lake Gjende.
the
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half.
road

From S0rum we may drive by cariole in about 9 hrs. by the (18 Kil.)
Storviksaster, past the Lemundsje, and by the large group of sseters called
(11 Kil.) Randsvcerk (2300 ft. ; quarters) to the (18 Kil.) Hindsseter (3150 ft. ;
quarters). Then walk, chiefly following the Sjoa, in 1 hr. to the Russlien
Scetre (p. 160), and thence to Gjendesheim in 4 hrs. more.
A little farther on we pass the mouth of the Tesse-Elv, which
descends from the Tessevand (3020 ft.), and forms several fine
lowest fall may be visited in 72 hr. ; the highest,
cascades.

(The

Just beyond this stream is the gaard
the Oxefos, in 172-2 hrs.)
Storvik (tolerable quarters). Opposite, on the N. bank of the lake,
rises the Skardhe (5340 ft.).
20 Kil. Garmo (indifferent quarters). Farther on, the Lomsklev
conceals part of the lake, which now takes the name of Ottavand.
Facing us rises the huge Lomsegg (p. 150), at the foot of which
the Ba>vra , descending from the snow-mountains of Jotunheim,
falls into the lake. The road crosses the stream, which forms a fall
by the bridge and carries its deposits far into the lake. Just beyond
the bridge, on an old moraine, is the *Church of Lorn (1290 ft.),
an old 'Stavekirke' (p. 27), known to have existed in 1270 and
afterwards transformed into a cruciform structure, when the W. side
The apse is old and has
was lengthened and the lofty spire built.
the usual round tower. The interior, with its nave and aisles, sup
ported by 26 flat-hewn columns, has lost its original character through
the introduction of a new ceiling. A silken flag with a hand holding
a sickle is said to commemorate the introduction of irrigation into
this district, wheTe rain is scarce.
By the Praestegaard is an old
'Stabbur',
Beyond the church the road forks. The branch to the
left ascends the Baeverdal to Rejshjem (15 Kil. ; p. 149). On this
road, about 1 Kil. from the fork, lies the station of
15 Kil. Andvord (tolerable quarters).
Our road continues to
follow the S. bank of the Ottavand. On the right, beyond the lake,
we observe the Loms-Horung
(5660 ft.). The country here is toler
ably well peopled. The fields of rye and barley, which have been
the regular crops here from time immemorial, are frequently irri
gated by means of large shovels ('skyldrek'). We pass the former
station of Aanstad, which has just been rebuilt, and the church of
Skeaker, which lies a little to the right of the road.
12 Kil. Prmstegaarden (poor station).
The road soon crosses by
an old
bridge to the left bank. Farther on it traverses thick depos
its of sand, the remains of old moraines. On the right we pass the
confluence of the Aur-Elv, descending from the Aursje, with the
bluish-green Otta-Elv. On the left soon opens the Lunderdal, with
its immense moraines, bounded on the S. by the glacier-clad Hestby the Holatinderin the background, and on the
brapigge
—

—

—

—

(p. 147),
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Route 9.

POLFOSSEN.

From

Bredevangen

N. by the Grotaafjeld (6380 ft.), the Tvcerfjeld (6365 ft.), and the
Svaahe (6135 ft.). Farther on we recross the Otta-Elv by a bridge
in the old Norwegian style. The distant snow-peak ahead of ns is
the

Skridulaupen (p. 59).

(indifferent station, with rather high charges), to
the left of the road. Better food and quarters are afforded by the
former station of Lindsheim (Lars, the landlord, is well-informed,
and also acts as a guide ; private skyds 13 0. per Kil.) , 2 Kil.
9 Kil. Flekhei

farther

on.

From Lindsheim to the Sognefjord, a grand expedition, 15-18 hrs. in
all. A road, turning to the left beyond the
(see below)
and ascending the Brotedal, leads via, (17 Kil.) Mork (2190 ft.) to the
we
a
to
whence
on
the
Sota-Sceter
Liavand (2475 ft.),
go
by
footpath
(2625 ft.), where a club-hut is projected by the Norwegian Tourists' Society.
Here we may turn to the S. and ascend past the Tundredalskirke to the
Rausdal and descend through the Merkereidsdal to Skjolden (p. 137). Or
the W. to the Rekjeskaalvand (3070 ft.) , where the
we may proceed to
night may be spent at the (22-25 Kil. from Mork) Musubytt-Swter. Next day
the Svartbytdal is ascended to the Banspikje (4520 ft.), whence the route
descends steeply through the Sprangdal to the Faaberg-Stel (p. 134),
20-25 Kil. from the Musubytt-Sseter.

Nordbjergskirke

Our road now passes the Nordbjergskirke (left). The Opnaaset
On the right the Gjebecomes visible beyond the Skridulaupen.
dingsbak descends from the Sletflykamp (6160 ft.). The Domma
Bridge, by which we cross the Otta-Elv, commands a view of three
valleys, the Tundradal to the S. (with the snow-clad Tundradalskirke in the background; p. 147), the Brotedal to the W. (see
above), and the Billingsdal to the N. The road ascends rapidly
through huge rocky debris ('Ur'), overgrown with firs and pines,
to the last-named

valley. On the left flows the Otta-Elv, which
here forms the 0ibergsfos. We continue to follow the gorge of the
brawling Otta and reach the Hegerbottenvand, from which its foam
ing current issues. The lake contains several islands. In the back
ground is the Opnaaset ; to the right, on the hill, lie the Hegerbotten-Satre (3020 ft.).
Passing two
Fredriksvand and the long Polvand

saw-mills,

we

next reach the

Towards the end of
commanded onthe N. by the

(1930 ft.).

the latter the Rauddal opens to the left,
snow-clad Skridulaupen, with the Framrusthovd and the Glitterhe.
19 Kil. (pay for 23) Polfossen ("Christ. Hjelter's Inn, with about
50 beds, R. 1-172 kr., B. or S. 80 0.-1 kr., D. 172, pens. 3-4 kr. ;
telephone ; landlord speaks English) , finely situated amid wood,
near the fine series of falls called the *Polfos, which is overlooked

bridge. Trout-fishing may be enjoyed here.
By crossing the bridge and proceeding towards the N.W., we reach
the Botten-Swter, which lies on the Glitters-El v, the outflow of the Glittersvand. To the S.W. lies the Framrust- Setter (2990 ft), whence a trying
but well-defined and grand route leads through a wild district to (14-15 hrs.)
the Strynsvand. The path ascends through the Rauddal, skirting first
the long Rauddalsvand and then the Rauddalsbres.
After reaching the
Kamphamre, the 'varde* at the top of which is named Store Rasmus
descend
into
we
the
Sundal
and
rapidly
(4066 ft.),
through the Bjelledal to
Hjelle, on the Strynsvand (p. 180].
Comp. also the description of the
Lindsheim
via,
from
Mork
to
the
district (see above).
leading
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The road passes the falls of the Otta-Elv. The valley expands
and takes the name of Billingsdalen. We cross a bridge over the
which descends on the right from the Synstaalkirke
Kvarnaa
in
a series of falls. Thousands of fallen trees
('Vindfall')
(4360 ft.)
rot on the ground, as there was no market for them before the con
,

struction of the road. We cross the Thordals-Elv, fed by numerous
glaciers and snow-fields. On hills formed by debris, to the right,
lie the sseters of Billingen, to the S. of which, on the opposite side
of the Otta, are the Aasen-Satre. The country looks parched, as
rain is very scarce here in summer, the result of cutting down the
We pass the Vuluvand, a pretty mountain-lake on the
forests.
left, into which the Vuludals-Elv falls; to the right are the NySatre (2685 ft.). The scenery becomes grander. The road is compar
atively level. On the left is the Skridulaupbra, with the Glitterhe
and Skridulaupen. In the distance, between this and the KvilleWe
naava (6263 ft.), is the high white ridge of the Jostedalsbra.
then pass the Heimdalsvand and Grotlidsvand.

18 Kil. (pay for 23) Grotli, Grjotlid, or Grjotlien ('stony slope' ;
2865 ft.), a Fjeldstue or small mountain-inn belonging to govern
ment, resembling those on the Dovrefjeld (p. 71), affords good fare
S. 80 e., D. 1 kr.), situated in a typical fjeld solitude.
the long snow-field of the Skridulaupen. Grotli
is the starting-point of the mountain route to the Tafjord and of
Reindeer and a few
the new road to the Strynsvand (see below).
bears are to be met with in the environs.
From Grotli to the Tafjord, about 11 hrs. (guide to Kaldhus-Sceter
The path leaves the Marok road by the
necessary, 4-5 kr. ; horse 7 kr.).
bridge over the Bamsa (see below ; the path on the right bank soon
ceases), and ascends the course of that stream to its source in the Viavande, a series of lakes to the W. of the Beilstugegg and the Langegg.
Later on it passes the Fagerbotlenvand and descends to the Kaldhus or
Kalur Sceter, on the lake of that name (1970 ft. ; good entertainment in the
tourist-hut). Descent to the Tafjord (p. 184) about 2 hrs. more.

(bed,

B.

,

To the S.

or

we see

About 2-3 Kil.

farther

on

,

beyond the beginning of the road

Stryn (left), the Marok road reaches

the Breidalsvand (2885 ft. ;
the N. by the Breidalsegg and on the S. by
the Vatsvendegg or Langvasaxeln, and skirts its N. bank, crossing
several of its tributaries. Among these is the Hamsa, about 5 Kil.
from Grotli, where the Tafjord route diverges (see above). On a
height at the end of the lake is the small tavern of Breidablik, not
now open.
We pass between the small Laigervand and Langvand,
with the Stavbra>kker rising on the left and the Djupvasegg (5400 ft.)
on the right.
About 8 Kil. from Breidablik a stone marks the
to

8 Kil.

long),

boundary

bounded

on

between the Christians Amt and the Romsdals Amt.

To the left appears the snowy expanse of the Skjmringsdalsbra,
to the S.W. of the Djupvand (3300 ft.), which our road now reaches.
The water of this blue lake, often ice-clad as late as August, descends
to the E. to the Otta and the Laagen. The valley still rises a little
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DJUPVASHYTTEN.

From

Bredevangen

towards the right. At the top the Kolbeinsdal descends to the N.,
traversed by a varde-marked path to the Viavande, Kaldhus-Saeter,
and the Tafjord (comp. above). The road skirts the Djupvand, on
the S. side of which we perceive the huge rocks of the Grasdalsegg
(5170 ft.) and the Skjieringsdalsbrse. A 'Bautasten' marks the
highest point of the road (3405 ft.).
Not far from the W. end of the lake is Djupvashytten (about
5 Kil. from the frontier-stone; poor quarters). A new inn is to be
built here.
From this inn a fjeld-path ascends to the Grasdalsskar, between the
Grasdalsegg and the Skjseringsdalsbrse, descends rapidly past the Grasdalsvand to the Skjwringsdalsstele, and leads to Skaare (p. 66).
A few hundred yards farther on we reach the watershed between
the Skager-Rack (towards which the Otta flows) and the Atlantic.
The road skirts the Rundhorn (4900 ft.). About 72 hr. beyond
Djupvashytten a finger-post on the left points the way to the Jattegryde, a giant's cauldron (p. 267), 7 ft. in diameter and 10-12 ft.
deep, which lies a few steps below the road.
The **Finest Part of the Route begins here. The traveller
should walk. The road descends rapidly, in sharp zigzags and over
bold bridges spanning the wild torrent, to the Geiranger Fjord. Be
tween the brink of the descent and Marok the distance is about
16 Kil., though in a straight line scarcely 6 Kil,, and the difference in
height is over 3000 ft. The road ranks among the grandest of its
kind, and the sudden and tremendous plunge it takes is not sur
passed even among the Alps. A superb mountain -picture presents
itself just beyond the giant's cauldron, on crossing the 0vre Blaafjeldbro. On the left rises the Flydalshom, on the right the Vindaashorn; beyond the latter the Saathom (5830 ft.), and then the Grindalsnibba (5030 ft.). In the distance are the heights enclosing the
Geiranger Fjord. Far below lies the smiling Oplsendskedal, which,
in contrast to the overwhelming proportions of the fjeld, looks like
an artificial
park, with its winding stream and curving road. In
74 hr. we cross the Nedre Blaafjeldbro. To the right, in the angle
between the Vindaashorn and the Grindalsnibba, appear two pic
turesque waterfalls, the Tverabefos and the Klevelfos or Kvandalsfos. About 1 hr. later the road crosses the Kvandalsbro. Four bold
zigzags carry us down to the highest part of the Geiranger basin,
called the Oplaindskedal, in which lie a gaard of that name and the
0rjesatter (to the right, 72 hr. from the Kvandalsbro).
The road again descends rapidly to the next region of the valley,
called the Flydal, with view, to the left, of the Flydalshom and the
Blaahorn. Between these, high above the gaard of Flydal, appears
the Flydalsbrai, a huge snowy glacier with large crevasses. About
i/i M. beyond the 0rjesseter the road forms a 'knude' or knot, as it
passes exactly under a higher part of itself. A finger-post, 20 min.
farther on, indicates the way to the *Flydalsdjuv (985 ft.), where
we gaze to the left into an abyss of several hundred feet.
In front

to

Marok.

GEIRANGER.

9. Route.
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of us we see the last level of the valley, with the Union Hotel and
the church of Marok. A little later the road passses the *H6tel
Udsigten (p. 183), the view from which is similar to that from the

Flydalsdjuv.
Very striking,

as we
descend, is the increasing number of water
falls on every side. The largest tributaries descend on the right
from the Vesteraasdal, and unite below the gaard Hole, 5 min. from
the Hotel Udsigten , where we cross the Holebro. About 7 min.
farther on a finger-post to the right indicates the way to the white
cottage of Retiro (p. 183) and the Storsatterfos (p. 183). We cross
the Kope-Bro. The fine fall of the Vesteraas-Elv, called the Kleivafos, is reached by a path to the right ('100 m. overHavet'), just
above the Gjerde-Bro.
In 74 hr. more we reach the Union Hotel (p. 182). The road
crosses the Vinje-Bro and passes the copious Storfos, beyond which
the river hurries with all the water of the valley to the fjord.
It
then rounds the hill on which the church of Geiranger stands,
passes the Geiranger Hotel, and ends atthe steamboat-pier of Marok,
41 Kil. from Grotli (see p. 182).

From Grotli to the
From Grotli

Strynsvand

via Viden.

Visnjes (p. 175), ca. 66 Kil. New road, opened in 1895,
to (41 Kil.) Hjelle, at the upper end of the Strynsvand (carriage in 7-8 hrs.).
From Hjelle to (11 Kil.) Bergstad we go either direct by small boat, or
by steam-launch to Sunde, 3 Kil. farther on (see p. 179).
Skyds Road
from Bergstad to (14 Kil.) Visnces.
to

—

—

The new Stryn Road is scarcely so wonderful a piece of engineer
ing as the Geiranger road (see above), but perhaps surpasses it in
impressive scenery. We leave the Marok road a little before it
reaches the Breidalsvand (p. 59), cross, by a bridge to the left,
the Otta, here descending from the lake, and ascend on the left
bank of the Maaraa-Elv. In front, a little to the
left, rises the

Storelefta. About 4 Kil. from the fork of the roads we reach the
Heilstuguvand (3300 ft. ; to the left), which we skirt. To the left is
the Skridulaupbra, beyond which opens the
Maaraadal, with abackground

of glaciers and snow-fields.

The road ascends

through

the

Vatsvenddal, along the left bank of the Vatsvend-Elv, between the
Raudegg, to the left, and the Vatsvendegg, to the right. Below, to
the left, are two small lakes, through which flows the Vatsvend-Elv.
Beyond

—

14 Kil.

vand,

Vasvendingen, also to the left, lies the ice-bound Langewhich, near the boundary between Christi-

at the W. end of

ans-Stift and

the road reaches its highest
snow surround us on all
sides. Straight before us appears the finely shaped Skaula (p. 175j,
with the Skaalabrct. About 72 hr. from the W. extremity of the
Langevand, we cross the Videdals-Elv, descending to the Strynsvand.

point

Nordre-Bergenhus-Stift,
(3700 ft.). Glaciers and fields

of

62

SKAARE.
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We follow the left bank of this stream, passing several water
falls, and soon obtain a *View of the Strynsvand and the mountains
beyond it. After 72 hr. more we cross to the right bank by a stone

bridge,
To the

and descend the

left, above,

Tystig, passing a lofty waterfall on the right.
Tystigsbra. The Videdal descends to the

is the

steps, consisting of three nearly level terraces sep
steeper slopes, over which the stream descends in
several falls. Before us we have a grand Alpine picture. In 25 min.
we recross to the left bank by a stone bridge, and in 1/2 hr. reach

Strynsvand
arated

by

in

two

—

15Kil.Viden,

Vie-Smteren

(good quarters), a'Fjeldstue' fitted
up by government (p. 71), commanding a splendid *View, with fine
waterfalls to the right. The road crosses (74 hr.) the foaming Elv.
or

Above us to the left are several waterfalls and glaciers, descending
from the Nuken (5890 ft.). We descend in sweeping curves round
the foot of the Aaspelifjeld to (72 hr.) the bold *Gjelbro, spanning
the deep (300 ft.) ravine of the Skjmringsdals-Elv , which descends
from the right. [A grand but fatiguing walk may be taken up this
ravine to the Djupvashytte, p. 60.] Skirting this stream, we observe
(74 hr.) the first signs of cultivation, and soon reach the new skydsstation of

—

5 Kil. Skaare

tolerable ; owner an excellent guide).
fine survey of the waterfall, the VideSseter, and the Aaspelifjeld. The road now descends through a
beautiful and well-wooded valley, with cultivated fields and farms.

Looking back,

Before

we

(four beds,
obtain

a

rises the

conspicuous Skaala. Later appear the TindeBrakkefjeld, a grand picture. We pass lofty
moraines, broken through by the river, and come in sight of the
*Strynsvand, at the end of which lies the skyds-station of
7 Kil. Hjelle (p. 180), which is sometimes reached early enough
in the afternoon to catch the steam-launch to Sunde. If not, we
proceed to Bergstad by row-boat (comp. p. 179).
us

fjeld, Fosnasbra,

and

—

10. From Christiania

by the Gudbrandsdal
Moldefjord.

to the

447 Kil. Railway from Christiania to Hamar, 126 Kil.; express in
3 hrs. (fares 10 kr. 70, 7 kr. 60 0., 5 kr.), ordinary train in 4'/2 hrs. (fares
8 kr. 20, 6 kr. 30, 3 kr. 90 0.). Railway also from Hamar to Tretten, 88 Kil.;
ordinary train in 43/4 hrs. (fares 4 kr. 40, 2 kr. 70 0.). Or the traveller
may go by steamer from Eidsvold or Hamar to Lillehammer, where,

however, the night

then be spent.
From Tretten to Aandalsnces
road with fast stations (comp. also p. 49).
A cariole for the whole drive from Tretten to Aandalsnses costs about 42,
For a carriage and pair, for 2 persons, 110 kr.,
a stolkjserre about 63 kr.
3 persons 135 kr., four pers. 160 kr. Cariole from Tretten to Marok 45,
and pair 125, 145, 160 kr.
Driver's fee 5-6 kr.
carriage
stolkjeerre 67'/2,
Return-carriages, before or after the height of the season, at two-thirds
A distinct bargain as to fare,
of these charges.
stopping-places, etc.,
should be made beforehand.
Diligence twice weekly from Lillehammer to Aandalsnses (see also
remarks at p. 49), in 3 days ; fare about 35 kr. , including 44 lbs. of
on

the

must

Moldefjord, 244 Kil.,

—

EIDSVOLD.

10. Route.
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luggage (over-weight strictly limited to 441bs. more). The fare is less in pro
portion for 2, 3, or 4 persons of one party. Seats may be secured beforehand
by application (enclosing fare) to Br. Krogsli (Hotel Victoria, Lillehammer),
Br. Lossius, (Bellevue Hotel, Aandalsnces, p. 194), or Hr. Svantfeldt (Grand
Hotel, Molde), but tickets may generally be obtained the day before.
Enquiry may also be made at the tourist offices at Christiania (p. 10).
Those who do not travel by diligence should carefully avoid the
places at which it puts up for the night (comp. p. 49). Best quarters at
Skjosggestad, Listad, Laurgaard, Toftemoen, Domaas, Holscsl, Stuefloten, OrThe scenery becomes grander as we travel
meim, and Aandalsnces.
westwards. Finest parts for walking between Stuefloten and Ormeim and
—

between Flatmark and Aandalsnces.

Christiania, see p. 9. As the train leaves the station, we
obtain a fine view of Christiania and the tjord to the left, and of
4 Kil. Bryn
the Egeberg and the suburb of Oslo to the right.
(260ft.); 11 Kil. Grorud (420 ft); 18 Kil. Stremmen (485 ft.).
The train crosses the Nit-Elv, the N.W. feeder of the 0ieren.
21 Kil. Lillestremmen (355 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), junction for
Kongsvinger and Stockholm (see p. 78). The railway from this
point to Eidsvold, constructed in 1851, is the oldest in Norway.
Scenery unattractive ; but at Frogner (405 ft.) and Kleften (545 ft.)
we get a
glimpse of blue mountains to the W. Beyond Tregstad
(666 ft.) a gravelly region, scantily wooded. At Did, with its pretty
villas, the scenery improves. Two tunnels.
68 Kil. Eidsvold (410 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; *Jernbane Hotel,
at the station), on the right bank of the broad and clear Vormen,
the discharge of Lake Mjesen, which at N«s (p. 78) unites with
the Glommen. Near the station is the Eidsvoldbad. By the church
is a 'Bautasten' in memory of Henrik Wergeland (A. 1845), the
poet, and the discoverer of the spring. In the former farmhouse of
Eidsvoldsvark, about 5 Kil. to the W., the Norwegian constitution
('Norges Riges Grundlov' ; comp. p. lxxv) was adopted in 1814.
The building has been purchased by government and embellished
with portraits of members of the first diet.
who prefer the steamboat-journey across
go on board the Steamer, which usually starts after
the arrival of the morning-train (from Eidsvold to Lillehammer in
At Eidsvold travellers

Lake

7

Mjesen

fares 5 kr. 60, 3 kr. 70 0. Restaurant on board, D. 2 kr.).
Minne (p. 64) the steamer reaches the lake.
Lake Mj«sen (405 ft.), the largest lake in Norway, which
has been called 'Norway's inland sea', is 100 Kil. (62 M.) long,
15 Kil. (972 M.) in width at its broadest part, and 1575 ft. deep
near the S. end.
It extends between the districts of Gudbrandsdalen and Hedemarken to the N. and E., and those of Toten and
0vre Romerike to the W. and S. The banks present an almost
unbToken succession of fields, woods, and pastures, studded with
farm-houses and hamlets ; but the constant re-appearance of the
same picture will
perhaps seem monotonous. The Hunner-0rret
is an esteemed kind of trout peculiar to Lake Mjesen.

hrs.;

—

At

■

(8 Kil.)

64
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HAMAR.

From Christiania

are Bjemstad and Stigersand on the W.
bank,
Skreifjeld (2300 ft.). As a rule the hills enclos
ing the lake are of moderate height. Opposite Stigersand is the
deep bay of Tangen (see below). On the W. bank also lies Trogstad-

The first stations

at the foot of the

Panengen. The vessel now steers to the N. across the lake, which
here attains its greatest breadth, past the fertile Helgee ('holy
island'), into a broad bay on the E. bank. About 2 hrs. after leaving
we reach Hamar (see below).
The steamer next touches at the church of Nas , opposite the
church of Helgee, to the N. ; then, on the W. bank, at Smervik,
and (l3/4 hr. from Hamar), at
Grj«vik (* Victoria, with garden, baths, and view; *Gjevik's

Eidsvold

—

Hotel, near the pier),
hab., situated at the

the capital of Toten Fogderi, with 1400 in
mouth of the Hunselv.

From Gj/svik to Odn^s , 38 Kil., carriage-road with fast stations.
every evening in connection with the steamer (provided at least
two passengers present themselves), stopping for the night at Granum (fare
The road at first ascends rapidly to
4'/s kr.). Carr. and pair 16 kr.
14 Kil. Mustad (1510 ft. ; good station). The road traverses a nearly
level and well-wooded plateau, passing Slangstuen and Lien.
14 Kil. Granum (1342 ft. ; good quarters), situated a little to the right
of the road. We then descend to the basin of the Randsfjord (p. 47).
About halfway between Granum and Odnses a direct road to (140 Kil.)
Christiania diverges to the S. (left).
10 Kil. Odnees, see p. 50.

Diligence

—

—

The steamer
Farther to the N. the lake gradually contracts.
calls at Heggenhaugen, Ringsaker (with an old church containing
Birid (with a glassa Flemish altar-piece of the 16th cent.),
foundry), and Frengstuen, and about 274 hrs. from Gjavik reaches
Lillehammer (p. 65). The steamboat-pier is fully 1 M. from the
hotels

(omnibuses

in

waiting).

Beyond Eidsvold the railway follows the right (W.) bank of the
Vormen. 75 Kil. Minne (465 ft.). Near its efflux from the Minnesund it crosses the river by an iron bridge, 65 ft. high and 1180 ft.
long, and then skirts the E. bank of Lake Mjesen, on the opposite
bank of which rises the Skreifjeld (see above).
84 Kil. Ulvin (420 ft.). Fine view of the Bay of Feiring , op
posite. The train enters Hedemarkens Amt. 97 Kil. Espen (425 ft.),
on the picturesque bay of Korsedegaard. 102 Kil. Tangen (540 ft.),
with the church of that name. The train ascends through a solitary
wooded region, past the small station of Stensrud, to (114 Kil.)
Stange (730 ft.), and then descends through a fertile district.
119 Kil. Ottestad (620 ft.), on the pretty Akersvik, which the train
crosses by an embankment, while the road, to the W. of it, crosses
by a wooden bridge.
126 Kil. Hamar (415 ft. ; *Rail. Restaurant; toilet-room; halt
of 25 min.; Grand Hotel, new ; ^Victoria, Jernbane Hotel, near the
pier and the railway- station), a town with 5100 inhab., seat of
the Amtmand or governor of the district, and of a bishop, charm-

fo the

Moldefjord.

LILLEHAMMER.

65
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between two bays, the Furnesfjord to the N.
and Akersviken to theE. The latter is crossed by a long bridge.
Hamar ('hill', 'headland') dates from 1152, when a bishopric was
founded here by the papal nuncio Nicholas Breakspeare, an English
IV. From that period probably date
man, afterwards Pope Adrian
the ruins of the Cathedral (1 M. to the N.W.), once a hand
of which four round arches of the nave alone are
some edifice ,
The
left. The old town was destroyed by the Swedes in 1567.
modern town, which dates as a municipality from 1848 only, has
thriven greatly since the opening of the railway to Trondhjem

ingly situated

(p. 74).

The main line terminates at Hamar. We change carriages
and proceed by the narrow-gauge Gudbrandsdal Railway (from
Hamar to Tretten). Skirting the Furnesfjord, a large N. bay of
Lake Mjesen, we pass the stations of (7 Kil.) Fumes and (14 Kil.)
Brumunddalen. The line then turns inland to (18 Kil.) Veldre, with
a pretty view, and (27 Kil.) Tande , beyond which it again ap
proaches the long and narrow N. extension of Lake Mjesen. 30 Kil.
Moelven; 34 Kil. Ring; 42 Kil. Brettum; 49 Kil. Bergseng.
"Victoria Hotel, the skyds and diligence
58 Kil. Lillehammer.
station, well situated, near the bridge over the Mesna (orders should be
addressed to the landlord, Br. 0. P. Krogsti); "Madame Ormsrdd, in the
main street, on the left; charges at both, R. l-l3/4, B. or S. 1, D. 2kr.;
The railway-station is fully 1 M. from the hotels ; omnibus
Johansen.
—

—

there and back.
Shops. F. Frisenberg, E. side of main street, sells silver
at moderate prices; carved meerschaum-pipes at G. Larsen's,

Lillehammer
the

Mesna,

(585 ft.),

with 1800

inhab.,

is

trinkets, etc.
opposite side.

finely situated

about 180 ft. above the E. bank of Lake

Mjesen,
is old,

on

and

but
72 M. below the influx of the Laagen. The town
has enjoyed municipal privileges since 1827 only. It is called
Lillehammer ('little hill') to distinguish it from Hamar (p. 64).
The brawling Mesna, which flows through the town, forms several
pretty falls 272 M. to the N.E., the finest being in the *Helor 'hell cauldron', near which is the Niagara Bath House
side-street on S. side of the Mesna bridge, with the noticeboard 'Til Mesna Bad'; about 1 hr.). Pleasant walk of 72 hr. to the
S., passing the handsome Latinskole, to a bench on the roadside,
commanding a fine view of the lake.

vedeshel,

(ascend

At Lillehammer

begins the Gudbrandsdal, which is watered by
Laagen or Lougen (p. xxviii). The name extends, as in other
districts, not only to the main valley, but also to all its rami

the

fications. The inhabitants (Gudbrandsdeler ; about 50,000) are
a well-to-do
and high-spirited race, among whom curious old
customs still survive. According to Norwegian ideas the valley is
well cultivated, but the arable land has been laboriously reclaimed
by the removal of great quantities of stones, which are often seen
in heaps on the Toadside. The syllables rud, rod, or ryd, with
Baedeker's

Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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which

TRETTEN.

From Christiania

refer to the 'uprooting' of
,
The chief occupation of the natives
is cattle-breeding.
In summer most of them migrate with their
herds to the sseters. The scenery is pleasing at places, but on the
whole the valley is somewhat sombre.
The line ascends the left bank of the Laagen. 66 Kil. Faaberg;
the church of that name is on the right bank of the river, which is
here crossed by a bridge.
From Faaberg a road, with fast skyds-stations, ascends the Gausdal to
the N.W.
12 Kil. (from Lillehammer) Diserud, near which is the gaard
Olestad. the property of the novelist Bj0rnstjerne Bjtfrnson; 13 Kil. Kalstad; 16 Kil. Mo en (well spoken of); 17 Kil. Kvisberg (good quarters),
whence a somewhat fatiguing route of about two days leads to Gjendesheim
(guide 3-4 kr. per day). The night is spent in the Gola-Soster, and the route
leads thence via the Fcsfor Sanatorium (p. 67) and the Dals-Sceter (7-8 hrs.).
71 Kil. Hunner, near the gaard Fossegaarden (620 ft.).
The
Laagen here forms a fall called the Hunnerfos , where Hunnererreter, or lake-trout (p. 63), are caught. The Neverfjeld (3575 ft.),
a fine
point of view, to the E., maybe ascended hence in 2 hrs.
We cross the Laagen. On the left rises the Dreshula, a pictur
esque rock. The valley contracts.
88 Kil. Tretten (Hot. Losnaos, new), at the S. extremity of Lake
Losna (640 ft.), an extension of the Laagen abounding in fish, is
at present the terminus of the line, which is, however, being pushed
on to Bredevangen and will, perhaps, be open to that point in 1896.
From Tretten a new road (17 Kil.; omnibus in 2 hrs., fare 4 kr.) ascends
to the Gausdal Sanatorium (about 2400 ft. ; 42 Kil. from Lillehammer ;
room 20-70, double room 70-120, board 80 kr. per month ; open 15th June
The Skeidkamp (3775 ft.; 1 hr.) and Prwsteto 1st Sept.). Pleasant walks.
kamp (4200 ft.; 2 hri.) are very fine points of view.
The railway-station is on the right bank ; a new bridge (opened
in July, 1895) crosses the Laagen to the Road, on the left bank, by
which we continue our journey. The small steamer on Lake Losna
is scarcely adapted for tourists. The landlord of the H6tel Losnaos
furnishes carriages at the tariff given at p. 62.
The road skirts the E. bank of the lake. Attractive scenery ;
to the E. we obtain a view of the snow capped peaks of the
R6ndane (p. 75).
16 Kil. Kirkestuen (*Station), near the church of Fodvang.
On the left rises the picturesque Kiliknappen (3485 ft.), to the right
Djupdalsknappen (3735 ft.). Near Kirkestuen the height of an
inundation ('Flom') in June, 1860, is marked on the rocks. The road
passes between the abrupt and fissured Elstaklev and the Rottaasbjerg, a similar rock opposite. Numerous snow-ploughs ('Sneplouge') by the roadside.
On a hill to
12 Kil. Skjaeggestad (* Station), finely situated.
the right stands the old church of Ringebo mentioned in 1270, but
transformed into a cruciform church and provided with a spire in
the 17th century. The Klinkenberg (3080 ft.) is a fine point of
view (6-8 hrs.' there and back).

Norwegian

names so

often end

trees and removal of stones.

—

-

Moldefjord.
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From Skjseggestad a lonely path leads to (1 day) Solliden and thence
either to the "Atnevand and by Foldal to Jerkin on the Dovrefjeld (p. 71);
down the valley of the Alne-Elv to Atna (p. 75).

or

On the right we pass the VaalThe valley becomes marshy.
houg and a bridge over the Vaala-Elv (fine view). At Steig , on
the left

,

resided the

'Foged'

Lars

Gram,

the leader of the peas

ants who annihilated the Scottish invaders under Col. Ramsay (see
below). Farther on, to the left, is the gaard Huntorpe, once the
seat of Dale

Beyond
Near it
at the

Gudbrand, the powerful heathen opponent of St. Olaf.
gaard Hove, formerly a heathen place of sacrifice.

it is the
are

several barrows
of Lillehove.

('Ksempehouge').

Good accommodation

gaard

(*Station), near the church of Sendre Fron,
The road descends gradually to the Laagen,
which soon becomes a mountain-torrent, and about 8 Kil. beyond
Listad, near the gaard Solbraa , forms the fall of Harpefos (not
visible from the road).
[A road leads over the 'Harpebro' and
14 Kil. Listad

prettily

situated.

the Skordal to the (12 Kil.) Gaalaa Sanatorium.'] Beyond
the church of Setorp we reach
10 Kil. Moen (*Station). About 2 Kil. farther on is the private
station of Byre, with an inn. A road, diverging here to the left,
crosses the Laagen and leads to Kvikne and the (11 Kil.) Fafor

through

—

Sanatorium.
The scenery becomes wilder and grander. The valley turns to
the N., and, beyond the gaard of Vik (good quarters), to the W.
To the left, about 72 M. on this side of Klevstad, is a monument to
Capt. Sinclair (see below).
11 Kil. Elefstad, or Storklefstad (well spoken of), near the church
of Kvam (870 ft.). A poor district, with stunted pines and birches;
fields irrigated by cuttings ; cottages ('Stuer') roofed with turf. The
large slabs of slate often seen in this district are chiefly used for
the drying of malt. The road ascends to a height of 450 ft. above
the Laagen. Opposite, the Sjoa falls into the Laagen.
The Road

to

the

Sjoadal ascends

to

the

church

of Bedalen

and

(25 Kil. from Klefstad) Bjdlstad, an interesting old gaard, the owner of
which claims to be of royal descent. The next stations are Snerle and
(24 Kil.) Serum (p. 56).
The road

now

passes the

large district-prison.

16 Kil. Bredevangen (^Station), beautifully situated. The back

ground

of the

Alpine picture

is formed

by the Formokampen

(4835 ft.).
On the left is the mouth of the green and copious Otta-Elv, the
valley of which is ascended by the road described in R. 9. On the
right, about halfway between Bredevangen and Moen, is the steep
hill of Kringlen, which was formerly crossed by the old road. On
26th August, 1612, when Col. Ramsay and Capt. Sinclair with
900 Scottish auxiliaries, who had landed a few days before at the
Klungenaes on the Romsdalsfjord, were trying to force their way

5*
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through Norway to join the Swedes, then at war with the Norwe
gians, they were intercepted by an ambush of 300 Norwegian peas
ants at this spot. The natives had felled trees and collectedhuge piles
of stones on the hill above the road, which they hurled down on
the invaders. Most of the ill-fated Scots were thus destroyed, and
almost all the survivors were put to the sword. [See p.lxx; also
Thomas Michell's 'History of the Scottish Expedition to Norway in
1612' (London, T. Nelson & Sons), and Laing's 'Norway'.] A tablet
on the rock to the left, with the inscription, 'Erindring om Bendemes Tapperhed', commemorates the 'peasants' bravery'.
8 Kil. Moen i Sel (tolerable) lies at the confluence of the
Laagen with the Ula, which descends from Lake Ula at the foot of
the Rdndane (p. 75), and forms the Daanofos ('thunder-fall') close
Half-an-hour's walk up the Uladal is recommended.
to the road.
The curious wall of the churchyard of Sel is built of slate, and most
of the old tombstones are of 'klaebersten' or soapstone.
We pass several deposits of debris ('skred'), the largest of
which is near Laurgaard. We cross the river to Laurgaard, and
recross it on our onward journey.
10 Kil. Laurgaard (1040 ft.; *Station, good cuisine). A trying
mountain-path diverges here to the left to Serum (p. 56).
A bridle-path, which diverges from the road to the right, a little
before it crosses the bridge in the Rusten Ravine, leads to (11 Kil.) the
Bevringen Salter, fitted up as an inn, and owned by the station-master at
Laurgaard. The Formokampen (p. 67) is ascended hence.
The road traverses a *Ravine of the Laagen, which has forced
its passage through the rocky barrier of Rusten, and descends
in a series of rapids and cataracts. The grandest point is at the
*Bridge which carries the road to the right bank of the river, about
2 M. from Laurgaard. The traveller should walk to the bridge,
and order his vehicle to meet him there. Beyond the ravine we
enter an Alpine valley, in which cultivation almost ceases. The
grass is irrigated by means of runlets. On the right rises the Rustenfjeld, on the left the Kjelen, a huge mountain-range between the
Lesse Valley and Vaage. As late as July large patches of snow are
The broad floor of the valley is covered
seen by the roadside.
with debris, partly overgrown with stunted pines.
12 Kil. Braendhaugen (1555 ft.; *Station) belongs to the parish
of Dovre. The Jetta (5425 ft.), rising to the W., affords a fine view
of the Dovrefjeld, the Rondane, and Jotunheim.
We cross the Laagen by a new bridge, and soon pass the
church of Dovre (1550 ft.), which Prof. Forbes calls a singular and

ugly structure ('Norway', p. 11), situated on an ancient moraine.
The farms are nearly all on the sunny side of the valley ('Solside').
A little beyond the church, high up on the right, lies the once royal

gaard

of

Tofte.

12 Kil. Toftemoen

(Tuft)

on a

(""Station, moderate),

an

'inhabited site'

'sandy plain' (Mo). Comp. provincial English 'toft'.

to the
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huge deposits of detritus to the gaard
deep ravine of theLaagen, with theKjalen
rising above it. The peak in the distance is the Horung.
11 Kil. Domaas, or Dombaas (2160 ft.; Hotel, R. 1 72, D. 2, B. or
S. 1 kr.), where the climate becomes Alpine, lies at the divergence
of the Trondhjem route (It. 12) from ours.
The road ascends

over

of Lid. Fine view of the

An excursion of 4-5 hrs. may be taken to the Bardeg-Saler on the S.
bank of the Laagen, where a fine view of the Snehsetta (p. 71) is enjoyed.

The Moldefjord road leads as far as Stuefloten through an un
interesting mountain-valley, with a scanty growth of pines, birches,
and heather. Fine gaards on the slopes. The ascent is very gradual.
Below, to the left, is the bed of the Lesjevand (1720 ft.), now

drained.
12 Kil. Holaaker (Station, moderate). We pass the Lesje-Kirke.
15 Kil. Holsaet (^Station; English spoken).
A bridle-path ascends from Holsset by the Lora-Elv to the Storsceter
and the Nysceter (about 5 hrs.), and crosses the mountains to the S. to
Aanstad (p. 57), a long day's journey, which may be broken by spend
ing a night at the pleasant Nysseter (see below).
10 Kil. Lesjevserk (*Station, a timber -built house of the
middle of last cent.), so called from a deserted iron-mine, lies at
the S.E. end of the Lesjeskogen-Vand (2050 ft.), which forms the
watershed between the Skager-Rack and the Atlantic. To the former
descends the Laagen, and to the latter the Rauma, which flows out
of the W. end of the lake, near the church of Lesjeskogen, a place
whence the whole district derives its name. Near the church is
—

12 Kil. Melmen (well spoken of), an angling and shooting
resort. The Storhei (6690 ft.), to the N., may be ascended hence
in 6-8 hrs. (there and back; with guide; Edv. O. Melmen). The
excursion to the Digervarde, to the S. (see below), takes a whole day.
From Mjzilmen to Aanstad (p. 57), in two days of 8 hrs. each. Walk
ing difficult, as numerous brooks have to be forded; horse 12, guide
12 kr. Good weather indispensable. Provisions necessary.
1st Day. The path ascends slowly through a birch-wood in the Grento the (1 hr.) Grenswtre (sffiters of Enstad and Melmen), where the
We descend to the stream and cross
Romsdal Mts. come into view.
several brooks and deposits of detritus. The Alpine or Lapland character
of the flora becomes very marked, and reindeer-moss, here eaten by the
After 2 hrs. more the path ascends to the left.
cows, is also abundant.
The birch disappears, and patches of snow begin. Looking back, we see
the Svarth0i, and, more to the right, the Storh0i. The scenery becomes
exceedingly bleak and wild. In l'/a hr. more we reach the top of the
first hill ('Toppen'). The Romsdal Mts. are conspicuous to the N.W. ; to
the N.E. are the Svarthoi and Storhgri, and farther distant the Snehsetta
snow-range; to the S.W. the Ljjfth0i with its great glacier. A ride of
1 hr. to the S. over stony ground brings us to the second 'Top', called
the Digervarde, about 5250 ft. in height, which commands a view of the
whole Jotunheim chain, from the Glittertind and Galdh0pig to the Fanaraak and beyond it.
We descend in about 2 hrs., partly over loose stones, to the Nysseter
(one double bed; coffee, milk, and bread form the only fare; everything
clean). The girls call ('lokken') the cattle by singing the 'Fjeldviser' im
mortalised by Jenny Lind.
2nd Day.
Beyond the (1 hr.) Lorafjeld we pass several tarns and the
The broad snow-clad mountain to the
W. side of the larger Fillingsvand.
dal
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left is the Loms-Borung (p. 57), the W. end of which we reach in 3-4 hrs.
To the W. lies the Aursjei (3395 ft.), with a grand mountain back
more.
ground. The path next skirts theW. slope of the Horung for 1 hr., com
manding the mountain-range on the S. side of the Ottadal, including the
Lomsegg, the Hestbrsepigge, and the Tundradalskirke, with the valley far
below.
The descent takes a full hour (ascent 2 hrs.) ; and to reach Aanstad,
which we see on the opposite bank of the Otta, to the E. of the church
of Skeaker, we take '/a hr. more. The vegetation rapidly becomes richer
(Linnaea borealis abundant), and the temperature rises. The path descends
to the Aura, the discharge of the Aursj/J, which forms a fine waterfall.
Pines and then birches appear. The first gaard on the slope of the valleyis Bakke.
Among the next is one on the left with a tastefully carved
portal. Rye and barley fields begin. At the church of Skeaker the greenish
We reach tie road
Otta is crossed by a long bridge (splendid view).
near the skyds-station of Prcestegaarden (see p. 57).
Remarks on S^ter Life. In connection with the above route a few
remarks on seeters may not be out of place. The sseter, or chalet, con
sists of two or more rooms, one for the use of the inmates, with the
Skorsten or fire-place (also called Arne or Grue) ; the other (Melkebod) for
dairy purposes. Over the fire hangs an iron pot or kettle by a chain, and
there is usually a boiler built into the wall for the preparation of cheese.
The whey (Myse, Brim) is made into cheese (Myseost), and is often
carried down to the valleys in drum-shaped tubs (Flasker, Krukker). The
sseters formerly had no chimneys, the smoke being allowed to escape
through an opening (Ljore), in the pyramidal roof, which also admitted
light. The cows (Keer) , often accompanied by sheep (Sauer) and pigs
(Svin), are usually sent up to the mountains (til Sailers) on St. John's
Day (24th June), and remain there till 10th September. Women and girls
In singing their melodious cattle-call,
are often their sole attendants.
the seeter girls usually address each cow by name (as Maieros, Belgeros,
the
syllable ros being a term of endearment
Lekros, Palmeros, Tcernros,
applied to cows; also Maanfrue, moon-lady; Krone, crown; Gulgave,
gold-gift, etc.). The word Ziuss is also used to call cows and calves; Gisa
is addressed to pigs, Vulling to sheep, Sku to dogs, and Faale to horses.
Among the dogs at the Nysseter a few years ago were Faust, Passop,
Vcegler, Barfod, Spring, Freya, and Bataer. Among the dairy utensils are
the Melkering or Melkekolle (milk-vessel), the Melkkar (skimmer), the Dal
or Ember (pail), the Krakk
(milking-stool), the Sil (milk-strainer, 'sile'),
and the Vandsele (water-pitcher).

Beyond Madmen, on the right, lies the gaard Einabu. An old
'Bautasten', by the roadside, refers to King Olaf, 'the Saint', who is
said to have halted at this gaard on his flight in 1029 (p. xlv).
Farther

the road skirts the Rauma. The scenery becomes more
In the distance are the mountains of the Romsdal.
13 Kil. Stueflaaten, see p. 195. The remaining stations are
on

imposing.

(10 Kil.)
(14 Kil.)

Ormeim. (11 Kil.) Flatmark, (12 Kil.) Horgheim, and
Nces. Details, see pp. 195-192. This part of the route,

especially beyond Flatmark,
11.

will

amply

repay the

pedestrian.

From Domaas in the Gudbrandsdal
Dovrefjeld to Steren

over

the

(Trondhjem).
Road, with fast stations, less used since the opening
railway (R. 12). Travellers from Molde who combine this route
visit to the Romsdal may easily reach Trondhjem in four days.

154 Kil.
of the
with a

JERKIN.

1st,

to

Stuefloten (p. 195); 2nd,

and in the evening by train to

to

Domaas;

11. Route.

3rd,

to

Aune;

4th,

to

71

Steren,

Trondhjem.

see p. 69. The Trondhjem road diverges to the N. from
Gudbrandsdal, and ascends rapidly through moor and bog, with
stunted pines, to the Dovrefjeld, which separates Southern (Sendenfjeldske) from Northern Norway (Nordenfjeldske Norge). Grand view

Domaas,

the

of the mountains , as we look back. In about 1 hr. we reach the
The road crosses the Fogsaae, an affluent of the Glommen.

plateau.

To the left are extensive mountain-plains, where the Driva, which
descends to Sundal, takes its rise.
On the Fogstuhe (5840 ft. ; ascent 5 hrs. there and back ; view

Jotunheim, Snehasttan, and Rondane) we observe three saeters
the right and others to the left. To the N. rise the Hundsje and
Skreda Fjelds, and beyond them the Snehatta (see below), the snow
and glacier of whose W. basin ('Botn') are distinctly visible.
10 Kil. (pay for 11 in this direction) Fogstuen or Fokstuen
(3120 ft. ; *Ant. Solberg's Inn, with 30 rooms and 45 beds ; rein
deer, wild-duck, and ptarmigan shooting to be had), in a grand but
solitary situation, is one of the four 'Fjeldstuer', or mountain-inns,
founded by government on the Dovrefjeld for the use of travellers
so far back as 1107-10. The tenants receive an annual subsidy, and
are bound to keep the roads open in winter and to forward the mails.
The Fokstue is now private property. The other three 'Fjeldstuer',
Jerkin, Kongsvold, and Drivstuen, belong to the state.
of

on

'From my inmost soul I blessed the good king Eystein , who in 1120
built these four Fjeldstuer on the Dovrefjeld for the benefit of wayfarers
crossing the mountain'. (L. v. Buch.)
From Fogstuen the old road , now disused , crosses the lofty Bardbakke (3750 ft.) direct to Toftemoen (p. 68).
L. v. Buch , who travelled
by this route at the end of April (i.e. in winter) writes: 'The lofty pyramid
of the Snehsetta then came in sight amidst the haze, several miles to the
north. So rises Mont Blanc, seen from the Brevent, from its mantle of ice.
It is not a mere mountain, but a mountain on a mountain
a great and
sublime apparition commanding the whole of this solitude'.
—

—

The monotonous road

and passes several lakes,
On the right are the
Blaaheer. We pass the Vardesje (2985 ft.) ; to the right, farther
on, are several saeters. The road leaves the valley of the Folda and
ascends to

beyond which the

crosses

theFogsaa

stream is called the Folda.

—

21 Kil. Jerkin or Hjerkin (3140 ft. ; Jerkin' s Sanatorium, R. 1,
D. I72 kr. , B. or S. 70 0. , food so-so), where our road joins the
Foldal road (p. 75). Interesting walk to the (1 hr.) Jerkinshe, the
highest point on the old road (4105 ft. ; not recommended for
a view of the
Kollen, Rondane, and Jo
tunheim. The only point from which the Snehaetta is visible is the
hill to the W. of Jerkinsh», crowned by a 'varde'.

walkers), commanding

TheSnehsetta (7630 ft. ; 'snow-hat'), the sixth in height among the moun
tains in Norway, is best ascended from Jerkin (12-14 hrs. there and back ;
guide 4'/z, horse 6'/2 kr. ; provisions necessary; settled weather indispens
able). The ascent was first made by Esmark at the end of last century.
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For 3-4 hrs. we ride across a rocky and mossy tract, crossing several tor
rents, to the Johan Jerkinshytte, known as Reinheim (12 beds ; key at Jerkin).
Lastly 2-3 hrs. over snow and ice. In clear weather (rare on the Dovre
fjeld) the view is very extensive in every direction, but deficient in
picturesqueness, and far inferior to that from the Galdhiarpig (p. 147). The
chief object of interest is the finely shaped mountain itself, composed of
mica-slate.

The road ascends a hill to the W., then descends gradually to
Svonaa, the course of which it now follows. Striking view
of the Snehaetta, which looks quite near. The road crosses the
boundary between the Stiffs of Hamar and Trondhjem, and gradu
ally descends, past the little gaard of Grenbakken (on the left),
into the valley of the Driva , formed by the tinion of the Kaldvella and the Svonaa.
14 Kil. Kongsvold (2950 ft. ; ^Station , often crowded in
summer) is another good starting-point for the ascent of the Sne
haetta and for that of the Knutshe (5565 ft.; 3 hrs. ; similar view),
to the N.E., which is botanically interesting.
The road now enters a narrow ravine enclosed by huge Tocks,
through which the Driva careers headlong. Fine Alpine flora. The
old road ('Vaarstien') leads up and down hill on the right bank.
15 Kil. Drivstuen (2190 ft. ; ^Station, R. 1, B. 1, D. li/2, S.
I74 kr.). The valley expands ; vegetation becomes richer; first the
pine, then the birch, and later a few fields of barley and potatoes
appear. Scenery still grand. We pass the mouth of the AamotsElv on the left , and soon cross the Driva by a new bridge. A little
farther on, about 9 Kil. from Drivstuen, and a few paces from the
road, is a remarkable gorge of the Driva called *Magalaupet ('gully').
The road, which has lately been much improved, descends to a fer
tile zone of the valley.
12 Kil. (pay for 17) Rise (well spoken of), near the mouth of
the Vinstra, descending from the right.
The Dovrefjeld termin
the

ates at

—

10 Kil. Aune (1770 ft. ; ^Station, R. 1 kr. 60, B. 1 kr. 25,
D. 1 kr. 60 0.), also called Ny-Aune or Ny-0vne, in the Opdal.
To the W. rises the snow-clad

Munkevoldsfjeld,

and to the E. the

Allmandbjerg.
From Aune an interesting road to the left, following the Driva, after
wards called the Sundals-Elv , descends to (72 Kil.) Sundals/jfren. Fast
The somewhat hilly road leads first to (11 Kil.) Aalbu
stations.
(mediocre), which pedestrians reach direct by a footpath diverging to the
left, halfway between Rise and Aune. The road then descends a ravine,
passing Gravaune, to (15 Kil. ; pay in this direction for 18, in the op
posite for 21) Sliper (1800 ft. ; poor quarters). It next crosses the Graauren,
a hill at the foot of which the Driva rushes through a
deep gorge. At
(10 Kil.; pay in the reverse direction for 14) Gjera (good quarters) begins
the "Sundal, a valley vying in grandeur with the Romsdal.
The road
mostly follows the course of the Sundals-Elv. From (17 Kil.) Storfale
(good and moderate quarters) we may proceed (with guide) to (5-6 hrs.)
Avalanches and stones frequently fall from the dizzy
the Inderdal (p. 201).
heights of the Romfogkjosrringer, Klengfjeld, and Boaasncsbba, and at four
of the most dangerous points the traveller is warned by his skydsgut to
drive quickly ('sneeskred ! kjefr til').
—

to Steren.

BJERKAKER.

19 Kil. Sundalseren, at the S. end of the
If the traveller misses the steamboat, he may
(p. 201) and drive thence to Eidsvaag (p. 196).
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Sundalsfjord, see p. 201.
row to (22 Kil.) Eidseren

The road quits the valley of the Driva and becomes uninter
esting. It follows the Byna and crosses the low watershed between
that stream and the
at 0rkedalseren

haetta.

Beyond

0rkla,

which falls into the Trondhjems-Fjord
We get a last glimpse of the Sne-

(see below).
—

14 Kil. Stuen,

or

Nystuen (good station)

,

the road descends

which is crossed by a handsome bridge. The Gisna,
which here unites with the 0rkla, forms a fine waterfall. Then an

to the

0rkla,

ascent to

—

Austbjerg or Ussbjerg (1365 ft. ; well spoken of). Still
ascending, and traversing beautiful forest, the road skirts the deep
*Ravine of the 0rkla. Fine views, particularly of the snow-moun
11 Kil.

tains to the S.W.
From Austbjerg to T/Jns^t, 72 Kil., a good road, with fast stations,
and forests, with fine views, an interesting route
from the 0rkladal to the Glommendal. It passes the church of Inset,
runs high above the flrkla Ravine, crosses the foaming Naven (Nceva) by
a copper-foundry with large
chimneys, and reaches (11 Kil.) Noeverdal (poor
quarters). The river forms many rapids.
13 Kil. (pay for 17, but not in the reverse direction) Frengslad (indif
ferent). We then pass the church of Kvikne, with its substantial gaards
(birthplace of B. Bj0rnson, the novelist), and cross the brawling Jen-Elv.
The road ascends high on the right bank of this stream to (14 Kil., pay
for 17) Steien i Kvikne (praised).
Soon after we cross the low watershed
and descend to the Tennen, which flows through the Stubs0 (right) and
enters the Glommen at T0nsaet.
14 Kil. (pay for 17) Nytreen (good
The road leads across the T0nnen to
quarters at a pleasant gaard).
(10 Kil., pay for 12) Fosbakken (tolerable), where we have a fine view of the
0sterdal Mts.
14 Kil. (pay for 17) Bjernsmoen i Tensest (p. 76).

through meadows

—

—

12 Kil.

*

Bjerkaaker (1325ft. ; Station, R. 1 kr.) lies

on

the water

shed between the 0rkla and the Gula.
From Bjerkaaker to 0rkedals0ren, 74 Kil., a road with fast stations.
road passes Gaard Boel, where a famous drinking-horn is still
shown, presented by Christian V., out of which Charles XIV. John
(Bernadolte), Oscar I., and Charles XV. respectively drank when on their
way to be crowned at Trondhjem. Observe the huge birch-tree, 10 ft.
in circumference. 14 Kil. Haarstad (720 ft.). Farther on, Gaard Uf, with
a very old building, the carving on which is said to have been executed
by the 'Jutuls' (giants). 14 Kil. Grut. 11 Kil. Kalstad i Meldalen , from
which a road leads by Garberg and Foseide to SurendalS0ren (p. 201). Our
road passes Lekkens Kobbervcerk, crosses the0rkla, and next reaches (15 Kil.)
Aarlivold (good), whence a road to the S.W. also leads to Surendals0ren,
while another road leads to the E. to (17 Kil.) Kraakstad and the (17 Kil.,
12 Kil. Bak,
pay in reverse direction for 19) Eovin railway-station (p. 77).
whence a road leads to the E. via, (13 Kil., pay for 15, but not in reverse
direction) By and (12 Kil.) Saltncessanden to (11 Kil.) Heimdal, a railwaystation (p. 77).
8 Kil. Vrkedalswen (p. 202).
The

—

—

The road traverses the uninteresting Soknedal and follows the
course of the Igla, and then that of the Stavilla, which after
its union with the Hauka takes the name of Sokna and falls into
the Gula at Steren.
12 Kil. Garli (1355 ft. ; good station ) lies on a height to the left.
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We descend

ELVERUM.

through

a

picturesque

From Christiania

ravine with waterfalls

and

('Kvaernhns'). Beyond the church of Soknedalen we reach
10 Kil. (pay in reverse direction for 11) Prasthus (700 ft. ; praised).
14 Kil. Steren oxEngen iSteren (210 ft.), a station on the Trond
hjem Railway (p. 77).
mills

—

12. From Christiania to

Trondhjem by Railway.

(350 M.). Railway (Nordbane). In summer one through-train
daily, in 17'/4 hrs., stopping at 14 only out of 68 stations (fares 47 kr. 80,
33 kr. 70, 22 kr. 50 e. ; a first-class ticket entitles to a sleeping- berth;
56 lbs. of luggage free). Another train stops for the night at (14 hrs.)
Tensatt, arriving in (11 hrs.) Trondhjem next day (fares 36 kr. 50, 28 kr.
562 Kil.

10 0., 16 kr.). Tickets for the slow train available for the express on
payment of difference. In order to secure good rooms at T0nseet it is ad
Hot meals are provided for
visable to write or telegraph beforehand.
express passengers at Bamar only (IV2 kr. ; diners help themselves), for
travellers by ordinary train at Hamar and at Singsaas (same charge). Sand
wiches only to be had at the other refreshment-rooms.
The best views between Hamar and Rena are to the right ; thence to
Trondhjem, to the left. The last part of the journey, especially beyond
R0ros, is the finest. The traveller may go to Eidsvold by early train,
take the steamer to Bamar, and there join the express in the afternoon
(comp. pp. 63, 64).

(126 Kil.) Hamar, see p. 63. We change
by the narrow-gauge Reros Railway (engage

From Christiania to

carriages, and

go

on

sleeping-berth).
The train gradually ascends through the lonely wooded regions
of Hedemarken. Scenery uninteresting at first. Aker, a small stop
ping-place, is passed. 131 Kil. Hjellum; 135 Kil. Ilseng; 139 Kil.
Hersand (570 ft.). Fine view of the Skreifjeld (p. 64) , to the
S.W. of Lake Mjetsen. 141 Kil. Aadalsbrug. Beyond (144 Kil.)
Leiten (760 ft.) we pass the drilling-ground of Terningmoen.

158 Kil. Elverum

(610 ft.; Rail. Restaurant; St. Olaf's Hotel,
spoken of) is the first station in the valley of the Glommen, the
longest river in Norway (falling into the sea at Fredrikstad) , the
valley of which the train ascends to Reros. The important GrundsetMarked, a great horse and timber fair, takes place here every March.
The peasantry of 0sterdalen, the district traversed by the Glommen
and its affluents are among the richest in Norway, some of their
forest-estates extending to many square miles. The value of their
timber has risen greatly since the completion of the railway. Some
of their gaards are comfortably and even luxuriously fitted up, but
they still adhere with pride to their original name of peasants
('Gaardbruger' ; sometimes parodied as 'Sofabender'). The timber
well

,

is felled in autumn and winter, the hardy wood -cutters often
spending weeks in the forest , in spite of the intense cold , and
passing the night in wretched huts. The characteristic form of the
old houses of the district, with their open roofs and tall chimneys,
has been retained in many of the railway buildings.

to

Trondhjem.

KOPPANG.

12. Route.
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164 Kil. Grundset (640 ft.); 171 Kil. 0xna (666 ft.). Before
(184 Kil.) Aasta (740 ft.) the train crosses the river of that name.
190Kil.Rena(735ft.; Rail. Restaurant), on the right bank of the
not far from the church of

near which are several
the train crosses the Glom
men by a long bridge, and now follows theE. bank (views to the left).
214 Kil. Ophus (805 ft.). Here, and farther on, the Glommen forms
lake-like expansions. 224 Kil. Rasten (840 ft.) ; 237 Kil. Stai (860 ft.).
The scenery assumes a more mountainous character. Fine view of
the floor of the valley, intersected by the river in many branches.

Glommen,

inns. Near

Aamot,

(204 Kil.) Stenviken (785 ft.)

247KU. Koppang(915ft.; Rail. Restaurant; *Hansen, 2min. to
the left of the station exit ; Jernbane Hotel , opposite the station,
R. 172i S. I72 kr. ; Koppang Hotel; Skyds-Station, in the village,
10 min. distant) lies on a height above the river. To the W., rising
above the forests, are high mountains , carpeted with yellow moss.
The train now runs through wood, high above the Glommen, and
crosses two bridges.
Fine views towards the S. The mountains
increase in height, and the valley contracts. Bjeraanasset, a small

stopping-place.
272 Kil. Atna (1170 ft.), near the mouth of the Atne-Elv, station
for several gaards on the opposite bank of the Glommen.
An excursion may be taken hence (comp. p. 67) to the W. to Solliden and Atnebro (good quarters at the gaards of Ncessel, Brmnden, Uti, and
Treen), near the Atne-Sje. Ole Pedersen Moen, a good guide, lives at the
gaard of Breenden. Imposing view of the chief peaks of the Rondane :
the Begrond (6700 ft.), the Stygfjeld (6730 ft.), and the Rundvashegda
(6900 ft.). These peaks and the still higher Rondeslot (7100 ft.) may be
ascended from Stremboden in the upper Atnedal, and through the LangFrom Str0mboden a path leads across the hills to the Bjernglupdal.
hull-Sceter (good quarters) and Myssu-Sceter, and through the Uladal, to
the S.W., to Moen in the Gudbrandsdal (p. 67).
A road leads from Atne
bro to Strombu, Blcesterdalen (to the E. of which rises the Store Selen or
Dele Selen, 5800 ft.), and (33 Kil.) Krokhaug-Foldalen (see below).
285 Kil. Hanestad (1250 ft.). On the opposite bank rises the
imposing Grettingbratten (3820 ft.). The train skirts the river, with
a view of high hills to the
N., and again enters monotonous wood.
At (304 Kil.) Barkald (1485 ft.) the Glommen forms the Barkaldfos.
About 74 hr. to the E. is the curious gorge of Jutulhugget , open
towards the E. only, having been formed, according to tradition, by
the attempt of a giant to divert the Glommen into the Rendal.
324 Kil. Lille -Elvedal (1660 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; *Steien's
Hotel , close by, moderate) , at the entrance to the Foldal (see
below). A bridge crosses the Glommen here.
The Road through the Foldal to Jerkin (skyds-tariff II) offers the
shortest approach from Christiania to the Sundal and Nordm0re.
32 Kil.
From (18 Kil.) Kroghaugen (^Station)
Ryhaugen, with a view of the Rondane.
—

—

—

—

route leads to the S. to the Atne- Vand and the Rondane (see above).
17 Kil. Dalen; splendid view of the Snehsetta.
17 Kil. Jerkin (p. 71).
Thence via, Kongsvold, Drivstuen, Rise, and Aune to the Sundal, see p. 72.
a

—

The train skirts the base of the Tronfjeld (5610 ft.), a moun
tain composed of gabbro and serpentine, which may be ascended
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R0ROS.

From Christiania

from Lille-Elvedal (carriage-road nearly the whole way). Fine view
of it, as we look back.
337 Kil. Auma (1600 ft.). Large tracts
of dead pines , killed by the extreme cold of winter, when the
thermometer sometimes falls 60° Fahr. below zero. Dreary scenery.
347 Kil. Ternsset (1620 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; Schulrud's Hotel)
lies near the confluence of the Tenna and the Glommen, chiefly on
the right bank of the latter. It is the centre of the N. 0sterdal,
which formerly belonged to the Stift of Trondhjem. The former
'Stavekirke', dating from 1210, has disappeared; the present church
is modern.
A road with fast stations leads hence by Kvikne to
The line traverses the extensive GodtlandsAustbjerg (p. 72).
myr. To the S.W., on the right side of the Tronfjeld, rise the R6ndane (p. 75).
358 Kil. Telnais (1630 ft.).
The train ascends more rapidly.
368 Kil. Tolgen
Pasturage now takes the place of tilled fields.
(1685 ft.), in an exposed situation. To the right the Hummelfjeld
(5050 ft.). The vegetation assumes a thoroughly Alpine character.
385 Kil. Os (1975 ft.); the village lies on a slope (Lid) on the
opposite bank. The train crosses the Nera, traverses an extensive
moor, and reaches
399 Kil. (247 M.) R«ros or Reraas (2060 ft. ; Reros Hotel, well
spoken of; Mad. Larsen s Hotel;* Rail. Restaurant; halt of 6-10 min.),
with 1700 inhab., situated on a dreary and inclement plateau. The
town was founded in 1646, after the discovery of the copper-mines.
It lies on the Hitter-Elv, while the Glommen, descending from the
Aursund-Sje (2285 ft.), flows round the W. side of the town.
Observe the curious timber houses, roofed with turf, and the large
church of 1780. Vast expanses of turf, bordered with extensive
terraces of glacial detritus and sand-hills , where the dwarf-birch
alone thrives, have been converted into pastures by careful manur
ing. Corn does not ripen, and the forest is gone. Cattle-breeding
is the only resource of the inhabitants, apart from the mines.
The mines yield about 280 tons of pure copper annually.
The chief
mines are Storvarts Grube, 2716 ft. above the sea-level, 9 Kil. to the N.E.,
the ore of which yields 8 per cent of copper; near it, Ny Solskins Grube;
to the N.W., 14 Kil., Kongens Grube, yielding 4 per cent of copper; Mug
Grube, 22 Kil. distant. The smelting-works are the Reros Bytle, the Dragaas Bytte at Aalen, and the Lovisa Hytte at Lille-Elvedal.
From R0ros we may drive by skyds, via (17 Kil.) Jensvold and (18 Kil.)
Skotgaarden on theAursund-Vand, to visit (not without privations) a settle
ment of Nomadic Lapps.
Another skyds-road leads to theS.E., by (16 Kil.)
Scetem i Reros and (17 Kil.) Langen, to (5 Kil.) Senderviken on the FaemundSje (about 2300 ft.), on which a steamer plies (new hotel at the S. end
of the lake). Thence to Sweden, see p. 283.
From Reros the train returns on the same rails to the main line
(views to the left), passes the Storskarven on the right, and traverses
406 Kil. Nypladsen (2055 ft.). Heaps of
a bleak plateau.
copperore (Kobbermalm) generally lie at the station. A little farther on is
the copper-coloured site of an old furnace. We now cross the tur
bulent Glommen. Beyond (412 Kil.) Jensvold (2090 ft.) the train
—

—

—

—

—

—

to

ST0REN.

Trondhjem.

large
highest point

crosses

expanses of debris.
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A stone to the left marks the

(2200 ft.),

on the watershed between
the Glommen and the Gula, which descends to the Trondhjems
Fjord. The train follows the valley of the latter to Melhus.

From

of the

12. Route.

railway

(420 Kil.) Tyvold (2180 ft.) a narrow-gauge railway runs
the Kongens Grube (p. 76). The train descends cir-

to the S. to

cuitously

on

the

432 Kil. Reitan

slope

of the broad and wooded basin of the Gula.
On the left are several interesting old

(1780 ft.).

Below lies the church of Hov.
(1380 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant). Below it lies a cop
per-foundry. A very picturesque part of the line begins here. The
train skirts the rocks of Dreilierne (seven short tunnels) and enters
the ravine of the Dreia, which it crosses by a lofty bridge. In the

gaards.

442 Kil. Eidet

cuttings we distinguish first the clay slate , and afterwards the
granite and gneiss formations. 454 Kil. Holtaalen (985 ft.), with
-

situated in the valley. The cos
consists of a red jacket, leath
here
usually
peasantry
ern breeches, and a
'tophue' or peaked woollen cap. We now
descend the valley of the Gula to (463 Kil.) Langlete (770 ft.) and
a

handsome

new

church, prettily

tume of the

(472 Kil.)

Reitsteen

(670 ft.).

480 Kil.

Restaurant), with a bridge
debris to the left mark the en
486 Kil.
On the left a fine waterfall.
trance of the Forradal.
Bjergen (455 ft.), prettily situated. Three short tunnels. Kotseien,
over

the

Singsaas (575 ft. ;
Gula. Large terraces of

Rail.

—

a

stopping- place. 499

Rognms (300 ft.) with a bridge over
Steren, to the left, is the church of Engen,

Kil.

the Gula. A little above

,

at the confluence of the Sokna-Elv and the Gula. We cross the Gula.

510 Kil. Ste-ren

(290 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant; *Flagedstad's Hotel,
skyds-station, at the rail, station) is charmingly situated at
the mouth of the Sokna, along which the Dovrefjeld road ascends
(R. 11). The beautiful rocky valley is well cultivated at places, and
partly wooded. On the right, below St»ren, a fine waterfall.
Remaining stations unimportant. 517 Kil. Hovin (170 ft. ; see
also p. 73).
The train crosses the river, which here forms the
Gulefos on the left and dashes through its narrow channel. 524 Kil.
Lundemo (108 ft.); 530 Kil. Ler (80 ft.). The valley expands.
with

The train crosses a tributary of the Gula twice and ascends a little.
535 Kil. Kvaal (160 ft.). The train now descends; view to the left.
538 Kil. Seberg (100 ft.). 541 Kil. Melhus (75 ft.) , with a finely
situated new church (to the right, 1 M. from the railway). Nu
merous river-terraces are passed.
We now quit the Gula, which
turns to the N.W. and flows into the Gulosen, a bay of the 0rke-

dalsfjord (p. 73

The train turns
; an arm of the
to the N.E. and crosses the hill between the Gula and the Nid,

Trondhjems-Fjord).

which falls into the

(230 ft.)

we

get

a

fjord
glimpse

mountain in the distance.

at

Trondhjem. At (546 Kil.) Nypen
0rkedalsfjord, and of a snowy

of the

551 Kil. Heimdal

(465 ft.),

with the
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country villas of several Trondhjem merchants.
for the last

Selsbak

we

time, passing numerous
reach the Nid-Elv, near

We

—

now

descend

farms. At the stopping-place
the Lille Lerfos (to the right;

and then follow its left bank. Lastly (comp. Map, p. 202)
short tunnel under the suburb of Ihlen, beyond which we reach
the harbour and the station of

p.

207),

a

—

562 Kil.

13.

(350 M.) Trondhjem (p. 202).

From Christiania

by Railway to Charlottenberg
(and Stockholm).

143 Kil. (89 M.). Railway in 4I/2-5V4 hrs. (fares 9 kr. 30, 7 kr. 20,
4 kr. 40 0.).
One of these has throughTwo through trains daily.
carriages for Stockholm (17V2hrs. from Christiania; fares 43 kr. 5, 31 kr.
15, 19 kr. 55 0.). See also R. 47.
-

From Christiania to (21 Kil.) Lillestremmen, see p. 63. The
Eidsvold line (p. 63) diverges here to the N. ; <the Charlottenburg
train runs towards the S.E. , through less interesting scenery.
Lillestre<m lies on the N.W. bay, called Draget, of Lake 0ieren
(330 ft.), a long basin of the Glommen.
29 Kil. Fetsund, where the train crosses the broad Glommen,
just above its influx into Lake 0ieren. Vast quantities of timber
enter the lake here every spring on their way down to Sarpsborg
and Fredrikstad. The train now follows the E. (left) bank of the
river, which forms cataracts at places , all the way to Kongsvinger. 42 Kil. Blakj er or Blaker; 49 Kil. Haga; 58 Kil. Aarnms
(Rail. Restaurant). RxNas, 372 M. to theN., the Vormen, descend
ing from Lake Mjesen (p. 63), falls into the Glommen. 67 Kil.
Sastersteen; 73 Kil. Disenaaen, a halting-place ; 79 Kil. Skarnas,
prettily situated; 87 Kil. Sander; 92 Kil. Galterud.
100 Kil. Kongsvinger (480 ft.; *Rail. Restaurant, with rooms
to let). The small town (Kongsvinger Hotel ; Mellerud's Hotel), with
1300 inhab., lies on the right bank of the Glommen, fully 1 M.
from the station. The Fortress
but

now

dismantled, played

(Fatstning;

an

770

erected in 1683,
the wars between

ft.),

important part in

Sweden and Norway (fine view).
The railway turns to the S.E. and quits the Glommen. The
Vingerse (475 ft.) and the long lakes near Aabogen and elsewhere
are basins of a now deserted channel of the Glommen, which
channel is followed by the railway (comp. p. 282).
112 Kil. Aabogen, 122 Kil. Eidsskog, 127 Kil. Sfcotterud, 133 Kil.
Magnor, all with extensive timber-yards. The train quits the
district of Vinger, in which Kongsvinger lies , a little beyond
Magnor, and crosses the Swedish frontier.
143 Kil. (89 M.) Charlottenberg , the first station in Sweden,
and thence to Stockholm, see R. 47.
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14. From Christiania to

Gotenburg by Railway.

356 Kil. (221 M.). Railway.

From Christiania to Fredrikshald, in 4'/25 hrs. (express fares 11 kr. 60, 8 kr. 20, 5 kr. 50 0.; ordinary 8 kr., 6kr.,
to
3 kr. 90 0.); thence
Gotenburg in 7'/2 hrs. more, with change of car
riages at Mellerud (fares 16 kr. 5, 9 kr. 45 0.). From Christiania to Goten
burg one through day-express (going on to Malmo) in li3/i hrs. and one
through night-express (with sleeping berths) in 103/4 hrs. (fares 30 kr. 35,
22 kr. 55, 15 kr. 45 0.).
The railway-journey itself is uninteresting, but the traveller should
stop at Sarpsborg, Fredrikshald , and Trollhaltan, going on in each case
by the next train , and spending one night on the way if necessary.
Steamers run daily from Moss, Fredrikstad, and Fredrikshald to Goten
burg. Travellers in the reverse direction should leave the railway at Moss
and take one of the local steamers up the beautiful fjord to Christiania.

Christiania, see p. 9. (As far as Moss, comp. Map, p. 20.)
The train rounds the suburb of Oslo and skirts the base of the
Ekeberg (p. 18) , affording a fine retrospect of the town. From
(4 Kil.) Bakkelaget we survey the islands and villas of the Ormsund. The train skirts the Bundefjord, passing many countryhouses. 8 Kil. Ljan. The train ascends to (18 Kil.) Oppegaard
(320 ft.). To the right is Natsodden, a large peninsula separating
24 Kil. Ski (420 ft. ;
the Christiania Fjord from the Bundefjord.
—

Rail.

Restaurant).

From Ski to Sarpsborg, 81 Kil., by the '0stre Linie', uninteresting.
6Kil. Kraakstad; 13 Kil. Tomter; 21 Kil. Spydeberg. The line then crosses
the broad Glommen.
29 Kil. Askim, with nickel-mines ; 35 Kil. Slitu ;
40 Kil. Mysen; 45 Kil. Eidsberg; 55 Kil. Rakkestad; 61 Kil. Gautistad; 73 Kil.
Ise. The train then runs along the Nipen, and, crossing the Glommen by
the bridge mentioned at p. 80, reaches (81 Kil.) Sarpsborg (see p. 80).

—

agricultural school. 39 Kil. Vestby.
a sea-bathing place.
The train now
descends to the fjord and skirts the picturesque Mossesund, the
strait between Moss and the Hjelle.
Near

48 Kil.

(32 Kil.)

Soner,

Aas is

station for

an

Soon,

60 Kil. Moss (Bait. Restaurant ; Reinsch's Hotel; Moss Hotel; Brit.
vice-consul, Mr. W. Erichsen), a thriving town of 8000 inhab., lies
on a bay of the Christiania Fjord. The convention of 14th Aug.,

1814, which concluded the war between Sweden and Norway, was
signed here. The station is on the S. side of the town, 5 min. from
the steamboat-pier on the Hjelle, to which abridge crosses. Opposite
the church and the Moss Hotel is an old churchyard, with tomb
stones of the 18th cent., now a promenade.
Steamers ply between Christiania and Moss several times daily , in
4 hrs. A great part of their course lies between the Hjelle and the mainland.

Next stations

Dilling, Rygge, Raade, Onse. The train crosses
and passes through a tunnel.
,
94 Kil. Fredrikstad (Rail. Restaurant; *Olsen's Hotel, more than
1 M. from the station ; Skandinavie, near the pier ; Victoria; Brit, viceconsul, Mr. C. Thiis), a town withl2,400inhab., lies on theOhristiania Fjord, at the mouth of the Glommen, Norway's largest river

the

Kjelbergs-Elv

on which the timber of ih%0sterdal(p. 74), the most
wooded district in Norway, is floated down to the sea. The

(350M. long),
richly
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SARPSBORG.

From Christiania

importance to its timber-trade with Germany, Holland,
The busiest quarter is the Forstad, on the W. bank
of the river , with the railway station , a large new church , a
theatre , and the 'Forlystelsehus Valhalla' , a popular place of
amusement. The old town on the left bank was founded by King
Frederick II. in 1570, and was once strongly fortified. A steamtown owes its

France,

etc.

-

ferry plies

between these two

parts of the

town.

On the Torsekile (Kile, 'bay'), 7 Kil. to theE. of Fredrikstad, and6Kil.
to theS. ofSannesund, lies Torsekile or Bundebunden, a pleasant sea-bathing
place. About 10 Kil. to the W. of Fredrikstad is the Banke Kyslsanatorium
(three hotels and numerous villas ; pension 120 kr. per month), which has daily
steamboat-communication with Christiania (6 hrs.) and Fredrikstad (1 hr.).

Beyond Fredrikstad we pass on the left some curiously worn
rocks. Pleasant views of the broad river. The train crosses an arm
of the Glommen. The banks are covered with saw-mills, timberyards, and brick-fields. 103 Kil. Greaker. The train quits the
Glommen. 106 Kil. Sannesund, station for the S. port of Sarps
borg, with the quay of the Fredrikshald steamers.
109 Kil. Sarpsborg (Rail. Restaurant; *Aarsland's Hotel; Chris
tiansen's Hotel, R. 2 kr.), a small town with 2900 inhab., on the
left bank of the Glommen, was founded in 1840 on the site of an
ancient town destroyed in 1567. To the N. of the town the river
forms the lake of Glengshelen, and to the S.E. the huge *Sarpsfos.
A few hours suffice to visit the fall. From the station we either
follow the road through the town, or turn immediately to the left,
and then to the right, by a path which rejoins the road. The road
then leads under the railway and with it crosses the fall by a

Suspension Bridge (see below). The finest point of view is a rocky
projection to which we descend in a few minutes to the right on
this side of the bridge. The huge volume of water, 116 ft. in width,
falls from a height of 74 ft. The scene is most impressive in May
and June. Numerous saw-mills and factories (of cellulose or woodfibre, etc.) utilize the water-power. On the left bank there is a
channel ('Tflmmerrende') for the descent of the sawn wood. The
rather shaky gallery adjoining it (reached by turning to the right
the bridge) affords another superb view of the fall. In the
winter of 1702 a portion of the right bank, 2000 ft. long and 1300 ft.
broad, on which lay a large farm-house, having been gradually un
dermined by the water, fell into the river with all its inmates and

beyond

From Sarpsborg to Ski, see p. 79.
The train now crosses the Glommen by a lofty bridge , borne
by the four pillars of the suspension-bridge above mentioned, and
overlooking the Sarpsfos to the right. 119 Kil. Skjeberg (128 ft.),
cattle.

—

a marshy hollow; 131 Kil. Berg
(230 ft.). Woods and patches
of arable land ('Smaa-Lene') alternate with marshes and meadows.
Farther on the train reaches the Idefjord, and affords a view of
the Brate. Several tunnels. The train passes between the fjord
on the right and a rocky height on the left.
It then skirts the

in
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to

FREDRIKSHALD.

Gotenburg.

grounds of the Villa Red
the Tistedals-Elv.

(PI. A, 2;

visitors

11. Route.

admitted),

and

81

crosses

Hotels. 'Schultz's Hotel (PI. b; D, 3),
137 Kil. Fredrikshald.
Kirkestraede, R. 2 kr. 40 0., B. 1 kr. ; Jernbane Hotel (PI. a; C, 3), at
Rail. Restaurant
the station, well spoken of; Svea Hotel, less convenient.
Steamers to Strbmstad once or twice daily (fare 1^2 or 1 kr.) ; to
Brit, vice-consul, Mr. C. W. Gedde.
Christiania, see p. 11.
The ascent of the Fredrikssten (there and back) takes about l1/^ hr.,
to
Wein 3 hrs. (carr. 7 kr.).
including the excursion
with 11,200 inhab., rebuilt after
an old town
Fredrikshald,
is picturesquely situated on both banks of the
a fire in 1826,
—

—

.

—

Tistedals-Elv,

which here enters the

Idefjord.

It is

one

of the

Norway and the adjoining parts
of Sweden. On the S.E. it is commanded by the once important
fortress of Fredrikssten. The villas of the wealthy merchants line
the bank of the fjord.
Fredrikshald owes its name to the bravery with which the in
centres of the timber traffic of E.

repelled the attacks of the Swedes in 1658-60, in con
sequence of which Frederick II. exchanged its old name of Halden
for Fredrikshald, and in 1661-66 founded the fortress of Fredriks
sten. The Swedes under Charles XII. again attacked the town in
habitants

1716,

and

were

again unsuccessful, chiefly owing to the gallantry
Kolbjernsen. In 1718 Charles XII.
time, but was shot in the trenches

of the brothers Peder and Hans
besieged Fredrikshald a second

at the back of the fortress on llthDec, whereupon his army raised
the siege.
A walk on the harbour (PI. C, 4) affords a fine view of the
Fredrikssten and of the wooded islet of Sauge (p. 82). Adjoining
the harbour is the market-place (Torvet; PL C, D, 3), where a

simple monument commemorates the gallantry of the brothers
Kolbjernsen.
We follow P. Kolbjernsen's Gade to the E., cross the outer wall
of the fortress, and ascend a bToad road in 8-10 min. to the gate
('V. Port' in the annexed Plan) of the *Fk.edbiksstbn (PI. E, 3,
4; 365 ft.; admission free). This fortress crowns a rock rising
precipitously on three sides, and dates in its present form chiefly
from the reigns of Frederick V. (d. 1766) and Christian VII. (d.
1808). The garrison consists of a few companies of infantry. The
best point of view is the Brandbatteri (PI. 11 ; E, 4), with a flag
staff and some guns, immediately to the left beyond the Vest-Port.
A good view is also obtained from the Klokketaarnet, the way to
which should be asked. Passing through the fortress to the E. gate

('6. Port'),

where to the S. and S.E. we observe the once important
forts of Overbjerg, Stortaarnet, and Gyldenleve, we turn to the
left. Where the road divides we again turn to the left (the road
to the right leading to the town and to the Tistedal), and soon
reach a wooden gate leading into the Commandant Park and to
the Monument of Charles XII., erected in i860 on the spot where
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.

Q
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that monarch fell in 1718. It consists of a cast-iron pyramid with
an
inscription by Tegner, to the effect that the hero, 'alike in
fortune and misfortune, was the master of his fate, and, unable to

flinch,

If

could but fall at his

post'.

'His fall was destined to a barren strand,
'A petty fortress, and a dubious hand;
'He left the name at which the world grew pale,
'To point a moral or adorn a tale'.
(Sam.
time is limited we return by the same route.

Johnson.)

Leaving the park by the S.W. exit (comp. PI. F, 4), we reach
the Tistedal road a little below the bifurcation mentioned above,
and descend in 6-8 min. to a broader road leading from Fredriks
hald to Id. We turn to the left and after 5 min. diverge to the
right. (A finger-post on the left shows the way to the Skonningfos.) After 9 min. (not to the left over the Skonningfos bridge,
which affords a view up the valley to the villa of Wein, but) straight
on, ascending gradually by the road on the left bank for 72hr., and
crossing the bridge to the left to Tistedalen. We then ascend to
(10 min.) the high-lying yellow country-house of Wein (pron.
'Vane'), which commands a view of the Femsje (p. 83) and of the
Tistedal, extending to Fredrikshald. We retrace our steps nearly
to (8 min.l the church of Tistedalen, and keeping to the right, de
scend on the left bank of the river to (35-40 min.) the Skonning
fos bridge, from which 20 min. more bring us to Peder Kolbjern
sen' s Park

(PI. D, E, 2).
permitting, the

traveller may take the ferry (10 e.) to the
a narrow valley to the other side of the
island. Fine view of the fjord with the Brat» and the Swedish coast
Time

Sauger and walk through

opposite.
To the W. of Fredrikshald lie the beautiful park and villa of
Red (PI. A, 2), the former open to the public (view).
From Fredrikshald to Christiania by Sea , steamer daily, except
Mon., in 772-H hrs. (fare 4'/2 or 3 kr.). The passage from the Idefjord
through the Svinesund into the wide Single Fjord is picturesque. For
the rest of the route, see p. 84,
The Steamboat to Wenerseorg by the Dalslands Canal (about 160 Kil.
or 100 M. ; thrice weekly, in 2 days), is seldom used now that the railway
is available; but travellers who desire to see a little of the Swedish canal
system may choose this route from Ed to Sunnana.
The Dalslands Canal was constructed in 1863-68 by Nils Ericsson (d.
1870 ; brother of the 'caloric' engineer John Ericsson), at a cost of l'/s mil
Its locks and sluices are among the most remarkable in Sweden.
not grand.
We take the train from Fredrikshald to (52 Kil.) Ed (see below),
whence a branch-line conveys us to (3 Kil.) the 'Lastplats' Lee, or Strand,
of the Stora Lee (330 ft.), a narrow lake 56 Kil. long.
on the W. bank
We now embark in the canal-steamer, which first steers to the N. into
the Foxen , as the N. end of the Stora Lee is called, and then turns to
the S.E. to Trankils-Kyrka and the Lennartsfors , a waterfall which it
passes by means of three locks. It here enters Leelangen (305 ft.), a lake
50 Kil. long. Near Gustafsfors, a place on the E. bank halfway down the
lake, another canal diverges to the Vestra and Ostra Silen lakes, to which
At the S.E. end of Leelangen we pass
a steamboat usually plies weekly.
through the two locks of Bengtiora(Gdslgifvarega'rden), where the steamers

lion kr.

Scenery pleasing, though
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the opposite direction spend the night.
Beyond the Bengtsbrohblja
a smooth reach) the steamer descends a series of five locks (while
the traveller may walk) to
Billingsfors (Gdstgifvaregarden), where the steamer spends the night
(7'/4 hrs. from Strand), prettily situated. Near it is the Kasberg, a fine
point of view.
We now enter the Laxen-Sjb (245 ft.), on the E. bank of which lies
Baldersniis, a country-house with charming grounds. Seven more locks,
the last of which is at Katrineholm, descend to Aklangen (185 ft.), a narrow
lake with wooded banks, at the S.E. end of which we reach
"Hafverud (Inn), the most striking point on the canal. As the loose
soil on one bank and the rocks on the other rendered it almost impossible
to construct a canal adjoining the river here, Ericsson conceived and exe
cuted the bold plan of throwing an aqueduct (105 ft. long and 13 ft. wide)
The scenery at this point is also pleasing.
over the waterfall
itself.
While the vessel descends the locks, the passenger may ascend to a small
belvedere on the left (E.) bank.
Two
Below Hafverud are the two 'holjar' of Ofre and Nedre Holn.
locks descend thence to the Upperudhblja, beyond which the steamer tra
verses the Hjerteruds-Sund and the Svanfjord. Lastly it descends through
the largest of all the locks to Kbpmannabro on Lake Wenern (155 ft.), and
steers along the W. bank of that lake (about 3'/z hrs. more) to
Wenersborg (9'/2hrs. from Billingsfors). Thence to Gotenburg, see Ii. 41.

in

('hdlja',

—

—

—

On leaving Fredrikshald we have a view of the pretty Tistedal,
with its waterfalls, mills, factories, and country-houses. The train
quits the valley by a short tunnel at (141 Kil.) Tistedalen, and
runs along an ancient moraine resembling an embankment.
At (140 Kil.) Femsjeen we obtain a beautiful view of the lake
of that

name

large Aspern

(275 ft.), 672 Kil. long, which is connected with the
(340 ft.), the Aremarks-Sje, the 0demarks-Sj0, and

0rje-Sje by canals constructed for the timber traffic. A small
plies thrice weekly from Tistedalen to Skullerud (a
pleasant trip, though seldom made).
the

steamboat

The fortress of Fredrikssten is visible to the W. for a short
time. Several tunnels. Glimpse, to the right, of part of the fjord
of Fredrikshald. Beyond (150 Kil.) Aspedammen, to the left, we
get a glimpse of the 0rsje. Large timber-yards are passed near

(159 Kil.) Prastebakke, beyond which we enter a thickly wooded
district. 167 Kil. Komse (475 ft.) is the last Norwegian station.
The line

Swedish frontier. The district, almost
traces of forest conflagrations. At
(178 Kil.) Mon (Rail. Restaurant), the first station in Sweden, the
custom house examination takes place
(comp. p. 282). Beyond
Mon the train traverses a bleak heath, surrounded by barren hills.
185 Kil. Hbkedalen.

uninhabited,

crosses

the

is marked

by the

-

189 Kil. Ed (*Rail. Restaurant, D. 172 kr.), prettily situated
above the Stora Lee. By the station is a small monument to Nils
Ericsson, the engineer (p. 82). A few paces farther on we obtain
a fine view of the lake.
Branch-lino to (3 Kil.) Lee, the terminus
of the steamers on the Dalslands Canal (p. 28).
The district beyond Ed abounds in marshes. Scenery monoton6*
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STROMSTAD.

From Christiania

207 Kil. Backefors. Beyond a tunnel we pass the Tiakersjb
right. 217 Kil. Dalskog. Farther on, to the left, we come

the

in view of Lake Wenern and the small chalybeate baths of Rastok.
233 Kil. Mellerud, junction of the Gothenburg and Falun Rail
way (R. 53) and of a line to (3 Kil.) Sunnana on Lake Wenern.

—

From Mellerud to (124 Kil.)
357 Kil. Gotenburg, see RR.
—

41, 53.

15. From Christiania to

Gotenburg by

Sea.

325 Kil. (201 M.). Steamboats, (a) Direct several times a week, in
13-15 hrs., steering outside the island-belt, where the sea is apt to he
(b) Indirect several times a week, in 24-30 hrs., steering within
rough.
Chief intermediate sta
the island-belt ('indenskjeers', Swed. 'inomskars').
:
Striimstad
tions
(whence local boats ply daily to Fredrikshald), Grebbestad,
The
and
Marstrand.
steamer
quick
Fjellbacka, Lysekil,
'Goteborg* performs
the voyage by day in 13 hrs., leaving Christiania on Tues., Frid., & Sun.
(Gotenburg on Mon., Wed., & Sat.), and calling at Slrbmstad, Lysekil, and
Marstrand (fare 16 or 12 kr. ; return-fare 24 or 18 kr.).
—

The larger steamers, after passing Horten and Tensberg on the
and Fredrikstad on the left, leave the beautiful Fjord of
Christiania and stand out to sea ; and little or nothing is seen of
the coast until they reach Gotenburg.
The smaller coasting
steamers, after leaving the Fjord, thread their way through the
The climate here is said to be
Swedish island-belt ('skargard').
unusually healthy , the sea-bathing places are much frequented,
and the water is much Salter and purer than in the recesses of
the long Norwegian fjords. The inhabitants are chiefly fishermen,
sometimes wealthy , and are descendants of the ancient vikings,
who have left representations of their exploits in the 'Hellerfstningar still to be seen in the parish of Tanum near Grebbestad, at
Brastad near Lysekil, and elsewhere. At many points on the
coast there are remains of ancient castles, tombs, stone chambers
('valar'), and monuments ('bautastenar'), so that this region (Bohusldn) is justly regarded as a cradle of northern sagas. The cod,
herring, lobster, and oyster fisheries are the most important.
Windmills crown almost every height. The thousands of islands
through which the steamer passes are little more than bare rocks.
The *Christtania Fjord down to Moss is described in R. 1.
Below Moss the fjord widens, and the scenery becomes less in
teresting. At the mouth of the fjord we steer to the E. into the
picturesque fjord of Fredrikstad (see p. 79). We then pass the
Hvaleer on the right and the Singeleer on the left , and enter the
narrow Svinesund, the boundary between
Norway and Sweden, on
a bay of which
(the Idefjord) lies Fredrikshald, commanded by
the fortress of Fredrikssten (see p. 81). The Gotenburg steamers,
however, do not call at Fredrikstad or at Fredrikshald, but steer
direct to
Stromstad (Gastgifvaregard ; Stads- Hotel ; British vice-consul,

right

—

to

LYSEKIL.

Gotenburg.

Mr. W. T.

Lundgren),

the first Swedish

15. Route.

station,

a

favourite
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watering-

place (pop. 2400

; mud and sea baths), at the efflux of the Strbmsa
from the Strbmsvatn. The badgyttja ('bath-mud') is obtained near
the town. In the environs are numerous caverns and giant cauldrons

(jattegryttor), formed partly by

water and

partly by glacier

action.

Stromstad is a great depot of oysters and lobsters.
Beyond Stromstad the vessel steers through the narrow Harstensund, passes the Nordkosters Dubbelfyr (lighthouse) on the right,
Near Grebbestad is the
and steers S.E. through the Kosterfjord.
In the neigh
battle-field of Greby , with numerous tombstones.
bouring parish of Tanum are a great many 'Helleristningar' (p. 84).

The next station is Fjellbacka, with 800 inhab., the centre of
the Swedish anchovy-trade , curiously situated at the foot of a
rock. In this rock is the Rammelklava or Djefvulsklava, a narrow
cleft, near the top of which several large stones are wedged in.
To the W. are the Vaderoar and the Vdderbodsfyr. We now enter
with its dangerous sunken rocks ('blindskar'), swept
of the Skager-Rack. On the peninsula of Sotenas
to the left are the fishing-villages and bathing-places Smbgen,
Grafverna, and Tangen. We next pass the Hallo Fyr and the

the

Sotefjord,

by the

waves

Malmo.

Steering S.E. through the islands, we next call at
Lysekil (*H6tel Bergfalk ; Stora Badhuset) ; British vice-consul,
Mr. W. F. Thorburn)
a favourite
watering-place (1800 inhab.),
with pleasant villas
on the long peninsula of Stangenas, which
with the Bokends forms the Gullmarsfjord, extending far inland.
Though Lysekil lacks shade it has become even more popular than
Marstrand. Good bathing. Sailing-boats 1 kr. per hour.
Beyond Lysekil some of the coasting steamers take the inner
—

,

,

course ('inre
vagen') , through the Svanesund and between the
islands of Orust and Tjbrn and the mainland.
Uddevalla (Uddevalla Hotel; Cramer' s Hotel ; Hot. Norden), a
town with 7600 inhab., prettily situated on the By fjord
(railway to
Oxnered, see p. 2G8). The Kalgardsberg is the best point of view.
The Kapellbackar (200 ft), hills of shell-marl, to the W., are
interesting. Near the town are the baths of Gustafsberg.
Farther on, some of the steamers touch at Stenungsb (pleasant
excursion hence to the lake of Hallungen), Ljungskile, and other
small watering-places. Most of the steamers, however, take the

outer course

("ytre vagen'). They steer to the W., past the Fiskeleft, touching at the Gaso on the right, where
several prosperous skippers reside, at Grundsund on the left, and
at Gullholmen on the
Hermanb, to the right. We pass the Maseskar
and the Kcirringb with their lighthouses and sight the red houses
backskil

on

the

and the church of Mollbsund
are

the island of Orust. The rocks
The larger steamers now pass
the Kirkesund , the smaller through the Albrektssund.
the frequent lighthouses and beacons we next observe

covered with

through
Among

,

on

Klipfisk (p. 226).
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MARSTRAND.

the Hamnskars Fyr, near the dangerous Paternoster Skar, to the
N. of Marstrand.
Marstrand (Stads-Hotel ; British vice-consul, Mr. A. Lundberg),
a town with 1300
inhab., on the E. side of a small island, is visited
by about 2000 sea-bathers annually. Handsome church of St. Mary,
of 1460. The sea here is generally calm, being protected by the
island-belt, and the water is very salt and bracing. The mild climate
has gained for Marstrand the name of the 'Swedish Madeira'. Op
posite the town, to the W., rises the fortress of Karlsten, once
called the 'Gibraltar of the North'. To the N. is the Koo, with the
small bathing-place of Arvidsvik. Small steamers ply daily between
Marstrand and Gotenburg.
In another hour the steamboat reaches
the mouth of the Gbta-Elf, which it ascends in 72 hr. more to
—

—

Gotenburg,

see

p. 262.
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89
92
92
93
95

Stavanger Fjord
a. The Lysefjord
b. The Sandsfjord, Hylsfjord, and Saudefjord
c. The Sandeidfjord
17. From Stavanger by the Suldalsvand to Odde on
the Hardanger Fjord
18. From Stavanger to Bergen by Sea
19. The Hardanger Fjord
a. Western Hardanger Fjord, to the Mauranger Fjord
The

...

Excursions from Sundal.

b.

Central

Hardanger Fjord,

Excursions from
c.

The

Ascent of the

Folgefond
to Eide on the E.

Jondal, J0stens0,

and Eide

.

95
97
100
101
102

.

.

103

.

103, 104
105

....

Serfjord

107

Excursions from Odde

d. The

109

Eidfjord

Excursions from Vik i
Excursions from Ulvik

J0ifjord

110,

20. Bergen
21. From Bergen by Vossevangen to Eide on the Har
danger Fjord, or by Stalheim to Gudvangen on the

119

Sognefjord.
From Trengereid to Aadland and Norheimsund
From Vossevangen through the Rundal to Kaardal in the
Flaamsdal
....

22. The Sognefjord
a.

Balholm,

at the mouth of

126
.

From Balholm to

Gudvangen. Aurlandsfjord

128
128
129

129

and

129

Nserofjord
From Sogndal to
From Aurland to

120
122

125

Western Sognefjord, to
the Fjaerlandsfjord

From Balholm to Sande i Holmedal
From Ulvestad to Griarning (Fgrrde, on the Fjzrrdefj ord)
From Fjeerland over the Veitestrandskar to Hafslo and
Solvorn
From Fjserland over the Jostedalsbrse to Lunde on the
Kjgncesfj ord or through the Sugnessanddal to S«rgnessand

b.

111
112

112

131
133

Solvorn; to Fjserland
T#njum in the Lserdal

From Balholm or from Gudvangen to Laerdalseren
Sogndal
d. Aardalsfjord and Lysterfjord. Jostedal
From Marifjseren to Sogndal
From Skjolden to the M^rkereidsdal
c.

From Amble to

....

134
134

135
136
137

137
From Marifjseren to the Jostedal
From the Kronrlal over the Jostedalsbra? to Loen or Olden
on the Nordfjord, and from Faaberg over the Jostedalsbrae to Gredung i Stryn
138, 139

6,7

Page
.

Jotunheim
From Aardal on the Sognefjord to Vetti. Vettisfos
b. From Vetti to Tvindehoug and Eidsbugaren
c. From Vetti through the Utladal , Gravdal, and

a.

.

.

Leirdal to Rejshjem
d. From Skjolden to Fortun and Turtegre
The Galdherpig
e. From Andvord to Rejshjem.
f. From Rerjshjem over the Sognefjeld to Turtegrer
to Lake Tyin and
g. From Skogstad or Nystuen
.

.

.

Eidsbugaren
Fagernses to Raufjordheim, and up Lake
Bygdin to Eidsbugaren

139
141
143
144
146
148
150
152

h. From

Nyboden to Lake Gjende
i. From Eidsbugaren to the

154
156

From

Gjendebod

Lake

on

Gjende
From the Gjendebod to Rejshjem
1. From Eidsbugaren
through the Melkedal to
Skogadalsberen , and over the Reiser to Turtegre
24. From Bergen to Aalesund and Molde by Sea
k.

.

.

.

From Aahjem to Volden
25. From Vadheim on the Sognefjord overland to Aalesund

and Molde
From the
a

Dalsfjord.

Sognefjord

Viksvand.

to the

and

163
165
166

167
168

168,

Furdefjord

From Mo to Gr/zming
From Klagegg to Aamot,
Olden or to Fjserland

b.. The Nordfjord
From Nordfjordeid

Nordfjord

157
160

over

169
170

the Jostedalsbrse to

172

173
174

to Volden

176-179
Oldendal. Loendal. Strynsdal
c. From the Nordfjord to Aalesund and Molde. Sendmere.

180

Geiranger Fjord. Storfjord

From Grodaas to the Jurundfjord
From Hellesylt to the Strynsvand
From Sylte over the Stegafjeld to the Romsdal

181
...

From Hellesylt through the Norangsdal and down
the Jerundfjord to Aalesund
From Aalesund to J0frstenvik and the

Jurundfjord

.

.

26. Molde and the Moldefjord
a. Excursion to the Romsdal
b.' Excursion to the Eikisdal
27. From Molde to Trondhjem :

—

b.

a.

Sea Voyage

.

.

.

Overland, byBattenfjordserenand Christiansund,
or by Angvik and 0rkedal direct to Trondhjem

The

Sundalsfjord (Nordmerre)

28. Trondhjem and its Fjord

Trondhjem to Namsos by Stenkjaer, Snaasenvand, and Fiskumfos

182
184

186
189

190
192
196
199
201
201

202

From

208

89
16. From Christiansand to
Excursions from

Stavanger by Sea.

Stavanger.

The distance from Christiansand is officially stated at 32 Norwegian
sea-miles (206 Kil. or 128 Engl. M.), but the course of the steamer is con
siderably longer. The distances given below are given in Norwegian sea
or nautical miles (S.M. ; 1 S.M. = about 4 Engl. M.) from station to sta
tion. Steamboats, of different companies , ply daily in 17-20 hrs. (fares
12 kr. 80 0., 8 kr. ; to Bergen, 21 kr. 20, 13 kr. 25 0.). As the voyage is
often rough, particularly between Ekersund and Stavanger, many trav
ellers take their passage to Ekersund only (11 hrs. from Christiansand),
and go thence to Stavanger by railway.
The voyage by the Lakge Steamers presents few attractions, as the
coast is imperfectly seen from the steamboat; but the entrance to theFlekkefjord and some other points are striking. The vessel's course is at places
protected by islands (Skjcsr), but is often entirely in the open sea, par
ticularly off Cape Lindesnses, on the coast of Listerland, and near Jsederen.
The small Local Steamers are much slower and call at many unimportant
stations, but they afford a good view of the interesting formations of the
The fjords are continued inland by narrow and deep valleys, grad
coast.
ually rising towards the bleak and barren tablelands (Fjeldvidder) of the
interior. These valleys are usually watered by rivers which frequently
expand into lakes, and their inhabitants, the Oplandsfolk, are mostly
engaged in cattle-rearing. Each valley forms a little world of its own,
The Kyslfolk, or
with its own peculiar character, dialect, and customs.
dwellers on the coast, are much engaged in the exportlof mackerel and
lobsters to England.

Christiansand,

see

p. 2.

—

The first steamboat

-

station is

(272 hrs.)5 S.M. Mandal (Svendsen's Hotel; British vice-consul, Mr. T.F.
Andorsen), the southernmost town in Norway, with 3800 inhab.,
consisting of Mandal, Malme, and Kleven, and situated partly on
A pleasant excursion
rocky islands. The harbour is at Kleven.
may be taken up the valley of the Mandals-Elv, which falls into the
fjord here, via the (45 Kil.) Hotel Trygstad, to the (100 Kil.) new
Aaserals Turisthotel $ Sanatorium (1150 ft.; 60 beds; English
spoken, pens, from 372 kr.), on the Logavand, where there is good
shooting and trout-fishing.
—

Beyond Mandal

we

pass the mouth of the Undals-Elv and the

conspicuous lighthouse on Cape Lindesnses (formerly Lindandisncts,
Engl. Naze, Dutch Ter Neuze), 160 ft. in height. This cape is the
southernmost point of the Norwegian mainland, and since 1650 has
been marked by a beacon-light (the earliest in Norway). The part of
Norway to the E. of a line drawn from Cape Lindesnaes to the prom
ontory of Stadt (p. 160) is called Sendenfjeldske or 0stenfjeldske
Norge, that to theW. Vestenfjeldske Norge. In 21/2 hrs. more we reach
—

)

6 S.M. Earsund

(Jansen's Hotel; British vice-consul, Mr. P.
I. Sundt), a small seaport with 1600 inhab., near the mouth of
a fjord
running inland in three long ramifications, into the eastern
most of which falls the Lyngdals-Elv
The steamboat now steers
towards the N., passing the lighthouse of Lister, and then the
mouth of the Feddefjord on the right. Steaming up the Flekkefjord,
—

.

we

next call at

(2!/2hrs.)

—

90

EKERSUND.

Route 16.

From Christiansand

6 S.M. Flekkefjord (Wahl's Hotel; British vice-consul, Mr. J.
P. M. Eyde), a prettily situated seaport, with 1580 inhab. and a
good harbour. To the S.E. lies (10 Kil.) Fedde (p. 3), on the fjord
of that name, to which the Kvinesdal descends from the N.E. ;
and to the N. runs the Siredal, with the Siredalsvand (120 ft.), the
outlet of which falls into the Lundevand, to the N.W. of the Flekke
fjord. Issuing from the Lundevand, the Sira empties itself into
the sea in a cascade.

372

Ragefjord (not always
hrs. from Flekkefjord

8 S. M.

called
we

is the station for

at)

reach

Sogndal.

In

—

Salvesen's Hotel , 6-7 min. from the pier
Ekersund.
the railway-station; Xsderen, in the market near the
British vice-consul, Mr. 0. M. Puntervold.
station, English spoken.
Ekersund or Egersund, a town with 2900 inhab. and a porcelain
factory, lies in a rocky region, at the S. end of Jaderen, the flat
coast-district extending to Stavanger, which affords good fishing
and shooting. A fine survey of the environs is obtained from the
Tocky hill marked by a pole on the top, reached in 25 min. by a
narrow street opposite the railway
station, and an ascent to the
right past the cemetery and a farm-house.
—

and 4 min. from

—

-

The Railway prom Ekersund to Stavanger (76 Kil., in 272_
fares 4 kr., 2kr. 48 0.), which traverses this coast-plain,
is unattractive, but in bad weather will he preferred by many trav
ellers to the steamboat. The chief stations are : (38 Kil.) Narbe

3'/4hrs.;

Sandnats (61 Kil.), prettily situated at the S. end of
and (76 Kil.) Stavanger.

(Restaurant),
the

Stavanger Fjord,
The Steamboat

on leaving Ekersund passes the Ekere, a large
lofty iron lighthouse. The coast here is unprotected
by islands, and the sea is often rough. The steamer affords a distant
view of the flat and dreary coast, enlivened with a few churches

island with

a

and the lighthouses of Obrestad and Feiesten.
To the N. of the
latter, and about 12 Kil. from Stavanger by road, is the church of
Sole, adjoining which are the ruins of the old church, said to date
from the 12th cent., and now fitted up as a dwelling by Hr. Bennetter , a Norwegian artist. We steer past the Flatholm Fyr and
the mouth of the Hafsfjord, where Harald Haarfager (p. 98) gained
a decisive naval victory in
872, which gave him the sovereignty of
the whole country,

previously,

and released him from

way. 'A little farther on,

Tungena-s,

sund)

a vow

,

taken ten years

not to cut his hair until he should be
a

the vessel turns to
a
lighthouse, and

promontory with

reaches

king of all Nor
the E., passes the

(4 hrs.

from Eker

—

Hotels: "Gkand Hotel, Valbjerg-Gade, corner
15 S.M. Stavanger.
of the Nedre Holme Gade (PI. C, 2), R. 3 kr., good cuisine; Jespersen's
corner
of the Kirke-Gade (PI. C, 2), commercial;
Provstebakken
2,
Hotel,
Phienix, on the Skagen (English spoken); Olsen's Hotel, Olafskleven 9
(PI. C, 3); O. Larsens Enke's Private Hotel, Nordb0-Gade 4, near the
Confectioner & Cafe, June, Kongs-Gade
near
steamboat-quay, small.
—

—

37,

to
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Stavanger.
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Sea Baths at the StrUmstenen (PI. F, 2), to the E. of the town.
park.
Warm Baths in Jorenholmen.
Carriages at BeilancVs, Hetlands-Gade; Pettersen's, Lokkeveien, etc.
Carr. with one horse, 1-4 pers., 1, 11/2, or 2 kr., two horses 2V« kr. per hr.
Shops. Goldsmith: Bellslrem, Nedre Holme-Gade 22. Furrier: 01.
Jensen, Kirke-Gade 44. Fishing-tackle : J. Rasmussen de Racine, J&stervaag ;
Wood-carving, embroidery, etc. : Stavanger Busjlidsforenmg, Kirke-Gade 20.
Banks:
Post and Telegraph Office, jt^vre Holme Gade (PLC, 2).
Norges Bank, opposite the cathedral; Stavanger Privatbank , near the
Grand Hotel.
British Vice-Consul, Mr. Lars Berentsen, who will also change English
money. American Consular Agent, Mr. Chr. F. Falck.
the

—

—

—

Stavanger, capital of the 'Amt' of that name, with 24,000
inhab., prettily situated on a branch of the Bukkenfjord, or Sta
vanger Fjord, is the commercial centre of the Ryfylke, the district
enclosing the fjord, and is also one of the oldest towns in Norway.
or 9th century, but as it has suffered fre
nowpresents quite a modern appearance. Alex.
L. Kjelland, the poet (b. 1849), a native of the town, has been
burgomaster of Stavanger since 1892. About 500 vessels, including
50 steamers, with 4450 sailors, belong to the port. Fish is the chief
export, particularly herrings, anchovies, and mackerel. Stavanger
is the first port of call for the steamers from Newcastle, Hull,
Rotterdam, and Hamburg.
The quay of the large steamers (PI. B, 1) is at the mouth of
the harbour of Vaagen, which runs far inland, on the N.W. side
of the peninsula of Holmen. That of the fjord steamers is on the
N.E. side of Holmen (Ryfylke-Bryggen ; PI. C, 1). The main street
of the Holmen quarter is the Kirke-Gade, which, passing the Valbjergtaam (PI. C, 2; fine view from the top), leads in 6 min. to the
cathedral. Opposite is the town-hall with the Brandvagt (PI. C, 3),
where the key of the church is procured.
The * Cathedral (PI. C, 3), the most interesting building in
Stavanger, and the finest church in Norway after the cathedral of
Trondhjem, was founded by Bishop Reinald, an English prelate,

It dates from the 8th

quently from fires

it

11th cent, and dedicated toSt. Swithin (Suetonius,
d. 862). In 1272 it was burned down, but
was soon afterwards rebuilt in the Gothic style. After the Reform
ation it was sadly disfigured, but since 1866 it has been restored
at the end of the

Bishop

of

Winchester,

by the architect Von der Lippe of Bergen. The nave is separated
from the aisles by massive pillars, five on each side, in the peculiar
northern Romanesque style, which evidently belong to the original
edifice.

The

which adjoins the nave without the intervention
terminates in a square form, and has a very effective
E. window. Its rich Gothic style points to a date considerably sub
sequent to the fire of 1272. The choir is flanked with four towers,
two at the E. end, and two very small ones at the W. end. The
aisles and the S. side of the choir are entered by remarkably fine
portals. Pulpit of 1658 and Gothic font in the interior.
To the S. is the Kongsgaard (PI. C, 3), with its old chapel
of

a

transept,

choir,
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LYSEFJORD.

once the residence of the
transferred to Christiansand in 1685, now the
Latinskole.
To the E., by the Bredevand, is a small Park (PI.
C, 3), adjoined by the Kongs-Gade, a favourite promenade skirting
the lake.
To the S., beyond the railway, are the Theatre , and the
new Museum
(PI. C, 4), containing antiquities, natural history
The St. Petrikirke (PI.
specimens, and the town picture-gallery.
The Peders-Gade,
D, 2) was built by Von der Lippe in 1863-65.
nearly 72 M. long, leads to the docks by the Spilderhaug (PI. F, 2).
Fine Views from the Vaalandshaug (330 ft. ; with a tower), 1 M.
from the Bredevand (past the museum, then to the left), and from
the Ullenhaug (460 ft.), 72 M. farther on, both to the S. of the
town ; also from the town-park of Bjergsted, 20 min. to the N.W.
of the town.
The park is reached by the Lekkevei (PI. B, 3, 2),
and the Bjergtedsvei (PI. A, 1), or by boat from the steamboatTo the left of the entrance to the park
quay in 10 min. (20 ».).
is a hospital for infectious diseases (if occupied, the paTk is closed).
An excursion may be taken to Sole, a village on the coast of Jeederen,
12 Kil. to the S.W. (p. 90). We may then return by Malde, to the N. of
Sole, along the Hafsfjord (p. 90).

(Munkekirke; undergoing restoration),

bishop,

who

was

—

—

—

—

The

Stavanger Fjord.

Bukkenfjord or Stavanger Fjord is a broad basin to the N. of
Stavanger, studded with numerous islands, and has ramifications indenting
the land in every direction, some of them with smiling shores, others
enclosed by precipitous cliffs. The lower part of the slopes is generally
cultivated, while snow-fjelds appear in the background. The only inhabited
places are the islands and the deposits of debris at the foot of the cliffs.
The scenery is little inferior to the finest on the Hardanger Fjord.
The

a.

The

lysefjord.

Steamboat twice weekly (Wed. & Sun.) in July and August to Lysebunden at the E. end of the fjord; there and back in 9-10 hrs. On three
days a week all the year round the steamer calls at Hegsfjord and 3.V Fossand
(2 hrs.), at the entrance to the fjord. On these days a rowing-boat may
be taken from H/zrgsfjord or from Fossand to Lysebunden, returning next
day (with two rowers 15-20 kr.), but this is fatiguing and not recommended.
to which we may also
Hegsfjord or Hele

(tolerable quarters),

drive from rail. stat. Sandnaes (24 Kil., in 3-4 hrs.), lies on the Helefjord, nearly opposite the mouth of the Lysefjord, on which lies
Fossand, near the church of Gjese. A large moraine here led Esmark, the Norwegian savant, about the year 1821, to the conjecture
that the whole country was once covered with glaciers.
The "Xysefjord, the grandest fjord on the S.W. coast of Norway,
is an arm of the sea, 500-2000 yds. broad, 37 Kil. long, and at
places 1400 ft. deep, and enclosed by precipitous cliffs rising to a
height of 3300 ft. The fjord is almost uninhabited. Opposite Heleslid lies the island of Holmen. About 20 min. later the steamer
comes in sight of a curious rock high up on the N. bank.
At the
head of the fjord (272 hrs. by steamer from Fossand), among huge
rocks, lies the station of Lysebunden (two beds of the Stavanger

^mm^

#j»n "^ wre siren s uj

HJ0SENFJORD.

from Stavanger.
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tourists' club

at the gaard Nedribe).
On the Kjerag, a mountain
above the head of the fjord on the S. side, a curious phe
nomenon is sometimes observed. A crash like thunder is heard, and
immediately after it what looks like a gleam of light, but is probably

towering

spray,
across.

flashes

horizontally over the fjord, disappearing halfway
gleam are believed to proceed from a kind

The noise and

of cavern in the face of the rock at least 2000 ft. above the fjord,
and inaccessible except perhaps by ropes from the top, 1000 ft.

higher.
Lysebunden to Belle in the Stetersdal, very fatiguing, see p. 5.
The Frafjord, as the S.E. end of the Halefjord is called (visited
twice in alternate weeks by the steamer), is also worth visiting.
There is a good salmon-stream here.
From

b.

Steamboats,

The
one

Sandsfjord, Hylsfjord,

and

Saudefjord.

(the 'Robert') starting from the quay at the Vaagen,

the others from the Eyfylke-Brygge, ply 5-6 times a week, to Sand in 4Once
hrs. (fare 2 kr. 70 0.) ; to Saude in 51/2-71/2 hrs. (fare 3 kr. 60 0.).
a week a steamer to Jeels/zf or Jelse, touching at a great many intermediate
stations, affords a longer but more attractive route (also taken by the
Sandeid steamers as far as Jjels0).

5>/2

we get a glimpse of the open sea to the
shut out by the islands. On the left lies the
Vadse. On the right are visible the mountains of the mainland,
with snowy peaks in the distance. In an hour we pass Strand and

On

left,

leaving Stavanger

but it is

soon

Tou. Between these places opens Bjerheimskjaften, a gorge through
which the Bjerheimsvand empties itself into the fjord.
From Tou a good road leads past the BjjJrheimsvand to the Tysdalsvand,
on which we may row to the gaard Nedre Tysdal at the E. end ; walk
thence over the hill to Tveil i Aardal, near Bergeland, and follow the
road down the Store Aa to Aardal (see below), about 27 Kil. in all. From
Bergeland the Bjafos may be visited.
The steamer usually steers N., past the Talge on the left and the
Fogne on the right, to Juteberg or Judeberget on the Finde ; then
across an open part of the Stavanger Fjord, where we get a glimpse
of the Atlantic to the left, to the Stjarnere; thence through a nar
row strait between that island and the Bjerge, and across the Narstrandsfjord to Narstrand, a favourite summer-resort; next across the
mouth of the Sandeidfjord and past the Folde to Jaelsa (p. 90).
The steamers touching at Tou afterwards enter the Fisterfjord,
call at Fiskaaen, and steer up the Aardalsfjord to Aardalsosen or
Aardal, near the mouth of the Store Aa, which descends from the
0vre Tysdalsvand and other, smaller, lakes. (Thence to Tveit, near
Bergeland, 8 Kil., see above.) Observe the extensive moraines of
ancient glaciers.
Steaming down the fjord again and up the
Fisterfjord to the N. , we pass between the mainland and the Rande
and reach Hjelmeland, a pleasant village amidst orchards, which
has its name from a 'helmet' shaped hill near the church.
We next enter ihe*njesenfjord, with its wild and grand rocks,
—
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SAUDE.

somewhat resembling the Lysefjord, and call at
landsvik on a bay of its S. bank, and at Valde

Tytlandsvik
on

From the head of the Hjizrsenfjord a rough and fatiguing
the mountains in two days to Valle in the Ssetersdal (p. 5).

Returning

to the mouth of the

fjord,

we

or

Tet-

its N. bank.

path

crosses

next steer N. to Knuts-

vik and then enter the mountainous Erfjord, where we call at Haalandsosen, and thence direct our course to the W. to Jalse.

Jselser or Jelse (Inn), which the direct steamers from Stavanger
reach in 3-4 hrs., and the indirect coasters in 5-10 hrs., is a con
siderable village, with a church. Most of the steamers touch here
and exchange passengers for different destinations.
The vessel next steams up the Sandsfjord, which gradually nar
rows and is enclosed by lofty rocks, with several waterfalls.
The
fjord afterwards expands a little. In I72 hr. from Jaslsa we reach
Sand (*Kaarhus, R. 1, B. O/4, S. I72 kr- ; *Rasmussen), at the
mouth of the Logen, which forms the pretty Sandsfos 5 min. above
the village. Route to the Suldalsvand, and thence to Horre and
—

Odde,

see

p. 95.

The
the

Sandsfjord now divides
Saudefjord to the N.

into the

Hylsfjord

to the N.E. and

Once a week the steamer enters the *Hylsfjord, at the grand
Fine waterfalls descend
head of which lies the station of Hylen.
from the cliffs.
From Hylen to Vaage on the Suldalsvand, lVa-2 hrs. by a good

bridle-path ascending the wild Bylsdal, and crossing the "Bylsskar, where
enjoy a splendid view of the lake below (comp. p. 96).
In 172-2 hrs. from Sand the steamer reaches the head of the

we

Saudefjord,

at which lie

—

Sevde and Saudesjeen (*Rabbe's Inn), pleasantly
situated, favourite resorts from Stavanger. Walks to the S.W. to
the pretty Svandal; to the N.E. to (2 hrs.) Birkelandsdalen , with
its zinc-mines ; to the E., along the fjord, to (35 min.) Indre Saude,
with the parish-church and a view of the Sendenaa-Fos, and thence
to (10 min.) the bridge across the stream descending from the
Aabedal, which here forms the Hellandsfos.
From Saude through the Slettedal to Seljestad, l'/a day (road
under construction). Guide and provisions indispensable.
As far as the
Saude

or

—

at the Hellandsfos, see above. About 35 min. farther on
is the gaard of Bstreim. To the right rises the snow-clad Skavle Nut.
We now begin the ascent; below, to the right, flows the Stor Elv. Several
fine views, as we look back on the Saudefjord. About halfway up we
reach the gaard of Fivelland; and in 2'/2 hrs. from Saude, arrive at the
top, commanding a grand rocky landscape. As we once more descend we
enjoy increasingly beautiful views of the Store Lid-Vand, with the Suldalsfos, and of the whole basin of Aarthun, a green oasis, with houses, fields,
stream, lake, and waterfall, amidst a dreary chaos of rocks.
At Aartun, 41/2 hrs. from Saude, we pass the night (clean bed, with
The
'Fladbwrd', milk, and cheese, at the house of Christen Aartun).
route now enters the Slettedal to the N., and leads through a monotonous
numerous
saeters
and
waterfalls.
After 5 hrs. from
landscape, passing
Aartun, or about halfway to Seljestad , the path begins to ascend, and
soon commands a fine retrospect of the snow-draped Kirke Nut and the

('/4 hr.) bridge

—
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Slettedal. Farther on, we see the Folgefond (p. 98) a little to the left.
We cross a wide tract of moorland with numerous ponds, and gradually de
scend to the B,0ldal road and in a few min. reach (10 hrs. from Aartun)

Seljestad (see p. 97).
c.

The

Steamer to Sandeid 4 times

a

Sandeidfjord.
week, in 7-8'/2

hrs. (fare 2 kr. 70 0.).

Narstrand, and Jalse
longer route, touching at Tou, Aardal,

The steamers go either by Judeberget,
as

above

and

described,
Hjelmeland.

or

take

a

From Jselsef or from Nserstrand they steer N. into the Sandeid
fjord, which presents no special attraction. Two lateral fjords di
verging from it , the Yrkefjord to the W. and the Vindefjord to
the E. , form a complete cross , recalling the form of the Lake of
Lucerne.

Vikedal,

Some of the steamers call at stations on these fjords.
Vindefjord, has a number of handsome

at the mouth of the

gaards.
At the head of the

whence

17.

a

fjord

road leads N. to 0len

From

lies Sandeid

(8

Kil. ; p.

(Fru

Meidell's

Inn),

99).

Stavanger by the Suldalsvand
on the Hardanger Fjord.

to Odde

2-3 Days. This is perhaps the finest of all the approaches to the Har
danger Fjord. 1st Day. Steamer (see p. 93) in 4-5'/2 hrs. to Sand. Road
2nd Day. Steamer on the
(fast skyds) to Osen, a drive of 2!/2 hrs.
Suldalsvand (once or twice daily in both directions) to Noes in 2'/4 hrs.
(fares 2 kr., 1 kr.). Road (fast skyds) to Borre (Breifond Botel), in about
3rd Day. Road (fast skyds) to Odde, a drive of about 7 hrs.
3 hrs.
From Stavanger to Sand, see p. 94.
The Logen, whose
valley the road ascends, forms several waterfalls (Sandsfos, p. 94).
Both the river and the Suldalsvand, out of which it flows,
abound with salmon and have been leased for 40 years by English
anglers, whose handsome residences are seen at Sand, at the Skotifos, and near the church of Suldalen. About 3/Ahr. from Sand we
pass the hill of Juvo. To the left are the Grovfos and the Skotifos.
The road crosses the river 72 hr. farther on. Fine view in front.
The church of Suldalen and the gaard of Mehus lie to the left.
In 50 min. more (a drive of about 272 hrs. from Sand) we reach
19 Kil. Osen or Suldalsosen (*Underbakke's Hotel, R., B., or
S., each I72 kr. ; Hotel Suldal), beautifully situated on the right
bank of the Logen, at its efflux from the Suldalsvand. Opposite
rises the curious rocky pyramid of Straabekollen.
The "'Suldalsvand (steamer, see above), the S. part of which
is enclosed by high mountains , is 28 Kil. long , but at first is no
broader than a river. To the right lies the gaard of Vik, to the left
Vegge. To the left is Kolbeinsthveit , where the road ends ; to the
right is Helgenas. We then traverse the rocky defile of *Suldalsporten, where the imposing cliff to the left rises to a height of 330 ft.
—

—

—

—
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NjES.

From

The lake now suddenly expands. In a bay to the left
farms of Kvildal and 0iestad; then Vorvik and

Stavanger
are

the

large

—

Vaage (good quarters ; steamboat-station), with the Hylsskar ris
above it (p. 94). We here enjoy a view of the central reach of
To the left, farther on,
the lake there being five reaches in all.
lies Laleid, on the hill. In front we obtain a good view of the cu
riously rounded and polished promontory of Boshaugen and of the
mountains to the N. To the S.E. rise the snow-clad Kalle Fjeld and
the long Kvenne-Heia.
The steamer's terminus is Naes, but three
days a week (and at other times if required) it goes on to (4 Kil.)

ing

,

—

Roaldkvam (p. 6).
Nees or Nasflaten (Hotel Bratlandsdal, near the steamboat-quay,
new, English spoken ; *Erik Gauthun's, moderate, with the skydsstation and post-office ; Nils Ljone's Hotel, R. 1, B. 1, S. 1 kr. ; Selland's), which affords a fine view of the lake and the snow-clad
mountains in the background , lies at the mouth of the BratlandsElv, at the beginning of the road to Reldal. Conveyances meet the
steamers.

The road ascends the beautiful *Bratlandsdal , passing at first
a grand
gorge, with overhanging rocks and several water
falls.
At places it is hewn in the rock , and at one point passes
through a tunnel. Farther on the valley is less interesting. At the

through

gaard of Thomas, about 5l/2 Kil- from Nses, we cross to the left
bank of the Bratlands-Elv, and farther on we pass the gaards of
Bratland. To the left is the lofty Flasefos. Farther on we pass the
gaards of 0rebakke, Selland, Hagerland, and Lien, on the slope of
the Kaalaas , and traverse a narrow ravine, with a series of rapids.
We then cross the Hagerlands-Bro to the right bank of the stream.
This part of the route shows the most fantastic rock-formations, due
to the ceaseless energy of the river. The road now reaches the narrow
Ljonevand, skirts the gaard Ljone, and crosses the bridge of that

Charming
Reddalsvand,

name.

the

scenery. Above the small
towers the Ljonehals, a

Hundefos, the outlet of
huge cliff worn smooth

by the river.
Botten or Botnen, formerly a skyds-station, lies at theS. end of
the R«ldalsvand (1225 ft), a lake enclosed by finely-shaped moun
tains. The road crosses the Bratlands-Elv and leads on the W. bank
of the lake to (20 Kil. ; pay for 24)
Horre or Haare, where it joins the road to Telemarken, which
skirts the lake, at the N. end of which appears Reldal (p. 39). On
the Hardanger road, a few min. beyond the junction, is the *Brei fond
Hotel $ Sanatorium (R. 172-3, B. 174, D. 2, S. li/2 kr. ; English
spoken ; Engl. Ch. service in July & Aug.), with a fine view of the
lake and of the Haukelifjeld.
The Hardanger road leaves the lake at Horre and ascends the
Horrebrakkene in windings, which walkers avoid by short-cuts.
On the right are the precipices of the Horreheia, on the left the
—
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tower

At the top of the hill
above the Reldalsvand to the S.E.
(3415 ft.), 5-6 Kil. from Horre, the road remains tolerably level

ing

for some distance and crosses a dreary solitude with several ponds.
We soon obtain a view of the snowy Folgefond (p. 102). The road
gradually descends the Gorsvingane, and the **View increases in
magnificence. Far below us lies the narrow Gorsboten , flanked
by steep hills, with the sombre Gorsvand, at the lower end of which
is a waterfall. Beyond stretches the wide valley of Odde, with the
long snow-fields of the Folgefond as a background to the left, one
of the grandest and most characteristic mountain-scenes in Nor
way. The old bridle-path and the streamlet which lower down
becomes the Hedsten-Elv are seen from time to time by the side of
the Gorsvingane. At the lower end of the Gorsvand (2815 ft.) is
a kind of rocky gateway, where the
view becomes unimpeded.
Thence we proceed in zigzags, past Svaagen and the Hedstensnut,
to the green plateau on which lies
21 Kil. (from Horre; pay for 25; 28 Kil. from Rerldal) Selje
stad (2040 ft. ; Seljestad' s Hotel, R. I1/4, B. 174, S. 1 kr.; Ander
sen's). Those who have a day to spare may pay a visit to a herd of
reindeer, pastured a few hours from here, belonging to the villagers.
The road proceeds across the plateau and crosses the stream,
which forms a waterfall, about 6 Kil. from Seljestad. A projecting
rock a few paces to the left of the road, beyond the 20th kilometre
stone 'fra Odde', affords an attractive view of the
Hesteklevfos. The
road now descends in curves.
A footpath leads to the left to a
point marked by an iron signal, from which we have an admirable
view of the wild and wooded gorge of *Seljestadjuvet, through which
the road threads its way. Lower down the road crosses to the left
bank of the stream (continuous picturesque views). Shortly before
the next bridge a narrow road descends to the left through wood
to the gaard of Jesedal and on to Fjaere
(p. 99) ; the similar road
beyond the bridge ascends to the gaard of Skard. About 3 Kil.
farther on the road passes below the *Espelandsfos, on the left, and
the *Lotefos, on the right. On an eminence to the right is the inn.
From this point to Odde is a drive of 2 hrs.
26 Kil. Odde (p. 106).
—

18. From

Stavanger

to

Bergen by

Sea.

The direct distance by water from Stavanger to Bergen is 25 Norwegian
sea-miles (100 Engl. M.), but the course taken by the steamers is consid
erably longer. In the following route the distances are given in sea-miles
from station to station.
From Stavanger to Bergen about twenty
steamers ply weekly, ten being large vessels from Christiania and two from
Hamburg, while five smaller steamers ply between Stavanger and Bergen
only. The larger boats touch at Kopervik, Haugesund, and Lervik only,
some of them at Baugesund
only, beyond which they proceed direct to
Bergen, either passing between the Bemmele and the Storde, or between the
latter and the Tysnwse.
The outer islands are mostly bare and rocky, and
—

Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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KOPERVIK.

From

Stavanger

of moderate height. The voyage by the direct steamers takes 10-12
hrs.,
by the others 12-15 hrs., most of them taking the interesting course via,
Tereen (p. 99).
Nearly the whole voyage by all these steamers is in smooth water,
protected by islands , except for a short distance between Stavanger and
Kopervik, and between Haugesund and Langevaag. As the fine scenery
of the Hardanger Fjord (R. 19) does not begin till the Herizr and the Teru
are approached, the traveller loses little by going thus far at night.

Stavanger,
the
the

see

p. 90.

The vessel steers N.W. ;

on

the left

are

Tungen&s-Fyr on the Randeberg ; to the right
Hundvaage, the Mostere, the Klostere with the ruined Ulstenkloster, and beyond it the Rennese and other islands. Before en
tering the open Bukkenfjord, we observe on the left the lofty light
house on the Hvitingse, and to the N.W the lighthouse of Falnas
(Skudesnas). We pass on the left the small seaport (1200 inhab.)
of Skudesnatshavn, with its lighthouse, at the S. end of the Karme.
Duse-Fyr

and

The steamer now enters the Karmsund. The first station at which
the smaller steamers usually stop is Ferresvik, on the Bukkene.
6 S.M. Kopervik, or Kobbervik (Mad. Petersen's Inn), with 850

inhab.,

on

the Karme,

centre of the

large and populous island, is the chief
The island is nearly flat, and partly
chiefly of moor, marsh, and poor pasturea

herring-fishery.

cultivated, but consists
land, and is almost destitute of trees. It contains numerous bar
rows, or ancient burial-places, especially near the N. end, some of
which have yielded valuable relics. The climate, cool in summer,
mild and humid in winter, is exceptionally healthy, the average
death-rate

being only 12 per thousand.

—

About 16 Kil. to the W.

of the Karme lies the small and solitary island of Utsire, with
chapel and a lighthouse, where herrings usually abound.

a

On the left, about 7 Kil. beyond Kopervik, is the old church
Augvaldsnms, adjoining which, and leaning towards it, is an old
'Bautasten', 26 ft. in height, known as 'Jomfru Marias SynaaV
(the Virgin Mary's Needle). Tradition says that when this pillar
of

falls

Farther
against the church the world will come to an end.
N., on the opposite side of the 'Sund', are five similar
stones, the 'Five Foolish Virgins'. At the end of the Karmsund,
on the
mainland, lies
2 S.M. Haugesund (Jonassen's Hotel; Grand Hotel), or Karm
sund, with 5800 inhab., to the N. of which rises the Haraldshaug,
where the supposed tombstone of Harald Haarfager (d. 933) is
pointed out. On this spot rises the Haralds-Stette, an obelisk of
red granite, 55 ft. in height, on a square pedestal, around which
are placed stones, 8 ft. high, representing the districts into which
Norway was formerly divided. It was eTected in 1872, on the thou
—

to the

—

sandth anniversary of Harald's famous victory (p. 90).
A road
leads from Haugesund to the E. to (48 Kil.) 0len (p. 99).
To the N. of Haugesund is an unprotected part of the coast,
called Sletten, which the steamers pass in about an hour. Near the
N. end of this tract is Lyngholmen, where some of the steamers
—

to
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call, the first station in Bergens-Stift. To theW. is the RyvardensFyr on a rocky island. We now enter the Bemmelfjord, one of the
narrow inlets of the Hardanger (see below), passing the Bemmele on
the left, which contains gold-mines of little value, and on which rises
Sjjij7era(1540ft.), a hill known as one of the 'towers' of Bergen. This
district is called the Send-Horland, the natives Seringer. Grand

background. Some of the steamers next touch
Tjernagel, on the mainland, others at Langevaag, on the Bem
mele1, opposite.
6 S.M. Mosterhavn, on the Mostere, boasts of a church built
by Olaf Tryggvason (995-1000), the oldest in Norway.
2 S.M. Lervik (Dahl's Hotel), where passengers to and from
01en-Fjsere (see below) change steamers, lies at the S. end of the
Storde, one of the largest of the islands at the entrance to the Har
danger. The wooded Halsene, to theE., contains remains of a Bene
dictine monastery, founded probably in 1164, and several barrows.
Comp. annexed Map.
mountains in the
at

—

To the S. of Lervik opens the Aalfjord, with the villages of Rekences
and Vikevik. To the E. is the Skoneviksfjord, on which a steamer plies.
On the Idlenfjord, a S. arm of the Skoneviksfjord, lies 01en ("Inn,
skyds-station), 8 Kil. from Sandeid (p. 95), and visited 6 times weekly by
steamer. Several steamers call at Etne, at the head of the Etne-Pollen,
whence a mountain-path leads direct to Seljestad (p. 97), a very fatiguing
walk of 11-12 hrs. (about 50 Kil.).
Eastwards from the Skoneviksfjord runs the Aakrefjord (steamer once
a week only), with the stations Aakre and (at the head of the fjord) Fjsere
(good quarters at Markhuus's). From Fjfcre a narrow road, practicable
for une-horse vehicles, crosses the mountains, amidst imposing scenery,
via Rullestad (tolerable quarters ; in the neighbourhood are some remark
able 'giant's canldrons'; p. 267) and Vinterlun, in 6-7 hrs. to (18 Kil.) Gaard
Jesedal on the road to Odde (p. 97; carriage from Fjsere to Odde in about
51/2 hrs.). Comp. the Map, p. 102.

Beyond Lervik the direct steamer traverses the Bemmelfjord and
then the Klosterfjord, named after the monastery on the Halsene.
2 S.M. Sunde, on the E. side of the Husnasfjord, on the pen
insula of Husnas.
Hereren (Inn, well spoken of), a small island opposite Helvik,
where passengers forthe Hardanger sometimes change boats
(972hrs.
from Stavanger, 43/4 hrs. from Bergen).
The scenery now becomes more interesting ; the mountains are
and less barren ; on every side the eye is met with a pro
fusion of rocks, islands, promontories, and wooded hills, enlivened
with bright-looking hamlets nestling in sheltered creeks.

higher

3 S.M.

(from Sunde)

Terpen (Olsen's Inn), a little island and
the N. coast of the fjord, is an important station, four
steamers running thence weekly to Bergen, three into the Har
danger, and one to Stavanger. Travellers have often to change boats
here. Beautiful scenery ; to the W. the large island of Tysnseseen ;

village

near

to the E.
appears the

huge

snow-mantle of the

The district of Nord-Horland

begins

here.

Folgefond (p. 102).
The steamer passes

7*
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through the Loksund, a narrow strait between the mainland and
Tysnase, an island attractive to artists, anglers, and others. The
next station, Einingeviken, lies on the Tysnaese, at the N. end of
the strait. Then Godersund (* Gullaksen s Inn, pens. 372"^ kr., with

the

on a small island to the N. of the Tysnsese-, recom
mended for a stay. The Bjernefjord is next traversed. To the N.
lies Ose or Oseren (p. 120). The steamer passes the Lepse (to the
right) and steers through the narrow Krogene ('windings') and the
Korsfjord. To the right is the Lysefjord, with the charming island
of Lysee, the property of the widow of the famous violinist Ole Bull
(pleasant day's excursion from Bergen, viaNestun and Fane, p. 120),
and the ruined Lysekloster (dating from 1146) on its E. bank. The
steamer then rounds the peninsula of Korsnas. Later, on the left,
is the lighthouse of Marstenfyr, rising almost directly from the sea.
Then Bukken, an islet between the mainland and the Sartore; and
next, on the left, the mountainous Aske (p. 119). Bergen comes
in sight when the steamer rounds Kvarven, the N. spur of the

sea-baths),

Lyderhorn (p. 119).
17 S.M.

(from Haugsund;
19. The

11 from

Tere) Bergen,

see

p. 112.

Hardanger Fjord.

From Stavanger to Odde on the Bardanger Fjord the overland route
already described (R. 17) is the most interesting. Or we may go direct
by Steamboat, twice weekly (Sun. and Thurs.) in 22 hrs. (fare 15 kr.).
Passengers by the Thurs. steamer change at Bere into the steamer from
Bergen to Odde. Another alternative is afforded once a week by the
Bergensk-Nordenfjelske Touristskib.
From Bergen to the Bardanger Fjord: Steamboats to Eide almost daily
in 9>/2-15 hrs. (fare 8 kr. 60 0.); to Odde in 121/2-191/* hrs. (fare 10'/2 kr.).
From Bergen via Vossevangen (railway) to Eide, see R. 21.
From Telemarken vid Baukeli and Reldal to Odde, see R. 5.

The *Hardanger Fjord is the best-known of the Norwegian
and the beauty of its scenery has been celebrated from very

fjords,

early times.

underdejlige Hardanger , the
certainly presents a most characteristic
peculiarly Norwegian scenery, with the barren ice-clad
Wergeland

'wondrous-beautiful'.

calls it 'det

It

example of
fjelds, the broad surface of the fjord,
and thickly -peopled land between

and the

narrow

strip

of fertile

To other attractions
must be added two of the finest waterfalls in Norway, or indeed
in Europe, both easily accessible to good walkers. Yet it cannot
be denied that the Hardanger has formidable rivals in beauty in
some of the N. fjords which have recently grown in favour with trav
ellers, such as the Fjaerlandsfjord (p. 128), the Nordfjord (p. 176),
and the Jerundfjord (p. 188).
The people ('Harcenger') and
their national characteristics will interest many travellers. The
bridal crowns and gold and silver trinkets (such as the Selje, or
Sylgja, a kind of brooch or buckle) are curious, and the embroidery,

them.

—

coverlids (Slumretapper), and carpets (Tapper) manufactured in
this district are much sought after. The costumes are only seen to

ROSENDAL.
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Sunday morning before or after divine service. The
the 'Skaut', a kind of cap of white linen with stripes,
and sometimes a picturesque red bodice. The national music and
the HaTdanger violin (Fele), in which steel-strings are combined
with the gut-strings to increase the sound, are also curious and

advantage

on a

women wear

interesting.
Our description follows
horland

different
given in
a.

the

trips

and alter their routes

Norwegian

The Western

of the

course

nautical miles

Hardanger-Send-

call at different stations

on

accordingly. The distances

are

Steamboats, which, however,

(comp.

Hardanger Fjord,

p.

to the

89).
Mauranger Fjord.

Steamer from Bergen to Tereen in 41/2hrs. (fare 4 kr. 10 0.) ; to Hereen
in 5 hrs. (4 kr. 50 0.) ; to Sundal twice a week in 5 hrs. (6 kr. 10 0.).
The
other steamers do not call at Sundal , but keep nearer the N. bank of
the fjord.

At the entrance to the Kvindherreds-Fjord , which forms the
to the Inner Hardanger, lie on the N. and S. sides respect
ively the steamboat-stations Tereen (10 S.M. from Bergen) and
avenue

(11 S.M. from Bergen; p. 99), at which the Sundal steamer
does not touch.
At Tereen we obtain a beautiful survey of the snowy Folgefond
Beyond Hereen the vessel steers
(p. 102) with its buttresses.
into the Stor-Sund, a strait between the islands of Skorpen and
Snilstveit on one side and the mainland on the other.
On this
strait are the stations Uskedal, overtopped by the Englefjeld and
the Kjeldhaug, and Demelsviken or Dimmelsviken (Inn), between
the dark Solfjeld on the S. and the Skinnebergs-Nut on the
E.,
adjoined by the Malmanger-Nut. Then
272 S.M. (from Tereen) Rosendal (Hotel Rosendal), near the
towerless church of Kvindherred, with the park and chateau (built
in 1678) of the Barons Hoff-Rosenkrone. The chateau contains a
statue of the Countess Bariatinska by Thorwaldsen, and a few
paint
To the E. towers the conspicuous Melderskin (4680 ft),
ings.
which may be ascended in 6 hrs.: a fair path through the Melsdal
to the Midtsater and the Myrdalsvand, beyond which the ascent is
rather steep. Grand view of the Folgefond and of the fjord down to
the open sea.
Some of the steamers now cross to the stations Gjermundshavn
and Mundheim on the N. hank (see Map, p.
99), or to the station
Skjelnas (quarters at the Landhandler's) in the large Varaldse.
Thence to Bakke, Jondal, etc., see p. 103.
Between the Varaldseand the mainland to the E., on which we observe the church of
ACnas, the fjord is called Sildefjord.
At jEnses opens the *Mauranger Fjord, on which a steamboat
plies only twice a week (eastwards on Tues. & Frid. ; westwards on
Thurs. & Sat.) ; on other days it may be reached by boat-skyds
Hereen

—

—

—

—

from

Skjeln»s (about 18

Kil. from

Sundal, 3-3'/2 hrs.' row).

This
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flanked with
foot of the ice-clad

fjord,

SUNDAL.

Hardanger

lofty cliffs, stretches

Folgefond (not

one of its arms up to the
visible from the fjord). The

steamboat-station is
3 S.M. Sundal (*H6tel
—

Sundal), the starting-point for a visit to
Folgefond and its beautiful glacier, the Bondhusbrae (on horse
back, then on sledges, 1 pers. 12, 2 pers. 15 kr.). Near Sundal is
the gaard of Bondhus, with its pretty 'Regstue' (p. 18).
A bridle-path ascends the valley of Sundal , enclosed by high
mountains, on the left bank of the stream, crossing remains of old
the

moraines , to the (2-272 hrs.) Bondhusvand , a small lake from
whose steep banks fall several cascades.
A boat belonging to the
Norwegian Tourist Club conveys us to the other end (rowed by the
guide brought from Sundal, 1 kr. 60 0.), and on the way we enjoy

superb view of the *Bondhusbrse, which descends from the Folge
fond, between the Selsnut and the Bonddalsnut. The adjoining
sseter is occupied till the middle of July.
From the lake to the
glacier about 74 hr.
From the Bondhusvand a path constructed by the German
'Nordlands-Verein' in 1890 ascends to the Folgefond. It crosses the
glacier-brook to the left by a new bridge and ascends rapidly be
a

In about 2 hrs. we
tween the huge boulders of an old moraine.
reach the Gar shammer -Smter (about 2300 ft. ; where the night may
Samson Olsen Sundal, the owner, is one of the best
be spent).

glacier guides. Thence by

a

good path, passing

at one

point

over

('Ur'), uncomfortable for riding, in 2 hrs. more to the
margin (about 4450 ft.) of the huge *Folgefond ('fond', a field of
steep debris

snow, which covers a plateau about 36 Kil. long and 6-15 Kil.
without any distinct peak or summit. This enormous mass
of snow and ice, which sends offshoots down the valleys in all direc

broad),

tions, may be crossed without difficulty. At the rock called Bottenhorgen the horses are yoked to sledges and trot up the gradual
snowy incline in about 3 hrs. to the top (5425 ft.), where we ob
tain a view of the Hardanger Vidda. On the E. side the Folgefond
descends abruptly. The usual descent, however, to Tokheim (p. 106),
with

guide (1

pers.

8,

2 pers.

10,

4 pers. 12 kr. ; also reindeer-

particularly difficult ; but the descent by the Buarbrat is suitable for experienced mountaineers only (p. 108).
But
without going farther the traveller will be repaid by an excursion
from Sundal to this point and back. The whole excursion from
Gjerde (see below) and back can be made in about 7 hrs.
From Gjerde on the 0stre Pollen or E. arm of the Mauranger
Fjord (boat from Sundal in 74 hr., 50 e.), a bridle-path ascends
to the Folgefond and crosses it, passing the hut in the Urebotn
and the Hundser (5370 ft.), and afterwards descending rapidly to
(8-9 hrs. in all) Tokheim (p. 106 ; guide, Gotschalk Gjerde : 1 pers. 8,

sleighs),

2 pers.
the

is not

10,

margin

4 pers. 12 kr.). As from Sundal, travellers may ride to
of the glacier and cross the snow in sleighs (16, 20, 32 kr.).

Grun^ecLal ^- +

Fjord.
b. The Central
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the E.

Steamer from Sundal to Eide twice a week (Tues. & Frid.) in 4-41/* hrs.
(fare 3 kr. 70 0.). The other steamers do not call at Sundal ; from Bergen
to Eide, omitting Sundal, in 9-14 hrs. (fare 8 kr. 60 0).

On leaving the Mauranger Fjord the steamer steers direct to
The other steamers, after calling at
Norheimsund (see below).
Mundheim or Skjelnaes (p. 101), touch at
5 S.M. (from Ter») Bakke (Olsen's Hotel, new), on the Strandebarmsbugt, a bay of the His fjord, to the S. of the church of Strandebarm, grandly situated. To the E. we see the Myrdalsfos and the
Folgefond, to the N.W. the snow-clad Tveite Kviting (4190 ft),
and to the N.E. the Tervik-Nut (3520 ft).
To the left of the T#rvik-Nut a path leads by the gaards of Baukaas
and Solbjerg and the Torahella sseter to (4-5 hrs.) Netland in the Steinsdal
(see below). But the route along the bank of the fjord to Sandven, though
longer, is more attractive.
—

—

Passing Rervik and Vikingnats (Pension, about 50 kr. per week,
frequented by the English; Engl. Ch. service), at both of which
the steamer touches once a week, we next cross the Hisfjord to
2y2 S.M. Jondal (Utne's Inn), on the E. bank, noted for its
'Hardanger boats'. The fjord contracts.

—

From Jondal (guide, Nils Vig) a road ascends the Korsdal by (3/t hr.)
Birkeland to (3 hrs.) Gaard Flatebe (1100 ft.), grandly situated.
We may
then go to the S. to the Jondalsbrw, near the Dravlevand and Jeklevand; or
to the E. to the Serfjord (p. 106). The latter route (8-10 hrs.; guide necessary)
leads from Flatebja to the N.E. to Sjusait, ascends steeply and describes
a wide bend towards the N., turns to the
E., skirts the Thorsnut (5164 ft.),
and passes the Saxaklep.
The highest point of the route is 4510 ft. above
the fjord.
Then a steep descent to the Reisceter (1080 ft.) and thence to
Bleie (Naae, p. 106).

Beyond Jondal the steamer passes several waterfalls, leaving
Jonanas on the right, and enters the Ytre Samlen-Fjord, touching
at Skuteviken once a week. Beautiful scenery. The steamer rounds
the Axenas on the W. side, passes the church of Viker, and enters
the Norheimsund, on which lies
6 S.M. Norheimsund or Sandven (*Sandven's Hotel, R. 1, B. 1,
S. 1 kr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in the season), charmingly situated,
and suitable for some stay. Admirable view of the Folgefond, with
a succession of intervening mountains. To the W. a road ascends the
Steinsdal; after 72 hr. we cross a bridge on the right in order to
visit the 0fsthus ( 0verste Hus) Fos, a waterfall 100 ft. high, with a
The Torenut (about 3430ft.), to the N.,
path passing behind it.
—

—

easily ascended by the Sjau-Satter

in 5

hrs.,

is

a

fine

point.

the fiffsthus Fos the road ascends the Steinsdal , passing the
farms of Steine (tolerable quarters) and Birkeland, to (1 hr.) Netland.
Thence to Bakke, see above.
From Norheimsund to Trengereid on
Thence
the Voss Railway, l'/s day.
To the gaard of Steine, see above.
with guide, in 4'/2-5 hrs., to Gaard Eikedal or Egedal (1030 ft.); then a
precipitous descent past the Eikedalsfos, 285 ft. in height, to the beautiful
Frelandsdal i Samnanger, in which , 9-10 hrs. from Norheimsund, we
reach Tesse (Inn), on the Aadlandsfjord. From T#sse we cross by boat
to (4 Kil.) Aadland (p. 120), whence a skyds-road leads to Trengereid.

Beyond

—
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Norheimsund the steamer touches at

Beyond
0stenser

(Hotel 0stense,

at the

—

pier), prettily

situated

on

the

of that name, a summer-resort.
A promontory to the W. of 0stens0 separates the bay of J0stensief
from the narrow and picturesque "Fiksensund, 11 Kil. long, at the head
of which lies Gaard Botnen, where night-quarters may be obtained at Erik
Flateb0's (steamer on Sun. evening, or reached by boat from 0stens# in
3Y2-4 hrs.). High up on the hillside beyond the Nses is seen a huge giantcauldron ('Jsettegryde'), called Gygrereva (Gygr, 'giantess'), from the tradi

bay

tion that a giantess, trying to draw an island in the fjord towards her,
failed from the breaking of the rope, and caused this indentation by falling
A tolerable
backwards.
From Botnen to Bolken, a full day's walk.
bridle-path ascends the Flalebegjel (Gjel, 'rocky ravine') to the (5 Kil.)
Lekedal sseter (whence we may ascend the Flatebefjeld or Lekedalsnulen,
3460 ft., a fine point of view, 2-3 hrs. there and back). From the sseter
the path ascends to the watershed (1970 ft.), and then descends a little
to (6 Kil.) Eodnaberg, at the N.E. end of the Bamlegrevand (1940 ft.; said
to afford good fishing). We now descend by the course of the river issuing
from the Thorfinvand to (6 Kil.) Gaard Skjeldal (1075 ft.). From this point
a good road to (5 Kil.) Grimestad, at the W. end of the
Vangsvand, and
thence via, Liland to Bolken (p. 121).
—

Soon after leaving 0stens0 the steamer commands a view, to
the left, of the beautiful Indre Samlen Fjord. Some boats cross
the fjord to Herand, on the S. side of the bold Samlehovd or Samlekolle (2060 ft.); others steer past the mouth of the Fiksensund
to Stenste and to Aalvik, on the N. bank, near which is the pictur
The
esque Melaanfos, and thence direct to Eide (see below).
steamers from Herand double the Samlehovd and, passing (14 Kil.)
Vina>s and Hesthammer (previously touching at J7tn.e once a week,
see below), enter the
Gravenfjord. At the mouth of this somewhat monotonous fjord,
to the right, rises the Oxen (4120 ft.), which may be ascended from
the S.W. side; fine view, especially of the Serfjord on the S. and
the high mountains on the E.
At the N. end of the Gravenfjord,
where the channel contracts, lies
-

—

—

—

•—

5 S.M. Eide

(*Ma;land's Hotel, a large house 74 M. from the
quay, R. 2, B. or S. 172» D. 2, pens. 5-6 kr., good cuisine; *Jaunsen's, 3 min. farther on, less pretending ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July and
Aug.), the busiest place on the Hardanger Fjord, being the station
for Vossevangen, and prettily situated. A beautiful walk may be
taken by the Vossevangen road upstream to the Gravensvand

(l/2hr.;p.l23).
From Eide

to Ulvik (19 Kil., pay for 32), a splendid walk (4-5 hrs.).
Riding (horse 3 kr. 41 0.) or driving (stolkjserre 8 kr.) is inconvenient.
Luggage should be sent round by steamer. From Eide we follow the Vosse
vangen road to (4 Kil.) Gravens-Kirke (p. 123), where our route to Ulvik,
very steep at places, diverges to the right. Nearly halfway is the Vatnesceter
(rfmts.). A little farther on we reach the highest point of the route
(about 1900 ft.), between the Graahellerfjeld and Grimsnut on the right
and the Kvashoved on the left, and soon get a magnificent view of the

To the E. rise the Onen , from which the Degerfos falls
of 1500 ft., and the Balonefjeld, and to the N.E. the majestic
Vas-Fjmren (5350 ft.). On the descent to (H/4 hr.) Brakenas , very steep
at places , the scenery becomes even more picturesque , particularly at

Ulviksfjord.

to

a

depth

LOFTHUS.

Fjord.
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the Furusceter and Lindebroskke.
On the hill, about >/4 hr. before we reach
Brakenfes, is the Sponheim Bolel, beautifully situated (p. 112).
From Eide to Vossevangen, see p. 123; cariole 572> stolkjserre
8 kr. ; two-horse carr. for 2 pers. 15, 3 pers. 16, 4 pers. 18 kr.
c.

The Serfj ord.

Steamer from Eide to Odde daily in 3-4 hrs. (fare 4 kr. 10 0.) ; from
Bergen to Odde in 14-16Vz hrs. (10 kr. 50 0.); from Vik i Eidfjord (p. 109)
to Odde (5 kr.).

On quitting the Gravenfjord (p. 104), the steamboat steers across
the broad Utnefjord, the central reach of the Hardanger Fjord (retro
spect of the Oxen), to
2 S.M. TJtne (*Inn), beautifully situated on the S. bank. At
the back of the village lies a shady valley. The Hanekamb (3590 ft. ;
272 hrs.) affords a fine survey of the Utnefjord, Eidfjord, and S»rSteamer to the Eidfjord, see p. 109.
fjord.
The Odde steamer steers past the gaard of Tronas, with the
promontory of Kirkenms lying opposite to the E., and enters the
**S«rfjord ('South Fjord'), running to the S. for a distance of
40 Kil., and gradually narrowing from 2 Kil. to a few hundred yards.
The lofty rocky banks, from which a number of waterfalls descend,
show that this fjord is of the nature of a huge chasm between
the snow-clad Folgefond and the central Norwegian mountains to
which it belongs. At places, particularly at the mouths of the
torrents, alluvial deposits have formed fertile patches of land, where
cherries and apples thrive luxuriantly, especially near the centre and
N. parts of the fjord, where it is never frozen over.
The banks are
therefore comparatively well peopled , and the great charm of
this fjord lies in the contrast between the smiling hamlets and the
wild fjeld towering above them.
The first station is usually
Grimo (*Inn), on a fertile spot on the W. bank. Beautiful walks
(to the hill of Hangsnaes, 20 min. to the S., etc.).
—

•—

—

—

Opposite

rowing-boat),

—

Grimo opens the charming Kinservik (reached by
with the Husdal and the Tveitafos and Nyastelsfos.
with fine views, leads from the church of Kinservik,

A lofty road,
past the promontory of Krosnaes, to Lofthus (a walk of 272 hrs.).
3 S.M. (from Eide; 5 from Ulvik) Lofthus (*H6tel Ullensvang,

D. 2 kr. ; Miss Muller's Pension Ringolfnais, well
Ch. Serv. in the season), in an orchard-like region
on the E. bank, enclosed by a wide girdle of rocks, with a lofty
waterfall, is one of the finest points on the Hardanger. A little to the
S. is Oppedal, a landing-place and gaard where the steamers call
once a week instead of at Lofthus. The parish-church of Ullensvang,
on the S. side of the Aapaa-Elv , which falls into the fjord here,
dates from the Gothic period; fineW. portal; Gothic choir-window,
with the head of a bishop at the top, and a weeping and a laughing
face on the right and left. Brurastolen, a rocky height above the
church, affords an excellent survey of the Serfjord, N. to the Oxen
R.

1,

B.

1,

S.

1,

spoken of; Engl.
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(p. 104) and S.W. to the Folgefond. A visit to Bjernebykset ('bear's
leap'), a fall of the Aapo-Elv, takes 1-172 hr. from the inn (there
and back). Farther off is the Skrikjofos, higher but of less volume.
On the opposite (W.) bank of the fjord are the large gaards
of Jaastad, Vilure, and Aga. The last-named still contains an old
hall lighted from above. Above Aga rises the Solnut (4830 ft.);
beyond it the Thorsnut (5164 ft.). The glaciers of the Folgefond
Next station
peer down the valleys at intervals.
—

or

Berven

—

the road leading S. from Ullensvang
,
(about 6 Kil.), with a view of the glaciers on the other side. The
prominent peak of Bervenuten (1 hr.) is an admirable point of view.

Berven

on

On the W. bank is the
Naae and the

Vikebugt,

with the station of

—

Bleie, where just above fertile fields
gaards
and gardens are the protruding glaciers of the Folgefond , from
which several waterfalls descend.
Path from Bleie over the
mountains to Jondal, see p. 103.
of

—

The next places on the E. bank are the gaards of Sandste and
Sexe ; Hovland, with a spinning mill ; Kvalenas, a promontory
and gaard.
-

Espen,
situated

on

station on the E.
the hill.

a

with several

bank,

gaards charmingly

Then, on the W. bank, Kvitnaa, at the entrance to the imposing
Raunsdal, with the glaciers of the Folgefond in the background.
The excursion to the Raunsdalsvand and back (6-7 hrs.) is attract
Farther on is DigrenaiSy with several
though the path is bad.
waterfalls. Between Kvitnaa and Digrenas, on the hill, is the
Beyond Digrenaes are the gaards of Apald and
gaard of Aase.
Aaen, with the waterfall of that name, also called the Ednafos.

ive

—

—

On the E. bank
after Espen
comes Fresvik
with its fine
amphitheatre of wood, bordered with meadows and corn-fields.
Then, opposite Digrenaes, are the gaards of Skjalvik, in another
amphitheatre of hills, and Stana, with Isberg at a dizzy height
above it. Between the Tyssedals-Nut and the Tveit-Nut opens the
Tyssedal, at the mouth of which is the fine gaard of Tyssedal. Close
to the fjord the Tyssaa forms a fall picturesquely set in pine-forest.
A group of rocks farther on is called Biskopen, Prasten, og Klokkeren.
On the W. bank lies the gaard of Eitrheim, with the peninsula
,

,

,

of Eitnxs, and Tokheim with its waterfall and the Tokheimsnut,
whence a path crosses the Folgefond to the Mauranger Fjord(-p. 101).
To the S. are the Ruklenut (right) and the Raasnaas (left).!'"
—

Hotels. "Hardanger Hotel, kept by M. Tollefson,
4 S.M. Odde.
well situated on the fjord, frequented by English travellers, R. I1/2, B. li/j,
D. 3, pension 6 kr. ; "Ole Prjestegaard's Inn, near the per, slightly
lower charges; Jordal's, farther to the W., at the S. end of the fjord,
E. 1, S. 1 kr. 20 0.; Kristensen's, adjoining, unpretending.
Vikinghoug
Cafe", on the Telemarken road, 1 M. from the pier, new (fine view).
—

—

Fjord.
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Post and Telegraph Office near the Hardanger Hotel.
Opposite the
Hardanger Hotel antiquities and various useful wares are sold by G. Hellstrem
M.
Hammer
and
Church
Service
(from Stavanger
(from Bergen).
English
in summer at the Parish Church and the Hardanger Hotel.
Carriages. To the Lotefos and Espelandsfos and back, two pers. 12,
three pers. 15 kr. ; to Seljestad (p. 97) and back, 20 or 25 kr. ; to Noes on
the Suldalsvand (p 96), two pers. 30, three pers. 40, four pers. 45 kr. ;
Guides. Lars Olsen
to Dalen on the Bandaksvand, 90, 110, or 135 kr.
Bustetun, Asbjern Lars Olsen, and Ole Torslensen (speak English).
Odde, at the S. end of the Serfjord, the terminus of the great
—

—

—

Stavanger Fjord (RR. 5, 17),
Bustetun, Opheim, Bergeflot, and others.
while the name of Odde ('tongue of land') is applied to the large
church. Odde is the most frequented spot on the Hardanger Fjord,
and many visitors, especially English, spend a considerable time
from Telemarken and the

routes

consists of the farms of

a decided lack of convenient
paths by which to
and enjoy the beautiful scenery of the neighbourhood.
Walks.
The new road, which crosses to the W. bank near
Jordal's Hotel and comes to an end 72 M. farther on, affords a
charming view of the fjord; but the view is still better from the
stony old sseter track, above the road, about halfway to Tokheim
(see above) ; there and back 1-1 74 hr.
(2). To the *Sandvenvand,
to the S. of Odde (there and back 172-2hrs.). We follow the Tele
marken road, ascending the (72
Eid, an old moraine. To the

here.

But there is

explore

(1).

—

M.)

Aabo-Elv forms a fine waterfall, and behind us is a beauti
ful retrospect of Odde and the S0rfjord. At the top (Vikinghoug Cafe',
see p. 106) we enjoy a view of the Sandvenvand, with the Aabo-Elv
issuing from it. The Vastunbro, an iron bridge 1 72 M. from Odde,
spans the river. Beyond the lake rise the Eidesnut and Jordalsnut;
between these lies the Jordal. In 6 min. more we reach the quay
of the little Jordal steamer. By following the road for 74 hr. more
along the E. bank of the lake, passing under menacing rocks and
over 'Urer' or rocky debris, we obtain a *Survey of the Buarbrae
and the Folgefond ; farther on, to the left, is the beautiful Kjendalsfos ; opposite is the Strandsfos, descending from the Svartenut.
Excursions. (1). To the BuARBRiE (5 hrs., there and back;
guide unnecessary). Road to the Sandvenvand and the (35 min.)
landing-place of the little Jordal steamer, see above. We take the
steam-launch which plies half-hourly or oftener to (10 min. ; there
and back 1 kr.) the entrance to the Jordal, where the gaard of that
name lies on the right bank of the river descending from the

right the

valley. (Guide quite unnecessary.) The path leads to the right
from the landing-place, passing among the houses, then turns to
the left and ascends the right bank of the stream. The Jordal, a
valley enclosed by precipitous rocks, is remarkable for its rich
vegetation (birches, elms, barley). The Folgefond forms the back
ground. In 74 hr. from Gaard Jordal we cross a bridge to the left
bank of the Jordals-Elv, which the stony path now follows. In
50 min.

more we

pass the

gaard

olBuar

(1050 ft.),

on

the

opposite
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level for about 72 M-> leads in 20 min.
*Restaurant (B. 174 kr.), immediately facing
the *Buarbrae. This is the finest of all the glaciers descending from
the Folgefond on the E. side, the Bondhusbrse (p. 98) being the

The

bank.

path, nearly

more

to the small

finest

on

the W. side ; but neither is to be compared with the great
the Nordfjord (pp. 177, 178). The Buarbrae is divided

glaciers of

into two arms, which afterwards unite, by a rock called the Urbotten,
and consequently has an unusually large central moraine.
Good mountain-walkers may ascend on the right side of the Buarbrae
the Folgefond, skirt the Eidesnut and the Ruklenut, and descend
past the Tokheimsnut to Tokheim and Odde, an interesting, but fatiguing
expedition of 8-10 hrs. (guide 4-8 kr.).
to

(2).

To the Lotefos and the Espelandsfos (there and back
drive). In returning travellers may quit

6-8 hrs.' walk, 4-5 hrs.'

carriage at the landing-place of the Jordal steamboat, and visit
the Buarbrae. To the Sandvenvand, see p. 107. At the end of the
lake, 7 Kil. from Odde, lies the farm of Sandven. The road next
passes (2 Kil.) Hildal (330 ft.), where the Vafos or Hildalsfos de
scends on the right, and (4 Kil.) Grensdal (reached by a bridge), the
starting-point for the ascent of the Saue-Nut (about 3950 ft. ; splen
did view of the Folgefond). The valley contracts to a ravine ('Djuv'),
through which dashes the Grensdals-Elv. About 1 Kil. beyond
Grensdal, by a small inn, we reach, on the left, the *Lotefos and
the Skarsfos, the waters of which unite below, while opposite to them
is the veil-like *EspeIandsfos, one of the most beautiful waterfalls
in Norway. The best point of view is on the hill to the left, just
above the road; small Inn (R. I72 kr0 at the (5 min.) top.
The Toad goes on to the gaards of Skard (p. 97), which lie about 8 min.
their

to the left of the road, 3-4 Kil. from Gr0nsdal.
We may ascend thence in
Vz-'A br. to the Lotevand, from which first the Skarsfos and then the
Lotefos issue. By the fall are several mills. The cloud of spray through
which we see the Espelandsfos opposite has a curious effect.
Otherwise
this digression hardly repays.

This excursion may be continued to Seljestad(-p. 97), a drive of
more from the Lotefos, but the excursion in one day
there and back is rather fatiguing.

nearly 2 hrs.

(3). Across the Folgefond to Sundal or. Gjerde
Mauranger Fjord, about 10 hrs. (guide 12-16 kr.), very
ing, better in the reverse direction (see p. 102).

on

the

fatigu

(4). To the Skjjeggedalsfos, 10-12 hrs., there and back (half
foot), steep and fatiguing at places, and not without risk in
wet weather. Guide (5 kr. or more) and provisions had better be
taken from Odde. We row from Odde to (6 Kil.) Tyssedal (p. 106).
on

We ascend thence on foot through wood, enjoying beautiful retro
spective views of the fjord and the Folgefond. We pass (74 hr.)
a second fall of the beautiful clear green
river, and (74 hr.) a
third. The path ascends steeply over 'Ur' and roots of trees. We
pass (3/a hr.) a small pasture on the left, and next reach (74 hr.)
near which is a primitive
a hay -hut, at the foot of the Svelberg ,

Fjord.
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kitchen under the rocks. This is the highest point on the route,
about 1850 ft. above the fjord. The path next descends the Fladberge, and (1 hr.) reaches the gaard of Skjeeggedal (pron. Sheggadal ; 272 hrs. from Tyssedal ; small Inn ; order meal for return).
On the left the Mogelifos descends from the Mogelinut, and on the
right is the Vasindenfos, the discharge of the Ringedalsvand (see
below). We cross the Vetlevand ('small lake') by boat in a few
minutes, and in 8 min. more walk over an 'Eid', or isthmus, to the
picturesque and exquisitely clear Ringedalsvand (about 1300 ft.
above the sea), with the huge Einsatfjeld on the S.
Here we
embark in another boat. (A high wind sometimes prevails here,
while the fjord below is calm, in which case the night must be
spent at the inn, or the excursion abandoned. It is desirable to have
one or more rowers besides the guide
; fee 2 kr. each, overcharges
not unknown.) The lake is 6 Kil. long, and we row to its upper
end in 172hr. ; about halfway the Folgefond becomes visible behind
us, and farther on, the picturesque Tyssestrenge fall from a rock
500 ft. high. The *Skjaeggedalsfos, a superb waterfall 525 ft. high,
is less imposing but more picturesque than the Veringsfos (p. 110).
In summer the volume of water is sometimes scanty, but when the
snow is melting
('Flomtid') and after heavy rain the effect is very
grand. The ascent from the landing-place to the foot of the falls
leads across 'Ur'.
(5). Ascent of Merfalsskardene (about 3950 ft.), to the E. of
Odde, 6 hrs., with guide (5 kr.); the top commands a fine pano
rama of the Ringedalsvand, Serfjord, and Folgefond.
d. The

Eidfjord.

Steamer from Eide to Vik, daily in 2 hrs. (fare 3 kr. 10 0.; once a
week via Utne in 4 hrs.) ; to Ulvik in 3-4 hrs. (fare 3 kr. 10 0.; from Vik
to Ulvik 1 kr. 80 0.); also from Utne (p. 105) twice a week to Ulvik via
Vik in 21/2-3 hrs.

The

Eidfjord, the easternmost branch of the Hardanger Fjord,
by precipitous rocks. The steamer calls when required
at Ringeen, Djenne, and Vallavik.
Beyond the Busnas, with the
gaard of Bu (which the Bunut behind it deprives of the sun the
whole winter), the Osefjord diverges to the left (p. 111).
The
steamer passes its mouth.
On the right towers the Skoddalsfjeld.
At the mouth of the valley running inland between the Skoddals
fjeld and the Rullenut lies Erdal, with a saw-mill and a group of
is enclosed

where moraines and ancient water-lines are observable.
On the N. side of the fjord rises the ice-girt Ontn (5150 ft). Facing
us rises the almost entirely bare
Vindaxel.
Between the Onen
and Vindaxel opens the Simodal (called at only by some steamers),
above which peers the snowy plateau of the Hardanger-JekulQp. 111).
Hotels. "V0ringsfos, a large
5 S.M. (from Eide) Vik i Eidfjord.
timber-built house, close to the quay, kept by the brothers Nwsheim, who

houses,

—

WO
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R. 172, A. '/g, B. l'/2, D. 2 kr.
"Tveit's Hotel, on the
other side of the river, '/2 M. from the quay, unpretending, R. 1, D. l!/2,
S. 1 kr.
A charge of 80 0. is made in the hotel-bill for the maintenance
of the path to the V0ringsfos.

speak English,

—

—

Vik, grandly situated in a bay near the E. end of the Eidfjord,
good starting-point for several fine excursions. About 72 M.
distant is the church of Eidfjord, situated on a moraine ('Vor')
about 1 M. broad, which separates the fjord from theEidfjordsvand.
The river issuing from the latter forces its way through the moraine.

is

a

To

V»ringsfos, 8-9 hrs.,

the

recommended).

The

new

there and back (carriage to Saeba
road skirts the river to the Eidfjordsvand,

huge cliffs. It then follows the W. bank of the
being cut through the rock. Beyond two short
gaard of Kvam ('basin') on the hill above, from
Kvamfos descends. On the opposite bank rises the Eid-

lake enclosed by
in great part
tunnels we see the
a

lake,

which the

head of the lake we cross the Bygdar-Elv
issues from the Hjmlmodal (p. 111).
8 Kil. Sabe (Inn, small), situated with several other gaards
(Megeletun, the residence of the guide Halslen H. Meglethun,
Lilletun, Varberg, and Reise), on a small fertile plain, watered by
the Bygdar-Elv and by the Bjoreia emerging from the Maabedal.
The fatiguing path to the Veringsfos (unmistakable ; horse there
and back 5 kr.) ascends the moraine, and then descends into the
wild Maabedal on the left bank of the Bjoreia, which it crosses by
a
(72 hr.) lofty bridge. In 1 hr. we reach the gaard of Tveithougen,
The path ascends steeply, passing enormous
on the right bank.
blocks of rock and wild cataracts, to (72 hr.) the gaard of Maabe.
(The unauthorized toll sometimes demanded here should be refused.)
The path (very bad) of the 'Turistforening' from this point
to the fall crosses the river and ascends its steep left bank to the
small, dark-green Maabevand. Alpine vegetation. In 1 hr. we
reach the Veringsfos Restaurant and in 10 min. more the stupen
dous **V#ringsfos, the roar of which has long been audible. A
suspension-bridge enables us to approach close to the fall (water
proofs useful). The Bjoreia plunges in a single leap of 520 ft. into
a narrow basin enclosed by perpendicular rocks on three sides. Two
ridges of rock at the top divide the river into three falls, which
however soon re-unite. A dense volume of spray constantly rises
from the seething cauldron, forming a cloud above it. Beautiful
rainbow-hues are seen in the spray, especially in the afternoon.
High above the fall is situated the conspicuous *Fosli Hotel (25 beds),
the proprietor of which, Ola Garen, is a good guide.
The path thither
diverges, 5 min. below the Restaurant (see above) from the V0ringsfos route,
and ascends to the hotel in I1/2 hr., crossing the Bjoreia shortly above the
fall. The view from the edge of the cliff into the sombre ravine with the
The Fosli Hotel is
plunging stream is impressive in the evening.
One of the best of these
the starting-point for several fine excursions.
is the passage to the N. into the Simodal, leading past the best point of
Another excursion to the S. crosses the
view for the Skykjefos (p. 111).
plateau via the gaard of Bel. the Skismter, and Bosrrastel, and descends

fjordsfjeld.

At the

(Hjalmo-Elv), which

—

into the

Ill

which a good path descends to Sseb0
From the Fosli Hotel across the fjeld to

imposing Bjcslmodal, through

(a walk of 8-9 hrs. in
the
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in

all).

—

Telemarken, 3 days;

see

p. 29.

Simodal. Splendid walk to the Rembes
dalsfos and back (7-8 hrs. ; guide 372 kr. ; provisions necessary);
the excursion to the top of the fjeld opposite the Skykjefos is best
The E. end of the Eidfjord consists
made from Fosli (p. 110).
of a narrow bay about 3 Kil. long, where the steamer calls two or
three times a week only, but it is generally most convenient to
visit it by rowing-boat from Vik (5 Kil., in 1 hr.). Near the landingplace is the gaard of Sad, situated on an ancient moraine. To the
N. from the head of this bay stretches the Aasdal, in which rises
in height, and to the E.
a curious isolated rock about 380 ft.
A road ascends the latter to the gaards of
runs the *Simodal.
Mehus, where the valley is so narrow that the towering rocks above
may be seen through the Ljor ('smoke -hole'), and to (5 Kil.)
Thveit (good quarters, R. 80, B. 80, S. 80 er.), the highest gaard in
the valley. The path now leads on the right bank of the torrent
to the (5 Kil.) head of the valley, which terminates abruptly in a
lofty rock, over which falls the Rembesdalsfos, while to the E. is
seen the *Skykjefos, a grand waterfall nearly 2000 ft. high, part
of which is a single leap of over 700 ft.
We may next ascend to
the Rembesdalsvand, to the margin of which a glacier of the Har
danger Jekul (6540 ft.) descends.
This excursion is better made from Fosli (p. 110; guide necessary,
The route crosses the marshy plateau towards
4-5 kr. ; to Tveit 5-6 hrs.).
the Isdalsvand, which it leaves on the right, then ascends between the
Vetle Ishaug (on the right; fine view) and the Store Ishaug (on the left)
to the top of the pass (about 3940 ft.), which affords a fine *View of the
upper edge of the sombre Simodal and of the massive Hardanger- J0kul.
The streams descending from the icy crags of the latter fall into the
Rembesdalsvand on the W. and the Skykjedals vand on the S. Beyond
the pass we traverse first a snow-field, then bare rocks polished by glacieraction, and come in sight of the top of the Rembesdalsfos. The route to
the Simodal diverges to the left, but we continue to descend for about
20 min. more to the edge of the cliff descending sheer into the narrow
Skykjedal. From this point we have a magnificent '■"'View of the Skykje
fos, the upper leap of which, 650 ft. high, is directly opposite us. We
Excursion

to the

—

—

return to the top and thence follow the steep and fatiguing, but
down to the gaards of Tveit and Mehus, which lie
far below. From Mehus we reach the gaard of Seed on the fjord (see above)
in 1 hr., and row in 1 hr. more to Vik (p. 109).
Instead of descending to the N.W. from the verge of the Skykjedal
gorge to Tveit, we may cross the fjeld to the N.E., passing the Skykjedalsvand, to the Rembesdalsvand, and thence reach Mehus via, the Rembesdals
fos. This, however, adds 3-4 hrs. to the expedition.
now

perfectly safe, path

From Vik we steam down the Eidfjord and turn to the right
into the Osefjord, the N. branch of the Eidfjord, with a grand
mountain-background. On the right, near the entrance, is a fall
of the Batgna-Elv. A low wooded hill, called Osen, separates the
sombre Osenfjord from its W. arm, the smiling Ulviksfjord , into
We soon come in sight of the farms of Ulvik
which we steer.
—

thickly clustered

round the head of the

fjord.
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3 S.M. Ulvik.

ULVIK.

Hotels. *Braken.«s, R. l>/4, B. or S. 1, D. 1 kr.
frequented by English travellers ; "Vestrheim's, largely occupied by
summer boarders, E. I.1/4, B. llfa, S. l'/4, D. 2 kr. ;
♦Ulvik's , adjoining,
new; "Sponheims Hotel (Mrs. Wilhelmseri's), on the hill (p. 105), •/* hr.
from the pier.
English Church Service in July and August.
—

60 0.,

—

Ulvik-Brakenxs, beautifully situated, is one of the most attrac
with its church,
tive places on the Hardanger Fjord. Brakenas
behind which there is a fine waterfall, is the chief cluster of houses
among the hamlets and farms at the head of the fjord which are
,

,

collectively

known

Pleasant *Walk
an

ancient

as

Ulvik.
the shore to the E. to Hagestad and Lekve,
or royal domain, and thence across the
hr.). At a group of huts here a boat may

along

'Kongsgaard',

hill to the Osefjord (1
be hired for the trip to Ose (4 Kil.; 1 hr.). Another walk maybe
taken to the Solsivand, 1 hr. to the N. of Lekve.
The *Head of the Osefjord (where the steamers do not touch),
enclosed by huge mountains, is worthy of a visit (take provisions).
We may either hire a boat for the trip at the place just mentioned,
In the latter
or row all the way from Ulvik (14 Kil.; 272-3 hrs.).
case we get a view of the fine fall of the Degerdals-Elv on the
right, descending to the fjord between the Onen (p. 109) and the
Balonefjeld. At the head of the fjord lies Ose (tolerable bed, but

food, at Lars Ose's). From this point the
inland, between the Krosfjaren and Nipahegd
Vasfjaren on the W.
poor

wild *Osedal runs
the E. and the

on

A toilsome walk of 10-12 hrs. (guide at Ose) may be taken up the
narrows to a ravine, to the Osesceter, and thence, between
the Oseskavl and Vosseskavl on the right and the Gangdalskavl on the left,
to the Opscetscster (2790 ft.), at the head of the Rundal (p. 122).
Then
across the Gravehals (3710 ft.) to Kaardal in the Flaamsdal (p. 133).
The ascent of the Vasfjseren (5350 ft.) takes 12-16 hrs. from Lekve,
Ole Hakestad of Lekve is a good guide (6-8 kr.).
there and back.
The
fatigne is lessened by sleeping at the sieter on the Solsivand on the pre
vious night. Splendid view from the top.
From the Solsivand to Klevene and the Opstetsseter in the Rundal (p. 122) 10-12 hrs.
From Ulvik to Eide, see p. 104.
The Espelandsvand, 7 Kil. to the
N.W. of Ulvik (a walk of l'/2 hr.), abounds in fish.

Osedal, which

—

—

20.

Bergen.

Arrival.
The large British steamers are berthed by the Toldbod, on
the S. side of the harbour; the Christiania steamers by Bradbcsnken, on
the N. side; and the steamers from Hamburg, Aalesund, Molde, Trond
hjem, etc. by Fwstningsbryggen adjoining. The Hardanger boats lie at the
Bolbergs-Almenning ; the Sogne and Nordfjord boats by the Nykirke. Porter
Travellers leaving Bergen by steamboat
('Baerer') to the hotels, V2-I kr.
should ascertain in good time where the vessel starts from. As to berths,
of
the
are
Most
offices
in the Strand-Gade; branch-office of
see p. xvii.
The Railway Station (PI. 1 p. 120) is
the Bergen Co. at Bradbaenken.
;
in the S. part of the town, near the Lille Lungegaardsvand.
Hotels. "Holdt's (PI. c), a large building between the Enge and TorveAlmenning, with garden-terrace and baths, best rooms in the newer wings,
R. 2'/2, B. 1 kr. 60 0., b. 2>/2-3 kr.; Norge (PI. n), between the S. end
of the Torve-Almenning and the public park, R. from 2V«, B. 1, D. 2'/2-3 kr.,
*Nordstjernen (PI. d), Raadstue-Plads, R. 2, D. 2'/* kr.;
good cuisine.
—

—

—
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♦Hotel Bergen (PI. a), Strand-Gade, to theE. of the Nykirke, R. 2, B. 1,
S. 1, D. 2 kr. ; 'Smeby, Strand-Gade, opposite the Hotel Bergen, patronized
almost exclusively by the English, R., B. , or S. IV2 kr. each; Skandinavie
Pen
(PI. b), in the Plads called 'Klosteret', R. 21/2, B. l'/2, S. l'/2 kr.
sions. Fru Steen, Torvet 8; Fru Miiller, Engen45; Anna Simonsen, Markeveien 39; Fru Blehr, Olaf-Kyrres-Gade, beside the Roman Catholic church ;
Agnes Akselsen, Olaf-Kyrres-Gade 31 ; B. Folkedal,Bvuvs-Ga,<le 5 ; Frk. Hansen,
—

Torve-Almenning.
Grand

Restaurants.

Cafe1,

new,

opposite

the Hotel

Norge; "Siogen,

Raadstue-Plads, opposite the central lire-station ; *Fleien,s (p. 118), parties
should telephone beforehand, no spirituous liquors and the beer-bar closes
Cafes also at ''Holdt's Hotel and
on Sat. at 5. p.m. ; Bellevue, see p. 119.
Confectioners. Michelsen, Olaf-Kyrres-Gade, corner of
the Norge Hotel.
the Starvhus-Gade, by the park; Mathilde Hansen, Torve-Almenning.
1 pers 2 pers. [3 pers.
pers.
Cabs, by the Exchange (trunk 20 0.).
—

—

1. 50
2. 25 | 2. 65
3.
With one horse, per hour.
2. 25
3. 40
4.
2. 25
With two horses, per hour
80
40
60 I
70
Per drive in the town
60
1. 05
60
90
Per drive in the suburbs
Carriages for excursions at Miinter's, Engen 22, near Holdt's Hotel:
cariole 2, carriage with one horse 3, with two horses 4 kr. per hour.
Omnibus from Torvet through Strand-Gaden to Toldboden and vice-versa
every 10 min. ; 10 e.
Boats (Flel): across the harbour 10-20 0., according to distance (e.g.
Torvet to Toldboden, 20, Nykirke to Faestnings-Bryggen, 10 0.), for several
A service of Electric Ferry Boats plies across
persons 10-13 0. each.
the harbour to and from several stations.
Post Office, Raadstue-Plads, 8 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. ; on Sun. 8-9 & 5-6.
Telegraph Office (PI. 2), behind the Exchange (p. 115), 6.40 a.m. to 8.40 p.m.
Shops. Hammer, Strand-Gade 57, Norwegian antiquities, modern silver
ornaments, and pictures; Brandt, Strand-Gade, corner of the 0stre Muralmenning, furs, one of the largest shops of 1he kind in Norway ; Beyer's
Tourist Bazaar, Strand-Gade 2 (books, photographs, wood-carvings, silver
filigree -work, furs, etc.); Milne Grieg, in the Torv, fishing-tackle and
travelling requisites; Sundt <£■ Co., Strand-Gade, tailors for ladies and
Chemist: Monrad Krohn (English spoken), Strand-Gade;
gentlemen.
Cigars and Tobacco : Reimers <£■ Son,
Svane-Apotheket, Strand-Gade 4.
Smaastrand-Gade 3; Tharbjern Bers, Olaf-Kyrres-Gade.
Wine, Tinned
C. Krepeliens Enke, Strand-Gade 40;
Goods ('Hermetik'), and Biscuits:
/. E. Mowinckel, Strand-Gade 23 (cigars also).
Spirits and Liqueurs at
the shops belonging to the company (Brcendevins-Samlag) which mono
polises the trade, devoting all profit over 5 per cent to charitable and
Hair -Dresser: Andreas Pettersen, Olaf-Kyrres-Gade 6;
public works.
B. Bolmberg, Walkendorfs-Gade 6.
Banks. Norges Bank, Bergens Credit-Bank, Privatbtwk, all in the Torv.
Goods Agents. Ellerhusen <£• Lund, Lille Altonagaarden, Strand-Gade.
Baths. Warm, in the Sygehus (PI. 3), !/2 kr- Sea-Baths at the Selyst
(PI. 8), to the N.W. of Bergenhus Ffcstning; for gentlemen 7-9 and 3-8
o'clock; for ladies 10-2 o'clock.
Music in the Park on Sun.,
Theatre, performances thrice weekly.
Wed., & Frid., 12.30-1.30; also 8-10 p.m. in summer in fine weather (adm.
—

|

.

—

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

10 0.).
Consuls. British, Mr. Albert Gran, corner of Torvet and Strand-Gade.
American, Mr. F. G. Gade, Smaastrand-Gade; vice-consul, Mr. Joh. Isdahl.
English Church Service in summer in the iGamle Musicum' schoolhouse, on the N. side of the Lille Lungcgaardsvand, near the Park, and

5 min. from Holdt's Hotel.
Tourist Offices. T. Bennet,
(see above); Th. Cook ,1- Son,
Turist Foreningen, Torvet 6.

Torve-Almenning 18; Beyer,

Strand-Gade 2

Torve-Almenning No. 21b.

Bergen (N. lat. 60°23'), one of the oldest
Norway, with 53,600 inhab., lies

towns in

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.

and most
on

a

—

Bergens

picturesque

hilly peninsula
8
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Situation.

and isthmus bounded on theN. by the Vaagen and the By fjord, on
the S.E. by the Lungegaardsvand, and on the S.W. by the Puddefjord. In the background rise four mountains, 1300-2100 ft. in
height : Blaamanden (1890 ft.) with the Fleifjeld (820 ft.) to the
N.E., Ulriken (2105 ft.) to the S.E., Levstakken (1560 ft.) to the S.,
and Lyderhom (1300 ft.) with the Damgaardsfjeld to the S.W.;
but the citizens count seven, and the armorial bearings of the
town also contain seven hills (formerly seven balls). The climate is
exceedingly mild and humid, resembling that of the W. coast of
Scotland ; the frosts of winter are usually slight and of shoTt duration,
the thermometer very raTely falling below 15-20° Fahr., and the
average rainfall is 72 inches (in the Nordfjord about 35 in., at
Christiania 26 in. only). The mean temperature of the whole year
is 45° Fahr. (Christiania, 41°), and that of July 58° (Christiania,
62°). Owing to the mildness of the climate the vegetation in the
environs is unusually rich ; flowers are abundant, while grain and
fruit ripen fairly well.
The general aspect of the town is modern. The quarters ad
joining the harbour, which is entirely enclosed by large warehouses
('Se'gaarde'), alone retain a characteristic mediaeval appearance.
The town extends round the spacious harbour , called Vaagen,
stretches over the rocky heights at the base of the Fleifjeld and
over the peninsula of Nordnaes, which separates the Vaagen from
the Puddefjord (to the S.), and is now spreading to the S.E.,
towards the Lille and /Store Lungegaardsvand. Many of the houses
are roofed with red tiles, which present a picturesque appearance.
The older houses only are timber-built, and usually painted white.
The streets are called 'Gader', the lanes and passages 'Smug' or
'Smitter', and these are intersected at right angles by wide open
spaces called 'Almenninge', designed chiefly to prevent the spread
ing of conflagrations. Notwithstanding this precaution, Bergen has
been repeatedly destroyed by fire, as for example in 1702, the
disaster of which year is described by Peter Dass (p. lxxiv) in three
poems. A conduit now supplies the town with water from Svartediket
(p. 119), thus diminishing the danger.
The inhabitants of Bergen, as well as those of the whole district
(Nordhorland, Sendhorland, and Voss), are more vivacious than
those of other parts of Norway, and are noted for their sociability
and light-heartedness, which burst forth in song on festive occasions,
English and German are much spoken by the better-educated.
Bergen (from Bjergvin, 'pasture among the mountains') was founded by
King Olaf Kyrre in 1070-75 on the site of the old royal residence of Aalrekstad, at the E. end of the present harbour, which at that period ran
The town must soon have become an
the Cathedral.
the greatest battles in the civil wars of the following
centuries were fought near it. In 1135 Magnus Sigurdssen was captured
and deprived of his sight here by Harald Gille, who in his turn was
slain by Sigurd Slembe the following year. In 1154 Harald's son Sigurd
Mund was killed by the followers of his brother Inge on the quay of

inland

as

far

as

important place,

as
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Bergen. In 1181 a naval battle took place near the Nordnaes between
kings Magnus and Sverre; and in 1188 the Kuvlunger and ifskjegger were
defeated by Sverre at the naval battle of Florvaag (near the Ask0). Ten
years later, during the so-called 'Bergen summer', the rival Bjerkebeiner, un
der Haakon Jarl and Peter Steyper, and Bugler under Philipp Jarl and Er
ling Steinvozg, fought for possession of the town, till the latter were de

great battle near the old German church. In 1223 a national
Bergen, at which Haakon Baakonsen's title to the crown
was recognised (p. xlvii).
For its subsequent commercial prosperity the town was indebted to
the Hanseatic League, which established an office here about the middle
From this Comptoir the German merchants were
of the 15th century.
known as Kontorske, and the nickname of Garper (probably from garpa,
'to talk loudly') was also applied to them. Having wrested various privi
leges from the Danish government, they gradually monopolised the whole
trade of northern and western Norway, and forcibly excluded the Eng
lish, Scottish, and Dutch traders, and even the Norwegians themselves,
from all participation in it. At length, after an oppressive sway of more
than a century, they were successfully opposed by Christopher Walkendorf
in 1559, after which their power declined. Their 'Comptoir' continued to
exist for two centuries more, but in 1763 their last 'Stave', or office, was
Even in the 17th cent, the trade of Bergen
sold to a native of Norway.
much exceeded that of Copenhagen, and at the beginning of the 19th cent.
Bergen was more populous than Christiania. At the present day Christiania,
however, carries on 32 per cent of the whole trade of Norway, while
Bergen's proportion is 16 per cent only.
Among eminent natives of Bergen may be mentioned Ludvig Holberg,
the traveller, social reformer, and poet (d. 1754), Johan Welhaven, the poet
(d. 1873), /. C. Dahl, the painter (d. 1857), and Ole Bull (A. 1880), the mu
feated in

a

diet was held at

sician.
Fish has always been the staple commodity of Bergen, which is the
greatest fish-mart in Norway. The Hanseatic merchants compelled the
northern fishermen to send their fish to Bergen, and to the present day
the trade still flows mainly through its old channels. In May and June
occurs the first Nordfar-Stozvne ('arrival of northern seafarers'), when the
fishermen of the N. coasts arrive here with their 'Jagter' deeply laden,
with cod-liver oil (of five qualities : 'Damp Medicin-tran', 'Medicin-tran',
'blank', 'brun-blank', and'brun') and roe('Rogn'); and in July and August
they bring 'Klipfisk' and 'Rundfisk'. Bergen also has a considerable mer
cantile fleet (over 150 steamers and 200 sailing-vessels).
The exports,
chiefly fish, are valued at 20, the imports at 30 million kr. annually. The
ship-building yards are the largest in Norway : Georgernes Verfl on the
Puddefjord, Laksevaag Dampskibsbyggeri at Laksevaag, and Bergens Meehanlske Vcerksted at Solheimsviken.

The main street is the Strand-Gade, running parallel with
harbour, and containing the principal shops and offices. (Its
prolongation leads to the Nordnzes; see p. 117.)

the
W.

At the E. end of the Strand-Gade lies the Tobve-Almenning with
the adjoining Tonv, which together form a long 'Plads', running S.
from the E. end of the harbour, and separating the old pait of the
town from the
new

quarter

new

are

quarter built since the Are of 1855.

the

principal

modern

In this

buildings, including

the

Exchange (PI. 2 ; built by Solberg), and several banks. At the upper
(S.) end of the Torve-Almenning is a Statue of Christie (by Borch),
the president of the first Norwegian Storthing, which concluded the
convention with Sweden in 1814 (comp. p. lxxiv). To the N. of this
point, in front of the Exchange, rises a Statue of Ludwig Holberg
(born at Bergen 1684, died at Copenhagen 1754), poet, historian,
8*
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Tydskebryggen.

and founder of modern Danish

literature, especially comedy (by
Torv, at the head of the harbour, projects
a
pier called Triangelen, at which the fishermen usually land.
Interesting fish-market here (especially Wed. and Sat., 8-10 a.m.).
To the N. of the Torv, on the N.W. side of the harbour, ex
tends "Tydskebryggen, or the German Quay, bordered with a long
In front of each rises a crane
row of brightly painted warehouses.
the
fish
for
brought to Bergen by the
unloading
('Vippebom')
Northmen in their smacks. The Tydskebrygge, formerly the Hanseatic
quarter, assumed its present form after the Are of 1702. Here re
sided the clerks of the merchants of Bremen, Liibeck, and other
towns of the League, who, owing to the jealousy between the rival
nations, were forbidden to marry. There were sixteen different
gaards (counting from the Torv) : Finnegaarden Dramshusen,
Bratten, Leppen, Ravelsgaarden, Solegaarden, Kappen, Kjalderen
(which contained the old Exchange), and the Holmedels, Jacobs,
Svends, Enhernings, Breds, Bue, Engel, Sester, and Guldsko gaards.
Each gaard was presided over by a 'Bygherre' and was divided into
'Staver', or offices, belonging to different owners. Each merchant

Bbrjeson).

—

From the

,

had

a clerk and one or more servants
resident here.
The "Hanseatic Museum in the Finnegaard (open 10-2 and 4-7, on Sun.
12-2 and 5-7; adm. lkr. ; catalogue lkr.) conveys a good idea of how the
gaards were fitted up , and contains a collection of furniture, weapons,
fire-extinguishing apparatus, etc., mostly of the latest Hanseatic period.
On the Ground-Floor were the warehouses ; on the First Floor is an outer
room leading to the 'Stave', or office of the manager, with his dining-room
and bedroom behind ; and on the Second Floor are the 'Klaven', or rooms
of the clerks and servants.
As the use of fire or light in the main
building was forbidden, a common room ('Skjjzrtstuen') for the inmates of
the Gaard was erected a little behind it, near the vegetable gardens.
The
remains of only a few of these common rooms survive. One of them has
been restored in the Dramshus.

('Byleber')

—

Above the gaards of Tydskebryggen, to the N., rises the Mariseits two towers, erected in the 12th cent., enlarged in
the 13th, and used by the Hanseatic merchants as a German church
from 1408 to 1766. The nave is Romanesque, the choir Gothic. The

kirke, with

pulpit and the altar date from the 17th century.
Tydskebryggen, by the entrance to the harbour,
rises the old fortress of Bergenhus, with Valkendorfs Taam and
the Kongshall (adm. daily, 8-6, except Sun. ; apply to the sentinel ;
elaborately

carved

To the N.W. of

fee to soldier who attends visitors 1/2 kr.). Valkendorfs or the
Rosenkrantz tower (PI. 14), originally built by Haakon Haakonsen,
extended by Rosenkrantz in 1565, and restored in 1848, consists in
fact of two towers, of which that on the N. is the more modern.
Several balls built into the walls and gilded commemorate an un
successful attempt of the English fleet to capture the Dutch fleet
which had sought refuge in the harbour. The interior of the tower
serves as an arsenal (line chimney-pieces, old flags,
etc.). The gal
lery at the top affords an admirable survey of the harbour and the
town. Behind this tower is the Kongshall, of the 13th cent., with

Museum.

BERGEN.
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large festal hall

now being restored.
Above the fortress of Berrises the ancient Sverresborg.
On theW. side of the harbour, between it and the Puddefjord,
the peninsula of Nordnaes projects far into thesea(boats, seep. 109).
On the summit rises Fort Frederiksberg, now the fire-watch (entrance

a

genhus

in the E. corner; fine view).
of the fort, the Observatory ,

of the

peninsula,

where

a

A

new

road leads

and the

on

the S.W. side

Hospital (PI. L)

promenade looks far out to
large 'Plads' called Enqkn

to the end

sea.

is the house
On the N. side of the
of the Bergen Art Union (Kunstforening , PI. K), with a collection
of modern pictures, changed from time to time, and the small
Municipal Picture Gallery (adm. Sun. 12-4, Wed. & Frid. 11-2; 25».).

The latter collection contains works by Bodom, Eckersberg, Tidemand.
Gude, Nordenberg, etc. Among older works may be noted, on the 1st Floor:
No. 115. A. R. Mengs, Design for an Entombment; No. 179. Carstens, The
inhabitants of Riigen purchasing their freedom from the Holsteiners.
In the Theater-Gade, to the S.W. of Engen, is the Theatre, per
formances in which do not usually begin until the end of September.

By the Lille Lungegaardsvand, in the quarter which has sprung
up since the fire of 1855, is the Railway Station (PI. 1); to the
N. of it is the small Park, where a band plays daily except Sat. and
Sun., and to the S. is the tasteful Roman Catholic, Church (PI. 4).
Also to the S. of the station, on the Sydnatshoug, rises the large
—

Museum, completed in 1865, containing antiquarian and
ural

nat

history collections. Adm.

on Mon., Wed., Frid., 11-1
; Sun.,
at other times 25 0.
On the Ground Floor are the Library (Tues., Thurs., Sat., 11-1) and
the collection of Norse Antiquities (good catalogue, with
illustrations,
by Lorange, 50 0.), chiefly from W. Norway; in the entrance-hall, on
the right, two carved church -portals from Sogndal; then ecclesiastical
vessels and pictures, a fine altar-piece in carved oak with wings, of the
16th cent., tankards, porcelain, furniture (mostly Dutch); also
prehistoric
curiosities.
The Natural History Collection (first and second floors;
catalogue 25 0.) comprises a very complete set of specimens of Norwegian
fish and marine animals (skeleton of a huge whale, etc.).

11.30

to

1.30;

—

On the hill to the W. of the museum rises the
conspicuous
Church of St. John, a large Gothic brick building with a lofty

tower, erected in 1890-93 from plans by

II. Backer.
To the E. of the museum is an attractive residential quarter,
through which we may pass to the *Nygaards Park, pleasuregrounds recently laid out, with fine views. On the S. side of the
grounds, opposite Holmen, are a pavilion where a band sometimes
plays (see bills) and a cafe'. Outside the S. gate of the park, on a
bay of the Solheimsvik, is an Aquarium
C. Danielssen's Biolo

(D.

gical Station), open daily from April

to

Sept.,

11-2 and 4-7

(25 e.).

To the S.E. of the Nygaards Park the railway and the road cross the
Store Strom, which connects the Store Lungegaardsvand with the Sol
heimsvik and the Puddefjord.
The tide flows in and out of this 'stream'.
On the S. bank is a large ship-building yard.

To the N.E. of the Torv extends the Vittebslevs-Almf.nnino,
in which stands the covered market or 'Bazaar', containing the Mu-
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Fjeldvei.

of the Fishery Company (Wed. & Sat, 11-1) and the Public Li
Near this is the Korskirke, or Church of
brary (12-1 and 5-7).
the Cross, where Niels KUm, who figures in Holberg's 'Subterranean
Journey', was sacristan. A tall monument behind the church com
memorates the Norwegians who fell in the naval battle of the Alve
seum

—

(May 16th, 1808).
'Fif Amten', or five

Several streets here derive their

names

from the

German

guilds, of Skomagere, Skinnere, Bagere,
Guldstnede, and Bartskjmrere, who were under Hanseatic protection.
Farther to the E. is the Cathedral (St. Olafi Vaagsbunden, i.e. 'at
the end of the harbour'), originally a monastery-church, erected in

—

1248, rebuilt in 1537, and restored in 1870. It consists of a nave
and S. aisle only. Fine Gothic window and portal in the lower story
of the tower.
The Vestlandske Kunstindustri-Museum, Asyl—

adm. on Sun., Mon., Wed., and Frid., 11-2 and
Tues., Thurs., and Sat. 25 e.), is a collection of artindustrial objects of the 15-18th cent., including furniture, woodcarvings, gold, and silverwork, porcelain, Norwegian carpets, netted
work, silver ornaments, copper and tin utensils, clothing, etc.
Walks. From the upper end of the Vitterslevs-Almenning (see
above) a road ascends in windings (accompanied by flights of steps
for walkers), towards the E., passing the reservoir, to the (20 min.)
*Fjeldvei, a road halfway up (about 400 ft.) the side of the Flei
fjeld (p. 114). By morning light particularly the Fjeldvei affords
a beautiful view of the town lying at our feet, with the Vaagen and
Puddefjord, the hills of Lyderhorn and Damsgaardsfjeld, the sea
stretching into the distance, the Aske, and a host of rocky islets. The
finest point is marked by a white flagstaff at a bend in the road

Pladsen2(Pl. 15;
4-6, free;

on

above the cathedral (about 7 min. to the S.E. of the point where we
reached the Fjeldvei, and whence the road to the Fleien ascends).
Following the Fjeldvei farther to the S.E., we may either proceed
to the (Y3 M.) Bellevue Restaurant and thence descend to Kalvedalen, or we may descend in windings to the Pleielsestiftelse on
the road mentioned below (15-20 min. ; those who approach the
Fjeldvei from this side ascend to the left just opposite the 'BrandFrom
Telegraf of the hospital). The whole walk takes 1-1 1/2 hr.
the Fjeldvei we may ascend in about 1 hr. by the road, whose
beginning is above noted , to the top of the hill , marked by the
conspicuous iron vane called *Fl«ien (825 ft.), whence the view
'—

more extensive, but less picturesque
Adjacent is a good Restaurant (p. 113).

is

than from the

Fjeldvei.

Instead of going to the S.E. and returning to the town by the Pleielsestift
else, we may, after enjoying the view from the flagstaff above the cathedral, fol
low the Fjeldvei towards the N., thus obtaining a fine survey of the suburb
of Sandviken, to which we then descend by a new road through the Skrwdderdal. At Sandviken is a large lunatic asylum. Thence we return to the town by
Skudeviken and past the Sverresborg and the Mariaekirke (p. 116). We observe
many pretty villas, and enjoy views of the sea and of the mountains to the S.
A finger-post by the Fl0i points the way to the S.E. to Blaamanden
(1805 ft.), whence a path descends to the Isdal and Svartediket (p. 119).

Environs.

BERGEN.
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is by Kong Oscar's Gade, past the
Cemetery of St. Jacob, which contains
a monument to Christie (p. 115), and the Stadsport (PI. 9; dating
from 1630). Rich vegetation in the gardens on the roadside and
line trees in the Forskjennelsen promenade. On the left is the road
ascending to the Fjeldvei (p. 118), and on the right are the Pleielsestiftelse, a hospital for lepers, and the Lungegaards Hospital.
Farther on is the Kalfaret promenade, with its villas, which goes on
to Fleen and Mellendalen on the Store Lungegaardsvand.
The road diverging to the left 5 min. from the Pleielsestiftelse
(from which in turn another road leads to the left to the Cafe-Restau
rant Bellevue) leads to the Kalvedal, in which, 1 M. farther on, is
Svartediket a lake whence Bergen is supplied with water. Grand
Another

favourite walk

Teknisk Skole

(PI. 10),

the

,

scenery; to the S.E. towers Ulriken. About ifehx. farther on is IsThe path ascending the right bank of
dalen, a picturesque gorge.
the Svartedik streamlet leads via, the farm of Aarstad to (*/* hr.) the
Kalfaret road, by which we may return to Bergen. Or we may continue
the descent to the Lungegaardsvand, and either follow its S. shore
via Store Stremmen (p. 117) to (1 hr.) the town, or take one of
the steam-launches plying every 74 nr- from Fleen or Mellendalen.
A trip may be taken from Nestet (to the W. of the theatre) by
steam-ferry (every 1/\ hr. ; 5 0., after 9 p.m. 10 0.) across the Pudde
fjord to Laksevaag, with its large shipbuilding -yards and dry docks
(p. 115). We then walk to the pretty Gravdal at the foot of the Lyderhom
(1350 ft.), which may easily be ascended, or to the E. along the fjord,
passing pleasant villas, to the Solheimsvik (see p. 115 and below) and to the
bridge across the Store Strjzrm (p. 117).
—

The ascent of 'Ljavstakken (1560 ft. ; p. 114) and back takes 3-4 hrs.
from Solheimsviken. From the railway station the route leads past the
houses and follows the new bridle-path which ascends in windings
through a pleasant plantation (above which is a fine view), and then to
wards the S. to the top. The view is perhaps the most beautiful near
Bergen. We may descend on the S.E. side by a rough but tolerable
path to the Fjesanger Station (p. 120).
Another good point of view is Ulriken (2105 ft.). We follow the road
to 'Fane and Os' (comp.
Map, p. 112) to the gaard of (1 hr.) Lasgdene i
Aarstad, to the S. of Haukeland. A blue tablet here indicates the way,
which farther on (2'/2 hrs.) is marked on the mountain by white posts
tipped with red. On the summit are two stone pyramids.
To Fjesanger and the estate of Fantoft (usually open to visitors ;
enquire beforehand in Bergen), see p. 120; from Nestun to Fane, Lysekloster, and Os, see p. 120.
A pleasant trip may be taken by steamboat to the Ask0, a large island
in the Skjaergaard, to the N.W. of Bergen (1
hr.), where the Udsigt (Dyrteigen, '/j hr.) commands a splendid view of the sea and coast.
-

21.

From

Bergen by Vossevangen to Eide on the
Hardanger Fjord, or by Stalheim to Gudvangen on
the Sognefjord.
Railway ('Vossehane') to Vossevangen, 108 Kil., in 4 hrs. 20 min.
(fares 7 kr. 70, 3 kr. 85 0.). The railway is now being continued high up
the fjeld and is to be carried through to the Krtfderen Lake via the Hal-
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From

Bergen

Roads from Vossevangen to Eide, 30 Kil., and from Vosse
Gudvangen, 48 Kil., with fast skyds-stations.
The Railway (station, seep. 112; views mostly to the left)
passes through a short tunnel and crosses the Store Strain.
2 Kil. Solheimsviken, the industrial S. suburb of Bergen (p. 115),
lies on the bay of that name at the foot of Levstakken (see above).
We pass several small lakes.
5 Kil. Fjesanger, with villas , on
the Nordaasvand, with its charming islets. Near the station, on the
hill to the left, is the villa of the German consul. About y2 hr.
farther to the S., not seen from the station, is the beautiful estate of
Fantoft, belonging to Mr. Gade, the American consul, where an old
'Stavekirke' from Fortun (p. 146) has been re-erected and restored.
(Visitors admitted to the grounds; *View of the Nordaasvand from
the pavilion above the church.) Near Fantoft is the Cafe Birkelund.
8 Kil. Hop. The train ascends to (9 Kil.) Nestun or Nedsttun
(104 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant), near the skyds-station of Midtun, where
marble is quarried. The high level of the line affords a fine view
across the Nestunsvand to the slopes of Ulriken.
Pleasant drive to the S. to the (8 Kil.) church of Fane, whence the
Fanefjeld (about 980 ft.; fine view) may be ascended, and back past the
Kallandsvand and via Birkeland (11 Kil.).
A branch-railway runs from Nestun to (20 Kil.) Os or Oseren(Nilsen's
Hotel, well spoken of; "Elvig's Hotel), on the Fusefjord (p. 100). Excursions
A local
may be made hence to Batviken, the Ulvenvand, Lysekloster, etc.
steamer plies to Bergen from Os.
The train crosses the Nestun-Elv by a high bridge (views right
and left), turns to the N.E. into the pretty Langedal, ascends
rapidly, threads two tunnels, and crosses the river twice more.
15 Kil. Heldal, a little to the S. of the Grimenvand. Two tunnels.
Beyond the Haukelands- Vand we reach (18 Kil.) Haukeland (265 ft.),
at its N. end, the highest point on the line. In descending thence
we overlook the brawling stream which issues from the lake.
25 Kil. Arne (65 ft.), with a church, at the S. end of the

lingdal.

—

vangen to

—

—

branch of the Serfjord.
; Rail. Restaurant), on the Serfjord. Op
posite rises the church of Haus on the Ostere, a large island which
bounds the Serfjord on the N. and remains in view till we reach
Stanghelle. The engineering of the line on the S. bank of the Ser

Arnevaag,

a narrow

29 Kil. Garnses

(65 ft.

is very interesting. Eleven short tunnels between Garnaes and
the next station.

fjord

39 Kil. Trengereid

(47 ft. ; M. Trengereid' s Inn). The Gulfjeld
extensive panorama) may be ascended hence (5 hrs.,
there and back ; landlord acts as guide, 4 kr.).
A new road leads from Trengereid (fast stations), passing between
the Gulfjeld and Kraaen (2145 ft.), to (11 Kil.) Aadland ("Inn), on the bay
of that name at the N. end of the Sammanger Fjord.
Row to T#sse, and
(3235 ft.;

walk thence to

Norheimsund,

see

p. 103.

The train rounds the promontory, which separates the S. from
the E. arm of the Serfjord and culminates in the Hanenip (2440 ft.)
and the Raunip
ft.). Ten tunnels. Across the fjord, here

(2475

to Eide.

VOSS.

only 550 yds. broad,

we

still

see

the

21. Route.

Osterfl,

on

121

which rises the

church of Brudvik. Above it towers the Tlrudriksnip (2945 ft.).
On the pretty Ulfsnas-0 a new school has been built. The train
crosses the Vaxdals-Elv , which lias a fall above the bridge
(right)
and drives

a

large

mill lower down.

51 Kil. Vaxdal

(47 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant). Five tunnels, the
longest penetrating the Hasttaparti.
59 Kil. Stanghelle. The train leaves the Serfjord crosses the
Dalevaag, skirts the W. bank of the latter, and ascends the DalsElv. To the right rise steep cliffs.
66 Kil. Dale, from which a short line of rails runs to Jebsen's
Nine more tunnels, one of them the longest
large cloth-factory.
(1410 yds.) on the line ; charming views of the fjord between these.
The train now reaches the S. bank of the Bolstads-Fjord.
,

—

About 20 Kil. to the N. of this point is the picturesque Exingdal, with
waterfalls. At its mouth is Eidet, touched at twice weekly by
Bergen steamer. The finest part is above Flatekval. Farther up are
to
passes
Evanger, Voss, Vinje, and the Arnefjord. Quarters poor.
numerous
a

78 Kil.

Bolstad(27ft.; Inn),

at theE. end of the

fjord,

enclosed

by rocky hills, is visited several times weekly by Bergen steamers.
Eight tunnels. The train ascends the left bank of the Vosse-Elv,
which forms several rapids, and then skirts the S. bank of the
Evangervand. On the N. bank lies Fadnas, at the entrance to the
Teidal (p. 127).
88 Kil. Evanger (47 ft.; Monsen's Hotel, well spoken of), at
the head of the lake. The village with its church lies on the oppo
site bank of the Vosse-Elv, which here enters the Evangervand.
To the S. towers the Myklethveitvet (3740 ft.), ascended from
Evanger in 2-3 hrs. (extensive view, guide, Jacob A. Evanger).
The train follows the left bank of the Vosse-Elv, with its occa
sional lake-like reaches, crosses it, and passes through the fiftysecond and last tunnel to (99 Kil.)Bulken, situated at the efflux of
the Vosse-Elv from the picturesque Vangsvand
(148ft.). A suspen
sion-bridge crosses the river to *Liland's Hotel (English spoken).
The train skirts the N. bank of the Vangsvand. On the S. side
we observe the long crest of Graasiden
(4270 ft.), with its large
patches of snow.
—

108 Kil. VOSS.

—

Railway Station to the W. of the

village, 55 ft.

above it.
Hotels.

"'Fleischer's Hotel and Station, a large timber-house in
open situation, near the station, often crowded, R. 21/?, D. 272, B. lJ/2,
kr.
IV2
; adjacent, "Meinhardt's, a few yards farther on, R. IV2-2, B.
To the E. of the station, in the village, "Vossevangen
I-IV2, S. 1^2 kr.
Hotel, by the church, R.2, B. I72, S. i'/z, D. 2kr. ; opposite, "David Prjestegaard's, moderate ; Michelsen's ; Kjeller's, unpretending, at the upper end
of the village, farther from the station.
When the hotels are full,
quarters may be obtained in lodging-houses, indicated by tickets.
English
Church Service in the season.
Tele
Post Office bythe church, on the side next the railway-station.
graph Office at the railway-station; also telephone to the Stalheim Hotel
25
0.).
(p. 124;
an

S.

—

—

—

—

122 Route
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From

Bergen

Carriages are usually engaged here for the whole journey to Eide
Gudvangen, to save delay in changing horses (Skyds-tariff II): stolTwo-horse
kjaerre to Eide 7, to Stalheim 9'/2, to Gudvangen 12'/2 kr.
carriages for 2, 3, 4, or 5 pers., to Eide 13, 16, 18, or 20 kr. ; to Vinje
10, 12, 14, or 16 kr. ; to Opheim 12, 15, 18, or 20 kr.; to Stalheim 16,
20, 24, or 28 kr. ; to Gudvangen 26, 32, 37, or 40 kr. (driver's fee in each
or

—

case

extra).
Voss or

The

charge should be agreed

on

beforehand.

Vossevangen (320 ft.), charmingly situated

at the E. end
The stone Church, in
the
from 1271-76, contains memorial
tablets to pastors of the 17th and 18th cent. , a candelabrum of
1733, and Bible of 1589. L. Holberg, the poet (p. 116), was tutor
at the parsonage in 1702.
At the upper end of Voss the road
divides : left to 'Gudvangen, Sogn'; right to 'Eide, Hardanger'.
The admirably cultivated environs of Vossevangen form the
kitchen-garden of Bergen. Many large farms and several pleasant
villas. Although the mountains are near, cultivation has taken more
complete possession of the plain than in almost any other part
of Norway.
The Vossinger are a gifted and enterprising race.
About J/2 M. to the W. of Fleischer's Hotel, on the upper road diverg
ing to the right from the Bergen road, is the farm of Fin, beside which
is preserved the Finneloft, a timber-house built in 1300.
('Loft' or 'Bur'
is a two-storied farm-house, as opposed to the 'Stue', or house of one
story.) The lower story of Finnelottet is in the shape of a blockhouse, the
There is no staircase between them (adm. 100.).
upper story in frame-work.
A path
The following is a pleasant Walk of IV2 hr. from Voss.
leads to the S. irom the church, skirting the upper end of the Vangs
vand and running partly through pine-woods , to the (10 min.) RundalsElv, the E. discharge of the lake, which we cross by boat (5 0. each pers.).
On the left bank we ascend to the road leading uphill above, and follow
it through wood and across a wooden bridge, and then in rapid curves
to O/z hr.) the Cafi Breidablik , whence there is a fine view of Vosse
The road on the other side of the valley
vangen and its environs.
continues to ascend to (3-4 Kil. from Breidablik) Berre and (7-8 Kil.) Rogn.
The ascent of the Lanehorje (4680 ft.), to the N. of Voss, takes about
6 hrs. : at Ringheim (p. 123) we diverge to the left from the Gudvangen road
and ascend by a bridle-path to the gaard Traae and the Klepswter, and
thence by a footpath.
The view embraces the mountains to the N. as
far as the Jostedalsbrae, to the E. to the Hardanger J0kul, and to the S.
to the Folgefond.
Another grand view is obtained from the Bondalsnut (4800 ft.), the

of the

Vangsvand, is suited for
middle of the village, dating

some

stay.

—

ascent of which also takes about 6 hrs.
From Voss, or from Bulken (p. 121), by Grimestad and Skjeldal to ffstense
on the Hardanger Fjord, see p. 104.
Between the roads to the Hardanger and the Sogn, described below,
a road ascends the Rundal to the E., on the right bank of the RundalsElv, to the gaards of Kleve (where the 'Sverrestf, a path once used,
according to tradition, by King Sverre and his Bjerkebener, diverges),
Grove, Hemberg, Void, Almindingen, and (about 26 Kil. from Voss) Eggereid
(1850 ft.). Still ascending the Rundal, a bridle-path leads thence in l3/4-2
hrs. to Klevene (2465 ft.), where it joins a path from Ulvik, passing the
Solsivand (p. 112), In 3/i-l hr. more the path reaches the Opsoet-Sceter or
Opscet-Stele (2790 ft.), above the Runde- Vand (where it joins a path coming
across the Hallingskei from Tufte, p. 45), and crosses the Qravehals (3730
ft.) to Kaardal in the upper Flaamsdal (see p. 112).

From Vossevangen to Eide on the Habdanger Fjord (30
Kil. ; pay for 33 in the reverse direction; comp. p. 105). The Toad

SKJERVET.

to Eide.

crosses
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the Rundals-Elv and ascends its left bank, through a beau
passing several farm-houses. It then turns into

tiful wooded tract,
a side-valley and

the gaard of (11-12 Kil. from Vosse
highest point (870 ft.). It then descends
gradually and crosses the boundary of the Hardanger district.
The Skjerves-Elv, which flows S., is coloured dark -brown by a
number of marshy ponds. The upper part of the valley terminates
suddenly, and the road descends in zigzags into *Skjervet, a deep
and picturesque valley flanked with imposing rocks.
On the left
the Skjervefos descends in two halves, the upper resembling a veil.
The road crosses a bridge between the two parts of the fall, and
soon passes the Skjerven Hotel. Rich vegetation. Many old moraines.

vangen)

beyond

Male reaches its

22 Kil. Seim i Graven, or 0vre Vasenden (tolerable station ;
Naesheim's Hotel, a little farther on, R. 1, D. l-l^kr.), is prettily
situated at the N. end of the beautiful Gravensvand, and commands
a

fine view of the entire lake and of the massive

(3250 ft.)

to the

S.W. To the S. the Oxen

(p. 104)

Nasheimshorgen
becomes visible.

The road skirts the E. bank of the

lake, about halfway along which,
is the Gravens-Kirke, shortly before which the narrow
road, or rather bridle-path, to Ulvik, mentioned on p. 112, diverges
to the left (from Seim 17 Kil., pay for
29). Farther on the road is
carried along wooden viaducts or has been hewn in the rock im
to the

left,

mediately overhanging the lake. We pass Nedre Vasenden, at the
lower end of the Gravensvand, traverse a rocky defile, and reach
8 Kil. Eide (see p. 104).
—

From Vossevangen to Gudvangen in the Sogn, 48 Kil.
p. 122), a drive of about 6 hrs.
The finest point on this route is the top of the Slallieimsklev, seen to
best advantage by afternoon light. To enjoy this we leave Voss early, and
can go on to Gudvangen the same
evening. Those who cannot start from
Voss till about noon should spend the night at the (36 Kil.) Stalheim Hotel.
The road ascends gradually and passes a little to the E. of the
Lundarvand. On the left, 2 Kil. from Vossevangen , is the gaard
of Ringheim (p. 122). A rich wooded and grassy region. To the left
towers the abrupt Lenehorje(j>. 122), on the right the horn-shaped
Hondalsnut (p. 122), behind us Graasiden (p.
121). We pass the
small Melsvand, on the opposite bank of which we observe the gaard
of Dukstad (past which comes another road from
Voss, joining the
main road at
Tvinde), and also the Lenevand, 4 Kil. long. By the
gaard of Lene, where the road runs close to the lake, we see on
the left the Lenefos. which descends from the Lenehorge and turns
a saw-mill. The road then ascends the
Vossestrands-Elv, the feeder
of the two lakes.
12 Kil. Tvinde or Tvinne i Voss (310 ft.; Tvinde's Hotel, R.
1 kr. 20, B. 1, S. 1 kr. 25 ».). On the left is the fine *Tvindefos.
The road becomes steeper. The valley is enclosed by lofty wooded
rocks.
About 2 Kil. above Tvinde the Vossestrands-Elv forms a

(comp.

124 Route 21.
fall

STALHEIM.

which the road is carried by the Asdescend a few paces to see the fall, using
caution). About 4 Kil. farther up, the road returns to the right
bank of the stream. It next crosses two copious streamlets de
scending from side-valleys on the left. The second of these, about
!/2 M. from Vinje, is the Merkadals-Elv, along which a path leads
via Aarmot to Vik on the Sognefjord
(10-12 hrs. ; p. 127). The

picturesque
brakke Bro

,

across

(435 ft.;

we

valley expands.
10 Kil.

Vinje i Vossestranden (955 ft. ; Vinje's Hotel, well
a pleasant situation, not far from the Vinje- Kirke.
The road ascends the course of the stream, through a ravine,
to the S.W. end of the Opheimsvand
(970 ft. ; abounding in fish ;
*Framnas Hotel, R. 2, D. 2kr., B. 1 kr. 40, S. 1 kr. 50 0.;
Engl. Ch. Serv. in Aug.), and skirts its N.W. bank. Above the
wooded hills of the opposite bank tower mountains of grey 'Lab
rador' rock, presenting a curious picture. To the S. rises the Malmagrensnaave (3620 ft.). By the church of Opheim, prettily sit
uated on the lake, 4 Kil. from Vinje, are two hotels (Opheim's Hotel,
R. li/a, B. I1/2, S. II/2 kr. ; Botn, R. I1/4, B. 1, S. li/4kr.).
Beyond the Opheimsvand the road crosses the watershed be
tween the Bolstads-Fjord and the Sognefjord.
On the right the
Aaxel; then the Kaldafjeld (4280 ft.). We follow the left bank
of the Naredals-Elv, which descends to the Sognefjord, and ascend
in a curve, high above the stream, to the
"'Stalheim Hotel (1125 ft.), from Vinje 14, from Gudvangen
spoken of),

in

—

12 Kil.
This large and well-managed hotel, built of timber and lighted by
electricity, contains 150 beds, besides baths, verandahs, balconies, etc., and
R. from 2, A. ljz,
a telephone to Vossevangen and to Gudvangen (25 0.).
B. l'/s, P. 2'/2, S. l'/2 kr. Mr. Alb. Patterson, the landlord, speaks English.
It is advisable to enquire as to rooms beforehand by telephone from Voss
or from Gudvangen.
English Church Service in summer.
Stalheim is not a skyds-station, but vehicles are always to be had.
Cariole to Gudvangen 2 kr. 4, stolkjaerre 3 kr. 60.; to Voss, see p. 122.
The hotel is situated at the top of the Stalheimsklev, a precipi
tous rock about 800 ft. high, forming the head of the Naerodal,
which descends to the E. to Gudvangen. The **View hence of the deep
and sombre Naerodal and the huge mountains enclosing it, especially
by afternoon light, is considered one of the grandest in Norway.
On the left is the commanding Jordalsnut (3620 ft. ; p. 132) , on
the right are the Kaldafjeld and Aaxel (see above), all of lightgrey 'Labrador' rock or feispath. In the distance the background
of the valley is formed by the hill from which the Kilefos near
Gudvangen descends (p. 132). We also enjoy a fine view, looking to
the S., of the broad valley towards Opheim. The river descending
thence forms the Stalheimsfos, which, however, does not come in
sight until we descend into the Naeredal (p. 132).
The hill rising to the N.W. of the hotel is the Stalheimsnut, past which
From Briekke, the first gaard in this
towards the N.
a green dale runs
—

22. Route.
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a
fine mountain-path, called Naaltne, leads to the gaard Jordal,
from which the Jordalsnut may be ascended (with guide; Anders Olsen
The Brakkmipa, ascended in 3 hrs., there
Gudvangen or Ole Myren).
and back (guide 3 kr.), is a fine point of view.

valley,

—

The road winds down the Stalheimsklev and leads thence to

Gudvangen (a

walk of

2-2!/2

nrs-

22. The

; see PP-

133, 132).

Sognefjord.

from Bergen to Lcerdalseren at the E. end of the
Fjord (starting-point of the routes to Christiania through the Valders and
through the Hallingdal , RR. 8, 7) is 31 Norwegian sea-miles in a straight
direction. The Steamboats perform the voyage in 15'/2-24 hrs., according
These vessels are well fitted up and
to the number of stations called at.
Those who have to
have good restaurants, but their berths are limited.
spend a night on board should lose no time in securing a sofa or a berth.
Comp. p. xvii.
The distance

by

sea

—

*

Sognefjord (from the old word 'Sogne', a narrow arm of
the
longest of all the Norwegian fjords, measures 180 Kil.
sea),
(112 M.) from Sognefest to Skjolden, averages 6 Kil. (4 M.) in
width, and is nearly 4000 ft. deep at places. Like all the other
fjords, it is unattractive at its entrance, where the rocks have been
worn smooth, partly by the action of the waves, and partly by the
The

the

glaciers which once covered the whole country. The
improves as we go E., until the fjord ends in a number of
long narrow arms, with banks rising abruptly at places to 5000 ft.,
enormous

scenery

from which waterfalls descend.

At the heads of the N. branches

The
glaciers covering the plateau.
Jostedalsbra; ('Brae', glacier), to the N., is the largest glacier in
Europe (350 sq. M.). In other parts of the fjord the narrow banks
present a smiling character, being fringed with luxuriant orchards
and waving corn-fields, and studded with pleasant dwellings. In
the grandeur of its mountains and glaciers the Sognefjord surpasses
the Hardanger, but its general character is severe and at places
monotonous, while its southern rival unquestionably carries off the
palm for its softer scenery and its splendid waterfalls.
of

the

fjord

appear

the

The climate of the W.

Sognefjord,

as

far

as

the

point

where its

great ramifications begin, is the same as that of the W. coast, being
rainy and mild in winter and damp and cool in summer. Nowhere
in

is the

rapid decrease of the rainfall from W. to E. so mark
Sognefjord. At Sognefest, at the entrance to the fjord
(p. 126), the annual rainfall is about 80 inches, on the Fjasrlandsfjord (56 M. from the coast) 50, on the Naerefjord (70 M.) 31, on the
Lysterfjord (80 M.) 19, and at Laerdal (87 M.) 16 inches only. In
these E. arms the climate resembles that of inland European coun
tries, a short and warm summer being succeeded by a long and severe
winter. In winter, however, these arms are only partly frozen over.
The inhabitants (Sogninger) of the W. regions of the fjord have
the placid Norwegian character; those of the E. parts show great
vivacity, particularly in their rapid utterance.
ed

Norway
as

in the
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Sognefjord.

The following description generally follows the order of the
stations touched at by the Nordre Bergenhusamts steamers, but
their route varies on different trips.
The distances of the chief
stations from each other

p.

are

given

in

Norwegian sea-miles (comp.

vi).
The W.

a.

Sognefjord, to Balholm at
Fjaerlandsfjord.

the mouth of the

Steamboat from Bergen to Balholm 6 times a week in 10V«-13V2 hrs.
(fare 10 kr. 10 0.) ; to Vadheim only, 8-IOV2 hrs. (7 kr. 70 0. ; to Laerdal,
12 kr. 90 0.). From Vadheim to Balholm, 3 kr. 20 0.
Bergen, see p. 112. The voyage to the mouth of the Sognefjord

is of little interest. It carries us through the 'Skjaergaard' fringing
the district of Nord-Horland , which with Send-Horland (p. 99)
formed the ancient Herdafylke. The low and generally bare hills
in the foreground have been worn down by the glaciers of the ice
in the distance rises a higher chain.
The first stations Alverstrem and Lygren are rarely touched at.
More important is Skjarjehavn, at the N. end of the Sande. Then
Eivindvik or Evenvik, on the small Gulenfjord, the ancient meetingplace of the Gulathing (p. xlviii).
At the mouth of the Sognefjord lie the Sulen-0er, the 'Solundare' of Frithjof's Saga, a group of islands with hills rising to

period ;

1830 ft.

(about

5 Kil.

to the left of the

steamboat).

lies the station of Sognefest or
Sygnefest, to the E. of which rises the Stanglandsfjeld.
On the N. bank we observe the Lihest (2275 ft.). On the same
bank are the stations of Befjord or Lervik and, beyond the pro

On the

mainland,

to the

right,

montory of Vcerholm, Ladvik, or Lavik, the chief place in the W. Sogn.
On the S. bank lie Brakke, on the small Risefjord, and Trcedal

Tredal, on the Eikefjord, at which the steamers call alternately
with the stations on the N. hank just named.
The scenery improves.
The mountains become higher. We
enter the pleasant Vadheimsfjord on the N. bank and call at
or

—

(from Bergen) Vadheim (Vadheim Hotel, R. 1 kr. 50,
S. 1 kr. 40 0.), situated at the mouth of two valleys,
through one of which (W.) runs the overland route to the Molde
fjord (R. 25). The verandah of the inn overlooks the fjord. To the
19 S.M.

B. 1 kr.

40,

W. is

waterfall with

a

a

factory adjacent, above which rises the

Norevikshei.
On the S. side of the fjord, opposite the

Vadheimsfjord, opens

with the station of Bjordal, called at once weekly.
On the N. bank lies the pleasant village of Kirkebe, with its
church on a high rock, near the mouth of the Hej angerfjord, past
which we steer. Then Maaren, prettily situated, with a waterfall.
the

Fuglsatfjord,

or Nesse.
On the S. bank lie Ortnevik and

Next, Na>se

Sylvarnas

or

Selvarnas ; then

Naset,
these

the

on
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mountain-background.

At

the steamers usually call once a week only.
steer farther E. the beauty of the scenery becomes more
The mountains, rising to upwards of 3000 ft. , assume

places

As

we

striking.
picturesque

forms and are clothed with vegetation to their summits,
while between them peep occasional expanses of snow. The steamers
call at Kvamse on the N. bank once weekly. They next steer to
round a promontory at the mouth of the small bay of Vik,
the

S.,

where

we

observe

6 S.M. Vik

a

or

'Gilje'

and other

Vikseren

salmon-fishing appliances, to
in a fertile region

—

(*Hopstock), lying

valleys, the Bodal on the W. and the Ofriddal
E., with its branch the Seljedal. Snow-mountains form the
background; to theE. rises Rambaeren (p. 130). The old churches
of Hoperstad and Hove, the former a 'stavekirke' (p. 27) of the
beginning of the 13th cent, (restored in 1891), are interesting.
at the mouth of two

on

the

From Vik

we

may drive inland about 8 Kil. in

one

of three different

directions, in order to cross one of the mountain-passes (about 8 hrs. each) :
to Stalheim (p. 124; the last part of the route passing the Jordalsnut,
fatiguing but interesting); or to Vinje i Vosseslranden (p. 124; we jmay
drive the last 11 Kil. from Aarmot onwards, and past the M0rkedalsvand)';
in the Exingdal (p. 121; with guide), or, still better, to
or to Gulbraa
Nazsheim (night quarters at Jac. Larsen's), thence proceeding next day
over the fjeld to (about 10 Kil.) Aarhus i Teidalen, whence a carriage-road
-

descends the Teidal to Fadnoes

on

the

Evangervand (p. 121).

here turns at a right angle to the N. In the dis
tance, even from Vik, we observe the Vetlefjordsbrae (p. 128). The
passage to Balholm takes about 3/a hr. On our right lies Vangsnms,
The
on a promontory where the fjord again turns towards the E.

The

Sognefjord

being the supposed
by Tegner, Vangsnaes is said
W. bank

2 S.M. Balholm.

—

scene

of

Frithjof's Saga,

to have been

Hotels.

*Kvikne's

as

rendered

Frithjof's Framnaes.
Hotel,

nearest the

pier,

with a good bath-house on the lake, frequented by English travellers ;
"Hotel Balestrand', a few yards farther on; charges at both : R. li/j kr.,
Boats may be obtained
A. 40 0., B. l!/4, D. 2, S. I1/!, pens, about 4 kr.
at the hotels at moderate rates.
English Church Service in summer at
Kvikne's Hotel (church to be erected).
—

—

Balholm, the chief place on the fertile and highly cultivated
Balestrand, beautifully situated to the S. of the mouth of the small
Essefjord, is adapted as a residence for those in search of quiet. A
pleasant and well-made road, overlooking the fjord, leads from the
hotels to a (i/% M.) mound, with a large birch-tree and seats, and
a modern
'Bautasten', pointing it out as the tomb of King Bele of
the Frithjof's Saga. The road goes on, shaded at places by tall trees,
past the villas of the painters A. Norman and Hans Dahl, and ends
at

(1 hr.)

the

the farm of Flesje

fjord.
A pleasant

,

situated among trees

on

the shore of

row may be taken on
the * Essefjord (2-3 hrs.),
which is surrounded by a noble series of mountains : to the N. the
Toien (4610 ft. ; ascended in 8 hrs.), then the Furunipa, separated
by the sharp ridge of Kjeipen from the snow-clad Gulda:ple; farther
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Vindrekken and the Gjeiteryggen ; and to the S.W. the
Munkeg (4135 ft. ; ascent 12 hrs.).
Opposite Balholm, to the N., on the other side of the mouth of
the Essefjord rises the prettily situated church of Tjugum. The
good road, which leads to it from the landing-place, ascends past
the parsonage, and beyond (i/ahr.) a path descending to the right,
continues for some distance at the same level, affording a charming
"View of the Fjserlandsfjord and across the Vetlefjord with the
Jostedalsbrae in the background.
on, the

,

From Balholm to Sande i Holmedal (two days). 1st Day. By rowingboat to the gaard Svcsren at the head of the Svwrefjord (see below; toler
able quarters) ; then ascend the valley gradually for about 3 Kil.; mount
a steep and rough path to the pass of Svcerskard (2300 ft.), where we get a
fine view looking back to the Sognefjord; ascend a steep and marshy slope
to the watershed; descend past the Torences Sceter (5 hrs. from Svaeren) to
the Bolme-Vand in the Viksdal; then through a good deal of wood, past
the Lange-Saster, across the river, and over marshy ground to Mjell (8-10 hrs.
2nd Day. From Mjell bridle-path to the gaard Bof; then
from Svaeren).
down the Eldal to Eldalseren on the Viksvand (p. 168); cross by boat to
walk
thence by the road to Sande (p. 168; in all, 3-4 hrs.
and
Borsevik,
on foot and l3/4 hr. by boat).
—

The most beautiful excursion from Balholm is to the

Tjaer-

landsfjord, which runs inland towards the N. (Steamer from Bal
holm to Fjferland daily in the tourist-season in 2-3 hrs., in con
nection with the large fjord-steamers ; fare 2 kr. ; through-tickets
may he obtained on board the large steamers.) This fjord is 26 Kil.
long, nearly 2 Kil. broad in its S. and 1 Kil. in its N. half. Its
banks are less precipitous than those of the Naerefjord (p. 131).
The entrance is commanded by the Toten (p. 127) on the left
and the Storhaug (1210 ft.) and Trodalseg (3645 ft.) on the right.
To the left diverges a broad bay of the fjord , dividing into the
Svitrefjord and the beautiful Vetlefjord. The steamer calls once a
week at Ulvestad, at the head of the Vetlefjord.
From Ulvestad a road ascends the valley to Melt, where we see the
Vetlefjordsbrw descending from the Jostedalsbrae. The Melsnipa to the
E. and the Golopfjeld or Gotophesten (5650 ft.) to the N. are said to com
mand superb views.
From Mell a toilsome mountain route leads to the
gaard Grening, near Batikedal (p. 170; 7-8 hrs., with guide).
After the steamer has rounded the promontory of Menas , we
observe on the right, above the Rommedal, the Rommehest (4110 ft.;
ascent said to be easy), and on the left the Harevoldsnipa (5360
and the Melsnipa (5800 ft.), separated from the Jorddalsnipa by the
Jorddalsdal, behind which appears the snowy Jostedalsbrae. We
now obtain a **View of the head of the fjord with its snowy back
ground, a grand example of characteristically Norwegian scenery.
The glaciers of the Suphellebrae come into sight first, then those of
the Bejumsbrae in the background ; but as we approach the Mundal,
the latter again disappears. On the right lies the gaard Berge, at
—

ft.)

the mouth of the Bergedal. (To Sogndal, see p. 131.)
3 S.M. Fjeerland (*H6tel Mundal, R. , B. , or S. each li/2, I>2 kr. ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in summer), the steamboat-terminus, lies

B0JUMSBR.E.

ignefjord.
le

entrance to the broad

1.

A
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Mundal, in which the Jostedalsbrae is
King Oscar II. 's visit in 1879.
A visit to the glaciers which descend, a little to the N. of Fjaerid, into the Bejumsdal and the Suphelledal, two valleys separjd by the Skjeidesnipa, is interesting, though the view of these
granite

stone recalls

the steamer is much finer than that obtained close to them.
greater part of the way (stolkjserre there and back
to both glaciers and back,
i 3 hrs.,
one pers. 3, two pers. 4 kr. ;
i
hrs., 5 or 6 kr.). The road skirts the W. bank of the fjord, at
the end of which, on a hill to the right, is the gaard of Horpedalen,
with an impetuous stream. To the left, farther on, we look into
the Bajumsdal, with the Jostedalsbrae in the background. About
4 Kil. from Fjaerland the road into this valley diverges to the left,
while that to the Suphelledal crosses the brook and goes straight on.
To the *B«jumsbra3, the grander of the two glaciers, it is a walk
of l3/4 hr. from the fork of the road. The carriage-road ascends the
right bank of the stream, passing between the houses of Bejumsfustene and 0defjord, and ends at the Bejums Satter (Restaurant);
thence we ascend on foot and cross the stream in */2 b-r- to the
glacier, the foot of which lies 450 ft. above the fjord.
The *Store Suphellebrae is also 13/4hr. from the fork of the road.
The road crosses the Bejums-Elv, diverges to the right beyond the
gaard of Bejum, and, after crossing the Suphelle-Elv twice, ends
about 1 M. to the N. of the Suphelle Gaard, and about i/i hr.'s walk
from the glacier. The stream issues from a great vault in the glacier,
152 ft. above the fjord. About 480 ft. above its base a rock divides
the glacier into two parts. Of these the upper only is united with the
Jostedalsbrae ; the lower part is formed of accumulated masses of ice
which have fallen over the rock. The roar of the ice-avalanches is
frequently heard.
The Vettle Suphellebrae, or Little Suphelle
Glacier, is said to have the
finest ice. This is reached by taking the path to the right 5 min. to the
N. of the Suphelle Gaard, crossing the broad Elv, and then traversing the
fallen rocks, which extend as far as the (2 hrs.) glacier.
A fatiguing
expedition of about 10 hrs. may be made hence (guide and provisions
to
Nordre
Nais
at
the
N. end of the Veitestrondsvand (p. 136) ;
necessary)
jm

re may drive the

—

the river (difficult), ascend to the Yeitestrandsskar, and thence
descend the Snauedal. From Nordre Naes to Hafslo, see p. 136.
Grand passes from Fjaerland lead across the Jostedalsbrae to Jalster
(p. 171) or to the Stardal (p. 172), in 10-12 hrs. (guide 10 kr.). Skirting the
Bejumsbrae, we ascend the Jakobbakkadn to the glacier in 2'/2hrs., reach
its highest point, the Kvitevarde, in 1 hr. more; then descend to theS.W.,
past the Troldvand and across the Lundeskar to Lunde on the Kjpsnaesfjord in 4V2 hrs., or, longer but easier, through the Seknesanddal, round
the Seknesandsnipa, to Seknesand on the
Kj0snaesfjord (p. 171).
Guides in Fjaerland : Johs. Mundal, Hans Bejum, Henrik Mundal, and
Anders T. Mundal.
we cross

b. From Balholm to

Gudvangen. Aurlandsfjord

and

Naerefjord.

Steamer (of the Lserdal, Gudvangen, and Balholm summer-line) from
Balholm to Gudvangen daily, except Sun., in 3l/i hrs. (fare 4 kr.); also
several times a week by larger steamer.

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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SOGNDAL.

Sognefjord.

N.B. The Balholm and Gudvangen steamers touch at none of the
intermediate stations mentioned below. The details as far as the Aur-

landsfjord (pp. 131, 133) have more reference to the course of the laTge
Bergen steamers between Balholm and Lserdal (p. 134).
Balholm , see p. 127. The first station of the Laerdal steamers
is

Vangsnas (p. 127). The steamer skirts the S. bank of the fjord,
above which rise imposing mountains. To the N. is the Blaafjeld,
from which a waterfall descends.
On the S. bank is the station of Fedjos or Fejos (with a church),
whence, through the Gulsatdal , we may ascend the Rambatr
(5260 ft.), affording a grand view of the Jostedalsbrae and the fjord
(those who do not care to mount so high may go as far as the
Kongshei or the Kongsvand, 2-3 hrs.), and the Fresviksbra; (p. 131).
2'/2 S.M. (from Balholm) Lekanger or Leikanger (J. Olsen's
Hotel) lies on the Sjestrand, the fertile N. bank of the fjord. To
the W. lies the gaard Husebe, with a lofty 'Bautasten'. To the E.
of the steamboat-quay are the residence of the 'Amtmand', the par
sonage, and the church ; farther on is the gaard of Henjum, with
a 'Stne'
(wooden house) of the 17th century.
'/2 S.M. Hermansvaerk (Knudscn's Hotel) lies at the mouth of
the Henjumsdal, through which a day's excursion may be taken to
the N. to the Gunvordbrce (5150 ft.).
The steamer to Gudvangen steers direct for the mouth of the
The Laerdal steamers first enter the nar
Aurlandsfjord (p. 131).
row Norefjord to the E.
On the left are the gaards of Lunden
and Slinde (boat-station sometimes touched at). On the right is
Fimreite, on a fertile hill, commanded by the mountain of that
—

(2570 ft.). On 15th June, 1184, Magnus Erlingssen was
defeated and slain here in a naval battle by King Sverre. To the
left is the church of Olmheim.
Rounding the peninsula of Nord1nas, a spur of the Skriken (see below), we enter the Sogndals fjord,
with smiling and well-cultivated banks. On the left lies the gaard
of Fardal (touched at on the return from Sogndal), at the mouth
of the 0verste Dal or 0fste Dal. On the right rises the Storhougfjeld (4235 ft.). To the left is the gaard Stedje or Steie (Inn), with
name

—

its

thriving

orchards.

3 S.M. Sogndal (*Danielsen's Hotel; skyds-station at the

Fjarn), consisting

of the

numerous

gaard

gaards of Sogndalskirke, Hofs-

lund, and Sogndalsfjarn, is charmingly situated on an old moraine
through which the Sogndals-Elv has forced a passage , and amidst
lofty mountains : the Storhoug fjeld, to the S. (see above; easily
ascended and affording a fine view); Skriken (4115 ft.), to the
S.W.; and Njuken (3200 ft., to the N., easily ascended in 31/2 hrs.).

Pleasant walk on the bank of the river to the
Waterfall, with
its mills, and then to the S. to the pretty new
church, a Bautasten
beside which bears the Runic inscription :
saa ut

'Olafr konungr

mille staina thessa' (i.e. 'King Olaf looked from between these
stones'). We may then follow the road to Stedje (see above), with

FRESVIK.

Sognefjord.
its two
to
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('giant tumuli'), whence we may return
(an excursion of 1 hr. in all).

large 'Kaempehouge'

Sogndalsfjaeren by

boat

From Sogndal to Solvorn (14 Kil. ; pay for 19) or to Marifj«ren
Kil. 5 pay for 28), by carriage respectively in 3 and 5 hrs., while the
steamboat does not reach these places for 12 or 14 hrs. (comp. p. 136) ;
recommended also to pedestrians.
From Sogndal to Fj^rland (12-15 hrs.). A tolerable road ascends from
Sogndal to the Sogndalsvand (1500 ft.) and along its E. bank to Gaard
Selseng (17 Kil.). To the W. opens the Gunvorddal, with a small sana
torium. From Selseng we may ascend Thorstadnakken (5250 ft.; imposing
view of the mountains to the E. of the Fjaerlandsfjord and of the Joste
From Selseng
dalsbrae; to the E. the Horunger in clear weather).
we may ascend the Langedal, passing several saeters, the highest of which
is called Toftahougstele, to the central of the three depressions in the
mountain, about 4130 ft. above the sea, to the left of which rise the peaks
The path then descends the Bergedal to
of the Frudalsbras (5165 ft.).
Gaard Berge on the Fjaerlandsfjord (p. 128), from which we row in 1 hr.

(22

—

to

(6 Kil.) Fjaerland.

The steamer returns to the great highway of the Sognefjord,
passes the promontories of Meisen and Hensene, and steers either
to the E. direct to Ljerdal (p. 134), or to the S. to
3 S.M. Fresvik (indifferent quarters), situated on a bay formed
by the projecting hill of Nute, and commanded on the S. by the
Nonhaug ('non' is 2 p.m., the time when the sun appears above the
hill). Fine view looking back on Lekanger, with the Gunvordsbrae
rising above it. A visit to the Fresviksbra; on the Fresviksfjeld
(5145 ft.), 8-9 Kil. from Fresvik, is said to be attractive.
From Fresvik through the Tundal and across the hills to the Jordal
and Stalheim (p. 124) takes fully 8 hrs.
—

The direct steamers to Gudvangen and twice a week also the
Laerdal steamers, after leaving Fresvik, steer to the S. between the
*
promontories of Saltkjelnas and Solsnces into the Aurlandsfjord, an
enormous ravine about
li/2Kil. broad, with precipitous rocky banks,
3000-4000 ft. high, forming the slopes of higher mountains which

rarely visible from the lake. At a few spots only dwellings
have been erected on the alluvial deposits ('0r', 'Aur') of a stream,
or are perched high above the lake on some
apparently inaccess
ible rock. From these abrupt slopes descend lofty waterfalls, either
are

perpendicularly,

or

in streaks of foam

gliding

rock, and reflected in the sombre fjord. Their
alone breaks the

profound

silence of the

over

the dark-brown

monotonous

murmur

scene.

Beyond theSolsnaes we observe on the left the buildings of Buene, with a 'slide' for shooting down timber. On the right is Simlena-s; farther on, the Fyssefos. Then, on the left, Brednas or Breina>s, beyond which we pass the mouth of the valley of the KolarElv.
To the left, by the promontory of Narenas, we obtain a
superb view of the upper Aurlandsfjord, with its vista of rocky
headlands (p. 133). The Laerdal steamers enter this fjord, see p. 133.
Passing the promontory of Beiteln, the Gudvangen steamer steers
into the **Neer.erfjord, the S.W. arm of the Aurlandsfjord, and the
grandest of all the ramifications of the Sognefjord. It is at first
—
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about

900-1000 yds.

GUDVANGEN.

Sognefjord.

Soon after entering it, we see on
La-gde-Elv, nearly 1000 ft. high. Op
posite rises the pointed Krogegg; then the Gjeitegg. Between these
two hills, and afterwards between the Gjeitegg and the Middagsberg,
we obtain fine
glimpses of the snow-clad Steganaase (p. 133) high
above. Opposite the Middagsberg, on the right, are the gaards of
Dyrdal at the mouth of the Dyrdal. The fjord contracts to a defile
about 200 yds. broad, bounded by perpendicular rocks. On the right,
between the Middagsberg and the Rauegg, are the gaards of Styve,
endangered by the river; above them rise the snow-masses of the
Store Bra;. Several veil-like waterfalls. On the right the Dyrdalsfjeld. To the left, farther on, the Nissedals-Elv descends from the
Skammedalsheidn (not visible from the steamer). To the right is a
waterfall descending from the Ytre Bakken, forming a double leap
far above. The fjord then turns more to the S. We now observe the
mountains of the Naeredal, particularly the Sjerpenut (see below),
and to the right the waterfall of the Bakke -Elv and the small
church of Bakke, to which a good road leads from Gudvangen (a
pleasant walk). This is probably the finest part of the fjoTd.
the

right

a

in breadth.

waterfall of the

Farther on, several waterfalls are seen on both sides.
'Viking4 S.M. (from Fresvik ; 8 from Balholm) Gudvangen.
vang Hotel, R. iVs-3, B. l'/j, S. Vfc, D. 2l/4 kr., in connection with the
the
"Hansen's
Pension Vikingsnws, good cuisine, frequented by
English;
Hotel, R. I1/2 kr., B. 1 kr. 30 0., D. 2 kr. ; both about 5 min. from the
Engl. Ch. Serv. in the season.
steamboat-pier. English spoken at both.
Conveyances to Stalheim and Vossevangen usually await the arrival
—

—

steamer: to the foot of the Stalheimsklev 9, to the top 12, to
26 Kil. (as to charges, see p. 122).
A visit to the Stalheimsklev
does not take more than 6y2-7 hrs., even if the traveller walks one way
(return better for walking). As to ordering rooms at Stalheim by tele
phone, see p. 124. Those who have enjoyed the view from the top of the
'Kiev' by favourable afternoon light may drive on to Opheim or Vinje
the same evening without losing anything.
of the

Vinje

—

at the head of the Naererfjord,
The mountains enclosing the
ravine are so lofty and abrupt that this little hamlet does not see
the sun throughout the whole winter. On the E. rises the Sjerpe
nut, on the W. the Solbjergenut. From the Kilsbotn, to the N. of
the former, comes the *Kilefos, a waterfall 1840 ft. in height, be
ginning with a leap of 500 ft. ; to the right of it are the small
Hestnasfos and Nautefos, whose waters unite below.
The *Nser«dal (the most enjoyable way of seeing which is to
walk both up and down : to the top of the Stalheimsklev in about
3 hrs.), the landward continuation of the fjord, preserves the same
wild character. About y2 hr. from Gudvangen the road crosses a
great 'Aur' (p. 131) and the clear river. To the right towers the
huge Jordalsnut (3620 ft. ; ascent, see p. 125), which consists of
light-gray felspath. On the rocky slopes are seen many traces of
the avalanches ('Skred') which fall into the valley in the early
The road follows the right bank, gradually ascending.
summer.

Gudvangen

is

a

group of

gaards

at the influx of the Naredals-Elv.

AURLAND.

Sognefjord.
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On the left bank are the gaards Hemre and Hylland. Farther on
Kil. from Gudvangen) the road recrosses to the left bank and
*
reaches the foot of the Stalheimsklev ('cliff), which terminates the
of
visitors to the 'Kiev' usually await their
The
vehicles
valley.
return at the bridge. The road ascends the 'Kiev' in sixteen some
what steep zigzags, the ascent of which takes nearly an hour. On
the right and left are the *Sevlefos and the *Stalheimsfos, two
picturesque waterfalls. At the top of the pass (1 125 ft.) we reach the
comfortable *Stalheim Hotel and enjoy a superb view (see p. 124).
The *TJpper Aurlandsfjord, which stretches to the S.E. from the
promontory of Beiteln (p. 131), is visited twice a week by the steamer
To the left , high up on the steep E.
from Bergen to Laerdal.
bank, we observe the gaards Horken and Nedberge, and in a ravine
Kappadal. To the right, on the hill, are the Stegesatre, with two
waterfalls near. The steamer sometimes calls at Underdal, finely
situated, with a church, whence we may ascend by the Melhus-Sceter
to the Steganaase ('ugly' or 'terrible nose' ; 5660 ft.), the highest
Farther on, to the right, rises the long
peak of the Syrdalsfjeld.
Flenje-Egg, with its highest peaks, that of Jelben, to the N., and the
Flenjanaase (4840 ft.). The fjord widens. On the left open several
deep ravines, first the Skjerdal, with the gaard of that name, then
the small Voldedal and the Vasbygd, the chief place in which is
4 S.M. (from Fresvik or Gudvangen) Aurland or Aurlandsvangen
(*Brun's Inn), with its small stone church, the usual terminus of
the steamers.
The Aurlands-Elv abounds in fish; 6 Kil. up its
valley lies the Vasbygdvand. (To the Hallingdal, see pp. 46-44.)
The Blaaskavl (8515 ft.), to the N.E. of Aurland, may be ascended in
6 hrs., with guide. Magnificent view, N.W. of ihe Jostedalsbrae, N.E. of
the Horunger and Jotunheim, S. of the Hardanger Vidden.
At the head of the fjord, about 7 Kil. from Aurland, lies Fretheim (touched at once weekly ; reached by rowing-boat on other
days) at the mouth of the Flaamsdal, with a fine girdle of moun
tains, 3 Kil. from which is the church of Flaam.
Beyond the church the bridle-path ascends the Flaamsdal, mounting
a 'Kiev' in windings to a
higher part of the valley. Fine retrospect. We
then pass the fine Riondefos on the right. We ascend several other 'Kleve',
traverse the Berakvamsgjel, a narrow ravine, pass the gaard of Melhus, and
reach that of Kaardal, the highest in the valley (5 hrs. from Fretheim;
Thence over the Gravehals (3730 ft.) to the Opscvtcomp. Map, p. 100).
stele (2790 ft.) and through the Rundal to Vossevangen, 12-14 hrs. in all,
see p. 122; or from the Opsaetst0le via, the Slondals Saeters
(poor quarters)
on the Slondalsvand and the Braone
Sceter, and thence over the watershed
to the Solsivand and on to Ulvik (p. 112), 18-20 hrs. from Fretheim.
From Aurland to T0Njom in the Laerdal (2 days). 1st Day: steep
ascent of about 4000 ft. between the Blaaskavl (Skavl, 'snow-drift'; 2815 ft.;
ascended in 6 hrs. from Aurland; fine view) on the N. and the Heiskarsnut
on the
S., and afterwards passing the lofty Bodnsnipe on the right, to
the Bodnsazter (8 hrs.).
2nd Day: to the Skaale-Sceter and ascend the
Barshegda (4635 ft.), commanding a fine view as far as the Horunger,
and of the J0ranaa.se with the Troldelifjeld.
A rough saeter-path then
descends to the (7 hrs.) church of Tenjum in the Lcerdal, from which
Lcerdalseren (p. 134) is 10 Kil. distant by the high-road.

(9

—

—

—

—

—
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From Balholm

or

from

Gudvangen

Steamer from Balholm to Lcerdalseren
Sun. in 7 hrs.; via, Sogndal (p. 130), three
direct in 3 hrs. once a week (fare 4 kr.).
eren, daily, except Sun. in 31/2 hrs. (fare 4

—

From Balholm and from

Sognefjord.
to Lserdals.eren.

via, Gudvangen, daily except
times a week in 5-11 hrs.; or
From Gudvangen to Lcerdals

kr.).

to the mouth of the Aur
The steamer rounds the Saganas, the base
p. 131.
and sometimes calls at the substantial gaard of
Ytre Freningen. On a green plateau , about 400 ft. higher,
stands the school, attended by the children of this scattered district.
From ytre Fr0ningen the *Blejan (5560 ft.) may be ascended in 6-7 hrs.
(rather steep) : admirable view of the Sognefjord, the Jostedalsbrae, the Hor
unger, the Jotunheim Mts., the Hallingdal, and Voss. The fjord itself is best
seen from the brink of the Lemegg, which descends 5000 ft. almost perpendic
An easier ascent is from the Vindedal(see below; poor quart
ularly to the N.
ers), reached from Leerdals0ren by small boat. The best plan is to sleep at
the Vindedals-Swter, l'/z hr. above the Vindedal and 2-3 hrs. from the top.
To the N. towers the Storhougfjeld (p. 130). We next pass
lndre Freningen and the promontory of Refnastangen, a spur of the
Hausafjeld, behind which rises the Lemegg (see above). We either
steer direct to Laerdalseren, or first to the N. to
5 S.M. (from Sogndal) Amble (*Husum's Inn), charmingly sit
uated on the crater-shaped Amblebugt. A pleasant road leads hence,
passing the Amblegaard (the owner of which, Hr. Heiberg, has a
collection of relics relating to the large Norwegian family of that
name), and skirting the fjord, to (2 Kil.) Kaupanger, beautifully
situated. The small 'Stavekirke', with 20 pillars in the nave and
4 in the rectangular choir, seems to have been built about 1200 ;
it was unsuccessfully restored in 1862. Fine elms and ashes.
From Amble to Sogndal (13 Kil.).
Beyond Kaupanger the road be
gins to ascend; superb view looking back on the Sognefjord, particularly
of the precipices of the snow-clad Blejan (see above). The road leads through
pine-forest to the top of the hill, and then descends past several large
farms (each with a 'Stabbur' and belfry) to (7 Kil.) Eide (a poor station).
A road skirting the Eidsfjord, with a fine view of the avalanche-furrowed
slope of the Storhaugfjeld towards the S., leads hence to (6 Kil.) Loftesnoes, a substantial farm-house opposite Sogndal, to which we cross by
To row direct from Eide to Sogndal (6 Kil.) takes 1 hr. (boat with
boat.
two rowers 1 kr. 8 0.). Herrings are largely caught in the Eidsfjord. The
water in this bay is almost fresh on the surface, but Salter below.
To the S. rises the Blejan (see above) ; to the W., farther distant,
the Fresviksbrae (p. 131). On the left opens the Aardalsfjord (p. 135).
Opposite the headland of Fodnas, on the right, between the Lemegg
and the long Glipsfjeld , descends the Vindedal, with the Store
Graanase in the background. The fjord, now called Lardalsfjord, is
bounded on the left by the Vetanaase and, farther to the E., the
Heganaase (4900 ft.). We pass the gaards of Haugene, on the
right, at the mouth of the Eijerdal, and land at
Pier
7 S.M. (from Balholm; 3 from Amble) Lserdalseren.
*Lind1 Kil. from the hotels (carr. 50 0. each pers. ; with luggage 60 0.).
with
80
in
beds
two
houses
R.
from
A.
B.
all,
8TR0m's Hotel,
li/2,
1/2,
V/2,
D. 2, 8. lV2kr.; *Ljerdals0ren's Hotel, less pretending, R. 1 kr. 40 0.,
B l1/*, S. I1/*, D. 2 kr.; English spoken at both.

landsfjord, see
of the Holten,

Gudvangen

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Sktds-Station.
Post Office beyond the hotels, to the right.
Telegraph Office at the upper end of the village.
English Church
Service at Laerdals0ren's Hotel in summer.
—

—

—

Lardalseren, generally shortened to Lcerdal, the
Hallingdal routes (RR. 8, 7), lies on

the Valders and

marshy plain

terminus of

broad and
enclosed by bare rocky
Towards the E. we observe at the end

at the mouth of the

a

Lara,

mountains. View limited.
of the Oftedal, on the left, the

Haugnaase (5250 ft.), and on the
right the Freiboltenfjeld. The village with its 800 inhab., has a
doctor, a chemist, and a few tolerable shops. The church, a
curious -looking modern timber edifice, with a group of houses
around it, lies several hundred yards farther inland.
Pleasant Walk of '/a hr. along the bank to the winter pier (used
when the fjord is frozen), and thence to Baugene at the mouth of the

Eijerdal (see

p.

134).
d. The

Aardalsfjord

and

Lysterfjord.

Steamer from Laerdals0ren to Aardal twice weekly, in D/2-2 hrs. (fare
1 kr. 6O0.); to Skjolden at the head of the Lysterfjord 3 times weekly, in
5-7V2hrs. (fare 3 kr. 200.); to Marifjaeren only, in 3-4'/2hrs. (fare 2 kr.).

From Laerdalseren to Fodnas, see p. 134.
After rounding the
we obtain ,
to the left, a view of the Lysterfjord (see
below), with the Haugmaelen ; in the background is the Jostedals

promontory

(p. 137). To the S.W. towers the Blejan (p. 134).
The entrance of the Aardalsfjord is somewhat monotonous.
On the N. bank rise the Bodlenakken and then the Braendhovd,
On
between which lie the Ytre and Indre Oferdal (see below).
the wooded S. bank is the station of Nadvikcn or Vikedal.
We
brae

a view of the Sa.heim.sdal to the N.,
and a little later
the superb girdle of mountains around
Aardal or Aardalstangen (Inn , B. 1 kr.).
The little village
with its pretty church lies on an old coast-line (p. xxxi), and on
deposits from the mountains on the right, at the mouth of the Aardals-Elv, which issues from the neighbouring Aardalsvand. Opposite,

next obtain
we see

—

to the S. , rises the snow-clad Slettefjeld or Middagshaugen (4435 ft.).
Aardal is thestarting-pointfor avisittothe Vettisfos(l day ; p. 142).
Returning from Aardal , the steamer calls when required at
Oferdal , the station for the valleys of Indre (E.) and Ytre (W.)
Oferdal , which lie between the Brandhovd and the Bodlenakken.

We then round the wild precipice of the Bodlenakken and enter
the *Lysterfjord , the N.E. arm of the Sognefjord, 40 Kil. in
length , where the wildest scenery is combined with the most
smiling. Owing to the numerous glacier-streams falling into it, the
water of the fjord near the surface is fresh and of a milky colour.
On the W. side rises the precipitous Haugmmlen (4135 ft.), which
may be ascended nearly the whole way on horseback. In 2'/4 hrs.
from Aardal the steamer reaches
4 S.M. Solvorn (*Hotel Solvorn ; guide, Joh. Hansen Vigdal,
speaks English), a skyds-station, finely situated on a bay in the W.
—
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bank of the

fjord,

strandsvand

MARIFJAEREN.

Sognefjord.

backed by the snow-mountains around the Veite-

(see below).

A hilly road ascends from Solvorn to the (2 Kil.) Bafslovand (455 ft.),
the bank of which is skirted by the road from Marifjaeren to Sogndal
mentioned below and on p. 131. About 2 Kil. to the N. of the junction
of the two roads lies Hillestad (Billestad's Botel, praised, R. 80 0., B. 1,
S. 1 kr. ; 4 Kil. from Solvorn, pay for 6), where guides and horses are ob
tained for the ascent of the Molden (see below; on foot 3-4 hrs.).
From Hillestad the road leads by Bafslo, with a church and parson
age, to (8 Kil.) the S. end of the Veitestrandsvand (640 ft.), a lake 17 Kil.
long. We may then row to the N. end of the lake, where rustic quar
ters may be had at the gaard of Nordre Nces, and walk thence in 10 hrs. by
the Veitestrandsskar to the Suphelledal and to Fjaerland, see p. 129.

On the

promontory opposite Solvorn,

in

a

charming situation,

(where the steamer calls when required), with its large
tumuli ('Kaempehouge') and the oldest 'Stavekirke' in Norway,
dating possibly from the 11th cent, (see p. 27). The construction

lies Urnas

and ornamentation of the church are specially interesting. The
'Lop' or arcade was removed in 1722. To the left towers the huge
On the E. bank, about i/2 hr. after leaving
Molden (3645 ft.).
Solvorn, we pass the gaard of Ytre Kroken, famed for its orchards
(small-boat station; touched at when required). To the N.W. ap
pears the Hestebrai , part of the Jostedalsbrae ; to the right of it is
the Leirmohovd ; more to the N. are the hills of the Krondal (p. 138).
nT- more we reach
2 S.M. Marifjaeren (*Hotel Marifjaren $ Skyds-Station, at the
pier, R. 1, B. 1, S. 1 kr.), prettily situated on the Gaupnefjord,
the best starting-point for a visit to the Jostedal (p. 138). Beau
tiful walk to the N.W. up to the old church of Joranger, which
we see from the steamboat as we approach. The church commands
To
a magnificent view of the fjord and the Feigumsfos (p. 137).
the S. of Marifjaeren (10 min.) is the gaard of Hundshammer,
whence part of the Jostedalsbrae is visible.
From Marifjaeren to Sogndal (22 Kil., pay for 33; a drive of 4-5 hrs.;

In

Y2

—

fast stations all the way).
The new road passes the base of the Molden
(see above), which is very steep on the W. side, and follows the course
On the right, above us, lies Joranger. We pass many
of the Bygde-Elv.
farms with well-cultivated fields, chiefly on the sunny side ('Solside') of
At the
A little to the right lies Fet, with its old church.
the valley.
highest point of the road (about 900 ft.) we obtain a view of the distant
snow-mountains to the S. of the Sognefjord (Fresviksbrae, Rambaeren, etc.).
Grand view of the Hafslobygd, the HafsloThe descent is rather steep.
vand, and the mountains of the Sognefjord.
8 Kil. (pay for 14) Billeslad, see above.
The road skirts the E. bank of the Bafslovand , where the road to
Solvorn diverges to the left (see above), and traverses a pine-wood, afford
ing glimpses of the lake and the Jostedalsbrae to the N. Beyond the
the road attains its highest point, and then descends the
gaard Oklevig
"
winding Gildreskreden (Skreien), where caution is necessary in driving.
Superb view of the fjord. On our right rushes the Orrei-Elv, descending
from the Veitestrand and Hafslo lakes, and forming the Belvetesfos and
Futesprang. Below lies Nagleren. The road now skirts the Barsncesfjord.
Oaks, elms, and ashes begin to appear. The fjord contracts to a narrow
channel. On the opposite bank lies Loftesnaes (p. 134).
14 Kil. (pay for 19) Sogndal, see p. 130.

SKJOLDEN.

Sognefjord.
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The upper part of the Lysterfjord is grand and picturesque.
The steamer passes Nats, on the left, and on the right the imposing
Feigumsfos , which descends from a valley to the N. of the RiveTo the N.
naase (3450 ft.), in two falls, about 650 ft. in height.
of the fall rises the Serheimsfjeld ; then the Skurvenaase (4520 ft.).
On the W. bank is the small station of Hojheim or Hojumsvik.

Then

—

2 S.M. De-sen (Inn, well spoken of), charmingly situated. Adja
cent is the old stone church of Dale, with a fine portal.
From D0sen we may ascend the Daledal by a bridle-track
passing
the gaards of Bringe and Skaar and the saeters of Vallagjerdet and Kvale,
Thence a steep climb over
to the gaard Kilen, the highest in the valley.
the Slorhougs Vidde (2600 ft.) to the Vigdals-Sceter ; then to the W. through
the Vigdal, passing the Buskrednaase on the right, to the fjeld-gaards
of (Svre and Nedre Vigdal. From the latter the path leads across a hill,
descends abruptly to the Ormbergsstel , and leads to the N. to Gaard
Ormberg in the Jostedal (p. 138), about 27 Kil. from D0sen (a fatiguing
walk of 9-10 hrs. ; guide necessary).
From Desen the steamer goes on to the head of the Lysterfjord
and touches at
1 S.M. Skjolden (*Thorgeir Sulheim's Inn, above the pier; car
riages meet the steamer), finely situated at the mouths of the Fortundal (p. 146) and Merkereidsdal. It is the starting-point for an ex
cursion to the Fortundal and to the views of the Horunger (p. 147
el seq.). Fishing in the Fortun-Elv permitted to the guests of the hotel.
,

—

The sombre Merkereidsdal extends about 20 Kil. to the N. and contains
the farms of Skole, Bolslad, Flohaug, and then Moen and Merkereid. Beyond
these are several saeters: the Knivebakke-Sceter to the left, the Dul-Sceter
and the Dalen-Swter to the right ; then the Fjeldsli-Sceter (near the FosseSaeter on our Map, p. 134), where fair accommodation is obtained at Ole
Bolstad's, and the Rausdals-Sceter, amid grand mountain scenery. Hence
we may go to the W. over the fjeld and through the Martedal and Fagerdal
to the gaard Faaberg (p. 139) in the Jostedal (a long day's walk); or to
the N. across the snow-fields and glaciers near the Tvaeraadals Kirke and
the Tundradals Kirke to (10-12 hrs.) the Sotasceter on the Liavand and
thence on to Mork and Polfos (p. 59).

From Marifj^ren

to the

Jostedal.

The -Jostedal, like almost all the Norwegian valleys, is a rocky rift
or ravine in the midst of a vast plateau of snow and ice, the W.
part of
which consists of the Jostedalsbrce (p. 125), with its ramifications, while
the E. half is formed by the Spertegbree and numerous snow-clad peaks or
'noses'. The sides of the valley, rising to 3000 ft., are generally wooded,
and are often broken up by transverse rifts, from which torrents and water
falls descend ; and at intervals they recede, forming basins which are usually
bounded by rocky barriers, marking the different zones of the valley.
This excursion takes l'/2-2 days there and back, and, in spite of the interest
and beauty of the Nigardsbrce (p. 139), is scarcely worth the trouble.
Even the passage of the Jostedalsbree (best from the Krondal) is said to
Fast Skyds-Stations ; it is usual to engage a
disappoint expectation.
cariole for the whole journey.
—

—

Marifjmren, see p. 136. The road leads past the precipitous
slopes on the W. bank of the Gaupnefjord to (3 Kil.) Reneid at
the mouth of the Jostedals-Elv
opposite the church of Gaupne.
Above Gaupne rises the Raubergsholten (2675 ft.).
,

,
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The road ascends on the right bank of the turbulent and muddy
river.
The lower part of the valley is well cultivated. The road
passes an old moraine and crosses the Kvmrne-Elv. The high and
shapeless rocks which flank the road all the way to Leirmo begin
here. In front of us rises the Leirmohovd. After crossing the Fondela, the road turns to the right to the gorge of Hausadn. To the
W. we see the twin peaks of the Asbjemnaase (5270 ft.). From the
rocks on the right falls the Ryfos.
We soon reach the first of the
basins peculiar to the Jostedal, named after the hamlet of Leirmo,
on the hill to the left.
(From Leirmo we may visit the *Tunsbergdalsbrm, 14 Kil. in length, the longest glacier in Norway.) We cross
the foaming Tunsbergdals-Elv. To the right towers the Kolnaase.
The river expands until it covers the whole floor of the valley.
14 Kil. Alsmo lies on an old moraine ('Mo').
The road soon
enters a gorge called the Haugaasgjel, in which are the falls of
the Vigdela, and continues through the deep and imposing basin
of Myklemyr, once occupied by a lake. To the left rises the Hotmptdalskulen (4820 ft.), and in front of us is the Vangsen (see below).
Passing the gaards of Myten, Teigen, 0en, and Myklemyr, the road
leads through a narrower part of the valley, with the large gaard
Ormberg on the right, and enters the smali basin of Fossen and
Dalen. Beyond another gorge, with a bridge leading to Ormberg
(p. 131), we reach 'the basin of
—

16 Kil. Sperle

(properly Sperleeer; good quarters). Beyond

the school is the gaard of Sperle, with the waterfall of that name,
descending from the Listelsbrm on the left. Beyond Sperle a steep
ascent to the Nedre Lid, which is wooded at the top, and past the
'Gjel', or ravine, of that name which opens on the right. We then
a beautiful basin containing the church of Jostedal
which serves all the 900 inhabitants of the valley.
On the left we observe the Bakkefos, which descends from the
Strondafjeld, and near it the 0vre Gaard. We then reach another
broad basin.
On the right the Gjeitsdela forms three fine water
falls. To the S.E. rises the imposing Vangsen (5710 ft.), with a
glacier on its N.E. slope, which may be visited from Jostedal

descend into

(660 ft.),

Between the valleys of Vanddal and Gjeitsdal, which
here open to the right, is seen the pyramidal Myrhorn, rising from
the great Spertegbrm behind. Beyond the gaard of Gjerdet we cross
the stream issuing from the Krondal, which is flanked on the right

(4 hrs.).

(4260 ft.) and on the left
the Grenneskredbra. Corn thrives thus far.
by the Haugenaase

by Vetlenibben and

From the Krondal over the Jostedalsbrae to Loen , or to Olden
the Nordfjord (p. 176), 12-15 hrs., a grand but trying route.
(Guide,
Johannes Snetum, in the Krondal, 14-20 kr. ; porter 10 kr.).
We sleep at
the gaard Kronen (2 or 3 beds), and start early next morning. From Bergset,
the last gaard, we ascend the E. side of the Tvcerbrm or Bjernestegbra,
which descends from the N., to the (3 hrs.) Haugeneset, between the Tvaerbrae and the Nigardsbrae (p. 139), marked by the last 'varde' in the
Jostedal (good I water). The passage of the glacier now begins. In 1 hr.
on

22. Route.
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Kjendalskrona, the Lodalskaupe, and other mountains of the Nordfjord
In 2-3 hrs. more we reach the first 'varde' on the op
in sight.
posite side. We descend across the Kvandalsbrat (20 min.) and by a very
route
skirting its margin to the (l!/2 hr.) Kvandal (p. 179). Or
fatiguing

the

come

may follow the Jostedalsbrae farther to the W. and descend
Sundebrw to the Oldenvand, which we reach at Sunde (p. 177).

we

hill and obtain

by

the

fine view

looking back.
Haugenaase (4260 ft.) and the Liaxel. The road leads past the Berge Sater
and crosses the Jostedals-Elv. A path diverging to the left before
the Berge Saeter by-and-by crosses the stream issuing from the NigaTdsbrae and skirts the N. slope of the glacier valley. The best view
of this famous glacier, so often described by Norwegian and foreign
writers, is obtained from the point, about '/2 "r- from the Berge
Saeter, where the crest of the lateral moraine projects a little into the
valley. The descent to the foot of the glacier is not worth the trouble.
the road passes the gaard
After crossing the Jostedals-Elv
Kroken, and ends at
19 Kil. Faaberg (1310 ft.). Tolerable quarters but poor fare may
an admirable
be obtained at the house of Rasmus Larsen Faaberg
guide, who, however, does not accept the conditions of the Norwe
gian Tourist Society. That society recommends Lars Larsen Lien,
living at the Lien Sater, on the opposite bank, which may be reached
by the foot-bridge across the river between Kroken and Faaberg,
without proceeding to Faaberg.
Farther

Before

on we cross a

us soon comes

in view the

a

*Nigardsbrse,

between the

,

—

,

From Faaberg through the Fagerdal to the Merkereidsdal, see p. 137.
From Faaberg over the Jostedalsbrs: to Gredung i Strtn, 1213 hrs. (guide necessary). It is usual to ascend in the evening, by a poor
path, to (2 hrs.) the saeter of Faabergstol (1875 ft.) , where quarters are
obtained. To the W., just above the saeter, extends the Faabergstelsbrce
Next morning we ascend the desolate Stordal, where the path to Mork
over the Hanspikje, mentioned at p. 62,
diverges to the right. Farther
on we keep to the left and in 2l/2 hrs. reach the Lodalsbrw (about 2970 ft.),
which we ascend to the right, skirting the Rauskarfjeld, to the Jostedalsbra:.
The highest point of the latter is reached to the right of the Lodals
kaupe (6790 ft.; ascended for the first time by Mr. Slingsby in 1889). The
descent to Gredung takes 5-6 hrs.
We first cross the Gredungsbrai or Erdalsbrce, which comes down from the Stornaase and the Klubben (5150 ft.)
on the W., and then descend by a difficult and unpleasant rocky path past
the Skaarene to the lower end of the glacier (2300 ft.).
The valley now
becomes less steep, and we reach the saeter of Gredungsslel and the gaard
of Gredung without farther difficulty (see p. 173).
A pass, said to be easy, leads from Faaberg via, the Liaxel, rising to
the N.E. of the Nigardsbrae, or via, the Nigardsbrae, then across the Joste
dalsbrae, and down to the Bedal on the Loenvand (p. 179).
.

23. Jotunheim.
Section 30D (Galdh0piggen) and Section 30B (Bygdin) of the Topo
graphical Map mentioned in the Introduction (p. xxvi ; scale 1 : 100,000)
have been published, but for the entire W. part of the district the trav
eller has to depend on antiquated and almost useless maps.
For the
Horunger, our map (p. 146) in the scale of 1 : 200,000, though also based on
unsufficient material, but corrected and completed, is at present probably the
best; the heights are taken from the 'Norske Turistf0renings Arbog for' 1894.
—
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Inns.

JOTUNHEIM.

Although the greater part of Norway consists of a vast table
land, rising occasionally into rounded summits and descending
abruptly at the margins, it possesses three districts with the Alpine
,

characteristic of well-defined mountain-ranges. One of these dis
tricts is

on

is Sendmere

the

Lyngenfjord

(p. 189),

in Tromse Amt

and the third is the

(p. 236),

region

the second
bounded by the

on the W. and the plateaux of Valders and the Gud
brandsdal on the S. and the N.E. This last was explored for the
first time by Keilhau in 1820 and named by him Jotunfjeldene, or
the 'Giant Mountains', but is now generally known as Jotunheim,
a name given to it by later 'Jotunologists', chiefly Norwegian stu
dents, as a reminiscence of the 'frost giants' in the Edda.
The peaks of Jotunheim (called Tinder, Pigge, Home, and
Nabber, while the rounded summits are Heer) are all over 5900 ft. ,
several are upwards of 6550 ft., while the Galdhepig (p. 149) and
the Glittertind (p. 163) exceed 8200 ft. in height. The Swiss Alps
are much higher (Mont Blanc,
15,784 ft.), but are surpassed by
the Jotunheim mountains in abruptness. The plateaux between
the peaks are almost entirely covered with snow, the snow-line here
being about 5580 ft. (in Switzerland 8850 ft.). Huge glaciers
(Brceer, the smaller being called Huller, 'holes') descend from these
The amphitheatre-like mountain-basins which
masses of snow.
occur here frequently, enclosed by precipitous sides rising to 1 600 ft.
or more, are known as Botner. The valleys lie, with a few excep
tions, above the forest-zone, and are therefore much less picturesque
than those of the Alps. One of their peculiarities is that they rarely
terminate in a pass, but culminate in a nearly level 'Band', with a

Sognefjord

series of lakes ; the passage from one side to the other is some
times so slightly marked, that the waters of the uppermost lake
flows off in both directions.
The Jotunheim inns are inferior to those on the more fre
quented routes, but thanks to the spirit and enterprise of the Nor
wegian Turist-Forening(ip.xiLi) fairly good quarters are obtainable at
all the chief resorts, either in the refuge-huts erected by that society
or in the so-called 'hotels'
(mountain inns of the simplest character),
where tinned provisions ('Hermetisk'), beer, and wine are generally
to be had.
The beds, as a rule, are fair and broad enough for two
persons if necessary. Most of the travellers are Norwegians, and
parties often consist of two or three ladies travelling alone. It is
advisable not to arrive at the sleeping-place too late in the evening,
as otherwise the traveller may have to put up with very inferior ac
commodation. Members of the Turist-Forening, recognisable by
their club-button, have a preferential right to beds at the touristhuts (except those built with subvention of government) until 10
p.m. (paying 40 e. ; non-members pay 1 kr. 25 0.). The other
charges are also correspondingly low, and the day's expenditure
(not including guides) need not exceed 3l/i-&l/2 k*-

Guides.

JOTUNHEIM.
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Unpretending sleeping

accommodation may also be had at most of
Sceters (also called Stel or Sel), which contain at least one
livingand one sleeping-room.
The Fceboder or Fcelceger are still simpler.
The cowherds (' FaekarW or ' Driftekarle' ) are generally good-natured and
hospitable fellows, who regale the traveller with 'Fladbr0d', milk, cheese,
and butter.
See remarks on Saster Life at p. 70.
The Equipment required by the traveller is similar to that used by
Alpine mountaineers, but should if possible be even more durable, as he
will have no opportunity of supplying deficiencies and will often have to
ford torrents , wade through marshes , and walk for hours over very
rough stony ground ('Ur' ; p. xxviii). Heavy luggage should be left behind,
as it hampers the movements.
Comp. p. xxii.
The Guides are active and obliging, but generally speak Norwegian
only and are scarcely on a par with those of Switzerland or the Eastern
Alps. The usual fee is 4 kr. per day, but the charges for the different ex
peditions are given in each case. The guide is not bound to carry more
than 2 'bismer'-pounds (24 lbs.) of luggage, and even this he carries un
willingly. For the longer tours, therefore, the traveller must engage a
porter, who receives about two-thirds of a guide's fee. No charge is made
for the return-journey.
Alpenstocks, though very useful for steeper
ascents, are not in favour in Norway, and good ones cannot be procured
there (comp. p. xxii). On the other hand, Ice-axes Clsexg) and stout ropes
CReV) are now provided at the chief stations of the Turist-Forening.
Those who travel without a guide should, as a rule, on leaving one of
the saeters, whence numerous paths always diverge, ask to be shown the
way for the first half-hour.
With the exception of the greater ascents, most of the excursions may
In the hire paid for a horse the services of an
be made on horseback.
attendant are never included, but must be paid for separately; if he is a
full-grown man ('voxen Mand') he receives the same fee as a guide.

the

room

—

—

The following tour (9-10 days) includes the Finest Points in
Jotunheim.
'From Aardal on the Sognefjord to Vetti (p. 142), halfa-day; via Skogadalsbeen and over the Reiser to Turtegre (p. 147),
one day ; excursions from Turtegre, one day ; via the BavertunSceter to Rejshjem (p. 149), two days; over the Galdhepig (p. 149)
to Spiterstulen (p. 162; which may be reached a day earlier by the
omission of Rejshjem) and to Lake Gjende (p. 157), two days ; excur
sions from Lake Gjende and thence via Gjendeboden to Eidsbugaren
(p. 154), two days; via the Skinegg and Tvindehougen to Skogstad or
Turtegre may be reached from Skjolden
Nystuenfo. 53), one day.
on the Sognefjord
(p. 137) in 3 hrs., via Fortun (p. 146).
Distances in the following descriptions are calculated for good walkers.
It should be borne in mind that walking in Jotunheim is much more
fatiguing than among the Swiss Alps owing to the want of paths. Ample
A standard rule of Norwegian
time should therefore always be allowed.
travel is that horses, guides, boats, food, etc., should always be ordered
in good time, on the day before if possible.
—

—

—

a.

From Aardal

on

the

Sognefjord

to Vetti.

Vettisfos.

hr. by rowing-boat ; l'/4 hr. by
cariole, on horseback, or on foot; the rest on foot, the path being almost
As the Sognefjord steamers to Aardal are not timed
too bad for riding.
very conveniently, and the quarters at Aardal are unpretending, this route
is a little uncomfortable. It is recommended only to those who are going
on to Jotunheim or who intend making the circuit of the Horunger, but
hardly repays visitors to the Vettisfos only.

To Vetti about 5

Aardal,

see

hrs.,

viz.

IV4-IV2

p. 135. We walk up the

Aardals-Elv,

on

the

right
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VETTISFOS.

Jotunheim.

bank of which we observe the gaard Hereid, to the (y4 hr.) Aardalsvand (13 ft. above the sea), a lake 14 Kil. long, surrounded by

abrupt

cliffs and

in the

travelling

deep

ravines. A boat and

rowers are

always ready

to carry passengers to the upper end of the
80 0., 2 pers. 1 kr. 32, 3 pers. 1 kr. 62 0.).

season

(II/2 hr. ; 1 pers.
To the right we see the Stegafjeld, with the precipice of Opstegene
on its E. side ;
beyond lies the Fosdal with the Eldegaard, to
which a zigzag path ascends past a waterfall. Farther on, high up
to the right, is the Lestsater; then the Midnashamer, with the
Eldeholt. To the left rises the Bottnjuvkamb, with its huge precip
ice ; to the right are the 'Plads' or clearing of Gjeithus and the
Raudnces. Then, to the left , the Nondal, with several farms and

lake

Nondalsfos. On rounding the Raudnaes we see
Farnaes, at the N.E. end of the lake, where we land. Bargaining
Guide to Vetti unnecessary.
advisable in hiring horse or vehicle.

the

—

From Farnjes to Fortun (8-10 hrs.; with guide, 4 kr.). A bridle
path ascends to the N.W. through theFardal or Langedal, passing iheAare
and Stokke saeters, to the Muradn-Sceter, whence a path leads through the
Lovardalsskar (4700 ft.), a narrow 'gap' or pass, into the Berdal, where
a
refuge-hut has been built by Kristoffer Fnraas, a good guide for the
Austabottind (7224 ft.) and Soleitind (6824 ft.), two beautiful peaks, the
former difficult, the latter easy. Thence to the gaard of Fuglesteg (2495 ft.)
and by an excessively steep descent (whence probably the name of 'Fug
lesteg', or 'bird-path') to Fortun (p. 146).
The road from Farnajs to Gjelle (7 Kil.) ascends the right (W.)
In l/4 hr. we see on the right the mouth of the
bank of the Utla.
Aardela ; then the gaard of Moen (poor quarters). About 5 Kil.
from Farrnes the road crosses the Utla, and ends at Gjelle, 2 Kil.
farther on. To the right is the fine Gjellefos.
From Gjelle a bad bridle-path (best on foot for the suitably
shod) ascends the Vettisgjel , a ravine 4-5 Kil. long. The path
first descends to the left , crosses the river, and reaches the gaard
Skaaren, just beyond which it crosses another bridge ('Johannebro,
1880'). Farther on we thread our way through a chaos of stones
above the wild Utla. After 30-40 min. we reach the *Afdalsfos,

Scenery very imposing. The ravine ends, s/i~l hr.
farther on, at the Heljabakfos, a fall of the Utla. Steep ascent to
the Heljabakken, from which we have a view of the 'Plads' below,
Gaard Vetti above, and of three small waterfalls to the left. Then
a steep climb of
1/2~3U hr- more to
Gaard Vetti (1090 ft.; quarters at Anfind Vetti's; horses to be
had for returning to Farnaes ; Anfind and his son Thomas good guides).
A disagreeable path (guide unnecessary) leads hence, at first
up and then down Mil, to (Y2 hr.) the *Vettisfos, or Vettismorkafos, 850 ft. in height, a fall of the Morkadela,' which joins the
Utla a little lower down. A height near the fall commands an ad
mirable view of it, but a closer approach may be made by crossing a
Those who have 3-4 hrs. more to
small bridge to the other bank.
for l1^ hr. the path leading to the Vettismorkaascend
may
spare
530 ft. high.

—

—

FLESKEDALS-SiETRE.

Jotunheim..

Saeter,

in order to

23. Route.

enjoy the fine view from the platform laid

143
out in

1894 above the fall.
"Circuit of the Horunger (with guide; a horse must be obtained at.
1st Day: From
Farnaes or Gjelle, and provisions brought from Aardal).
Gaard Vetti, by the Vetlismorka- Saeter and the Fleskedals-Scetre (see below),
to Skogadalsbeen (p. 144) in 7-8 hrs., or in 3/4 hr. more to the highest
Guridals-Sosler (p. 144). 2nd Day : Across the Keiseren Pass (p. 165) to the
Turtegre Scetre (p. 147), and ascent of the Dyrhaugstind (p. 148). 3rd
Day: Via Fortun to Skjolden (p. 146), 472-5 hrs.
■

b.

From Vetti to

Tvindehougen

and

Eidsbugaren.

8-10 hrs. A grand expedition (guide 5*/2 kr.).
Gaard Vetti and the Vettisfos, see p. 142. From Vetti
reach
the Vettisgalder towards the N.E., and in

l/->h.T.

we

ascend

plateau
Maradalsfos
a

view of the Utladal to the N., with the
Y'2 hr. we reach the top of the hill, where
there are a few sickly pines and others overthrown by the wind. To
the right rises the Stelsnaastind. Just beyond the first fence we
descend to the left through scrub to the Morkedela and cross it by
a
plank. About 100 paces farther on, quite to the left, above the
abyss into which the river plunges, is a dead tree which affords

commanding
on

the left.

a

In another

handhold to those who care to look down into the huge ravine of
the Vettisfos (p. 142). We return to the left bank of the Morkedela,
ascend its course, and (20 min.) cross it to the
Vettismorka-Sater (2190 ft.), I1/2 hr. from Vetti. To the W.,
at the head of the Stels-Maradal, rises the Riingstind with the
Riingsbrae ; below is the Maradalsfos ; to the right, the Maradalsnaasi. The view of the Horunger increases in grandeur.
From the upper valley of the Morked0la, on the S. side, rises the
Gjeldedalstind (7100 ft. ; first ascended by Hr. Carl Hall in 1884), and on
the N. side the Stelsnaastind (6790 ft. ; first ascended by Mr. Slingsby in
1875), both of which may be ascended with guide without serious dif
ficulty. Grand views.
Our route now leads through pines and birches and (i/2 hr.)
crosses the Fleskedals-Elv. It then ascends through wood to an open
space where we enjoy a *View of the Skagastelstinder (p. 148) to
the left. We then descend slightly and cross the river again to the
(i/alir.) four Fleskedals-Ssetre, the middle one of which, owned by
Anfind Vetti, affords clean quarters (if open : enquire at Vetti).
Route to Skogadalsbeen, see below.
Striking retrospect of the Horunger, and particularly of the
Riingsbrae. To the N. we first observe Friken (p. 144), and afterwards
the precipices of the 'Naes' between the Fleskedal and the Uradal.
—

(The latter, one of the most sequestered valleys in Jotunheim, is
little known ; at the E. end of it rises the Uranaastind, p. 155 ; at the
W. end it opens into the Utladal, Y2 "r- S. of Skogadalsbeen, p. 144.)
We now ascend the Fleskedal and (3/a-1 hr.) recross the river
by abridge. To the right rise the Stelsnaastinder with a large glacier.
Farther on we ascend to (172-l3/4 hr.) the defile of Smaaget, where
To
we have another striking *View of the Horunger behind us.
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SKOGADALSB0EN.

Jotunheim.

the

right rises the Koldedalstind, to the left the Fleskedalstind.
We then descend rapidly towards the Upper Koldedalsvand or Uradalsmulen and follow the whitewashed 'varder' to the S., along
the Koldedela, to the Lower Koldedalsvand. We cross the UradalsElv at the head of this lake, 2 hrs. from Smaaget, and skirt the E.
bank of the lake and river to the upper end of Lake Tyin. Hence along
the N. bank of Lake Tyin to Tyinsholmen (p. 154), 2 hrs. from the
bridge, and to Tvindehougen or Eidsbugaren (p. 154).
c.

From Vetti

through

the

Utladal, Gravdal, and Leirdal

to

Rejshjem.
1st Day. From Gaard Vetti to Skogadalsbeen (6-7 hrs.). Those who
2nd Day.
sleep here may ascend the Skogadalsnaasi in the afternoon.
3rd Day. To Rejshjem (6-lhTS.).
FromSkogadalsb0en toSlethavn (8-9 hrs.).
From Vetti (p. 142) to the Fleskedals-Satre, 2^2 hrs., see p. 143.
Our route ascends the green Friken (4630 ft.), following the 'Var
der', descends after 3/4hr., and then skirts the slope high above
the Utladal, affording a superb *View of the Horunger, whose sharp
—

—

peaks

tower above

a

vast expanse of snow

:

to the left the

Skaga

stelstinder rising above the Midtmaradal, then the Styggedalstind,
the E. buttress of the group, descending into the Maradal, with the
extensive Maradalsbrae (p. 165). To the S. , in the prolongation of
the Utladal, we see the Blejan and the Fresviksfjeld (p. 131) ; to
the S.E., the Stelsnaastind ; to the E., the sharp pyramid of the
Uranaastind ; to the N., the mountains of the Skogadal and Utladal.
In 3/4 hr. more we see below us, to the left, on the other side
of the valley, the Vormelid Saters, the starting-point of the first
climbers of the Store Skagastelstind (route from Gjaertvasbeen, see
p. 148). In front of us are Skogadalsbeen and the Guridals-Saeters
(p. 143). The path descends rapidly through fatiguing underwood
('Vir') to (8/4 hr.) a small birch-wood. In 10 min. more the lonely
Uradal opens on the right, with an immense mass of 'Ur', fallen
from the S. slopes. At the E. end of the Uradal rises the Uranaas
tind (p. 155). We cross the Uradela by a small bridge ('Klop').
The mountains are now concealed by numerous abrupt 'noses'. We
then follow a cattle-track ('Koraak') through sparse birch-wood at
the foot of the Urabjerg, cross a bridge, and (Y2 hr.) reach
—

Skogadalsberen (2915ft. ; *Club Hut), consisting of two saeters,
always inhabited in summer (from 24th June till the beginning of

September). This is an excellent starting-point for excursions in
the E. part of the Horunger (p. 147). Guide, Peder M. Bjerk.
From Skogadalsb0en we may scale the Skogadalsnaasi (6080 ft. ; 3-4
hrs., there and back), without a guide, by ascending the valley to the
Lusahouge (p. 161) and then climbing to the right. The direct
hr.)
O/2
Grand mountain-view.
ascent from the saeters is very steep.
From
Skogadalsb0en we may also ascend the Uranaastind (p. 140).
The ascent of the Gjcertvastind (p. 165) takes 8-10 hrs. from SkogaThe ascent proper begins at Qjcertvasbeen
dalsb0en, there and back.
(2950 ft. ; p. 165), and up the Gjwrtvasnaasi. In 1-1 V2 hr. we reach the first
—

Jotunheim.

MURAN SAETER.
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plateau (4265 ft.), and in 3 hrs. more the Gjcerlvastop (4685 ft.). About 500 ft
higher we reach the base of the peak, then ascend a slope of snow, and
partly over rock, and lastly by a broad crest to the summit.
We continue our journey through the Utladal. Horses may be
obtained at Skogadalsbeen to carry us to a point beyond Muran
(1 kr. ; no saddles). We pass a bridge, crossed by the path to the
Keiser (p. 165), follow the E. bank of the Utla, pass the abandoned
Lusahoug-Sater, and (8/4 hr.) reach the confluence of the Store and
Vetle Utla. The latter descends on the left from the Vetle ('little')
Utladal, and forms several falls over the rocky barrier of the Tunghoug. The Store Utla, along which the steep path ascends, has
forced its passage through the rocks and dashes along its channel far
below. On the left rises the Hillerhei (5260 ft.). Fine view behind us
of the Styggedalstinder with the huge Gjaertvasbrae. Grand scenery.
We next reach a higher region of the Store Utladal and (1 y2 hr.
from Skogadalsbeen) the Muran Saeter (3325 ft. ; tolerable quarters,
.

the opposite (right) bank of the river (bridge). Grand
Styggedalstinder to the W., the Kirke to the N.E. and the
Rauddalstind to the E.
(The route through the Rauddal to the
Gjendebod follows the left bank of the Utla see p. 160.)

if

open),

on

view of the

,

,

follow the N. bank of the Utla. On the S. side we observe
the Skogadalsnaasi, the secondMelkedalstind; then alarge waterfall
descending from the Rauddalsmund (p.
adjoining which on
the N. rise the Rauddalstinder. Nearly opposite the Rauddal is the
We

now

160),

stone hut of Stor Halleren, used by reindeer-stalkers. In ascend
ing we look back at intervals to see the impressive view of the
Horunger. The valley now takes the name of Gravdalen. We next
have to wade (best near the Utla) through the Sand-Elv, descend
ing on the left from the Sjortningsbra?, an offshoot of the Smerstabbrae, above which towers the curiously shaped Storebjern (p. 151).
The path ascends and the flora becomes Alpine. We at length
come to the stone refuge-hut on the Leirvand
(4930 ft.), 5-6 hrs.

from

where the routes from the Gravdal, from the
from the Visdal, and from the Hegvagel (p. 162) converge.
To the E. towers the curiously shaped Kirke (7070 ft. ; difficult to

Skogadalsbeen,

Leirdal,

ascend);

to the N.E. the Tvmrbottenhorn

(about 6890 ft.).

The route through the Visdal goes round the N. side of the Leirvand
and ascends through the Kirkeglup, between the Kirke on the right and
the Tvaerbottenhorn on the left, to the Kirketjwrne, a series of tarns. Pass
ing these, it then descends to the E. into the Upper Visdal. On the right
are the Uladalstinder, with a
great glacier. The route, which cannot be
mistaken, unites at Uladalsmynnet with that coming from Lake Gjende

(p. 162).

Descending the Leirdal, we skirt the imposing Ymesfjeld (p. 149)
right, but the curious-looking Skarstind (7885 ft.) is the
only one of its peaks visible. To the left are the grand glacieron

the

tongues of the Smerstabbrae and several

(7306 ft.).

—

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

To
In 2 hrs.

of the Smerstabtinder.

the N. of the Storebrae rises the Storebrattind
from the Leirvand we reach the saeter of
6th Edit.
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FORTUN.

Slethavn (owned by Amund Elvesatter; good quarters). To the
W. tower the Stetind and the Skagsnab (6560 ft.), both of which

maybe ascended with good
To the

guides(each 10-11 hrs.,

there and

back).

farther on, appears Loftet (7315 ft.), with its
glaciers. In 2 hrs. more we pass the prettily situated YtterdalsSattre (3085 ft. ; quarters), near the lofty fall of the Duma. We
cross

left,

the Leira by

at pp.

151

150,

d. From

to

a

bridge

and descend by the route described

(4-5 hrs.) Rejshjem (p. 149).

Skjolden

on

the

Sognefjord

to Fortun and

Turtegre.

Road from Skjolden to Fortun (6 Kil. ; Tariff II).
Good Bridle
Path thence to the Turtegre Seller (3 hrs.).
Guide and horse from For
tun to R0jshjem (p. 149) via, Fortun (2 days) 20 kr. ; guide alone 10 kr.
(not necessary for Turtegr0).
Good Guides for the Horunger region : Thorgeir Sulheim of Eide (the
best), K. Furaas of Fortundal, Halvar Balvarsen of Skjolden, Ole Jensen
Berge of Turtegr0, Ole Biene of Fortun, and Iver diene of Turtegr0 (the
last two, younger men, well spoken of).

at the head of theLysterof the Sognefjord, lies near the mouths of the Merkeieidsdal on the N. and the Fortundal on the E. The steamboatpier, where the roads to both valleys begin, lies below the gaard of
Eide (* Thorgeir Sulheim' s Inn, 4 kr. per day), on an old moraine.

Skjolden(-p. 137), a steamboat-station

fjord,

an arm

The road to Fortun , from which that to Merkereid (p. 137)
at once to the left, crossing the bridge, follows the course
of the Fortundals-Elv and skirts the moraine of Eide. It then leads
along the S. bank of the milk-coloured Eidsvand, beyond which
we see the Fortundal, with the huge precipice of the Jersingnaasi
(3088 ft. ; N.) and the waterfalls mentioned below. The route
next ascends the left bank of the Fortundals-Elv. The fertile valley
is enclosed by wooded slopes. To the N.E. rises the Fanaraak
(p. 151), behind us lies the fjord. To the right the Lingsfos falls
from a great height. The road skirts the overhanging rocks of the

diverges

On the right is the Kvafos. Also on the right, high
above us, is Gaard Fuglesteg (p. 142).
6 Kil. Fortun i Lyster (150 ft.), a group of gaards with a new

Smalaberg.
church.

The

80 e.), lies

with *0iene's Inn
M. above the church.

skyds-station,

l/%

(R. 60,

B.

60,

D.

Walk up the Fortundal, with a fine view of the Jersingnaasi (see
on the left, to the (10-12 min.) Ovabergs-Elv, which issues from the
gorge of Skagagjel in a fine fall and flows down to the Fortundals-Elv in
two arms. Crossing both bridges, and ascending a rough path to the right,
we pass behind the cottages and climb to a rock projecting over the fall (cau
We may then go on, in 5 min. more, to a bridge over
tion necessary).
the Fortundals-Elv and (without crossing it) to a small rocky hill by the
Eavshelfos (where a ladder descends to the salmon-fishing apparatus), and
thus obtain a view of the beautiful valley in both directions, of the Liabrae to the N. (in the distance), and of the upper part of the Kvaefos to the S.
The Upper Fortundal is about 30 Kil. long. Flanked by Tufsen and
the Sognefjeld on the left and right, and then by the Svajdalsbroe and
Stenegbrcs on the left and the Liabrce (6100 ft.) and the Midtdalsleifti on
the right, it extends to the ll-Vand (4305 ft.), at the E. base of the huge

above)

—

Jotunheim.

TURTEGR0-S^TRE.
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(6590 ft.). The last saeter, that of Nersledal (good accom
lies about 20 Kil. above Fortun.
From this point we may
excursion to the Il-Vand or walk across the fjeld to Baevertun
(8-10 hrs.); or we may ascend to the Fortundalsbrce and cross it, past the
W. side of the Tundredalskirke, in 8-9 hrs. to the Sota-Saeter (p. 58).
Tundredalskirke

modation),
make

an

A good bridle-path, leading to the N.E. between the skydsstation and the church, ascends the steep Fortungalder in wind
ings, with retrospects of the Fortundal. The worst of the ascent is
over in
3/4hr. The path ascends through the fertile Bergsdal, pass
ing the gaard of Berge (1085 ft.). Good view of the falls of the
Ovabergs-Elv, which flows through the valley. We cross the stream
by a picturesque wooden bridge and ascend near the gaard of Sevde.
In 25 min. we reach the second terrace of the valley. The path
runs up and down, affording, at the gaard of Optun, a view of the
foaming Optunsfos. Here begins another steep ascent of Y2 hr.,
passing the Eiksatre. At the top the Ovabergs-Elv forms the Dokkafos, near the saeter of Dokka, while another fall is formed to the
right, high up, by a tributary stream. In front rises the First
Dyrhaugatind. To the right, y2 hr. beyond Dokka, is the Simogalfos, past which a path leads to the Riinggadn-Sfeters (p. 148),
crossing the Elv. The main route remains on the right bank, passes
below the saeter of Gjessingen, crosses the stream descending from
the Skagastelsbotn, which forms several fine falls ( Turtegrefossene),
and reaches (about 3 hrs. from Fortun) the two
Turtegr#-Saetre (2790 ft. ; *Inn, bed 40, B. or S. 80, D. 1 kr.
30 e. ; horses usually, guides always obtainable), the best head
quarters for mountaineering in the Horunger region. The Horunger
form the grandest group of mountains in Jotunheim, with precipitous
slopes and needle-like peaks, from which glaciers descend in all
directions (comp. the adjoining Map and the remarks on p. 130),
About i/2 M. beyond the inn the path forks, the left branch ascend
ing rapidly to the Sognefjeld (Rejshjem, p. 151), the right leading
to Helgedal and the Keiseren Pass (p. 165).
One of the finest points of view, and in any case the most easily
accessible, is the "Oscarshoug (3730 ft.), a few paces to the right of the
path to the Sognefjeld, about '/= nr- above Tu-tegr0. At the top is a
varde, commemorating the visit of King Oscar II., when Crown Prince,
in 1860.
The view embraces the Fanaraak (p. 151); then the Helgedal,
through which leads the route to the Keiseren Pass; farther to the right
and more distant, the Styggedalstinder; nearer, the three huge Skagast0lstinder; the Maradalstind, rising over the extensive Maradalsbrae ; to
the right of the glacier, the Dyrhaugstinder; to the right of these and
farther off, the Riingstinder (Soleitind and Austabottind not visible).
Still more extensive is the view from the *Klypenaasi (3757 ft.), to
the N.W. of Gjessingen (see above), which may be ascended in 2-272 hrs.
(guide 2 kr.). It commands the best general survey of the Horunger,
from the Austabottind and Soleitind on the W. to the Styggedalstinder
—

on

the E.
A visit to the

grand and wild **Skagast^lshotn should on no account
The route passes
omitted (there and back 5-6 hrs. 5 guide 2 kr.).
the two Skagastels-Swtre (right), crosses the stream twice, and ascends
through the valley between the Dyrhaugstinder on the W. and the Kolnaaii (5414 ft.) on the E. The floor of the Skagastelsbotn is covered by

be

near

10*
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the Skagaslelsbra (4430 ft.), which
projects its icy foot into a weird lake,
where the formation and birth of icebergs may be studied most
profitably
According to Mr. Slingsby, there is perhaps no wilder or more interesting
mountain scene in Norway than this 'botn' (or cirque) which is headed
by the superb Skagast0lstinder.
To the W. of the Dyrhaugstinder opens the "Riingsbotn , a huge
basin also containing a large glacier, Surrounded by the Riingstind, the
Dyrhaugstind , and (W.) the Levnaasi or Nonhougen , prolonged towards
the S. by the Soleitinder and the Austabottinder. The excursion from
Turtegr0 (there and hack) occupies 6 hrs. (guide 2 kr.). At the mouth
of the valley lie the Riinggadn-Scstre.
Besides the Riingsbotn and the Skagast0lsbotn, we may also visit the
Styggedalsbotn, the easternmost in the Horunger group, with the magni
ficent Styggedalsbrce, hounded on the W. by the Kolnaasi, on the E. by
the Simlenaasi, and on the S. by the Styggedalstinder.
The way passes
the Belgedals- Scster (p. 165).
One of the finest easier ascents from Turtegr0 is that of the N. -Dyr
haugstind (about 6560 ft.), the nearest of several peaks of the Dyrhaugsfjeld
(with guide, in about 4 hrs.). We ascend rapidly past the Skagast0le to the
top of the Dyrhaug, and follow its crest, partly over 'Ur', to the summit.
The "View embraces towards the E. the Skagast01stinder and to the right
of them the wild Maradalstinder ; to the W. the Soleitinder, Austabot
tinder, and Riingstinder; due S. the other Dyrhaugstinder. Lower down,
on the left, lies the Skagast0lsbrae, on the right the Riingsbrae. Between
the Skagast0lstinder and the Dyrhaugstinder we see the snow-mountains
on Lakes Bygdin and Tyin; to the N. the Fanaraak and the Sm0rstabtinder; to the W. the vast Jostedalsbrae as far as the Lodalskaupe (p. 139).
Comparatively easy ascents are also those of the Northern Skagastelstind
(about 7000 ft.; Keilhau and Boeck, 1820) ; the Soleitind (about 6820 ft.), the
N.W. peak of the Horunger; and the Fanaraak (p. 151).
Suitable for experts only, with able guides, are the Store Riingstind
(6910 ft.; first ascended by Hr. C. Hall in 1890 ; the lower Riingstinder
being 6650 ft. and 6620 ft.); the Mellemste Skagastelstind (7565 ft.; Hall,
1884); the Store Styggedalstind (7800 ft.; Hall, 1883); the Store Austabottind
(7225 ft. ; Hall, 1883) : all requiring 12-16 hrs.
Difficult Ascents: the Store Skagastelstind (7875ft.), once thought
impossible, like the Matterhorn, but conquered by Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby
in 1876 (comp. p. 144) ; the Vesle Skagastelstind (7710 ft. ; Hall, 1885) ; the
Centraltind (7755 ft. ; Hall, 1885); and the N. Maradalstinder (about 7200 ft. ;
Hall, 1887). These ascents are facilitated by the Skagastelshytte, on the
■skar' or col above the Skagast0lsbotn (about 4 hrs. from Turtegr0).
An interesting Glacier Walk of 12-14hrs., which the hut justmentioned
also shortens, is the passage of the Skagastelstindskar or Midtmaradalsskar (5758 ft.), between the Skagast0lstind and the Dyrhaugstinder, over
the Midtmaradalsbrae to the Midtmaradal and the Utladal (p. 143), and
down the latter to Vetti (p. 142).

e.

From Andvord to

p. 57.

R«jshjem.

The

Galdhepig.

The road to Rejshjem (14 Kil. ; Skyds
Andvord,
Tariff II) ascends on the left bank of the Bavra, often close to the
stream. At one point, the Staberg , where there is a mill, the
ravine is very narrow, and huge blocks of rock have fallen into it
from above. In the background rise the Galdheer (7300 ft.), which
conceal the Galdhepig, and the Juvbrct, with their imposing
To the left, on the opposite bank, are the
masses of ice and snow.
eaaTds of Glimsdal and the falls of the Glaama (p. 149). We pass
with a waterfall in the gorge, and
the gaard Sulheim, on the right,
The road crosses the Baevra.
then the gaard Gaupar.
see

Jotunheim.

R0JSHJEM.
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Rejshjem or Redsheim (1800 ft.; Inn kept by Ole Halvorssen
Rejshjem, the oldest guide to the Jotunheim, who speaks English
and knows the country thoroughly, but does not now act as guide ;
house often full ; telephone) lies at the junction of the Baeverdal
and the Visdal (see above), and is the best starting-point for the
ascent of the Galdhepig and other fine excursions. It is a favourite
resort of the Norwegians for a stay of some duration. By the upper
bridge over the Baevra, about 175 yds. above the hotel, are several
'giant-cauldrons', the largest being about 10 ft. in diameter.
The following is a pleasant walk of 1-2 hours. We follow the
and cross the bridge to a rocky hill,
Andvord road for 12 min.
made an island by the two branches of the Baevra and commanding
A small foot-bridge
a fine view of Rejshjem and the Galdheer.
crosses thence to the right bank, on which a pleasant meadow-path
a
leads to the left through a plantation of alders to Glimsdal
group of farms, where the Glaama descends in four falls. We
,

,

may then ascend by the broad track on the left bank of the Glaama
in 20 min. more to the gaard Engum, at the top of the fall.

The Ascent of the Gaxdh0pig (8-9 his. ;
hrs.) has frequently been accomplished by

there and back,
Norwegian ladies.
the Raubergsstul or, better, in the

14-16

The night should be spent at
Gjuvvashytte. Guides, Knud Olsen Vole and his son (5 kr. ; horse
4-6 kr.). A rope for crossing the glacier must be taken. Knud Vole
provides snow-shoes ('skier') for those who care to use them.
We follow the Baeverdal road (p. 150) for V2 hr., and at the
Mongjel 0degaard ascend to the left to (IV2 hr.) the RaubergsStul, which may also be reached by a direct footpath in li/g hr.

hr.)

We next ascend to the S.W. to (1
the barren and stony Galdeshei (5240 ft.), which the bridle-path, however, avoids. In li/jhr.
more we reach the Tverbra and the
Gjuvvand (about 6230 ft.), a
small glacier-lake, with the Gjuvvashytte (twenty beds, good and
not dear, but often full). Above in the form of a bay rise the cliffs
of Kjedelen (7300 ft.). We now obtain our first view of the sum
mit of Galdhepiggen and the Sveilnaasi, its dark rocky spur, with
the Keilhaustop and Sveilnaaspig, looking almost black as they rise

above the vast expanse of snow and above the Styggebrai or Vetljuvbra. Crossing snow and a stony tract, we reach the Varde (6365 ft.)
on the
Styggebrae in l-li/ahr., and take 3/4-l hr. more to cross the

glacier. (Beware of the crevasses.) We next ascend a ridge of rock
covered with loose stones. Lastly we mount a toilsome snowy arete
to the
(i/2 hr.) summit, where stands a shelter-hut, stocked with

coffee, port,

and

champagne.

The**Galdh*pig(8400ft.;
mountain in

accent

on

first

syllable),

the loftiest

Norway, is the highest peak of the Ymesfjeld, a pecu
liar mountain-plateau with precipitous sides, enclosed by the val
leys of the Leira, Visa, and Baevra, and connected with the other
mountains of Jotunheim by the Hegvagel (p. 162) only. Besides
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Galdhepig

there are few peaks rising above its vast sea of
and ice.
The View embraces the almost equally lofty Glittertind
(p. 163) and
the Rondane to the E. ; the whole of Jotunheim to the S. the Sm0r;
snow

stabtinder, t he Horunger, the Sognefjord, the Jostedalsbrae, and the Nord
fjord mountain-chain to theW.; lastly the Snehaetta group to theN. No
inhabited valleys are visible.
Descent to Spiterslulen, see p. 163; to
the Elve-Soster, see below.
The Lomsegg (1:885 ft.), to the N. of R0jsnjem, may be ascended via,
the gaard Sulheim (p. 148) on horseback in 5-6 hrs.
Imposing view of the
Glittertind and Galdh0pig, and of the Sm0rstabbraepigge and the Fanaraak
to the S.W.
The view of the valley is very picturesque.
The view from the Hestbraepigge (6095 ft.) reveals the Jotunheim
range in longer array than that from the Lomsegg. Riding practicable part of
the way. The latter part of the ascent over snow and ice is nearly level.
From R0jshjem through the Visdal or the Leirdal to Lake Gjende,
see pp. 163-161.
—

f. From

Rejshjem

over

the

Sognefjeld

to

Turtegr*.

1st Day. To the Bwvertun-Satter, a walk of 7 hrs. ; driving practic
able to (8 Kil.) the Elve-Sceter
a third of the way.
2nd Day. With
guide, to Turtegre, 9-10 hrs. Stout shoes are required for the upper
Baeverdal (p. 151). The guide must be Drought from R0jshjem. Horse
and guide from Rfljshjem to Fortun (p. 146) via, Turtegr0, 20 kr.
—

,

Rejshjem , see p. 147. A carriage-road ascends through the
Baverdal (or Beverdal), on the rightbank of the stream, to (4*/2 Kil.)
Baiverdals Kirke. On the W. side of the valley is Bakkeberg, with
large farm-buildings amid smiling corn-fields. The road, partly
hewn in the rock, ascends steeply through the grand gorge of Galdeme, with its overhanging cliffs. Farther on the ravine expands
to a pleasant basin, with the gaards of Horten, where grain and
potatoes are cultivated. To the left, above us, are the ends of the
glaciers on the N. side of the Galdhepig. About 2 Kil. from the
Baeverdal church the road crosses the Leira, which falls into the
Baevra a little lower down, and then follows the valley of the
latter, passing the saeters of Rusten and Flekken.
Just before reaching the bridge, the route to Turtegre (narrow
cart-track) turns to the left into the Leirdal. After following the
right bank of the Leira for 2 Kil. more, it reaches the bridge below
the large farm of Elve-Sseter (good accommodation), situated on the
opposite side of the river and surrounded by tilled fields and pas
tures. This has recently become a favourite starting-point for the
ascent of the Galdhepig (via, the Mytings-Sater to the Gjuvvashytte,
guide, S1^-^ hrs.).
Beyond the Elve-Saeter

with

a
poor bridle-path ascends the valley,
above the left bank of the Leira. To the left are the slopes of the
Store Gjuvbra; and the Store Grovbra. A rickety bridge, leading to
the Leirdals-Satter, is passed on our left. To the right, fully an
hour from the Elve-Saeter, are the two Lisatre. On the left descends
the llfos; facing us is Loftet (p. 146), with its extensive glaciers;
nearer, on the left, on the other side of the Leira, is the high fall
of the Duma, below which lie the Ytterdals-Saetre.

Jotunheim.
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About 2 hrs. from the Elve-Saeter we leave the Leirdal (through
which a path leads past the Ytterdals-Saetre to the Leirvand; see
p. 145) and ascend to the right to the Baverkjarn-Hals (about
3600 ft. ; 'Hals', a pass). We here obtain a fine *View of the flat
upper basin of the Leirdal , set in snow-mountains and glaciers.
At the Bakkeberg-Sater, about 3 hrs. from the Elve-Saeter, we come
in sight of the Heidalsvand, from which the Baevra issues in a
waterfall, and of the Blaahei, generally covered with snow.
We now descend, passing the Bmverkjarn, with its numerous
promontories and saeters (right), into the Upper Baeverdal , which
The path skirts the S.E. bank of the lake,
we follow to its head.
and after lt/2 hr., near the Rusten-Sater, crosses a bridge over the
noisy Baevra. We then follow the N. slope of the valley for fully
1 hr., above the Bavertunvand (3045 ft.), to the W. of which rises
the Dumhe. At the W. end of the lake we at length reach (4'/2 hrs.
from Elve-Saeter) the
Bsevertun-Sseter (3050 ft.), two houses with good quarters for
10-12 persons (50 e.) and tolerable food (B. 50 e.).
About 20 min. after leaving Baevertun the route to the Sogne
fjeld crosses the Dommabro or Dombrui, where the Domma, shortly
We then
before its junction with the Baevra, flows underground.
ascend for about 2 hrs. through the monotonous valley of the Baevra,
through bog and brook, over rock and rubble, to the Nupshaug, a
curious rocky knoll in the middle of the valley. Adjoining it is a
fall of the Baevra; to the left are two other waterfalls, all of which
unite here. We now ascend to the left to a higher region of the
valley, pass (l/% hr.) the ruined stone hut of Krosboden , and see
to the left the ^Smerstabbrae, one of the grandest glaciers in Nor
way, overtopped by the Smerstabtinder. Of these peaks either
the Saksa or the serrated Skeja may be ascended from the Baevertun-Saeter with a good guide in 12-14 hrs. (there and back); the
highest peak, the Storebjem ('Big Bear' ; 7510 ft.; ascended for the
first time by Hr. Carl Hall in 1885), to the S., is more difficult and
takes longer. The Baevra issues from the Smerstabbrae.
In 3/4 hr. from Krosboden we come to the first of the stone
varder with which the whole route across the Sognefjeld (or Delefjeld) is marked. The wooden figure attached to the varde formerly
bore the inscription :
'Vaer rask som en L0ve, og skynd dig som en Hind !
See Veiret det griner i Fanaraak Tind!'
'Be quick as a lion, haste thee like a hind; see how the storms lower
—

—

over

the Fanaraak Peak !'

When overtaken by fog on the
the traveller should never leave
in sight.

fjeld,
one

In

4900

without a competent
varde until another

We here

cross

comes

of the Fjeld (ca.
Smerstabbrae and
the boundary of Bergens-Stift.

l/2 hr. more we reach the highest point
ft.), whence we enjoy a superb *View of the

the Smerstabtinder.

guide,
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VASENDEN.

To the left lies the Rauskjeldvand, the first of the large lakes, with
which the plateau is strewn. About 1/4hr. from the summit of the
fjeld is a curious varde called the 'Kammerherre', a high mass of
a
pointed stone on the top. Farther on, to the left, is the
extensive Prastesteinvand, with its numerous bays, which we skirt
for about 2 hrs. In the distance, to the E., beside the Smerstab
tinder, rises the Kirke (p. 145), to the S.E. the Uranaastind (p. 155).
The glaciers descending from the Fanaraak (6690 ft.) almost join
the Praestesteinvand on the S. Later the route descends to the Herre-

rock with

vand, crossing its discharge by the wooden Hervasbrui ('Brui',
bridge; 4305 ft.). The Smerstabtinder now disappear from the

The route rounds the W. buttress of the Fanaraak
and descends to the Gjuvvand (4115 ft.). To the right, in the
distance, lies the broad back of the Jostedalsbrae. In front rises
the whole range of the Horunger, including the Riingstinder, the
Dyrhaugstinder, and the Skagastelstinder. The best point of view
is the *Oscarshoug (p. 147), a slight eminence to the left of the
path, l3/4-2 hrs. from the Hervasbrui.
We now descend by a good path to (V2 hr.) Turtegre (p. 147),
reached after a walk of about 10 hrs. from Baevertun.

retrospect.

g.

From

—

Skogstad

or

Nystuen to Lake

Tyin

and

Eidsbugaren.

Kil.
The distance from Skogstad to Vasenden, on Lake Tyin, is 11
The excursion
(pay for 17) ; from Nystuen it is 10 Kil. (pay for 16).
thence via Tvindehougen to the top of the Skinegg, and back via. Eidsbugaren
us
and Tyinsholmen, takes 9-10 hrs. The boat should be ordered to meet
Tvinde
at Tyinsholmen, so as to avoid the rough walk along the bank to
141 pass the night
hougen. Those who are making the tour sketched at p.
Others may go on from Vasenden the same evening.
at

Eidsbugaren.

The road to Lake
Skogstad and

tween

Tyin, diverging
Nystuen (p. 53),

from the Valders road be
crosses the foaming Bjer-

from the left near the Opdals-Smter (2940 ft.),
and ascends steadily along the slope of the Stelsnesi (to the right
the Raubergskamp, p. 53) to
Vasenden (*H6tel Framnas, R. 1 kr. 25, B. 50, S. 50 e.; Jotunstel Hotel, unpretending), situated close to the S. end of Lake
6 Kil. from the parting of the ways. Fine distant view, over

dela, descending

—

Tyin,
the lake,

of the steep Uranaastind and other peaks.
and
Tyin (3535 ft.) is 14 Kil. long, 1-21/2 Kil. broad,
at places over 300 ft. deep. Its banks, like those of the other Jo
tunheim lakes, are uninhabited, except by a few 'Faekarle' (p. 141)
in summer. The masses of snow in the hollows, often reaching
enhance the appearance of desolate
down to the water's edge
Lake

,

the lake from Vasenden to Tvinde
rower 2 kr. 40, 2 kr. 80, 3 kr. 20 e. ;
with 2 rowers 3 kr. 60, 4 kr. 40, 5 kr. 20 e.) takes at least 2 hrs.,
but a steam-launch may begin to run in 1896. The Melkedalstinder
to the right of the Uranaastind as we proceed.
become

loneliness.

—

The

row across

hougen (for 1, 2, 3 persons

prominent

with 1

Jotunheim.
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To the left we see the large W. bay, whence the Aardela issues
;
farther on are the Koldedal and Koldedalstind
(see below).

Tvindehougen, a club-hut of the Turist-Forening, where travel
lers bound for the Skinegg disembark, is one of the chief stations
of the Jotunheim guides (Anders K. Jerstad
recommended).
About 3 Kil. farther on, at the N.E. end of the lake, lie the chalets
of Tyinsholmen, with the new Trudvang Hotel
(Gudbrand Anderson),
whence a broad road leads over the 'Eid' (isthmus) to (4 Kil.) Eids
bugaren (see below). The path along the bank of the lake from
Tvindehougen to Tyinsholmen is marshy and crosses several brooks.

—

The *Skinegg(4800 ft.) is ascended from Tvindehougen in iy2hr.
in the same time from Eidsbugaren). The way can scarcely be
missed, though there is no path. From the hut we go at first to
wards the N., in a line almost parallel with the bank of the lake.
Beyond the first brook we turn towards the hill, and then ascend
on the left bank of the second brook.
A 'stone man' on the ridge,
near the brook, which we cross at this point
(40 min.), serves as a
guide. Similar piles of stones farther on also indicate the way,
which crosses some patches of snow and passes to the Tight of a
small lake. The best point of view is the N. peak, to the left; the
S. peaks, though higher (5145 ft. and 5265 ft.), lie too far back.
View (see p. 153). To the S. we survey part of Lake Tyin (not Tvinde
hougen) and the whole of the Fillefjeld, with the Stuguntfse near Nystuen
and the majestic Suletind (5810 ft.).
Of more absorbing interest are the
mountains to the W. and N., where the Breikvamseggen, the Gjeldedalstinder
(7090 ft.) and Koldedalstinder (see above; Falketind, St#lsnaastind), with
their vast mantles of snow, and farther distant the Horunger (beginning
with the Skagastelstind on the left, and ending with the Styggedalstind
to the right ; p. 148), rise in succession. Next to these are the Fleskedalstinder, the Langeskavl, the Uranaastind (p. 155), with a huge glacier
on its S. side, the
Melkedalstinder, the Sjugultind, and other peaks. To

(also

the N. rise the mountains on the N.W. side of Lake Gjende, and still more
prominent are the Sletmarkhjer , Galdebergstind, and Thorfinstinder on
Lake Bygdin. Of that lake itself the W. end only is visible.

Eidsbugaren is plainly seen during the whole descent, which
takes about 1 hr. Towards the foot we have to cross several arms
of a copious stream descending from the lakes on the 'Eid' between
Lake Tyin and Lake Bygdin. [In ascending from Eidsbugaren we
steer direct towards the N. peak, avoiding the soft snow-patches
as much as
possible.]
The 'hotel' of

Eidsbugaren (kept by Ole Rejshjem , p. 149),
Bygdin (p. 156), contains a number of beds,
but is now hardly adequate to the increasing stream of tourists.
The fare and accommodation are very fair (R. 1 kr., D. 1 kr.
30 e.). It is the starting-point for several magnificent excursions,
which, however, can be equally well made from Tvindehougen or
Tyinsholmen.
at the W. end of Lake

The Koldedalstind or Falketind (6700 ft.), to the N.W. of Lake Tyin,
ascended in 1820 by Prof. Keilhau and Chr. Boeck, and the first of the Jo
tunheim mountains ever climbed, is ascended in 8-10 hrs. (guide 4 kr.).

Jotunheim.
We ascend the
and climb
descent to the
route.
"Excursion
Koldedal to the

tind,

ROGNE.
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valley of the Koldedela (p. 144) to the foot of the Falke
to the top, most of the way over glaciers.
The dangerous
Koldedal should be avoided; better return by the same
—

to the Store Melkedalsvand , see p. 164.
Through the
Fleskedals-Scelre and Vetti, see pp. 144, 143. From Tvinde
with
1 rower,
across
the
lake
or
3
we
row
hougen
pers.,
obliquely
(1, 2,
80 0., 1 kr., or 1 kr. 20 0.).
The Ascent of Langeskavlen, there and back, takes half-a-day
(guide necessary, 2 kr.). We ascend the course of the Melkedela (p. 164),
and at the top of the hill, instead of turning to the right into the Melkedal, enter a side-valley to the left, where we keep as far as possible to
the right.
The bare summit of Langeskavlen (6115 ft.) towers above
The view embraces the mountains seen to the W. of
masses of snow.
the Skinegg, to which we are now nearer, and also the whole of Lake
Bitihorn.
as
far
as
the
Bygdin
The Ascent of the Ueanaastind from Eidsbugaren takes 6-7 hrs.,
or a whole day there and
back (guide necessary, 4 kr.). We follow the
route to the Langeskavl, which after a time we leave to the W. in order
to ascend the extensive Uranaasbrae. We cross that glacier to the Brceskar, whence we look down into the Skogadal to the W. (p. 165). Lastly
an ascent on the N. side of about 800 ft. more to the summit of the "Ura
naastind (7045 ft.), the highest E. point of the Uranaase, which is always
free from snow. The extensive view vies with that from the Galdhepig
(p. 150). Towards the W. the Uranaastind d«scends precipitously into the
Uradal (p. 144).
To the E. it sends forth two glaciers, the Uranaasbrse ,
already mentioned, and the Melkedalsbrce, the E. arm of which descends
into the Melkedal (p. 164), while the N. arm, divided by the Melkedalspigge and furrowed with crevasses, descends partly into the Melkedal, and
partly into the Skogadal (p. 165).

h. From

—

Fagernaes

to

Raufjordsheim,
Eidsbugaren.

and up Lake

Bygdin

to

Two days. 1st Day.
Drive to (45 Kil.) Beito, the last skyds-station
2nd Day. Ascend the Bitihorn
(fast) ; walk to Raufjordsheim in 3>/2 hrs.
early, 3-4 hrs. there and back; row up Lake Bygdin to Eidsbugaren in
6-8 hrs.
This approach to the Jotunheim is apt to be tedious owing to
the long and sometimes windy passage of Lake Bygdin, but the placing
of a steam-launch on that lake would overcome this objection.
The road, which diverges to the right
Fagernaes, see p. 51.
from the Valders route at the Fagerlund
Hotel, ascends the valley of
the 0stre-8lidre-Elv, running a little way from the left bank of the
stream. Nearly level at first, it rapidly ascends through wood. To
the left, below, lies the Salbo-Fjord, with several gaards high above
it, and snow-mountains in the distance. We pass, on the right, the
loftily situated church of Skrutvold or Skrantvaal. Below us, farther
on, is the Voldbo-Fjord, at the N. end of which is the church of Voldbo.
17 Kil. Bogne (*Inn, often full in summer) lies a little beyond
the church of that name. To theE. rise the Mellene mountains, the
W. slope of which is the 0iangenshei, a splendid point of view
(ascent 3-3'/2 hrs. ; guide 1 kr. 60 e.).
From Eogne across the Slidreaas to Fosheim (22 Kil.), by a good road,
—

—

see

p. 51.

The road

crosses

the Vinde-Elv. It next skirts the Haggefjord,
*Hagena>s Hotel, and then ascends

at the S. end of which lies the

steeply

to

Hcegge,

with its old 'Stavekirke'

(p. 27), existing

at
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least as early as 1327, but largely rebuilt. About 11 Kil. from
Rogne we pass the gaard of Northorp. To the left, farther on, are
the Dalsfjord and the Merstafjord, connected by a river with each
other and with the Hedalsfjord.
17 Kil. Skammestein. Farther on, to the left, are the Hedals
fjord and Lake0iangen. Fine view of the lake, with the Slettefjeld,

Mugnatind,

and Bitihorn

11 Kil. Beito

(see below).

ft. ; *Inn, plain), the last skyds-station.
On Sundays the national 'Springdans', accompanied by the 'Norske
Harp', may sometimes be witnessed here.
The path to Raufjordsheim (3y2 hrs. ; guide 2J/2 kr. ; comp. Map,
p. 140) leads to theN.W., at first nearly level, and afterwards ascends
steeply. At (1 hr.) the top of the hill is a marshy plateau enclosed
by mountains, to the W. the Mugnatind, and to the N. the Bitihorn
(see below), which rises precipitously on the E. side. In 1 hr. more
we reach the Smerhuls-Smter.
[By making a digression of 2-3 hrs.,
with a guide, we may now ascend the Bitihorn direct, via theBitihorn-Saeter (3460 ft.), but the ascent is easier from the Raufjord.]
The path ascends steeply for 25 min. more. Extensive view towards
the S. ; close to us, on the left, rises the Bitihorn. We now
descend towards the N., skirting the base of precipitous rocks
(echo), walk across marshy ground and round the Bitihorn, and
reach (1 hr.) the refuge-hut on the Raufjord called
Raufjordsheim (Knut Lekken's Inn, small, with tinned meats,

(2378

—

trout, coffee, wine, etc. ; guide

to

Hestvolden

IY2, Nyboden 2,

Gjendesheim 4, Besse-Saetre 4y2, Eidsbugaren 6 kr.). The water
of the Raufjord, an arm of Lake Bygdin, is strongly impregnated
with

iron, tinging red the

stones

on

its bank

(whence

the

name :

'raud', 'red', meaning 'red').

The ascent of the "Bitihorn (5250ft.) from Raufjordsheim takes 3-4 hrs.,
there and back (guide not indispensable). We ascend the W. slope the
whole way, keeping well to the left of several swamps at the beginning.
The 'Horn' soon becomes visible, serving as a guide. For an hour the
route traverses 'Rab\ or ground covered with underwood (juniper, dwarfbirches, Arctic willows), and the soft soil peculiar to the Norwegian moun
tains, and for another hour it ascends steep rocks. Magnificent view of
the imposing Alpine landscape to theW., and of the vast plateau to the
E., relieved by several peaks and large lakes.

From Raufjordsheim to Eidsbttgaren by boat in 8 hrs. (for
3 persons with two rowers 8 kr. 40 0., 10 kr., 12 kr. ; to Ny
There is a prospect
boden only, 4 kr., 4 kr. 40, 5 kr. 20 e.).
of a steam-launch being placed here in 1895. From the Raufjord a
narrow strait leads to '"Lake Bygdin (3484 ft.) , the largest of the

1, 2,

three lakes of Jotunheim, about 25 Kil. in length from E. to W.,
ll/2-2i/2 Kil- ln breadth, and at places 700 ft. deep. On the N. it
is bounded by lofty mountains, on whose steep slopes large herds
of cattle are pastured. The S. bank is lower and less picturesque.
Storms sometimes make the navigation of the lake impossible. To
walk

along the N.

bank to

Eidsbugaren (10-12 hrs.)

is

wearisome,

Jotunheim.

SVARTDAL.

though free from danger since the
and bridged the streams.
The boat skirts the N. bank.
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first observe the

Sund-Sater and the mouth of the Breilaupa. (Path toGjendesheim,
see p. 161.) About 4 Kil. farther on is the 'Faelaeger' of Hestvolden,
whence we may ascend the *Kalvaahegda (7160 ft.), a still finer
point than the Bitihorn, affording a magnificent view of Jotunheim.
We next pass the deep Thorflnsdal (see below), with remains
of old moraines at its entrance. At the base of the Thorfinstind
and close to it Nyboden, a
we then reach the Langedals-Sater,
shooting-lodge, of which the 'Faskarl' has the key
Thorfinstind (6932 ft. ;
From Nyboden we may ascend the huge
7 hrs., there and back), the jagged crest of which is called the Brudefelge
Fine
of
Lake
survey
Bygdin and half of Valders ;
('bridal procession').
splendid view of the other Thorfinstinder to the N., the Svartdalspigge,
and the Knutshulstinder (p. 159). This ascent should be made early in
order to avoid falling stones.
From Nyboden to Lake Gjende (p. 159), two routes. One, very grand,
but toilsome, leads to the N.W. through the Langedal, passing the Langedalstjcern (4900 ft.), and crossing the Langedalsbrce (6233 ft.) between the Sletmarkpig (7070 ft.) on the left and the Svartdalspig (7030 ft.) on the right, into
the Vesle-Aadal. Guide (2 kr.) rarely to be found at Nyboden. The other route,
preferable and comparatively easy (4-5 hrs. ; guide, not indispensable, 2kr.),
leads through the Thorfinsdal and the Svartdal. It ascends steeply at first
on the W. side of the Thorfinsdals-Elv, commanding the whole valley,
which is separated from the Svartdal to the N. by a 'Band', or table-land
with a series of lakes (p. 140). The path then follows theE. side of the valley.
To the left, farther on, we obtain a superb view of the Thorflnshul, a basin
formed by the Thorfinstinder; before us rise the three Knutshulstinder, enclos
ing the Knutshul, but the highest (7680 ft.) of them is not visible. The
highest part of the route is reached at the S. end of the long 'Tjaern' (tarn ;
4786 ft.), to the left, whence we see the mountains to the N. of Lake Gjende,
particularly the pointed Semmeltind. Beyond a second, and smaller lake
(4750 ft.) and a glacier descending from the left, we enter the Svartdal, and
follow the right (E.) bank of the Svartdela; to the left tower the huge
Svartdalspigge. We then cross to the left bank, and soon reach the
huge precipice descending to Lake Gjende, called Gjendebrynet, through
which the Svartdjzrla has worn a deep gorge, the Svartdalsglup. We may
either follow the latter from varde to varde, or, better, ascend a ridge
covered with loose stones to the left to the "Svartdalsaaxle (5855 ft.),
which commands a superb survey of the whole N. side of Jotunheim. Far
below lies Lake Gjende. (From the Svartdalsaaxle we may ascend the
Svartdalspig without difficulty.) We now descend to the W., below the
Langedalsbrae, at first rapidly over loose stones (caution necessary), and
then over soft grass ; then by the course of the glacier-stream into the
Vesle-Aadal, whence we soon reach the Gjendebod (p. 157). Or, on reach
ing Lake Gjende, the traveller may shout for a boat to ferry him across
(10 min.).
'

Voyaging on Lake Bygdin, we next pass the Langedals-Elv,
and then the Galdeberg, from which falls the Galdebergsfos. On
the S. side of the lake rises Dryllenesen (4934 ft.). Rounding the
sheer rocks of the Galdeberg, we observe to the right above us the
Galdebergstind , and facing us the Langeskavl (or Rustegg) with
the Uranaastind (p. 155), an imposing scene. On the right next
opens the valley of the Heistakka, which forms a waterfall. To
the S.W. rise the Koldedalstinder

(p. 154),

and

lastly,

to

the S.,
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the Skinegg (p. 154). Looking back, wc observe the three peaks
of the Sletmarkpig (p. 157). The lake owes its milky colour here
to the Melkedela, a genuine glacier-brook. After a row of 6-8 hrs.
in all, we reach Eidsbugaren (p. 154).
i. From

Eidsbugaren

to

Gjendeboden

on

Lake

Gjende.

From Eidsbugaren to Gjendeboden, 4-5 hrs. ; guide (hardly neces
sary) 2 kr. 40 0., horse 4 kr. (A still finer route is that already described,
from Nyboden through the Thorflnsdal, p. 157.) After arriving at Gjende
boden we may ascend the Memurutunge the same day and return by boat
from Memuruboden.

p. 154. We follow the N. bank of Lake Byg
the rapid Melkedela (see above) by a narrow
wooden bridge, and skirt the lake to (1 hr.) the mouth of the
Heistakka or (^4 hr. farther) the mouth of the Tolorma, which

Eidsbugaren,

din,

cross

point

see

(Y4 hr.)

may also be reached

3 persons, 80 e., 1 kr.,

or

by boat (with

1 kr. 20

one rower, for 1, 2,
e.). Grand view, looking back,
(comp. pp. 154, 155).

of the snow-mountains to the W.
Paths ascend the left hank of the Heistakka and the right bank
of the Tolorma, skirting the W. and E. sides of the hill of Heistakkene and then uniting. To the E. rises the Galdebergstind (6785ft.).
We then ascend the Oxdalshe, crossing (IV2 hr.) a brook which
descends thence. To the left rises the Grenneberg (4210 ft.), at
the foot of which lies the Grennebergstjern (4110 ft.), traversed
by the Heistakka. Farther on we have the Sjugulstind (7040 ft.)
on the left, and to the right the huge Sletmarkpig (7070 ft.), from
which the Sletmarkbrm descends to the N. into the Vesle Aadal.
The route ascends rapidly to the plateau between the Gjeithe
(4790 ft.) and the Rundtom (4870 ft.), skirting the W. side of a
small lake, and descends abruptly to the N.E. into the Vesle Aadal.
Fairly experienced mountain-climbers should combine the ascent of
the Gjendetunge (p. 159), bounding the valley on the W., with this route
(a digression of l>/2-2 hrs.). About '/4 hr. after crossing the above-men
tioned plateau, we bend to the left and ascend to the N. over the debris
on the steep slope of the
Tungepigge, opposite the glacier of the Sletmark
pig. Another hour, on the W. side of the Tungepigge, brings us to the
first summit of the Gjendetunge, falling precipitously to Lake Gjende.
The descent leads to the Store Aadal (p. 159).
The route to the Vesle Aadal follows the course of the stream
down to Lake Gjende. Here we turn to the N. and cross by a

bridge

to

—

Gjendeboden (20 beds ; good wine ; fixed tariff; B. 70, D. 1 kr. 30,
S. 70 e.), a tourists' hut at the entrance to the Store Aadal, and at
the foot of the precipices of the Memurutunge. This is the centre
The post-office
par excellence of the Jotunheim tourist traffic.
Boat to Memuru
delivers letters here. Guide, Ole J. Steinom.
boden with 1 rower for 1, 2, or 3 pers., 2 kr., 2 kr. 40, 3 kr. 20 e.,
with 2 rowers 3 kr. 60, 4 kr. , 4 kr. 80 e. ; to Gjendesheim with 1
rower 3 kr. 20, 4kr., 5kr. 20, with 2 rowers 6 kr., 6 kr. 80 e., or
(also for 4 pers.) 8 kr. A second rower is always advisable.
—

Jotunheim.

MEMURUTUNGE.

.
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*Lake Gjende (3210 ft.), 18 Kil. long, I-II/2 Kil. broad, and
480 ft. deep at places, extends fromW. to E., where the Sjoa, a
tributary of the Laagen, issues from it. It presents a still more

Alpine character than Lake Bygdin. On both sides it is enclosed
by abrupt mountains, of which the Beshe (7585 ft.), on the N. or
'Solside', and the Knutshulstind (7680 ft.) and Svartdalspig
(7030 ft.), on the S. or 'Bagside', are the highest. These peaks are
not seen from Gjendeboden, but become visible as we ascend the
Store Aadal. There are few places on the banks of the lake where
landing or walking for any distance is practicable. The colour of
the water is green, especially when seen from a height. The lake is
fed by several wild glacier-torrents. Storms often make boating
impossible for days together, and the N. wind sometimes divides
in the middle of the lake and blows E. and W. at the same time.
The Ascent of the Memurutunge takes about 4 hrs., there and back,
the descent to Memuruboden 6 hrs. at least (guide 2 kr.).
or including
From the Gjendebod we may either make the very steep ascent to the E.
by the Bukkelceger or the Begstuelefle (dangerous without a guide), or fol
low the bridle-path through the Store Aadal for about l'/s hr., ascending
the left bank of the stream, and then mount rapidly to the right (prac
The "Memurutunge, a plateau about 5020 ft.
ticable for riding ; see below).
in height, with snow-fields, small lakes, and interesting Alpine flora, forms
a kind of mountain-peninsula, bounded on the W. by the Store Aadal, on
the S. by the Gjende, and on the E. and N. by the Memuru-Elv. Farther
N. it is encircled by lofty snow-mountains.
The View embraces, to the S., the Knutshulstind with its deep 'Hul',
the Svartdalspig, and between them the deep Svartdal ; then the Langedal
and the Sletmarkpig; to the W. rise the pointed Melkedalstinder and
Bauddalstinder, prominent among which is the Skarvdalstind, all near the
Rauddal. To the N.W. lies the Langevand with the Sm0rstabtinder, the
Kirke, and the Uladalstinder. To theN. theHinaatjernhtf, Memurutinder,
and Tjukningssuen. To the E. the Besh0.
Instead of returning the same
way, it is far more interesting to traverse the Memurutunge to its E. end
and then make the steep descent to Memuruboden. In this case a boat
must be ordered to meet the traveller there.
The view from the "Gjendetunge (5095 ft.) is one of the finest in
Jotunheim and is superior to that from the Memurutunge in commanding
a survey of the whole lake.
We cross the bridge to the W., follow the
path on the W. bank of the river to the N. for about V2 hr., and then
ascend steeply to the left.
The ascent of the highest Knutshulstind (7680 ft.), first made by Hr.
Th. Heftye in 1875 from the S. side, is not difficult for experts from the
Gjendebod (8 hrs.). We cross the lake and ascend the Svartdalsglup
(p. 157) to the Svartdal, whence we climb towards the E. to the summit.
From the Gjendebod through the Rauddal to Skogadalsbuen, 10-12
hrs. (guide to the Guridals-Sseter 8kr. 80 0., to Berge near Fortun 16-18 kr.).
The route leads up the Store Aadal on the right bank to a O/2 hr.) water
fall formed by a brook descending from the Grisletjaern. It then ascends
rapidly to the left. Farther on, it crosses the brook and leads on the N.
side of the Grisletjcern (4590 ft.) and the following tarns to the Rauddalshoug
(3 hrs. from the Gjendebod), where the Rauddal begins. This grand, but at
first unpicturesque valley, with its almost unbroken series of lakes, lies to
the N. of and parallel with the Melkedal (p. 150). On reaching the 'Band',
or culminating point, we enjoy superb *Views in both directions : to the
right rise the Rauddalslinder (7410 ft. ; first ascended by Hr. Carl Hall in
1890; not difficult; guide indispensable), to the left is the Melkedalstind
with its sheer precipice, and between them peeps the Fanaraak (p. 151)
in the distance; looking back, we observe the Kauddalstind on the left,
—
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the Sjugulstind on the right, and between them the
Sletmarkpig (p. 157)
with a great amphitheatre of glaciers. It takes about l1/^ hr. to cross the
'Band', from which a route leads to the W. round the Svartdalsegg to
the Langvand and the Store Aadal (a round of 10-12 hrs. from the Gjende
bod). We next cross the Rauddals-Elv by a snow-bridge and traverse
toilsome 'Ur' and patches of snow on the S. side of the valley, skirting a
long lake for the last l'/ahr. (patience very necessary). As we approach
the * Rauddalsmund , the precipice with which the Rauddal terminates
towards the Store Utladal, the scenery again becomes very grand. A view
is obtained of the mountains of the Utladal and Gravdal , including the
curiously shaped Storebj0rn (p. 148), from which the Sjortningsbrm descends.
To theE. we survey the whole of the Rauddal, flanked by the Rauddalstinder
the N. and the Melkedalstind (p. 150) on the S.
on
The red ('raud')
'gabbro' rock here has given rise to the name of the valley. The route
now descends on the S. side of the grand waterfall of the Rauddals-Elv to
the 'Store Utladal, about 3/i hr. above the Muran- Salter ; thence to

Skogadalsbeen, see p. 144.
The *Row down Lake Gjende to Gjendeosen (3-4 hrs.) requires
fine weather (fares, p. 158). Soon after starting we obtain a view
to the S. of the Svartdal

(p. 157),

at the entrance of which lies the
To the N. rise the slopes of the Me
murutunge (p. 159). About halfway down the lake, at the mouth
of the Memurudal , from which issues the muddy Memuru-Elv,
crossed by a bridge, is the club-hut of Memuruboden. Towards the

cattle-shed of

Vaageboden.

N.E. the Beshe is conspicuous during the greater part of the trip,
and more to the E. the Veslefjeld descends abruptly to the lake.
From Memuruboden or from Gjendeboden an interesting and easy
glacier-pass, with which the ascent of the Heilstuguhe (p. 162) or one of
the Memurutinder may be combined, leads across the Memurubrce and down
to Spiterstulen (11 hrs. ; p. 162).

From the E. end of the lake, named Gjendeosen, issues the Sjoa.
On the N. bank here lies the club-hut of Gjendesheim (fixed tariff),
a good starting-point for the ascent of the Veslefjeld and the Besegg
(7-8 hrs., there and back; guide advisable), and for that of the
Beshe
A

(8-9 hrs., with guide). Guide, Knud Storstensrusten.
good bridle-path leads to the N. in 1 hr. to the Bessa, on the N.
of which lie the Bes or Besse Satre. The route to the Veslefjeld

bank
follows the S. bank. Guided by varder, we ascend to the Besvand
(4525 ft. ; 340 ft. deep), where the huge Beshe becomes conspicuous.
Ascending to the left, in 1V2-2 hrs. more we reach the summit of
the barren and stony Veslefjeld (5675 ft.). The view embraces the
whole of the dark-green Lake Gjende, with the Koldedalstinder and
Stelsnaastind to the S.W., and above all the enormous Beshe
We may now follow, towards the W., the narrowing
quite near.
crest of the Veslefjeld, separating the Besvand from Lake Gjende,
which lies 1200 ft. lower, and terminating in the '"Besegg, a curious
—

or arete, descending precipitously to Lake
Gjende.
Travellers with steady heads may descend to the Eid separating the
two lakes, and not rising much above the Besvand.
It is also possible to
descend to the Memurubod by skirting the base of the Besh0. It is safer,
however, to return to theBes-Saeters, or to descend direct to Gjendesheim.

ridge

The ascent of the *Beshe (7585 ft. ; 8-9 hrs., there and back)
coincides with that of the Veslef'eld as far as the Besvand ; we then

Jotunheim.
row across

NAUTGARSTIND.

the lake and ascend
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by the Beshebra. The view from

the summit embraces the whole of Jotunheim. Far below lie the
Memurutunge, the Besvand, Lake Gjende, and the Rusvand. The

slope towards

the last is

precipitous.

From the Bes-Saeters we may follow the W. bank of the Upper
Sjodalsvand (3255 ft.) to (IY2 hr.) the Besstrands-Sater, and go

by a carriage-road, passing the Nedre Sjodalsvand (3240ft.),
traversing a spur of the Besstrands Rundhe (4910 ft.), and crossing
the Russa-Elv, to (lV2hr.) the three
Ruslien or Rusli Satre (3125 ft.; good quarters at all), where
thence

—

the road from Serum and Storvik ends

(p. 57).

the Nautgarstind from the
Ruslien S^stre (3-4 hrs.).
cattle-track ('Koraak1) to the Bindfty, turn to the left to the
Sendre Tveraa, and round the Russe Rundhe (6233 ft.), traversing 'Ur\
We now come in sight of
Fine view of the Tjukningssuen (see below).
the snowless summit of the "Nautgarstind (7615 ft.), to which we have
still a steep ascent of fully 1000 ft. on the N.E. side. On the W. side the
Tind ends in avast 'Botn' or basin, 1600ft. in depth. Magnificent view.
From the Ruslien Sjetre to Memuruboden (p. 160), 9 hrs., rather
fatiguing. We at first follow the left bank of the Russa-Elv, wade through
the Sendre and Nordre Tveraa, and reach the (3 hrs.) Rusvasbod, at the E.
end of the Rusvand (4085 ft.). Skirting the lake, we cross several torrents
descending from the N. To the S. are the precipices of the huge Besh/J.
At the (3 hrs.) W. end of the lake we ascend the Rusglop, between the Gloplind on the E. and Tjukningssuen (7910 ft.) on the W., and then descend
past the Besttjnsrn, lying to the right. After following the height to the S.
a little farther, we descend abruptly to Memuruboden.
From Gjendesheim to the Gjendebod (p. 158) an interesting route (to
which the difficulty of crossing the Leirungs-Elv is a serious drawback)
leads through the 0vre Leirungsdal, between the Leirungsbrce and Knuts
hulstind, to the Svartdal (p. 157), and thence past the Svartdalsaaxle.
Guide necessary (5 kr. 20 0.).
From Gjendesheim to Lake Btgdin (6-8 hrs., not very attractive;
guide 4 kr.). Passing the Leirungsvand, we ascend the course of a brook
to the S. to the Brurskarsknatle, avoiding the extensive marshes of the
Leirungs-Elv. Around the Leirungsdal rise the Kahaahegda, Knutshul
stind (p. 157), Kjcernhulstind (7655 ft.), and Begdebratlet.
After crossincc
the marshy plateau of Valdersflyen (4600 ft.), we descend to the Slremvand,
cross the Vinstra by a bridge, skirt a spur of the Bitihorn, which has been
visible from the Valdersfly onwards, and reach Eaufjordheim (p. 155). In
the reverse direction it is best to row from Raufjordheim to the SundSoster at the N.E. end of Lake Bygdin, and to ascend the bank of the
Breilaupa (p. 157) towards the N.E. to Valdersflyen.

Ascent
We ascend

of

a

k. From

Gjendeboden

On the first day we walk
to Rejshjem, either direct (5
Guide to Spiterstulen (4 kr.)
Horse as far as the steep ascent

to

Rejshjem.

in 8-10 hrs. to Spiterstulea ; on the second
hrs.) or via the Galdhepig (see p. 149).
and to the top of the Galdhepig necessary.
to theUladalsband2kr. 60 0., saving fatigue.
—

We ascend the left bank of the Storeaadals-Elv and pass through
the defile of Heistulen, between the Memurutunge and the Gjende
tunge. To the right the Glimsdalsfos. Splendid view of the Semmeltind to the N. (see p. 162). In 1 hr. we reach the Vardesten, a
large rock ; V2 hr. beyond it the bridle-path to the Memurutunge
diverges to the right (p. 159). We next observe, to the left of the
Semmeltind, theHellerfos (see p. 162), and to the left, above it,
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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the imposing Uladalstinder (7605 ft.; easy ascent, splendid view).
Walkers will find the passage of the Semmelaa , which descends
from the Semmelhul glacier, unpleasant after rain. (The Semmelhul is also crossed by a route into the Visdal, no less unpleasant,
but much grander.) Our path now ascends rapidly on the E. (right)
side of the wild Hellerfos, the discharge of the Hellertjaern, and
reaches the top of the hill in */2 hr. (2 hrs. from Gjendeboden).
Behind us is a superb view of the Sletmarkpig and Svartdalspig.
We traverse a weird wilderness , strewn with glacier -boulders,
skirt the Hellertjmrn (4300 ft.) in a N.W. direction, and then turn
to the right into the insignificant valley which leads to the N., and
afterwards more to the E., to the Uladalsband. The steeper ascent
soon begins (2*^ hrs. from Gjendeboden), and riders must dismount.
From the Hellertjmrn to the Leirdal and Rejshjem, 3-4 hrs. longer
than our present route, is much less toilsome (guide, not indispensable,

Ytterdals-Saeter 5 kr. 60 0. ; horse to R«rjshjem, with side-saddle if re
quired, 8-10 kr.). From the Hellertjaern we follow the main track, reach
the Langvand, or Langvatn (4630 ft.), and skirt its N. bank (l'/shr.). On
the right rise the Uladalstinder; to the S. Skardalseggen (7215ft.). At
the W. end of the lake we ascend past the two Hegvageltjmrne to the
Hjagvagel ('Vagge', a Lapp word, signifying 'mountain-valley'; 5430 ft.), the
highest point of the route, which commands a grand view of the Horunger
The path then descends to the Leirvand (p. 145).
to the S.W.
A steep ascent of '^hr. brings us to the first of the four S. Uladal Lakes (about 5180 ft.). This and the second lie to our left, the
third to our right, and the fourth to our left. The route, extremely
toilsome here, keeps to the right below the slopes of the Semmeltind (7480 ft. ; easily ascended from the N. side ; 'Semmel', a female
reindeer). After another hour it reaches the Uladalsband (5760 ft.),
its highest point, where it joins the route across the Semmel Gla
cier. We now descend to the two IV. Uladal Lakes (5170 ft.). To
the right rises the Heilstuguhe (7910 ft. ; ascent not difficult ; splen
did view of the Ymesfjeld, p. 159). Following the E. hank of this
lake over most trying 'Ur', we at length reach (2 hrs., or from
Gjendeboden 6 hrs.) Uladalsmynnet, the junction of the Uladal with
the Visdal. Splendid view up and down the latter valley. To the
left towers the Kirke. Route to the Leirvand, see p. 145.
The route down the *Visdal (to Spiterstulen 1V2-2 hrs. more)
follows the right (E.) bank of the Visa, at first traversing soft
turf, a pleasant contrast to the 'Ur'. After 1 hr. we wade across the
to

Heilstuguaa, descending from the Heilstugubra. The crossing is
easy in the early morning only ; later in the day we ascend a little
in order to cross by a bridge (whence Spiterstulen is 1 hr. dis
tant). Shortly before reaching the saeter, we observe to the left,
through the Bukkehul, the Sveilnaasbrae and the Styggebrae (p. 149),
two glaciers with magnificent icefalls, especially the latter.
Spiterstulen (about 3710 ft.), the highest saeter in the Visdal,
commanded by the Skauthe (6675 ft.) on the E., affords plain
quarters for 20 persons and good food at moderate charges.
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With a guide (generally obtainable at Spiterstulen), we may ascend
the Leirhe (7886 ft.), the Beilstuguhe (p. 162), and one of the Memurutinder (7965 ft,).
Instead of taking the direct route to Rjsjshjem, it is much preferable
to ascend the Galdhjapig (p. 149) from Spiterstulen (4>/2 hrs. ; guide 6 kr.
The route, so long as it remains on
for 1 pers., each addit. pers. 2 kr.).
the rocks, is good, and even on the glaciers offers few difficulties to
the
Visa
It
crosses
by a bridge lfe hr. to the S. of
Alpine climbers.
Spiterstulen, ascends on the N. side of the Sveilnaasbrce, and traverses
the three peaks of the Sveilnaasi.
Splendid retrospects of the Visdal
mountains.

about 5 hrs. more (guide not
the limit of birches (about
reach
indispensable).
3600 ft.) and (V2 hr.) a rocky barrier through which the Visa has
In another 1/2 hr. we come to a pine-wood,
forced a passage.
with picturesque trees ('Furuer'), most of them quite bare on the
N. side. (The limit of pines is here about 3280 ft. above the
sea-level.) Above us, to the left , is an offshoot of the StyggeWe cross ('/j hr.) the Skauta-Elv , which forms a waterfall
brae.
above, by a curious bridge. To the S. we perceive the Uladals
tinder (p. 162) and the Styggehe (7315 ft.). On the other side
of the Visa is the Nedre Sulheims-Sater (3190 ft.), opposite which
the Glitra falls into the Visa.
From Spiterstulen or the Nedre Sulheims Saeter the ascent of the
Glittertind (8385ft.) takes 8-10 hrs., there and back (guide and ice-axe
necessary).
The Rejshjem route continues to follow the E. bank of the
We cross the
Visa. In case of doubt observe the small varder.
Grjota , the Smiugjela , and the Gokra. The Visa is lost to view
A
in its deep channel, but we follow the margin of its ravine.
path ascending to the right for a few hundred paces leads to the
finely situated Visdals-Scetre (2960 ft. ; quarters for the night ob
tainable, best at the 0vrebe-SaXer).
The Gokraskard, a fine point of view, may be ascended hence; it
commands the Uladalstinder to the S., the Galdhjzrpig to the S.W., and
A still finer point is the Lauvh# (6710 ft.),
the Hestbraepigge to the W.

From

Spiterstulen

We

to

Rejshjem

soon

-

—

whence the Glittertind is also visible.
From the Visdals-Saetre we may also ascend the Gokkerdal, between
the Lauvh# on the N. and Gokkeraxelen on the S., to the pass of Finhals
(3885 ft.). Following the Finhals-Elv thence and crossing the SmaadalsElv in the Smaadal, we may turn to the right to the Smaadals Saeter
(3905 ft.), from which the huge Kvitingskjelen (6975 ft.) to the N. may
be ascended, and next reach the Smerlid-Swter and the Naaver-Sceler on
Lake Thessen.
Thence across the lake and past the Oxefos to Storvik
-

(p. 57; lli/s day).
Below the Visdal Saeters begins the magnificent descent to
Rejshjem, skirting the profound Ravine of the Visa. The Lauva
descends from the right. The saeter-path, which has now become
a
road, descends very rapidly, and in about l'/o hr. reaches the
first

houses, where we cross
Rejshjem, see p. 149.

the curious

bridge

to the left.

11*
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1. From

23.

MELKEDAL.

Jotunheim.

the Melkedal to Skogadals
the Keiser to Turtegre-.

Eidsbugaren through
been, and

over

This is a magnificent but fatiguing route of two days; guide indispens
able.
1st Day: To Skogadalsbeen 10 hrs. (guide 6 kr.).
2nd Day: To
As the guides of Eidsbugaren , Vetti,
Turtegre 41/2 hrs. (guide 4 kr.).
etc., are seldom well acquainted with the Horunger, the traveller who
intends to explore these mountains should dismiss his guide at the Helgedals-Saeter. As to a new guide, see p. 157.
—

To the mouth of the turbid Melke
p. 154.
that river, see p. 158.
Quitting the lake, we
gradually ascend the "'Melkedal. After 3/4 hr. the valley divides.
The branch to the left ascends to the Langeskavl and the Uranaas
tind (p. 155) ; that to the right is still called the Melkedal. Steep

Eidsbugaren,
dela, and across

see

—

—

ascent through the latter, passing several waterfalls. As is so often
the case in Norway, the valley has no level floor, but consists of
a chaos of heights and hollows.
The rocks are polished smooth by
glacier-friction or covered with loose boulders. Vegetation ceases
entirely. About 20 min. above the bifurcation of the valley we
ascend a steep snow-slope to the plateau of Melkehullerne, with
several ponds.
In 20 min. more (about IV2 hr. from Eidsbugaren) we reach the
**Store Melkedalsvand (4382 ft.), in a strikingly grand situation,
the finest point on the route, and worthy of a visit for its own sake
from Eidsbugaren (best time in the forenoon, 4-5 hrs. there and
back). Even in July miniature icebergs (of 'aarsgammel Is', yearold ice , i.e. winter-ice) are seen floating in the lake (fresh ice
being called 'natgammel Is', night-ice). To the W. rises the
Langeskavl; then the Uranaastind; on this side of the latter is
the Redberg; next, the Melkedalsbrae, descending to the N.W.
end of the lake, and the Melkedalstinder , all reflected in the
dark -blue water.
A walk of another hour over 'Ur' and snow brings us to an
ice-pond at the foot of the .First Melkedalstind, whence we ascend
a
steep slope of snow in 20 min. more to the Melkedalsband , the
watershed ('Vandskjelet'). Farther on appears the Second Melke
dalstind (7110 ft. ; ascended either from the Rauddal or the Melke
dal), and to the N.W. the Rauddalstind (p. 159). The route skirts
the three Melkedalstjerne, through which flows the Skogadela. The
stream has to be forded between the second and third. Rough
walking. A view of the Horunger is now disclosed (p. 147). The
striation of the rocks by glacier-action ('Skurings-Striber')is fre
quently seen. The torrent is again crossed by a snow-bridge (cau
tion necessary), or we may wade through it knee-deep a little lower
down. The Melkedal now ends in a barrier of rock ('Baslte', girdle),
over which the river falls about 590 ft. To this point also descends
from the left the W. arm of the Melkedalsbrae, by which the
descent from the Uranaastind may be made (see above).
The lower region of the valley which we now enter is the

23. Route.
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Jotunheim.
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"Skogadal, a broad basin. Above it tower the Skagastelstinder and
the Styggedalstind. The Maradalsbrae descending from the Skaga
stelstinder is particularly striking. The Skogadal is at first a little
monotonous, but with the rising temperature the vegetation im
proves, and the scanty 'Rab' or scrub is soon replaced by fine

(whence the name, 'forest valley').
'Baelte', without defined path, brings us
Skogadalsbeen (see p. 144), reached

birches
the

A walk of 2 hrs. from
to the tourist-hut of

from

Eidsbugaren

—

in

about 10 hrs.

About Y2 hr. beyond Skogadalsbeen the Muran route leads to
right (p. 145). We turn to the left and cross the Utla by a bridge
(2788 ft.). Beyond it the path to the right leads to the ('/2 hr.)
Gnridals-Saetre , while we follow the good saeter-track to the W.,
which
Elv or Styggedals- Elv
on the N. bank of the Gjartvas
descends from the Gjaertvasbrae and the Keiser. On the S. bank
is the deserted saeter of Gjcertvasbeen, whence a path leads to (1 hr.)
the Vormelid Saeter (p. 144). The retrospect becomes grander and
more open as we advance: to the left is the Smerstabbrae; at the
end of the Store Utladal is the Kirke ; more to the right are the
Rauddalstinder; in front of us is the Skogadalsnaasi ; further to
the right are the Melkedalstind, the Uranaastind, and, to the ex
treme right, the Falketind. After 3/4 hr. the stream forms a small
waterfall. To the left, at the base of the E. Styggedalstind, now
usually called the Gjartvastind (7710 ft.), extends the large Gjartvasbra, opposite which we pass */2 hr. later.
the

-

,

A grand route, only about 1 hr. longer, taken for the first time by
Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby in 1876, and not difficult for good walkers, leads
past the N. side of the Gjartvaslraj to a low pass, and descends to the
Ascent
Styggedalsbrcs and thence to the Helgedals-Sieter (see below).
of the Gjtertvastind, see p. 144.
—

The

good, next leads to the ('^hr.) Gjartvand, passes
lake, and ascends steeply, over debris and snow,
to the 'Skar', and then, between the Styggedalsnaasi on the left and
the Ilvasnaasi to the right, to the (}j% hr.) Keiseren Pass (4920 ft.;

path,

now

to the left of this

Lapp 'Gaisa', mountain), on which lie the Ilvand and the snows of
the Storfond. To the S.E., above the snow of the Styggedalstind,
rises the Koldedalstind
to the N. the Fanaraak, to the W. the
huge Jostedalsbrae rising above the mountains on the Lysterfjord.
The path now leads along the top of the hill, passing the pond
of Skauta.
The Horunger, especially the mountains round the
Styggedalsbotn become conspicuous to the left. After 35 min.
we cross the Helgedals-Elv
which flows towards the W., some
times scarcely fordable, and in 10 min. more reach a bare rocky
*
height commanding the Styggedalsbotn (p. 148), a huge basin of
snow and ice.
After V2 hr. we see in the 'Botn' to the left the
outflow of the Styggedals Glacier, and to the right the Steindals-Elv
,

,

,

coming from the Fanaraak. In front of us, about 660 ft. below, ex
tends the broad Helgedal, to which the path now rapidly descends.
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In !/4 hr. we pass
the confluence of the

From

Bergen

on the left
the fine Skautefos, formed by
Helgedals-Elv and the Styggedals-Elv. The
path then crosses the Steindals-Elv, usually not difficult, and leads
through the wide valley past the Helgedals-Smter, to the
Turtegre-Sater (p. 147), 4*/2 hrs. from Skogadalsbeen.
,

,

—

24. From

Bergen

to Aalesund and Molde

by

Sea.

42 S.M. (168 Engl. M.) to Aalesund, 51 S.M. (204 Engl. M.) to Molde.
These are the distances as officially reckoned, but they are greatly in
creased by the sinuosities of bays and straits through which the steamers
thread their course. The distances given in this route in Norwegian
nautical or sea-miles are those from station to station.
Steamers ply almost daily to Aalesund in 15-18 hrs. (fares 16 kr. 80,
10 kr. 500.), to Molde in 19-22 hrs. (fares 20 kr. 40 0., 12 kr. 75 0.). Some
of the steamers touch at Aalesund only, going thence direct to Christiansund
and Trondhjem; others call at Aalesund and also at Moldeen; others again
at Floreen, Moldeen, Aalesund, and Molde; and only a few touch at the
minor intermediate stations.

Bergen, see p. 112. To the mouth of the Sognefjord, see p. 126.
The Polletind (1740 ft.) here rises on the island of Indre Sulen.
To the N. of the Sognefjord the steamer skirts the district of
Sendfjord, which with that of Nordfjord (p. 174) formed the an
cient Firdafylke. The steamer steers between the islands of Ytre
and Indre Sulen. The scenery increases in interest, and the moun
tain-forms show more variety. Farther on we pass the Dalsfjord
(p. 169). To the W. lie the Voire and the lofty island of Alden
(1550 ft.), known as the 'Norske Hest', which pastures upwards of
1000 sheep. The vessel next usually passes to the W. of the high
Atlee (2283 ft.), and steers across the Stang fjord, passing the
promontory of Stavnas and the Stav fjord, the entrance to the Ferdefjord (p. 170).

The

lighthouse

of

Stabbensfyr

stands

on a

solitary

cliff to the W.

20 S.M. Floreen (Olsen' s Hotel) is

station of some importance,
The little town is the
commercial centre of the Nordals, Eike, and Hedals fjords.
A local steamer usually plies once weekly from Flor0en up the small
Eikefjord to the station of that name whence we may ascend towards
the N. to the great glacier-region of the Kjeipen (4460 ft.; recently ex
plored by Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby), the snowy heights of which are visible
from the fjord.
The steamer plying from Bergen to the Nordfjord also steers from
Flor0en to Moldeen by a route similar to that described below, but calls at
It enters the Gulenfjord , which opens to the E. of Bremore stations.
manger, and calls at Kjelkences. From Kjelkenaes we may row to Rise
(quarters) and walk thence by a wild path to the N.W. of the Kjeipen
(see above) to the Aalfotenfj ord (p. 175).
We steer to the N. To the left lie the islands of Skorpeen and
Aralden; then the Frej-0, on which lies Kalvaag or Kallevaag, a
With the passage of
station of the Nordfjord steamers (p. 174).
the Frej fjord, as the strait between the mainland and the large
island of Bremanger is called, begins one of the finest parts of the

being touched

at

by

a

most of the steamers.

,

to

Molde.

MOLD0EN.

24. Route.
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Bremanger is Berdle or Berle, another station of the
To the right some relief in the grey mossgrown rocks is afforded by a few high but slender waterfalls. To the
left, at the N.E. angle of Bremanger, towers the huge Hornelen
(2940 ft.), with its almost sheer cliff, visited, according to the
Saga, by King Olaf Tryggvason about the year 1000. The Skatestrem, a strait to the N. of Hornelen, between Bremanger and the
Rugsunde, is noted for the rapidity of the tide ebbing and flowing
through it. The steamer crosses the mouth of the Nordfjord, af
fording a fine mountain-view, and (3 hrs. from Floreen) reaches
7 S.M. Moldeen (Inn of H. Friis), a small island between the
mainland and the Vaagse, the latter with hills attaining a height

voyage.

On

Nordfjord

steamers.

—

of 2300 ft. Satrenas (Sunde's Inn), on this island, is called at by
the local steamers.
We next steer to the N. through the Ulvesund, a strait between
the Vaagse and the mainland, and then across the bay of Sildegabet
('herring's mouth') and past the islands Barmeen and Seljeeen.
On the latter are the ruins of a Benedictine monastery and of
the shrine of the Irish St. Sunniva, the tutelary saint of Bergen.
The peninsula of Stadtland, round which we next steer, is a
hilly plateau 28 Kil. long and 4-13 Kil. broad, stretching far into
the sea like the back of a huge right hand with a long wrist. The
highest point is the Skratna, rising above Drage, at the end of the
'wrist'. More conspicuous, however, is the Kjarring (1683 ft.),
near the tip of the middle finger.
The N. promontory is called
Staalet. On the N.E. side rises the Revikhorn (1410 ft.). StadtEven in
landet is noted for the storms to which it is exposed.
summer the sea here is often very rough.
On the Stadtland, opposite theSeljeflf, near the church and parsonage
of Hove, lies Selje, a station of the Bergen and Nordfjord steamer, whence
A
we may row up the little Moldefjord in 1 hr.
to the gaard Eide.
rather steep bridle-path leads thence in '/i hr. (pay for 7 Kil.) over the
Mandseid (about 500 ft.) to Enerhougen on the Kjedepollen.
Then by boat
in 1 hr. to (4 Kil.)
at
Aahjem (good quarters
Ravn's, the Landhandler), situated near the
church and parsonage of Vanelven at the S.W. end of the Vanelvsfjord.
Steamboat to Aalesund, by Volden, once weekly (p. 190). Carriage-road
to Bryggen on the Nordfjord, see p. 174.
From Aahjem to Volden (p. 182)
2 days (guide and provisions
necessary). We ascend the road in the Almklovdal for about 8 Kil.
(3 Kil. short of the gaard Almklov), diverge to the left, and ascend past
the little lake Storlivatn. Fine view of the S0vdefjord from the top of
the hill. We then descend past the Kilebrekvand to (2 hrs ) 0vre-Berg,
the highest gaard in the Saurdal (820 ft.).
Then down a steep road to
(3/« hr.) Nedre-Berg and the Saurdalsgaarde on the Saurdalsvatn , where
—

,

vehicle may be obtained. We drive in 1/2 hr. to
Vik and the church of Sevde on the S/avdefjord, the E. bank of which
is very abrupt and picturesque, while on the more level W. bank lie
Eidsaa (station of the Aalesund and Aahjem steamer) and several other
gaards. From Vik we drive up the Norddal, past the waterfall of Sarpen,
to Tverberg, the highest gaard in the valley.
Then a walk, with guide,
past several small lakes, up a steep hill, and down, with splendid view,
a

to

—

(3 hrs.)

—
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Indselsceter

on

SAND0.
the Dalsfjord (good quarters).

Opposite

From Indselsaeter by water to Volden about 14 Kil.
The bay to the N.E. of Stadtland is called

joining

which

Gurske,

at Volden

lies Dale

(p. 169).

Vanelvsgabet,

ad

the S.E. is the Vanelvsfjord (p. 167).
The
steamer passes the Sande , in which is the Dolstenshul , a cavern
about 200 ft. above the sea-level , and the large islands Gurske
and Hareidland, and sometimes calls at Hereen, to the N. of the

from Molde

we

on

(p. 190),

reach

and at 0rstenvik

(p. 190).

In 6-9 hrs.

—

15 S.M. Aalesund, see p. 189.
Beyond Aalesund we have a grand *View of the Sendmere
Alps (p. 181) to the right. Farther on we pass the Lepse, with the

Renstadhul,
Romsdal is

on

the left.

now

A view of the mountains to the N. of the
the most conspicuous being the Skaala

disclosed,

(p. 196). Finally we enjoy a panorama of the whole Romsdalsfjord.
From Aalesund to Molde the large steamers take 3V2-4 hrs., the
local steamers much longer, as they touch at many small stations.
9 S.M. Molde, see p. 191.
Thence to Christiansund and
Trondhjem, see p. 199.
—

25. From Vadheim on the Sognefjord overland
to Aalesund and Molde.
This route ('Overlandsvei') is far preferable to the sea- voyage
24, as it carries the traveller through some of the grandest
Bcenery in Norway , which is chiefly to be sought for in the upper
ramifications of the fjords. The route traverses the districts of the
Sendfjord, the Nordfjord, and Sendmere, where the fjord and

in R.

in the two last more particularly, is strikingly
The first part of the route, as far as Ferde, is the least
interesting ; the Sendfjord steamer may be taken thither, but offers
no advantage except a slight saving of time.
The finest points are
the E. recesses and valleys of the Nordfjord, the Oldendal, the
Loendal, and the Strynsdal (pp. 176-180), the Geiranger Fjord
(p. 183), and the Jerundfjord (p. 188).
The traffic on the 'Overlandsvei' is very great, as the huge Joste
dalsbrae (p. 125) prevents any other road between the Sognefjord and the
The attention of walkers and riders may, however, be
Nordfjord.
directed to the route from Skjolden over the Sognefjeld to R0jshjem
and
thence via, Grotli to Marok (R. 9). The passage from the
(pp. 146, 150)
Jostedal to the valleys of the Nordfjord is attended by many inconveniences.
The Travelling Plan must partly depend on the steamboat-arrange
ments , which should therefore be carefully studied in the time-tables.
The journey may be accomplished in 5 days , but only by omitting the
Nordfjord valleys, which are among the finest points. About 8-10 days
should if possible be devoted to it : 2 days from Vadheim to the Nord
fjord (good quarters at Sande, Ferde, Nedre Vasenden, Skei, Egge, and .Red);
3-4 days on the Nordfjord (good quarters at Utviken, Faleide, Visnass, Loen,
and Olderen); 2-3 days for the rest of the journey (good quarters at
Grodaas, Marok, Sjeholl, and Vestnas, or, if we go from Hellesylt to
the J0rundfjord and Aalesund, at Fibelstadhougen, 0je, and 0rstenvik).
The prices of the hotels have an upward tendency.

fjeld scenery,
beautiful.

—

SANDE.
a.

From the

Sognefjord

169

25. Route.

to the

Nordfjord.

On the J0lstervand the
Road (about 120 Kil.), with fast stations.
steamer will probably be preferred. If the Bredheinisvand (p. 172) be taken
on the way, it is traversed by 'boat-skyds'.

Vadheim
eren

in

(by

steamer from

9Y2-10 hrs.),

see

Bergen in 7-10 hrs., from LaerdalsConveyances usually await the

p. 126.

arrival of the steamer.

The road

gradually ascends the Vadheimsdal,

the westernmost

of the two valleys which open here, enclosed by rocks 1500-2000 ft.
in height.
The first gaard is Ytre Dalen, on the left, somewhat
exposed to avalanches. In winter the sun is visible here for a very
short time only.
the Dregebenip
the right. On a

The road crosses the river and ascends between
the left and the Fagersletnip (2995, ft.) on
rocky height to the left lie the gaards of Dregebe,
on

beyond which the road recrosses the river. It then skirts the Lower
Yxlandsvand, and again crosses the river before reaching the dark

Upper Yxlandsvand (430 ft.) The watershed is crossed near the
gaards of Aareberge (535 ft.), lying in a basin to the right on a
small lake. To the N. rises the imposing Kvamshest (see below).
Passing the gaard of Lofald on the right, we cross the Gula or
,

Holmedals-Elv,

and reach

—

15 Kil. Sande ("Sivertsen's Hotel, R. 1 kr. 20, B. or S. 1 kr.
40 e. , D. 2 kr. ; landlord speaks English), prettily situated in the
Indre Holmedal, with a church and several gaards. To the S. rise
the Hegehei (2850 ft.), and (more distant) Dregebenip (see below),
to the W. the Stensat fjeld

(2470 ft.),

and to the N.W. the

lofty

Kvandalsfjeld (3325 ft.).

From Sande a good road leads W., down the left bank of the Hol
medals-Elv, to (14 Kil.) the slow station of Eidevik near Sveen (good
quarters) on the Dalsfjord, at which a steamer calls twice weekly
(12V2-13 hrs. from Bergen). The finest point on the Dalsfjord is Dale, on
the S. bank, where the Dalshest (2333 ft.), the dome-shaped Kringlen
From Sveen to
(2435 ft.), and other mountains present a grand picture.
Langeland (p. 170) 11 Kil.
From Sande a road leads to the E., up the valley of the Holmedals-Elv,
to (7 Kil.) the slow station of Horsevik on the pretty Viksvand (525 ft.),
,

—

which is worthy of a visit.
On an island near the N. bank is the church
of Bcestad. From Horsevik to Vik, at the N.E. end of the lake, 14 Kil.
Near
Vik
we pass the mouth of the Eldal (p. 128) on the
(by boat).
From Vik a road leads through the Baukedal to (7 Kil.) Mosladright.
hougen on the Haukedalsvand, whence we row to R0rvik (p. 171).
—

The traveller should secure
he might otherwise be kept

a

vehicle at Sande to take him to

F0rde,

waiting a long time at Langeland.
Beyond Sande we pass the church on the left, and ascend
rapidly to the right to the gaard of Tunvald at the base of the
Tunvaldfjeld. Fine retrospect. The hilly road then leads past the
Lundsgren on the right to a height overlooking the mountains
of the Dalsfjord
(in Sendfjord); in the distance the Lekelandshest
(2625 ft.) ; nearer the Kvamshest or -Store Hest (4065 ft.), which,
farther on, resembles a huge horse's head ; and the wooded basin
of Lundebygden at our feet. We next reach the gaards of Skilbred,
as

170
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F0RDE.

From Vadheim

the peaty Skilbredsvand, whence we have an unimpeded view
of the Kvamshest and the Lillehest (2985 ft.) to the N.E. of it,
with snow between. In clear weather these mountains are reflected
in the lake. We then pass several pleasant gaards.
on

11 Kil. (pay for 14 in this direction) Langeland (unpretending
but clean accommodation) lies high above the S. end of the LangeKil. long, the hilly W. bank of which our road skirts,
after the road to Sveen
169) has diverged to the left. Our road
passes the saeters of Espeland and Hafstad, at the N. end of the
lake, and reaches its highest point (about 1150 ft.), commanding
the valley of Ferde and the mountains at the head of the Angedal
(to the N.). Of the Ferdefjord a small triangle only is seen. The
road descends, at places ascending again, past the saeters of Prastegaard and Halbrand, and skirting the Solheimsheia (1265 ft.).
Farther on, with a fine view of the Halbrandsfos on the right, it
descends rapidly. On arriving in the valley, our route joins a road
which leads to the left to the steamer-pier on the Ferdefjord, of
which the upper bay only is visible. We turn to the right and ascend
the course of the broad Jelster-Elv to (about 1 Kil.)
11 Kil. (pay in the opposite direction for 14) *Hafstad's Hotel.
A few minutes later a long bridge on the left crosses to the right
bank of the river. Here, on the right, is *Sivertsen's Hotel (R., B.,
S., each 1 kr. 40 e.; landlord speaks English). Then, on the left, the
telegraph-office ; and, on a moraine-hill to the right, the church of
Ferde. The broad and smiling valley is enclosed by high hills : on the
N. the Ferdenip (2825 ft.), on the E. the Viefjeld (see below), and
Ferde is the capital of
on the S.W. the Solheimsheia (see above).

landsvand, 21/^

(p.

—

Sendfjord. The horses bred here and on other parts
Nordfjord are said to belong to the original Norwegian 'fjoTd
The steamboat-pier is about 20 min. walk down the river.

the district of
of the

race'.

On the

Fjefrdefjord,

into which the J0lster-Elv falls about

l'/2

Kil. below

village, a steamer plies thrice weekly; to Naustdalen on the N. bank in
l-H/z hr., to Floraen (p. 166) in 5 hrs.
To the N.E. (left) opens the Angedal, with the Sandfjeld
(4100 ft.) and the Kupefjelde (4190 ft.) rising in the background.
The Nordfjord road, which we follow, ascends the well cultivated
valley of the Jelster-Elv on its left bank and passes numerous
gaards. Fine view of the broad Brelandsfos. On the opposite bank
About 6 Kil. from Ferde the long
rises the Viefjeld (2210 ft.).

the

us across the lower end of the Movatten (76 ft.),
small lake through which the Jelster-Elv flows. The road then
skirts the N. bank of this lake, at the foot of the Viefjeld. On the
S. bank lie several gaards. At the head of the lake, on the right,
is the agricultural school ('Landbrugsskole') of Mo, beyond which is
About 5 Kil. from
seen the fine Huldrefos. Beautiful pine-wood.
the Farsundebro a road diverges to the right to Holsen.
The road to Holsen (no skyds) crosses the J»lster-Elv and leads a little
to the N. of the Aasenvand and along the N. bank of the Bolsenvand

Farsundebro carries
a

to Molde.

(410 ft.).

SKEI.

25. Route.

To the church of Bolsen about 9 Kil.

—

The road goes on,

171
over

Rervikfjeld and past the Rervik Scetre, to the gaard of Rervik on the
Haukedalsvand (863 ft.), at the N.E. end of which, about 15 Kil. from
Holsen, is the church of Haukedalen. The road ends at the gaard of Graning
(1090 ft.; quarters), 4-5 Kil. farther up the valley. Thence to Balholm
A grand but rough route, fording several
on the Sognefjord, see p. 128.
brooks, ascends the Grendal, with a view of the Grovebrw on the left
and the Jostedalsbrce on the right, to the Seknesandsskar, and descends to
S0knesand (see below).
Beautiful scenery. The green wooded valley is backed by fjelds
to the E. and N.E. The rapid stream affords trout-fishing.
19 Kil. Nedre Vasenden (*Nielsen's Hotel, R., B., orS. 1 kr. each),
lies at the W. end of the Jelstervand, out of which the Jelster-Elv
flows in a series of rapids (seen from the bridge close to the station).
The pretty *J«lstervand (670 ft.), 23 Kil. long from S.W.
to N.E., is traversed several times daily by a small steamer (2 hrs.,
fare 2 kr.), owned by the innkeeper at Skei.
Both banks are
studded with gaards, most of them on the 'Solside', or N. side.
The lake contains excellent trout. The road on the N. bank skirts
the base of theJygrafjeld, passes the gaards of Sviddal at the mouth
of the little Bergsdal, and leads through the fertile Aalhusbygd,
with the church of Aalhus or Jelster.
On the S. side of the lake, called 'Nordside' by the natives
because facing the N., rise the Sanddalsfjeld, the Klana, the
Orken, and the Sadelegg. Above these peep at intervals the Grovebra: and the Jostedalsbrae. By the gaards of Myklebostad are several
pretty waterfalls.
To the left, at the E. base of the Bjersatfjeld (3314 ft.), which
the road skirts, lies the skyds-station of Aardal or Ordal. Farther
on is the church of Helgheim.
On the right opens a bay called the Kjesnasfjord (10 Kil.
long), backed by the blue-green Glacier of Lunde. To the N. of
the Kjesnaesfjord rises the Bjerga (5510 ft.), and to the S. the
the

—

Seknesandnipa (4965 ft.).
At the E. end of the

Kj0snaesfjord lie the gaards of Seknesand and Lunde
both), whence, with a guide, we may cross to the Gr0ndal
Svaeren (p. 128), or we may cross the Jostedalsbrae to the
S.E. to Fjaerland (p. 129), or the Befringskar to the N. to Stardal (p. 172).
At the head of the Jelstervand lies
Skei (Hotel Skei , owned by O. Andersen and T. Gabrielsen,
R., B., or S. 1 kr. 40 e. each; Engl. Ch. Serv. in Aug.). Skei is
not a skyds-station, but conveyances are always to be had.
Two routes lead hence to the Nordfjord : one by the Bredheimsvand to Sandene on the Gloppenfjord (35 Kil.) , the other the
ordinary skyds-road by Egge to Utviken (34 Kil. , to Sandene
40
Both routes are picturesque. The first-mentioned road
has the disadvantage that comparatively few steamers stop at Sand
(poor quarters

at

to the S. and go on to

—

Kil.).

ene; the road to Utviken, which is generally used, is extremely hilly.
From Skei to Sandene (35 Kil.).
Just beyond Skei the road
crosses a hill , the watershed between the Jelstervand and the
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RED.

Bredheimsvand , and passes the small Feglevand and Skredevdnd.
On the right is the Fosheimsfos, descending from the Bjerga.
At the S. end of the Bolsatvand, a little more than 3 Kil. from
Skei, the road divides. The branch to the left leads past the W.
bank of the Bolsaetvand to the Bredheimsvand , that to the right
(see below) leads past the E. bank to Egge. Taking the former
road, we descend by the Stor-Elv, through picturesque, hilly scen
ery, and cross the stream on this side of and beyond the little
Paulsvand. On the W. the Skjorta ('shirt' ; 5663 ft.) is conspic
uous.
Later, on the right is the precipice of Kupenaava, with its
stony debris.
9 Kil. Ferde i Bredheim (fast station, poor) lies near the Ferde
fjord, the S. bay of the 'Bredheimsvand, Breimsvand, or Breumsvand (207 ft. ; 896 ft. deep), a grand and sombre Alpine lake,
about 16 Kil. long , enclosed by imposing mountains. The road
ends here, by a lofty old moraine. From this point we go on by
rowing-boat ('boat-skyds', Tariff C). On the left rises the rocky
Skjorta, with the Gamledalsfos ; on the right is the precipice of the
Svenskenipa (4770 ft.). Beyond the Myklandsdal (left) and the
Ordal (right) the view becomes more open. To the N. , in the back
ground, rises the Dunegg (3650 ft.). Farther on we skirt the rocks
Then the
on the right, while the Skarstenfjeld rises to the left.
Ncesdal, on the left, with several gaards. Nearing Red, we pass the
mouth of the Vaatedals-Elv, and see four offshoots of the Jostedals
brae at the head of the Bredheimsdal. We leave the boat at
12 Kil. Bed or Re (Hotel Gordon, English landlord; Hotel
Victoria, opposite), which lies picturesquely on the E. bank of the
—

Bredheimsvand,

near

the church of Bredheim.

road leads from Red up the fertile Bredheimsdal
172; about 5 Kil.), on the road to Utviken.
A

(p.

to

Moldeslad

We
The lower part of the Bredheimsvand is less interesting.
drive on the E. bank to (6 Kil.) Vasenden, the 'end of the
water', and cross the 'Eid' or isthmus (256 ft.), through a pretty
wooded valley, passing the Eidsfos, to (6 Kil.)
12 Kil. Sandene, on the Gloppenfjord (p. 175), a station of
now

—

the

Nordfjord steamers (to Faleide 3'/2-4 hrs.).
From Skei to Utviken (40 Kil.). To the Bolsmtvand (3 1/4 Kil.)
see above.
The road ascends on the E. bank of the small lake
and crosses a hill to the Stardal, at the head of which appears the
huge Jostedalsbrae. Beyond the former skyds-station of Klagegg
(741 ft. ; 5 Kil. from Skei) the road divides, the left branch leading
to Egge, the right to Aamot in the Stardal.
From Klagegg the road in the Staedal ascends past the gaards of
Grebstad and Befring (p. 171) to (about 10 Kil.) Aamot (tolerable quarters
at Tolleif Aamofs; conveyances always on hand), the starting-point of
several grand passes across the Jostedalsbe^; (guides, Ole Tolleifsen Aamot,
Ellin g S. Aamot, PederK. Navnles; rope necessary) :
(1) Overthe Oldenskar
(6133 ft.) to Rusleen on the Oldenvand (p. 177), 6 hrs. (2 to the foot of the
—

Aamot

Glacier, 2
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1 73

2 more). This interesting excursion, which is often made by ladies, is not
difficult in good weather.
(2) To the Langedal, 10 hrs. (3 on the glacier,
not difficult), where quarters are to be had at Nordre Nces; thence to
Solvorn (p. 135).
(3) Over the Befringskar to Lunde (p. 171) and Fiserland (14 hrs.; p. 129).
—

—

The road to Egge turns to the left into the narrow Vaatedal,
flanked with high mountains , and descends the valley.
On the
right rises the Hmgheimsfjeld, on the left the Svenskenipa (p. 172).
The road crosses to the right bank. The valley expands. Ontheright
towers the conical Eggenibba (5250 ft.) , which may he ascended
from

Egge (6-7 hrs.; bridle-path

9 Kil. Egge
to 1 kr.

40,

D.

2,

B.

or

to the

Eggesaeter, halfway).

*Hotel Germania, R. 1 kr.
S. 1 kr. 50 0.; the landlord, G. Kristensen,

i Vaatedalen

(558 ft.;

speaks English).
We now skirt the E. side of the Bergemsvand (470 ft.). On the
left rises the Raadfjeld, on the right the Vora. Beyond the gaards of
Bergem the road crosses a brook issuing from the Sanddalsvand
on the right and divides : to the left it descends to Red
(11 Kil.
from

Egge

; p.

Moldestad
up from Red
Fosheim and

172)

; to the

(about

right

it ascends to

—

7 Kil. from

Egge), where another road comes
and whence a road leads to the E. to

on the left,
Myklebostad. Beautiful retrospect

of the

Eggenibba.

To Fosheim 5 Kil., and thence past the Sanddalsvand to Myklebostad
nearly 4 Kil. more. From Fosheim a fine glacier pass leads past the
Store Ceciliekrona to Olden (p. 176). From Myklebostad we may ascend
the Snenipa (6063 ft.).

The road to Utviken now crosses a high hill which separates the
Bredheimsvand from the Invikfjord, and first ascends and then
descends so steeply that walking is faster than driving (from Molde
stad to Utviken Qifa-i hrs.). Good walkers will therefore probably
prefer to walk from Moldestad to Utviken (or the reverse) and to hire
a vehicle for their
luggage only. In the reverse direction the walk
must be continued to Egge; as Moldestad is not a station.
The road ascends between the Skavlevagge on the right and
the Fallefjeld on the left.
As we ascend , a view to the right is
gradually disclosed of the vast snow expanses of the Gjetenyk
(5823 ft.). At the top of the ascent we reach a plateau of moor
(2074 ft.), where the road undulates considerably, passing numer
ous boggy
ponds and glacier-blocks. To the S.W. we have a final
retrospect of the Skarstenfjeld (p. 172) , with its sharply defined
outline. On the N. margin of the plateau we at last come in sight
of the Invikfjord far below, commanded on the N. by the Laudalstinder, the Storhorn with its large glacier, and the HornindalsThe descent is rapid at first and afterwards in gradual
rokken.
windings, which the walker may avoid by easily-followed short
cuts.
The Stor-Elv , which descends in numerous falls on the
right, turns several mills at Utviken.
26 Kil. (from Egge, 19 from Moldestad) Verio i Utviken (p. 175),
whence a ferry-boat plies to Faleide twice daily.
-

174
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NORDFJORDEID.
b. The

from Vadheim

Nordfjord.

Steamers (not all with separate state-rooms), from Bergen to Faleide
4 times a week in 21-36 hrs. (fare 14 kr. 80 0.); thence to Visnces 1/t hr.

(15 kr. 30 0.); to Loen 1 hr. beyond Visnses (15 kr. 60 0.); and to
Olden 1 hr. more (15 kr. 60 0.).
The Overland Route (p. 168) may be combined with a visit to the
Nordfjord as follows : from Sandene (p. 172, 175) or from Utviken (p. 175)
steam direct to Visnces, Loen, or Olden (pp. 176, 177); excursions in the
Loendal and the Oldendal, one day each; continue overland route from
Faleide onwards via Grodaas (p. 181) or from Visnees up the Strynsdal
and Videdal when the new road is finished (see p. 180).
more

The Nordfjord, running parallel with the Sognefjord, one de
gree of latitude farther to the N. , but scarcely half the length (50 M.),
extends inland to the N.W. slope of the Jostedalsbra (p. 125). In this
the case also the finest scenery is to be found in the inmost recesses of
fjord, here of unusual grandeur and picturesqueness. In the purity
and clearness of their ice the glaciers far surpass those of the Har
danger Fjord and the Sognefjord. Different parts of the fjord have
different names. The name 'Nordfjord' formerly applied to the N.
part of the Nordre Bergenhns Amt, but is now generally given to the
The long sea-voyage from Bergen to the Nordfjord can
fjord also.
hardly be recommended. Most travellers combine it with the over
land route to or from Molde in the way above indicated.
—

Steamer from Bergen to Moldeen^^/^-l^ hrs.), see pp. 166, 167.
The steamer then retraces its course and steers to the E. between
Vemelsviken and Gangseen into the Nordfjord. The first station is
Rugsund, on the S. side, opposite the Rugsundse.
From the next station Bryggen , on the N. bank , a road leads
over the Maurstadeid
(2080 ft.) to Aahjem on the Vanelvsfjord
We next call at Haugs or Haus in the Daviks(20 Kil.; p. 167).
fjord, also on the N. bank; at Daviken, in a pretty bay of the S.
—

once the residence of the
and at Domsten or Dombesten.

bank,

poet Claus Frimann (d. 1829);

Splendid

view to the

S. of the

Aalfotebrce.
The fjord

now forks into the Isfjord to the S.E. (p. 175) and
Eidsfjord to the N.E., where the steamer touches at Starheim,
Naustdal or Nestdal, and (5x/2 hrs. from Molda)

the

—

TXor&fjor&eiA(*P.Boalths Enke's Hotel ; Hindnes' Hotel ; Aaland's
From Nordfjordeid a road ascends the valley
Private Hotel).
to iVor or Nord (7 Kil. ; fast skyds-tariff), on the Hornindalsvand,
the geological continuation of the Eidsfjord, and 184 ft. higher,
while its depth extends to 1310 ft. below the sea-level. Its lofty
banks are partly wooded. From Nor a steamer plies thrice weekly
in 3l/2-4 hrs. to Grodaas (p. 181).
Fkom Nordfjordeid to Volden (p. 190), 46 Kil., a road (fast skydstariff) leads to the E. along the Eidsfjord to a bifurcation, whence the
road to the left leads to Naustdal (p. 174), and that to the right to
(15 Kil.) the slow station of Smerdalen. Fine view of the Gjegnalundsbrse
(p. 175) behind us. The road crosses the pass (1640 ft.) and descends rapidly
to (11 Kil., pay for 13) the slow station of Sendre Birkedal, on the lake
—

to Molde.

SANDENE.

25. Route.

175

of that name, with picturesque rocky environs.
Then, past Kile, to the
(10 Kil.) slow station of Stremshavn, on the Kilefjord , the S.W. bay of
the
to
the Voldenfjord, and by boat across
(10 Kil.) Volden.
fjord
From S0ndre Birkedal an interesting path ascends the Laurdal and
On the way we may ascend the :Felden
crosses the fjeld to the Dalsfjord.
(4293 ft.) for the sake of a grand mountain and glacier view, in which
We descend to Indre
case the whole route takes 8-10 hrs. (with guide).
Dale, opposite the Indsel-Sseter (p. 168), on the Dalsfjord, an arm of the
Voldenfjord. Thence to Volden by boat about 14 Kil.

Returning to the entrance of the Eidsfjord, the steamer rounds
the promontory of Havnnas and enters the Isfjord. Beyond the
promontory of Askevik we enter the Aalfotefjord, where the steamer
calls at Aalfot. To the S. of the Isfjord we see the *0ksendalsstrenge, the discharges of the Aalfotebrm and the Gjegnalundbrat,
which descend in fine cascades from the Vestre a.nA0stre 0ksendol.
We approach quite close to these falls in leaving the Aalfotefjord.
Farther on we pass the mighty Skjxring (4075 ft.), with the sol
itary farm of Skjeistrand. The fjord here is called the Hundviksfjord. We cross the mouth of the Hyefjord, which cuts deep into
the S. bank, to the station Hestnmseren (quarters at the post-office).
Some of the steamers go on to Hyen, at the S. end of the fjord.
In the Hyefjord, opposite Hestnses0ren, opens the Skjserdal, a grand
valley, from which we may ascend without much trouble the Gjegnalund
(5683 ft.) , a splendid point of view. Interesting glacier-walks from the
Skjserdal to Bope, near the S. end of the Hyefjord, and to 0ksendal (see
above); guide and rope necessary. The sseters afford tolerable quarters.
Deer and fish abound. Bears also occur.
We enter the Gloppenfjord, with Ryg

and the church of Gimmestad on the W. bank, and the church of Gloppen on the E. bank,
and reach (3V2-5 hrs. from Nordfjordeid)
Sandene (K. G. Sivertsens Hotel, R., B., or S. 1 kr. each; Hot.
Gloppen, near the pier, same charges), charmingly situated at the
S.E. end of the fjord. Beautiful walks and good trout-fishing near.
Road from Sandene to the Bredheimsvand, see p. 172.
We return to the main fjord, called Utfjord.
The hills are
—

wooded and dotted with farms. Farther on we have a view
to the S.E. (Store Cecilienkrona,
Grytereidsnib).
Stations Rysfjaren, on the S. bank, and Rand, on the N. bank.
Verio i Utviken (*Hotel Britannia, kept by Landhandler Loen,
R. & B. 1 kr. 20 0. each, D. 2 kr. 80 ».), on the S. bank
(3i/2 hrs.
from Sandene), is a pretty scattered village with a church. The road
from Egge (p. 173) ends here. Steam-launch twice daily to Faleide
(in lhr.; l^kr.) and to Visna3s,Loen, andOlderen ^^hrs.; 3kr.).
The fjord, now called Invikfjord, turns sharply to the N. On
the left rises the Selvbjergfjeld, with several gaards on its slopes.
On the right, in a beautiful bay, lies the steamboat-station Indviken (no inn), with its church, at the mouth of the wild Prastedal.
which is flanked by the Skarstenfjeld (5384 ft.), on the N., and the

prettily
of the

glaciers

ft. ; both easy and interesting ascents), on the
We next steer round the promontory of Hildehalsen, where the
fjord again turns to the E., to

Sterlaugpig (5544
S.

—

176
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Faleide (^Tenderis Hotel, three houses; R. lkr. 20, B. or S.
each 1 kr. 40 »., D. 2, pens. 4 kr. ; landlord speaks English; several
good guides), an admirable centre for excursions, but often crowded
in summer.
Excursions. To the E., by the new road (p. 181), to the gaard Svarvestad
and up to the gaard of Langesaster (about 800 ft.), on the lake of that
Or from Svarvestad we may follow the level
name, abounding in fish.
road to Stryn (see below). Row to Indviken, and walk thence into the
Prcestedal (p. 175) or ascend the Skarstenfj eld (p. 175; 4-5 hrs.; notable
view). Row in iy2 hr. to Rake and ascend the Opheimsfjeld (see below).
Visit the grand glacier-valleys of Loen, Olden, and Stryn (noting that the
steam-launch mentioned at p. 175 calls at Visnses and Old0ren).

At Faleide the fjord is superb. Beyond it towers the castellated
Aarheimsfjeld (2018 ft.), at the foot of which opens the Strynsdal.
At the mouth of this valley lies the steamboat-station
Visnses (*H6tel Central, kept by Peter Tenden, also a skydsstation, R., B., or S. 1 kr. 10». each ; *Visnas Hotel, both at the pier),
on the road about 9 Kil. from Faleide via. Lunde and Toning
(Hot.
Wiig ; cariole 1 kr. 52, stolkjaerre 2 kr. 30 0.). It is the startingpoint for the Strynsdal and the Videdal (pp. 179, 180).
In the distance, a little to the right of the Aarheimsfjeld, are
■—

the Skaala (6360 ft. ; 'bowl'), with its glacier-basin, and the Sandenib (p. 178); nearer rises the Auflemsfjeld (see below), which
separates the Loendal from the Oldendal. To the right, behind the
Auflemsfjeld, appears later the Melheimsnib (p. 178). To the S.
we look up the Oldendal, with the Store Ceciliekrona (p. 177) on
the W. and the Ravnefjeldsbrae on the E. On the N. bank rises the
Opheimsfjeld, a splendid point of view (ascent from the gaard Rake,
2 hrs.). We next call (1 hr. from Faleide) at
Loen, or Loeren (Hdtel Victoria, R. or B. 1 kr. each, D. 2, S.
l-li/2, pens, from 4 kr. , English spoken ; Hotel Alexandra, two large
houses with a good reputation ; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July & Aug.), with
a small church, at the mouth of the Loendal
(p. 178), bounded on
the N. by the Lafjeld and on the S. by the Auflemsfjeld (5090 ft.).
This is a capital centre for excursions. The host of the Alexandra
Hotel owns the fishing in the Loendals-Elv (comp. p. xxv).
Lastly, returning a little, we steer to the S. into the bay of Olden.
To the S. towers the Store Ceciliekrona (p. 177).
Olden, or Olderen (*Yri's Hotel, a large new house, R., B., or S.
1 kr. each, D. 2, pens. 3 kr. ; English spoken), reached in Y2 hr.
—

lies at the mouth of the beautiful

from

Loen,

good

centre for excursions.

Oldendal,

Excursions to the Oldendal, loendal, and

andis another

Strynsdal.

The three valleys Oldendal, Loendal, and Strynsdal, to the S.E. and
E. of the Invikfjord, extend into the heart of the Norwegian Fjeld, and
to the Jostedalsbrae (p. 174). Each of these valleys is occupied by a lake,
11-16 Kil. long, formed by an ancient moraine (Eid), which separates
All three lakes, but especially those in the Oldendal
it from the fjord.
and Loendal , are enclosed by huge precipices rising to 5000 ft. , over
which tower peaks to a height of 1000-1500 ft. more. From these descend

OLDEN VAND.
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From fissures in the rocks issue many glaciertint to the green waters below.
The abundance
of trout and salmon attracts many auglers.
The three excursions are similar, and those who are much pressed for
In
lime may content themselves with two of them or even with one.
the latter case the Oldendal should, perhaps, be selected on account of the
all
are
The lakes of
three valleys
easy accessibility of the glacier hence.
traversed once daily by Steam Launches (starting 1 hr. after the arrival
of the Fjord steamer), which, though not particularly clean, are prefer
able to the Rowing Boats (Skyds-Tariff C) on account of their speed
(especially in windy weather). Luncheon, to be consumed on the glacier,
Guides are not neccessary except for the glacier.
should be brought.
The best are said to be Lars Jonssen Batalden and Halstein Muri of Olden,
Thor Antonsen Greidung of Opstryn, the two Nwsdals (p. 179), and Kristoffer

glaciers

on

every side.

streams, giving

a

milky

—

Rusteen

(see below).

1. *Excursion to
Olden, see p. 176.
1

the

(there and back, 8-10 hrs.).
(5 Kil., a pleasant walk of
(20 min.) the milky stream, which

Oldendal

The road to Eide

hr., stolkjaerre l1^ kr0

crosses

here forms the Lekenfos, and leads past the W. side of the pretty
Floenvand to the six gaards of
Eide, at the N. end of the *01denvand (120 ft.), a lake stretching
towards the S., 11 Kil. long and barely 1 Kil. broad, enclosed by
precipitous rocks. The steam-launch 'Victoria' (l1^^1-; there and
—

2l/2 kr.), the best and least dirty on the three lakes, makes
the passage in 1-1 1/4 hr. A rowing-boat to the head of the lake
and back, with two rowers, costs 5 kr. and takes 2 hrs.
On the left, soon after starting, we see the gaard of Sandnms,
and on the right an ancient moraine with the gaard of Bennas,

back

above which rises the Bennats-Klaaven.

Waterfalls

on

every side.

huge precipices of the Store Ceciliekrona
(5825 ft. ; ascent fairly easy, guide 6 kr.). To the left, by the side
of torrents, lie the gaards of Haahjem, Strand, and Gjerde. To the
S. the lake appears walled in by the Synsnib, but nearing Sunde,
we see through an
opening to the right the Grytereidsnib (5615 ft.)
and the Yrinib with two glaciers.
The strait of *Sunde has been
formed by the deposits of two streams descending on the left from
To the

right

rise the

•—

the

Gjerdeaxele (6420 ft.) and the Neslenib
A strong
are the gaards of Sunde.
current flows through this narrow strait.
On rounding the sombre
steepB of Synsnibben, we obtain a magnificent **View of the S.
half of the lake, which here expands a little. The Maelkevoldsbrse,
a
huge and imposing glacier, seems to descend to the head of the
lake. To the right towers the Yrinib, with its waterfalls, and at its
base lie the gaards of Bak-Yri and Indre-Yri. At the end of the
lake is the Rustefjeld, with its waterfall. On the left is the preci
pice of the Kvamfjeld, with several other cascades. We land at
Rusteen (Rfmts. at the guide Kristoffer Rusteens; cariole to the
Brigsdal, about 5 Kil., 2, stolkjserre 3 kr.). A good road leads

Sundebra,

(4860 ft.).

between the

On the

same

bank

—

swampy alluvial lands to (}J2 hr.) Malkevold (whence a pass
to Aamot, p. 172). To the left, on the opposite bank of the
stream, are the Augsburgnib and the gaards of Aabrekke, and above
across

crosses

Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

0th Edit.
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of that

name.
At the head of the valley is
imbedded between the Kattenak and
the Middagsnib. To the right of the glacier is the pretty twin fall
of the Vaalefos. The road trends to the left, crosses the stream,
and ascends the Brigsdal or Briksdal to (1 hr. from Rustaen)
Gaard Brigsdal (490 ft. ; refreshments).
A footpath on the right bank of the Brigsdals-Elv ascends to
the (20 min.) Waterfall of that stream, and to a higher zone of the
valley, where we obtain a striking view of the *Brigsdalsbrae, the
blue ice-waves of which tower above birch and alder woods. Our
route leads through the wood to (^4 hr.) the foot of the glacier
(1000ft.), an offshoot of the Jostedalsbrae, containing a superb
ice-cavern, from which the stream issues. Another glacier, from
which waterfalls and occasionally blocks of ice descend, is seen
high up to the S.
The Brigdalsbrse is itself impassable, but good climbers, with an able
guide, may ascend by its side to a height of 5500 ft., pass round a rocky
height to the Mcelkevoldsbrce to the S., and climb down along the E. side
of the latter to the gaard Brigsdal.

the beautiful

glacier

Mmlkevoldsbra>,

—

2. **Excuksion to the Lobndal (7 hrs. , there and back).
Previous enquiry should be made as to the condition of the path
on the Kjendalssand (comp. p. 179).
After much wet weather, the
expedition should be abandoned.
Loen, see p. 176. The road to the Loenvand (stolkjserre 1 kr. ;
a
pleasant walk) ascends on the right bank of the torrent. We fol
low the main road, which trends to the right. The landscape, with
its trees, shrubs, and green meadows, looks like a park. Above it
tower great mountains, partly snow-clad. The road crosses the
stream coming down from the Fosdal on the left. The Loendals-Elv
forms the Haugfos, a fall of horseshoe shape. In 25 min. from
Loen if driving, in 3/4 hr. if on foot, we reach
Vasenden, at the N. end of the *Loenvand, an Alpine lake in
the grandest style, 12 Kil. long. It is traversed by the poor steamlaunch 'Lodeden' (l1^ kr., return-fare 2i/2 kr.), which takes 1 hr.
to reach the head of the lake. A rowing-boat
(there and back 5'/2 kr.,
with two rowers ; a third seldom required) takes about twice as long.
Soon after starting we are in full view of the whole lake. On
the left, above the gaard of Sande, rises the Sandenib (5425 ft.),
on the right are the Auflemsfjeld and the Melheimsnib (5428 ft.).
From all the mountains, especially from the Ravnefjeld (6575 ft.)
descend large glaciers, all, however, ending high
on the right,
above the lake. At the Brengsnais-Satter, on the left, a lofty water
fall descends from the Skaalebrae (p. 179). On the W. side of
—

the lake is the huge Hellesaterbrct, terminating abruptly at a height
of about 3900 ft., from which ice-avalanches fall in hot weather,
first over a sheer precipice of 300 ft., and then in a stream spread
ing out like a fan and almost reaching the lake. When there are
no

avalanches about ten waterfalls pour

over

the

precipice.

On the

BASIN OF N^SDAL.
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E. bank are the gaard of Hogrending and a waterfall coming from
On the E. rises
The W. bank is uninhabited.
the Ostendalsbra'.
the Kvatrnhusfjeld (5700 ft.), with the gaard of Redi at its foot.
To the W. is the serrated Ravnefjeld (6575 ft), the base of which
On the left we look up the Bedal, with
we skirt towards the S.
the gaard of that name, backed by the Skaalfjeld with the Skaalbrm.
From the gaard of B0dal
Bedalsbrce (172-2 hrs.).

we

jacent

may visit the Bedals-Saiter and the ad
at the saeter, we may ascend the

Sleeping

Lodalskaupe (6790 ft.; 8-10 hrs.; p. 139), bringing a guide from Loen; or
the SkaalHeld, where a hut of the Tourists' Society was opened in
1895, to Gredung in the Erdal (p. 181).
The lake contracts to a strait. In front of us towers the Nonsnib, rising sheer to the overwhelming height of over 6000 ft. To
the right, in front of it, opens the Kvandal or Nasdal, with its

cross

glacier, adjoining which is the Utigardsfos, a waterfall 2000 ft.
high, descending from the glaciers of the Ravnefjeld. Passing
through a bend of the lake, we enter the impressive *Basin of Naesdal, bounded by the Ravnefjeld on the W., the Nonsnib on the
S., and the Berdalsfjeld on the E. Between the last two peep the
Kronebrm and the Kjendalskrona (5995 ft.). The grandeur of the
scenery here is unequalled in S. Norway. On the alluvial land at
the mouth of the Kvandals-Elv, the outflow of the Kvandalsbras,
lie the turf-roofed gaards of Nasdal. At the landing-place, at the
mouth of the stream, is a cottage where refreshments may be ob
The steam-launch waits here about 3 hrs.
A tolerable path, leading first over marshy ground, ascends the
valley via, the Kjendalssand. (In wet weather this route is impas
sable ; the long and highly uncomfortable route round the base of the
W. mountain should be absolutely avoided.) After about 3/4 hr. sud

tained.

denly appears the *Kjendalsbrse, on which waterfalls descend from
right. In !/2 hr. more, crossing part of the glacier-stream on
stepping-stones, we reach the glacier. The stream issues from a
magnificent vault of blue ice. It is dangerous to walk on the glacier,
the

or even

to go too

near

it

on

account of the

falling

stones.

From Nsesdal (tolerable quarters at Jacob NcesdaPs) across the Jostedalsbrce to the Jostedal, a grand expedition of about 15 hrs. (comp. p. 138).
Guides, Jacob and Simon Ncesdal.

3. **A Visit
in

to the

Strynsdal

and the

Videdal may be made

day (as far as the Vide-Sseter) from Visnaes (10-11 hrs.;
provisions should be taken). This route will be of considerable
one

importance when the new road is completed (pp. 61, 60), as it
then will form, in connection with the road from Grotli to Marok,
the most striking route from the Nordfjord to the Geiranger Fjord.
Visnas, see p. 176. The road (cariole to Sunde 1 kr. 87, stolkjasrre 2 kr. 81 0. ; driving necessary for passengers from Faleide
to catch the steam-launch) crosses the Stryns-Elv and follows its N.
bank to Ytre Eide, the church of Nedstryn, and the gaards of Gjerven

and 0vre Eide. On the other bank of the

foaming

torrent stands

12*
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house erected by the English anglers who hold the lease of the
To the left of the road is a large giant's caldron or pot
hole (p. 267). Farther on we pass the small lake of Nedre Floden
and cross to the S. bank, on which lies (11 Kil. from Visnaes)
Sunde or Mindresunde (Bedal's Hotel), the starting-point of the
steam-launch 'Frithjof Nansen', which crosses every forenoon to
Hjelle in l1/^ hr. (fare 1 kr. 20 0.). Sunde is not a skyds-station,
but small boats may generally be procured and may be preferred
by leisurely travellers to the dirty launch (boat with two rowers to
Hjelle 2!/2 kr.). Carriages may also be had here for driving baok
The skyds-station is 3 Kil. farther to the E., at
to Visnaes.
14 Kil. Bergstad or Berstad, below the gaards of Meland.
The *Strynsvand or Opstrynsvand (80 ft.) , the third of the
Alpine lakes to the E. of the Nordfjord, is not less imposing than
the Oldenvand and Loenvand, and even surpasses them in variety.
It is 16 Kil. long and at first is narrow. The Store Sundfos descends
on the left.
To the right is the gaard of Dispen, below the glacier
of the same name. In front the scene is closed by the Flofjeld,
behind by the sharp Kirkenibbe. To the left rises the wall of the
Skjibergsfjeld, beyond which opens the Vesle Bygdal, with its gaards.
At two isiets, beyond the gaard of Lindvik (on the left), the lake
expands, bends to the S.E., and reveals its full grandeur. To the
left is the Marsaafos; then the Flofjeld (4400 ft.), with the Rindalshorn (5950 ft.) behind it, and the gaards of Flo (720 ft.; good quar
ters ; footpath to Bjerdal, with guide, see p. 182) perched in front
of it. To the right is the 'nose' of Tunoldshaugen, with the gaards
of Tunold, and (higher up) Brakke and Aaning. Farther on, to the
right, are the Church of Opstryn (guide, Thor Antonsen Greidung),
and the gaards of Fosnaes, above which appears the Fosnasbra,
descending from the Skaala (p. 176). On the other side we see
into the Glomsdal, with the gaards of Glomsnas and Sigdestad;
below is a fine waterfall. The huge Hjellehydna separates the Videdal from the Erdal, into which the Jostedalbrae sends down its long
tongues of ice. At the mouth of the Videdal lies
Hjelle or Jelle (fast station, but with a limited number of horses
and carriages only ; accommodation poor and dear).
Most travellers make this the starting-point for their visit to
the *Videdal (p. 62), which, in connection with Grotli Marok,
affords an excellent route from the Nordfjord to the Geiranger Fjord.
Skyds from Bjelle to (12 Kil.) Viden in li/2-2 hrs. (cariole 2 kr.
21»., stolkjaerre for two persons 3 kr. 32 ».), there and back including
stay 3-3'/2 hrs. Tariff of carriages to Grotli and Marok, see p. 183.
The traveller will also be repaid by a visit to the wild Sundal, to
which a poor road diverges to the right about 2 Kil. from Hjelle. It
leads to the gaard of Sundalen (8 Kil.), whence we may walk to the Sundals-Sceler (l'/s hr.), splendidly situated.
At the S.E. end of the Strynsvand opens the sombre Erdal, at the
Before us, to the right, is
head of which the Gredungsbroe is visible.
the Tindefjeldsbrcs with (he Tavseliydna, and to the left, the Ryghydna
a

fishing.

—

—

—

—

-
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and the Sielerfjeld (6200 ft.), all with great glaciers, forming a
We land at the gaard of Merk or Grenfur, cross
most impressive scene.
Erdela
to the gaard of Erdal, and ascend the 'Erdal, by Berge and
the
of
to
the
Gredung (30-40 min. ; tolerable quarters). Thence,
gaard
Tjcelhoug,
with a view of the Erdalsbroe or Gredungsbrce, which stretches down be
tween the Strynskaupe and the Skaalfjeld, we ascend in 2-2'/2 hrs. to the
loftily-situated Gredungs-Sceter, at the foot of the fissured glacier (2315 ft.).
The route from the Gredungs-Sffiter over the Jostedalsbrfe to the Lodalskaupe (p. 179), and past it into the Jostedal (p. 179), takes 8-10 hrs.,
Over the
and requires an experienced guide (from Gredung, 13 kr.).
Skaalfjeld to the Bedal, see p. 179.

(5325 ft.)

—

—

c.

From the

to Aalesund and Molde.

Nordfjord

The
Road from Faleide or Visnges to Hellesylt with fast stations.
entire journey (8-9 hrs.) is often performed without change of horses,
Steamer from Hellesylt to Marok in
with a rest of l'/2 hr. at Grodaas.
Steamer from Marok to Sjeholt in 4'/2-8 hrs.
l'A hr. (fare 1 kr. 10 0.).
Road from
(fare 3 kr. 10 0.), to Aalesund in 6'/2-li hrs. (fare 4 kr. 80 0.).
Steamboat from VestSj0holt to Vestnces (26 Kil.) with fast stations.
1
in
nses to Molde
hr. (fare 95 0.).
The district of Sandmare, through which this part of our route passes,
unlike most other parts of Norway, is remarkable for its distinct moun
tain-chains and peaks. The Geiranger Fjord (p. 183) and the Jerundfjord
(p. 18S) present a contrast which illustrates on a small scale the different
characteristics of Norse scenery.
Among standard Books may be men
tioned Strem's S0ndm0re's Beskrivelse, 1742-66; Magdalena Thoresen's
Billeder fra Vestkysten of Norge (Copenhagen, 1772); Peder Fylling's Folksagn fra S0ndm0re (2 vols., Aalesund, 1874-77); also a full and detailed
For
guide-book by Kristoffer Banders, 'Sjzrndmflre' (Christiania, 1890).
map by Randers, see p. xxvi.
—

—

—

—

—

At the gaard of Soarvestad, about 2 Kil. from Faleide (p. 176)
and 7 Kil. from Visnaes (p. 176), the road ascends in steep wind
ings to the N.W. , affording fine retrospects, through openings in
the wood, of the fjord and the mountains to the S. The highest
point of the road is about 800 ft. above the sea. Then up and down

hill, past the gaards of Lange-Sater, Flore, and Sindre, with fre
quent views of the fjelds (the Holmefjeld to the W., the Gulekop
to the

N., etc.).

We descend to

—

12 Kil. (pay for 17 from Faleide, 23 from

Kjes, moderate),
dalsvand.

quicker.

Vismes) Kjes (*H6tel

Kjesbunden, the S.E. bay
row from Kjes to Grodaas,

of the HorninWe may
but driving is
The hilly road skirts the lake and rounds the Kjesnebb.
on

6 Kil.
1-1 1/2, B.

(pay for 8) Grodaas, or Grades (*Navelsaker's Hotel, R.
I-II/4, D. 1 1/2-2, S. 1-2, pension 41/2 kr., English spoken ;
*Raftevold's Hotel, well spoken of) is charmingly situated at the E.
end of the Homindalsvand, a lake abounding in fish and enclosed by
wooded hills, on which a steamboat plies several times a week (see
also p. 174). A little to the N. is the church of Ho rnindal. To the
N.W. rises the Hornsnakk.
Excursions from Grodaas to Bornsnakken, Kjesnebben, and other heights,
The Gulekop (p. 182) and the Glilteregg (4173 ft. ; 5-6 hrs.),
2>/-i-3 hrs. each.
which rises from the lake to the S., are among the other peaks ascended hence.
From Grodaas a bridle-path leads by Tommasqaard and Lefdemel
(where Rasmus A. L0demel is a good guide, who speaks English) to the
—
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HELLESYLT.

(2795 ft.)

and past the Kvivdals- Swire, where it joins a
the Homindalsvand, to (5 hrs.) Kaldvatn, on the
road from Bjerke to F0rde on the J0fstefjord (p. 188).
A finer but longer route is the passage of the Hjorteskar to R0rstad
(7-8 hrs.). This route ascends the Hjortdal (see below) to the HjortdalsSceter, leads through the Blaabrcedal and along the glacier to the pass
between the Lauedalstinder and the snow-clad Storhorn (5184 ft.), and
descends the Lauedal, passing the Lauedals-Scetre , to Rerstad, on the
Kaldvatn and Bjerke road (p. 188).

path from Oterdal

on

The steep road ascends the Hornindal, passing several pleasant
gaards, the Denefos, and the entrance to the Hjortdal. The valley
expands farther up, and is flanked with snow-clad mountains. On
the right rises the huge Gulekop ; in front of it the Seeljesmterhorn

(2210 ft.), below which opens the Knudsdal; then the Mulsvorhorn
(2700 ft.) ; to the left, the Brcekegg (4320 ft.) and Lilledalsegg.
9 Kil. (pay for 11, but not in the reverse direction) Indre HauHougen, a poor station. The intelligent station-master acts
guide to Hornindalsrokken, etc. A cariole may be hired here
Farther on we have a
(20 Kil.) Fibelstad Hougen (p. 187).
or

gen

as a

to
view

-

—

up a side valley to the left , of the almost inaccessiblelooking Hornindalsrokken (5015 ft. ; ascent from Hougen 10 hrs.,
driving practicable for 2 hrs. ; extensive view). We then cross the
-

,

to the Romsdalsamt.
Travellers on their way N. do not usually
stop here ; those from the N. change horses here and pass Indre
Hougen without stopping. The new road avoids the hill to the left
on which the station formerly lay.
Grand scenery again. To the left opens the glacier-valley of
Kjelstad; to the right the Rerhusdal, with the pointed Rerhusnibba.
We descend to Tronstad (1130 ft.), a little to the N. of which, by

boundary of S»ndmere
6 Kil. Kjelstadli.

Tryggestad, the Nebbedal (p. 186) opens to the left. Fine view of
the Fibelstadnibba.
The road descends on the left bank of the Sundals-Elv, the val
ley of which soon contracts to a deep ravine. To the left opens the
Mulskreddal. Splendid view of the Sunelvsfjord and its mountains.
The road crosses the stream, which enters the lake in the form of
a waterfall, passes the church of Sunelven, and reaches
13 Kil. Hellesylt (*Grand Hotel, R., B., or S. each 1 1/2, D- 2kr.,
—

particularly good ; Tryggestad & Stadheim's Hotel, fair ;
in July & Aug.), grandly situated at the head of
the *Sunelvsfjord, an arm of the Storfjord, on which large steamers
from Aalesund ply four times weekly. Rowing-boat from Helle
cuisine not

Engl. Ch. Serv.

sylt
7

3-4 hrs. (21 Kil. ; with 2 rowers 41/21 witn ^ree
Vehicles usually await the arrival of the steamers.

to Marok in

kr.).

—

From Hellesylt to the Strynsvand, 23 Kil. We drive up the valley
the S.E., passing the fine waterfalls (8 Kil.) Denefos and Frejsefos, to
Bjerdal and Voldsceter (quarters). Thence a bad footpath leads by the 0vre
Flo-Soeter (quarters if need be) and the Nedre Flo-Sceler to Flo, on the
Strynsvand (p. 180). We have to row over the two northernmost of the
three lakes we pass ; enquiry should be made at Nordbakke or Flo and a
The carriage-road is to be continued to Flo.
man hired to row.
to

MAROK.

to Molde.
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Fine view of Hellesylt and the waterfalls (p. 182) as we steam
down the fjord. On the E. side of the fjord towers the Nokkeneb
(4373 ft.). On the W. side we observe the gaard oiLjeen, whence
a road winds up the Ljeenbakker (about 2000 ft.) and crosses the
to

Lje fjeld

Slyngstad (p. 185).

Opposite

we

is the mouth of the

**Geiranger Fjord,

steer, notable for its picturesque cliffs and its

into which

numerous

water

falls. On the right the Nokkeneb; on the slope to the left the gaard
of Madvik. Farther on, to the right, are the gaards of Syltevik
and (above) Blomberg and the mountains of the Liadalsnibba
(4835 ft.) and Gjerkelandsegg (4940 ft.) ; the Grduthorn (4425 ft.)
rises on the left. The fjord now contracts. On the N. side are seen
or Syv Sestre
('seven sisters'), falling over a
into the fjord. Seven falls may be counted at
the very top, but four only below. High up on the slope near them
Above them rises the Gjeitfjeldtind
is the gaard Knivsflaa.
and farther on is the Gjeitfondegg (4800 ft.). From a

the Knivsflaafosser
perpendicular cliff

(5145 ft.),

gorge on the S. bank emerges the Skaggeflaafos or Gjeitfos, adjoin
ing which is the gaard of Skaggeflaa (1640 ft.). An immense num
ber of small waterfalls descend from the cliffs in early summer,
but many of them dry up in August. Some of them shower down in
spray, betraying their existence only by the streak of white foam
on the fjord below ; others leap from overhanging cliffs in veil -like
When the tops of the cliffs are clouded, the waterfalls seem
direct from the sky. Curious profiles on the rocks to the
right ; above these the Prakestol (pulpit). Opposite, to the left, is
the Gausdalsfos. Also to the left is the gaard of Grande, overtopped
by the Laushorn (4911ft.). As we near Marok we obtain a superb view
form.
to

come

of the basin of Geiranger. High up on the right is the snow-clad
glacier between the Blaahorn and the Flydalshom. At the head of
the fjord, about 20 Kil. from Hellesylt, lies
—

Marok

'Union Hotel, a large timber-built
house 3/t M. from the pier, near the church and the waterfalls , R. l1/2-2,
A. i/2, B. l'/i, D. 2, S. IV4-IV2 kr.
'Hotel Geiranger, nearer the bank,
with view of the fjord, moderate charges (English spoken at both of
Merok's Inn, plain but good, R., B., or S. 1 kr. each.
"Hotel
these).
Udsigten, on the road to Grotli, 3 M. from the fjord and 1000 ft. above
the sea, conspicuous over the church-spire as the steamer approaches,
R. 1 kr., B. I kr. 20 0., D. 2, S. 1, pens. 5 kr.
English Church Service
in July and August.
Vehicles await the steamboat: cariole to Djupvashytten 3 kr. , stolkjaerre 4V« kr. ; to Grotli 7.65, 11.50 (carr. and pair for two pers. 22.50,
three pers. 27 kr., four pers. 31.50); to Viden 13.30, 20 kr. (39, 46.80, 54.60);
to Hjelle 15.30, 23 kr. (45, 54, 63 kr.).

(Merok, Matraak).

—

—

—

—

—

Marok is a small hamlet nestling round the head of the fjord
old moraine, commanded by a small church. Above it opens
the magnificent basin of Geiranger , through which ascends the
**Road to Grotli (pp. 61, 60). This is a good centre for excur
sions. The traveller should spend at least half-a-day here in order
on an

to visit the first

part of the Grotli road

(best

on

foot).
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The Grotli road is less striking when ascended than
descended, but
the traveller who ascends sees the waterfalls to better
advantage. The
largest of these is the Slorfos, in which all the tributaries of the river
unite. Just above this lies the Union Hotel. Above the second
bridge
of the road ('Gjerde-Bro'), on this side of the stone '100 m. over
Havet',
a path diverges
to the left to the Kleivafos, a fall of the Vesteraas-Elv.
About li/2 M. beyond the third bridge ('Kope-Bro'), and 1/2 M. beyond
the stone '200 m over Havet', a guide-post points to the left towards the
Storsseterfos. In 10 min. more we reach the small white inn of Reliro,
where the view down the valley to the Skjaeringsdalsbrae (p. 59) is dis
closed. A steep ascent of V2 hr. leads hence to the Storsceterfos, behind
which runs a goat-path.
The road ascends, crossing the 'Hole Bro' at
the Eolefos, to the Betel Udsigten, which commands the finest view of the
Geiranger valley. A little farther on, beyond the stone '300 m. over
Havet', a finger-post indicates the way to the right to Flydalsdjuvet, a
point of view about 4 Kil. from Marok, where travellers pressed for time
The whole walk to the Djupvashytte (p. 60) takes 4 hrs.
usually turn.
(in the reverse direction 3 hrs.). From the hut a mountain-path, from
Grotli a road leads to Stryn (p. 59).
The -Vesteraasdal , the N. approach to the Geiranger basin, between
the Laushorn and the Grindalshorn, also deserves a visit. We follow the
above-mentioned path passing the Storsceterfos to (172-2 hrs. from Marok)
We may then ascend the valley
the Storsceter (2132 ft.). Splendid view.
to the Vesteraas- Salter and mount the Kaldhusbakker to the S. end of a
small lake, from which we may visit the Vesteraasbrce to the left.
Then
either to the E. and down the Sletdal to the Kaldhusdal, or to the N. down
the Berdal to the Berdalsvand (1618 ft.) and Relling i Norddal (see below).
From the gaard of Grande (p. 183) a steep bridle-path ascends (3/«-l hr.)
the Eidsdalsfjeld, widening into a road beyond the top of the hill, and
leading past the gaard of Indre Eide and the Eidsvand, abounding in fish,
to Ytredal (see below ; 12 Kil. from Indre Eide) : a splendid walk of about
6 hrs., with grand views IcokiDg back on the Geiranger Fjord, and fine
—

—

mountain-scenery.

(Guide unnecessary.)

Another fine excursion is that to Skagge/laa (p. 183; ca. 5 hrs.). We
in 1 hr. to the Skaggeflaanmiet, whence the path ascends.
Splendid
view at the top.

row

The steamer returns from Marok to the

Sunelvsfjord, generally
Hellesylt before steering towards the N. Of the
huge mountains flanking the fjord the chief are the Aakernasfjeld
(5043 ft.) on the W., projecting far into the fjord, and the Nonsfjeld and Snuhorn on the E. On the E. side are several gaards and
calling again

at

few waterfalls.
From the Sunelvsfjord, the entrance to which is marked by the
Oksnces on the W. and the Skrenak on the E., most of the steamers
turn to the E. into the Norddalsfjord, the innermost arm of the
On the N. bank lie the gaards of Li and
Storfjord (p. 186).
Overaa. On the S. bank is the rock called St. Olafs Snushom.
The first station (2 hrs. from Hellesylt) is
Ytredal, at the mouth of the valley of that name. (Route to the
Geiranger Fjord, see above.) The next station is Relling, with the
Norddalskirke, whence the wild Torvleisa (5995 ft.), a grand point
of view, may be ascended in 5 hrs.
Sylte (Gunnar Grenningseter's Inn, good; Deving), with the
A curious vein of light
church of Muri, lies on the N. bank.
quartz in a rock here is called St. Olaf's Slanye or Syltormen. To
the E. rises the Heggurdalstind.

a

—

S.T0IIOLT.

to Molde.
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From Sylte over the Stegafjeld to the Romsdal, an interesting
The road ascends the
route of I'/a day, or 1 day by driving to Langdal.
old moraine of Langbrekken. At the top of the hill is a cross in memory
of St. Olaf, who in 1028 fled from Sylte to Lesje in the Gudbrandsdal
(p. xliii). The road then ascends the Valdai, passing several pleasant
gaards, which attract summer visitors from Aalesund. At Rem, a gaard
12 Kil. from Sylte, horses and carioles may be obtained. Beyond Rem
At (11 Kil. farther on) the gaard
we cross the stony chaos of Skjcersurden.
of Langdal en (poor quarters) a guide may be obtained (unnecessaryjfor'the
experienced). The road ends at Nedre Stel, 2 Kil. farther on. We ascend on
foot through the Meierdal to the pass of the Stegafjeld, where we get
a splendid survey of the Romsdalshorn, the Vengetinder, the Konge, and
the Dronning, with the fjord in the distance to the N.
Beyond this the
path, indicated by varder, crosses the fjeld, over snow at places, and
skirting several small lakes. We then turn N.E. to the Isterdal, descend
the Slegane and pass the "Isterfos, several hundred feet high, commanding
a fine view of the Isterdalsfjeld to the left and the W. side of the Troldtinder (p. 194) to the right. In about 6 hrs. from Langdal we reach the
Sogge-Saiter. Beyond this we may either turn to the left to (2 hrs.) Veblungsnses, or to the right, to the gaard of Sogge and cross the bridge to

the Romsdal road (p. 192).
From Sylte we may also visit the "Tafjord (by rowing-boat; or, once
a week, by steamer), the easternmost bay of the Norddalsfjord, very grand,
though inferior to the Geiranger. On the left is a fine waterfall; on the
same side, farther on, is the'-Muldalsfos, to which a new path ascends.
This superb fall is 500 ft.
The upper part only is seen from the fjord.
high. The steamer turns here. We may, however, row through a strait into
a mountain basin.
A waterfall on the right rebounds from a projecting
rock, which divides it into two. In the background is the village of Ta
Kil.
from
(11
Sylte; poor quarters), on the hill above which, to the
fjord
right, are iron-mines owned by an English company. Lofty snow-mountains
peer over the banks on every side.
From the gaard of Muldal to Stuefloten in the Romsdal, see p. 195.
From Tafjord a bridle-path ascends slowly, through tine and at places
superb scenery, and generally skirting the foaming torrent, to (2'/2 hrs.)
the chalet at the Kaldlius-Sceter (p. 59), whence mountain-paths lead to
See Map, p. 58.
Djupvashytten (p. 60) and to Grotli (p. 59).
—

—

From

Sylte

we

steer to the W. to the

'Bygd'

of

Linge,

with its

pretty gaards, and the Liabygd. To the left a grand view of the
Sunelvsfjord up to Hellesylt. The steamer then crosses to
—

Stranden (quarters at K. Olsen s, P. Ous's, and in the gaard of
Ringstad), with its church, adjoining the steamboat-station Slyng-

stad, pleasantly situated at the mouth of the Strandedal.
The fjord, here sometimes called Strandefjord or Slyngsfjord,
continues beautiful. Rounding the prominent Stordalsnais or Hol
men, the vessel steers into the small Stordalsvik, with the gaards
of Hove and Vinje, at the entrance to the pretty Stordal. Once a
week it touches at Vagsvik, whence we may ascend the Laupare
(4754 ft.). Opposite, a little to the W., lies Sjevik.
The steamer rounds the Gausnces and
reaches

(3i/2-4

hrs. from

Sylte)

—

Sjflrholt,

or

Seholt
or S.

dencies, R., B.,

(*Rasmussen's Sjeholt Hotel,
I1/4, D. 2 kr.; *Th. Sjeholt

with

depen

Enke's Hotel,

R. 90 0., B. or S. 1 kr. 10 »., quiet; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July * Aug.),
pleasantly situated at the N. end of the 0rtkogvlk, and at the S.E.
base of the Lifjeld (which may bo ascended in l1 ,'2 hr.). To the
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N.E. rises the Snaufjeld (2880 ft.), and to the S., over the Gausnaes, peer the hills on the opposite bank of the fjord. A brook enter
ing the fjord here separates Sjediolt from the church of 0rskog.
Pleasant walk on the Aalesund road, to the W., with a view of the
fjord. After about 1 M. we observe on the bank below a ^Laksvarp'
(called 'Gilge' in the Sogn district), or apparatus for catching salmon,
with white boards to attract the fish.
Stations (13 Kil.)
Road to Aalesund, 38 Kil. (a drive of 5-6 hrs.).
Flaate or Flote and (13 Kil.) Redscet (slow; better therefore engage vehicle
all the way from Sjaholt to Aalesund).

The Steamer, to Aalesund takes 2-3 hrs. more. It touches at
the small wooded Langskibse, in a bay between the mainland and
the Oksene. The narrowest part of this bay is crossed by the road to
Aalesund mentioned above. We then steer to the S. across the fjord,
here for a short distance called Nordfjord, and then Storfjord. In
the wider sense the latter name embraces the whole fjord as far as
Sylte (p. 184). We steer round the Aursnces to
Aure or Sekkelven (quarters at Mart. Vik's, the Landhandlei) on
the Sekkelvsfjord, prettily situated amidst grand scenery. Steering
—

in, we see the Hammersaittinder rising above Aure on the left; to
the right of them is the pointed Stremshorn (3240 ft.); then the

Brunstadhorn,
Ringdalstind,

the

some

Gjeithorn,

the Vellesaterhorn

of them flecked with

(4750ft.),

and the

snow.

is a beautiful day's "Excursion.
As Aure and the
slow stations, a vehicle for the whole trip should be
From
Aure
we
drive
the
E.
to
to
(11 Kil.) Sjevik (p. 185);
engaged
then S. through the Ramstaddal to the (12 Kil.) Nysceler (quarters), on the
lake of that name (1245 ft.), whence the /dsekar (3940 ft. ; fine view) is easily
in which Drotninghoug,
ascended. We next cross a hill to the Velledal
its highest gaard, is 6 Kil. from Nysseter.
Magnificent view, in de
scending, of the snow-mountains above mentioned. Then past the gaard
of Velle, where the valley bends to the N., to (13 Kil.) Stremmegjcerdet,
at the S. end of the S0kkelvsfjord, whence, if preferred, a rowing-boat
may be taken to (6 Kil.) Aure.

The

other

following

places

are

at Aure.

,

On the W.

side of the Sflkkelvsfjord towers, the Skopshorn
on the Storfjord, comes Tusvik, omitted by some
of the steamers. We now steer due W., past the mouth of the Jerundfjord (p. 188), etc., in 13/4 hr. to Aalesund; see p. 189.

(4430 ft.). Then,

From Hellesylt through the Norangsdal and by the
JflRUNDFJORD TO Aalbsund.
Instead of the direct steamer voyage
to the N. from the Geiranger Fjord, the following highly attractive route
Skyds from Hellesylt to (24 Kil.) die
may he followed from Hellesylt.
(same horse generally taken through; ca. 3 hrs.). Steamer thence to Aale
two
or
three
times
sund
a week in 33/4-4 hrs. (via Saeb0-0rstenvik in 1The route through the Norangsdal, being
l'/s day; see pp. 184, 190).
one of those which the passengers of the
great tourist steamers make by
land, is often unpleasantly crowded.
From Hellesylt up to Tryggestad, seep. 182. The road to 0ie turns
to the N.W. and ascends the Nebbedal, a pleasant green valley
sprinkled with birches, described by Magdalene Thoresen in her
village-tales as a most dismal place in winter, endangered by ava
lanches. On the right rises the Tryggestadnakken,
by the
—

—

separated

to Molde.
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Saetredal from the abrupt Fibelstadnib, which forms the background
of the valley the whole way. Farther on, to the left, is the beautiful
glacier-girt Kvitegg (see below). To the N. rise the Smerskred
tinder

(see below).

Hotel Norangsdal), grandly
the watershed between the Sunelvsfjord and the J0rundfjord, is a good centre for mountaineering.
The ascent of the *Kvitegg (5590 ft.; 4-5 hrs.) is one of the finest in
S0ndm0re. Guides, P. 0. Mingdal and P. A. Lillebee (3-5 kr.).
From Fibelstad-Hougen to Bjerke, on the J0rundfjord, a splendid
walk of about 5 hrs. (with guide): to the W. up the valley to the Kvitelvedalsskar on the N.W. side of the Kvitegg; then past the little Kvitelvedalsvand on its N. side, and down its brook to the "Tussevand (1970 ft.),
where we get a view of the wild Hornindalsrokken (p. 182) ; round the
N. side of the lake, down the Tusse-Elv through a series of gorges, and
past the Tussefos to Bjerke (p. 188).
At Fibelstad-Hougen begins the '"Norangsdal, one of the
grandest and wildest valleys in Norway. The upper part is un
attractive. The road leads through a bleak dale with a series of
four lakes, between which the brook sometimes disappears. The
poor saeters on their banks are built into the rocks for shelter from
avalanches (the remains of which are visible all summer) and stonefails. Beyond the second lake the road crosses to the right side of
the valley. The valley contracts. The scenery is wildest by the
perpendicular black cliff of *Staven (over 4900 ft.), at the fourth
lake. The road crosses to the left bank.
The valley expands.
The abrupt sides of the valley are re
placed by separate peaks. To the right, behind us, above the inter
vening hills, towers Skruven (5286 ft.). Before us successively
appear : (left) Kjeipen , the prolongation of Staven ; (right) the
Smerskredtinder (5240 ft.), at the foot of which lies Skylstad, the
highest gaard in the valley, where the road crosses to the right
bank; (left) the Middagshorn (4353ft.); (right) Slogen (see below),
the appearance of which varies from different points.
14 Kil. (pay for 19) 0ie (*UnionHotel, similar in all respects to
the Union Hotel at Marok, p. 183, and belonging to the same com
pany ; Phenix, unpretending, V3M. from the steamboat-pier), at the
E. end of the Norangsfjord. About 1 M. to the S., on the left bank
of the river, is the Reliro Hotel (R. I1/2, B. 11/4,
D-2, S. iy4kr.,
well spoken of; Engl. Ch. Serv. in July & Aug.).
On both sides
of the valley and fjord rise
imposing mountains : Slogen (see below),
not visible from 0ie itself, and the Middagshorn ; then on the right
the Kloksegg and on the left the Blaahorn
(4500 ft.).
The ascent of *Slogen (5210ft.) is strongly recommended to moun
taineers with steady heads (from 0ie 4 hrs., with guide; Jon Klok and
Peder Haugen). The view called by Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby one of the noblest
in Europe, embraces the whole of the Alpine district of S0ndm0re and
is often preferred to the Jotunheim views (p. 140).
A grand but fatiguing route leads from Skylstad (see above) between
Slogen and the Smerskredtinder (5240 ft.; first ascended by Mr. Slingsby in
1834), over the pass of Skylstadbrekken (2592 ft.), and either to the N.E. to

10Kil.Fibelstad-Hongen(1215ft.;

situated

on
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Stranden (p. 185), or to the N.W. by the gaard of Brunstad in the Velledal
down to Aure (p. 186).
On the days when there is no steamer, we may go on by waterskyds to (10 Kil.) Scebe (see below) and thence by land-skyds (a magni
ficent drive) to (24 Kil.) 0rstenvik (p. 190), whence a steamer plies four
times weekly to Aalesund.

The

**Norangsfjord

is

an arm

of the

Jarundfjord

and resembles

character. On leaving 0ie we see the Elgenaafos
on the left ; then the gaards of Stennats in an exposed situation
under the Staalberg (4138ft.); and on the right, at the mouth of the
Urkedal, the gaards of Urke (steamboat-station). In the distance
rise the snow-clad peaks of the Vellesaterhorn (p. 186). To the W.,
above Urke, towers the Saksa (3445 ft.), which with the Staalberg
it in its

Alpine

forms the

impressive

entrance to the

Norangsfjord.

which the steamer now enters, differs in
character from the other fjords. Instead of being a deep cutting in
the great Norwegian plateau, with nearly upright sides, it is flanked
with picturesque ranges and peaks, some of them remarkably bold
and pointed, others isolated between deep gaps or notches ('Skard'),
and clad with snow and glaciers near their summits.
The S. or upper part of the Jerundfjord has more of the ordi
nary Norse character. On its W. bank is the gaard of Skaare, with
the 'Fos' of that name, at the foot of the Skaaretinder ; and on its
E. bank, to the S. of the Jagta (5240 ft.), lies the gaaTd of Viddal,
The

**J>rundfjord,

At the S. end of the narrowing fjord , high
a steamboat-station.
above the water, lies Bjerke or Bjerke (Hotel Sendmere , open in
Above it rise the
summer only), the terminus of the steamer.
Bjerkehorn (4445 ft.) and the Tussenut (4203 ft.). Near it is the
Tussefos (p. 187), descending from the Tussevand.
A road (slow stations) leads from Bjerke up the Sjaustaddal, by Rerstad and Rueid, to (15 Kil.) Kaldvatn (p. 182) and (8 Kil.) Fflrde (quarters
(To
at D. Maan's), on the 0stefjord, the S.E. arm of the Voldenfjord.
Volden, 18 Kil., by boat; p. 190).
On leaving the Norangsfjord the steamer steers towards the W.
bank of the Jerundfjord, over which towers the jagged Storhorn.
It then passes the Hustadnces (on the bank a little S. of which is
Raamandsgjelet, a cavern in the rock Raamand), to
Scebe (skyds-station, good quarters), with the church oijerund—

in a small bay, at the mouth of the Bonddal (p. 190).
Store Standal (steamboat-station), at the mouth of the valley
between the glacier-studded Selvkall (S.) and the Standalshorn
(N.), and Lille Standal are, perhaps, the finest points on the J»From this point onwards, see Map, p. 190.
rundfjord.
On the E. bank of the fjord, opposite Standal, rises the impos
ing Molaupsfjeld, named after the gaard Molaup at its N. base.
Near it is the cavern Troldgjel, wheTe a phenomenon similar to
that on the Lysefjord has been observed (p. 89). Farther down

fjord,

—

the

same

Jenshorn.

side is the

Slettefjeld.

At the mouth of the

On the W. side rises the cloven
are the steamboat-stations of

fjord

to
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Molde.

1 89

Javenxs on the E. and Fmste or Festej on the W. side. Between
these stations we obtain a final survey of the Jerundfjord in its
entire length (36 Kil.), backed by the distant Hornindalsrokken.
We now steer due W., past the large island of Suleen, into the
Sulefjord, from which the Vartdalsfjord diverges to the S. The
Jenshorn again appears to the left, above Lynge. „ On
W. side of the Sulefjord lies the island of Hareidland,
with the church of Hareid and hills rising to 2360 ft. To the N.
appears the Gode , with a lighthouse , separated from Hareidland
by the unprotected Bredsund; then the island of Hessen, with the
pointed Sukkertop; and farther to the N. the Valdere, with alighthouse, where there is a cavern 120 ft. high on the S.W. side (the
Passing the Stenvaag, the bare rocks of which are used

mighty
the

Sjonghul).
for

drying

fish

('Klipfisk'),

we

reach,

in

33/4-4

hrs. from

0ie,

—

Hotels. "Schieldrop's Hotel (Sch. on the Plan, p. 190),
'/i M. from the pier, R. 1V2-2, A. i/2, B. or S. l'/2 kr. ; Skandinavie (PI.
Sk.), Stor-Gade, farther from the harbour, R. I1/2, B. 1 kr. 20 0., 1). 2V2 kr.,
Baths on the Asp0.
Post Office, Notenses-Gade, 350 yds.
S. 1 kr. 40 0.
beyond Schieldrop's Hotel; Telegraph Office, Stor-Gade.

Aalesund.

—

—

—

Aalesund, a busy trading town with 8100 inhab., lies on the
Nerve (E.) and the Aspe (W.), two islands on the outer fringe of
the 'Skjaergaard', a favourable situation to which it owes its rapid
rise. It was only in 1824 that it came into notice as a harbour, and
only

in

1848 that it became

centre of the whole

region

a town.
Aalesund is the commercial
of the Storfjord (p. 178), and for the cod-

fisheries of the W. 'banks', particularly the famous 'Fiskeplads'
Storeggen, the yield of which is 6-6 million kr. per annum. The

which opens towards the N.W., lies between the two is
lands and is protected by Skandsen, a peninsula of the Nerve, on

harbour,

side, and by a pier on the other. The narrowest part of this
strait, the Aalesund, from which the town takes its name, is crossed
by a bridge connecting the two parts of the town. On the Nerve
('indom Sundet') are the custom-house, the inns, etc., and on the
Aspe ('udom Sundet') are the church and the school. On the E.
side of the Nerve quarter is a pretty Park, with a pavilion (rfmts.)
and views of the distant peaks of Sendmere. A more extensive view
one

is obtained from the *Aalesundsaxla
(509 ft.), 1 hr. there and back.
We leave the park by its back (N.) gate and follow the wellkept path, which skirts the base of the rocky hill, passes
min.)

(5

cemetery, and leads to (4 min.) the dry basin of a fountain.
Here we ascend the steps to the right and follow the ravine.
A
little to the S. of the Sjeholt road (p. 186), 6 Kil. from Aalesund,
a

—

is the church of

founded in the 11th cent., restored in
and pair 6 kr.). Near it once lived
Hrolf Gangr ('Rolf the Ganger'), the conqueror of Normandy.
The Steamboat Traffic of Aalesund is considerable.
The coasting
steamers of the Bergen and Trondhjem line (pp. 166, 200), and the Sjfndni0re steamers to Suwlren and Geiranger (pp. 186-181 ; four times weekly),
to the Jerundfjord (p.
189; thrice, weekly), and to M>'Iilr. and the Romsdal

Borgund,

1869 (cariole 2, gig

3,

carr.
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(pp. 191-193 ;
book.

six times weekly) are mentioned in other parts of the Hand
Another line, of service to tourists, is that
—

From Aalesund to Eidsaa and Aahjem (twice a week). To Bareide,
the first station, and the Vartdalsfjord , see p. 189. Sere
Varldal, the
second station, lies about halfway through this fjord or strait (see
Map,

174). Passing the Liadalshorn (3510 ft.), we enter the 0rstenfjord, at
the head of which (3 hrs. from Aalesund) lies
0rstenvik ("Svendsen's Botel; slow station), at the mouth of the wellcultivated 0rstendal or Aamdal, watered by the ffrsten-Elv. To the N.
rises the Saudehom (4330 ft. ; easy ascent, 5-6 hrs. there and back), com
manding a fine view of the S0ndm0re Mts. Another point of view is the
Melshorn (2740 ft. ; a much shorter ascent).
From j@rstenvik to the J0rundfjord, see below.
From 0rstenvik to Volden by road (11 Kil.), a drive of l'/ihr.; the
steamer, rounding the peninsula between the 0rstenfj ord and the Volden
p.

—

fjord,

takes

1J/4-2

hrs.

Volden (Ncess's Botel) lies near the slow skyds-station of Redscet (good
quarters), on the E. bank of the Voldenfjord. Route to the J0rundfjord,
see below.
Then several small stations, beyond which, once a week, the steamer
goes on to Eidsaa on the Sevdefjord (p. 167) and Aahjem on the Vanelvtfjord(p. 167; 5V4-5V2hrs. from Volden).
The "Roads to the J0rundfjord from 0rstenvik and from Volden
form the finest approaches to it from Aalesund. Valleys with rich vege
From 0rstenvik the old road
tation; mountains strikingly picturesque.
leads by (10 Kil.) Vatne and through the Bonddal (see below). The new
road leads through the Follestaddal. Both roads first ascend the beauti
ful 0rstendal, in view of a fine mountain background, to the gaard Aam
(5 Kil. from 0rstenvik) at the mouth of the "Follestaddal. We ascend
the latter, keeping in view of the grand Kolaaslind (4708 ft. ; ascended by
Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby in 1876; very difficult), whence a glacier dips to the E.
At the gaard Kolaas (8 Kil. farther on) the Romedal diverges to the left; up
this valley a charming 4 hrs.' walk may betaken to the church of Vartdal,
or Nordre Vartdal. From Kolaas, we ascend the Slandalseid, at the top of
which we get a splendid ''View of the Kolaastind behind and the peaks of
the J0rundfjord before us. Then down the Standal to (8 Kil.) Store Standal
(steamboat-station; no quarters; p. 188). Lastly, row to Saeb0, 8 Kil.
—

From Volden the road crosses the lofty Klevdalseid (984 ft.), and at
the gaard Brauteswt joins the road from 0rstenvik via Aam (see above),
at the N. end of the Vatne-Vand, the E. bank of which it skirts.
13 Kil. Vatne. Then uphill, and past the gaard Osvold, at the mouth
of the Bjerdal, to the pass (919 ft.), where the J0rundfjord Mts. come in
sight. Next down the Bonddal, flanked by the Veirhald (4013ft.) and
the Gretdalstind on the left, and the Aarsethom (4498 ft.) and Storhom
(4490 ft.) on the right, and past several gaards. By the gaard Eustad, in
the Storhom, high up on the right, is the ravine St. Olafsdal.
14 Kil. (pay for 19, in the reverse direction for 20) Rise (good station),
1/t hr. beyond which is the steamboat-station Scebe (p. 188). Row to die
(p. 187 ; 10 Kil. ; tariff B ; order boat as early as possible).
To Molde, steamer in 4-5 hrs. (see above). Beyond Aalesund the steamer
passes the island of Lepse (left), where Miss Mouat, who was driven
across the sea from the Shetland Islands in a boat alone in 1886, reached
land and was rescued.
Some of the steamers touch at (fstnaes (on the
Baramse; view of the mounta ns on the mainland), Belland (on the
Drenntn
the
(on
mainland),
Mifjord), Misund (on the strait of that name),
and Gjelsten (on the Tomrefjord), whence they all steer to the N.E. up the

Moldefjord

to Molde (p.

191).
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26. Molde and the Moldefjord. The Romsdal.
The Eikisdal.
The large coasting steamers do not lay to at the pier of
Arrival.
passengers are landed either in a rowing-boat (10-12 0. each pers.)
incl. luggage).
or in the steam-launches of the two leading hotels (25-50 0.,
The fjord-steamers land at the bridge by the Torv,
"Grand
in
:
the season)
Hotel,
Hotels at Molde (often overcrowded
B. I1/*,
finely situated at the E. end of the town, R. 2-2l/2 kr., L. 25 0.,
D. 21/2, S. l3/i kr. ; English spoken. This hotel keeps a steamer for excur
"Hotel Alexandra, at the W. end of the town,
sions (60 kr. per day).
"Sestrene Holm (PI. H), near
R. from IV2, B. 172-2, D. 21/*, S. I1/2 kr.
When the
the Alexandra, without view, R., B., or S. 1, D. H/2 kr.
in private houses (1 kr.).
be
had
decent
are
full
hotels
quarters may
,
Primitive sea-baths by the Alexandra
Baths at the two large hotels.
Post & Telegraph Offices (see Plan).
Hotel (20 0. ; towel 7 0.).
British Vice-consul, Mr. P. F. Dahl.
English Church Service in sum
mer at the parish church.
Steamers to Bergen and to Trondhjem , each about 11 times a week,
to Aalesund 17 times (incl. the Bergen steamers) ; to places on the Molde
Careful enquiry should be made as to the hours
see pp. 192, 196.

Molde, and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

fjord,
and places

—

of

departure.

Molde, a thriving little town of 1700 inhab., and a great summer
resort, is pleasantly situated on the N. bank of the Moldefjord, at
the foot of green slopes backed by higher hills. Thus sheltered from
the N. and W. storms, the vegetation is surprisingly luxuriant,
though Molde is nearly 3° of latitude to the N. of St. Petersburg.
Roses abound, and some of the houses are overgrown with honey
suckle. Mingling with the pine and the birch are seen horseThe Church contains a
chestnuts, limes, ashes, and cherry-trees.
—

picture by Axel Ender. representing the Women

at the Sepulchre.
The great attraction of Molde is the noble survey it commands
of the wide expanse of the fjord and the long chain of mountains
to the S. and S.E., with their rocky peaks and snow-flecked sides.
The most picturesque point of view is the *Raeknseshoug (260 ft.),
a hill laid out in promenades to the N.W. of the town
(near Consul

Dahl' s Have, a pretty private garden), to which we may ascend from
the Alexandra Hotel in llihi., or from the Grand Hotel by the upper
road, passing the church, in 20 minutes. At the top is a pavilion,
with a mountain indicator. In the foreground lies the town, at the
foot of green hills, beyond which stretches the beautiful fjord,
broken

by the long islands of Gjerte, Ssetere, and Faare.
Between Consul Dahl's Have and the Rseknseshaug a bridle-path,
indicated by a finger-post 'til Varden' and by a second 6 min. farther
on
(where we turn to the right), ascends past a refreshment -stall
with a flagstaff to the (1 hr.) top of the *Moldehei (1350 ft.), with
a
refuge-hut (not always open) and a huge vane. The extensive
view embraces the whole of the Moldefjord with the mountains
enclosing it: towards the S., on the right, is the conspicuous
Lanpare (p. 185); to the left of it (S.E.), rising above the coasthills, are the Troldtinder (p. 194) , the Romsdalshorn, and the
Vengetinder; in the distance, more to the left(E.), the Skjorta in
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Route 26.

the Eikisdal
which

more

VESTNjES.

(p. 197);

is

seen

to the W.

from another

a

Moldefjord.

glimpse of the open sea, of
to the N. of the refuge-

height,

hut, marked with a pointed varde. (See annexed Panorama; a
larger is to be had at Dahl's book-shop at Molde, price ll^kr.)
A charming drive may be taken, towards the E., through the
fine avenue on which the Grand Hotel is situated, to the "'Fanestrand or Fannestrand, where the rich vegetation of Molde is seen
to advantage.
The road is shaded with birches, ashes, maples,
larches, and other trees, and is flanked with pleasant gaards, villas,
and gardens (among which is Consul Johnson's Buen Retiro). All
the way we enjoy a fine view, towards the S., of the fjord and the
distant mountains. At Aare and Ejkrem, 4'/2 Kil. from Molde, the
road becomes less frequented; StrandeQp. 196) is 4y2 Kil. farther on.
.

To the N.E. of Molde rises the Tusten (2285 ft. ; 3 hrs. ; guide ad
visable). We go to the E. end of the town, cross the brook, and ascend
its bank, past a few houses and through sparse wood. The barren Tusten
forms the background of the valley. After 3/< hr. the valley divides ; we
keep to the right, and (1/4 hr.) cross a bridge, beyond which we follow
The dead and dying
a path through thin wood straight towards the top.
pines, with their silver-grey trunks, on the (l1/! hr.) upper margin of the
wood, are very picturesque. Thence to the top about 20 min. more. Alpine
flora. Very extensive view, embracing the fjord and the mountains to
theN., E., and S., and the vast Atlantic to the W.

a.

Excursion to the Romsdal.

Steamboat from Molde to Aandalsnces (or Noes) about 14 times a
Road from Nas to the Romsdal. Pleas
week, in 2i/2-5 hrs. (fare 2 kr.).
ant to walk from Nses to (27 Kil.) Flatmark and to drive back (or even
It is scarcely
in
case drive both ways).
Kil.
better
this
but
38
to Ormeim,
;
feasible to visit the Romsdal from Molde and to return to Molde in one
day. Better, after seeing Molde, leave it altogether for Nses or some other
station in the Romsdal.
Instead of taking the direct steamer to Nses, we may go by another
(p. 196) to Alfarnces or to Losreim, drive or walk to Thorvik, and row
—

to Nses (comp. p. 197).
The vessel steers to the S., affording a fine view of the mountains,
backed by the Laupare (p. 185) at the head of the Tresfjord, to (1 hr.)
Vestnses (Hotel Stanley, R. II/2, D. 2, S. II/2 kl\)> on the W. side
of the entrance to the Tresfjord, a deep bay set in wooded hills and
bare rocky peaks. The road to Sjeholt begins here (p. 186). A steamer
ascends the Tresfjord, twice a week, to Viken and Sylte (whence a
road up the Kcerseimsdal leads to Vagsvik on the Storfjord, 17 Kil.;
p. 185), and down by Dougstad and Legernas or Leikamais.
We steer to the E., past Gjermundnais, and enter the Romsdalsfjord. To the left the island of Sakken, on which lies Vestad (called at
twice weekly). Fine view up the Langfjord, with the Skaala on its
N.W. bank (p. 196). On the right the populous Vaagestrand, with
its white church high up, and the station Rcestadbygd. To the E.
towers the wooded Oksen (2674 ft.); to the right of it, in the
distance, appear the Romsdal Mts., notable among which are the
Some of the steamers enter a small bay at
furrowed Vengetinder.
across
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the foot of the Oksen and call at Mordvik, or Norvik, whence a road,
the church of Eid, crosses to the Itedvenfjord (p. 197).
On the S. bank rise the Troldstole (3714 ft.), chief of which is
St. Olafs-Stol, with a 'Botn' enclosed by two hills. Several of the

passing

steamers next call at Void, with its old timber church, situated at
the mouth of the fertile Maandal, backed by snow-mountains.
"We steer past the month of the Indfjord, and approach the
grand mountains of the S. bank, foremost of which is the Skjolten
(3440 ft.), with the waterfall of Skjolen. A fine view of the Smerbottenfjeld (3765 ft.), is disclosed to the N., and, to the S., of the
striking Romsdal Mts.: the Vengetinder, the Kalskraafjeld, with

its

glacier,

double the

and the Romsdalshorn. These mountains average nearly
height of those of Wales and "Westmorland.

Veblungsnses.

—

Onsum's Hotel, at the

pier;

Romsdal

Hotel,

a

few minutes farther, E., S., B., each 1, D. 1 kr. 20 0. ; no view from either.
Conveyances await the steam
Telegkaph Office opposite Onsum's.
boat. The skyds-station is at Ssetnes (see below).
—

—

Veblungsnas, situated

at the foot of the

Satnesfjeld (3900 ft.),
Romsdalsfjord, is less
than the opposite station

to the S. of the influx of the Rauma into the

important as an entrance to the Romsdal
Aandalsnaes, at which several of the steamers call first. To the E.
of the village is th echurch of Grytten, an octagonal timber build
ing. Just beyond it the road forks : the branch to the left, crossing
a long bridge, leads to Nses; that to the right leads
past the houses
of Satnes to a military camp and rifle-range
These lie on an ancient
coast-terrace, commanding a fine view of the Isterdal. "We may cross
another sandy terrace to the left and proceed via the gaard of Sogge
to Fiva, on the Romsdal road, i1^ M. from "Veblungsnass (p. 194).
of

.

The steamer passes the broad mouth of the Rauma and steers
round the promontory on its N. side to
—

'Grand Hotel Bellevue (Br. Lossius, the landlord,
Aandalsnaes.
speaks English), a large timber house on a height, 5 min. from the pier,
with views all round, E., B., S. each f/2, D.2, pension 5 kr.;
adjacent,
Aandahl's Hotel Bellevue, enlarged in 1894, E. l'/2, B. 1, S. l'/j kr. ;
nearer the pier, "Romsdalshorn Hotel, similar charges.
Hotel Hol—

—

gen/es, see p. 194.
Conveyances await the steamboats.
Diligence to Lillehammer,
see p. 53 (from the Grand Hotel
The nearest telegraphBellevue).
station is at Veblungsnses.
—

—

Aandalsnces, usually called Nas or Nes, the chief approach to
the Romsdal, is well suited for a prolonged stay. The nearest
height
is the Mjelvafjeld, the N.W. spur of which is also called Ncesaxlen.
Farther off is the Storhest. To the right of the Naesaxel we look
up the Romsdal with the Vengetinder, Romsdalshorn, and Troldtinder, and to the right of these into the Isterdal and towards the
Saetnesfjeld ; to the W. rise the Troldstol and the Blaatind ; to the N.
the heights of the Blaafjeld ; to the E., in the distance, the Juratind
and other Eikisdal peaks.
Excursions. To the Romsdal, see p. 194.
To the Isterdal, as far
as the
Eow to
Isterfos, and up the SUgane to the Stegafjeld (p. 185).
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden. 6th Edit.
13
—

—

194 Route
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Moldefjord.

Thorvik (p. 197; boat-skyds; 3 hrs. there and hack), and in 1 hr. ascend
fine point of view above the Gjerssetvatn.
The excursion to the
Eikisdal (p. 198) may also be made via, Thorvik by those who do not prefer
the fatiguing walk from Sten through the Grtfvdal. In this case we drive
from Thorvik to Alfarnces (p. 197), whence we go on by steamer (twice a
week) or small boat to Nesle (a tiring row of 6-7 hrs. ; with three rowers
12 kr. 40 0. ; better with four 16 kr. 40 0.).
Several steamers go on from Nses up the Isfjord (which is frozen over
in winter) to Sten, at the mouth of the Eens-Elv, to which a road on
the bank of the fjord also leads from Nses (5 Kil.). Beyond Sten is (2 Kil.)
the church of Ben.
To the N. rises the Kirketag (4490 ft.), the truncated
outline of which is so conspicuous in the view from the Moldehei above
Molde.
From Hen a road leads up the beautiful Gravdal to Unhjem
and Morstel (3'/2 hrs. ; tolerable quarters), whence we may ascend the
Juratind (5125 ft.; 7-8 hrs. to the top; splendid view).
From the Gr0vdal we may descend the Bornedal by a sseter-path, and thence cross to
the right, between the Uglehoua on the S. and the Besthoug (3625 ft.) on
the N., to Torhus, near the Eirisfjord Church, and (1 hr. farther on) to Neste
in the Eikisdal (about 8 hrs. in all from Sten; guide necessary; Hans
Mostu commended; see also p. 197).
a

—

—

—

The *Romsdal

or valley of the Rauma (p. 69), is one of the
,
Norway. The road from Nses descends to the right
bank of the river and (2 Kil.) unites with that from Veblungsnaes
(p. 193 ; 3 Kil. distant). It then ascends on the right bank of the
stream, through park-like scenery (alders, birches, ashes), flanked

most famous in

eminence to the right, 3 Kil. from Nses,
owner of which (Ole Barmen)
provides for conveyances to or from the steamer. Farther on, to
the left, is the gaard of Aak, now the residence of Mr. H. 0. Wills,
the well-known tobacco-mannfacturer of Bristol. To the right, be
yond the stream, opens the Isterdal, with its peaks : on the W. side
with

high

is the

monntains. On

new

an

H6tel Holgenas, the

Bispen ('the Bishop'") and Sestrene ('the Sisters'; 3095ft.), and on
the E. Kongen ('the King'; 5310 ft.). A little farther on, a road
diverging to the right leads across the Rauma to Sogge (comp.
On our road lie the gaards of Hole and Venge, opposite
p. 193).
which is the gaard Fiva in a grove of birches. On the E. side of
the valley, scarcely visible from the road, is the picturesque Vengetind (5960 ft.), adjoining which and dominating the landscape,
towers the huge *Romsdalshorn (4965 ft.), usually known as Hornet.
,

The Ascent of the Eomsdalshorn (one day), first made in 1827, is
not very difficult, though rather dangerous, and it is impossible after snow.
We ascend the Vengedal (here practicable for driving) , and climb to the
peak from the W. side. Mathias Soggemoen and Erik Nordhagen of Grytten
The ascent of the Vengetind is not quite so
are commended as guides.
The Mjctlnir, which Mr. Wm. C. Slingsby describes as one of
difficult.
the steepest mountains in Europe, is extremely difficult. It is best scaled
from Indre Dalen (good quarters), a drive of 3 hrs. from Nses.
—

—

On the W. side of the valley rise the *Troldtinder ('witch-pin
nacles' ; 6010 ft.). Part of the crest is known as 'Brudefelget', or
the bridal train. The highest peak may be ascended by the small
glacier visible between Nses and Aak (difficult; ascended by C. Hall
in 1882). The road leads close by the foaming Rauma. At one
place, much exposed to avalanches in winter, the road is carried
throngh^the broad bed of the river by means of an embankment.

Moldefjord.

ORMEIM.

26. Route.
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14 Kil. Horgheim (235 ft. ; plain but good station) lies on an
ancient moraine. The valley is wider here, its floor marshy. The
of avalanches.
slopes are strewn with the remains
We pass the gaards of Mirebe and Treene, and, on the opposite
side of the
Redningen, Alnats, and Remmem. Below Rem-

valley,

a waterfall, and near the gaard of Monye,
mem, on the right, is
from the Monon the left, is the beautiful Mongefos, descending
not visible from the road, rises the
Above

this,
gegjura (4230 ft.).
Kalskraafjeld (5895 ft), which

is ascended from Flatmark. The
sides of the valley are here 2000-3000 ft. high. Splendid view of
the Troldtinder and the Semletind (5770 ft.) behind us. The road
and the Rauma next thread their way through a chaos of rocks formed
which lies
by a tremendous landslip. Beyond the church of Kors,
reach
a little off the road and is not visible from it, we
—

(station, good and reasonable), in a fertile and
the
of
valley. Opposite rises Skiriaxlen (3745 ft.).
smiling part
Scenery still fine , though less grand. On each side are water
falls, shorn of their might in dry seasons : on the left the Styggefondfos, Gravdefos, Skogefos; on the right the Dentefos. To the
The Rauma is here
above Ormeim, rises the Middagshoug.
12 Kil. Flatmark

S.,

dammed up so as to form a kind of lake. The road now ascends
rapidly. To the right is the *Vatrmofos, leaping nearly 1000 ft.
from the W. side, majestic after rain and spring thaws. Best view
from a rocky knoll opposite the fall, on the right bank of the Rauma.
11 Kil. Ormeim (^Station ; view of the "Vaermofos from the back
windows) is beautifully situated high above the Rauma. To the S.
the Alterhei, with its peak Storhatten (5940 ft.; ascent past the
Vaermofos 4 hrs. ; two-thirds ridable; horse 4, guide 4 kr.).
From Ormeim to Reitan on the Eikisdalsvand, see p. 199.
Excursionists to the Romsdal from "Veblungsnaes or Aandalsnces
usually turn at Ormeim or even at Flatmark, but the upper part of
the valley is also very fine. About 4 kil. above Ormeim we come to
a
finger-post indicating the way to the *8lettafos. We alight, cross
the bridge above the fall, and ascend to the right by a rough path
to a spot below overhanging rocks, where we have a fine view of the
fall and hear its roar. The rocky sides of the gully have been worn
by the water into deep cauldrons ('Jsettegryder' ; comp. p. 267).
The road runs high above the Rauma, which, often lost to view,
receives several tributaries, chief of which is the Ulvaa on the
right, the discharge of the Ulvedalsvand. We ascend the once
dreaded Bjerneklev ('bears' cliff') in windings.

10 Kil. (pay for 11) Stueflaaten (2050ft.; *Station, R.IV2, B. 1,
S. 1 kr. 40 0.) is the first place in the Gudbrandsdal. Fine view from
the height of 'Toppen' (2 hrs.).
From Stueflaaten a mountain-path leads N. to the Eikisdal, see p. 199.
To the Norddalsfjord (p. 184), towards the W. : first by a road up the
Ulvaa to the Tungesaeter (quarters), at the E. end of the Ulvedalsvand ;
then across the fjeld and down the Muldals-Elv to the gaard Muldal (quar13*

196

Moldefjord.
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This tour is seldom
ters), situated high above the Tafjord (p. 185).
undertaken ; careful enquiry must be made at Stueflaaten.
leads from MelJotunheim
The shortest route from the Komsdal to
in 2 days
men, the next skyds-station beyond Stueflaaten, by the Nysceter
to Skeaker (Egjshjem); comp. p. 148.

Road through the

Gudbrandsdal,

see

pp. 70-66.

b. Excursion to the Eikisdal.
Eoad (fast stations; or boat-skyds from Tjelde onwards) or Steamer
(thrice weekly; in 5l/4-6Vi hrs.) to Neste, at the entrance of the Eikisdal.
We either go by road and return by steamer, or the reverse. Three
1st Day, to
days should be allowed. We begin with the land-route:
Eidsvaagen. 2nd Day, walk or row to Neste; walk or drive to tiveraas;
in
2 hrs., or row
steam in the little 'Mignon' (fare 80 0. ; also extra-trips)
(with two rowers 3 kr. 69 0., and fee; there and back, 7 kr. 56 0.) in 3-31/2 hrs.
back
to
and
to
3rd Day,
the
Eikisdalsvand
Nflste.
Reitan-Utigaard,
up
If we begin with the steamer, we go on
back to Molde by steamer.
the first day to Reitan-Utigaard ; spend the second night at Eidsvaagen; and
If we hire the private steamer of the
return on the third day to Molde.
Grand Hotel (p. 193) we may do the trip hurriedly in one day.
—

—

—

The Land Route prom Molds to N»ste (70 Kil.) is attractive
on the Fanestrand (p. 192) and between Tjelde and Eidsvaag.
9 Kil. Strande (p. 192). We skirt the Fanefjord, bounded on
the S. by the lofty Skaala (3590 ft.), so called from the 'skaala' or
saucer-like depression on its N. side.
13 Kil. Eide (tolerable quarters), where a route to Chris tiansund
The fjord ends at the church of
(p. 200) diverges to the N.
Kleve. The road follows the N. side of the valley.
9 Kil. Istad. A little beyond, the road forks: to the left to

only

—

Angvik (p. 201), to the right to the Eikisdal. The latter road leads
through the Osmark, a monotonous wooded district, overlooked by
the grand Skaala on the right. Crossing the Stor-Elv, we pass the
Osvand and the gaard of Gusiaas, and farther on the Sjersaitervand,
with its gaard, and the Smtervand. Then a steep descent, with a
beautiful view of the Langfjord and the snow-peaks to the S.
13 Kil. Tjelde, or Tjelle, on the Langfjord, whence we may row
to Neste (16 Kil., in 2'/2
The road leads E., pretty high
hrs.).
above the Langfjord, and then descends, in full view of the Skjorta
—

and other mountains to the S. We pass several substantial gaards.
9 Kil. Eidsvaagen (*H. Sverdrup's Hotel) lies at the E. end of
the fjord, here shallow and at low tide covered with sea-weed.
Pretty walk to the new church (10 min. to the N.). Steamboatpassengers land and embark in small boats (10 ».).
From Eidsvaagen a road crosses the Tiltereid to Eidseren on the Sundalsfjord (9 Kil.) ; see p. 201.
Our road still skirts the fjord, and passes the
parsonage of
(bKil.) Ncesset, where the novelist Bjernson spent part of his youth.
It then becomes very hilly, with pretty views of the
Eirisfjord on
the right and the Skjorta on the left (p. 197). About 4 Kil. from
Nassset it passes the two gaards of Bogge
(steamboat-station), and
at (3 Kil.) Bredvik it ends. From Bredvik we row to
Kil

16 Kil.

(4

(from Eidsvaag)

Neste

(p. 197).

)

■—
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The Steamboat prom Molde to N»ste steers to theE., between
the Fanestrand (p. 192) on the left and the island of Bolseen, with its
some
church, on the right. Then past the promontory Dvergsnces,
times calling at Revik ; to the S., round the Sernesje; and to the
are the island Sakken (p. 192) and the Vee
On the
E.

right

again.

with its church. Stations Havnevik and Selsnms.
We next steer across the month of the Langfjord, past the oddly
Roms
shaped islet Hestholmen (S.E. ofVeeen), in view of the noble
dal Mts., to Ottestad and Alfamces (good quarters at the station),
which a
one on each side of the entrance to the Redvenfjord, up
steamer plies to Larejm or Lereim (H6tel Lereim), at the S. end.
Alfarnots is a fast skydsFrom Alfarn^s to N-es in the Eomsdal.
station. The fine but somewhat hilly road, skirting the Etfdvenfjord,
leads through a beautiful region, well cultivated and studded with gaards.
In
Opposite we see the church of Eid (p. 193) and the Oksen (p. 192).
At the gaard of Lcerejm (see
the distance rise the Troldstole (p. 193).
and
above; 9 Kil. from Alfarnses) the road forks to Nordvik to the right,

('holy island')

The latter leads us up the LoeremskUvene, where
suddenly get a striking view of the "Gjerscetvatn, a lake with a wooded
in
a
crater-like
basin; of the Skjolten (p. 193); to the left of it
island,
the sharp pointed Vengetinder (p. 194); to the right the Ssetnsesfjeld,

to Thorvik to the left.

we

-

The
To Thorvik '/a hr. more.
and the Indfjord Mts.
road descends on the N. side of the valley, ascends again through a
narrow pass, and, leaving the hill of Klungences to the right, leads through
the

Isterfjelde,

pine-woods

to

—

Thorvik, on the Eomsdalsfjord. The station, for boats as well
as horses, lies high above the fjord, hut we may drive down to the water.
From Thorvik by boat (with one rower, 58 jr., with two 1 kr.) to (4 Kil.)
Veblungsnces, or to (6 Kil.) Aandalsnass (p. 193).
The steamer next enters the Langfjord, 30 Kil. long, 3 Kil.
broad, on the N. bank of which towers the Skaala (p. 196; the
'skaala' not visible from this side). The S. shore, which we skirt,
is mostly well cultivated, but monotonous.
Stations Midtet (also
connected with Alfarnses by road) and Myklebostad (good station
for 'boat-skyds'), with the church of Vistdal, on a little bay, from
which the Vistdal runs inland.
On the bank are several boathouses (Nest) ; in the background high old coast-lines and the snowclad Vistdalsfjelde. The steamer passes the entrance of the Eirisfjord and calls at Eidsvaag (p. 196), at the E. end of the Langfjord.
14 Kil.

The steamer

now

turns back for

a

short

distance,

rounds the

Nas, and enters the *Eirisfjord. To the left, in the distance, is the
Slorglanebba. Before us rises the imposing *Skjorta (5620 ft.) or
Hvitkua ('white cow'). To the right are the abrupt Gogsere and
the Meringdalsneebba (see below).
The steamer calls at Bogge
(p. 196), on the E. bank, and soon after reaches
Nerste, or Nauste (Eikisdal Hotel, well spoken of, R., B., S.,
each 1-1 1/4, D. 2 kr. ; *Torjul's Inn, plain).
—

To Sten on the Isfjord
is reputed a good guide.

From Ne>ste

see p.

194.

—

Benning Belgesen

road ascends the fertile valley watered by the
called the Siradal, and flanked with high
We pass (x/2 hr.) the Eirisfjordskirke or Sirakirke. At
a

Eikisdals-Elv, usually
mountains.

(about 8 hrs.),
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Torhus, a little beyond it, where the route to Sten diverges, our
road forks, both branches leading to the Eikisdalsvand. The one
to the right emerges by the gaard of Aasen ; that to the left, cross
ing to the right bank of the river , ends at 0veraas. The latter
skirts the imposing Gogsere or Gokseira (4325 ft.). The top of the
old moraine separating the Eikisdalsvand from the Siradal com
mands a fine view of the valley and the fjord behind us. On the
S. side of the moraine, 1 hr. beyond the church, are the gaards of
8 Kil. (from Neste) 0veraas (fast station, with good and cheap
quarters), at the N. end of the Eikisdalsvand. On the other side
of the lake rises the Aagottind (see below).
—

**

Eikisdalsvand (197 ft. ; steamer and small boats, see
p. 193) fills a narrow rocky cleft about 18 Kil. in length. On both
sides tower snowy and ice-clad mountains enlivened with water
Even in August snow-patches stretch almost to the lake.
falls.
At places, however, the slopes are clothed with pines and other
trees, amongst which bears still lurk. Hazel-nuts abound, and are
sold as 'Romsdalsnadder'. The lake is generally frozen over in
winter, but the ice is seldom strong enough for driving on. Ava
lanches are frequent, and stones sometimes fall from the hills.
Towards noon the lake is usually like a mirror, reflecting Fjeld
and Fos in a curious double picture. The few dwellings on its
banks are constantly menaced by the rocks above.
On leaving 0veraas we see at first only a small part of the lake.
To the left are the precipices of the Gogsere and the Aashammer. To
the right the gaard of Meringdal, commanded by the Meringdalsnaibba and the Sjedela (5610 ft.).
The mountains soon recede,
and the lake is in full view. High up on the left is the Fletatind
(5425 ft.). To the right the Nyheitind (5215 ft.) peers above the
Sjedela. To the left the waterfall of Tongjem; then the two
gaards of Viken (whence a path leads to the Lilledal, p. 201),
with the Vikesaxlen (5970 ft.) above.
On the W. side is the
JEvelsbra , above which is the imposing peak of the Juratind
(5135 ft.; p. 194). Above the gaard of Hoejm gleam the snowfields of the Hoejmfjeld, commanded by the Hoejmtind (5700 ft.).
Farther on, to the right, is the Rangaatind (5225 ft.) , to the left
the Aagottind (5215 ft.) and the Bjerktind (4355 ft.).
In front of the Rangaatind, at the head of the lake, to the
right, we now see the "Maradalsfos, a superb waterfall of the Mardela, descending from an upland dale some 2500 ft. above the
sea, leaping 650 ft. down a sheer cliff, rebounding in spray from
the rock below, and re-appearing in two arms to form another
great fall lower down. A finer view of the fall is obtained by
landing , but the lower fall only is accessible (fatiguing ascent of
3/4 hr.; fromUtigaard and back about 3 hrs.). Farther to the N. is
The

another and
The lake

apparently larger fall, leaping into
trends to the S.E., and the gaard

now

the

same

of Reitan

basin.
comes
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sight. Above the gaard is a beautiful veil-like waterfall, with
Berfjeld (4065 ft.) beyond.
The gaard of Reitan (good quarters at Halvor Reitan's Inn,
bed 1 kr., B. 60, S. 70, D. 1 kr. 30 0.) lies about 6 min. from the
landing-place of Eikisdal, near the mouth of the Aura-Elv. About
6 min. farther up are the gaards of TJtigaard (with 12 beds;
young Utigaard is reputed a good guide) and Opigaard (fair quar

in

the

A pretty walk up the valley brings us in 20 min. to the
Eikisdals Chapel (351 ft.), where thepastor of Nsesset (p. 196) holds
service four times in summer. Farther on are some mills (below
us, to the left), driven by a small stream that springs direct from
the earth. Near the bridge over the Aura is a salmon-fishery.
The road leads farther up the valley, passing many pretty gaards, to
Path thence (guide
Finsast (11 Kil. from Reitan; fair accommodation).
desirable, V2-I kr.) to the Aurestupe or Aurstaupa, the falls of the Aura,
issuing from the Aursj0.
From Ntfste, from 0veraas, or from Eeitan we may cross by difficult
mountain-paths to Sten on the Isfjord (p. 194) in 10-12 hrs., with a guide.
From Reitan to Ormeim, in the Romsdal (p. 195), 8-10 hrs. (guide neces
sary). The ascent to the Fjeld is rather steep, especially for the first
At the
2 hrs., following a brook and passing a waterfall opposite Heitan.
top of the fjeld we traverse snow-fields, ford brooks, and pass several large
lakes. Descent easier. No sseter until within 1/4 hr. of Ormeim (see p. 195).
From Finsset (see above) to Stueflaaten (p. 195), a long day's walk.

ters).

—

27. From Molde to

Trondhjem.

But as
Most travellers go from Molde to Trondhjem by steamer.
the sea from the mouth of the Moldefjord to Christiansund is often
rough, many will probably prefer the route described below through the
district of Jtfordmjare, combined with a visit to the fine scenery of the
Sundalsfjord and the Lilledal or Indredal. This district is now a great
favourite with Norwegian tourists.
a.

By

Sea.

29 S.M. Steamboat daily in about 12 hrs. (13 kr.

90, 8 kr. 80 0.). Pas
sengers subject to sea-sickness should start in the evening in order to get
to
Christiansund in the night.
over the passage
Some of the Bergen
steamers do not touch at Molde on their way N., but at Aalesund only.
—

Soon after starting we steer to the N. into
Molde, see p. 191.
the Julsund. The islands of Ottere and Gorsten are passed on the
left ; the Julaxel (1810 ft.), on a headland, and later the pyramidal
Gjendemsfjeld (2080 ft.) on the right. Leaving the Moefyr to the
left, the vessel rounds the promontory of Bud or Bod, connected
with Molde by a local steamer and by a road, and steers out to sea,
unprotected by islands until it reaches Christiansund. Beyond the
Bodfjeld we soon sight the headland of Stemshesten (2230 ft.), the
S. boundary of the Nordmere, and a little later the lofty Tustere
—

To the left lies the islet of Fuglen ('Bird Island'), with
the right are several gaards at the base of Stemshesten
(Stemme, Hanats, etc.). Fine view of the snow-mountains of the
Romsdal. We next pass the lights of Kvidholmsfyr and Hestskjarsfyr

(p. 200).
a

signal;

on
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From Molde

CHRISTIANSUND.

building) on the right, and then
(right) and the Inland (left) to

steer between the Kirke-

—

12 S.M. Christiansund.
Mjjllerop's Hotel, E. 1 kr. 26, D.
1 kr. 20 0. ; 0. Tr0njes's Hotel, small but good, landlady speaks English,
German, and French.
British Vice-consul, Mr. Gram Parelius, Kirkelandet.
—

Christiansund,

the

capital

of the district of

NoTdmere,

an

im

four islands, which
to the S.W., with a new church

portant fish-mart, with 10,400 inhab., lies

on

enclose the harbour : Kirkelandet,
and the hotels; Inlandet to the E. ; Nordlandet to the N., with a
church and fine woods; and Skorpen to the W., with the bare dry
ing-places for the 'klipfisk' (exported chiefly to Spain). Steam-

launches ply between the islands. From the harbour we may ascend
the street to the right, and then visit the New Church, with pretty
promenades and a fine view of the mountains to the S.E. The
Vagttaarn is also a good point of view. A new Fisheries Museum
has been erected at Christiansund. Not far from the town is a large
cave known as the Bremsnats-Hule.
Off Christiansund, 15 Kil.
distant, is the island of Grip, with a fishing population of 200.
—

Local Steamers abound. Thus to the Sundal and Todalseren, see
To Molde and the Romsdal two or three times a week. To Trond
hjem, see below.
p.

201.

Beyond Christiansund the coast is sheltered by islands but
larger vessels at first keep to the open sea. To the left in the
distance is the lighthouse of Grip. To the right the islands Tustere
,

the

and Stabben (2960 ft.), between which are seen the
distant snow-mountains of the Sundal and the Eikisdal. We now
steer within the islands. To the left the Ede ; beyond it the low

(2920 ft.)

island of Smelen. To the right the Ertvaage. Scenery now mono
tonous. Farther on, to the left, through the Ramsefjord, we look
out to the open sea. We next steer into the strait of Trondhjemsleden, between the mainland and the large island Hitteren, a
haunt of deer, with the station of Havnen.
The only station at which all the large steamers call is
15 S.M. Beian, at the entrance to the Trondhjems-Fjord, whence
—

travellers may go northwards without touching at
p. 215). The district passed is fairly cultivated.
7 S.M. Trondhjem, see p. 202.

Trondhjem (see

b. Overland Routes.

1. By BATTBNFJORDseraEN

to CHRrsTiANSuND
From Molde
(9 Kil.) Strande to (13 Kil.) Eide, see p. 196. The hilly road
runs towards the N. to (9 Kil.) Furscet and
(7 Kil.) Battenfjordseren (Inn kept by the Landhandler), at the S. end of the Battenfjord or Botnfjord, a station of the Sundal steamer (see p. 201),
which carries us to Christiansund in 2 hrs. (thrice a week; Sun. 8.30
p.m., Tues.&Frid. 1.30p m.). To catch the boat on Tues. or Frid.
we must leave Molde not later than 6 a.m.

via

—

.

Trondhjem.

to

SUNDALSFJORD.
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Failing the steamer, we drive on to (11 Kil.) Gimnas (slow
station; decent quarters); row thence (by 'boat-skyds') to (8 Kil.)
Fladsat (slow station), on the Frede; drive across the island to
(10 Kil.) Bolgen i Kvernas (slow station); and lastly take 'boat-

Christiansund.
to Trondhjem, besides the large steamers which
run six times weekly, in 9-10 hrs.,
entirely avoid
ply
to the S. of the large islands Tuster0, Stabben,
steering
the
sea,
open
ing
and Ertvaag0, and through the Vinjefjord.
The Sundalsfjord is most conveniently visited in combination with
It may also be
the Eikisdalsvand (via, Eidsvaag and Eids0ren, p. 196).
visited from Christiansund by steamer (thrice a week ; to Sundalseren in
(51/4-81/2 hrs. ; pleasure-trip on Sundays). Stations Kvistvik, Stensvig, Gulset,
Gimnces (p. 200), Battenfjordseren (p. 200), 0re, Torvig, Berge, 0degaard,
Gjul; then in the Sundalsfjord itself, Koksvik i Thingvold (see below),
Angvik (see below), and Eidsaren (where the road from Eidsvaagen ends ;
travellers from Eidsvaagen who miss the steamer may row from EidS0ren
to Sundals0ren, 22 Kil.); next, Fjeseide, Jordal, and 0ksendalen (quarters
at /. Wirum's, the Landhandler, and at Peder Buseby's; road to Brandstad
14 Kil., and fjeld-route thence to dveraas on the Eikisdalsvand, about
12 Kil. more; p. 198); lastly Opdel and Sundalseren.
From Opdel or Opdal (slow station) a road ascends through the Virumdal
to Dalsbe and (14 Kil.) Nedredal or Nerdal (quarters ; fjeld-route to Todals0ren, see below). We then walk up the "Inderdal, by Dalsbe, to the
tourist-station Inderdal (bed 75, B. 40, D. 80, S. 50 0.), where guides for
The finest points are the Skarfjeld
several fjeld ascents are to be had.

skyds'

to

(2 Kil.)

From Christiansund
daily, two local boats

the pointed Dalataarn (4900 ft. ; first ascended in 1839), and
From Inderdal across the fjeld to
behind it the Taarnfjeld (6103 ft.).
Storfale in the Sundal (p. 72), 5-6 hrs.
Sundals0ren (quarters at the Landhandler's) lies at the mouth of the
The Grevnibba and the
Sundal (p. 72) , amidst grand mountain-scenery.
To
Hofsncebba to the N. and the Kalken to the S. rise to 5200-5600 ft.
the W. of Kalken is the "Lilledal, also running inland from the Sundals
the
A
road
wild
Eikisdal.
leads
the
rocky gorge resembling
up
fjord, a
Lilledal to (14 Kil.) Dalen, whence we may cross, with guide, toViken on
the Eikisdalsvand (p. 198).

(6070 ft.),

—

—

From Molde to (31 Kil.) Istad,
2. By Angvik and 0rkedal.
p. 196. Thentheslow stationsof(ll Kil.) fle^eim and (1 1 Kil.)
—

see

Angvik (see above), whence we cross the Sundalsfjord to (6 Kil.)
Koksvik i Thingvold. We then take 'land-sky dsJ to (7 Kil.) Belsait,
and 'boat-skyds' to (7 Kil.) Stangvik (good quarters), a station of the
Christiansund and Todal steamer. Then drive to (15 Kil.) Aasen,
the steamboat-station of Surendalseren.
The steamer from Christiansund plies to Surendals0ren and on to
Surendal and Todalseren thrice a week. Fjeld-route from Todals0ren to
Nedredal, 5 hrs. (guide 4 kr.), see above.
From Aasen we drive to (10 Kil.) Honstad (74 ft.) and
(15 Kil.) Kvammen. In the Foldal, which opens to the S. between
Kvammen and the church of Rindalen, at a point about 10 hrs. from
either of these places, the Trondhjem Tourist Club has built a chalet,
to serve as headquarters for excursions in the fine district of Trold17 Kil.
heimen (comp. the 'Reisehandbog' of Carl Schulz, p. 207).
Rindalen (470 ft.), with a church (quarters at Strand's, the baker).
17 Kil. Garberg i Meldalen, the first place in Sendre Trondhjems19 Kil. Aarlivold (good quarters, p. 73).
Amt.
near

—

—

—
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Hotels,

12 Kil. Bak i 0rkedalen (fair quarters). From Bak we may
either drive to (8 Kil.) 0rkedalseren (Rian's Inn) and take the
steamer thence forj Trondhjem (2t/2 hrs.; six times weekly); or we
may go on by road to (15 Kil., pay for 19) Eli, (10 Kil.) Saltnmssanden, and (8 Kil.) Esp or Heimdal, a station on the Christiania
and Trondhjem railway (p. 77).

28.

Trondhjem
'Det
'Tis

and its

Fjord.

faverl in Trondhjem at hviW
pleasant in Trondhjem to dwell.
(Burden of an Old Song.)

er saa

so

Arrival. The Railwat Station lies to the N. of the town, by the harbour.
The large Steamers are berthed at the W. quay of the Nedre Elvehavn.
Carriages and porters ('Bybud') with hand-carts ('Triller') await the trains
and the steamers.
Bergenske and Nordenfjeldske Steamboat Office (PI.
12), Kj0bmansgaden 52, near the Brat0rbro.
Hotels. 'Britannia (P. A. Clausen; with garden), Dronningens-Gade,
Angleterre (E. G. Thane), Nordre-Gade; charges, E. from l^kr., L. 40,
A. 40-50 0., B. from lkr. 40 0. to 2i/4 kr., D. 3, S. 2kr.; baths at both.
"Grand Hotel, corner of Krambod-Gade and Strand-Gade, E., L., & A.
from 2, B. iy2, D. 2i/2, S. 2 kr.; *H6tel Nordkap (P. E. Eide), StrandGade 6, R., L., & A. from 2 kr. 25 0., B. l'/2, D. 3, S. 2 kr. ; "Victoria
—

—

German), a quiet family hotel, Dronningens-Gade 64, E. 2,
l'/2 kr. ; Scandinavie, Brat0r-Gade, at the harbour, E. 1Str0m's Private Hotel, Nordre-Gade 24.
l'/2 kr. English is spoken at all.
Eestaurants at the hotels. Also at the Grand Caft, next door to the
theatre, D. (1-3 p.m.) ll/t kr. ; Hjorten, in the suburb of Ihlen, with con
certs, D. 2, S. l'/2 kr., beer on draught.
Cabs in the Torv: per drive within the town proper, for 1, 2, 3, 4
persons, 40, 60, 80 0., or 1 kr., outside the town 70 0., 1 kr., 1 kr. 20, 1 kr.
40 0. ; per hour 1 kr. 20, 1 kr. 50, 1 kr. 80, or 2 kr. 10 0. Carr. and pair
one-half more. Night-fares (10-8) 50 per cent higher. Luggage up to 65 lbs.
free (130 lbs. in two-horse cabs). No tariff for the environs.
Skydsstation, Kongens-Gade 75.
Tourist Offices.
T. Bennett, Dronningens-Gade 12; F. Beyer (F. E.
Metier), Dronningens-Gade 16; Cook's Tourist Office, Kj0bmands-Gade 46.
Post and Telegraph Office (PI. 7) in the Nordre Gade, adjoining the
Fruekirke (PI. 2).
Banks (open till 1 p.m. only). Norges Bank, corner of Kongens-Gade and
Kj0bmands-Gade ; Privatbank,'ii0n&Tz-Q&c\e 14; Nordenfjeldske Credit-Bank,
corner of Dronningens-Gade and S0ndre-Gade; M. B. Lundgren's Enke, at
the Torv ; and several others. Money may also be exchanged at Mr. R. F.
Kjeldsberg's, the British vice-consul, corner of Strand-Gade and S0ndreGade, and at Mr. Claus Berg's, the American consular agent, MunkeGade 26, corner of the Torv.
Consuls. British and American, see above. German, A. Jenssen junr.,
Kj0bmands Gade 40; French, Chr. Thams, Dronningen's Gade 6. Also
Danish, Austrian, Russian, and others.
English Church Service in the Hospitals-Kirke (PI. 5).
Baths. Warm, vapour, and Turkish at Dronningens-Gade 1.
Sea
(v. Quillfeldt,
B.

1,

D.

a

S.

2,

—

—

-

—

(for gentlemen 10-2.30 and 6-8 o'clock) to the W. of the railwaystation, 20 0. (ferry 5 0.).
Shops. Preserved meats. Cognac, etc., at Kjeldsberg's, Strand-Gade,
and Lundgreen's, Munke-Gade 26. A cheap spirit of local repute is 'Lysholmer'
(wholesale at J. B. Lysholm's, Strand-Gade 26).
Furs, Antiquities, etc.
at Job. Bruun's, Strand-Gade 37, one of the best shops of the kind in
Norway ; eider-down 20-24 kr. per lb. ; eider-down quilts 80-200 kr. ; bear
Carved wood, 'Tolleskins 120-450 kr., according to size, colour, etc.

Baths

—

—

History.
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knive', etc., at L.Eansen's^ Strand-Gade 35, next door toBruun; good and
cheap at the depot of the 'Tugthus' (house of correction), Kongens-Gade 85
(on the way to lhlen).
Ornaments, copies in repousse and chased work
of the figures in the cathedral, etc., at H. Mailer's, Dronningens-Gade 16,
Booksellers (photographs, maps, etc.):
corner of the Nordre-Gade.
A. Brun, Kongens-Gade, corner of Nordre-Gade, opposite the post-office;
A. Holbaek Eriksen, Strand-Gade 17; B. Moe, Munke-Gade 44.
Trondhjem, or Throndhjem (pron. Tronjem), German Drontheim,
with 30,000 inhab., situated on a peninsula formed by the Trondhjems-Fjord and the river Nii, is the northernmost of the larger
European towns, being situated in 63° 30' N. lat., the same latitude
as the S. coast of Iceland.
In summer the climate is like that of
the S. of England, in winter like that of Dresden. The river is
rarely frozen over, the fjord never. Hence the rich vegetation. Many
of the townspeople are wealthy , and they have long been noted
for their kindly disposition. The district is called Trendelngen, its
inhabitants Trender.
To theE., S., and S.W. rise picturesque
—

—

:
E. the Blasevoldbakke, terminating in
Ladehammeren ; S. and S.W. the Stenbjerg.

heights

the

spur

of

History. Down to the middle of the 16th cent, the name of the
town was Nidaros ('mouth of the river Nid'; Aa, Aar, signifying 'river',
and Os, 'estuary') or Kaupanger i Trdndhjem ('merchant-town in Trond
hjem'). Like Upsala in Sweden, Trondhjem, the 'strength and heart
of the country', is the cradle of the kingdom of Norway , and it was
here, on Brat0ren, that the Norwegian kings were elected and crowned.
So early as 996 Olaf Tryggvason
Here, too, met the famous 0rething.
founded a palace, and a church which he dedicated to St. Clement.
St.
Olaf, who is regarded as the founder of the town (1016), revived the
his
and
of
Olaf
which
had
after
been neglected
plans
death,
Tryggvason,
after the death of 'the saint' at the battle of Stiklestad (1030) a new im
pulse was given to building enterprise. For his remains were brought
to Trondhjem and buried there, but afterwards transferred to a reliquary
and placed on the high-altar of St. Clement's Church, where they attracted
hosts of pilgrims.
The St. Olaf cult gradually made Trondhjem one of
the largest and richest towns in Norway, and gave rise to the erection of
the cathedral and no fewer than fourteen other churches and five mon
asteries. At a later period terrible havoc was caused by civil wars, pest
ilence , sieges, and fires; and the pilgrimages, so profitable to the town,
were put an end to by the Eeformation. The reliquary of the saint was
removed by sacrilegious hands from the altar in the octagon of the cathe
dral-choir, and his remains were buried in some unknown spot; and
In 1796 the
most of the churches and monasteries were swept away.
population numbered 7500, in 1815 not above 10,000, in 1833 about 12,900,
and in 1875 it reached 22,500.
The railway which connects it with 0stersund, Sundsvall, and Stockholm has made Trondhjem the port for part of
northern Sweden.

the

The Streets are widely built (100-120 ft.) in order to diminish
danger of fire, and generally intersect each other at right

angles. Most of the houses are of timber. The streets running
from N. to S. command views of the beautiful fjord with the island
of Munkholm.
The chief are, beginning on the E. side, parallel
with the river, the Kjebmands-Qade, the large warehouses in
which are supported by piles sunk in the river; then the Sendre

Gade,

the Nordre

Parallel with the

Gade, the Munke-Gade,
harbour, beginning on

and the Prindsens-Gade.
the

N.,

are

the

Fjord-
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Gade, the Strand-Gade, the Dronningens-Gade, the Kongens-Gade,
the Vestre (now Erling Skakkes) Gade, and the 0stre (now Bispe)
Gade.
In the centre of the town is the Market Place (Torvet), where
the Munke-Gade and the Kongens-Gade cross. In the former, a little
to the N., is the Stiftsgaard (PI. 11), the residence of the 'Stiftsamtmand' (president or governor of the province), and used as a
royal palace on the occasion of coronation festivities. In the Kon
gens-Gade is the Fruekirke. Beyond it is the 'Park', embellished
with a small bronze statue of the famous Admiral Tordenskjold,
who was born in Trondhjem in 1691 (by Bissen). Opposite, to the
N., is Kongens-Gade No. 4, erected in 1882, containing the Savings
Bank, the premises of the Kunstforening (entrance from Apothekerveiten; Sun., free ;Wed., 12-2,25 ».), and the Fisheries Museum
(entrance from the SendreGade ; Sun. & Wed. , 12-124/2 o'clock).
At the S. end of the Munke-Gade rises the *Cathedral, in plan
and in execution the grandest church in Scandinavia. The original
church, built by King Olaf Kyrre over the tomb of St. Olaf (comp.
p. 203), was considerably enlarged after the erection of Trond
hjem into an archbishopric in 1151. Eystein (1161-88), the third
archbishop, who in consequence of a quarrel with King Sverre
(p. xlvii) had fled to England and remained there three years,
afterwards returned and built the present transept on the site of
the former nave (see Ground Plan C), with a tower in the centre,
and the *Chapter House (PI. K), both in the late-Romanesque style
under English influence. To these Eystein's successor added the
*Choir (PI. B), terminating in an exquisite octagonal apse (PI. A),
which covered the revered relics of St. Olaf, the chief treasure
of the church. We find here developed, with the aid of favourable
material (bluish saponite er soapstone, Norwegian 'kliebersten'
from quarries to the E. of Trondhjem, and marble from the quarries
of Almenningen, p. 216), all the decorative splendour of early Gothic,
mingled with Romanesque features, with traces of elaborate clas
sical treatment, and indications of exuberant imagination. During
fourth building period, 1248-1300, was added the grand Nave
(PI. D), also in the Gothic style, but with stronger leanings towards
a

English models.

The cathedral has been repeatedly injured by fire,
1328 so seriously that the greater part of the choir had to be rebuilt.
In 1432 it was struck by lightning. In 1531 a terrible fire destroyed
in

both the cathedral and the whole town. The adoption of the Reform
ation in 1537 caused the work of restoration to be limited to the
mostuTgent repairs. In 1708 and 1719 the church was again ravaged
by fire. Since 1869 , when the E. part was re-roofed, while the

part from the transept onwards lay in ruins the cathedral has
undergoing a thorough and judicious restoration under the able
superintendence of the architect Hr. Christie. The chapter-house
and the choir with its octagonal apse are now completed. The reW.

been

,
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storation of the remainder will
but will doubtless be

probably

accomplished,

as
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take several more decades
the Norwegians are justly

of this great national
monument, and as funds are provided
by the state, by the Trondhjem Savings Bank, and by
private sub

proud

scription (about 100,000

kr. per

The Interior is
open to
1-11/2 only (donation to
holders. (Tickets are sold
by
1, kr., 3-8 pers. 4
kr.)
A door to the left of the
tte

days

annum).

the public 13-1 Va and
6-7i/2 o'clock, on Sun
funds expected); at other times to ticketthe booksellers mentioned at p. 203: 1-2 pers
v

N. Portal (PI. N; opposite the
Munke-Gade)
0?o»CH. B), the restoration of which was completed
1S Partltloned off from the Transept
now in restoration)
(PI.
C;
a
and is at present used for the
Sunday services. The white marble columns
contrast beautifully with the
greyish-blue of the saponite walls.
The
Apse
octagonal
(PI. A) is particularly rich, and the effect is enhanced by
windows
and
stained-glass
a marble
figure of Christ (above the apsidal

XS "V?
■

=

}

"^:.-^::m-_-JQL'-Ya:: ::;«*--

Ground Plan of the Cathedral:

j|fc":.vxi::i33" :::ol-;:

::Ef::::a:::a::

Eomanesque parts black,

Gothic

parts shaded.

The silver reliquary of St. Olaf once
arch)
preserved here, 225 lbs in
weight, was removed to Copenhagen at the time of the Reformation. From
a side-door leads to St.
Olafs Spring (PI. o), which prob
ably determined the site of the church. On the opposite side of the
apse
-Romanesque Chapter House (PI. K). We may also visit the Nave
fp,
(PI. £
D), the restoration of which was begun some years before that of
P '■ ™e
ZL1
rICh S' portal of the choir is known as the Kongeindgangen, or king's entrance.

!m ambtuIat?r3\

In the 11th and 12th centuries the
cathedral was the burial-place of
kings, and several were afterwards crowned here. By the consti
tution of Norway (1814) the
kings must be crowned here, and this was
XIV- John (Bernadotte) in
1818, Oscar I. in
Charles XV. in 1860, and Oscar II. in 1873.
1844, «
Important works on
been Polished by P. A.
Munch, Schirmer (Norwegian),'
and Mtnutoh
the

ira/

f Ca£?r°* C??nle"

-

17.% £-• ,r,w£ave

(German).

To the S. of the cathedral is the
Churchyard, many of the graves
in which , in
Norwegian fashion, are adorned with fresh flowers
every Saturday. Adjacent is the Marine
Arsenal, on the site of the
old Kongs Gaard
(PI. 1) and of the residence of the archbishops,
containing an interesting collection of Norwegian weapons fK apply
yv
to the
sentinel).
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Walks.

The

Academy of Science (det kgl. norske Videnskabers Selskab),
Skakkes (formerly Vestre) Gade 47, founded in 1760, once
numbered Schening, Snhm, Gunnerus, and other learned men

Erling

among its members. It possesses a library of 70,000 vols., large
natural history collections, and antiquities from Trondhjems-Stift
(adm. free on Sun. &Wed., 12-1.30; at other times, fee). The
small 'Stavekirke' of the 14th cent,

was

brought from Holtaalen

in

1884 and restored with the aid of the W. wall of the church of Aalen.
Towards the East we may cross the upper bridge
Walks.
the Nid (the Bybro , E. of the cathedral) to the suburb of
Baklandet, and thence, by a path to the left, ascend to (V4 hr.)
the fortress of *Christiansten (236 ft.), which was erected in the
17th century. The fire-station, marked by a flagstaff, affords a
picturesque view of the town and environs, especially by morning
From the Blatsevoldbakke (358 ft.) the view is more
light.
extensive, but there is no point which commands a complete sur
vey.
Passing through the suburb of Baklandet, where we ob
serve large
engine-works and a shipbuilding-yard, we may go
towards the N.E., across the Meraker railway (p. 207), to (Y2 hr.)
—

over

—

—

Ladehammeren ('Hammer', headland).
Towards the Wbst the town was formerly enclosed by forti
fications. On their site rises the modern Ihlenskirke (PI. 6), built
of blue quartz-sandstone. Beyond is the suburb of Ihlen (10 min.
from the Torv) , with a Rom. Cath. church and hospital (PI. 4).
On the fjord are large timber-yards and some new pleasure-'

grounds.
A picturesque view of Trondhjem , with the winding Nid in
the foreground, the hills to the E., and the extensive fjord, is ob
tained from *Aasveien, a new road ascending the slope of the
Stenbjerg (see Map, p. 202; evening light best). On the Stenbjerg
are several villas.
The blunted summit, near which another road
passes, was once crowned with a castle of King Sverre (Sverresborg).
Passing Hjorten, a pleasure-resort at Ihlen, on the left, a road
ascends to the W. On the slope of the hill we observe several old
coast -lines (p. xxxi), 528 ft. and 580 ft. above the sea -level,
and corresponding with similar lines on the mountains on the E.
side of the fjord.
The higher we ascend the finer becomes the
*View we obtain
looking back towards Trondhjem and the fjord
and the snow-mountains on the Swedish frontier. Beyond Gramskaret (8/4 hr. from the church of Ihlen), where we pass through a
gate, the view to the E. disappears. Before ns, in 10 min. more,
appears the top of Graakallen (1840 ft.), to which two paths ascend
to the left : one 20 min. from Gramskaret, leading by Tungen and
the Fjeldsater ; the other 10 min. farther on, passing Tempervold
,

and the Kobberdamm. The top (2y2-3 hrs. from the Torv of Trond
hjem; refuge-hut) commands an extensive survey of fjord and fjeld,
extending to the snow-mountains on the Swedish frontier.

Excursions.
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A bad path, almost impassable after rain, diverges from the road to the
right, l/zM. beyond Tempervold, leads round the Gjeitfjeld, mostly through
underwood and afterwards overlooking the fjord, and then descends past
the old coast-lines and the rifle-range (' Skylterhuset' ) to Ihlen.
The Trollavei, running to the N. from Ihlen, and affording fine
views of the fjord, leads to (5 Kil.) the iron-foundry of Trollabruk.
In the fjord, about IV2 Kil- to the N. of the town, lies the
fortified island of Munkholmen (by boat in 20 min. ; with one
with two rowers IV2 or
rower for one pers. 1, two pers. H/2 kr. ;
2 kr. ; bargain advisable ; admission free ; a soldier acts as guide).
This 'Monks' Island' was once the site of a Benedictine monastery,
founded in 1028, of which the lower part of a round tower is the
only relic. Count Peter Griffenfeld (P. Schumacher), the minister
of Christian V., was confined in a cell here from 1680 to 1698.
The island is described by Victor Hugo in his 'Han d'Islande'.
Beautiful view from the walls of the fortress. Old guns, gun-car
riages, etc. Small lighthouse.
The Excursion to the two falls of the Nid near the gaard of Leren,
about 8 Kil. to the S. of Trondhjem, is best made by driving (cariole 5, onehorse carr. for 2 pers. 8, caleehe 12, landau 14 kr. ; '/a-lkr. extra for every
The road traverses the suburb of Ihlen and follows
hour beyond four).
the left bank of the river.
Or we may go by train to Selsbcek (6 Kil.),
The
where the slow trains stop, and walk thence to the falls P/2 hr.).
lower or Lille Lerfos is 76 ft. high.
Good view of it from the veranda
of the *Fossestuen Restaurant, in the early-Norwegian style. Well-kept paths
lead to the foot of the Lille Lerfos and to the upper or Store Lerfos
(100 ft. high), which is broken by a mass of rock about halfway across.
An Excursion to the S^;lbo-Sj0 takes two days.
1st Day, by rail
way to Heimdal (p. 78), and walk thence to Teigen, or drive (skyds-station
at the railway-station of Heimdal) to Brettun (17 Kil., pay for 21), both
situated at the W. end of the Sselho-Sj0 or Selbu-Sje (525 ft.), a fine
sheet of water, 29 Kil. long, on which a small steamboat plies five
times weekly in summer. On the S.E. bank of the lake, near the church
ot Salbo, and by the mouth of the Nid which descends from the Tydal,
lie Marienborg and the Scelbo Sanatorium (landlord speaks English; good
2nd Day, row (7 Kil.) or drive
shooting near), where we spend the night.
(15 Kil.) to Sesaas on the N. bank, and drive by (7 Kil.) Fuglem and
Viken
to (12 Kil.) Bommelvik on the Meraker railway (see below).
(12 Kil.)
For fuller details about the excursions from Trondhjem , see the
'Eeisehandbog over Trondhjem & de to Trondhjemske Amter', by Carl Schulz.
—

From

Trondhjem

to Storlien

(Ostersund, Stockholm).

106 Kil. Railway ( Merakerbane) in 43/i hrs. ; two trains daily (fares
5kr. 84. 3 kr. 46 0.). To Hommelvik in l3/i-2 hrs., several trains (fares
1 kr. 28, 70 0.).
The train crosses the Nedre Elvehavn and the fjord by a long
bridge. To the right lies the suburb of Baklandet ; then, on the

the church of Lade. Beyond (3 Kil.) Leangen is the lunatic
of Rotvold, on the left. We now skirt the fjord, here call
ed the Strindenfjord , and, farther on, the Stjerdalsfjord. 7 Kil.
Ranheim ; 15 Kil. Malviken.
23 Kil. Hommelviken (small inn), with a brisk trade in timber.
(Road to the Saelbo-Sje, see above. Fine view from the hill about

left,

asylum

1 hr.

inland.)

Short tunnel.
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32 Kil.

LEVANGER.

From

Trondhjem

at the mouth of the Stjerdals-Elv, which a bridge
skyds-station of Sandferhus. The line now runs
inland, ascending the left bank of the Stjerdals-Elv. 42 Kil. Hegre,
near the mouth of the
Forra, which descends from the N.E.; 57 Kil.
crosses

Hell,

to the

Floren ; 72 Kil. Gudaaen (279 ft.), where we cross the Reinaa. A
tunnel.
Then a considerable ascent, and across the Stjerdals-

Elv,

to

—

81 Kil.

(501/2 M.) Meraker (722 ft.), a thriving and prettily sit
uated little town, the last station in Norway.
Beautiful view
from the station. Near it an old copper-mine.
The line ascends
rapidly. The district becomes lonely, the vegetation scanty. The
Areskuta (p. 338) and other snow-mountains of Sweden appear in
the distance. We cross the Swedish frontier, 1825 ft. above the
—

sea-level,

and reach

106 Kil. Storlien

—

(1945 ft.;

continuation of the line

European
From

time

Rail.

Restaurant;

see

p.

the

339),

beyond which is Swedish (R. 56). Central

(p. xviii)

is followed from here.

Trondhjem, by Stenkjser, Snaasenvand,

and Fiskumfos

,

to

Namsos.
Steamer from Trondhjem to Stenkjcer nine times weekly in 6-10 hrs
Eoad from Stenkjser to (12 Kil.) Sunde
kr. 65, 1 kr. 45 0.).
Steamer on the Snaasenvand from Sunde to Seem or
with fast stations.
Eoad from Sem
Sem four times a week in 4V2 hrs. (fare 2 kr. 10 0.).
to Fiskum 67 Kil., and thence to Namsos 71 Kil. (fast stations).
While this is a fine route, the distances are great and the steamers
do not always suit , so that it takes four days at least, especially if the
beautiful land-route from Levanger to Stenkjser is preferred to the steamer.
The route is best combined with a trip to the N. Note also that the
Fiskumfos is not in full force after the middle of July. Those who content
themselves with a visit to the Trondhjems-Fjord may go from Stenkjser
to Nemsos in one day, and may possibly even catch the steamer at E0dhammer (comp. p. 210).
.

(fares 3

—

—

—

The Steamer steers between the

Tuttere,

with the ruins of the

monastery of Tautra, and the mainland (Frosten), to the E. to Holmbjerget, and across the fjord to the N.W. to Lexviken. It then reto Ekne on the E. bank, whence it steers N. to the large Yttere
the parish of Eid). Holsanden here is sometimes touched at.
At the station Hokstad on this island are extensive mines of pyrites.
The vessel then steers to (4-43/4 hrs. from Trondhjem)
Levanger (Backlund's Hotel ; Marienborg's Hotel , both good),
crosses

(with

—

a
prettily situated little town with 1000
burned down in 1877, but since rebuilt.

inhab.,

almost

entirely

A road with fast stations ascends from Levanger through the Vaerdal,
was devastated in May, 1893, and again in 1894, by huge
volumes of water forcing their way up from the limestone strata below the
surface. Among the 50 gaards destroyed in this way was the skyds-station
11 Kil.
(14 Kil.) of Noes, the place of which has been taken by Skjervold.

which, however,

—

Garnces; 19 Kil. Sulstuen (good station); 22 Kil. (pay for 33) Skalstugan (good
quarters), the first Swedish station. From this point we may walk (with
guide) to the Skalsje (1930 ft.), cross this lake by boat, and ascend the Fjeld
(no proper path) to an Encampment of Lapps, to be found here in summer.

to

Namsos.

STENKJ^R.
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The Lapps , here unspoiled by intercourse with strangers , migrate from
time to time , but are generally to be found within 3-4 hrs. from Skalstugan. Gloves and veils should be taken to keep otl' the mosquitoes.

From

Levanger

Stenkjar,
The

see

to

Stenkjaer

the steamer takes 4-6 hrs.

more.

below.

Road

from

Levanger

to

Stenkjaer (about 50

Kil. ;

fast

beautiful scenery, is preferable to the
steamer. It leads at first to the E. to
12 Kil. Vmrdalseren, on the left bank of the Vardals-Elv, here
crossed by a bridge. [About 4 Kil. inland, on the N. side of the
devastated Vserdal (see p. 208), lie the gaard of Stiklestad and the

skyds), passing through

—

built in memory of the battle of 29th July, 1030,
slain (p. xlv).]
From Vserdalseren our road leads to the N. past the church of Salberg (8 Kil.) and forks: to the right to Reskje (good quarters) and
church of

Vmrdal,

in which St. Olaf

Stenkjaer (30 Kil.),

was

to the left via Stremmen to

Stenkjaer (34 Kil.).
Rolsbakker, at

The latter branch is the finer route. It ascends the
the top of which, not far from the gaard 0vre Rol,

we

admire the

view of the

peninsula of Indereen and the island of Yttereen, of
the Borgenfjord to the right and the Ytterefjord to the left. We
descend, pass the Amtmand's gaard of Sund, and cross a bridge
over the strait between the two fjords to Stremmen
(7 Kil. from
Salberg; good quarters at the Landhandler's, P. Aas). The road then
leads to the left to (2 Kil.) the new church and the station of
17 Kil. Saxhaug (good quarters). The hill on which the old
church stands is a fine point of view. Those who do not require
to change horses at Saxhaug drive straight on from Stremmen (thus
saving 4 Kil.). Well cultivated country. Road hilly. Beyond
(li Kil.) Kors we join the road coming from Reskje on the right.
11 Kil. Stenkjaer (Thorbjernsens Hotel; Langli Hotel), with
—

—

1900 inhab., prettily situated

at the mouth of the By-Elv, which
descends from the Snaasenvand and is here crossed by a bridge.
From Stenkjaer to Namsos (p. 216), 86 Kil. (fast stations): 15 Kil.
(pay for 17) 0stvik (good quarters), on the Ejellebotn, the inmost bay of
the Beitstadfjord. Then across the watershed (300 ft.) to the Namsenfjord.
15 Kil. Elden (290 ft.).
18 Kil. Redhammer ; 16 Kil. Bangsund (22 Kil. from
Namsos by water) ; 11 Kil. Spillum. From Spillum 3 Kil. more to the
thence
we row across the fjord (4 Kil.) or drive (8 Kil.)
Stremhylla Ferry ;
—

to Namsos.

The road to the Snaasenvand ascends

on

the

By-Elv, which forms a fall by the gaard of By,
Reinsvand, the Fossumvand, and a number of

right

bank of the

and then passes the
farms.

11 Kil. Sunde (good quarters) lies at the S.W. end of the Snaa
senvand (78 ft. ; 45 Kil. long), a beautiful sheet of water enclosed
by wooded and rocky hills. On the N. bank runs a road with poor
stations. We prefer the steamboat (p. 208 ; if available), the pier
of which is at the gaard Nestvolden, beyond, the bridge, and which
carries us in 44/2 hrs. to
Sem or Seem (good quarters).
Thence by a beautiful, but
—

—

Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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end of the lake and
the valley of the Sanddela,
which forms the fine Formofos, 20 min. to the right of the road
(reached by a path). We descend on the left bank of the stream
and skirt the E. slope of the Gjeitfjeld (2680 ft.).
28 Kil. (pay for 33) Homo (good quarters) lies on the left
bank of the Sanddela, to the right of the road. We now leave the
stream, which descends in windings to the Namsen-Elv, and reach
the latter river about 5 Kil. from Homo. We cross it by a ferry,
and on its right bank, 3 Kil. farther on, we reach the Namsos and
Fiskum road, about 272 Kil. to the E. of Vie (see below). We fol
low this road to the E. , past the church of Grong, to
16 Kil. Fossland (197 ft.). We next ascend the marshy hill of
Spendmyren, descend and cross the mouth of the Gartlands-Elv, and
again ascend to the slope of the Aurstadfjeld (1355 ft.), passing
the gaards of Gartland and Aurstad, where we enjoy a view of
striking beauty. We now descend to the farm -buildings (good
quarters) on the Fiskumfos, a fall of the Namsen-Elv, 105 ft. in
height and of great volume (not unlike the Rhine Fall at Schaffhausen), but apt to dwindle towards August. The windows of the
house afford a good view of the fall. A flight of steps made by the
Tourists' Club descends to the foot of it.
About 1 Kil. farther
on is the station Fiskem or Fiskum
(good quarters).

hilly road (fast skyds-tariff), round the E.
across

the Snaasenheia

(807 ft.),

to

—

—

From Fiskum to Namsos,
Namsdal (about 8000

inhab.),

down the wooded and

well-peopled

long day's journey (9-10 hrs.,
cluding stoppages). Scenery fine at places.
a

ex

17 Kil.

Fossland, and thence to (8l/2 Kil.) the end of the road
from the Snaasenvand, see above.
11 Kil. (from Fossland) Vie, a great resort of English anglers,
the Namsen-Elv being considered the best salmon-river in Europe.
The fishings are let. Nearly 1 Kil. farther on is the gaard of Ler (good
coming

at the foot of the Holoklump (1370 ft.). The road skirts
the river and the base of the Spanfjeld (1560 ft.), and passes the
old church of Rauem.
17 Kil. Haugum, in Rauemsletten , a tolerably well peopled

quarters)

district.
About 2 Kil. to the E. of Haugum a post-road diverges to the N., passing
Flasnes (good quarters) and skirting the E. bank of the Eidsvand, to
(11 Kil.) Galgeften and (11 Kil.) Merkved ; then past the church of Beilandet
to (17 Kil.) Flaat, and down the Rosendals-Elv to (17 Kil.) Kongsmo, at the
head of the inner Foldenfjord (p. 216).

The road traverses the marshy Tramyr.
11 Kil. Hun, near the church of Skage. We then skirt the left
bank of the Reinbjer-Elv , cross it near its influx into the Nam
sen-Elv, and follow the latter, at the foot of the Aalbergfjeld to

—

15 Kil. Namsos

(p. 216).
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29. From Trondhjem to Bode
The
The
The

Foldenfjord, Bindalsfjord, and Velfjord
Dunderlandsdal, Beierendal, Saltdal, and
Holandsfjord (Svartisen, Fondalshrse)

Excursions from Boder
and

216-218
Junkersdal

219,220
221

the

Beierenfjord, Saltenfjord,
222-224
Skjerstadfjord, Sulitelma, and Landegode
:

.

30. The Lofoten Islands

224
22S

Vesteraalen

31. From Bode to Tromse
The Foldenfjord, Ofotenfjord,

and Skjomenfjord
From Maalsnses to the Rostavand
From Maalsnses to S0veien and to the Balsfjord

32. From Tromse

33.
34.
35.
36.

From the North

Lyngen

Cape

Syd-Varanger
From the Altenfjord
From the Altenfjord

.

.

.

.

232
232

Cape

235

District

235
236
237

to the North

The Ulfsjord
Excursions in the
The Altenfjord

.

229
.229,230

to Vadse
to

Karasjok

to

Haparanda

in Sweden

.

.

.

241
245
246
247

Communication with the Nordland is maintained by the steamers
of the united

companies Bergenske #■ Nordenfjeldske DampskibsThe Mail Steamers ply throughout the year,
leaving Trondhjem once weekly for Vads» (Line I) and twice
weekly for Hammerfest and the North Cape (Lines II & III).
Besides these boats the Tourist Steamers ply twice weekly from
about the middle of June to the end of July. During the height
of the season there are thus five opportunities weekly of starting
from Trondhjem for the North Cape. The steamers
Vesteraalen'
and 'Sirius' (p. 215) also ply once a week from Trondhjem to Bode,
Svolvaer, Tromse, and Hammerfest ; and the Lofoten Islands and
Selskab

(p. xvii).

'

Hammerfest

also served

from Bergen to Trond
Besides all these, several
British vessels, carrying tourists only , start at least once weekly
from London, Hull, Leith, etc., for the North Cape (see pp. xiii, xiv;
or enquire of Messrs. T. Cook and
Son); also several German from
Hamburg and Bremen, and Danish from Stettin.
The course of the Tourist Steamers (see time-tables issued
by the agents mentioned at p. xvii) is usually as follows :
Dep.
Trondhjem Mon. and Wed. at 9 p.m.; arr. at Torghatten(p. 217)
Tues. and Thurs. at 1 p.m.; arr. at Henningsvar Wed. and Frid.
at 10 a.m.; then a splendid voyage through the Lofoten
Islands;
are

hjem, Lofoten, Vesteraalen,

by

a

and

line

plying

Senjen.

—

14*
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Tromse early

on Thurs. and Sat.; the Fugle is passed about
Hammerfest Frid. and Sun. at 8 a.m.; the sea-fowl
islands of Stappene are passed in the afternoon, and the North Cape
(p. 240) is reached in the evening.
Return-voyage : Dep. North
Cape on Sat. and Mon. mornings ; arr. in the evening at the Lyngenfjord; arr. at Tromse on Sun. and Tues. mornings, at Svartisen
(Holandsfjord; p. 221) on Mon. and Wed. afternoons, and at Trond
hjem on Tues. and Thurs. about noon. The whole trip from Trond
hjem to the North Cape and back thus takes less than 9 days by the
tourist-steamers.
The tourist-steamers are comfortably fitted, up.
But they are generally crowded, as they afford the easiest and speed
iest access to the sights of the Nordland ; and the life on board, as
in a large hotel, is apt to pall.
arr.

at

midnight;

arr.

at

—

—

The Fares
follows ;

are as

Tourist Steamers for the whole voyage, includingfood,
berth in a state-room containing one, two, or three berths,

in the
—

250-300 kr. (131. 18s.; 151.; 161. 13». 6d.), according to position and accom
modation ; cabin-fare, with a berth in the fore-cabin, 220 kr. (121. is. 6d.).
Steward's fee included in ths fare. Single tickets, but not return-tickets,
are issued" for sections of the voyage.
No reduction i3 made for families.
Hr. Ludwig Hansen (p. 203) and the hotel-keepers at
comfortable steamer-chairs for the voyage (3'/2 kr.).
—

Trondhjem

let

The Mail Steamers call at numerous stations and take 2-3 days
for the voyage from Trondhjem to Bode, 4-5 days to Tromse, and
5-6 days to Hammerfest. Thence to the North Cape, *■/% day, and
Vadse, 2i/^ days more. The whole voyage from Trondhjem to
Vadse and. back takes about 17 days. In June and July the mail-

(comp. the 'Communicationer') return
from the North Cape and are therefore as convenient as the
The steamers of Line I, however, usually steer
tourist-boats.
through the Mageresund (p. 241), without approaching the North
Cape, so that, as the scenery beyond the North Cape is comparatively
uninteresting (comp. p. 241), they are not recommended to tourists
The mail-steamers are but little inferior to
beyond Hammerfest.
the tourist-steamers in point of equipment and commissariat, and as
steamers of Lines II & III
at

once

—

they make frequent stoppages of

one

or more

days, they give

time

for many interesting excursions on shore. At the same time, some
of the longest halts are made at the least interesting points, espe
cially on the return-voyages after the end of July, when the loading

of the
24 hrs.

enormous
or more

cargoes of herring sometimes
the advertised time.

delays the

steamer

beyond

The Fares in the mail-steamers are reckoned by mileage, the first
cabin , which is alone recommended , costing 40 0. per Norwegian seamile. The fare from Trondhjem to Bodei (76 sea-miles) thus amounts to
30 kr. 40 0., to Tromse (125 M.) 50 kr., to Bammerfest (155 M.) 62 kr., to the
North Cape (171 M. ; fare calculated to Vard0) 80 kr., to Vadse (210 M.)
84 kr. Eeturn-tickets ('Tur og Eetur') should be taken for sections only,
Note also that return -tickets are
as the journey may not he broken.
available for the mail-steamers only, and not for the tourist-steamers.
Each steamer carries a small Post
As to charges for food, see p. xviii.
Office, which also undertakes the transmission of telegrams. Passengers
may receive telegrams at Trondhjem, Namsos (p. 216 ; not touched at by
the tourist -steamers), Eenningsra-r (p. 227), Ledingen (p. 230), Barstad
—

—

%
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(p. 230), Tromse (p. 233),

or

Hammerfest (p 238)
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a

One drawback to the Nordland
voyage is the difficulty of gettinoAs there is scarcely an
uninteresting
point on the whole
voyage, and as it is always day in the height of
summer, the trav
eller is naturally anxious to see
everything : but all who wish to
avoid over-fatigue and nervous
exhaustion should
sleep for at least
4-b hrs. after
midnight and an hour or two after dinner. As the
sofa-berths in the general cabin
require to be vacated by 6 a m
those who desire to
sleep in comfort should secure a berth in one
of the state-rooms. The traveller
should therefore
apply beforehand
at the steamboat-offices at
Bergen or Trondhjem, or to one of the
agents at Christiania, Hamburg, London,
Newcastle, or Leith. On
receiving a reply that the berths desired are still
disengaged, the
applicant should remit the amount of the fare at
as other
once,
wise the berth will not be
reserved. Unless previously
bespoken,
a berth w
rarely obtainable except in the general cabin.
As
nearly the whole voyage is within the island-belt
('indenskjajrs')
sea-sickness is rare.
The Pilots
('Lodser'), as well as the cap
tains and crews, are
generally obliging and well informed. Two
pilots navigate each vessel on the different
stages of the voyage,
one of them
on
always
rest.

—

-

being

Landing by
swarm

tot

means

duty.

of

round the steamer
or tariff should be

one

on

of the

entering

demanded).

a

'Ranenbaade' (p. 219) that

harbour,

costs

10-20

e.

(the

The time on board the
steamers is altered
daily to that of each locality, a fact to be remem
bered by
passengers going on shore.
The

physical characteristics

-

of the
Norwegian coast will not
the most experienced traveller.
Weather
winds, fogs, the play of light and shade, the purity of the
air, are
all peculiar to the
Even the Alpine tourist will be at
country.
fault here m trying to estimate
distances. Perhaps the
trip from
Tacoma and Victoria to
Sitka, along the coast of Alaska, offers the
Closest analogy within reach of the
ordinary tourist (see Baedeker's
United States or Baedeker's
Canada). The animal kingdom is of
extraordinary richness The sea teems with cod,
herrings, skate, and
other fish. Narwhals 6-12 ft.
long, dolphins leaping from the water,
porpoises and other denizens of the ocean are seen
(best from the
bows of the
vessel) disporting themselves in every direction, but
whales are rarely visible. At certain
places nestle swarms of eiderducks, whose swimming and diving powers are very remarkable
enabling them to dive twenty fathoms or more for the little crabs
and other Crustacea on which
they live. Everywhere the air is full
ot sea-gulls, which are often robbed of
their prey by the skua (Lestns
parasitica, pomarina, cataractes), which, unable to fish for its
elf, compels them to drop their booty.
tail to

interest

even
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the Arctic Circle
and the S. end
of Hinde
(Ledingen), where stupendous mountains and gla
ciers are seen close to the sea.
Of majestic beauty is the island
scenery of the Arctic Ocean beyond Tromse, by the Fugle (p. 235)
and the Lyngenfjord (p. 236).
Beyond Hammerfest the scenery
becomes severe and desolate. At the North Cape Europe termin
ates , and the Arctic regions begin.
The best points for pas
sengers by the mail-steamers to break their journey are: Bode, for
excursions to the Saltenfjord (p. 222 ; interesting at high-water only)
and the Sulitelma (p. 223) ; Svolvar or Digermulen, for an excur
sion to the Lofoten Islands (pp. 227, 228); Tromse, for the Ulfsmost

(Hestmande,

p.

scenery extends from
to the Lofoten Islands

striking

220)

(R. 30)

—

fjord
the

and

Lyngenfjord (p. 236) ;

and

Hammerfest,

for the ascent of

Tyven (p. 239).

found in all the larger places; and elsewhere very
accommodation is to be obtained at the houses of the
'Landhandlere', which are locally called 'hotels', though they have
nothing in common with ordinary hotels , except that the traveller
pays for his entertainment.
The best Season for a cruise to the North Cape is between
20th June and 15th August. Before the middle of June the moun
tains are still covered with snow, and the vegetation in the valleys
is not fully developed, and after the middle of August the nights
become longer. The success of the journey is, of course, dependent
upon the weather, which may cause disappointment at any season.
The Midnight Sun, visible only within the Arctic Circle(66°32'30"),
is seen as follows :
Inns
tolerable

are

—

For the

For the last time.

first time.

Places

Upper
Margin

Centre

Whole
Disk

Whole
Disk

Centre

30th May 1st June 3th June 8nd July 10th
18th
24th
19th May 20th May 22nd
13th
14th
28th
16th
27th
11th
12th
13th
30th
31st

Bode
Tromse

-

-

Bammerfest
North Cape

-

-

-

-

-

-

July
-

-

-

Upper
Margin
12th July
25th
29th
1st Aug.
-

-

Passengers by the tourist-steamers have three or four oppor
tunities of seeing the midnight sun, once at the Vaagsfjord beyond
Harstadhavn (p. 230), again off the Fugle (p. 235), again from the
North Cape (p. 240), and a fourth time on leaving the Lyngen
fjord, in the direction of the Fugle. Passengers by the mail-boats
usually see it from the North Cape only, as it is shut out by islands
at other places; but a view of it may be obtained from Tyven
(p. 239), and also, down to 12th July, from the Lebsaas near Bode
It

be remembered that a perfectly clear
here than in lower latitudes, and that the
northern horizon is very apt to be veiled in cloud and mist. The
sublimity of the spectacle has been described by Carlyle, Bayard

(p. 222).

sunset

must, however,

is still

rarer

29. Route.

BEIAN.

Taylor, and many others, whjle Tegner's
their simplicity :

lines

215

remarkable for

are

—

Midnattssolen pa bergen salt
Blodrod till att skhda;
Det var ej dag, det var ej nati,
Det vagde emellan b&da.

The midnight sun on the mountain lay
And blood-red was its hue ;
It was not night it was not day,
But wavered 'twixt the two.
The Maps in this Handbook (four sections, the places where they join
being indicated by corresponding marks; see p. ix), though of small scale
(1 : 1,500,000), show the usual courses of the steamboats and will probably

suffice for most travellers. Fulness of detail has been subordinated to
that
clearness. The course ot the mail-steamers is indicated by
,
of the tourist-steamers by
Several other interesting routes are
As mentioned at p. xxvi, the best of the larger maps is
marked
Cammermeyer's Reisekart over det nordlige Norge (scale 1:800,000; price 4 kr.).
Travellers by mail-steamer should provide themselves with the latest
issue of the Communicationer.
The Distances between the principal stations are given as usual in
Norwegian sea-miles (see p. vi).
—

—

.

—

.

.

.

29. From

Trondhjem

76 S. M. (about 310 Engl. M.).

to Bod#.

course of the steamers is,
however, much longer, varying according to the number of stations called
at (42 in all).
The Mail Steamers take 13-15 hrs. to reach Namsos (fare
12 kr. 40 0.); 42-44 and on some voyages 48-52 hrs. to reach Bode (fare
30 kr. 40 0.). The express-steamers 'Vesteraalen' and 'Sirius' touching
at E0rvik, Br0n0, and Sandnaes0en , reach Bode in 29 hrs. The Tourist
Boats, which do not touch at Bod0 on their N. voyage, go to Benningsvaer (p. 227) in about 35 hrs.
The mail steamers leave Trondhjem at noon , the touriststeamers in the evening. The voyage through the outer TrondhjemsFjord and along the coast beyond it is at first comparatively un
interesting. The first stations are Redbjerget , with the ruined
nunnery of Rein, on the N. bank of the fjord, and
7 S.M. Beian (p. 200), where travellers from the S. may join
the northward-bound steamers without going to Trondhjem. Beian
lies at the end of the flat peninsula of 0rland, with its numerous
farms, on the S.E. side of which stretches the Skjernfjord. Near
Beian is the gaard 0steraal, the scene of one of Ibsen's dramas.
The vessel now steers to the N.
On the left is the large red

The actual

-

■—

lighthouse known as Kjeungen ('the goat'); on the right stretches
the large peninsula of Fosen, formed by the sea and the long fjord
of Trondhjem. To the W. are the islands of Stor-Fosen and the
Tarv-0er.
5 S.M. Valdersund. The

Nordlandsjcegte, with their lofty bows,
single square- sail ('Raaseil') and a topsail
('Skvaersegl' or 'Topsegl'), are frequently seen here on their way
to the 'Tydskebrygge' or German Quay at Bergen, deeply laden with
dried fish. But these craft are gradually being superseded by steamers.
3 S.M. Stoksund. To the N. are four caverns , the largest of
and

rigged

with

a
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NAMSOS.

From

Trondhjem

which is the Hardbakhul, by the gaard of Hardbak. To the W. lie
the Linese and Stoke.
2 S.M. Sydkraake. To the N.W. lies the island of Almenningen,
containing the quarries which furnished the marble for Trond
hjem cathedral (p. 204). Fish spread out on the rocks to dry begin
to be seen here ; in winter they are hung on
'Hjelder' , or wooden
frames. Eider-ducks abound.
2 S.M. Besaker.
1 S.M. Ramse.
The black and white rings on the rocks
('Terneringe'), resembling targets, indicate the position of iron
stanchions for mooring vessels ('Maerker'). The maintenance of
these rings ('Ringvasen'), like that of the lighthouses and pilots
('Fyrvaesen', 'Lodsvsesen'), is under government. The number of
lights required in the 'Skjaergaard' is, of course, very great. For
the next two hours we traverse the open Foldensje, which is pro
longed towards the N.E. by the Foldenfjord (not to be confounded
with the fjord of that name to the N. of Bode, p. 229). The water
here is often Tough.
5 S.M. Bjere. The mail-steamer now steers to the S.E. into the
Namsenfjord, which is separated from the Redsund to the N.E. by
the long winding island of Ottere. The scenery improves as we
ascend the fjord. Namsos does not come in sight until we have
rounded the long promontory of Marranes.
6 S.M. (from Trondhjem 31) Namsos (A. Jensen's Hotel; Brit
ish vice-consul, Mr. J. Sommerschield) , a town of 1850 inhab.,
charmingly situated on the N. bank of the Namsen-Elv , has been
—

rebuilt since

a

great fire in 1872. The Church stands on a rocky hill
Busy timber-trade. On the Bjerumfjeld

in the middle of the town.
above the town is

a

conspicuous view-pavilion (refreshments).

Excursion up the Namdal 1o the Fiskumfos, see p. 210.
From Namsos to Kongsmo. A small steamboat plies once
the Indre Foldenfjord.
Stations Servik, Seierstad, Lund, etc.
terminus Kongsmo a skyds-road leads to Haugum (p. 210).

week to
From 1he

a

through the strait of Lokkaren and the pretty
the E. and N.E. side of the Ottere. 3 S.M. Foslandsosen. Then through the narrow Redsund, and across the part
4 S.M. Apelvmr (Brandzaeg's Hotel),
ly unsheltered Foldenfjord.
We thread
a small island at the mouth of the Indre Foldenfjord.
our way through a maze of islets, passing the Nare on the right.
3 S.M. Rervik (Anzien's Hotel; telegraph-station, comp. p. 21 7),
on the island of Indre Vigten ; to the W. are Mellem Vigten and Ytre
We

now

steer

Serviksund, past

—

Vigten,

on

which rise the

3 S.M. Risvar.

—

Sulafjeld (600 ft.)

and Dragstind

(525 ft.).

2 S.M. Fjeldvig.

To the left is the island of Leker, a prominent rock on the S.
On the Lek0 lies the hamlet
spur of which resembles a giantess.
of Skei, at which the steamers sometimes call. Farther on we have
a fine view of the rocks of Leke as we look back.
—

1 S.M. Gutvik, behind which rise the two Heilhome. On the
right opens the Bindals fjord, the boundary between Nordre Trond-

to Bode.

BR0N0.

hjems Amt and Helgeland,
history, which extends N. to

the
the

29. Route.
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Halogaland of early Norwegian
promontory of Kunnen (p. 221).

Twice weekly alocal steamer, starting from Br0n0(see below), plies up the
many-armed Bindalsfjord to Teraak and Beilstad, near Bindalen-Vatsaas.
Thence, towards the N.W., the long Thosenfjord, a huge mountain-cleft,

extends to Thosbotn and Gaard Thosdal, from which the traveller may
proceed with a guide to Bortskarmo in the Sveningsdal, and to Mosjeen
The ascent from Gaard Thosdal
on the Vefsenfjord (p. 218) in l'/2-2 days.
is extremely steep, and on the E. side of the mountain there is the trouble
some Gaasvas-Elv to be forded.

varied in form.

To the N.,
appears the island
of Torgen, once the seat of the family of that name, with its curious
hill called *Torghatten ('market-hat' ; 824 ft.) , which resem
bles a hat floating on the sea. The mail-steamboat stations near
The touristest to the island are Stenseen , Vik , and Semnais.
steamers (and generally on request the mail-steamers also) touch
at the E. side of the island and land their passengers. A marshy
and stony path (for which strong boots are advisable) ascends
about halfway up the hill to (30-40 min.) the 'HuP (or 'Hullet',
'the hole'), a huge natural tunnel 407 ft. above the sea. Its height
at the E. entrance, where large masses of debris extending far
into the interior are piled up, is about 65ft., at the W. end 246 ft,
and in the middle 204 ft. ; total length 535 ft. ; breadth 36-56 ft.
The sides are mostly flat , and nearly perpendicular , and look at
places as if they had been artificially chiselled. The view of the
sea with its countless islands and rocks, seen through this gigantic
telescope, is strikingly beautiful. The natives sell milk, lemonade
('Brus'), and 'Multebasr'. The excursion takes 1V2-2 hrs.
As the steamer proceeds on her course we see through the hole
in Torghatten from N.E. to S.W. (On the way back the touriststeamers usually steer past the W. side of the island, enabling
us to look through it from S.W. to N.E.) We steer through the Brenesund, sometimes calling at Kvale (p. 218), and reach the important
station of
6 S.M. (from Gutvik) Brerner, the residence of the clergyman
and the doctor of the district, with a telegraph-office. The telegraph
is of great importance to the fishermen. At Brene, if not already
atBeian orRervik, are often seen fleets of herring-boats, thesmaller
being the fishing-boats, the larger destined for the cargoes. On the
arrival of a Sildstim, or shoal of herrings, the herring-fleet is at
once telegraphed for ,
and is usually towed by steamers to the
scene of action.
At the same time supplies of salt and barrels, re
quisitioned by wire from every quarter, are sent by steamers chartered

The mountains

5 S. M. distant

now

(about

become

2 hrs. by

more

steamer),

soon

—

for the purpose.
are

(Farther

to the N. the chief

herring-fishery

Selsevig, Bode, Ledingen, Harstadhavn, Gibostad,

stations

and Trom

se.) On the shore are often seen the cottages of the 'Strandsiddere',
who live almost exclusively by fishing , while the inland settlers
are called 'Opsiddere' or 'Nysiddere'.
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From

Trondhjem

From Br0N0 a visit may be paid to the grand Velfjord, on which a local
steamerplies twice weekly from Kvale (p. 217), touching at Rere, Eidet-Sceterland (at the entrance to the Skillebotn, where excellent marble is quarried),
Ncevernces, and Begge (good quarters at the landhandler's), near the church
of Neslvik.
From one of the innermost branches of the Velfjord, or
Store Bjerga as it is here called, ascends the Tidingdal, suddenly
rising,
3A hr. from its mouth, in a terrace of 460 ft. , over which falls the TidingFrom the Velfjord to the N. diverge the deep
dalsfos in a single leap.
and wild Oksfjord and the Storfjord.
All the steamboats pass the mouth of the Velfjord, on the S.
side of which rises the huge Mosaksele, and on the N. the pictur
esque Heiholmstinder with the Andalshatt. To the W. lies the large
island of Vagen, rising to 2300 ft., on which is Rere. The mailsteamers either call at Rere or steer between the Havne and the main
land to Forvik. The tourist-steamers pass between the islands of
Vaegen and Havne, in full view of the imposing Seven Sisters (see
below). To the E. towers the conspicuous Finknafjeld (4330 ft.). On
the right is the Rede, a red rock, where some of the steamers call.
6 S M. Thj«t« (Jergensen's Hotel), a small island, formerly the
property of Haarek of Thjete, a well-known character in early Nor
wegian history, lies at the mouth of the beautiful Vefsenfjord, which
runs inland to the E. of the island of Alsten, and is entered twice
weekly by the mail-steamers. The banks of the inner fjord are finely
wooded. The steamer steers into the narrow S.E. bay, called Vefsenbunden, and stops at Mosjeen (Mosjeen's Hotel ; Mr. H. P. Dahl,
British vice-consul), a little town with 1150 inhab. and the large
steam-saw-mills of Halseneen, Drevjebruget, and others.
From Mosj0en a good road leads to the Tustervand and to Stornes on
the Resvand (1475 ft.), which ranks next to Lake Mj0sen in point of area.
From Stornes we may ascend the Brurskanke and the Kjeringtind (5805 ft.),
on the W. side of the lake, and then follow the course of the Resaa, the
discharge of the Tustervand and Tt0svand, towards the N. to Resaaeren
About halfway thither a digression may be
on the Ranenfjord (p. 219).
made to the E., up the Bjuraa, for the sake of ascending the imposing fixtinder (about 5580 ft.) ; but these peaks are better reached from E0Saa0ren
and through the Leerskardal.
—

—

.

The tourist-steamers and some of the mail-boats traverse the
to the W. of the Thjete and the large island of Alsten
(pop. 1500), on which rise the finely shaped hills called the *Syv
S«stre ('seven sisters'; 2630-3280 ft.).
Six hills only are dis
tinguishable, but one of them has a double crest. The highest of
the sisters is the Digertind. At the S. end of the island is the

'Skjsergaard'

church of Alstahoug, where Peter Dass (p. lxxiv), author of 'Nordlands
a
description of Norway in verse, was pastor in 16891708. On the Haugnas, near the church, is the so-called Kongsgrav ('king's grave'). The mail-steamers call at Sevik (Jensen's
Hotel ; local steamer to Lovunden and Threnen, see p. 220), also,
on the N. side of the island, at Sandnaseen
(Sanneseen's Hotel;
N. Strem Jakobsen's Hotel), near which are the old church of
Stamnas and the district-prison. From Sandnaeseen we may ascend
the N. peak of the Seven Sisters, passing (6 Kil.) the gaard of Botnet.

Trompet',

to Bode.
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At Sandnaeseen unite the courses of the steamers which pass
the island of Alsten on the E. and on the W. side. Farther on we
pass the Dynnaeser, to the W., of which the Aakviknaver (2880 ft.)
is the

At

Bjern, on the Dynnaese, the greatest of
place on 2nd July. These fairs were ori
ginally called Ledingsberge (or Lensberge) as the natives used
there to pay their taxes (Leding).
6 S. M. Kobberdal on the island of Lekten, with hatcheries of
highest point.

the Nordland fairs takes

,

eider-ducks. The birds build their nests in nooks artificially made
for the purpose. As they are then very tame, a number of the
eggs may be taken without frightening the birds away; and the
eider-down they leave in the nests is afterwards collected.

On the right, to the N.E. of Kobberdal, opens the Banenfjord,
which is visited by several of the mail-steamers, though the touriststeamers do not enter it. This fjord, anciently Radund, is famous
for its timber, of which almost all the boats, houses, and coffins
between this point and Vadse are made. The 'Ranenbaade' have high
bows and sterns, not unlike the Venetian gondolas ; they are con
sidered typical national craft, and are often used as pleasure-boats.
The steamboat-stations in the Ranenfjord are Hemnms (Saras
Nielsen's Hotel), with a new church and a group of huts for the
use of church-goers from a distance arriving over-night, and Mo
(Meyer's Hotel), at the mouth of the Dunderlands-Elv, which carries
on a considerable trade with Sweden.
From Mo we may visit several Stalactite Caverns ('Drypstenshuller') :
the Risagrotte on the Langvand, near Hammernces (11 Kil.); the Laphul, near
Gaard Bjernaa, and opposite to it another by Gaard Grenlien, both in the
valley of the Redvas-Elv. An excursion may also be made to the glacier of
Svartisen (p. 221) by rowing to the end of the Langvand and ascending
the valley to the N. as far as Fisktjernmo.
A glacier-pass crosses thence
to the end of the Melfjord (p. 221).
Another excursion is to the Svartisvand , a lake into which an arm
of the Svartisen Glacier descends.
To the N.E. of Mo extends the interesting broad valley of Dunderlandsdal (from the Finnish Tunduri, or the Lappish Duodar , 'moun
tain'). A peculiarity of several of its streams is that they disappear
in caverns and suddenly re-appear lower down.
Thus the Slilvasaa,
near
Gaard S.orforshei in the Skogfrudal (about 15 Kil. from Mo).
Near it is the forest-girt Urtvand. Farther to the W. is the Eiteraa,
which drives mills close to its egress from the earth.
Near this are
Tyvshelleren ('thieves' grotto') and an interesting Ravine, with an icy cur
rent of air through it, where the rushing of the subterranean water is
audible. A third stream of the same kind is the Pruglaa near Gaard
Jordbro. By the Pruglheibro are about fifty water-worn 'giant cauldrons'.
From Bjseldaanses, the central point of the Dunderlandsdal (55 Kil.
from Mo; road without stations), we may visit the Stormdalsfos and the
marble grotto at its foot, near the Brediksfjeld. We may also ascend the
Urtfjeld (about 4920 ft.), by crossing the Slormdalshei, or the Brediksfjeld,
which commands a splendid view of Svartisen and the Lofoten Islands.
From Bjseldaanses it is a day's ride up the Bjceldaadal, across a pass
(2805 ft.), and through the 0vre and Nedre Toldaadal, to Toldaa in the
Beierendal, and thence by Oosbakke (pass to the Saltdal, see p. 224) to
Storjord (45 Kil. in all ; quarters at the under-forester's). From Storjord
to Soleen (p. 222) 14 Kil. more.
From Bjceldaanses to Almindingen in the Saltdal is a long day's journey
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(16-17 hrs.), on which few people are ever met. Thej route leads either
through the Bjaeldaadal (following the telegraph-wires), or through the
Gubbelaadal, Randal, and Lenesdal, which last forms the upper end of
the Saltdal. Below the junction of the Saltdal and Junkersdal lies Gaard
From BergBerghulnces ; thence to Almindingen and Rognan, see p. 224.
hulnaas we go E. to the Junkersdals-Gaard, in the Junkersdal (14 Kil. ; good
quarters). The bridle-path to it leads through the Junkersdals-Ur, one of
the grandest rocky ravines in Norway, formed by the Kjernfjeld to the E.
and the Solvaagfjeld to the W. (4-5000 ft. high).
Farther up, the valley is
called Graddis, and is traversed by a bridle-path to Sweden, much fre
quented in winter, and provided with several 'Fjeldstuer'. Many Lapp settle
ments are to be met with on the heights in the Dunderlandsdal and Saltdal.
2 S.M. (from Kobberdal) Vigholmen (Olsen's Hotel), charmingly
situated, about 6 Kil. to the N. E. of the mouth of the Ranenfjord.
After their digression into the Ranenfjord the mail-steamers here
rejoin the course of the tourist-steamers. We now steer between
the islands of Huglen, Hanncese, and Tombe (2720 ft. high). To
the E. are seen the S.W. spurs of the Svartisen, and to theW. the
singularly shaped islands of Lovunden and Threnen (Threnst&vene).
—

Lovunden, upwards of 2000 ft. high, is still 30 Kil. and the four
Threnen, equally lofty, are 45 Kil. distant; but both
These islands are the haunt of
seem quite near in clear weather.
dense flocks of loons or divers ('Lundefugle', Mormon arcticus),
whose eggs, about 3V3 in. long and 2 in. across, are esteemed in the
Nordland. They make their nests in clefts of the rocks difficult of
access, which are annually plundered, and the young birds are also
captured and pickled.
,

islands of

abruptness of Lovunden, the top of which appears to overhang
water, has given rise to the saying
'Se! hvordan han luder den gamle Lovund!'
('See how it overhangs, the ancient Lovund'.)
Another saying is
'Eestemanden tute, Lovunden lute, og Threnen er lamgere ute.'
('The Hestmand blows his horn, the Lovund overhangs, and the
Thren lies farther out.')
These two remarkable islands may be visited by the local steamer
leaving Sevik (p. 218) every Sat. morning and returning on Mon. morning.
The

the

—

—

Several intermediate stations.

The Arctic Circle (66°32' 30"), the crossing of which is usually
announced by several cannon-shots, passes through the islands of
Threnen and a little to the S. of the Hestmande. We steer through
the Stegfjord, the strait between the Lure, with its pyramidal hill
(2110 ft.), on the left, and Alderen on the right. A little later we
sight the *Hestmand«- (1750 ft.), perhaps the most interesting is
land in this archipelago, resembling a 'horseman' with a long
cloak falling over his horse. The hill may be ascended without a
guide. The view embraces the whole surrounding archipelago, and
To the right is a peninsula of the
the long Svartisen to the E.
mainland, projecting far into the sea.
6 S.M. Indre Kvare, a lonely place, from which we may visit
—

Melfjord, the Lure, Lovunden, Threnen,
Dominating the landscape for many miles,

the

and the Hestmand.
our right, rises

on

BOD0.

to Bode.
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*Svartisen, an enormous expanse of snow and ice (resembling the
Jostedalsbrae and the Folgefond), about 55 Kil. long and at places
16 Kil. broad, covering a plateau about 4000 ft. in height, from
which protrude a few peaks or knolls ('Nuter', 'Klumper', 'Knolde'),
while numerous glaciers descend from it to the adjacent fjords.
1 S.M. Selsevig. On the right the Rang sunde ; beyond it opens

(Glacier-pass to Mo, p. 219.)
which rises Rerdederven (easy
To the
to ascend), a hill resembling a lion looking westwards.
right open the Tjongsfjord and the Skarsfjord, with their branches
the Berangsfjord and Holandsfjord, which extend into the heart
the

Melfjord,

with

2 S.M. Rede

grand

mountains.

('red island'),

on

—

of Svartisen.
On their return-voyage the tourist -steamers enter the Holandsfjord
and land passengers between the gaards of Reindalsvik and Enna. A bad
path, leading through several brooks, runs thence to (20 min.) the lower
margin of the Fondalsbrae, an arm of Svartisen, the general view of which,
is grander from the steamboat.
To the S. rises the Reindalshowever
tind (2130 ft.), which is said to afford the best survey of Svartisen.
Passing the Omnese on the right, we steer towards the
3 S.M. Grene, a smiling island, which commands a most strik
ing view of Svartisen. We next pass the mouth of the Glomfjord,
,

—

which cuts deep into the mainland, and steer through a narrow strait
between the Mele on the left and the Skjerpa on the right towards
the headland of Kunnen. Far to the N. we obtain our first glimpse
at the Lofoten Islands.
The mail-steamer next sometimes stops
—

at Ornats and

Stedt.

The promontory of *Kunnen or Rotknaet (1998 ft.), the N.W.
spur of the Svartisen plateau, forms the boundary between Helgeland and Salten, and has a climatic and geographic importance like
Stadtland in the Sendmere (p. 167). At this point there is a 'Havseie' ('sea-glimpse'), or opening in the island-belt, through which

get a view of the open sea and sometimes feel its motion. To
the W. the Stetfyr is in sight, to the N. appears the Fulge, and in
the distance the Landegode (p. 224).
we

he

The Tourist Steamers now leave the mainland and steer
Vestfjord to the Lofoten Islands (see p. 224).

across

The Mail Steamers pass,

on the
left, the Fugle, the Fleina,
Ameer, and on the right the church of Gildeskaal and the
large island of Sandhorn, with a mountain 3295 ft. high (beyond
which lies the Beierenfjord, p. 222). We then cross the mouth of
the Saltenfjord (p. 222), at the E. end of which, in clear weather,
we observe the snow-fields of the Sulitelma
(p. 223), and soon reach

and the

the curious rocky harbour of
12 S.M. Bod«r (Grand Hotel, R. from 1, S. I1/2 kr- i Johansens
Hotel, unpretending; British vice-consul, Mr. V. B. Jentoft), in
N. lat. 67° 17', a busy and increasing place, with 3650 inhab.,
seat of the Amtmand or provincial governor.
Among the large
modern buildings are still a few of the old cottages with their
—
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roofs of turf. A large wooden church in the Gothic style was com
pleted in 1886. Passengers by the mail-steamers, which usually
stop several hours here, may land and ascend (with guide) the Lebsaas, a hill marked by a pole, 1 hr. to the N., which commands a
view of the Lofoten Islands to the W., of the snowy Blaamandsfjeld or Olmajalos (p. 224), adjoining the Sulitelma (which is not
itself visible), to theE., of the Bersvatnstinder to the S.E., and
of the Sandhorn, with the Svartisen, to the S. (Midnight sun, see
p. 214.) A similar view, though less extensive, is obtained from
the fields, 5 min. to the S. of the town; and the view from the
Voldfjeld (about 1310 ft.), 2 hrs. to the N. of Bode-, is also said to
be fine. Geologists will be interested in the erratic blocks of syenite
in the midst of a rock formation of slate.
Pleasant excursion to
the (6 Kil.) Vaagevand, with its club-hut.
A road leads to the S.E., passing an interesting post-glacial shelldeposit, to (lji hr.) the Bodegaard, with a church and a parsonage, at
which Louis Philippe, when travelling as a refugee under the name
of Miiller, was entertained on his voyage to the North Cape in 1796.
Excursions from Bod0. Numerous excursions on land may be
made from Bode. The well-wooded country around affords a welcome
contrast to the generally bare and desolate scenery of the Nordland.
The following are some of the most attractive steamboat-excursions.
—

(1) The Beierenfjord. The local steamer 'Salten' plies up the
Beierenfjord (there and back in 6 hrs.) on Tues. (at 2 p.m.) and
Sat. (5 p. m.). Crossing the mouth of the Saltenfjord arid passing
the island of Sandhorn, the steamer calls at Skaalland and Resnats
on the mainland, and at Sandnces, on Sandhorn (p. 221). We now
enter the Beierenfjord, a narrow inlet flanked by imposing moun
tains, contracting, beyond Kjelling, to its narrowest part at the
gaard of Eggesvik. The last station is Tvervik.

From Tvervik we may row to (3 Kil.) Soleen (good quarters at Landhandler Jentoft's), whence we may ascend the Beitind (4120 ft. ; with
guide; extensive view of the mountain -solitudes towards Sweden, of
Svartisen to the S., and of the sea dotted with islands to the W., bounded
by the distant Lofoten Islands). Or we may row to Arstad, where there
is a skyds-station, with a fine waterfall.
The road leads thence through a
picturesque valley, past Beierens Kirke (by the gaard of Moldjord), to Stor
and
20
Toldaa
(about
Kil.)
(p. 219).
jord, Aasbakke,
The local
To the Saltenfjord and Skjerstadfjord.
steamboat leaves Bod0 thrice a week in July (Mon. & Thurs. at 5 a.m.;
Sat. at 12.30 a.m.), touches at Slrem (for the Saltstr0m), Skjerstad, Fuske,
and Rognan, at the S. end of the Skjerstadfjord, and returns to Bod0 at
A better way of visiting the Saltstr0m is to drive from Bodo
night.
(telegraph beforehand if possible for cariole) to (17 Kil., in l>/2 hr.) Kvalvaag,
In this case the
and to go thence by sailing-boat in I-IV2 hr. to Strem.
excursion does not take more than 6-8 hrs.

(2)

—

—

the Streme on the S. and the Gode on the N.,
from the extensive Skjerstadfjord. The
latter is connected with the sea by three very narrow straits only,
the Sundstrem (200 ft. wide), the Storstrem (500 ft.), and the GoTwo

islands,

separate the Saltenfjord

from Bode.

FINNEIDET.
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destrem , through which an enormous mass of water has to pass
four times daily, forming a tremendous cataract, known as the Saltstrern, as each tide pours in or out of the fjord. The usual rise of
the tide here is 5-6 ft. only, but when it increases to 8-9 ft. during
spring-tides, the scene is most imposing. Vessels can navigate
these straits during an hour or so at high or at low tide only, and the
steamer times its departure from Bode accordingly.
The best point of view is y4 hr. from Strem (quarters at Furre's,
the Landhandler). A column here commemorates the visit of King
Oscar II. in 1873. The scene is most effective when the water is
pouring into the fjord. The ascent of the Bersvatnstinder to the
S. of Strem is recommended.
The principal place on the Skjerstadfjord is Skjerstad, at the
entrance to the Misvmrfjord. Opposite, to the W., is the old gaard
of Lenaes, with an ancient burial-place. The steamer then recrosses
the fjord to Venset.
About 5-6 Kil. farther on is 0inesgavlen, a
promontory of conglomerate, a formation which also occurs in the
Kjcetnces, 14 Kil. to the S.
Fuske (slow skyds-station), on a N. bay of the fjord, whence a
road leads by the Fuskeeid to Dybvik on the Foldenfjord (p. 229).
After a voyage of 8 hrs. from Bode we reach
Finneidet (Fred. 0stensen's Hotel, R. 3/4, B. 3/ikr., D. 1 kr. 60 e.,
S. 3/4 kr.), the starting-point for an excursion to the Sulitelma, and
the port whence the copper-ore mined on that mountain is shipped.
Passing an extensive moraine we cross the Finneid (in about 10 min.)
which divides the fjord from the lake of Nedre Vand, on which a small
steamer (40 0.) plies at irregular intervals. A voyage of about I1/4 hr.
brings us to Skjenstuen, at the head of the 0vre Vand which joins the
Nedre Vand. The surrounding district is known as Vattenbygden. Thence
a narrow-gauge railway runs
to (V2 hr.) Fossen, at the foot of the Lang
vand (410 ft.), where we change to another small steamer (60 0.).
The
scenery on the Langvand is fine ; numerous waterfalls, among which the
Rupsi Joki ('red water'), on the left, deserves special notice.
Furulund, the steamboat-terminus (l1^ hr.), is the seat of the Swedish
Sulitelma Mining Co. and has handsome buildings and a store where provi
sions, rugs, etc., may be purchased for journeys in the interior. The
Turist-Hotel affords food and lodging. Several of the mining-officials speak
English. The mines, which lie about i/« hr. from Furulund, are hardly
worth visiting, but a row to the (1 hr.) Rupsi Joki (see above) is inter
From Furulund we proceed on foot via Fagermo, and in 1 hr.
esting.
reach Fagerli (good quarters but poor fare at Ole Serensen's, whose brother
Fetter Serensen is an excellent guide), at the E. end of the Langvand, with the
smelting-works of the copper-mines. Near it the Balmi Joki forms a fine fall.
The ascent of the "Sulitelma (Lapp ' Sullui Cielbma' 'festival mountain)
from this point takes 13 hrs. (there and back) and is neither very fatiguing
nor dangerous.
In 1V2-2 hrs. we reach the plateau of "Eankabakken (2185 ft.),
—

—

—

with a fine view of the Langvand, the Svartisen, and the Sulitelma group;
2 hrs. more bring us to the foot (about 3280 ft.) of Stortoppen (6180 ft.),
the most N.W. of the three summits of the Sulitelma, which stretch
from N.W. to S.E. After a steep climb of l'/2-2 hrs. over loose stones
we reach
Vardetoppen, the W. horn of Stortoppen (about 490 ft. lower
than the latter), and enjoy a grand outlook over a wild desolate mountainregion, with innumerable glaciers (here known as Jcekna) and lakes. The
Stortopp, which lies opposite, can hardly be ascended from this side ; the
first ascent was made in 1888 from the Sala-J<ekna, which is wedged in
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between the summits and thence extends to the S.E. into the Leurodal
(see below). The mountain is covered with enormous masses of snow,
which have forced the glaciers to descend 600-700 ft. below the snow-line.
Adjoining the Sulitelma group on the N. is the Olmajalos (5350 ft.)
with the Olmajalos-Jcekna and the Lina-Jcekna. About 50 Kil. to the N.E.
rises the Sarektjokko (6990 ft.), the highest mountain in Sweden.
From Fagerli we may also ascend the Rapisvari (2171 ft. ; 2 hrs.),
commanding a fine view of the Langvand and the Sulitelma; or we may
proceed up the Balmi Joki to the (23/i hrs.) Lommijaur, a lake at the S.
base of the Sulitelma, which we skirt to the (2'/j hrs.) height (2780 ft.)
between it and the Leurodal.
View of the Sulitelma, Sala-Jsekna, and
We are here close to the Swedish border; to Qvickjock,
see p. 341.
We may return to Fagerli via the tourist-hut on the Vasbotnfjeld, thence into the Saltdal, and take the steamer from Rognan.
—

Lommijaur.

From Finneidet the steamer steers into the S. arm of the fjord to—
Rognan (skyds-station; fair quarters), its last station, where it
stops for 1 hr. or more. Rognan lies at the end of the Skjerstad
fjord, on the left bank of the Saltdals-Elv. Saltdals-Kirke stands
on

the

right

bank.

From Rognan we may drive up the Saltdal via, Sundby, Almindingen,
and Ncevernots to Rusaanaes (fair quarters; tinned provisions), whence we
may reach Oosbakke in the Beierendal (p. 219) in one day (horse 10, guide
6 kr.) or Bjseldanses in Ranen (p. 219) in two days (horse 24, guide 6 kr.).

An excursion from Bode to the island of Landegode, 12 Kil.
takes a whole day (there and back). We row across in
2-3 hrs. (3-4 rowers) and land near the gaards of Kvig and Sandvig.
Thence we may ascend the *Kvittind (2320 ft. ; with guide; 2-2V2
hrs.), which affords a grand view, to the N., of the whole chain of
the Lofoten Isles, to the E. the Sulitelma, to the S. the Hestmand

(3)

to the

N.,

and Threnen.

30. The Lofoten Islands.
The Mail Steamers ply from Bod0 to Ledingen (p. 230) by different
routes or lines marked I, II, III in the 'Communicationer'. Line I follows
the coast as far as Grete (p. 229) only, and then crosses to (5-6 hrs.) Svolvar
Line II
(p. 227), whence it takes us by Kjee to Ledingen in 5 hrs. more.
Line III,
skirts the mainland longer and is described separately (p. 229).
which goes direct from Bod0 to the Lofoten Islands, takes us by Moskenoss (p. 226) and then by Reine, Sund ,
Balstad, Stamsund, Benningsvosr
(p. 227), Bopen, Kabelvaag, and Svolvcsr (12 hrs. from Bod0); thence via.
Skroven , Brettesnces, Risvcer, and Kjee to Ledingen in 8 hrs. more.
Steamers in connection with the mail-boats leave Svolveer as follows.
On Tues. night a Lofoten Steamer for Skroven, Kabelvaag, 0rsvaag, Ben—

—

—

ningsvcer, Lyngvcer, Gimse, Stamsund, Stene, Ure, Balstad, Nufsfjord, Sund,
Reine, Moskences, and Vcero ; returning by the same route and reaching
On Mon. afternoon and Thurs. night a
Svolveer on Thurs. morning.
Vesteraalen Steamer leaves Svolvser for Sildpoldnces, Brettesnces, DigerLeksund,
Bane, Kvitnces, Sigerfjord, Sortland, Bitterstad, Stokmarknms,
mulen,
Melbo, Stene i Be, Skaarvaag, Hovden, Sundere, Bredslrand, Sommere, Nyksund, Alsvaag, Risehavn, Skjoldehavn, Sortland, etc., reaching Svolvser on
—

on Frid. afternoon.
The Tourist Steamers take 7 hrs. from the headland of Kunnen
(p. 213) to Benningsvoer ; thence through the Gims0sund and the Raftsund
to Digermulen 4'/2-5 hrs., and to Ledingen 2-2' fe hrs. more.
The express-steamer 'Vesteraalen' (pp. 211, 215) leaves Bod0 on Mon.
morning for Svolveer, Ledingen (p. 230), Harstad, and Tromse, which it
reaches on Tues. morning; returning from Troms0 on Wed. morning and

the return
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The vessels of the 'Vesteraalen's
reaching Bod0 on Thurs. morning.
Dampskibsselskab' afford other opportunities of visiting the Lofoten
—

Islands.
A Visit of about a week in the Lofoten Islands is described as full
of interest. Fair quarters and tolerable fare are to be obtained at various
points, especially in Svolveer, Kabelvaag, and Digermulen. The traveller
must be prepared to do a good deal of walking on rough paths and to
arrange his sleeping hours and meal-times, not according to the clock,
but according to the departures of the steamers and the length of the
excursions (comp. p. 213).

The broad

*Vestfjord,

which is entirely

unprotected

towards

the Lofoten and Vesteraalen Islands from the
mainland. The tourist-steamers traverse it from end to end, while
the mail-steamers steam across it. In both cases we enjoy a superb
**View of the jagged chain of the Lofoten Islands ('Lofotvasggen',
The light is most
or the wall of Lofoten) in their full extent.

the

S.W,, separates

favourable in the forenoon. Weird, but less imposing, is the mid
night light, which pales the moon into insignificance. Most effect
ive of all is stormy weather or a sudden tempest. But in any case,
unless the view is blotted out by mist or rain, the passage of the
one of the finest sights in the Nordland.
The chain of the *Lofoten Islands forms a wide curve starting
from the Vesteraalen Islands , which flank the mainland , and ex
tending for about 150 Kil. to the S.W. into the Atlantic; and it
has not inaptly been likened to a backbone, tapering away to the
smaller vertebrae of the tail at the S. end. Most of these islands
lie so close together that no opening in their long mountain-chain
is visible from a distance , but those at the S. end of the group
are wider apart.
This chain forms a perfect maze of hills , bays,
and straits , interspersed with thousands of rocky islets ('Holme',
'Skjser', or 'Flese', from Icel. flesjar , as they are often called),
and numerous fishing-banks ('Skaller', 'Klaker') , and enlivened
at places with fishing-villages ('Vaer').
Most of the mountains
are picturesque and pointed in
shape , often rising immediately
from the sea ; many of their peaks have a crater-like formation,
recalling those of the Tatra Mts. in Austria. So far as not covered
with snow , they are clothed with green moss, which has a pecu
liar luminosity in damp weather ; but there is also no lack of
barren rocks. Good harbours ('Vaage') abound, where large vessels,
dwarfed to nut-shells, lie close to rocks several thousand feet high.
The larger islands contain rivers and lakes of some size.
The
growth of trees in this high latitude is but scanty, but there is
abundance of fresh vegetation owing to the dampness of the sum
mers and mildness of the
winters, so that sheep and other animals
can remain in the
open air all the year round.
The famous Lofoten Fishery is carried on from the middle of January

Vestfjord presents

to the middle of April in the Vestfjord, between the islands and the mainland.
During that period about 30,000 fishermen in some 8000 boats flock to the
islands from the whole of the W. coast of Norway. They flsh on three different
banks extending as far as 4 Engl. M. out to sea, at a depth of 30, 45,
and 120 fathoms respectively. The cod ('Skrei-Torsk', Gadns morrhua),

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.
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which

come

MOSKEN.ES0.

here from the depths

with nets

of the Atlantic to spawn

Lofoten
,

are

caught

('Gam'), long lines ('Liner') with baited hooks, or hand-lines
('Dybsagn'). The shoals ('Torskbjerg') of cod are so dense that hand-line
fishers, with artificial minnow ('Pilk') and sinker ('Jernsten', 'Sakkjet',

'Sykket') , hook their prey as fast as they can lower their lines. The
annual yield averages 20 million fish, and the number has even reached
37 millions (1886). A catch (Fisket) of 5-6000 cod per boat is considered
a good haul.
As the fishermen are paid in cash, the Norwegian banks
send large sums of money to the islands every February.
The fish are carried ashore, and are either merely opened ('opvirket') and cleaned, or split entirely open ('Klipfisk', from kleppen, to
split open) and spread out on the rocks to dry. They are then collect
ed into heaps under small round wooden covers, known as 'hats', or are
tied tail to tail and hung ('spserret') upon wooden frames ('Hjelder').
The fish caught after 14th April are cut open and the backbones removed,
and are called 'Rotskjser'; when simply cleaned in the ordinary way, they
are called 'Rundfiak' or 'Stokfisk'. 'T0rfisk' (dried fish) is the generic name.
Fish salted without other preparation are called 'Laberdan'. The heads
are dried by fire, pulverised, and converted into 'fish-guano'.
On some
of the outlying islands the cod-heads are boiled with sea-weed ('Tarre')
and used as fodder ('L0pning') for the cattle.
As may be supposed
it is not easy for the multitude which flocks
to the spring fishery to find accommodation.
Most of the fishermen sleep
in temporary huts ('Rorboder') erected for them. In the middle is the
where
cook
their
they
'Supam0lja' and 'Okjysta'.
fire-place ('Komfur'),
Each boat's crew is called a 'Lag', who choose their own 'Hovedsmand'
The whole proceedings are usually very peaceable, especially
or captain.
A travelling chaplain ('Stiftskapellan') per
as spirits are not procurable.
forms service on Sundays. At the close of the winter fishery ('Gaatfisket')
most of the fishermen go N. to Finmarken for the 'Vaarfiske' ('summer
fishery') or the 'Loddefiske'.
The fishery is unfortunately often attended with great loss of life.
Thus when a westerly gale springs up, rendering it impossible to return
to the islands, the open boats are driven 12-15 Engl. M. across the Vest
fjord , often capsizing on the way. On these occasions the men often
stick their 'Tolleknive' into the keel of their craft to enable them to
hold on. Some of the keels are even provided with handles ('Stropper')
for this purpose.
,

The south- westernmost of the larger Lofoten Islands is the
on which lies Moskences with its church, a station of
the mail-steamers on Line III and of the local steamers. The S.
end of the island is called Lofotodden, past which runs the famous
Malstrem or Moskenstrem, a strong current often dangerous to
fishing-boats. Farther to the S. is the islet of Mosken; then the Voire,
with church and parsonage ; and the flat and populous island of

Moskensese,

Still farther in this direction are Skomvar, with the last
and the sea-birds' haunt of Nykerne, populated chiefly
Reine (Sverdrup's Hotel), the second
by gulls and guillemots.
steamboat-station, is also situated on the Moskenaese.
On theE. side of the Moskenaese is the Sundstrem, which
separates it from the Flakstade, on which lie the stations of Sund
and Nufsfjord. On the W. side of the island is the church of Flakstad. Near Sund is the Kvalvig ('whale-creek') , a natural trap
for whales , which not unfrequently enter the narrow bay at high
Rest.

lighthouse,

—

tide and cannot turn to go out again.
On the E. side of the Flakstade is the Napstrem, separating it
from the large Vestvaager, on a small island at the S. end of which

SVOLVJSR.

Islands.
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lies the steamboat-station of Balstad, backed by the Skotstinder.
Ure, to the E. of the huge headland of Urebjerget, and Stamsund

(Stamsund's Hotel)
on

the

Vestvaage

are

also steamboat-stations.

the beautiful Himmeltinder

are

Among the hills
conspicuous.

The tourist-steamers (p. 221) steer direct to the Gimsestrem,
the strait between the Vestvaage and the 0stvaag«, the largest of
the Lofoten Islands. On the S.W. point of the latter lies Henningsvatr
(Jensen's Hotel), with a guano-factory , a station of the mailsteamers, one of the chief centres of the fishery traffic, and resi
dence of the naval officer who superintends it. Above it towers the

Off the island lie the rocky islets Flesene,
all excellent fishing-grounds. On the
S. coast of the 0stvaage aTe the next stations, Hopen and

Vaagekalle

(3078 ft).

Grundskallen,

and

Vestvar,

—

Kabelvaag (Olaf Trygvasen's Hotel,

R. &

board, 5

kr.

daily;

Freken Olsen's Hotel), the largest fishing-station on the Lofoten
Islands, near which are Storvaagen and Kirkevaagen. The church
of Vaagen was founded at the beginning of the 12th century. Hans
Egede, the missionary of Greenland, was pastor here in 1705-18.
A road leads from Kabelvaag through fine rocky scenery to (1 1/i hr.)
a group of fishermen's huts opposite to Svolvaer, to which we may
cross by ferry in 20 minutes.
Svolvser (Kaarbee's Hotel), situated on a small island off the S.
with guano-works, another busy fishingimportant steamboat-station on the Lofoten
Islands and is the starting-point of the Lofoten and Vesteraalen
local steamers (p. 224). British vice-consul, Mr. H. E. Rouquette.
The Svolvairjuret (about 1900 ft.) may be ascended in 3 hrs. (there
and back 5 hrs.) ; the midnight sun is visible from the top between
May 28th and July 14th.
Opposite Svolvaer are the islands of
Skroven, with its lighthouse, Lille Molla, and Store Molla, with
the steamboat-station Brettesnas and a large English guano-factory.
A little farther to the N. is Digermulen, at the S. entrance to the
coast of the

station,

0stvaage,

is also the most

—

Raftsund

(p. 228).

The Tourist Steamers pass Henningsvaer and enter the Gimse
strem (see above), which is flanked by finely shaped mountains.
Beyond the small island of Lyngvair, at the head of a creek on the
right, is the guano-factory of Lyngvair. They then steer past the
Gimse, on the W. side of which is the Sundklakstrem , and out to
sea on the N. side of the
0stvaage with its fjords and fine moun
On the left lies the pleasant island of Ullve , with the
tains.
steamboat-station of Melbo (Fredriksen's Hotel).
The strait we
here pass through is called the Hadselfjord, after the church of
Hadsel on the E. point of the Ullve, visible in the distance. Due
E. we observe the Mesadel
ft.), rising in the centre of the

(3610

Hinder. Its glacier is said to be the saddle of a persecuted giantess.
This much contorted island belongs to the Vesteraalen group (p. 228).
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DIGERMULKOLLEN.

About 31/2 hrs. from Henningsvaer the tourist-vessels pass
the islet Hane (station) on the left and enter the *Raftsund,
the grandest of the Lofoten straits , separating the 0stvaage from
the Hinde. Steering to the S., we pass between huge mountains fur
rowed with ravines and covered with large expanses of snow. On
the E. are the Brubrektinder ; on the W. the Nilsvigtinder , the
Faldfjeld, and the Svartsundtinder. The scene is grandest at Lek**
sund, where at the head of the Troldfjord tower the snowy Troldtinder in several peaks. In fine weather the tourist-steamers enter
the Troldfjord, which is enclosed by almost perpendicular rocks
with snow-filled gorges. Looking back, we obtain another magnificent
view of the Raftsund. To the W. rise the lofty Korsnastind and
Rerhoptind. The passage takes about an hour in all.
A very interesting excursion (4 hrs. there and back) may be made
from Digermulen (see below) by rowing to the Troldfjord and then ascending
a mountain-lake almost always frozen (about
on foot to the Troldvand,
800

ft.),

(p.

At the S. end of the Raftsund lies the island of Store Molla
227), and on the E. side of it, at the S.W. end of the Hinde,

above which the Troldtinder rise almost sheer for 3200 ft.

Digermulen, a station of the local steamers, consisting of the
house of the Landhandler Normann ('Hotel') and a few fishermen's
huts. Behind it rises *Digermulkollen (1150 ft.), which affords
perhaps the most superb view in the whole Nordland, and was visited
is

by Emp. William II. in 1889. Ascent

l1^ hr. ; at the top are a bel
vedere and a refuge-hut. (From this point a great Panorama was
taken by the painters Jos. Krieger and Adalb. Heine in 1887.) We
also obtain a beautiful survey of the Raftsund, on the E. side of
which, in the foreground, rises the Sneetind, connected with the
Digermulkoll, to the left of which are the distant hills of the Lange
and the other Raftsund Mts. To the S.W. we overlook the whole of
the Vestfjord with the open sea beyond it, and to the E. we see the
An even more comprehensive view
mountains on the mainland.
is obtained from the Sneetind (about 2300 ft.), ascended by an easy
path from Digermulkollen in 1 hr. ; descent to the shore l^hr.
The local Vesteraalen steamer from Svolveer (p. 227) also traverses
the Raftsund twice a week. From Melbo (see above) it steers once a week
to the N.W. to Stene i Be on the Lang0, an island with numerous fjords,
peninsulas, and isthmuses, which forms the chief part of the W. Vester
aalen group and together with the Skogse contains five parishes ('Fjerdinger'). The vessel then steers back to
Stokmarknces , on the Ullv0, and through the narrow Beresund to
Kvitnces on the Hind0. Thence to the N. between the Lang0 and the Hind0 to
Sortland. The M0sadel (see above) is visible the whole way.; Grand scenery,
with attractive foreground.
At Sortland (Ellingson's Hotel), on the Sortlandsund, we may land and
wait for the boat returning next day.
Meanwhile we may row (in a
—

—

across the Sund to visit the 'Eiderholme' or hatcheries of the
eider-ducks (p. 219).
Next station
Skjoldehavn on the And« (p. 231) , the least interesting of the Vester
aalen Islands. From its extensive swamps, on which the 'Multebser' abounds,
rise abrupt hills to a height of 1970 ft.
The last station towards the N.

'Sexring')

—
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is Risehavn (Nagel's Hotel) on the And0, at which a local steamer from
Harstadhavn also calls twice a week.
Opposite Skjoldehavn, beyond the Gavlfjord, lies Alfsvaag on the
The steamer then goes on to Langenas, at the N. end of the
Lang0.
Lang0, and returns on the W. side. (Once a week it goes by the W.
side of the Lang0 and returns by the E. side.)

The tourist-ships round the promontory of Digermulen, pass
the rocky islet of Aarsten on the right, and the 0gs fjord, cutting
deep into the Hinde, on the left, and Kjee (Line I), also on the
left, and off
—

Ledingen they join the course of the mail-steamers as de
(From Ledingen to Harstadhavn about 2J/2 hrs.)
,

scribed below.

31. From Bod0 to Troms0.
49 S. M. The following pages describe the course of the Mail Steamers
of 'Line II' from Bod0 to L0dingen. These vessels also touch at Svolvaer
and Brettesnaes on the Lofoten Islands (comp. p. 224), but the rest of
their course skirts the mainland.
From L0dingen to Iromse the course
of all the mail-steamers almost coincides with that of the tourist-steamers.
The mail-steamers take 9-10 hrs. from Boda to Svolveer, 7-8 hrs. more to
Ledingen, and 3 hrs. from L0dingen to Barstadhavn. From Harstadhavn
to Tromse all the vessels take about 10-12 hrs.

The steamer heads W. from the harbour
Bode, see p. 221.
and steers to the right through the strait between the small island
that protects the harbour and the larger Hjairte. To the left opens
the Vestfjord (p. 225); and farther on, on the same side, rises
the mountainous island of Landegode (p. 224).
—

4 S.M. Kjairringe lies to the S. of the Foldenfjord, the en
virons of which are grand. The lower part of the mountains has
often been worn smooth by glacier-action, while their summits
are
pointed and seriated like the Aiguilles of Mont Blanc. The
Strandtind in particular (sketched by Prof. Forbes in his 'Norway')
has the form of an extinct crater. At the head of the Foldenfjord
rise other huge mountains , one of which , the Troldtind

(first

ascended by C. Hall in
The
both

1889),

resembles the Matterhorn.

Foldenfjord divides into the Nordfolden and Serfolden branches,
to
of which a Local Steamek plies from Bod0 in 10-12 hours.
Stations Myklebostad, Kjwrringe, Leines (on the Leinesfjord, to the N. of

Nordfolden), Nordfolden,

(quarters at the Landhandler's), and Dybvik
From Dybvik to Fuske on the Saltenfjord,
From S0rfolden the Leerfjord diverges to
the N.E. ; from the Nordfolden diverge the Vinkefjord, with its pro
longation the Stavfjord, and the Markesvikfjord. These fjords are almost
Iiesvik

(at the end of S0rfolden).
see p. 223.
Wild scenery.

—

uninhabited.

Farther N. we pass through the Gissund, a very narrow strait,
the bottom of which is often seen through the green water, to
5 S. M. Grate.
The mail- steamers of Line I steer hence
straight across the Vestfjord to Henningsvair (see p. 227). Those
of Line II pass between the Engelvar, on the W., and the Skotsfjord, with the Skotstinder , on the E., steer to theE. into the
Flagsund, between the mainland on the S. and the Engele (Stege.n)
—

on

the

N.,

and

stop

at

—
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HARSTAD.

From Bode

2 S.M. Boge. They then steer round the Engele, with the station
of Laskestad and the church of
Stegen, and cross the mouth of the
beautiful Sagfjord to
2 S.M. Skutvik, on the Hammere, on which towers the pointed
Hammeretind. Farther on is the abrupt Tilthorn, first ascended by
C. Hall in 1889. Then through the 0xsund , between the Lunde
and the Hammere , and out into the Vestfjord, in full view of the
superb Lofoten chain (p. 225).
5 S. M. Svolveer, see p. 227.
The steamboats of Line II now steer back (E.) to the mainland.
6 S.M. Xrane i Hammer, on a many-armed peninsula.
3 S.M. Korsnats, at the entrance of the Tysfjord, on which a local
steamer plies to Kjebsvig. The chief arms of the Tysfjord are the
Hellemofjord and the Botnfjord (extending to within 12 Kil. of the
Swedish frontier), the Grundfjord , the Munfjord, and the pictur
esque Stedfjord, above which rises the Stedtind.
From Musken,ne&T the head of theHellemofjord, aroute leads by Kraakmo,
situated between the 4th and 5th of the seven Sagvande, to Temmernces
on the Sagfjord; another to Bopen
on the Nordfoldenfjord (p. 229).
From Kraakmo (excellent quarters) we may ascend the huge Kraakmotind, and make an excursion by the 5th, 6th, and 7th Sagvand (the boat
being dragged across the isthmuses) to the magnificent primseval forest on
the 7th lake.
From Kraakmo to T0mmernses on the Sagfjord (17 Kil.) we
row down the four lower Sagvande.
Near the fjord is a waterfall 50 ft.
Another route crosses the picturesque Dragseid from Drag on the
high.
Tysfjord to the Sagfjord, the steamboat-stations nearest which are Boge and
Trane (see above).
1 S.M. Le-dingen, an important telegraph-station (comp. p. 217),
with a church and parsonage, picturesquely situated on a peninsula
of the many-branched Hinde , which is here separated from the
Tjalle and the mainland by the Tjallsund.
To the N.E. of L0dingen extends the large Ofotenfjord, the geolo
gical continuation of the Vestfjord (steamer twice a week). The S. shore,
on which lies Balangen, is fertile but rather tame. The steamboat touches
at Lidland (good quarters) on the N. hank, at the entrance to the bay
called Bogen, and then steers S.E. to Victoriahavn (terminus of a railway
now being made to Gellivara in Sweden, p. 341), and to Eagerness on the
Beisfjord (good quarters at Mosling's). The grandest scenery on this fjord
is to he found in its E. recesses , particularly the Rombak and the Beis
fjord , between which rise the Tetta (4921 ft. ; easily ascended) and the
Vomtind.
The Landhandler at Fagemses provides a guide.
—

—

—

To the S. from the Ofotenfjord diverges the Skjomenfjord, at the
end of which lies Elvegaard (good quarters). A route to Sweden leads
hence through the Serdal, passing the old copper-mines of Skjangli (38 Kil.).
The finest scenery here, however, is on the W. arm of the Skjomenfjord,
at the end of which is Skjombotn, backed by Frostisen (to the W.), with
its enormous glaciers.

The next stage is less
through the

of the Hinde
into the

interesting. We steer past the E. side
Tjmllsund which afterwards expands
,

Vaagsfjord.

4 S. M. Sandtorv; 2 S.M. Graisholmen, both on the Hinde.
2 S. M. Harstad or Harstadhavn (Central Hotel; Hotel Nordstjernen), the first station in Tromse Amt, on a fertile hill on the
N.E. side of the

Hinde,

is

an

attractive and prosperous

place.

MALANGENFJORD.

to Tromse.
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Carioles at the pier invite to a drive. About 1 hr. to the N. is the
famous old church of Throndenais, in the middle ages the northern
most in Christendom.
Harstad is a station of the Troms0-Amt steamers to Risehavn (p. 229)
in the Vesteraalen group.

To the N. we see the pointed mountains of the Gryte , and in
the distance the Senjehest, the S. headland of Senjen (see below).
The tourist-steamers steer to the N.E. across the Vaagsfjord. Here,
before the middle of July, we have the first opportunity of seeing the
midnight sun. Between the Gryte and the Senjehest appears in the
distance the Vesteraalen island Ande

(p. 228).

abrupt Aarbodstind and the Faxtind (see below).

To the E. tower the
—

The mail-steamers

steer S.E. from Harstad to the Rolde and into the Asta fjord to

—

Near it is the church of Ibestad, which, like that of Throndenaes,is of stone and vaulted, while
all the other churches in Tromse-Stift are of timber. To the S.E.,
on the mainland, towers the Messetind (3317 ft.), and to the S. of
it the Skavlikoll (3297ft.), both of which may be ascended, with
a guide,
the first from the Gratangenfjord, the second from the

4 S. M. Havnvik,

on

the Rolde.

Gravfjord.
The scenery is
and the

Mjesund,

grand

as we

steam

through

the

*Salangenfjord

between the

which the tourist -steamers

Andorje and the mainland, through
pass on their return-voyage. On the

mainland lie the stations of Lavangnas and Seveien, which are also
touched at twice a week by a local steamboat from Tromse. Im
mediately to the W. on the Mjesund rises the huge Aarbodstind
(3855 ft.), with a large glacier and a waterfall, and to the E. the
pointed Faxtind (3995 ft.).
The scenery is still more impressive at
4 S. M. Kastnaishavn, whence all these mountains, including
the pinnacle of the Faxtind, are seen at once, while the horizon
To
to the W. is bounded by the mountains of Ande and others.
the W. lies the Dyre, with the Dyresund.
—

4 S.M.

Kleven, on the island of Senjen (648 sq. M.). Large
of 'Kveiter' (Hippoglossus maximus; skate) are caught
here. A single fish sometimes attains a length of 7-10 ft. and
To the S.E. rises the snow-clad Ghirragasmore than fills a barrel.
quantities

Tjokko,

or

Minder

(4865 ft.).

(telegraph, comp. p. 217) is also in the island
We steer between the island and the mainland. The
green, wooded, and tolerably well peopled, and the

3 S.M. Gibostad
of

Senjen.

shores

are

scenery is backed by snow-mountains.
The tourist-steamers and the mail-steamers of Line III cross
the Malangenfjord; those of Lines I and II steer into it to the
This fjord, which formed the N. frontier of
S.E. to Maalsnaes.

pretty

Norway in the middle ages, is
the S.W., S., and S.E. it sends

enclosed by high mountains. To
four deep inlets, of which the
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steamer affords

From Bode

To the S. rise the snowy mountains of the
peaks on the Lyngenfjord are visible
to the E. The steamer does not enter these
inlets, of which the
longest are the Nordfjord and Auerfjord, but touches at
5 S. M. Maalsnms (Pedersen's Hotel), on a promontory near the
mouth of the Maals-Elv. Maalsnaes is a good
starting-point for
excursions to the Maalselvsdal and the Bardudal, inhabited
chiefly
by colonists from the 0sterdal and the Gudbrandsdal, the first of
whom settled here in 1796.
The following tour includes the Maalselvsdal and the Bardudal:
1st day, from Maalsnses to J&verby or Kongslid; 2nd day, ascend the
Rostafjeld; 3rd day, to Kirkemoen in the Bardudal; 4th day, to S0veien.
1. Through the Maalselvsdal to the Rostavand. We drive (fast
stations as far as Bakkehaug) past Bollcendernces, where the Dutch attempted
to found a settlement in the 17th cent, against the will of the Hanseatic
merchants (p. 111). This is alluded to by Peter Dass:
'Men der denne Bandel lidt Icenge paastod,
Da blev det de Bergenske Kjebmand
imod,
Bollamderne maatte sig pakke.'

Maalselvsdal,

a view.
and the

MAALSELVSDAL.

snow

—

—

(But their trade

was soon

brought

to

a

close

By the merchants of Bergen their foes:
And the Dutchmen were forced to be off.)
The first station in this picturesque valley is (14 Kil.) Guldhav.
The
road then leads past the church of Maalselven to (11 Kil.) Moen (good quar
ters at Buys Enke's).
The grand mountain facing us is the Ghirragas
Tjokko, or Istinder (4865 ft.), resembling a crater. An excellent point of
view is Lille Mauket (1850 ft.), near Moen. (The rest of this route lies
beyond the limits of our Map.)
Passing several small stations, and then (18 Kil.) Bakkehaug and (12 Kil.)
Neergaard (slow station), with its small church, we arrive at 0verby (poor
quarters ; slow station), which, with the Nordgaard, lies at the confluence
of the Maals-Elv and the Tabmok-Elv. (Through the valley of the latter a
route leads to the Balsfjord and Lyngenfjord; p. 236.) Above the Rostavand
rises the huge Rostafjeld (5110 ft.), the ascent of which is not difficult,
and may even be made by mountaineers without a guide. We ride to the
gaard of Kongslid (good quarters) , whence the ascent is made through a
small valley on the E. side.
Wild reindeer sometimes seen. Opposite the
Rostafjeld, to the S., rise the Likkavarre (4895 ft.), Ruten (4385 ft.), Alap
(4955 ft.), and Seutivarre (Kamnaesfjeld); to the S.E. the Likkafjeld; to
the E., quite near, the Brattifjeld.
2. Feom Moen to S0veien. Moen, see above. The next station is
(17 Kil.) Sundli, in the Bardudal. Before reaching Sundli we diverge to
the left to Fosmoen and the Bardufos, a fine waterfall of the Bardu-Elv. To
the left rise the Istinder (see above), the W. peak of which may be ascended.
23 Kil. Soetermoen. The road in the Bardudal, uninteresting, goes on to
Viken and the Altevand, where the Guolaccerro (or Kistefjeld, 5660 ft.)
rises on the N. and the Rokomborre (5350ft.) on the S.
Our route, a
good carriage road , crosses the hill called Kobberyggen to (10 Kil.)
Brandvold, leads past the Nedre Vand to Vashoved, and lastly to (17 Kil.)
Seveien (p. 231).
3. From the Maalselvsdal to the Balsfjord. Of several routes the
easiest (with guide; 1 day's walk) is from Olsborg, a little to the N. of the
station Moen, to Storstenncss (not to be confounded with the group of houses
opposite Troms0 mentioned on p. 233), from which Bavnnoes, near the
Hence
S. end of the fjord, may be reached by boat the same day.
steamer once a fortnight on the Balsfjord, on the E. bank of which are
mountains 5000 ft. high, to Troms0.
Instead of steaming direct to
Troms0, enterprising travellers may go (boat and guide not easily got;
from
Havnnces
in
one
troublesome)
gnats
day to Mwlen at the S. end of
the Lyngenfjord (p. 236).
—

—

-

—

TROMS0.

to Tromse.

Leaving

the

Malangenfjord,

we
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steam
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past the huge Bensjord-

with its expanses of snow, on the right, and the
large island Kvale on the left , where in the foreground rise the
snow-clad rocks of the Lille Blaamand (2625 ft.). The Blaamand
itself (3280 ft.) , the highest hill in the island, rises on our left.

tind

(4085 ft.),

farther on. We steer into the Tromsesund, a strait about 550 yds.
broad. Behind ns the Bensjordtind remains in sight till we enter
the harbour of Tromse. To the N. we see the snow-clad Skulgamtinder on the Ringvadse; to the E. we look up the Tromsdal, with
the Tromstind in the background.
Grand Hotel, R. 21/2, B. 1,
7 S.M. (19 from Harstad) Tromse-.
D. 2 kr. ; Hotel Norden; both near the larje church.
Diorama (Troms0 in winter) in a pavilion on the quay (25 0.).
—

—

Photographers , Vickstrem,
British Vice-Consul , Mr. J. B. Gicever.
Furs (polar-bears' skins, etc.) at M. Niel
Skjetne, both near the market.
Claus Andersen, near
and
other
Stor-Gade,
Goldsmith,
shops.
sen's,
Families of Lapps are met in the town, who offer various
the pier.
articles for sale.
Steamers. Severallocal steamboats ('Troms0-Amts-Dampskibs-Se]skab')
ply from Troms0 to the Ulfsfjord, Lyngenfjord, Reisenfjord, and Kvenangsfjord. All the large Nordland steamers also call here. Troms0 is therefore
a good centre for excursions.
—

—

—

—

Tromse,
schools, the

a

town

of 6000 inhab.

seat of an Amtmand and

,

a

with several churches and
Bishop, lies on the island
It was raised to the rank of

of that name, in 69° 38' N. latitude.
town in 1794, and is a busy trading place, exporting large quan
tities of dried and smoked herrings and other fish, train-oil, fur, etc.
The harbour is always full of vessels, including not a few French,

a

which carry away hundreds of casks of cod-roe ('Rogn') to be used
sardine-fishery. Tromse also trades largely with Russia and
fits up many vessels for the capture of seals and walruses.
In the S. part of the town is the large timber-built Protestant
Near the Grand Hotel is the Museum ('Musaeet' ; adm.
Church.
50 e.), containing natural history and ethnographical collections.
In the market-place ('Torvet') are the Town Hall and the Roman
Catholic Church. The town lies on a gentle slope, planted with
mountain-ashes, wild cherry-trees, and birches, which attain a sur
prising size and luxuriance. Above the town is a pleasant grove of
birches, adjoined by the small villas of the townsfolk and a lake
which supplies the town with water. We ascend beside the Sparebank, turn to the right at the fork of the road, and then to the left
through the cemetery at the top , and descend on the other side.
From the very top of the hill we see the snow-mountains of the
Ringvadse and the Kvale to the N. and N.W.
An *Excursion to the Tromsdal , for the sake of seeing a
Lapp settlement, takes 2-4 hrs., there and back. We row (usu
ally direct from the steamer) across the strait to Storstennas (not to
be confounded with the place of that name on the Balsfjord), at the

in the

entrance to the Tromsdal. The path up the valley cannot be mis
taken (8/4 hr. ; carr. for two pers. 10 kr. there and back). The ground
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is

rough and marshy at places. We pass through a birch-wood on the
S. bank of the brawling stream, and at length reach a kind of basin,
with the Tromstind rising on the E., containing the Lapp Encamp
ment, a colony of a few Lapp families from the Swedish district of
Karesuandoi, who occupy several 'Darfe Goattek' or 'Gammer'. The
gamme is a dome-shaped hut, formed of stone, small tree stems,
turf, and birch-bark , with a round opening at the top for the exit
of smoke and the admission of light. Each hut always has its fire,
over which hangs a pot or kettle.
The hearth is called 'aran', and
the seat of honour beside it 'boasso'. The family and the servants
sleep on each side of the fire. These Lapps possess a herd of 40005000 reindeer, which graze on the adjoining hills. Of these a few
hundred are collected to show to visitors. While this is being done
the

Lapps offer fur-boots ('Skal-Komager', or 'Skaller'), spoons
of reindeer-horn, and other articles for sale. The peculiar crackling
of the animal's hoofs reminds one of the sound produced by an
The reindeer are caught by a kind of lasso
electric battery.
thrown over their horns.
They are milked twice a week only.
The rich and rather gamy milk, one of the Lapp's chief articles of
diet, is diluted with water before use. 'The milk is strong and
if it had been beaten up with eggs' (Scheffer's Lapponica,
The cheese made of it is chiefly reserved for winter use.
On the way back from the Tromsdal we obtain a beautiful view of
Tromse with its green hills and the snow-mountains of the Kvale

thick,

as

1675).

(p. 233)

—

and the

Ringvadse (p. 235) beyond.

a moss-clad
rocky hill, rising from the sea
side of the entrance to the Tromsdal, is an
excellent point of view (about 21/2 hrs. to the top, a stiff walk). The path
diverges from the Tromsdal route to the right, a few minutes from Storstennses, beyond the houses. It soon becomes steep, and ends halfway up,
beyond which we ascend over meadows and loose stones, and partly over

Fljaifjeld (2600 ft.),
opposite Troms0, on the S.
The

+ In accordance with the frontier-treaty of 7th/18th Oct., 1751 , the
Swedish Lapps are entitled to migrate to the Norwegian coast in summer,
and the Norwegian Lapps to Sweden in winter. These migrations lead
The number of
to frequent disputes with the permanent inhabitants.
Lapps in Norway is estimated at 18,000, of whom 1700 are still nomadic.
The powerful race which once
Sweden and Russia contain 12,000 more.
dominated Scandinavia has thus dwindled to 30,000 souls. The Lapps
and
Finns. In Norway they are
now intermarry freely with Norwegians
often called Finner, while the Finns are named Kvomer, from the 'Ian'
of Kajana in Finland. From the fact that the dog alone has a genuine
Lapp name ('Baednag'), while the other domestic animals have names
of Germanic or Finnish origin, it has been concluded that the Lapps
were originally a race of hunters, who adopted the nomadic life within
On this theory the reindeer, now the mainstay of the
the historic period.
Lapp, was at first an object of the chase only.
Among the numerous works on the Lapps may be mentioned: Milford's 'Norway and her Laplanders', 1842; Everest's 'Journey through
Norway, Lapland, etc.', 1829; G. v. Duben's 'Om Lappland och Lapparne',
Stockholm, 1873; Friis's 'En Sommer i Finmarken', Kristiania, 1871;
Friis's 'Lappisk Mythologie og Lappiske Eventyr',
Kristiania, 1871;
Stockfleth's 'Dagbog over min Missionsreise i Finmarken', 1860; J. VahVs
and
F.
Vincent's
1885,
Finn',
'Norsk,
Lapp,
etc.', 1866;

'Lapperne,
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The top is marked by a large iron vane. Passengers by the touristmay generally row across to Storstennas early in the morning,
the Fl0ifjeld, and descend direct (though no path) to the Lapp
camp, which they reach about noon.
The Tromstind (4085 ft.; guide from Troms0 4 kr.) may be ascended from
We walk to the (1 hr.) head of the valley,
the Lapp camp in 3-4 hours.
which ends in a great basin like those in the Pyrenees ; then nscend the
steep slope to the left, at first over turf and afterwards over snow (snowspectacles desirable). Herds of reindeer sometimes graze here. Before reach
ing the crest of the hill we have to scale a very steep snow-field. The final
ascent, over snow and detritus, is easier. The top, marked by a varde,
commands the magnificent scenery of the Ulfsfjord and the glacier-chain
on the Lyngenfjord; to the W. stretches the Arctic Ocean beyond Troms(f
and the Kval0. On the E. side the mountain falls almost sheer to a neck
of land between the Ulfsfjord and the Balsfjord (Ramfjord).
snow.

ships

climb

32.

From Troms» to the North

Cape.

The steamer Vesteraalen (p. 211) takes 12 hrs. from Troms0
to Bammerfest; Mail Steamboat to Hammerfest in 16-18 hrs., to fherNorth
The Tourist Steamers leave
in
6
more (comp. pp. 211, 212).
hrs.
Cape
Troms0 in the afternoon, reach the Fugle about midnight and Hammerfest
the following day, and are off the North Cape in the evening.

46 S.M.

—

steamer steers N. through the Tromsesund, and N.E.
the Gretsund. To the left lies the mountainous Ringvadse
(with a glacier and a lake formed by a moraine) ; then the Reine,
at the S.W. end of which lies Finkroken.
The steamers some

The

through

times pass through the Langfjord , between the Ringvadse and
the Reine. On the mainland, opposite Finroken, towers the Ulfstind (3280 ft.), posted like a sentinel at the mouth of the *Ulfs-

fjord, which here opens to the S., running inland for 50 Kil., and
parallel with the Lyngenfjord. We obtain in passing, a superb
view of the snowy and ice-girt mountains of the Lyngen peninsula
(p. 236), the Jaigervandstinder (4920-5580 ft.) with the Goatzagaise
(4440 ft.), and to the right of them the Fornastind (5660 ft.).
,

On the Ulfsfjord a steamer from Troms0 plies once weekly.
At
Gjevik (good quarters at Hr. Gjsever's) the steamer enters the inlet of

Rjosen, enclosed by huge glacier-covered mountains. From Kjosen, the
terminus, a road crosses an 'Eid' or i3thmus to (3/4 kr.) Lyngen (p. 236).
The steamer does not enter the S. part of the Ulfsfjord, which is named
the Serfjord, and is connected with the main fjord by the narrow strait
of Stremmen, so called from its strong current.
The next station of the mail-steamers is the little island of

—

(8 S.M.) Karlse,

beyond which the Fuglesund to the left leads be
tween the Vanne and the Arne out to the open Arctic Ocean. The
tourist-steamboats usually reach this point about 10 p.m. and steer
little way down the Sund to await the **Midnight Sun, which,
to those who have the rare fortune to see it unclouded, presents a

a

glorious spectacle.

Across the blue, yellow, and silver shimmering
appears in the foreground the rocky Fugle (2572 ft.), the sharp
outline of which recalls Capri; to the left of it in the background,
just above the horizon, hangs the red and gold disk of the sun. This
beautiful scene is even more impressive than the view from the
North Cape. At times, however, fog or the storms of the Arctic
sea
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Ocean

mar or blot out the scene.
The milk-white mist often lies
the surface of the water
only, while the sky is bright and sunny.
In this case the steamer casts anchor
and passengers will have
,
leisure to observe the peculiar white 'Skoddebuer' or fog-bows.

on

On the islet of Skaare, which lies outside the Vann0, is a Whaling
with a train-oil factory, of the Anglo-Norwegian
Fishing Co ,
headquarters are at Tromsa. If a whale has been recently captured
(which the captain learns at Troms0), the tourist-steamer steers to the spot.
The smell is perceptible from afar, and the sea is covered with oily refuse.
Presently we come in sight of the slaughtered cetacean and the skeletons of
former victims. Passengers (who wish) are rowed ashore. The stony banks
are covered with grease.
A full-grown whale (i. e. 65-100 ft. long, and 20100 tons in weight) is rarely seen, the chase being so hot and the yield so
the
valuable that
leviathan is generally doomed to die before he attains a
length of more than 15-20 ft. ; and even at this early stage he is said to
be worth 30C0 kr. or more. Stomach permitting, we may look into the
boilery, and perhaps buy a whale's ear (3-5 kr.), fin (1 kr.) or other sou
venir.
The whale-fishery is carried on by small steamers, which shoot
their harpoons from small cannon in their bows.

Station,

whose

—

To the S. opens the **Lyngenfjord, which the tourist-steamers
on their way back from the North
Cape. (Local steamboat
from Tromse twice a week.) A glimpse only of its superb scenery
is obtained from the mail-steamers. The Lyngen peninsula, which
visit

is bounded

on the W. by the Ulfsfjord and on the E. by the
Lyn
and ends in the bold headland of Lyngstuen, is wholly oc
cupied by snow and ice-clad mountains of thoroughly Alpine char
acter, rising immediately from the sea. The last peak to the N. is

genfjord,

Pipertind (4042 ft.), on the N. shoulder of which lies a broad
*Glacier, embedded between several peaks. Next to the Pipertind
is the Storskaal, separated by snow-filled gorges from the Vagastind ; and next to these peaks, beyond another gorge, is the Rendalstind. A glacier descends almost to the sea. The vessel steers
close under the almost sheer cliffs near Strupen. The opposite bank
of the fjord is also mountainous and partly coveredwith snow. Op
posite the islet of Aareholm rises the Golborre to the W. and the
Fastdalstind to the S.W. Farther on, opposite the mouth of the
Kaafjord, tower the great Kjostinder (5414 ft.). We round a head
land, and, about 2 hrs. from the entrance to the fjord, reach the
the

terminus of the tourist-steamer

—

at Anton Gjaever's, the Landresidence of a pastor, a doctor, and a Lensmand. After
the little church peep
so long a voyage in an inhospitable region
ing from among birch-clad hills, and backed on both sides by snowmountains, is specially attractive. To the S. of the valley, through
which the road leads to the W. to (3/4 hr.) Kjosen (p. 235), rises the

Lyngen oxLyngseidet(gooA quarters

handler's),

Goalsevarre (4150 ft.).
Lyngseidet (reached by the Lyngenfjord steamer twice weekly and once
the Ulfjord boat via. Kjosen, 4 Kil. distant) is a centre for Ex
in
Good guides, however, are rare.
the Ltngen District.
cursions
The Kurt over Tromse-Amt (4 sheets, 1 kr. 60 «. each) and the Beskrivelse
both
Tromse-Amt
published by the 'Geographiske Opmaaling' in
af
(1 kr.),
An excursion of 6-7 hrs. may be made
Christiania, are indispensable.
weekly by

—

to the North

Cape.

ALTENFJORD.
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to the S.W. to the mountain-basin enclosed

by the Goalsevarre (4150 ft.),
the Rernastinder (about 4100 ft.), and the Jertind (about 3600 ft.).
This
is a fine excursion for one day: across the Eid (2U0 ft.) to (4 Kil.) Kjosen,
the
row
to
and
walk
that
Fomassdal,
(1
hr.)
up
valley (fatigu
(p. 227);
ing ; guide indispensable), crossing old moraines, to the "ForncssdalBrae, which descends between the Fornwstind and the Durmaalslind
The following tour takes l'/2 day : ride to
from the Golzevaggegaissa.
the S. to Pollen, then row to Dalen (primitive quarters); next day walk
up the beautiful but uninhabited Lyngsdal , passing the Jaeggevarre (6285 ft. )
on the N., to the great glacier descending from the main plateau (lower
end 1300 ft. above the sea). From the Lyngsdal we may also ascend the
Njalavarre (5010 ft.) to the S., or walk to the N. to the glaciers of the
—

—

Ruksisvaggegaissa.
From Lyngen the Troms0 steamer goes on to the S. to Skibotten (good
road on the bank of the Storfjord, as the fjord is
Mcelen (23 Kil.; p. 232).

quarters), whence a
here called, leads to

On their way N. both tourist and mail steamers
at different stations on each of their different

Lyngenfjord and
Kaage (3966 ft.),

steer between

the Ame

(which
routes)

and the

last touch

pass the

picturesque

glacier, into the Kaagsund. On the left
Kaagsund is the Leke on the right is the

with its

at the exit of the

—

,

6 S.M. Skjairve ; the station lies in

a

bay

on

the E. side of the

To the S. we see the pointed Kvenangstinder on the
the mouth of which we pass. From the peninsula
on the E. side of the Kvenangsfjord, where the land is deeply
indented by fjords on every side, rises the Jekelfjeld, from which a
glacier descends to the Jekelfjord. The steamer now crosses the

island.

Kvenangsfjord,

open sea, towards the N., to
5 S.M. Loppen, the first station in Finmarkens-Amt, with its
little church , its parsonage , and a merchant's house.
All that
grows here is a few potatoes, nothing else surviving the storms
—

which often rage for weeks.
The steamer steers S. into the Bergsrounds the wedge-shaped island of Silden, and stops at
3 S.M. Bergsfjord, on theE. side of the fjord. Grand scenery.
In the background is a glacier of the Jekelfjeld, the discharge of
—

fjord,

—

which forms a waterfall. Passing Lersnas, we steer to the S.E. to
3 S.M. 0ksfjord , on the Alnas-Njarg peninsula, in a noble
amphitheatre of mountains, conspicuous in which is a glacier to
the W., descending from the great Jekelfjeld (see above). To the
N. is the small church.
—

The Altenfjord may be visited from 0ksfjord.
The local steamer
which plies to it twice a week from Hammerfest affords an opportun
ity from J^ksfjord once a week. The Altenfjord is remarkable for Us
rich vegetation, especially in its S. part.
In literature, too, it has been
made known by the visits of many eminent explorers (L. v. Buch,
Prof. Forbes , Keilhau
The highest moun
Ch. Martins , and others).
tains, all on the W. side, are Kaaven (3130 ft.), between the Stjernsund
and the Langfjord, Akkasolki (3395 ft.), between the Langfjord and Talvik,
At the end nf
and Ealdi (3030 ft.), between Talvik and the Kaafjord.
On the E.
the fjord, above Kaafjord, rises the Nuppivarre 12675 ft.).
the
side of the Altenfjord is the interesting A are , with
scanty ruins of
the old fort of Allenhus.
The steamer steers from fTksfjord through the Stjernsund, between
the Sljerne and the mainland, and past the mouth of the Langfjord, to
,

—

—
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Talvik ('pine-bay'), a pretty spot, with a church.
Then to Stremsnass
the Kaafjord, whence we may visit Kaafjords
Kobbervcerk, a small
copper -mine. Next
Bossekop ('whale-bay' ; bosso , Lappish for 'whale' ; good quarters),
with the church of Alten, at the foot of the Kongshavnfj eld (705 ft.), about
4 Kil. to the E. of the mouth of the salmon-river Alten-Elv. Of scientific
interest are the various old coast-lines in the Altenfjord, particularly near
Bossekop , some of them 200 ft. high. Important fairs are held here on
1st Dec. and 3rd Mar., to which Lapps flock in their curious sledge-boats.
They bring reindeer-flesh , butter , and game (sometimes as many as
10,000 ptarmigan) which they exchange for fish, flour, and groceries.
The International Polar Commission of 1882-83 had a station at
Bossekop
under Norwegian control.
From the Altenfjord to Karasjok and to Baparanda in Sweden, seeR. 34.
on

—

From
tain

0ksfjord the mail-boat steers to the N., towards the moun
Sere, on which are the stations of Hasvik and Gaashopen.
island, as well as the Stjerne and Seiland, lying to the right,

ous

This
have the table-land character common in Finmarken
In Seiland
rises the Jadki (3527 ft.) , with its unexplored glaciers.
Numer
ous bays cut deep into the island.
Between Seiland and the cu
riously shaped island of Haajen, which rises abruptly on the W.
side and gradually on the E. side, we steer towards the harbour of
Hammerfest. Before entering it, we look to the right into the strait
of Stremmen, separating Seiland from the Kvale, on which Ham
merfest lies. A promontory of the Kvale narrows the strait to
1 Kil. at one point, across which the reindeer herds are made to
swim to their summer pastures in Seiland.
30 S.M. (from Tromse) Hammerfest (Hotel Nordpolen; Jensen's
Hotel, plain ; Brit, vice-consul, Mr. G. Robertson), founded in 1787,
and now a town of 2160 inhab. , is the northernmost town in the
The town is
world (70° 40' 11" N. lat. , 23° 45' 25" E. long.).
wholly timber-built. The Gr»nnervolds-Gade skirts the harbour,
with the Rom. Cath. church and the telegraph-office. To the S. is
the better quarter of the town , with the Protestant church, the
town-hall, and the schools, all rebuilt since the great fire of July
21st, 1890. Hammerfest is a very lively place in summer, when the
sun does not set from 13th May to 29th July. (Conversely, the sun
never rises from 18th Nov. to 23rd Jan.; but the electric light
introduced in 1891 affords some compensation.) It carries on a busy
trade with Russia. Here, and farther to the N. and E., Russian
vessels are the commonest. Fishing-fleets are also dispatched from
Hammerfest to Spitzbergen and the Kara Sea. Cod-liver oil, prepared
in numerous boileries, is the most valuable commodity of the place.
Hence the all-pervading 'ancient and fishlike smell'.
The prolongation of the Grennervolds-Gade leads to the N.W.
round the harbour, then to the W. to (20 min.) the promontory of

Fuglnais, to which we may also row direct from the steamer. At the
end is a lighthouse (disused, of course, in summer), with the dwel
ling of the keeper. A conspicuous little column of granite, called
the Meridianstette, crowned, with a globe in bronze, has also been

to the North
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erected here to commemorate the measurement of degrees in 181 6-52,

taken, as the Latin and Norwegian inscriptions record, 'by
geometers of three nations, by order of King Oscar I. and Em

under
the

On the Fugln<es Sir Ed
perors Alexander I. and Nicholas I.'
ward Sabine made some of his famous experiments with the pen
dulum in 1823. Fine view of the town. A hill above the column,
to the E., commands a view of the N. horizon, and consequently
—

of the

midnight

sun.

hill above Hammerfest, on which, as we steam into the har
a wooden top ,
is called "Sadlen
we observe a .stone signal with
('saddle'; pron. Sdlen). A few minutes to the N. of the usual landingplace we ascend a road to the right through a side-valley, from which the
discharge of a small lake descends, and thence ascend the hill to the right
(no path; i/« hr.). On the other side of the lake we observe the remains
of a birch-grove and several small country-houses. From the signal we
obtain a fine view of the town and harbour. Ascending gradually for
about 20 min. more, we reach the top of Sadlen, which overlooks the
glaciers and snow-mountains of Seiland and the S0r0. This point is not,
however, high enough for an unimpeded view of the midnight sun.
A
bour ,

long

Time permitting, the traveller should not omit to ascend the "Tyven
Our
ft. ; lufva, 'hill'), which rises to the S. of the town (lVi-2 hrs.).
directions will enable him to dispense with a guide. We follow the road
through the side-valley mentioned above, pass above the lake, and then
turn to the right, following the telegraph-wires, but keeping well to the
right to avoid the swamps. The Tyven is the high hill at the foot of
A little farther on we pass under the wires and
which the wires run.
ascend to the left to a height covered with loose stones, pass a small
pond, and reach (1 hr.) the foot of the abrupt Tyven. Here we turn to
the left and skirt the base of a huge precipice, ascending the somewhat
steep course of a small brook, fringed with willows (Salix arctica) and
dwarf birches (Belula nana). At the top of the gully we obtain a view
of the sea towards the W. and the villas on the lake to the W., above
which lies another small lake.
Large herds of tame reindeer, whose pe
culiar grunting ('Grynten') is heard a long way off, always graze here in
now
ascend
summer. We
steeply to the right, passing an expanse of snow,
which lies on the right, and then, keeping still more to the r\ght, reach
(3/4 hr.) the summit, which is marked by a pyramid of stones. The Tyven
descends very abruptly on the W. side, with the sea washing its base,
near which lies a bay with meadows, a birch-wood, and several houses.
Towards the E. we survey the barren and desolate Kvale, with its nu
merous ponds, and to the S. and W. long mountain-ranges, snow-fields,
and glaciers. The islands of Seiland and S0r0 are particularly conspicuous.
To the N. stretches the vast horizon of the Arctic Ocean.
Of Hammer
fest itself the Fuglnses only is visible.
The best way back is by the
summit of the Sadlen (see above), to the W., where the view is similar,
though less extensive. Returning by this route, we take 4 hrs. for the
whole excursion ; otherwise 3-3'/2 hrs. suffice.

(1230

—

the land ceases to be of any account ex
subservient to the sea, and fish becomes the centre of all
interests. The landscape is thoroughly Arctic, and the vegetation
is so scanty, that a patch of grass 'which might be covered with a
On the right the coast
copy of the Times' is hailed as a meadow.
is deeply indented with fjords. On the left there are but few
islands, between which we pass long stretches of the open sea.

Beyond Hammerfest

cept

as

—

6 S.M. Rolfsehavn
and

separated

from it

,

on

by

the

the

Rolfse.

To the N.

Troldfjordsund,

is the

of the

Rolfse,
Inge, beyond
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which lies
way

and

with the northernmost

Fruholmen,
(71° 4').

3 S.M. Have , in
a Landhandler.

a

bay on the Have
To the left rises

with

,

lighthouse
a

church

,

in Nor
a

pastor,

hill called the
Sukkertop ('sugar-loaf). The mail-steamers of Line I here enter
the Maassund and touch at Maase, with its church, parsonage, and
landhandler's house, before proceeding to the MageTesund (p. 241).
The tourist-steamers, however, and also the mail-steamers of Lines
II and III steer to the N. , between the Hjelmse, on the left, and the
a

pointed

Maase, on the right. At the N. end of the Hjelmse is a 'birdmountain', the haunt of countless sea- fowl, with the fantastically
The Gjesvcertop soon comes in sight to
shaped Hjelmsetoren.
—

the E.

In front of it is the next mail-steamer station

2 S.M. Gjesvar,

—

island. To the N. rise the *Stappene
(stappi, old Norsk for 'column'), four pointed rocky islands covered
with dense flocks of gulls, auks, and other sea-fowl. When scared
by a cannon-shot a number of the birds rise in dense snow-like
clouds, uttering peculiar cries. Other birds take to the water, but
great numbers remain sitting on the ledges of the rock. To the
right opens the Tuefjord, cutting deep into the Magere. The steamer
on

an

then rounds the long and low Knivskjctr- or Knivskjal-Odde , on
which a steamer struck during a fog in 1881, projecting beyond the
Cape, and soon (17 S.M. from Hammerfest) sights the North Cape,
which presents a majestic appearance although of moderate height.
The **North Cape (968 ft.; 71° 10' 40" N. lat., 26° 39" E.
long.), named Kneskanms by the early geographer Scheming, a
dark-grey slate-rock, furrowed with deep clefts, rising abruptly
from the sea, is regarded as the northernmost point of Europe,
though the Nordkyn (p. 242) is the most N. continental point.
Travellers land in the Hornvik, on the N.E. side of the Cape. Up
the green mossy slope, which is swampy, stony, and steep at places,
the Steamboat Co. has constructed a path, and provided it with a
rope fastened to iron stanchions for the benefit of bad walkers.
(Stout shoes for the ascent and wraps for the summit are very ad

visable.)
where

a

We take about 50 min. to reach the top of the plateau,
very acceptable in foggy weather, leads in 20 min.

wire,

to the extreme point.
By a granite column commemorating
King Oscar II. in 1873 and a beacon recording that of
Emperor William II. in 1891, travellers await the hour of mid
more

the visit of

night, usually quaffing champagne (10

kr. per
the watchman who lives in the Hornvik in

bottle) purveyed by
summer.

The view

embraces the open sea to the W., N., and E. ; to the S.W. we see
the Hjelme and the Rolfse; to the E., in the distance, the Nordkyn;
to the S. the plateau of the Magere, with its patches of snow,

ponds,

and scanty

vegetation.

'The northern sun, creeping at midnight at the distance of five dia
meters along the horizon, and the immeasurable ocean in apparent con
tact with the skies, form the grand outlines in the sublime picture pre-

PORSANGER FJORD.
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ented to the astonished spectator. The incessant cares and pursuits of
mxious mortals are recollected as a dream; the various forms and ener;ies of animated nature are forgotten; the earth is contemplated only
n its elements, and as constituting a part of the solar system'.
Acerbi,
Travels to the North Cape'. London, 1802.
—

'And then uprose before me,
water's edge,
and haggard shape
Of that unknown North Cape,
Whose form is like a wedge'.

Upon the
The huge

Longfellow.
Cape is an excellent fishing-ground (comp. p. 225),
yhere passengers are usually indulged with an hour or two of hand-line
ishing from the deck of the steamer, the sailors gladly assisting novices.
To the E. of the North

33. From the North

Cape

to Vads0.

The direct distance from the North Cape to Vads0 is about 45 S.M.,
aut the course of the steamer, dipping deeply into numerous fjords, is at
The mail-steamers take 62-70 hours.
least 100 S.M. long.
They start
for the return on the second day after their arrival at Vads0.

Beyond the North Cape the sole attraction of the voyage con
sists in the utter bleakness and solemnity of the scene. Both main
land and islands now consist of vast and monotonous plateaux,

Naringe, rising to 1000-2000 ft., and generally unrelieved
by valleys. The steamboat traverses long fjords without coming in
called

of a boat, a human habitation, or even a bush, for half a day
time. At the heads of these fjords, on the other hand, we fre
quently find smiling little colonies, surrounded with a few bushes

sight
at

a

and trees.
From the Maase (p. 240) the mail-steamers steer to the E.
the Mageresund, between the large Magere, the N. end of
which is the North Cape, and the mainland.
On the Magere are
the stations of Honningsvaag and (6 S.M. from Maase) Kjelvik, with
a church and Landhandler's house.

through

Beyond Kjelvik the steamer passes the Porsangernms, glitter
with white quartz, and enters the Porsanger Fjord, about
120 Kil. long and 20 Kil. broad, into which numerous streams fall
at its S. end. In July and August the 'Sei' (saithe, Gadus virens),
a fish of the cod
species, is largely caught here in nets, each of
which requires 30-40 men and 6-8 boats to manage it. The proxim
ity of a shoal is indicated by the black and ruffled look of the water
and the attendant flock of thousands of sea-gulls. The Sei enters the
fjord in pursuit of the 'Lodde' (Osmerus arcticus, a kind of smelt),

ing

which resorts to the shore to spawn.

5 S.M.

(from Kjelvik) Repvaag,

with extensive

chammmorus)

near

the

where the 'Multebaer'
grows in abundance.
moors

,

Tamse,

a

flat island
Rubus
,

(cloud-berry

5 S.M. Kistrand, with church, pastor, doctor, and telegraphstation.
On the E. side of the Porsanger Fjord is the peninsula of Spirte16
Baedeeer's Norway and Sweden. 6th Edit.
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Njarga,

NORDKYN.

From the North

Cape

at the N. end of which is the

headland of *Sv8erholtkTubben,
almost sheer rock of clay-slate, about 1000 ft. in
height, a re
sort of millions of sea-fowl. The owner of the headland is the Landhandler of Svairholt, which lies in a small bay to the E. of which
he and his family are the sole inhabitants. He derives a
good in
come from the sea- fowls'
eggs; and the dead birds are used as fod
der, being buried for a time, and afterwards packed in casks.
The mail-steamers now steer S. into the Laxefjord, and call at
6 S.M. Lebesby, on the E. bank, a prettily situated place, with
church, shop, etc. Numerous coast-lines are observed (p. xxxi), up
to 200 ft. high, and generally in
pairs, one above the other.
an

—

Returning from Lebesby the steamer passes the mouth of the
Eidsfjord, at the head of which lies the narrow Hopseid, separating
it from the Hopsfjord. We next round the Drottvikncering, a
pro
montory between the Laxefjord and the small Kjellefjord. At the
end of the promontory rises the Store Finkirke, a huge rock, formerly
revered by the Lapps ; and in the Kjellefjord, a little beyond it, is
the Lille Finkirke. The vertical strata of sandstone here are like
basalt. At the head of the fjord we reach
7 S.M. Kjellefjord, an 'Annexkirke' of Lebesby, with several
houses and 'Gammer' (see p. 234). The shore and the bottom of the
fjord are covered with boulders. An old coast-level is distinctly
traceable on the right. Leaving the Kjellefjord the vessel steers
round the Redevag ('red wall') to the station of
2 S.M. Skjetningberg, and along the bold cliffs of the CorgasNjarga (pron. Chorgash), a large peninsula connected with the main
land by the narrow isthmus of Hopseid. The N. end of the peninsula
is the Nordkyn (or Kinnerodden), in 71° 6' N. lat., the northern
Two bold mountains on
most point of the mainland of Europe.
the W. side guard the entrance to a basin, in which lies Sandvar,
a solitary fisherman's hut.
The masses of quartzose rock, broken
into enormous slabs, have a very imposing effect. Next, on the
right, are the headland of Smerbringa and the flat Sletnais, with a
—

-—

curious rock-formation called

The next station is
factory of Svend Foyn.

'Biskopen' (the bishop).
(6 S.M.) Mehavn, with the train-oil manu
Then (3 S.M.) Gamvik. Passing Omgang

the steamer now enters the large Tanafjord , about 70 Kil. in
length, and skirts the E. bank, with its variegated quartzose rocks.
To the W. at one point we see across the narrow Hopseid into the
Laxefjord. The hills on the E. side of the fjord increase in height,
culminating in the Stangencesfjeld (2315 ft.) To the W., farther
on, is Digermulen, a peninsula separating the Tanafjord from the
and to the S. rises the
We call at (2

Varre ('holy mountain'),
S.M.) Finkongkjeilen and at
Stangenais (Lapp Vagge, 'valley'), where there is a guano-

Langfjord,

Algas-

above Guldholmen.

6 S.M.

Bushes, trees, and even potatoes are seen
point we look up the Vestre and 0stre Tanafjord,

factory.
this

—

here. From
and the Lee-

VARD0.

to Vadse.

33. Route.
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The water is too shallow to admit of
a bay to the S.E.
the steamer going on to Guldholmen (p. 244).
The steamer turns and steers down the Tanafjord, skirts the
Tanahorn (865 ft.), at the N. end of the peninsula of Rago-Njarga,
—

botten,

and steers to the E. to

(7 S.M.) Berlevaag, (5 S.M.) Makur,

and

Orddo-Vuodna), with a'Fugleberg'('bird(4S.M.)/Sj/ft«/)'ord(Lapp
auks.
The
of

hill')

sea-gulls

and

—

scenery becomes

more

and

more

dreary, and the shore lower (400-500 ft.), while fog and many
stretches of snow intensify the gloom. This whole peninsula is

Varjag-Njarga,

named the

and is

separated

from the

Rago-Njarga

by the Kongsfjord.

Havningberg, with neat houses, a lofty wooden pier,
To the left, at a height of
a garden containing grass.
20-40 ft., lies the former coast-line, above which run the telegraphTo the W. is the projecting headland of Harbaken. Near
wires.
Havningberg is the cavern of Ovnen ('oven'), nearly 100 ft. in depth.
3 S.M. Vard« (Cornelius Lund's Hotel; British vice-consul, Mr.
R. S. Holmboe), a town of 2200 inhab., lies on an island which is
1 S.M.

and

even

separated

from the mainland

by the Bussesund.

The town has two

harbours, the larger and deeper being on the N. side, protected by
The neat houses
a large breakwater, and the other on the S. side.
are roofed with turf, and their little gardens grow a few vegetables.
To the W. of the town is the fortress of Vardehus, founded about
1310, and now of no importance (garrison of 16 men only). To this
fortress, however, Norway was indebted for her acquisition of Fin
marken. Inscriptions here commemorate the visits of Christian IV.,
King of Denmark and Norway, in 1599, and Oscar II., King of
Sweden and Norway, in 1873. To the E. of the town rises the
timber-built Church. In the vicinity are numerous 'Hjelder' for
and on the mainland opposite are four Train Oil Boileries
and two Guano- Factories.
If time permit, we ascend the (20 min.) Vardefjeld (102 ft.), a
rocky hill behind the church, overlooking the town and island, the
Domen (535 ft.) to the S. E., the open sea to theE., and the district
of Syd-Varanger to the S., with the adjoining Russian territory.

drying fish,

The astronomer Paler Max Hell of Selmecz in Hungary observed the
transit of Venus across the sun from the isthmus between the two har
bours in 1768-69. The church-register still contains a note written by him
on 22nd June, 1769.
The climate here is mild, so that sheep spend the
winter in the open air ; but violent storms are frequent in winter (max
imum cold 5" Fahr.). Comp. p. xxxvii.
—

We
The voyage from Varde to Vadse takes ^fa-^fa hours.
past the islands of Rene and Home, with their 'Eider-Vser'
and 'Dun-Vaer', where eider-down and feathers are gathered and
numerous ermines are found. Then to the S., sometimes calling at
Kiberg. The shore continues exceedingly barren. In the interior
rise the Ruyttotjock and Beljek. We pass the S. side of the Vadse,
on which the town of that name formerly lay.
steer

16*
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10 S.M.

NYBORG.

(55

from Hammerfest) Vads* (Hotel Krogh ; British
Mr. B. M. Akermand), a town with 1700 inhab., half
Finns ('Kvaener'), lies in 70° 4' N. lat., at the S. end of the penin

vice-consul,
sula of

The

of the

place is Cacce-Suollo
signifying 'waterisland'. The Finns, chiefly immigrants from the Russian prin
cipality of Finnland, who live at Ytre-Vadse, the E. suburb, have
several peculiarities. At their bath-room ('Sauna') a Russian vapourVarjag-Njarga.

(pron. chahtze),

Lapp

name

the Finnish Vesi-Saari

,

both

bath may be ordered by the curious. On every side are oderiferous
'Hjelder' for drying fish. Potatoes, a few stunted mountain-ashes
and plum-trees, and several of our spring-flowers, such as forgetmenot and

campion, brave the climate. The pretty Church stands
hill to the N. of the town.
The sacristy contains a votive
picture of 1661. Under the Tower, which may be ascended, is a
curious offertory-box.
The shops sell interesting Russian articles
on

a

('N;everskmkker'

or

'bark-pouches', etc.).

A Local Steamer
From VADSe TO Vagge ON the TANAItfORD.
plies weekly to Nyborg in 3 hrs. (fare 3 kr. 55 0.); we drive thence to
Seida in 272-3 hrs. (about 18 kr.) ; row to Guldholmen in 4>/2 hrs. (about
12 kr.) and thence to Vagge in I1/4 hr. more (about 6 kr.). Careful inquiry
should be made of the captain of the mail-steamer as to the day and hour
of her arrival at Vagge. He may also be asked to telegraph to Nyborg
—

for a vehicle to await the traveller's arrival. The journey to Gudholmen
does not reach Vagge until
may be made in a day, but as the mail-steamer
at Nyborg.
early on Frid. morning, it is advisable to spend Wed. night

The local steamer (dep. at present Wed. at 10 a.m.), to which
the
row direct from the mail-steamer, steers to the W. up
the chief of which
several
settlements,
Lapp
Varanger Fjord, past
is Mortensnas, and the church of Ncesseby. The vegetation improves
we

may

ascend the fjord.
Nyborg (quarters at the Landhandler's,

as we

where a vehicle is ordered
for the drive to Seida) lies 43 Kil. to the W. of Vadse, near the end
of the fjord. About 15 Kil. to the N. rises the Madevarre (1470 ft. ;
forest limit, 650 ft.).
We drive across the Seidafjeld (over which extends a 'Rengjasrde', Lapp 'Aide', or fence to prevent the reindeer from stray
river
ing) to Seida, on the E. bank of the Tana, the second-largest con
in Norway, noted for its salmon and the particles of gold it
for the voyage down
to
tains. The boatmen take
the

rapid

river

li/2"2hrs. prepare
(rather fatiguing). We pass Matsjok, Norskholmen,
of

and Bonakas. At the mouth of the river, opposite the church
Tana, lies the island of
Guldholmen ('gold island' ; good quarters). Our first care here
for
is to order a boat to take us to Vagge (no quarters) in good time
the southward-bound steamer.
—
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34.

Syd-Varanger.

If we do not return by the same steamer we must wait a week for the
next. In this case we may visit the E. part of Std-Varanger, a district
extolled by the Norwegians (see Friis's Finmarken), where we see the
Lapps and the industrious Finns io advantage. The explorer should have
the neck, and
a veil (Sl0r'), covering the whole head and fastened round
if possible a mosquito-tent ('Raggas') also, as gnats (Culex pipiens) occur
in such swarms as sometimes to darken the sun.

The district to the S. of the Varanger Fjord was long a subject
dispute between Norway and Russia but the frontier was at
length defined by the convention of May , 1826, and confirmed in
1834. This region abounds in timber (whence it is known as 'Raftelandet', the land of planks or rafters), in fish, and in birds.
The local steamer conveys us across the Varanger Fjord to the
S. from Vadse to Bugenaes (good quarters at the Landhandler's), at
the mouth of the Bugefjord, which runs a long way inland. On
the W. side of the fjord rises the Bugenasfjeld (1805 ft.), and to
the E. the Brasfjeld (1335 ft.). On the right opens the Kjefjord,
of

,

the banks of which are almost uninhabited. We skirt the N. side
of the bare Skogere, touch at Hjelme, and steer to the S. into the
Begfjord, which farther on branches into the Klosterfjord and the

Langfjord.
At Kirkenms,

on the
promontory between these fjords, are the
church and parsonage of Syd-Varanger (rooms at the Landhandler's).
Farther up the fjord (5 Kil.) lies the station Elvenses (rooms at the
Lensmand's), at the mouth of the large Pasvik-Elv or Kloster-Elv,
named after the monastery of Peisen once situated here. The

steamer goes on, weather

permitting,

to

Hvalen, Jarfjordbunden,

Pasvik (see below), Smaastrem, and the Russian frontier on the
Jacobs -Elv.
Some 4-5 Kil. beyond Elvenaes is the chapel of
Boris-Gleb, named after two Russian saints, situated on the left
bank of the Pasvik, in a Russian 'enclave' of 4/g Engl. sq. M. Here
reside the Skolte-Lapps ('scalp Lapps'), so-named from the fact
that they were formerly bald from disease.
The Pasvik-Elv consists of a series of lakes, some of them 1020 Kil. long, connected by about thirty waterfalls , and for a dis
tance of 100 Kil. forms the frontier between Norway and Russia.
Its source is the Enare-Traisk, a
great lake, nearly 3000 Engl. sq. M.
in area.
A visit may be paid from Boris-Gleb to the Storfos
(Gieddega-vdnje) and to the (6-7 Kil.) Harefos (Njoammel Guoika,
'hare-fall'), on the Valegas-Javre, a lake full of trout ; also to the
(40 Kil.) Manniko-Koski ('pine-waterfall'), through the fine forestscenery of the Syd-Varanger.
A good road leads from Elvenaes to the (9 Kil.) head of the
Jarfjord, on which we may row to Pasvik (from the Lapp basse,
'sacred'), a fishing hamlet with a good harbour. A little farther to
the E. is Jacobselvs- Kapel, the last steamboat-station, and the last
place in Norway. Since the visit of Oscar II. in 1873, recalled by
—
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Route 35.

KARASJOK.

marble

It lies

slab, the place has been named 'Oscar den Andens Kapel'
the Jacobs-Elv (Lapp Vuorjem), here the boundary between
and Russia. The 'Lodde' (smelt) fishery here is very im
.

on

Norway
portant, the

fish being largely used as bait.
following Lapp words (in which & = ch, c = ts, and i = sh) oc
frequently : duoddar, mountain ; varre, hill ; varre-oaaive, hill-top ;
ijokk, point; njarg, promontory, peninsula ; suolo, island ; gedge, stone ;
cacce, water ; vuodna, fjord ; javre, lake ; gaiva, spring ; jokki, river; guoika,
waterfall; njalmi, estuary ; jcekna , glacier; olmiis, person, human being;
goatte, house ; maa , land ; buocco, reindeer ; suoppan, lasso ; guosse, cow ;
gubsse-voja, cow's-fat, butter; guolle, fish; guvtjin, trout; muorra, tree;
dcedno, fir, pine; kumse, cradle; pulk, kjwrris, sledge; beska, fur-coat;
gabmagak, shoes ; skalkomager, fur-boots ; bellinger, leathern gaiters ; nibe,
knife; doppa, edge; bcenagulam, a mile (literally 'as far as a dog's bark
The Lapp greeting on entering a house is 'rafthe vissui'
is heard').
(peace to your house) ! The answer, 'ibmel addi' (God grant it) ! 'Burisl'
or 'buorre bceive' (good day) !
Answer, 'ibmel addi !'
The

cur

—

,

35. From the

Altenfjord

to

Karasjok.

(100 Engl. M.), a ride of 3-4 days, but less in winter by
sledge (kjcerris, or pulk, something like a canoe) drawn by reindeer. The
guide (vappus, 'pilot') must understand Laplandish, though in summer most
of the Lapps migrate to the coast.
About 160 Kil.

Bossekop on the Altenfjord, seep. 238. Beyond the Altengaard
the route crosses the Alten-Elv, and leads inland, to the S.E. We
oracle
pass a number of 'sieidi', or sacred stones ('sieidi-gergi',
stones; several at the end of the Kong shavnf) eld, projecting into
the Altenfjord), and 'sacred mountains' ('basse varek').
The first night is generally spent in the Jodkastue or Romsdalsstue, by the small lake of Jotkajavre (about 45 Kil. from Bossekop).
Farther on we observe to the N.E. the Vuorie-Tjok, a bare conical
to the E. the Vuolla-Njunnes, once famous places
of sacrifice. The country is mostly wooded, and the valleys are often
of Jesijavre (1595 ft.),
very picturesque. We next reach the large lake
which we either skirt or cross by boat, and then descend the valley
of the rapid, but navigable Jes-jok, into which a route from Kautokeino (see below) also descends. The Mollesjokstue, the second
We
is about 40 Kil. beyond Jodkajavre.
or

mountain, and

'Fjeldstue'

refuge,

—

Kil.) the third station, the Zaurisstue,
we either proceed direct, by the Geimo
Javre, to (25 Kil.) Karasjok, or go first to (16 Kil.) the Karasjokka
('rapid river') and descend on its left bank to (16 Kil.) Karasjok.
a
Karasjok (440 ft. ; Hotel) has a church, a Lensmand, and
Landhandler, and is a good place for seeing life among the Lapps.
About 15 Kil. farther to the E. the Karasjokka unites with the

then cross the fjeld to (35
Hence
on the Zarijokjavre.

—

right bank of which is Russian. The combined
Tana-Elv, down which we may row to Seida(y>. 244)
3-4 days. Travellersjbound for Nyborg (p. 244) land at Suoppan-

Anarjokka,

the

rivers form the
in

jarg, 8 Kil. above Seida.
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36. From the

Altenfjord

to

Haparanda

in Sweden.

About 705 Kil. (438 Engl. 31.), a fatiguing journey of 11-13 days. From
Alten to Kautokeino 4 days, thence to Muoniovara 3-4 days, and from
This route has been trodden by L. v.
Muoniovara to Haparanda 4-5 days.

Buch, Acerbi, Martins, Bravais, Oscar Schmidt, and other scholars and
naturalists, but has no attraction except for purposes of science or of sport.
The best time is between the middle of August and the middle of Sep
tember. Earlier the mosquitoes are insufferable; later the days draw in
and snow begins to fall. The traveller's passport must be visi by a Russian
ambassador or consul (a consul at Hammerfest).

Kautokeino, about 140 Kil. by the route across
Alten-Elv, or 155 Kil. if we follow
and engage guide
that river. We prefer the first of these routes
and horses for the whole journey to Karesuando. Four 'Fjeldstuer'
afford shelter, but provisions must be taken. The highest part of
the vast fjeld which the route traverses is the Nuppivarre (2730 ft. ;
From Alten

to

the mountains to the W. of the

,

'varre' the Lapp, 'vara' the Finnish for mountain). The stations
36 Kil. Gargiastue (360ft.); 20 Kil. Suolovuobme or Solovom
(1300 ft.) ; 26 Kil. Piggejavre (1110 ft.) ; 52 Kil. Kautokeino. From
Solovom geologists may visit the deposits of coal on the Akso-Javre.
The longer route, following the Alten-Elv (Alatajokki), crosses
the Beskadosfjeld to the Ladnijaure and Musi (810 ft.), in order
to avoid the Sautzofosse, the rapids in the lower part of the river.
On the upper part, where there is little stream, we row up to
Kautokeino (865 ft. ; good quarters at the Landhandler's, or at
the Lensmand's, who. is obliging and well informed), a settlement
of Lapps and a few Finns, most of whom are absent in summer,
with a church and parsonage. The sides of the
village-well are
coated with ice below. A few birches, but no pines. The name
Kautokeino ('highest of the way') has been explained as marking
the highest point on the way from the Arctic Ocean to the Baltic Sea.
are:

—

From Kautokeino to Karesuando
(about 100 Kil.
two days. We either ride or row
up the Alten-Elv
Mortas.
Thence to Syvajarvi in Finland (Russia) , 55
The frontier, which we cross 11 Kil. before
reaching
is formed by the watershed
1850
between

M.),

or

62 Engl.

to

(14 Kil.)

Kil.

more.

this

place,

the Arctic
(about
ft.)
Ocean and the Gulf of Bothnia. A ride of 28 Kil. more,
present
ing little interest, brings us to
Karesuando (1060 ft.; Inn), the first village in Sweden, with a
church. The Muonio-Elf is here 400 ft. wide. Barley is cultivated.
—

From Karesuando to Nedre Muoniovara
(about 100 Kil. or
M.), in one day by boat down the Muonio-Elf, the bound
ary between Sweden and Finland. The trip is very interesting,
and the passage of the rapids is free from danger. It is usual to
hire a boat and rowers as far as Muonioniska
of the

62 Engl.

('beginning

Muonio')

the Finland side , or to Muoniovara (good quarters
at
Fostrum's) on the Swedish side ; but a fresh boat may be en
gaged at each station: 20 Kil. Kuttainen; 20 Kil. Palajokko ;
on
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30 Kil.
20 Kil.

OFVER-TORNEA.

Ketkisuando, 12 Kil. below which are seen the first pines ;
Ofvre Muonioniska ; 10 Kil. Muoniovara (760 ft.), prettily

situated, with corn-fields. An interesting description
mon-spearing in the Muonio by torch-light is given by
From Muoniovara

to

Haparanda

(365

Kil.

or

of the sal
L. v. Buch.

226 Engl.

M.),

by boat, first on the Muonio, and then on the Tornea-Elf. The
rushing of the Muoniokoski, a cataract upwards of 2 Kil. long, is
audible at Muoniovara, 1/thx. distant. The descent is very exciting.
The foaming river careers wildly through a narrow gully and over
sunken rocks. At one place, near together, are two falls, each about
6 ft. high, between which the stream has to be crossed in order to
also

narrow channel where the descent is less sudden.
The boat from Muoniovara to Ruskola is manned by three boat
men, holds two passengers only, and costs about 80 kr. Besides the
cataracts just mentioned, we descend a series of other rapids. The

reach another

whole voyage

(about

Kihlangi, Kengis

280

Bruk

Kil.) takes 2*/2-3 days. Good quarters
(iron-works), Pello, and Ruskola.

at

Between the Kexisvara station and that of Kengis Bruk, 1 hr.
it, the large Muonio-Elf falls into the Tome-Elf, which de
scends from the T6mea-Trask (65 Kil. long; 1130 ft. above the
sea), to the E. of the Ofotenfjord. Observe the interesting costumes
of the natives at Pello (265 ft.). At the Kittis, a hill here, ended a
degree of longitude measured by Maupertuis in 1736.

below

About 3 Kil. below Ruskola lies Ofver-Tomea, near which, on
From Ofver-Torthe Finland side , rises the Avasaxa (p. 342).
see p. 342.
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37. Malmo and Southern Skane.
Arrival.
land at the

The Steamboats from
Copenhagen, Liibeck, and Stralsund
same quay, at the S. end of which is the
Nya Tullhut (PI. 7;
B, 2), or custom-house, where luggage is examined. A few paces thence,
to the left, is the Railway Station (Sbdra
Stambana, R. 38); porter
The traveller should entrust his
('Barare') 25-50 6.
luggage to a
at
the
station
(20 6.)
and at once buy the latest number
of 'Sveriges Kommunikationer' (10 o.). Steamboats also
ply to Stockholm,
Gotenburg, etc. ; others touch here on their way to London, Amsterdam
Bordeaux, etc.
—

railway^porter

Hotels (both with restaurants).
=Krameb's Hotel, Stor-Torg (PI.
B, 2), R. 1-4, D. IV2-21/2 kr. ; «H6tel Horn (formerly Svea), opposite the
railway-station, similar charges.
Cafes.
Baude, Hamn-Gatan; Brown, Soder-Gatan ; also in the Slottpark (see below), a favourite resort.
Post Office, Oster-Gatan 45.
Telegraph Office, Norra Vall-Gatan 54.
Tramways from the harbour to the Stor-Torg, and thence to the S. and
E.
British Vice-Gonsul. Mr. Theodore Flensburg.
U.S. Consular Agent.
Mr. Peter M. Flensburg.
Sea Baths on the N. side of the harbour (PI. B, 1).
Malmo, a thriving seaport, the capital of the fertile province
—

—

—

—

of Skane, with 50,500 inhab., lies
hagen (16 Engl. M. distant), in a

Besides its brisk trade it possesses

the Sound, opposite Copen
flat and uninteresting district.

on

a

number of manufactories

(of

gloves, cotton, tobacco, etc.). In the middle ages Malmo was the
chief trading town. on the Sound, owing its prosperity mainly to the
which attracted merchants from all parts of the
Baltic. It is mentioned for the first time in 1259, but it lay at that
time in the Westervang, now the suburb of Sodervarn, while the
site of the modern town was then occupied by the fishing-village
of Svalperup. During the chequered reign of Christian II. of Den
mark (1513-23) Malmo embraced the cause of that monarch, headed
by the spirited burgomaster Jilrgen Kock, builder of the interesting
'Kockumska Hus' in the Frans Suells Gata. The modern prosperity

herring-fishery,

of the town dates from the end of the 18th cent., when Frans Suell,
a merchant, caused the harbour to be constructed.
The Harbour is on the N. side of the town. Crossing the bridge

beside the Custom House (PI. 7 ; B, 2), we follow the street straight
on to the S. to the Stor-Torg
('great market'), at the N.E. angle
of which are the Radhus (right) and the governor's residence (left).
A bronze statue of Charles X. is to be erected here in 1896.
The *Radhus (PI. 8 ; B, 2), or town-hall , a handsome edifice
in the Netherlandish Renaissance style, was built in 1546 and
entirely restored in 1864-69. The facades are in brick, and the co
pings and five figures in niches on the roof in sandstone. Hand
some oriel-window in the centre.
The handsome Knutssal in the
interior was the council-chamber of the once powerful Knutsgille
('Guild of Canute'). The Landstingssal is also noteworthy ; it con
tains a collection of portraits of ancient royal personages and a
painting by Cederstrom : Magnus Stenbock at Malmo in 1709.
In the Landshbfdinge-Resiclenset (PI. 9), residence of the gov-
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is the room in which Charles XV. died on
when on his way back from Aix-la-Chapelle.
Passing between these buildings, we reach the Petri Kyrka
(PI. 5; B, 2), founded in 1319 and restored in 1847-53, a fine
Gothic brick-built church.
The tower has only recently been
The old Tyska\ Kyrka or German church (PI. 6 ;
completed.
C, 2) has been entirely rebuilt, and is now known as the Caroli
ernor

province,

18th Sept.,

1872,

—

By the Gustaf Adolfs Torg (PI. B, 3), to the S.E., is the
Kyrka.
Roman Catholic Church (PI. 4 ; B, 3) , to the W. is the shady Cemetery
At Rbrsjo, the E. quarter of the town, are the St. Pauli
(PI. B, 3j.
Kyrka (Pi. 10 ; C, 3), the Elementar-Lciroverk (PL C, 3), or element
ary school, with a small museum, and the new Technical School.
At the W. end of the town is the Malmohus (PI. A, 2, 3), a
fortress dating in its present form from 1537, and architecturally
interesting. It is now a prison. Bothwell, Queen Mary Stuart's
third husband, was imprisoned here in 1573-78, but the dungeon
in which he was confined is now walled up. He died on 14th April,
1578, in the chateau of Dragsholm in Zealand. Between the castle
and the town are the pleasant promenades of the Slottpark or Kung
Oscars Park (cafe, with concerts frequently).
—

—

Railway

prom

Malmo toKlagstorp

(48 Kil., inS'/^hrs.
(Inn).

2 kr. 65, 1 kr. 65 6.).
19 Kil. Hvellinge
33 Kil. Trelleborg (Stads-Hotel), an old
—

and several
below), and

town with

; fares

2500 inhab.

factories, is the terminus of the Lund, Svedala (see
48 Kil. Klagstorp.
Trelleborg railway (p. 254).
—

About 4 M. to the W. of Hvellinge, on a bleak sandy peninsula, lie
the two ancient little towns of Skanbr and Falsterbo, once famed for their
herring-fishery and the 'Fair of Skane'. A storm destroyed their harbours
in 1631, and their total population is now about 1000 only.
The old
churches are interesting. To the S. of Falsterbo is the ruined fortress of
Falsterbohus.

Railway

Malmo to Ystad (63 Kil. , in 272-3V2 hrs- j fares
6.). The train traverses the fertile province
of Skane, with its extensive corn-fields, beautiful groves of beeches,
white churches, and handsome country-seats. 6 Kil. Hindby; 11 Kil.
Oxie; 16 Kil. Skabersjb, 3 M. to the N.E. of which is the hand
some mansion of Torup.
21 Kil. Svedala, junction for Lund and

2 kr.

80,

prom

2 kr. 25

Trelleborg (p. 254). 29
the S.

extremity

Kil.

of Sweden.

Borringe, junction for Ostratorp, near
34 Kil. Skurup; 44 Kil. Rydsgard;

51 Kil. Marsvinsholm ; 55 Kil. Charlottenlund.
63 Kil. Ystad (Hotel du Sud; Hotel du Nord; British viceconsul, Mr. H. Nilsson), a busy seaport and manufacturing town,
with 8000 inhabitants. Steamers to Stockholm, Malmo, Copen
others to Stettin, Liibeck, and Bergen, etc.
between Copenhagen and the island of Bornholm
(every evening except Sun.) touches at Ystad on Sat. night. Bornholm
(230 sq. M. ; 35,000 inhab.), which belongs to Denmark, lies 37 M. to the
S.E. of the Swedish mainland (3 hrs. from Ystad). It yields the porcelain-

hagen,

and

Gotenburg;

The steamer

plying

252

Route 37.

CIMBRISHAMN.

clay used
at Rbnne,

in the famous manufactories of Copenhagen. The steamer lands
the capital, on the W. coast.
The island is rocky and moun
tainous. The hill called Rytterkndgten and the Echodal in the interior are
of
a
and
visit.
Between
Svaneke
worthy
Ailing e on the N.E. coast are the
grand cliffs of Randklbveskaaret, Belligdomsklippeme, Gaaserenden, Vaade
Ovn, and Torre Ovn. On the N. side the island terminates in the promontory
of Bammeren, near which lies the ruin of Bammershuus (Blanch's Hotel).

Railway

prom

Malmo

to

Cimbrishamn vlaTomelilla

(96 Kil.,

hrs- ; fares 6 kr. 95, 3 kr. 50 6.).
15 Kil. Staffanstorp,
junction for Lund and Trelleborg (see p. 254) ; 24 Kil. Dolby, with
an old church ; 35 Kil. Veberod, near which is the
Romeleklint, the
in

3Y2

highest point

in S. Skane.

teau of the same name,
seats in Sweden. At

on

At (42 Kil.) Oveds Kloster, is the cha
the Wombsjb , one of the finest private

(53 Kil.) Sofdeborg there is also a fine chateau.
(Jernvags Hotel) is the junction for Ystad and

69 Kil. Tomelilla
Eslof.

96 Kil. Cimbrishamn or Simrishamn (Hotel Svea), a small seaport
with 2000 inhabitants. In the neighbourhood is the Glimmingehus,
a curious old baronial castle ; and a little to the N. is the fishingvillage of Kivik, with an interesting monument of the bronze age,
with sculptured stones at the sides.
The

new

stations,

at

Railway

Bara,

near

from Malmo to Genarp stops
among other
the chateau of Torup (p. 251), and at Klage-

Near Genarp is the handsome
rup, near the chateau of Hyby.
modern chateau of Hackeberga, 2 M. from which is the Romeleklint
—

(see above).
From Malmo

holm, 82

to

Billesholm and thence to Astorp and Engelin 23/4-3y2hrs. (fares 5 kr. 35, 3 kr. 5 0.).

Kil., railway

This route is of

only on account of the expressthe arrival of the Stralsund steamer and
connect at Engelholm with the expresses thence to Gotenburg and
Christiania (RR. 40, 14).
5 Kil. Arlbf; 10 Kil. Lomma; 16 Kil.
24 Kil. Kjeflinge is
Fladie; 20 Kil. Stdfvie; 22 Kil. Furulund.
the junction for the line to Trelleborg, Lund, and Landskrona (see

importance

trains that leave Malmo

to tourists

on

—

■—

p.

254).
33 Kil. Teckomatorp is the junction for the lines

Landskrona,

to

Helsingborg,

and Eslof.

Fkom Teckomatorp to Landskrona, 17 Kil.; to Helsingborg, 34 Kil.
These lines separate at (6 Kil.) Billeberga. The other stations

(see p. 260).

Landskrona ("Stads- Botel) is a fortified port with
are unimportant.
12,900 inhab., and a castle, completed in 1543, now used as a storehouse
Steamboat to Copenhagen, once or twice daily. Railway to
and prison.
Astorp via Ottarp and Billesholm, see p. 253.
From Teckomatorp to Eslof, 15 Kil. (see p. 255).
39 Kil. Svalbf; 46 Kil. Axelvold; 49 Kil. Kagerbd.
The
railway now traverses the coal-field extending from Helsingborg on
—

—

the W. to

beyond Qvidinge

on

the E.

LUND.

38. Route.
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59 Kil. Billesholm, with coal-mines. Branch to Bjuf on the
Helsingborg and Astorp line.
94 Kil. Astorp is an important junction : for Helsingborg, see
p. 260; for Kattarp and Hoganas, see p. 260 ; for Markaryd and for
101 Kil. Spannarp.
108 Kil. Engelholm
Hessleholm (p. 255).
—

—

(p. 261).
38. From Malmo to

Nassjo (and Stockholm).

268 Kil. (167 Engl. M.). Sodra Stambanan. Express (1st June to 1st
Sept.) in 5, quick train in 7 hrs. (fares 22 kr. 80, 16 kr. 10 6.); ordinary
train in 10 hrs. (fares 14 kr. 10, 9 kr. 40 6.).
The mixed trains (blandade
Each carriage contains a
lager) are suitable for short distances only.
notice as to stoppages for refreshments.
[From Malmo to Stockholm, 618 Kil. (383 M.) ; express in 123/4, quick
train in 15-16 hrs. (fares 52 kr. 65, 37 kr. 10, 23 kr. 40 8.); ordinary train
38
in
hrs. (fares 32 kr. 45, 21 kr. 65 6.). Sleeping-berth, 1st cl. 5kr., 2nd
cl. 3 kr., in addition to the fare, irrespective of the distance.
Those who
—

—

wish to avoid so long a railway journey may take the train to Jbnkbping
and the steamer thence by Lake Wettern and the Gota Canal to Stockholm

(comp. p. 274).]
The train skirts the Sound, crosses the Segea near (5 Kil.)
Arlbf, and then the Hbjea. Near (9 Kil.) Akarp is the agricultural
school (Landbruksinstitut) of Alnarp. Fertile country. Close to
Lund are several large hospitals.
17 Kil. Lund.
Hotels. Central Hotel, Stora Kungs-Gatan 4, near
the cathedral, E. and B. only; Stadshxset, Stor-Torg; Skandinavie &
Jernvags-Hotel.
Booksellers: Lindstett , Stor-Torg; Gleerup , Stora
Sodra-Gatan, by the market; see Plan of town, p. 249.
Lund, once called Londinum Gothorum or Metropolis Daniae,
an
ancient town with 15,500 inhab. , was the largest town in
Scandinavia until the middle of the 15th century. In its palmy
days Lund was the seat of a famous bishopric, and is said to have
had 21 churches. At the present day it has a dull, rustic appear
From the Rail
ance, especially during the university vacations.
way Station (PI. A, 2) we walk in a few minutes to the centre of
the town, where the cathedral and the university are situated. On
the way we pass the house of the poet Esaias Tegner (PI. A, B, 3 ;
pron. Tengnare ; b. 1782, d. 1846), who lived here in 1813-26 and
wrote his Frithjof, Gerda, and other works. The house contains a
few memorials of the poet.
The "Cathedral (PI. B, 3), one of the finest churches in Scan
dinavia, was consecrated by Archbishop Eskil (p. 330) in 1145. It
is a pure Romanesque edifice , with two towers and a semicircular
apse, and has been judiciously restored. The exterior, especially
of the choir, is elaborately adorned in a manner that recalls the
Middle Rhenish style of the 12th cent., and probably dates from
the period after the fire of 1172. Observe in particular the choir,
with round-arched frieze borne by columns in the first story, blind
arcades in the window-story, and above these an open colonnade.
The Interior (generally open in the forenoon; entrance on the S.E.
side; 'klockare', or sacristan, Lilla Kungs-Gatan 2), although only 210 ft.
—

—

—
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in length, 108 ft. wide, and 70 ft. high, looks much larger owing to the
breadth of the W. end, and to the fact that the pavement rises in the
middle V/2 ft. above the level of the aisles. Nine pillars on each side
separate the nave from the aisles. Seventeen steps ascend from the nave
to the imposing transept, two more to the choir, and lastly three to the
high-altar. Observe the new Bronze Doors, the handsome Pulpit of 1692,
the old seven-branched Candelabrum, the carved Gothic Choir-Stalls, and
the modern Frescoes on a gold background, by Thulin.
Under the transept and choir lies the grand "Crypt (Kraftskyrkan),
121 ft. long, 33 ft. wide, and 13 ft. high, borne by 23 pillars, and lighted
by ten small windows. In the N. arm of the crypt is a large Well, with
satirical figures and inscriptions by Van Duren, a Westphalian master,
who lived in Lund in 1513-27. Archbishop Birger (d. 1519) is buried here.
On two of the pillars are the figures of the giant Finn and his wife, the
traditional builders of the church. They were hired by St. Lawrence to
construct the building, and they stipulated either for the sun and the moon,
or for the saint's own eyes as their reward, unless the holy man should
guess the giant's name. Luckily he overheard the giantess pronounce her
husband's name while she was lulling her child to sleep, and thus saved
his eyes. The enraged couple then tried to pull the church down again,
but the saint converted them into stone, as their figures still testify.

In the beautiful promenades, shaded by fine lime-trees, to the
N. of the cathedral, rise the buildings of the University (PI. B, 2),
founded in 1668, and now attended by about 800 students. To the

N.W. are the New University Buildings (PI. 1), in the Greek
Renaissance style, designed by Helgo Zetterwall, and erected in
1878-82. These contain the Aula and the Historical Museum
(Director, Dr. S. Soderberg). Adjacent is the old University, now
the Library (PI. 2). The *Museum of Social History (founder and
director, Mr. G. Karlin), embracing 8000 mediaeval and modern
specimens, is arranged in different buildings corresponding to the
historical character of the various groups, with reference also to
the ancient divisions of Sweden. Adjacent, on the E., is the Tegners-Plats, embellished with a Statue of Esaias Tegner by Qvarnstrom. On Oct. 4th, the day on which the poet matriculated at the
University, the students celebrate the occasion with processions,
songs, and speeches. On the S. side of the Plats is the Zoological
Museum (PI. B, 2, 3), where all the Scandinavian vertebrates are
represented. On the N. side is the building of the Akademiska
Fbrening (PI. 4, B 2 ; with a restaurant, open to strangers).
The town is girdled with pleasant promenades. On the E. side
lies the Botanic Garden (PI. C, 2, 3). On the N.E. are the park of
Helgonabacken ('saints' hill'; PI. C, 1) and the Gothic Allhelgonakyrka or Church of All Saints, built in 1891 by Zettervall. On
the S.E. side of the town is the Raby Raddnings Institut(P\. C, 4),
a charitable establishment founded by Gyllenkrook. To the
S.W.,
beside the Observatory, is a pretty park (restaurant), where a band

frequently plays
From Lcnd

Staffanstorp (p.
32 Kil., railway
The Main

in

summer.

Trelleborg (p. 251), 43
251) and Svedala (p. 252).
in l>/i-2 hrs., via, Kjeflinge

to

—

To

hrs., via
(p. 252),

(p. 252).
after leaving LuDd, passes on the left the
of St. Liberius'), where the Danish kings once

Line,

.Sltparebacke ('Hill

in 2'/4
Landskrona

Kil., railway

to

Nassjo.

HESSLEHOLM.
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received the homage of the Swedish province of Skane. A monu
ment records the victory of Charles XI. over the Danes in 1676.
At (26 Kil.) Ortofta, where a pretty chateau is seen to the left,
we cross the Lbddea.
34 Kil. Eslof (Jemvags-Hotel; Nilsson's), with 1400 inhab.,
is the junction for lines to Landskrona and Helsingborg (p. 252)
and to Ystad (p. 251).
44 Kil. Stehag, amidst pretty beech-woods , a little beyond
which the Ringsjb (184 ft.) lies on the right. The lake is sur
rounded by handsome private residences , including the former
Bosjo Convent (not visible from the railway). 54 Kil. Hbr, whence
To the N. of the station
a branch-line goes to (13 Kil.) Hbrby.
rises the basaltic Anneklef. Near (68 Kil.) Sbsdala is the church
of Mallby, where Otto Lindblad, the composer, was once sacristan.
83 Kil. Hessleholm (Bern's Hotel, with rail, restaurant; Nya
Hotel, R. 2kr.), an increasing place. To the W. lies LakeFinja (150 ft.).
From Bessleholm to Belsingborg, see p. 260; to VittsjS, uninteresting.
From Hessleholm to Christianstad, 30 Kil., railway iniV4hr. (fares
2 kr. 10, 1 kr. 5 6.). Unimportant stations. From Karpalund, the last, a
branch-line diverges to (35 Kil.) the seaport of Ahus , whence spirits are
largely exported.
30 Kil. Christianstad (Sladshusel ; Frimurarehuset), a town with 9700
inhab., and seat of the Skanska Bofratt (appeal-court of Skane), established
in the Kronhus, was founded by Christian IV. of Denmark in 1614.
It
lies on a peninsula formed by the Belgea. The Church was erected in 1617.
A narrow-gauge railway runs hence to Karlsbamn (p. 256) via, Beckaskog, station for the estate of that name (3 M. to theN), situated between
the Oppmannasjo and the IfBsjo, once a Bernardine monastery, now crownproperty (often visited and sung by Charles XV.) ; and Sblvesborg, a sea
port with a ruined castle and several distilleries.
—

Dreary moor. 92 Kil. Balingslbf, 102 Kil. Hastveda, 113 Kil.
Ousby, 125 Kil. Killeberg.
Before crossing the boundary between Skane and Smaland (so
called from the 'small patches of arable land' with which it is sprin
kled), we enter a dreary and interminable Skog, a favourite theme
in popular Swedish song. This region consists of moor, swamp,
forest, lakes, hills, rocks, and debris intermingled in chaotic con
fusion and extending with few interruptions all the way to Hapa
randa. This chaos was formed by the action of the ice with which
the whole peninsula was once covered. The stones and rocks, worn
and rounded by glacier-action, are generally clothed with a thin
carpet of mossy vegetation. The forest (skog, from skugga, 'shadow',
as contrasted with
lund, 'pleasant grove') consists of pines and
deciduous trees in the S. parts of this region, but in the N. the
sombre fir-tree alone survives. The engineering of the railway
difficulties here. Embankments, cuttings, and
numerous.
On each side lie long ramparts built
up of loose stones. At places, however, we pass fields and pastures
with herds of cattle. A few churches with detached belfries (klockstapel), and red cottages, roofed with green turf, are also seen at

presented great
bridges are very

256 Route
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intervals. Manufactories are occasionally passed, and mills flank
most of the rivers.
Between (134 Kil.) Elmhult, the first station in Smaland, and
(150 Kil.) Liatorp lies Rashult, the birthplace of Linnaus (13th May,
1707). His father was joint-pastor of this parish, but removed the
following year to Stenbrohult in the vicinity. Nearing Djobruk,
we see Rashult on the right, with an obelisk erected to Linnaeus in
1866. Fine views of the long Mdckeln-Sjo (446 ft.), farther on.
168 Kil. Wislanda.
From Wislanda to Halmstad (p. 261) 115KU., railway in about6hrs.
The chief station on the route is Bolmen, on the lake (465 ft.) of that
name, 10 M. long and 6 M. broad, from which the Lagaa (p. 261) issues.
In the lake is the long island of Bolmsi), once the seat of the heathen
kings of Finveden, as W. Smaland is called, containing curious tombstones.
From Wislanda to Karlshamn, 78Kil., railway in 33/4-4'/2 hrs. (fares
5 kr. 50, 3 kr. 55 6.). Karlshamn (Stadshusel), a town with 7200 inhab.,
From
lies at the mouth of the Miea, in the pretty district of Blekinge.
Karlshamn to the W. to SSlvesborg and Christianstad, see p. 255; to the
E. to Ronneby, with chalybeate baths in a pretty district, and Karlskrona
(p. 257) 70 Kil.
182 Kil. Alfvesta (*Rail. Restaurant, with rooms), where a long
stoppage is usually made, is prettily situated at the N. end of Lake
Salen (470 ft.). On the right is the old church of Aringsas with
To^arisfcrona and Kalmar,
its belfry and curious Runic stones.
—

—

below.
194 Kil. Moheda. Then Lamhult (with the Gronskulle, 387 ft.,
on the left), Stockaryd, Sdfsjo (junction for
Hvetlanda), Sandsjb,
and Grimstorp. Countless lakes.
268 Kil. Nassj5 (1020 ft. ; *Rail. Restaurant; *Hotel Wiberg ;
Hotel Svensson) , junction for Jonkoping (p. 273) , Oskarshamn
(p. 258), and Halmstad (p. 261).
From Nassjo to Stockholm, see p. 278.
see

39. From Alfvesta to Karlskrona and Kalmar.
From Alfvesta to Wexio, 18 Kil., in 3/4 hr. (fares 1 kr. 30 6., 65 6.); from
Wexio to Karlskrona, 114 Kil., in 472-5l/shrs. (8 kr. 55, 4 kr. 30 6.).
From
Emmaboda to Kalmar, 57 Kil., in 23/4 hrs. (4 kr. 30, 2 kr. 15 6.).
—

Alfvesta, see above. This line traverses a wooded district,
enlivened here and there with the cottage of a settler, with its
patch of pasture and its peculiar fence of oblique stakes, common
in Norway and Sweden and also among the Alps.
8 Kil. Gemla, with several manufactories. 13 Kil. Rappe, on
the Helgasjo (on which a steamer plies), at the point whence it falls
into the Bergqvarasjo. To the S. of the station, clese to the latter
lake, is the estate of Bergqvara, with a picturesque ruined castle.
18 Kil. Wexio (*Nya Hotel; Gastgifvaregard), the capital of
the Kronobergs-Lan, dating as a town from 1342, now with 6200
inhab., rebuilt on a more spacious plan since the fires of 1830 and
1840, lies at the N. end of the Wexib-Sjb. The Cathedral, built

39. Route.
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about 1300 and dedicated to St. Siegfrid (d. about
apostle of this region, has been unskilfully restored.

1030),

257
the

The Sma-

lands Museum , in the Form-Sal ('Hall of Antiquities') not far
from the station , contains a collection of antiquities, a library,
a cabinet of coins, and a bust of Linnaeus (p. 256), who went from
Wexio to the university of Lund. On a hill to the E. of the town,
and connected with it by an avenue, lies the episcopal residence
of Ostrabo, once occupied by Tegner, the poet (p. 2o'.l), who died
here on 2nd Nov., 1846. He is buried in the cemetery to the W.
of the town, by the S.W. wall, where his grave is shaded by a
canopy of

maples.

Pleasant Excursion from Wexio to (5 Kil.) Evedal, with its mineral
the royal chateau of Kronoberg on the Helgasjo
governor of the district. On an island in the
lake are the fine ruins of the once strong castle of Kronoberg (which has
to
the
name
its
given
Kronobergs-Lan), shaded with beeches.

spring, and (3 Kil. farther on)
(535 ft.), now occupied by the

The train

now

traverses

an

interminable

forest,

relieved with

57 Kil. Emmaboda, junc
many lakes and several glass-works.
At Thorskors the train
tion for Nybro and Kalmar, see below.
—

—

quits

the mainland and

crosses

several

bridges

and islands to

—

114 Kil. Karlskrona (Storkallaren; Frimtirarehuskcillaren ; Brit.
vice-consul, Mr. A. Palander), the headquarters of the Swedish navy,
with 21.500 inhab., founded in 1680, situated on several islands.
From Emmaboda (see above) to Kalmar.
27 Kil. Nybro,
whence a branch-line diverges to the iron-works of Safsjostrbm.
41 Kil. Trekanten. The train now reaches a more smiling coastlandscape, where birches, oaks, and beeches appear. In the dis
tance is the island of bland (p. 258).
57 Kil. Kalmar (Witt's Hotel; Central Hotel ; S van feldt's Hotel;
—

Restaurant in the theatre, opp. Central Hotel; Brit, vice-consul,
Mr. C. O. Sbderbergh), a very ancient town with 12,000 inhab., lies
partly on the mainland and partly on two islands in the Kalmarsund, which separates the coast from the island ofOland. In 1397
Kalmar, which used to be called 'rikets nyckeV (the key of the
kingdom), witnessed the conclusion of the Kalmar Union (p. lvii),
by which the three Scandinavian kingdoms were united for a cen
tury and a quarter. Gustavus Adolphus came to Kalmar in 1620
to escort his bride, Princess Maria Eleonora of Brandenburg, to
Stockholm, where their marriage was to take place.
The Tailway-station is on the S. side of the Qvamholm, the is
land on which the greater part of the town lies. In the middle of
this quarter rises the * Cathedral, designed by Nic. Tessin the elder
and built of stone from the quarries of Oland in 1660-99.
The chief object of interest is the old castle of *Kalmamahus,
a
large quadrangular edifice, with towers, ramparts, and moats, on
an island connected with the mainland.
Between 1307 and 1611
the castle resisted no fewer than twenty-four sieges. The Golden
Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.
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(dating from
(which, however,
other
the

rooms now

John

III.), with a fine ceiling, the Union Hall
is of later date than the Union), and several

contain the Kalmar Historical Museum (apply to
A monument in the Public Park commemorates

'Vaktmastare').

Gustavus Vasa's return from Lubeck in May, 1520, when he first set
again on Swedish soil at Stensb, 3 Kil. to the S.W. of Kalmar.
To the N.W. of the town, beyond the suburb of Malmen, is
About 20 Kil. to the S. are the
(3 Kil.) Skalby, with a fine park.
round churches of Hagby and Woxtorp (like that of Solna near Stock
holm, p. 317), and the famous Bromsebro, or bridge over the Brbmseback, once the boundary between Swedish and Danish territory.
From Kalmar we may cross to the large Island of bland (steamer to
Borgholm daily), lying parallel with the coast, 150 Kil. long and 3-15 Kil.
in breadth. It contains 40,000 inhab., who are chiefly engaged in farming
and cattle-breeding. Among the other resources of the island is a quarry
of alum-slate near MOckleby, at the S. end; and cement is made in large
quantities at Degerhamn.
Oland does not belong to the usual Swedish granite formation, but
consists mainly of a reddish limestone plateau, originally formed under
the sea, rising abruptly on theW. side in the southern half of the island,
Between the cliffs (landborgar),
but sloping gently down to the E. coast.
which are dotted with windmills , and the sea
particulary on the W.
side, extends a fertile and partly wooded plain with numerous villages.
The plateau in the centre of the island is partly occupied by arid and
unfruitful tracts (Alvar) exposed to extreme heat in summer.
At the
X. end of the island the coast is covered with sandy downs, particularly
foot

—

,

in the parish of Bbda.
At this end of the island the main
road runs inland, but farther S. it follows the 'landborgar'. Geologists
should notice the numerous rock formations (slensattningar) resembling
ships, with prow, stern, masts, and benches for rowers. Countless tumuli
form another object of interest.
The capital of the island is Borgholm ( Victoria ; Stads-Botel), a small
town and watering-place with 900 inhab., prettily situated, near which
(10 min.) is an imposing ruined "Castle, built by John III., and destroyed
by fire in 1806 (fine view). A memorial stone recalls King Charles XV.,
who used to shoot here.
About 13 Kil. to the S. of Borgholm a road
diverges to the left from the main road to the village of Hbgsrum, near
which is 'Noachs Ark', the finest of the rock-formations above mentioned.
Near it are two curious tall stones known as Odens Flisor and the large
'fornborgar' or prehistoric forts, Ismanstorp and Wipetorp, built of granite
and limestone without mortar ; and also several barrows of the flint period.
From the main road, 3 Kil. farther to the S., we turn to the right, enjoying
a beautiful view of the
Kalmar-Sund, to Stora Rbr (Inn). Some 13 Kil.
farther to the S. (about 32 Kil. from Borgholm) lies Farjestaden (Inn), 'the
ferry-place', whence we may cross to Kalmar (about 6 Kil.) by steamboat.

at Grankulla

-

—

—

From Oskarshamn

to

Nassjo.

—

Travellers who do not wish to

return from Kalmar to Wexio and Alfvesta may take the steamer
times weekly, in 5 hrs.) to

(2-3

—

Oskarshamn (Hotel Kung Oscar ;
Brit, vice-consul, Mr. O. Wingren),
town

Stadshuset; Jernvags- Hotel;
a

trading

(5600 inhab.). Railway to Nassjo
65, 5 kr. 55 6.). The first stations

9 kr.
65 Kil.

,

and

manufacturing

148 Kil. in 6 hrs.

are

(fares

unimportant.

Hultsfred, the junction of branch-lines to Storebro
Wimmerby (21 Kil.), two small manufacturing towns, and to

karsrum

(with iron-works)

and

(70 Kil.)

Westervik

(see

p.

and
An-

280).

HELSINGBORG.
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127 Kil. Eksjo (Stadshus

; Jernvdgs-Hotel), a town with 3100 in
which is a curious Skurugata, a ravine 125 ft. deep,
20 ft. wide, and nearly 2 M. long, penetrating a rocky hill.

hab.,

near

148 Kil. Nassjo,

40. From

see

p. 256.

(Copenhagen) Helsingborg

to

Gotenburg1.

Besides the railway between Copenhagen and Gotenburg described
below, Steamers ply daily in summer. The direct steamers take 14-20 hrs.,
the 'Halland' steamers, starting in the morning from the corner of the
Havne-Gade and the Nyhavn at Copenhagen, touch at Landskrona (p. 252),
Belsingborg, Ealmstad, and Warberg , and reach Gotenburg about noon
The Kattegat, through which we steer, forms the mouth
of next day.
of the Baltic. On an average there are 24 days when the current runs
These cur
out from the Baltic for every 10 days when the tide sets in.
rents and the gales which often visit the Kattegat are apt to be un
pleasant even in summer. In fine weather , however, the voyage is an
agreeable one. The finest part of it is the passage through the mouth
of the Sound, between Eelsingbr, with Kronborg (p. 363), and Belsingborg.
Farther on, the promontory of Sullen (p. 260) is conspicuous. The vessel then
loses sight of the Swedish coast. Before entering the 'skar' or island-belt
of Gotenburg, we observe on the left the islet of Nedingen, with two towers
and beacon-light. Entrance to Gotenburg, see p. 81, and Map, p. 256.
Railway from Helsingborg to Gotenburg (Weslkustbanan), 243 Kil.,
in 63/i-H'/4 hrs. ; express-fares 18 kr. 25, 14 kr. 65, 9 kr. 9!) o. ; ordinary
fares 17 kr. 5, 12 kr. 80, 8 kr. 55 8.
—

to Helsingbr, in 2 hrs., and steamei
Helsingborg (custom-house examination), in 20 min. see

Railway from Copenhagen
thence to
R. 59.

,

Helsingborg.

—

Hotels. "Hotel

d'Angleterre,

in the

Torg;

'Moll-

berg, also in the Torg, with good restaurant, R. from l'/z kr. ; "Conti
nental, Munthe; all near the harbour, with restaurants and cafes.
British ViceRailway Station on the S. side, not far from the quay.
Consul, Mr. Carl Westrup.
—

—

Helsingborg, a thriving town with 21,400 inhab. and a new
harbour, lies on the Oresund or Sound, which is here only about
2J/2 M. wide, opposite Helsingor and the Kronborg (p. 363).
Near Helsingborg, and 125 ft. above it, is the tower of*Karnan,
rising in five stories to a height of 101 ft. (each side 51 ft. broad.
walls 15 ft.

The *View hence is the finest on the Sound
p. 248). Opposite lies Helsingor, with the Kronborg :
to the S. is the island of Hven (p.
363), to the N. rises the pro
montory of Kullen. The 'Vaktmastare', who , however, is usuallj
in the tower, lives at No. 46 Langvinkels-Gatan, the long street
ascending the hill to the N. of the tower (reached by turning to the
left at the head of the Torg and taking the first side-street to the

thick).

(comp. Map,

right;

adm. 10

ii.,

a

party 50 o.).

side -valley at the N. end of the town, through which the
Engelholm road ascends ('Helsoviigen'), lies the mineral spring o!
Helsan, with pleasant grounds (concert in the afternoon). Adjacent
on the S. is the pretty Oresunds Park,
which may also be reached
direct from Karnan by a N. side-street of the Langvinkels-Gata.
In

a

17*
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ENGELHOLM.

From

Helsingborg

A road to the N. leads in a few minutes to the good Sea Baths.
right is the long viaduct of the Gotenburg railway. On the

To the

coast, 6 Kil. to the N.,
Gunnarstorp

it Kulla

,

is the royal chateau of Softero, and beyond
the Gothic chateau of Count Wachtmeister.

From Belsingborg to Eslof, see p. 255.
From Helsingborg to Hessleholm, 77 Kil., express in 2Vs, ordinary
train in 3 hours. The line intersects the coal-field mentioned at p. 252.
3 Kil. Ramlosa, where the Eslof line diverges (p. 255). 5 Kil. Ramlbsabrunn,
24 Kil. Astorp (p. 253).
35 Kil. Klippan, with
a small mineral bath.
a large paper-mill, is
the junction for a branch-line via the domain of
Berrevadskloster to Skaralid and Rbstanga, the pretty neighbourhood of
which attracts many visitors.
To the N. of Klippan is the little town
of Aby, and farther off are the estates of Tomarp and Bjersgard.
77 Kil.
—

—

—

Eessleholm, see p. 255.
The Gotenburg Railway ascends by means of a long viaduct,
soon losing sight of the Sound.
The fertile but monotonous plain
is bounded on the E. by the Soderas range. To the W. rises the
14 Kil. Kattarp, where our line is crossed
Kullen. 9 Kil .Odakra.
—

by that from Astorp

(p. 253)

to

Hoganas.

Hoganas, 15 Kil., railway in 3/4 hr. (stations un
Ebganas (Schweitz's Hotel ; Hoganas Hotel), with coal-mines
important).
and a well-known pottery, is the starting-point for a visit to the Pro
montory of Kullen, which projects boldly into the Kattegat towards the
N.W., like a huge finger, separating it from the Skeldervik. From Ho
ganas the road leads by (5 Kil.) Krapperup, with a chateau and park,
and the fishing-village of (7 Kil. farther on) Mblle (Restaurant), which
may also be reached by the afternoon steamer from Helsingborg. To the
lighthouse (Kullafyr) at the extremity of Kullen is 3 Kil. more. The
best point of view is the B&rekulle, a height ascended from the Kockenhus
(which is about 4 Kil. from Krapperup) or from Molle. Farther to the N.
rises the highest point of the promontory (615 ft.), less easily reached.
18 Kil. Rbgle; 21 Kil. Wegeholm. We then cross the Wegect,
which separates Malmohus-Lan from Christianstads-Lan, and tra
verse a wooded district.
27 Kil. Engelholm (Hotel Thor), a place of 2100 inhab., with
fishery and corn trade, lies on the Ronne A , which the train
crosses, and is also the station for the Landskrona line (p. 252).
30 Kil. Engelholmshamn , on the Skeldervik. To the left is the
fishing village of Skepparkroken. To the right in the distance
rises the long range of the Hollandses.
35 Kil. Barkakra ; 39 Kil. Fbrslbf. Wooded heights alternate
with arable land. Now and then we get a glimpse of the sea. We
ascend the Hallandsas in curves to (45 Kil.) Grefvie, with a view
of the sea and the Kullen. We then descend the valley of the Sinarp, which gradually expands , and are carried by an embankment
77ft. high to(52Kil.)the station of Bastad, which lies about 3 Kil.
from the village and bathing-resort of that name.
The train enters the province of Halland, crosses the Stensa,
and traverses a level tract. 59 Kil. Skottorp , near the estates of
Nya Skottorp (where the line crosses the Smedjea) and Gamla Skot
torp , where Charles XI. wedded the Danish princess Ulrika Eleo63 Kil. Wallberga ; 68 Kil. Laholm, an old town
nora in 1680.
From Kattarp

to

—

-

—

-

to

40. Route.
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with 1600

inhab., on the Lagaa, which we cross. Large quantities
are caught in this river
especially at the Kassefors,
6 Kil. from Laholm, whence a large proportion of the 'Halmstad
73 Kil. Weinge; 77 Kil. Genevad, where we cross
salmon' comes.
of salmon

,

—

the stream of that

name.

81 Kil. Eldsberga, beyond which

we near

the

Fyllea is crossed.
92 Kil. Halmstad (Hotel Martenson; Svea), with 12,800 inhab.,
the seat of the governor of the province of Halland, with an old
church and an old castle, lies on the N. bank of the Halmstadsbugt,
the

sea.

Beyond

(84 Kil.) Trbnninge

Nissaa, which
salmon-fishery.

at the mouth of the

bridge.

Famous

the

railway

crosses

by

an

iron

From Halmstad to Wislanda, see p. 256.
From Halmstad to Nassjo, 196 Kil., express in 6, ordinary train in
11 hrs. (fares 15 kr. 70, 11 kr. 80, 9 kr. 80 6.). The train ascends the valley
of the Nissaa. 5 Kil. Sperlingsholm, an old estate of the barons and counts
Sperling, with a modern chateau and a large park. Most of the stations
are unimportant.
Some of them have large saw-mills. 115 Kil. Wernamo
(Rail. Restaurant), a village of 600 inhab., with an important annual fair.
152 Kit. Vaggeryd, junction
143 Kil. Skyllingaryd, with various factories.
of a new branch-line to Jonkoping (p. 273).
193 Kil. Nassjo, see p. 256.
—

—

sandy plain and pine-woods, we pass near Vapnb,
the estate of the family of Stael-Holstein. 103Kil. Gullbrandstorp
108 Kil. Harplinge, 111 Kil. Brannarp Fertile country with many

Traversing

a

,

farms. On the left are the churches of Steninge and Refvinge and
the estate of Bararp. Fine woods and hills of some height are now
passed. On the right lie the large farms of Susegarden and Frbllinge.
116 Kil. Getinge; the village lies on the opposite bank of the Stora,
which falls into the Susea, farther on, by the turreted chateau of
Mostorp. The train crosses the Susea. 121 Kil. Sloinge; 125 Kil.
Heberg. 135 Kil. Falkenberg, a town of 1800 inhab., with the re
mains of a mediaeval fortress and an extensive salmon-fishery, on
the Atraa, which the train crosses.
To the right we see the church
of Stafsinge, and, near the small station of Lis, the old mansion of
Lindhult. 144 Kil. Langas ; 152 Kil. Tvaaker, to the E. of which
are the villages of Jernmblle and Jernvirke, so named from former
iron-mines. 156 Kil. Himle. We then pass several villages and
through a cutting in the Apelviksberg to the coast.
166 Kil. Warherg (Warberg's Hotel), a town of 4200 inhab.,
with sea-baths and a conspicuous old castle, now a gaol, which we
see on the left.
From Warberg to Boras (Herrljunga), 85Kil., railway in 31/2-472 hrs. No
stations of importance except the three last, Fritsla, Viskafors, aniRydboholm,
with large cotton-factories. Boras, and thence to the main line, see p. 272.
We skirt the coast, where the beginning of the 'skargard' or is
land-belt is marked by the large flat island of Getterb, and cross the
Himlaa. The coast becomes more rocky, with long peninsulas jut
ting from it at intervals. On the left is the village of Arnas, on the
site of the trading town of Aranas, destroyed by the Norwegians in
1265. 179 Kil. Askloster, on the left bank of the Viskaa, which
falls into the Klosterfjord here and is crossed by the railway. Be—
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Hotels.

yond (183 Kil.) Backa the line reaches the Wendelso- Fjord and crosses
the Loftact. 191 Kil. Frillesas; 197 Kil. Asa, on the large Kungsbacka Fjord. The valleys which intersect the barren cliffs are fertile
and well cultivated. On a peninsula to the left stands the old man
sion of Tjolbholm. We ascend a valley, past the large villages of
and

Tom, where we observe a fine beech-grove, and cross the
Dufveheden to (207 Kil.) Fjarcts. To the E., above us, lies
the mountain lake of Lygner, from the inundations of which the
plain is protected by an oid moraine (Fjdras Brdcka). On the lake
lies Gasevadholm, the estate of the Barons of Silfverskjold. We
next cross the Rolfsa, the discharge of Lake Lygner. 215 Kil.
Kungsbacka, a little town which gives its name to a large fjord.
220 Kil. Anneberg; 225 Kil. Lindome. Then across a marshy plain,
and over the Mblndalsa, to (235 Kil.) Mblndal, a town with cotton
and weaving factories, and Almedal, another busy manufacturing
place. Lastly we recross the Molndalsa by a low viaduct 660 yds. long.
243 Kil. Gotenburg.
Torpa

plain

of

-

41.

Gotenburg.

Arrival. The large sea-going steamers land at the Stora Bommens Hamn
(PI. F, 2), the canal-steamers at the Lilla Bommens Hamn (P). G, 1), both
at some distance from the hotels. Comp. Sveriges Kommunikationer, where
under 'Goteborg' a complete list is given of the steamers sailing 'Norrut,
Osterut, Sbderut, and Vesterut'. Hotel-omnibuses (3/4-l kr.) and cabs (see
below) meet the steamers. The Stockholm Railway Station (PI. H, 1, 2) is
close to the hotels, so that it is hardly necessary to take the omnibus.
The station of the Bergslags Bana (PI. H, 1 ; RR. 42, 54) is a little farther off.
Hotels. 'Grand Hotel Hagldnd & Gota Kallare (PI a ; H, 2), in the
Siidra Hamn-Gata, two separate houses, R., L., & A. from 2, D. l3/4-3 kr.;
"Hotel Eggers (formerly Christiania; PI. b, H2), Drottning-Torget 4,
with lift, electric lighting, and restaurant, R. from l'/2 kr., B. 75 b\, de
Royal (PI. c; H, 2), Drottning-Gatan 67; "Hotel
jeuner li/2, D. 2-3 kr.
Hotel Kong Karl (PI. d ;
d'Angleterre, nearest the station (hotel garni).
H, 2), Kopmans-Gatan 54, and Hotel Karl XV. (Den Femtonde ; PI. f, H 2),
Sill-Gatan 50, both near the station and unpretending.
Restaurants. At the hotels; Frimurarelogen, Sodra Hamn-Gatan 31;
Henriksberg, at Stigbergsliden (PI. C, 3), with view of the harbour; also
at the Theatre (p. 265), and at the Popular Resorts : Trddgardsforeningen (p. 265; adm. 10 6.; concerts in the evening); Lorensberg (PI. H, 4),
Beer at
containing a bust of the poet Wadman by Molin (adm. 25 o.).
Cafes (Schweitzerier):
Weise, Sodra Hamn-Gatan 17, well spoken of.
Lehnard's Cafi (also confectioner's), Sodra Hamn-Gatan 59; K.Baude, con
—

—

~

—

—

fectioner, Kungs-Gatan 63.
The Gotenburg Licensing System, which has given rise to so much
controversy, has been in operation here for manyyears andhas worked well.
It is at least certain that drunkenness has diminished greatly of late years.
The system was also introduced at Stockholm in October, 1877, and the
results are said to have been beneficial.
The leading features of the sys
tem of licensing, or rather of Horc-lieensing, are that a company is em
powered to buy up all licenses and existing rights, and to open a limited
number of shops for the sale of pure and unadulterated spirits, the sal

aried managers of which have no interest whatever in the sale of the
spirits. The company, which is under the supervision of the munici
pality, after deducting interest at the rate of 5 per cent on the capital ex
pended, hands over the whole of the surplus profits to the civic authori
ties, thus affording substantial relief to the rate-payers, and to some ex-
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tent throwing the burden of maintaining the poor upon those who im
poverish themselves by their own intemperance.
Cabs (Droskor). Drive within the town, 1-2 pers. 75 o., 3-4 pers. 1 kr. ;
One hour, 1-2 pers. 172 kr. , 3-4 pers. 2 kr. ;
longer drive lV4-33/4 kr.
Each trunk 10 6.
each 72 hr. more, 60 or 75 6.
Tramways from the Brunns-Park (PI. 15; G, 2), by the Gustaf-AdolfsTorg, to Sligbergsliden (PI. C, 3); to the entrance of the Slottsskogs-Park
(PI. E, 5) ; past the Theatre and the Tradgardsforening to the Lorensberg
(PI. H, 4) and on to Getebergsdngen; also through the Stamp-Gata to Redbergslid. Fare in each case 10 6.
Steamboats to Christiania (see R. 15), Fredrikshavn, Copenhagen, Ham
burg ; to London, Hull, Leith, see p. xiii ; also to Wenersborg a,vi0Stockholm
Steam-Launches (Angslupar)
(R. 41), etc., see Sveriges Kommunikationer.
also ply from Skeppsbron (PI. E, F, 2) to Klippan (every 1/2 hr.), Bldsan
(PI. C, 3; every 7i hr.), Nya Varfvet (hourly), Nya Elfsborg, and the seabaths Lhngedrag, Styrsb (Bratten), and Stjernvik.
Sea Baths at Langedrag , "Styrsb, and Stjernvik (see above) : 'KailRiver Baths by the Bisingbro (PI. G, 1).
bad' 25 6., 'Varmbad' 1 kr.
Warm Baths in the RenstrSmska Badanstalt (PI. 25; E,3).
Banks & Money Changers. Riksbanken, Sodra Hamn-Gatan 27; Gbteborgs
Enskilda Bank, Lilla Torget 6; Skandinavisk Bank, Vestra Hamn-Gatan 6;
Brbderna Larson, Norra Hamn-Gatan 08.
Booksellers. N. J. Gumperls, W. Barlelius, N. P. Pehrsson, Wetlergren
and Kerber (agents of the Svenska Turistforening), all in Sodra-Hamn-Gatan.
Photographs. Aran Jonason, Sodra Hamn-Gatan 43 ; Dahllbf & Bedlund,
Swedish Costumes and Knicknacks : Ellen Ahlberg.
Victoria-Gatan 11.
Post Office (PI. 23; F, 2), Skeppsbro. Telegraph Office (PI. 27; G, 2),
Norra Hamn-Gatan 12.
American Vice -Consul, Otto B.
British Consul, John Duff, Esq.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Boyesen, Esq.
English Church (PI. 3 ; F, 3), Hvitfeldtplats, near the Magasin-Gata.
Gotenburg (57° 42' 28" N. lat.), Swed. Gbteborg (pron. Ybteborg), a busy and prosperous commercial city, which has outstripped
Stockholm in some respects, lies in an extensive plain on the left
bank of the broad Gbta-Elf, about 5 M. from its mouth, and has an
excellent harbour, which is rarely blocked with ice. The town was
founded in 1619, on the invitation of Gustavus Adolphus, by Dutch
settlers (including the wealthy Abraham Cabeliou), who brought
with them their national style of constructing streets and canals.
Numerous Scotsmen and Germans were also among the first colonists.
The first

great impulse

to its commerce

was

given by

the

great

continental blockade (1806), during which it formed the chief de
pot of the English trade with the north of Europe. The chief articles
of export are iron-ore, iron and steel, etc., and timber, which goes

principally

to Great

now owns a

large

ships
staple

Britain, France, and Australia. Gotenburg
commercial fleet (144 steamers and 82 sailingThe
in 1891) and has world-wide business connections.
manufactures are iron, steel, machinery, cotton, beer, and

sugar, and ship-building is largely carried on. With its suburbs
of Gullbergs Vass, Stampen, and Gamlesladen to theE., Haga, Albostaden, and Annedal to the S. and S.W. , and Masthugget and Majorna to the W., Gotenburg has now upwards of 110,000 inhabitants.
In the centre of the town rise considerable hills of gneiss, which
are

gradually being built over.
The business-centre of the town

,

about

equidistant (8 min.)
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from the railway-stations and the steamboat-quay, is the GustafAdolfs-Tokg (PI. G, 2), on the N. side of which rises the Bors
erected in 1849, with twelve columns in
Guard House. To the W. of it is the Radht/s (PI. 24), or Town Hall, designed by Nic. Tessin, and built in
1670, but much altered since. Behind it is the German ChristinaKyrka (PI. 8). In the centre of the Torg is a Statue of Gustavus
Adolphus (PI. 16), the founder of Gotenburg, by Fogelberg. This
was the second statue cast at Munich from the same model. The first
was wrecked on its way from Hamburg to Gotenburg, and was re
covered by sailors of Heligoland, who claimed so exorbitant salvage
that the Gotenburgers refused to pay it, and ordered the statue to
be executed anew (1854). The original statue is now at Bremen.
By the Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg is the junction of the Stora-HamnKanal and the Ostra-Hamn-Kanal, the two chief canals in the town.
The former is flanked with the handsome quays called the Norra
and the Stora Sodra Hamn-Gata.
In the S.E. angle formed by
these canals lies the small Brunns-Park (PI. 15 ; G, 2). On the
E. side of this park is the Fiirstenberg Picture Gallery (chiefly
French paintings), to which visitors are usually admitted on present

(PI. 14),
front.

ox Exchange,
Adjacent is the

—

ing

their cards.

At Nona Hamn-Gatan 12, in the building of the old East
India Company, is Goteborgs Museum (PI. 20 ; G, 2), a collection
of pictures, natural history specimens, historical relics, objects of

art, and industrial products (adm.
12-3 ; free

on

week-days 11-3, Sundays,

on

Wed. & Sun. ; at other times 25

6.).

The Natoral History Collection includes admirable specimens of
Also
the fauna of Scandinavia, notably a fine eland (Elg) and a whale.
a collection of plaster-masks
of distinguished men and notorious crimi
in
the
nals.
The Pictures (Taflor) are exhibited in the new building
rear:
Tidemand, Bear-hunters, Rustic visitors; Gude, Landscape; Moller,
The Sognefjord; D' linker, Waiting-room, Dressing-room; Bellqvist, Louis XI.;
Forsberg, Rope-dancers ; Birger, Artists' breakfast at Paris ; Cederstrbm,
—

Salvation

Army; Liljefors, Heath-cocks; Krojer , Messalina; Bagborg,
Churchyard at Tourville. The marble works include : Cupid and Psyche,
by Fogelberg and Molin; Skittle-player, by Bbrjeson ; and Odin, by Fogelberg.

A few paces to the W of the Museum is the harbour, with the
Stora Bommens Hamn (PI. F, 2), whence the sea-going and the
coasting steamers usually start. Near this is the Post Office (PI. 23),
opposite the Custom House. On a hill to the right stands the School
of Navigation (PI. 21 ; G, 1). A little farther on are the Prison and
the Lilla Bommens Hamn (PI. G, 1), the landing-place of the Swed

ish canal-steamers.
To the S. of the Stora Hamn

Canal,

Landshbfdings-Residens (PI. 26

F, 2),

the harbour, is the
residence of the governor
of the district. We then follow the Stora Badhus-Gata and ascend to
the left by a flight of stone steps to the top of the Stora Otter-Halleberg (PI. F, 2), a rock which commands the town and harbour:
to the S., on another hill, is seen the Artillery Station (PI. 12),
;

or

near

Parks.
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beyond which is the entrenchment of Kronan
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Skeppsbro (PI. E, F, 2), a long quay from which the steam-launches
start; at the S. end of the Skeppsbro is the Rosenlunds Canal (PI.
E, 3), beside which is the fish-market.
To the E. of the Halleberg the Stora Sodra Hamn-Gata leads to
the Wallgraf ('mo&t'), beyond which, on the right, is the entrance
to the pleasant ^Gardens of the Tradgardsforening ('Garden So
ciety' ; PI. H, 2, 3), with their interesting hot-houses and exotic
plants (restaurant; music in the evening; adm. 10 6., hot-houses
25 6.

extra).

On the S.W. side of the Wallgraf extends the promenade of
In front of the Theatre (PI. 22; G, 3) is placed
Kungs Park.
Molin's fine group of the *Baltespannare (p. 307). To the S. runs
the Nya Allee, with its handsome residences, including the villa of
Baron Oscar Dickson (ennobled in 1885), well known for his endow
ment of Arctic exploration and his philanthropy. (Visitors admitted
To the S. of
to the grounds, which contain a fine point of view.)
the Nya Allee are Kungsports-Avenyn, Vasa-Gatan, and other hand
In the Vasa-Gatan is the Vasa Park, opened in
some new streets,
1893, on the S. side of which is the Primary School for Girls (Elementarlaroverket for Flickor), with ceiling-paintings representing
the development of woman's life in Sweden. In the Victoria-Gata
(PI. G, 4) are attractive villas and the reservoir of the water-works.
Farther on, to the left of the Nya Allee, rises the Haga-Kyrka
(PI. 5; F, 4), or church of the suburb of Haga, designed by Edelsvard, and erected in 1856, mainly at the cost of Mr. David Car
negie, a wealthy Scottish brewer.
From this point the tramway runs to the S., through Annedal,
a suburb inhabited by workmen, to the
*Slottsskogs-Park, which
deserves a visit ('Schweitzeri' or cafe"), and the Hjort-Park or deerpark. A visit should be paid to the Utsigtsplats (PI. D, 5), the N.
point of the rocky hill on the W. side of the park (marked by a flag
staff). The extensive view affords a good idea of the rocky char
acter of the district.
In the Vega-Gata, which runs to the N. from this point, is the
Gothic Oscar-Fredriks- Kyrka, built by Zettervall in 1888-92.
On the W. side of the Masthuggs-Torg (PI. D, 3) is the Sjbmanshem (PI. 28), erected in 1882 on the occasion of the silver wedding
of the King and Queen of Sweden.
Close by is the tramway-ter
minus, and near it the St. Johannis Kyrka (PI. 6), a little beyond
which is the restaurant of Hinriksberg (PI. C, 3), on a hill, com
manding an admirable view, particularly by evening light. Oppos
ite lies the island of Hisingen, between two arms of the Gota-Elf,
with Lindholmens Mekaniska Verkstad , where steamers are built.
To the W. of Masthugget, on rising ground, is the suburb of Ma—

—

—

—

jorna, with the Karl Johans Kyrka (PI. 1), large shipbuilding
yards, and the Carnegie Co.'s Porter Brewery and Sugar Factory.
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Among the other churches of Gotenburg may be mentioned
English Church (PI. 3; F. 3), in the Hvitefeldt-Plats, and the
Rom. Cath. St. Josephs-Kapelle (PI. 7; G, 1), in theSpanmals-Gata.

the

In the S.E. environs

are numerous

villas of the merchants of

Gotenburg, most of them on the Danska Vag, the prolongation of
the Korsvag (comp. PI. I, 4). Their grounds are in many cases
open to the public. Among these may be mentioned the late Mr.
J. Dickson's villa of Ofveras, with a view-hill.
The Cemetery ('Nya Begrafningsplatsen'; comp. PI. I, 2, 3) con
tains a monument to Bengt Fogelberg by Molin, that of Sven Renstrom by Scholander, etc.
The Redbergslid tramway runs near it.
42.

From

Gotenburg

to

Wenersborg.

Lake Wenern.

Western Gota Canal.
88 Kil. (55 M.). Railway ('Bergslagsbanan' to Oxnered, and 'UddevallaHerrljungabana' thence to Wenersborg) in 3-3'/2 hrs. (fares 6 kr. 70, 3 kr.
40 6.). Return-tickets ('Tur,Retur') at reduced rates.
Or we may take the Canal Steamer from Gotenburg to Trollhattan
(in 7-9 hrs. ; fares 41/2, 33/4, 3 kr.), a voyage which offers no attraction beyond
the views of the Gota Elf itself and a glance at the rnin of Bohus.
The
best plan is to land at Akersvass (p. 268), walk past the locks and Akersthe
to
Hotel
iron
(30-40
and
thence
to
the
min.)
berg
go
bridge
Dtsigten,
and the Toppo Fall.
From Gotenburg to Wenersborg 9-11 hrs. (fares 6,
5, 4 kr.); to Stockholm, see p. 271.
0

—

The 'Bergslagsbana' ascends the broad valley of the Gbta-Elf. To
the right lies the suburb of Stampen; then Lejonet, an old redoubt;
to the left Gullbergs Vass. At the station of Olskroken the Stockholm
line diverges to the right (R. 42). To the left appears the river. On
each side of the valley are low granite hills overgrown with brush
wood. Several small stations. At Surte we observe, to the left, the
large ruined castle of Bohus, which gives its name to this district
(Bohus-Lan). 25 Kil. Nol. The train quits the valley and ascends to
the right. Scrubby woods, characteristic of W. Sweden. 56 Kil.
Uppharad. The view becomes more open , and a few cultivated
fields are passed. Stat. Welanda, prettily situated ; then, on the
right, the Halleberg and Hunneberg (p. 269).
Jernvags Hotel, at the station, R. 23/4kr.,
72 Kil. Trollhattan.
very fair; "Grand Hotel (formerly .ff<5<. Trollhattan), near the falls, 3/« M.
from the station, R. from l!/2 kr. ; Hotel Utsigten, I1/2 M. from the
station, with fine view of the falls (p. 268), R., L., & A. from l'/2, B. 1,
D. (2-4 p.m.) of three dishes IV2-I3/.,, of five dishes 2y2-3, S. 1/2, omnibus
As the hotels are often
1/2 kr. (good photographs sold by the landlord).
full in summer, rooms may be ordered by post-card.
—

—

the Waterfalls and the Canal takes at least 21/2-3 hrs.
(time between two trains suffices); but as the morning lights are the most
favourable, it is better to spend a night here. As the view gradually
increases in beauty when the falls are approached from below, some visitors
prefer to skirt the canal as far as (1 hr.) Akersvass, and to ascend thence
by the Karlekensstig beside the cafe" ; an alternative route for which our
The vendors of photo
map affords ample guidance (guide unnecessary).
graphs and knicknacks are rather troublesome.

A visit to

—

Trollhattan,

a

town with

6000 inhab., consists almost entirely of

fir

J
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the motive power afforded by the falls
The
and
distance of 1600 yds., are in all 108 ft.

(estimated at 225,000 horse-power), and of workmen's houses.
*Falls of Trollhattan, six in number, besides several cataracts
rapids
in

distributed

height. Neither

over

a

the falls

nor their environs can be called pictur
esque, and their effect is diminished by the islands in the middle
of the stream ; but the enormous volume of water makes the spec
tacle very imposing. The interest of this spot is greatly enhanced
by the skilfully constructed locks and sluices on the left side of the
river, which afford a waterway between Gotenburg and Lake

Wenern (comp. p. 271).
We follow the broad, road from the station, and(i/4hr.) cross the
N. entrance to the canal by the bridge to the right beyond the
Grand H6tel; then, by the Bro-Wakt, follow the broad path to the
right, past a saw-mill, and across two small islands, to the Speko.
From this point we have a view of the Gullb Falls, 23 ft. in height,
We then return to the Brodivided by the wooded island of Guild.
Wakt and follow it towards the S., and beyond the next bridge de
scend to the right to a Saw-mill, with a large stock of timber. We
pass to the right through the yard of this mill, which lies on the
island of Ona (see direction 'till Wattenfallen'), and cross a small
swaying bridge to the island of Toppb (256. ; two persons only may
cross at a time).
A platform and two galleries passed on the left
before we reach the bridge, and the island of Toppo itself afford the
best views of the **Toppb Fall, 42 ft. high, the grandest of the
series. The island of Toppo separates the Toppo Fall from the Tjuf
Fall ('thief fall') on the W. side. The lower gallery projects over
the principal fall, and affords an admirable view of its seething and
foaming waters, while several other falls descend at our feet from
the mill.
A private bridge (25 o.) crosses from the island of Ona
to the Gullb (scarcely worth visiting), whence another bridge crosses
to the right bank, on the N. slope of which lies the Villa Stromsberg.
We return to the left bank and walk to the Gothic brick church
on a hill. We then turn to the right to an Iron Bridge across the
river, constructed in 1889, which affords the finest general *View of
the Toppo Fall. The stone arch which connects the iron bridge
with the left bank crosses Polhem's Lock, planned by the engineer
Polhem at the beginning of last century, but left unfinished in
1755. Following a path from this point for a few paces, we reach
the Kungsgrotta, one half of a 'giants' cauldron', bearing the
names of many visitors.
'Jattegrytar', or 'giants' cauldrons, which
are of frequent occurrence in Norway and Sweden, have probably
been formed by the erosive action of stones whirled round by
eddies in the beds of former rivers, like the similar phenomena
The rocky hill by the grotto
in the 'Glacier- Garden' at Lucerne.
commands a fine view of the river, which here forms a third fall, the
Stampestrbms-Fall, 8 ft. high, below which the river expands into
—

—
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the calm Hoijumsvarp. The opposite bank is steep and rocky ; at its
foot is an apparatus for catching salmon.
Skirting the left bank, and passing below the church, a new
road leads through pine-wood to (8-10 min., close to the road, on
the left) another 'giant's cauldron'.
About 50 paces farther on a finger-post points the way to the
*
right to Hotel Utsigten (p. 266), a conspicuous object in the view
from the iron bridge.
The veranda and the tower of the hotel
command extensive views. We are here immediately above the
Helvetes Falls ('hell falls') , in all 25 ft. in height, and of the

Kopparklint opposite.
We now descend by a path through wood, passing the Mekanisk
Verkstad on the left, and skirt the river, which here expands into
the basin called Olide-Halan. The path ('Karlekens Stig') then
leads past the Flottbergsstrbm and the ElfviSluss, another unfinished
lock by Polhem, to (V2 hr.) the lower entrance to the locks, at
Akersvass, where steamboat- passengers from Gotenburg usually
land. (Carriages in waiting. 'Schweitzeri' or cafe" here.)
The eleven new *Locks of Akersvass, constructed by Nils Erics
son (A. 1870; p. 82) in 1836-44, ascend in three sections, between
which are two basins where vessels pass each other. Adjacent are
the Old Locks, opened in 1800, now used for small vessels only.
The traveller had better walk up the left bank of the new locks.
Another path skirts the old locks. From the former path we cross
one of the locks to the N. bank of the canal and ascend to a Balcony
(view) and the hamlet of Akersberg, where the offices of the Canal
Administration are situated.
Thence to the railway station about
21/2 M.
The chief obstacle to the construction of the Gota Canal was presented
by the formidable waterfalls of Trollhattan ; and the first attempt to over
come it was made at the beginning of the 18th cent, by the engineers
Svedenborg and Polhem, who planned three locks for the purpose ; but the
enterprise was abandoned in 1755. In 1800 eight locks were constructed,
but, as these soon proved inadequate, eleven larger locks were formed by
Ericsson in 1836-44. Besides these locks at Akersvass, there are two at Lilla
Edet and one at Akersstrom, below Trollhattan ; and two more above it, at
Brinkebergs Kulle near Venersborg, where the waterfall of Rhnnum, 68 ft.
high, has to be avoided. These huge locks form a kind of staircase by means
of which vessels (6000-7000 annually) ascend and descend with ease be
tween the North Sea and Lake Wenern, 145 ft. above it.
—

Beyond Trollhattan

the Gota-Elf and reaches
station), the junction of
the Bergslagsbana, which goes on to Mellerud (for Fredrikshald and
Christiania), Kil, and Falun (see p. 332), with the Uddevalla and
Wenersborg line. Passengers for the latter change carriages here.
From Oxnered to Uddevalla (p. 85), 23 Kil., in l'/4 hour.
From
Uddevalla we may take the steamer through the 'Skargard', either to the
S. to Gotenburg, or to the N. to Stromstad and Fredrikshald (p. 81);

82 Kil. Oxnered

the train

crosses

(Jemvags-Hotel,

—

by the

—

but the 'Kommunikationer' should be

numerous

changes necessary.

carefully studied

on

account of the

to

we
a

Wenersborg.

WENERSBORG.
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If the train from Oxnered to Wenersborg (4 Kil.) does not suit,
may take a carriage. Rail and road both cross the Wassbotten,

small

bay

of Lake Wenern.

86 Kil. Wenersborg

(*Stadshus,

with restaurant ; Hotel W Sex ;

popular garden), a town with 5500 inhab., at the S. end
of Lake Wenern, lies on the N. end of an island bounded on theW.
by the Wassbotten, on the S. by the Karlsgraf, and on the E. by
the Gbta-Elf (see below). Warned by frequent fires, the town now

Kasan,

a

consists of unusually wide streets.
On the left bank of the Gota-Elf, to the S.E. of Wenersborg,
rise the steep and wooded Halleberg (485 ft.) and the Hunneberg
(490 ft.), both with lakes and moors on their plateaux and pretty
views from their slopes. The Halleberg is best ascended by the road
from Lilleskog (see below). On the Hunneberg are numerous elks.
From Wenersborg to Herrljunga, 65 Kil., railway in 3 hrs. (fares
3kr., 1 kr. 50 6.). The train crosses a cataract of the Gota-Elf, passes
between the Halleberg and the Hunneberg, and reaches (10 Kil.) Lilleskog,
prettily situated. To the left lies the Dettern, a bay of Lake Wenern.
From(37Kil.).ff<Sfta»Jovp a branch-line diverges to (28K.il.) Lidkoping (ll/2hr.;
see p. 270).
65 Kil. Berrljunga, see below.
From

Wenersborg by Steamboat on Lake Wenern and the
W. Gota Canal to Karlsborg on Lake Wettern.

Steamboat in the direction of Stockholm 5 times weekly (once by Lidkoping, Kinnekulle, and Mariestad) : to Motala (p. 276) in 20-24 hrs. (fares
50, 13 kr. 75 6., with separate cabin; 11 kr., with berth in the
saloon; to Stockholm in 45-51 hrs.; fares 25, 21, 16 kr.). The W. Gota

16 kr.

Canal (i.e. W. of Lake Wettern) is very inferior in scenery to the E.
Gota Canal. Most travellers will visit the latter only, as the voyage all
the way from Gotenburg to Stockholm (52-70 hrs. ; 30, 26, 20 kr.) is apt
to be tedious.
Other Steamers on Lake Wenern: the Dalsland boat, see p. 82;
also from Wenersborg to Lidkbping, Kinnekulle, and Mariestad twice weekly,
going on once to Karlstad (p. 283) and once to Christinehamn (p. 283).
From Lidkoping to Kinnekulle, Mariestad, Christinehamn, and Karlstad
five times a week. Between Kinnekulle and Sunnana (p. 84) three times
weekly (in 4 hrs.).
—

Lake Wenern (Swed. Wenern, or 'the Wener'), an immense
sheet of water (100 Engl. M. long ; 50 M. wide between Amal and
Mariestad; about 2290 sq. M. in area; 145 ft. above the sea-level),
where storms sometimes impede navigation, forms an inland sea
into which fall most of the rivers of Wester- Gotland, Dalsland,
and Wermland, including the Klar-Elf, from Wermland, one of the
largest rivers in Scandinavia. These rivers, which expand at places
into long lakes, traverse vast tracts of forest, affording excellent
routes for the transport of timber to the lake. The Gota-Elf is the
only efflux of the lake. The Gota -Canal connects Lake Wenern
with Lake Wettern.
The S. part of Lake Wenern, which the canal-steamers traverse,
is not very attractive. Looking back, we obtain a pleasing view of
the Halleberg and the Hunneberg (see above). The quick boats run
in 7 hrs. to Sjiitorp, where the Gcita-Canal begins (p. 271). About
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halfway,

on

rises the well

LIDKOPING.

From

Wenersborg

the
-

Kollandso, an island surrounded by rocky islets,
preserved mediaeval chateau of Lecko, with several

towers, now government property.
By Lecko, to the S., opens the bay of Kinne Viken, which the
canal-boats enter twice weekly (besides several others). The first

station, 6 hours' steam from Wenersborg, is
Lidkoping ('-Hotel Lidkoping ; *Svea), the oldest town on Lake
Wenern, with 5000 inhab., situated at the mouth of the Lida. The
town has been burned down several times, and, with its church, has
been entirely rebuilt since 1849.
—

Besides the canal-boats and other steamers above mentioned (p. 269),
which connect Lidkoping with the Kinnekulle five times weekly, the 'Kinne
kulle', a local steamboat, plies between these two points four times a week.
Railway by Bakantorp to Wenersborg, see p. 269; by Skara to Marie
stad or to Stenstorp, see p. 272.
—

On the E. side of the Kinne Vik rises the *Kinnekulle (pron.
a
long isolated range, extending 9 M. from N. to S., and
4 M. from E. to W., one of the most interesting hill-regions in
Sweden, both geologically and in point of scenery. It rises in several
steps or terraces corresponding to geological periods ; granite , the
lowest of these, is followed by sandstone , alum-slate , limestone,
clay-slate, and lastly by trap, which has been upheaved in a liquid
state through these other formations. With its valleys and woods,
its abrupt cliffs ('klefvor'), its rich vegetation, and its numerous
farms and pastures, the Kinnekulle forms quite a little world of

'chin'),

its

own.

One hour after leaving Lidkoping the canal boat reaches the
station of Kinnekulle-Hellekis. (The other steamers ply in the same
time to the station of Kinnekulle-Rabdck.) The Hellekis station is
'/2 M. from the old manor of Hellekis, with its beautiful park, now
-

the

property

of

a

company.

(The

mansion contains the offices

,

a

geological collection.) The Raback station (3/aM.
S. of Hellekis) is l1/^ M. from Baron Klingspor's estate of Raback,
with its charming park, to which visitors are kindly admitted.
Near Hellekis, Raback, and Hbnsater, formerly a baronial manor, a
little to the N. (near the railway- station of Gossater, see below),
are several large quarries.
post-office,

and

a

—

From Hellekis a road leads in ll% hr. (from Raback in 20 min.) to
the *Hbtel Kinnekulle, which consists of several separate buildings
and affords a fine view (R. from l'/2 kr.). Pleasant walk of 1/i hr.
to the Mbrkeklef (which is also 1/4 hr. from Raback). The ascent
of the Hogkulle (919 ft. above the sea, 774 ft. above the lake), the

highest point
belvedere, 90

of the Kinnekulle, takes
ft. high, on the top).

l-l1^ hr. (extensive

view ;

The Hotel Kinnekulle is IV2 M. from rail. stat. GBssater (p. 272).
Carriage, if required, must be ordered at the hotel beforehand.
In2hrs. more the canal-steamer reachesMariestadfiStadsftote^,
a town of 3200 inhab., founded by Charles IX. at the mouth of the
Tida about the year 1600, and so named in honour of his queen, a

to

princess
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GOTA CANAL.

Karlsborg.

of the Palatinate.

(Terminus

271

of branch -lines from Mo-

holm and

Skara, p. 272.)
Passing the island Thorsb,

we steam in 2 hrs. more to
where the western branch of the Gota Canal begins.

Sjbtorp,

The natural depression which intersects S. Sweden from the SkagerRack to the Baltic, and which includes the great Wener, Wetter, and
Malar Lakes, gave rise at an early period to the [idea of connecting the
two seas by means of a canal. The question was first mooted by Bishop
Brask of Linkoping (1516) and afterwards by Gustaf Vasa and Charles IX.
The work was at length begun by Svedenborg and Polhem under Charles XII.
(1716), and carried on by Winham (1753). These engineers attempted to
construct locks to enable vessels to pass the Trollhatta Falls (comp. p. 267),
but a great bulwark they had built to protect their works was destroyed
by floating timber in 1755. Nothing more was done till 1793, when a
company was formed for the construction of the 'old locks' of Trollhatta
(p. 268). The E. prolongation of the canal is chiefly due to Daniel Thunberg and Baron v. Platen. The latter (d. 1829) set on foot the Gota Canal
Company (1810) and lived to see the completion of the greater part of the
work.
The whole route from Gotenburg to Mem on the Baltic (240 M. ;
There are 58 locks in
canal 56 M. only, 10 ft. deep) was opened in 1832.
all, four being used for the regulation of the water in the canal. About
canal
3000 vessels pass through the
annually.

From Lake Wenern to Lake Wiken the canal mounts 155 ft.
by means of twenty locks (9 near Sjbtorp, 2 on the way to
Norrqvarn, 9 at Hajstorp). To Tbreboda, where the canal is crossed
by the Gotenburg and Stockholm Railway , the steamer plies in
5 hours. Nearing Vassbacken, the next station, we observe the
moie

on the right. Beyond Vassbacken, on the right,
memorial stone marks the highest point of the Gota Canal (300 ft.)
above the sea- level. We then steam at the same level to Lake Wiken,
which we enter through a lock. In the distance, at the S. end of
the lake, lies the manor of Ryholm. At the Forsvik station a lock
leads into the Bottensjb, on the S.W. side of which rises the Waberg,
recently fortified. Rbdesund (an hour's steam from Forsvik), beau
tifully situated on a peninsula between the Bottensjo and Lake
Wettern, is the station for Karlsborg (Meander's Hotel), a fortress
founded in 1820, and the terminus of the branch-line to Skbfde
(p. 272). The passage across the latter lake to Wadstena or to Mo-

estate of Fimmersta
a

tala takes 2 hrs.

43. From

more

(see

Gotenburg

p.

276).

to Katrineholm

(and Stockholm)

.

458 Kil. Express at night in 12 hrs., by day in 14'/2hrs. (fares 38 kr.
95, 27 kr. 50, 18 kr. 35 6.). Sleeping-berth, 1st cl. 5 kr., 2nd cl. 3 kr. extra.
The slow trains (fares 24 kr. 5, 16 kr. 5 6.) take two days.
Those who
—

wish to see Lake Wettern take the train from
the steamboat thence to Molala (p. 276).

Falkiiping

to

Jonkoping, and

Gotenburg, see p. 262. To Olskroken, at which few trains stop,
p. 266. The line turns to the right into the valley of the Sdfvea
and crosses it several times.
9 Kil. Partilled ; 15 Kil. Jonsered,
on the Aspen-Sjb, with cotton-factories.
20 Kil. Lerum. 27 Kil.
Floda, at the W. end of the Flodasjb. In the neighbourhood is a wellknown School of Handicrafts, founded by Abrahamson (director,
see

272 Route
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43.

Salomon). Farther on, an embankment 914 yds. long; then a
cutting 1007 yds. long, through the Krbsekulle. 35 Kil. Norsesund.
46 Kil. Alingsas (Stads-Hotel), with 2800 inhab. and several
large factories, prettily situated near the influx of the Safvea, into
Dr.

Lake Mjbrn, was founded in 1611 by inhabitants of Lbdbse, a town
which had been destroyed by the Danes.
The train crosses the river several times. 60 Kil. Lagmansholm.
Then dreary moors (Svdltor, i.e. 'famine-lands'). 67 Kil. Wargarda.
80 Kil. Herrljunga, junction of branch -lines to the N.W. to
Wenersborg and Uddevalla (see above), and to the S. to Boras.
From Herrljunga to Boras, 42 Kil., railway in 2hrs. (fares 2 kr. 95,
lkr. 70 6.). Stations unimportant.
Boras (B6t. Westergbtland ; Bdt.duNord),
with 9000 inhab. and cotton-mills.
From Boras to Warberg, see p. 261.
87 Kil. Foglavik ; 101 Kil. Sbrby. At Markakyrka the line reaches
its highest point (740 ft. above the sea-level).
114 Kil. Falkoping (Rantens- Hotel, at the station) is the junc
Halt of 10-15 minutes.
tion for Jonkoping and Nassjo (R. 43).
The town, with 2800 inhab., lies 3/4 M. from the station. Margaret
of Denmark defeated King Albert of Sweden here in 1389 (p. liv).
Near the town rises the Mbsseberg ('cap hill' ;o 820 ft.), with a hy
dropathic and sanatorium on its slope. The Alleberg resembles the
Kinnekulle (p. 270) in formation.
129 Kil. Stenstorp, junction of two branch-lines.
From Stenstorp to Hjo, 39 Kil., railway in 2-3 hrs. (fares 2kr. 75, lkr.
60 6.). Stations unimportant. From Svensbro a branch. -line diverges to
Ekedalen and Tidaholm.
Hjo (Stads-Botel; Royal), a town with 1400 in
hab., lies on Lake Wettern, in a district known as Quldkroken ('golden
corner'). On the lake is a sea-bathing place (Restaurant Bellevue). Near
Hjo are several large estates and a hydropathic establishment. Steam
boats ply to the other towns on the lake.
Opposite lies Hastholmen,
with the Omberg (p. 275; steamboat daily in 1 hr., fare 1 kr. 40 6.).
From Stenstorp to Lidkoping, 46 Kil., railway in 2i/a-3 hrs. (3 kr.
50 6., 2 kr.). The train crosses the Brunhemsberg , between the Bornborgasjo (395 ft.) and the Billing, and traverses the Axevalla Beath, the largest
military exercising-ground in Sweden. 10 Kil. Broddetorp. 20 Kil. Axvall;
about 6 Kil. to the E., near the 'skjuts-station' Klostrel, at the base of
the Billing, stands the Wamhemskyrka, a Gothic church containing tombs
of early Swedish kings.
28 Kil. Skara (Stads-Botel, near the station), with 3800inhab., was once
a famous
episcopal town with six churches, mentioned by Adam of Bremen.
The Gothic "Cathedral, consecrated by Bishop Odgrim in 1151, now under
going repair, contains the marble sarcophagus of Erik Soop, who saved
the life of Gustavus Adolphus at the battle of Stuhm fin W. Prussia)
in 1629.
From Skara a branch-line goes to Gbssdter (27 Kil. ; station
for the Kinnekulle, p. 270) and Mariestad (54 Kil. ; p. 270).
50 Kil. Lidkoping, see p. 270.
139 Kil. Skultorp. Skilfully engineered line. Fine view to the E.
145 Kil. Skofde (*H6tel Billingen; Hotel Skbfde), an old town
with 4400 inhab., prettily situated at the foot of the Billing,
junction of a branch-line to Karlsborg (44 Kil.; in 1 '/2-2 hrs.; p. 271).
160 Kil. Waring; 167 Kil. Tidan. To the left a view of Lake
Osten and the fertile plain of Wadsbo. 171 Kil. Moholm, junction
of a branch-line to Mariestad (18 Kil. ; in 1 hr. ; p. 270).
—

—

—

—

JONKOPING.
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At(184 Kil.) Toreboda the train crosses the Gota Canal (p. 271).
It then traverses Tiveden, a dreary wooded region, famed in the
early military annals of Sweden.
198 Kil. Elgarcts ; 215 Kil. Finnerbdja. To the left a view of
the
on

Skagern-Sjb (227 ft.).
right.

Then the lake and

village

of Bodarne

the

229 Kil. Laxa.

diverges here

The

to the left

railway

(see

R.

and Christiania
A little to the N. is Porla

Charlottenberg

to

47).

■—

Helsobrunn (p. 283), a small watering-place, on the latter line.
244 Kil. Wretstorp; to the N. rises the Kilsberg.
259 Kil. Hallsberg (Jernvags-Hotel ; *Rail. Restaurant), an im
portant station , is the junction for Orebro to the N. (p. 328) and
Motala (p. 276) to the S. ; halt of 10-20 minutes.
Farther on we obtain a fine view of the plain of Nerike.
272 Kil. Palsboda, junction of a narrow-gauge line to Norsholm
(p. 279).— 284 Kil. Kilsmo, on the N. bank of LakeSottern. 294 Kil.
Hogsjb. 303 Kil. Wingciker is the centre of the district of that
—

Beyond it, on the left, lies the estate of Sdfstaholm.
We pass the lakes of Wiren, Kolsnar (nar, 'lake'), and Nasnar,
and the chateau of Sjoholm. 316 Kil. Baggetorp.
324 Kil. Katrineholm (Jernvags-Hotel, with restaurant) is the
name.

junction for Norrkoping, Mjolby, Nassjo, and Malmo (RR. 46,
Long halt.
From Katrineholm to

44. From

(458 Kil.) Stockholm,

Nassjo

to

see

p.

38).

281.

Jonkoping and Falkoping.

112 Kil. Sodra Stambana. Express
ordinary train in 6V2 hrs. (fares 5 kr.

in2V4-4 hrs. (fares6kr. 75,4kr.506.),
3 kr. 95 6.). Views to the right.

90,

p. 256. Scenery tame at first. 16 Kil. Forserum;
The train now begins to descend to the basin of
Lake Wettern, about 670 ft. below, and affords a series of beautiful
views. To the right we observe Husqvarna with its waterfall (p. 274),
and in the distance theWisingso in Lake Wettern. A little beyond
Husqvarna, where we are still 200 ft. above the lake, the train
turns, descends to the left, and then skirts the lake.
43 Kil. Jonkoping.
Railway Stations. The Chief Station lies
close to the harbour, to the W. of the town; the new station, to the E.
of the town, is for the new line to Husqvarna and Lyckas.
Hotels. 'Stora Hotel, opposite the station ; Ldndberg's, in the town.
Post Office in the Radhus-Torg.
Jonkoping, a busy manufacturing town with 20,100 inhab., is
the seat of the governor and of an appeal-court ('Gota-Hofratt').
It is charmingly situated between Lake Wettern and the Munksjb,
which are connected by a canal. The streets are wide and regular.
The beauty of the situation is enhanced by the mountains to the S.
Pretty promenades extend S. from the railway-station to the
Munksjo. In the centre of the S. part of these grounds, in front of
the new Elementarlaroverkshus, rises a handsome Fountain. In the

Nassjo,

see

27 Kil. Tenhult.

—

—

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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HUSQVARNA.

market-place stands a brick church in the Gothic style, completed
in 1888. To the S. we observe the Custom House and the Prison.
The Kyrko-Gata, at the back of the Elementarlaroverkshus, leads S.
pleasant gardens of Stora Limugnen. Farther to the S. is the
Munksjb Papperbruk, which exports roofing-pasteboard and paper.

to the

railway-station lies the famous Match Manu
which yields the 'tandstickor utan svafvel och
fosfor'. The Westra Stor-Gata passes the S. side of the match-factory
To the W. of the

factory (no admission),

and leads to the *Dunkehallar, a hill commanding a beautiful view
and studded with villas.
To the S.W. lies the '"Reservoir of the
—

water-works, with

a

Pleasant walk to the

large fountain (view;
E. to Ostra Kapellet.

carriage

2-3'/2 kr.).

The Taberg (1125 ft.), with famous iron-mines, 18 Kil.
Excursions.
to the S., commands a survey of the forests of Smaland.
The railway
(p. 261) from Jonkoping to Vaggeryd passes this spot.
To the E., beyond the Massage Institute of Sanna, visited in summer
even by British and German patients, lies (8 Kil.) Husqvarna (carr. there
and back, with stay of 2 hrs., 5 kr.), with its factories and the falls of the
Husqvarnaa, the finest of which is near the inn. Grand view of Lake
Wettern.
About l'/i M. from Husqvarna, beyond the mouth of the Hus
qvarnaa in Lake Wettern, is Rosendala, to which a small steamer plies
A railway is being built from Jon
4-6 times daily from Jonkoping.
koping to Husqvarna and Lyckas.
Steamboat to the WisingsS and Grenna (p. 275), daily ; fare 1 kr. 25 o.
—

Leaving Jonkoping, the train skirts the lake and ascends for a
long distance. 54 Kil. Bankeryd. Near (62 Kil.) Habo we see the
Dommeberg on the left. We also get a view of the Wisingso (p. 275).
Scenery uninteresting till we reach (75 Kil.) Mullsjo. We cross
Lake Straken by an embankment 424 yds. long. 86 Kil. Sqndhem.
101 Kil. Wartofta, junction for Ulricehamn on Lake Asunden
(37i/2 Kil., in 2 hrs.).
ill Kil. Falkbping Town; 112 Kil. Falkbping Station, junction
of the Sodra and the Westra Stambana

45. From

Jonkoping

(R. 43).

to Stockholm

by

Lake Wettern

and the Eastern Gota Canal.
Steamboat from Jonkoping to Stockholm, via, Wadstena, Motala, Norsholm, Sbderkbping, and Sbdertelge, thrice weekly, in 36 hrs. (fares 16
or 11 kr.) ;
to Norsholm 15 hrs. (9 or 7 kr.). As the Stockholm steamer
crosses Lake Wettern at night, it is advisable, time permitting, to take
a Lake Wettern steamboat (starting twice weekly) to Wadstena or Motala,
and then go on by the J&nkbping- Stockholm or the Gotenburg-Stockholm
steamer (five times a week; p. 266).
Travellers who intend to proceed
by rail (p. 280) from Berg or Norsholm should note that the canal-boats
are

often late.

Lake Wettern (290 ft.), the most beautiful of the great lakes
of S. Sweden, is about 80 Engl. M. long and 12 M. broad. The
water is exquisitely clear, bright objects being sometimes seen at
a
depth of 100 ft. The lake is very liable to sudden storms, which
sometimes endanger the navigation. Being flanked by the table
land of Smaland, 600-700ft. above it, and by the isolated Omberg

HASTHOLMEN.

45. Route.
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Waberg, rising opposite to each other (about 600 ft.), the lake
more picturesque than Lake Wenern, while the Wisingso, an
island in the middle of the lake, and the pretty towns and villages
and

is far

on its banks further enhance the scenery. The only effluent is the
Motala which follows the line of the E. Gota Canal. At the N. end
the banks are flat. The lake is connected by the W. Gota Canal
with Lake Wenern (p. 271).

About 2 hrs. after leaving Jonkoping the steamer reaches the
beautifully situated town of
Grenna (Hotel Brahe), with 1300 inhab., founded by Count Per
Brahe in 1652. The ruined castle of Brahehus, to the N., affords
a fine view.
From Grenna a visit may be paid by steamer or
—

—•

Wisingso, an island about 8 M. long and 2 M.
broad, once the property of the powerful Counts of Brahe, and now
a royal domain
(kungsladugard). The island contains an extensive
Oak Plantation, the timber of which is used in the governmentdockyards, the ruin of Wisingsborg (built in 1650 ; burned down
small boat to the

in 1718), and a church built by Count Per Brahe in 1636. In the
N. part of the island is the ancient Kumlaby- Kyrka; and in the
centre are numerous 'giants' graves'. At the S. end of the island,

partly under water, are relics of the once royal castle of Ndsbo.
Beyond Grenna the steamer usually steers N. to (2 hrs.)
Hastholmen (*Gdstgifvaregard, well spoken of), a harbour to
the S. of the Omberg, which is best visited from this point. (We
—

The excursion
may afterwards go on by rail from Alvastra, p.
is one of the finest in Sweden. We take a small boat,

276.)

(3-4 hrs.)
with

guide (2-3 kr.), to the Rbdgafvels Grotto,
high, being the largest of a number of cav
erns in the
deeply furrowed cliffs of the Omberg, which recall the
coast of Capri.
From the grotto to theHjessan (see below), ^l^hv.
The Omberg, the most interesting hill in S. Sweden next to
the Kinnekulle (p. 263), begins a little to the N. of Hastholmen,
extends for about 6 M. along the bank of the lake towards Wad
a rower

who acts

as

66 ft. long and 25-30 ft.
—

stena, and is about 2 M. in breadth. The side next the lake is
for the most part abrupt, while the E. slopes are wooded and fur
rowed with valleys. The hill consists chiefly of gneiss and micaslate, but transition-limestone, clay-slate, and sandstone also occur.
The highest point is Hjessan ('the crown' ; 575 ft. above the lake,
845 ft. above the sea). The Omberg forms the N. limit in inland
Sweden where the red beech (fagus sylvatica) thrives, but in Bohus-

Lan, on the Kattegat, it occurs as far north as 58° 30' N. latitude.
The beautiful forest is crown-property ('kronopark').
We return
—

via

*Alvastba

(rail, stat.,

see

p. 276;
ruin of

new

*Inn)

,

where

we

should notice the picturesque
a Cisteroian
monastery
founded in the 12th cent, by King Sverker, containing the burialvaults of Kings Sverker I., Charles VII., Sverker II., and John I.
The church, dedicated to the Virgin, forms a Latin cross. The nave,

18*
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From

Jonkoping

aisles, and choir are still traceable. The W. wall, like that of the
choir , contained a large window with rosettes and divided by
mullions.
Hastholmen is

a

station

on

the Branch-line

from

Odeshog

to

Fo-

part of which is unimportant for tourists. The
next station towards Fogelsta is (I1/4 M.) Alvastra (p. 275), whence we
summit of the Omberg, and then descend via,
to
the
ascend
may
Ejessan,
Then follow
Hoje to the next station (3 M. from Hastholmen) Omberg.
(5 M.) Vdfversunda, Borghamn, and other small stations. 16 M. Wadstena,
see below.
22'/2 M. Fogelsta.
From Hastholmen the steamer crosses the lake to (iy2hr0 Hjo
(p. 272), on the W. bank, and then returns to the E. bank. At
Rbdgafvels Port the lake attains its greatest depth (410 ft.).
We pass the curious rocks known as Munken or Grakarlen ('the
monk', 'grey man'), Predikstolen ('the pulpit'), and Jungfrun ('the
virgin'). Farther on are seen the Westra Waggar &\\A Mullskraerna;
then Borghamn, with large quarries.
The steamer rounds a pro
montory and reaches (3 hrs. from Hjo)
Wadstena (Hotel Bellevue, near the harbour), a station of the
railway mentioned above. The town, of which lace has long
been the staple product, with 2200 inhab., owes its origin to a
monastery of St. Birgitta, consecrated in 1383, suppressed in 1595,
and now a lunatic asylum. The *Monasteby Chub.ch (the 'klockare'
lives near), erected in 1395-1424, called the Blakyrka from the
colour of its stone and by way of contrast to the brick Rbdkyrka,
is worthy of a visit.
It contains a monument to Duke Magnus,
son of Gustavus Vasa, and others of interest.
The floor is paved
with tombstones. The sacristy contains the remains of St. Bridget
and her daughter St. Katarina in a reliquary. A peculiarity of the
church is that the choir is at the W. end.
A fine example of a Swedish castle of the 16th cent, is *Slott
Wadstena (usually known as Wettersborg), close to the lake and
the harbour (the old moat), which was erected by Gustavus Vasa.
The interior is now a storehouse. Finely vaulted chapel. Exten
sive view from the tower.
In 1 hr. more the steamer touches at
M6tala (Stadshus; Hotel Bergstrom; Hdtel Nilson; baths by
the harbour), a town with 2700 inhab. (a station on the Mjolby and
Hallsberg Railway, p. 278), on the Warvik, at the efflux of the
Motala from Lake Wettern.
The E. Gota Canal (Ostgbta Linie)
begins here, its level being regulated by a lock.
To the N. (16 Kil.) are the chalybeate springs of Medevi, to which a
steamboat plies (going on to Askersund, p. 278).
gelsta

(p. 278),

the first

—

—

—

—

From Motala to Stockholm

by the

E. Gota Canal.

Steamer eight times weekly in 23-27 hrs. (fares 12'/2, 10 kr.). The
'E. Gota Line' is the finest part of the canal, especially the part between
Berg and Norsholm. From Norsholm we may go on by train ; but as it
is troublesome to change conveyances, and th« trains rarely suit, it is
preferable to remain on board all the way to Stockholm. In this case the
traveller will be rewarded by the scenery from Soderkoping onwards,
even on a clear summer night.

to Stockholm.

SODERKOPING.

Motala, see p. 276. (Level of
intending to stop at Motala had
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the lake 290 ft.)
Passengers
better go on by steam-launch
('angslup') to Motala Verkstad (Verkstadens Hotel) and spend the
night there. We may then visit this great engine-factory, founded
in 1822, the property of a company, employing 1200 hands. (Visitors
usually admitted.) The motive power is the water of the canal
—

37 ft. higher. We may also visit the little cemetery with the tomb
of Platen

(p. 271),

on

the N. side of the canal to Motala.

Immediately beyond Motala Verkstad are the five Locks of Borenshult, through which the steamer descends to Lake Boren, 60 ft.
lower. As this operation takes an hour, passengers have plenty of
time to walk from Motala to Borenshult (fine scenery).
Lake Boren (240 ft.), 9 M. long, the water of which is at first
beautifully clear, is next traversed by the steamer. On the S. bank
is the estate of Ulfasa. At the E. end (2 hrs. from Motala) the
steamer reaches Borensberg-Husbyfjbl, where the finest part of the
canal-voyage begins. Fifteen locks. The Motalastrom flows on the
left. From the canal, which meanders at a considerable height,
we overlook a rich and smiling landscape, with the estates of
Brunneby, Ljung, and others. The steamer glides along at halfspeed in order to avoid damaging the banks of the canal with its
wash. In 3-4 hrs. more we reach
Berg, an inn (carriages to Linkoping, 12 Kil. ; better order be
—

the W. end of LakeRoxen (108 ft.), 17 M.
As the
a fine view.
steamer takes 2-3 hrs. to descend through the locks to LakeRoxen,
passengers have time to visit the Wreta Klosterkyrka , which once
belonged to a Cistercian nunnery of the 12th century.
We now steam at full speed down Lake Roxen, enjoying a view of

forehand if

desired)

near

long and 6 M. broad, of which it commands

its pretty banks. On the N. side is the ruin of Stjernarp, once a castle
of the Douglas family. In 3 Y2-4 hrs. after leaving Berg we reach
Norsholm (p. 279), at the E. end of Lake Roxen, a station of the
Ostra Stambana , by which line , train suiting , we may continue
our journey to Stockholm.
The Motala and the Gota Canal issue
from Lake Roxen here, the former descending N. to Lake Glan.
Beyond Norsholm the canal is uninteresting. The steamer
descends three locks to the narrow lake of Asplangen, 3 M. long,
and beyond it the four locks of Karlsborg and two at Mariehof,
—

and in

4^2

hrs.

more

reaches

—

Soderkoping (Stads- Hotel ; 1800 inhab.). Near it is St. Ragnhild's Kalla, with a hydropathic. The scenery improves. Above the
canal, on the N. side, rises the Ramunder shall.
Beyond Soderkoping two more locks; then (3M.) the last lock,
the 74th, at Mem, on Slatbaken, a long and narrow bay of the Bal
tic. To the right, farther on, we observe the Stegeborg, once a
on the left , the residence of Gottenvik.
reaches the open Baltic.

royal castle ; then ,
steamer

soon

The
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LINKOPING.

Route 46.

From

Nassjo

Steering partly through the monotonous 'skargard' or island
belt, partly in the open sea, we next reach (5 hrs.) Oxelbsund, the
terminus of the Nykoping branch railway (p. 330), and in 6V26 hrs. more Sbdertelge (p. 281). To the S. of Sodertelge (15 Kil.)
-

The steamer
Hbrningsholm , on the Mbrko.
passes through the short Sbdertelge Canal (p. 281), connecting

lies the chateau of
next

—

the Baltic with Lake Malaren , on which we steam rapidly to (23 hrs.) Stockholm, the approach to which is strikingly picturesque.

46.

From

Nassjo

to Stockholm.

350 Kil. Sodra Stambana to Katrineholm; Vestra Stambana to Stock
holm. Express in 73/<i fa9* train in 9 hrs. (fares 29 kr. 75 6., 21 kr., 14 kr.).
Ordinary trains not all through-trains (18 kr. 40, 12 kr. 25 6.).

The scenery as far as Boxholm retains
Nassjo, see p. 256.
the characteristics of Smaland. Between Gripenberg and Sommen
lies Holaveden, a hilly and wooded district separating Smaland from
Ostergotland. The fertile Plain of Wadstena, around Skeninge,
Wadstena , and Linkoping , contains the oldest towns in Sweden,
many chateaux, and large factories.
—

12 Kil. Solberga ; 18 Kil. Flisby ; 24 Kil. Aneby, on the lake
of that name. The train follows the course of the Svarta, which
forms a series of lakes.
36 Kil. Frinnaryd, on Lake Ralangen (530 ft.), with its 'float
ing island'. 42 Kil. Gripenberg, with the large estate of that name ;
further to the S. lies Traneryd. 52 Kil. Trancts ; 64 Kil. Sommen,
The train
on Lake Sommen (480 ft.), on which a steamer plies.
crosses the Svarta, which here forms several falls, the boundary
between Smaland and Ostergotland. Near Rockebro we skirt the
N. bay of the Sommen.
73 Kil. Boxholm, with iron-works. 78 Kil. Stralsnas. The train
89 Kil. Mjblby (*Inn, at the station), with large mills.
descends.
From Mjolbt to Hallsberg, 96 Kil., railway in 4-5V2 hrs. (fares
5 kr. 5, 3 kr. 40 6.).
9 Kil. Skeninge (Stads-Hotel) , with 1400 inhab.,
16 Kil. Fogelsta, whence a branch-line diverges
once an important place.
27 Kil.
to Hastholmen and Odeshog (42 Kil., in 3 hrs.; comp. p. 276).
Motala, whence a short branch-line leads to Motala Verkstad (p. 276).
41 Kil. Karlsby; 48 Kil. DegerSn; 54 Kil. Godeg&rd; 66 Kil. Mariedam.
From (79 Kil.) Lerback a branch-line runs in 50 min. to (14 Kil.) Askersund
(Stadskallaren), a town of 1500 inhab. on Lake Wettern (steamer to Motala,
p. 274). 85 Kil. Asbro; 96 Kil. Ballsberg, see p. 273.
95 Kil. Sya; 99 Kil. Mantorp. Near (109 Kil.) Bankeberg is
the agricultural school of Haddorp. Fertile country, dotted with
churches.
Hotels. "Stora Hotel, Stor-Torg; Linde121 Kil. Linkoping.
berg, Kungs-Gatan ; Jernvags-Hotel, Central Hotel, at the station.
Carriages at Johansen's. To the locks of Berg and the Wreta Convent
(p. 268), 11 Kil.
—

—

—

—

—

Steamboat to

Soderkoping

and

Stockholm,

once a

week.

the capital of Ostergotland, with 13,000 inhab.,
residence of the 'Landshofding' and the bishop, lies on the W.

Linkoping,

NORSHOLM.

to Stockholm.

46. Route.
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bank of the Stctnga, which flows out of Lake Roxen (p. 277) and is
connected with the S. lakes by means of the Kinda Canal (see below).
In 1598 the Rom. Cath. Sigismund was defeated by the Prot. Duke
Charles at the Stangebro, and his adherents were afterwards exe
cuted at Linkoping in 1600 (the 'Linkoping Blood-bath'), on the
spot now marked by a circle of stones in the Jerntorg. A stone on
the Gumpekulla, by the locks of Nyqvarn, a little below the town,
commemorates the battle.
The *Domkykka, begun in 1150 and completed at the end of
the 15th cent., is Romanesque in its oldest parts, and Gothic in
later parts, while the choir is late-Gothic. In 1870-82 the church
The great W. tower was not completed
was judiciously restored.
till 1886. Next to the cathedral of Upsala, this is the longest
church in Sweden (320 ft.). The vaulting is borne by ten hand
The old Altar-piece, by Heemskerk
some pillars on each side.
Dutch master, purchased by John II. for 1200 meas
ft.) of wheat, is now on the S. wall. Its former
place is occupied by a colossal figure of Christ, surrounded by
Faith, Hope, and Charity, in plaster, designed by Bystrbm. Reliefs
of the 14th cent, (life of Christ), formerly in the tympanum of the

(d. 1574),

ures

a

(7500

cubic

S. portal, are now built into the wall behind the altar. The marble
sarcophagus and recumbent figure of Bishop Teserus (d. 1678)
are

modern.

The verger

('vaktm'astare')

lives

near.

The Landsfbrsamlingens-Kyrka, or Church of the Estates (12th
cent.), also known as St. Larskyrka, contains pictures by Hbrberg,
a self-taught
peasant artist , whose works are often met with in
Sweden.
The Library contains a valuable collection of books,
MSS., coins, and antiquities (Tues. and Sat., 11-1; at other

apply to the librarian, Hr. Segersteen , Nyqvarns-Gatan,
who owns a good collection of paintings). The old Hospital Church
is now the East Gotland Museum. The Castle, built before 1500,
has recently been restored.
Pleasant walks in the park of the
Tradgctrdsfbrening (with belvedere), to the S. of the town (en
trance in the Drottning-Gata).
times

—

The Kinda Canal (steamer three times a week), 80 Kil. in length,
in 1871, connects Linkoping with several higher-lying lakes
to the S. : Erlhngen (185 ft. above the sea), on the N. bank of which lies
the large estate of Sturefors; Rengen (275 ft.), with the estates of Sdby and
Brokind; then Jernlunden (280 ft.) ; lastly Asunden (280 ft.), connected with
the last by the Rimforsstrom. The last steamboat-station is Born, on the
Asund.
These lakes all form basins of the St&ng& , and the ascent is
effected by fifteen locks. Scenery pleasing the whole way.

completed

Beyond Linkoping the train crosses the Stanga by a bridge
200 yds. long. Fertile country, with several churches. 132 Kil.
Linghem; 139 Kil. Gistad. We cross the Gota Canal (p. 271) by
a

curious

swing-bridge (pleasant

view of Lake

Roxen).

145 Kil. Norsholm (Jernvags-Hotel), junction of two branch-

railways,

and also

a

station of the canal-steamers

(see

p.

276).
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Route 46.

NORRKOPING.

From

Nassjo

From Norsholm to Westervik, 118 Kil., railway in 5 hrs. (fares 8kr.
5 kr. 45 p.).
Stations of little interest.
42 Kil. Atvidaberg (Botel), with a modern church and Copper Mines,
a visit to which takes one day.
The mine is entered by a small steamcar called a 'Hund'.
The Mormorsgrufva ('grandmother's mine'), to the
W. of Atvidaberg, is 1365 ft deep. The most important mine is at Bersbo
(1250 ft. deep), to the N. of Atvidaberg.
We next traverse the pretty district of Tjusl. 51 Kil. Forsaslrom;
58 Kil. Falerum (fine view from the station); 67 Kil. Nelhammar; 71 Kil.
StorsjS (fine view of the lake of that name); 82 Kil. Ofverum, with the
foundry of an English company.
118 Kil. Westervik (Stadshus), an old town with 6600 inhab., at the
entrance to the Gamlebyvik, with large shipbuilding yards, was repeatedly
destroyed during the wars between the Danes and Swedes. Near the town
is the ruined castle of Sldkeholm.
Westervik is about 60 Engl. M.
from Wisby on the island of Gotland (steamer).
From Westervik via Ankarsrum to Bultsfred (70 Kil.), see p. 258.
From Norsholm to Palsboda , 85 Kil., narrow-gauge railway in 441/2 hrs. (fares 6 kr., 4kr.). Intermediate stations unimportant. The train
skirts the W. bank of Lake Glan to (27 Kil.) Finspong, with a cannon79 Kil. Svennevad, at the W. end
foundry and a large chateau and park.
of Lake Sottern.
F&lsboda, see p. 273.

85,

—

—

—

At

(154 Kil.) Okna the train reaches Lake Glan (70 ft.), which
(159 Kil.) Eksund. Here it crosses the Motalastrbm,
outlet of Lake Wettern (p. 274). 162 Kil. Fiskeby.

it skirts to

the

168 Kil. Norrkoping.
Hotels.
Hotel, with cafe, Grand Hotel,
Torg; Bellevue, SkeppsDron; Hotel do
Pleasure Resort, Slrbmsholmen, with
—-

Stora

"Central

Hotel,

with

cafe;

with cafe, both in Karl JohansNord.
restaurant (frequent concerts).

Norrkoping, a busy trading and manufacturing town with 34,000
inhab., owes its importance to its situation at the head of the long
Bravik, into which falls the navigable Motalastrbm, and to the waterpower afforded by the river, which flows through the whole town
and drives numerous factories. An interesting walk may be taken
along the upper part of the river, where the water dashes over
rocks, turns a number of wheels, dives into factory buildings, and
emerges again as lively as ever. We may also cross the principal
Bridges, the stone Bergsbro, constructed in 1774 ; the Jernbro, or
iron bridge, of 1832; the Oscar-Fredriksbro, adjoining the KarlJohans-Torg (1837); and the iron Spangbro, or foot-bridge (1862).
Between the Bergsbro and the Jernbro are the Bruksholm and the
Laxholm, islands also connected with the town by bridges. Visi
tors are admitted to some of the factories.
On the lower part of
the river, where it becomes sedate and navigable, there are also
several large factories, chiefly of cloth, worsted, and cotton goods.
Gamla Varfvet ('the old wharf) and Motala Varfvet, to the E. of
the town, are considerable ship-building yards.
Although of ancient origin, the town has now quite a modern
look owing to the frequent fires from which it has suffered.
The
finest buildings are in or near the Karl-Johans-Torg, where the
post-office the town-hall , and the theatre are situated. It is
adorned with a Statue of Charles XIV. John (Bernadotte) by
Schwanthaler, erected in 1846. The Arbetare-Fbreningens-Hus,
—

,

,

SODERTELGE.

to Stockholm.

containing

a

large

hall and

a

museum

,

46. Route.
is

a

quite

also is the Hbgre Elementarldroverkets-Hus
hill to the S.W. of the town.

so

a
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grand edifice

(grammar school),

;

on

The Steamboat to Stockholm will be preferred by many to the train.
The vessels (daily) usually ply at night, affording a beautiful view of Lake
Malaren on arriving. In the reverse direction this route is recommended
to travellers intending to take the Gota Canal route from Norsholm to
Lake Wettern.

Beyond Norrkoping

and

(176 Kil.) Aby

the train traverses

a

wooded, plateau , about 400 ft. in height, called Kolmarden , the
once dreaded frontier-region between Sodermanland and Ostergot
land, infested with robbers. Near Tvardala it passes through a
tunnel and then ascends gradually to (179 Kil.) Grafversfors. Far
ther on it crosses the bays of Lake Nacken by means of embank
ments. Another tunnel. 191 Kil. Simonstorp (Inn). On the right
lies the lake of Flaten (200 ft.). 205 Kil. Strangsjb. Scenery

uninteresting.
216 Kil. Katrineholm (Jernvags-Hotel, with restaurant), junc
tion of the Sodra and the Westra Stambana (p. 273). Near it are
the estates of Stora Djulb and Kldstorp, with marble polishing
works, specimens from which are exhibited at Katrineholm.
The train next traverses the picturesque Sodermanland , with
its great forests and its numerous lakes , which have given rise to
-

the saying that 'when the Creator separated the dry land from the
overlooked Sodermanland'. 226 Kil. Walla. We pass
many chateaux of the Swedish aristocracy. 239 Kil. Flen, with the
chateau of Stenhammar famed in song, on the Waldemaren (or
Wammeln) Lake, junction for Eskilstuna and Nykoping, see p. 329.
254 Kil. Sparreholm, with the estate of that name, a favourite
resort of the Stockholmers. 266 Kil. Stjemhof; 275 Kil. Bjbrnlunda.
The scenery beyond this point is particularly fine. From (284 Kil.)
Gnesta (*Rail. Restaurant) an excursion may be taken to the chateau
of Tullgam, the summer residence of the crown-prince of Sweden,
and to Trosa, a small town on the Baltic, whence a steamer plies to
Sodertelge and Stockholm. Beyond Gnesta we pass the picturesque
Frustunasjb and Lake Sillen. 291 Kil. Mblnbo; 302 Kil. Jerna.
314 Kil. Saltskog, from which a short branch-line runs to (1 Kil.)
the town of Sodertelge (Stads-Hotel), finely situated at the S. end
of a bay of Lake Malaren, with 4900 inhab., an old church, a
hydropathic, and many villas of wealthy Stockholmers. Steamer to
Stockholm several times daily.
The train crosses the Sbdertelge Canal by a handsome swingbridge. This canal connects the Malar Lake with the Jarnafjard,
a bay of the
327 Kil.
Baltic, thus saving vessels a long round.
Tumba, with the large paper-manufactory of the Bank of Sweden.
336 Kil. Huddinge ; 342 Kil. Elfsjb, beyond which is the Nyboda

water he

—

—

Tunnel; 346
The train

Kil.

Liljeholmen.

crosses

the Arstavik by

means

of

an

embankment
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Route 47.

(300 yds.) ;

ARVIKA.

From

Charlottenberg

to the left is the

Malar, with the Reimersholm and Lbfsugar-manufactory of Tanto. We then
pass the old Sodra Station, and through a tunnel , 458 yds. long,

holm;

to the

right

is the

under Sodermalm to the bank of the Malar. The train then crosses
a bay of the lake, and the island on which the city
lies, by a bridge
(p. 289), and enters the handsome Central Station of Stockholm
(p. 285; 350 Kil. froni Nassjo, 616 Kil. from Malmo, 458 Kil.
from Gotenburg).

47. From

(Christiania and) Charlottenberg
(and Stockholm).

to Laxa,

Railway from Christiania to Stockholm , 560 Kil., or 348 Engl. M.
(by Norwegian railway to Charlottenberg, in 5-53/4 hrs., R. 13; by Swe
dish railway thence to Stockholm) ; two through-trains daily in I71/2 and
27 hrs. respectively (fares 43 kr. 5, 33 kr. 50, 22 kr. 40 0 .). A place in a
sleeping-carriage ('sofvagn') costs 5 kr. (1st class) or 3 kr. (2nd class) extra.
From Charlottenberg to Laxa (203 Kil.) in 5'/3-7i/8 hrs. (fares 17.30, 12.20,
8.15 kr., or 14.25, 10.70, 7.15 kr.).
The railway from Charlottenberg to Laxa (Nordweslra-Stambana) tra
verses the Wermland, a province where lakes and forests abound, and
rich in iron and other ores. This region has recently been opened up
by a network of railways and canals. The Wermland is famous as the
birthplace of Tegnir and Geijer, and its praises have been sung by
Fryxell in his beautiful Wermlandsvisa. The traveller who wishes to
see some of its attractions should make an excursion from Kil to Frykslad and the Fryken Lakes (see p. 283). Another digression may be made
from Christinehamn to Filipstad (p. 331).
From Christiania to (143 Kil.) Charlottenberg, see R. 13.
At Charlottenberg (*Rail. Restaurant, D. 1 1/2 kr. ; Bertha Lyden's
Jernvags-Hotel), the first Swedish station, passengers to or from
Stockholm change carriages. Luggage entering Sweden undergoes a
custom-house examination here; in the reverse direction it is
examined at Christiania. It seems odd that these two little king
doms, united under one sovereign, should have different customstariffs, though the examination is little more than nominal.
Beyond Charlottenberg , the train passes the By-Sjo (270 ft.)
Ex
on the right, and stops at (14 Kil.) Amot on the Flagan-Sjb.
tensive view. Pretty scenery. 25 Kil. Ottebol.
34 Kil. ArviktL( Hotel Arvika; Sandberg; *Rail. Restaurant), with
1500 inhab., is prettily situated on the Glafsfjord, here called the
Elgafjord, which is connected with Lake Wenern by the Seffle
Canal. (Steamer to Wenersborg once weekly; also several others.)
This long stretch of water fills the ancient bed of the Glommen,
which once fell into Lake Wenern, but now turns to the W. at
KongBvinger (comp. 'p. 78). During the melting of the snow,
part of the water of the Glommen still finds its way into its old
channel. In the vicinity is Arvika Helsobrunn ('health spring').
Beyond (49 Kil.) Edane we cross the large and picturesque
Wermelen-Sjb (180 ft.) by a viaduct, 710 yds. long, and pass
through a tunnel of 900 yds. Impressive forest-scenery. 56 Kil.
—

to Laxa.

KARLSTAD.
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Brunsberg ; 66 Kil. Boda; 77 Kil. Fageras. The train crosses the
Nors-Elf, the discharge of the Fryken Lakes, by an iron bridge
198 yds. long and 63 ft. high resting on iron pillars and massive
granite foundations, securely laid in soft alluvial soil. Beyond the
bridge the train reaches
82 Kil. Kil (352 ft.; Jernvags-Hotel), junction of the Gotenburg
and Falun railway (R. 53), and of a short branch-line to Fryksta
(9 min.), at the S. end of the Nedre Fryken Lake (195 ft.).
,

—

From Fryksta or Frykstad a pleasant excursion may be taken to the
three 'Fryken Lakes (Nedre , Mellan , and Ofvre Fryken).
Steamboat
every week-day, in connection with the train from Kil, to Torsby Bruk,
at the N. end of the highest of the lakes, in 5 hrs., returning next day.
The Fryksdal, a valley 80-90 Kil. long, is one of the most beautiful in
Sweden, but the voyage to Torsby and back is rather fatiguing. It is
preferable to land at Rottneros Bruk between the central and the upper
lake, visit the Fall of the Rottna-Elf, and go to Sunne (Hotel), another
pretty place, where Anders Fryxell (d. 1881 at Stockholm), the author of
and of the poem 'Wermlandsvisa' , was
an important history of Sweden
once pastor.
Many large iron-works , some of which belong to the
The Ofvre or Norra Fryken is grander than the
Edsvalla Bruks Bolag.
lower lakes.
-

—

—

—

95 Kil. Skare. Then
102 Kil. Karlstad (Stads- Hotel,
—

R. & B. 31/2 kr. ; Hotel
Rail. Restaurant), the capital of Wermland, a busy town
of 9100 inhab. , entirely rebuilt after a fire in July, 1865, is pictur
esquely situated on the Tingvallab, at the influx into Lake Wenern
of the Klar-Elf, which descends from the Norwegian Mts.
Broad
streets, planted with trees ; handsome buildings and pleasant pro

Kristiania;

menades. Steamboats to Wenersborg and Lidkoping (p. 270), and
many others.
The train now skirts the N. bank of the vast Lake Wenern
(p. 269), of which, however, little is seen, and passes over six
long bridges and several embankments, which proved very costly.
113 Kil. Skattkarr; 125 Kil. Wase; 134 Kil. dime.

142 Kil. (88M.) Christinehamn (Jernvags-Hotel; Stora Hotel;
Hotel Svea), a busy trading town, with 5900 inhab., lies on both
banks of the Svarta, at the influx of that river into the Warnumsvik, a bay of Lake Wenern. Steamers to Wenersborg and Lidkoping
(p. 270), and several others. Railway to Mora, see p. 334.

(154 Kil.) Bjbrneborg

the railway skirts Lake Wismen.
mineral-line runs N. to Kortfors
(with a branch toGrythyttehed, p. 331), Nora, 3,-aAErvalla (p. 328),
and S. (from Karlskoga) to Gullspang and Otterbacken on Lake
168 Kil. Degerfors, on Lake Mbckeln (295 ft.), from
Wenern.
which another branch-line runs N. to Wikersvik and Striberg. Be
tween these lines lies (180 Kil.) Svarta; 191 Kil. Hasselfors.
The train now passes the mineral baths of Porta Helsobrunn on
the left and reaches (203 Kil.) Laxa (p. 273).
From Laxa to

Beyond

165 Kil. Karlskoga

Stockholm,

see

pp.

,

whence

273,

281.

a

to the Flan of Stockholm.
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Akademier

Kyrkor (Churches):

(Academies) :

Akad. for de fria konsterna
4

of Arts)
Landbruks akademi (Agri
cultural Academy)
Musikaliska akademi (Aca
demy of Music)

F, 3

Archives (Riks-Arkivet)

D,

(Academy

....

D,

Adolf Fredriks kyrkan
20. Blasieholms kyrkan

21. Engelska kyrkan

D, 3

....

C, 1,

.

(English
B, 2

Church)
22. Finska

3

F, 3

....

-

kyrkan

(Finnish

Church)

5

E,5
H, 1
F, 2
E, 3

Gustaf Adolfs kyrkan
Hedvik Eleonora kyrkan
23. Jakobs kyrkan
Johannis kyrkan
Banegardar (Railway Sta
D, 1
tions
Karl Johans kyrkan
C, 3, 4; E, 7
G, 4
Katarina kyrkan
F, 7
Banker (Banks) :
24. Katolska
(Rom.
kyrkan
Riksbanken (National Bank) F, 5
Cath. Church)
D, 3
Skandinaviska Kredit-AktieKlara kyrkan
D, 3
Joint
bolag (Scandinavian
Maria kyrkan
E, 6, 7
E
Stock Bank)
J39. Riddarholms kyrkan
D, 5
Stockholms Enskilda BanSkeppsholms kyrkan, see
ken (Private Bank)
E, 5
Karl Johans kyrkan.
Stockholms Intecknings Ga27. Storkyrkan
E, 4, 5
ranti Aktiebolag
D, 4 28. Tyska
(German
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Church)
E, 5
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.

.

.

.

.
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.

-

....

.

.

.

.

....

.

.

Bergsskolan(Mining-School),

Biblioteket,
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(National
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E,
D,
E,
E,
E,
C,
E,
E, F,
D,
E,
.

....

.

.

.

.
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Oxenstjerna(intheRiddarhus)D,
Scheele
E,
11. Biologiska Museum (Bio
logical Museum)
I,
Birger Jarl's Bazar
E,
12. Borsen (Exchange)
E,
13. Northern Museum
C,
.

.

.

.

....

3
5
3
3
6
4
4

4
2
5
2

14. Flottans forradshus (Marine
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15. Frimiirarelogen
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mar

17,
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Institutet

.

.

Hasselbacken
18, Hofratt, kongl. Svea (Court
of Appeal)
Industri Palatset
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-

32.
33.
34.

36.
37.

.

.

....

.

.

.

....
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1, 4

(Hospital)
Skansen

38.

39.

(Industrial
School)
D, 3
Slottet, kongl. (Royal Palace) E, 4
E, 3
Synagogan (Synagogue)
Teatrar (Theatres):
Kongl. Stora Teatern
E, 3, 4
Dramatiska Teatern E, 3
Nya Teatern
F, 3
I, 3
Djurgards Teatern
Sodra Teatern
F, 6
Tekniska Skolan, see Sloj d-

Slojdskolan

.

F, 3

40.
41.
42.

D, 5
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I, 4

45.

D, 5

46. Tekniska Hogskolan.
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School)

.

31.

5
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sons' Lodge)
16. Wallinska Skolan
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5
1
5
1

.

.
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E, 1

Library)

kyrkan
(Kungsholms kyrka)
B, 4
F, 6
Myntet, kongl. (Royal Mint) B, 4
National Museum
F, 4
B, 1
Observatory
OfverstStthallarehuset
(Governor's House)
E, 4, 5
D, 4
Palats, Arfprinsens
Panorama
H, 3
Poliskammaren (PoliceOffice) D, 4
Posthuset (Post Office)
D, 4
Radhuset (Town Hall).
D, 4, 5
Riddarhuset
D, 5
Riksdagshuset (House of
Parliament)
D, 5
Sallskapet (a club)
E, 3
.

B, 1

Drottning-Gatan

.

.

.

-

....

skolan

B, 1
E, F, 4
Vetenskaps Akademi (Aca
demy of Science)
C, 1, 2
.

.

47. Telegrafen

(Palace
G, 1

19, Konstfdreningen (Art Union) E, 3

...

.
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48.

Stockholm.

Travellers arriving at Stockholm by railway (except the few
who travel by the Stockholm, Rimbo, and Norrtelje line, Or the Stock
holm and Djursholm line, p. 311) alight at the Central Station (Central
Bangarden; PI. C, 3, 4), situated in the N. quarter, about 7 minutes' walk
from the Norrbro (p. 280). Omnibuses from the principal hotels meet each
train (fare 75 o.).
Cab with one horse for 1-2 pers. 1 kr. 25 6., 3-4 pers.
1 kr. 50 6. ; each trunk 20 6. , for three or more 50 6. (at night, 11-6 o'clock,
one fare and a half).
Porter ('stadsbud'), for each package to or from cab
or omnibus 10 6. ; to one of the hotels 25-30 6.
An Interpreter, recognisable
official
meets
the trains and gives information to strangers
his
by
cap,
Those who arrive by the lake-route from Gotenburg, or by a
(no fee).
coasting steamer from the S., land at the Riddarholm Quay (PI. D, 5),
on the W. side of the Riddarholm ; the usual landing-place for travellers
from the N. or E. is the Skeppsbro (PI. E, F, 4, 5) or Blasiiholms-Hamnen
(PI. E, F, 4). Cab-fare as above; no hotel-omnibuses on the quays. For
the steamers 'norrrut', 'soderrut', 'osterrut', and 'vesterrut', see Kom.
Hotels.
*Grand Hotel (PI. a; E,F, 3), Blasieholms-Hamnen, with a
fine view of the Palace and the busy quays and harbour (table d'hote
4 kr.); Hotel Rydbeeg (PI. b; D,E, 4), Gustaf-Adolfs-Torget , facing the
Norrbro; both comfortable and well -managed houses (English spoken);
charges (rather higher at the former): R. from 2-3 kr., A. 35-50, L. 70 6.,
B. 1-2 kr., other meals paid for in the restaurant as received.
Hotel Con
tinental, Vasa-Gatan 22, opposite the central station, with good restaurant,
R., L., & A. from 2y2, B. 1, dej. 2, D. 2-3, pens. 10 kr.; Kdng Karl (PI. c;
D, 3), at the S. end of Brunkebergs-Torget, not far from the Norrbro, R.
from I1/2 kr., L. 25, A. 35, B. 50 6. ; Hamburger Bors, Jakobs-Gatan 6,
behind the Rydberg, well spoken of, with 'Restaurant; Kdng Karls Annex,
Regerings-Gatan 13, R. from 11/2 kr. ; Hotel Germania, Gustaf -Adolf sTorg 10; Kanan, Klara Ostra Kyrko-Gatan; Hotel de Suede, DrottningGatan 43.
In the Norra Smedje-Gata (PI. D, 3), at the back of the Ryd
berg , quiet , but central : Hotels Gdstaf Vasa , de France , Stettin,
In the
Victoria, and Skandia, etc., all unpretending, but tolerable.
Staden or old town: Ostergotland, Salviigrand 3, near the Mynt-Torg
with
well
of.
Private
Hotels
(PI. E, 4),
restaurant,
(without
spoken
restaurants): Bellevde (PI. d; E, 3), Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg 12, R. from 2 kr.,
L. &A. 25, B. orS.75 6. -2kr.;RosENBAD, Akademiegrando, near the RodbodPensions: 'Belfrage's Hotel & Pension, Vasa-Gatan,
Torg (PI. D, 4).
R. 2, D. I1/2, B. 3/«, pens. 5-6 kr. ; "Johns, Birger-Jarls-Gatan 7; Froken
1 (3rd floor) ; Fru Peterson, Drottning-Gatan 80 B ;
Vasa-Gatan
Andersen,
English, French, and German spoken in all.
Restaurants (dejeuner 9-12, dinner 2-6 o'cl.). ' Grand HStel a,nc\"Rydberg
(see above), both with elegant cafes ; Theatre Restaurant, in the new Opera
House (p. 295) ; Cafi Riche, Birger Jarls-Gatan 4, near the Berzelii Park ;
Phoenix, Drottning-Gatan 71 C, adjoining the Northern Museum (p. 296) ;
"Bdtel du Nord, Lilla Tradgards-Gatan, by the Dramatiska Teater, with
cafe; "Hamburger Bors (see above); Botel Ostergotland (see above), noted
for its Swedish cuisine ; Restaurant du Sud, in the building of the 'elevator'
Maria -Hissen (p. 308); Cafe' Restaurant Anglais, Stureplan 1 , near the
Linnd Park; Bern's Salonger (table d'hote with music in summer, l3/« kr.),
much frequented; Blanch's Cafi (p. 236), D. 21/2 Kr.; Strbmsborg, see p. 294;
Pelikan Kdllaren, Bruunsbacken , opposite the Katarina-Hissen (p. 308);
at the Palace of Industry, Ostermalm, at Karlavagen (PI. G, 1; p. 300).
In the Djurg&rd (p. 310): "Easselbacken (music in the afternoon; D. 3 kr.),
with garden where visitors may dine in the open air ; "Djurg&rdsbrunn, at
the Brunnsvik (steam-launch No. 4, see p. 287).
At these restaurants the charges vary greatly.
Breakfast or supper
costs l!/2-2kr., and dinner 2kr. or more. For the '■Brdnnvinsbord'
usually
'
or
salt
meats, fish, and
SmBrg&sbord' (side-table with bread-and-butter,
relishes, with 'brannvin' and liqueurs 'ad libitum'), which Swedish gentle
men and even ladies freely patronise before sitting down to table, an ad
ditional charge of 30-50 o. is made. Persons unused to this institution are
Arrival.

—

—

—

—
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apt to find it disagree. 'Sexor', so called from the hour when they are
usually served, are half-portions of meat, etc., ordered by those who want
a slight supper only.
The waiters (Vaktmdstare) expect a fee of 106. or
upwards from each person. Comp. p. xxiii.
Beer. Cerevitia, Freds-Gatan ; "Himmelsleiter, Jakobs- Gatan 19 ; Ltiwenbrdu and 'Sturehof (with bodega for Spanish wines), both in the Stureplan ;
Cafi du Bazar, at the Norrbro, above the Stromparterre (PI. E, 4); "Franziskaner, Skeppsbron (PI. F, 4).
Cafes ( Schweilzerier) at most of the hotels and restaurants. Among
the others: Blanch's Cafi (PI. 19; E, 3), in the Kungstradgard (music at
midday and in the evening) ; Cafi Victoria, in the Kungstradgard ; "Bern's
Salonger, by the Berzelii Park (p. 295 ; music at midday and in the even
ing); StrSmparterre , see p. 290 (music in the evening; mixed society).
The Strbmsborg (PI. D, 4 ; p. 294) and the cafe's in the Djurgard (p. 310)
also favourite resorts.
At most of the restaurants and cafe's visitors deposit their hats, over
coats, and umbrellas in a room provided for the purpose. The attendants
(fee 10 o.) are wonderfully quick in recognising visitors and in restoring
their belongings.
Confectioners (Conditorier, generally with Dam- Cafi, or ladies' cafe-).
Berg, Regerings-Gatan 14, Sture-Gatan 12; Tbrneblad, Stureplan 2.
Cabs. Drive, l-2pers. lkr.; 3-4 pers. lkr.256.; for one hourlkr.25
a fare and
or lkr. 50 6., for each 1/2 hr. more 60 or 75 6.; at night, 11-6,
for more than two 50 6.
For a
a half; small parcels free; trunk 20 6.,
drive to the Djurgard and other places in the environs 2-2l/2 kr. for the
for
each
additional
hr.
Cab
Stands
near the
first hour, and I-I1/4 kr.
1/2
Post Office, in the Brunkebergs-Torg, on the Skeppsbro, in the Stor-Torg, etc.
Tramways (Sp&rvagar). In the smaller cars passengers deposit their
fares in a box as at Christiania (see p. 10). The drivers will change sums
The namenot exceeding 1 kr., at the small window marked 'Vexling'.
boards and lamps of the Ring Line cars are green, on other lines red.
1. Ring Line (fare 10 6.), every 5 min. in each direction. From Slussen
(PI. E, F, 6) by the Skeppsbro to the Norrbro (PI. E, 4), then (to the right)
by Karl den Tolftes Torg, Norrmalms Torgs (PI. E, 3; change carriages for
the Djurgard) and Birger Jarls- Gatan to the Bumlegard (PI. E, 1; whence
a branch diverges to the right through the Sture-Gata to the Karlavagen),
then to the left to Roslags-Torg (PI. D, 1), past the Adolf Fredriks-Kyrka
(PI. C, 1,2), through the Vasa-Gatan, and across the Vasabro back to Slussen.
2. Djurgard Line (fare 10 6), connected with the Ring Line, every
10 min. from Nommalms-Torg (PI. E, 2,3) to the Djurgard (terminus op
posite Hasselbacken in the Allmanna- Grand; PI. H, 1,5,4).
3. The Kungsholms Line (every 8 min. ; fare 10 6.), runs to the W.
from the Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg (PI. E-A, 4) to the Pil-Gata; and from KungsGatan to St. Eriks-Galan (comp. PI. B, A, 3).
4. The Tegnkrs-Gatan-Norrtulls Line (PI. C, 1) runs to the N. by
the Stora Badhus-Gata, passing near the railway-station of Norrtull (10 6.),
and thence to StallmastaregSrd (p. 312), the entrance of the park of Haga
(p. 312) and the Nya Kyrkogarden (fare 10-15 6.).
5. The Sodermalm Steam Tramway, starting from the Monument of
Charles XIV. John (PI. E, 6), ascends the Eorns-Gata (PI. D-B, 7), cor
responding with the horse-tramway at the Ragvalds- Gatan (PI. E, 6), to the
Ersta-Gata (PI. H, 7; fare 10 0.).
Steamboats. The steamboats which ply from Stockholm in every
direction are so numerous, and the maze of islands and waterways around
the city so complicated, that the traveller is apt at first to be bewildered.
Before making any excursion, he should consult the latest number of 'Sveriges Kommunikationer', and also the map of the environs, and be care
ful to ascertain the starting-point of the vessel. For the larger sea-going
vessels the principal quays are Skeppsbron, on the E. side of Staden (PI. F,
4, 5), and Blasiiholms-Hamnen (PI. E, F, 4), adjoining the Grand Hotel
and the Museum. For the smaller sea-going and coasting steamers the start
ing-point is the Riddarholms Quay on the W. side of that island, which
lies to the W. of Staden, whence most of the Malar steamers and those
are

—

—
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bound for Gotenburg by the canal-ronte also start. A number of the smaller
lake-steamers again have their usual berths on the Munkbro and the KottTorg, on the W. and S.W. sides of Staden (PI. D, E,5). Note, however,
that steamers often go to the same destination from different quays; thus,
to Gefle (p. 335) both from Skeppsbron and from Karl XII. 's Torg; to
TTw62/(p.324)fromRiddarholmen and from Blasiiholms-Hamnen andKlintehamn; to Kalmar (p. 257) from Riddarholmen and from Blasiiholms-Hamnen.
Steam Launches (Angslupar). Communication between different parts
of the city and the environs is maintained by numerous steam-launches,
which cross Lake Malaren and the Saltsjo (p. 299) in all directions at in
The
tervals of 3-15 minutes. Fares 3 to 15 6. according to distance.
Those plying to the Djurgard
various lines are shown on the Plan.

(p. 309; every 10-15 min.) are as follows:
1. From the Strbmparterre (PI. E, 4) to Alkarret (PI. H, I, 4); fare 10 6.
2. From the Rantmdstaretrappa (PI. F, 5, 6) to Jernv&gen at AllmdnnaGrand (PI. H, I, 4, 5; fare 7 6.); to Tegelviken (PI. I, 7; fare 8 6.); to Ma
nilla (15 6.) and Blockhusudden (20 6.), on the S. bank of the Djurgard.
3. From Skeppsholmen (PI. G, 4, 5) to Allmanna-Grdnd ; fare 3 6.
4. From Logardstrappan (PI. E, 4) to Blaporten (Kaptensudden ; PI. H, 3 ;
12 6.), and to Ladug&rdsgardet (Besslingeberg) and Djurgardsbrunn (15 6.).
6. From Gustafs III. Staty (PI. E, F, 4) to Manilla (20 6.) and Block
husudden (25 6.) on the S. bank of the Djurgard, several times daily.
Several of the steamboat-routes to the most interesting points in the
Environs of Stockholm are mentioned in R. 49. See also the second part
of Sveriges Kommunikationer (under the heading '■Stockholms Omgifningar',
with sub-headings '■Malaren' and 'Saltsjon').
Electric Railway to Djursholm (p. 312), about 20 trains daily, starting
near the Humlagard, at the corner of the Engelbrekts-Gatan (PI. D, E, 1).
Post Office (PI. 33; D, 4), Rodbro-Torget, open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. ; Sun
days 8-11, 1-6, and 7-9 o'clock.
Telegraph Office (PI. 47; E, F, 4), Skepps
Also several branch-offices.
bron 2, always open.
Banks. Sveriges Riksbank (PI. 7), Jerntorg 55; Skandinaviska KredilAktiebolag (PI. 8), Storkyrkobrinken 7; Stockholms Enskilda Bank (PI. 9),
Lilla Ny-Gatan 27, etc. Circular notes and foreign money may be changed
at these; or at Belmonte's, Kungstradgards-Gatan 2.
British Minister, Sir Spenser B. St. John, G. C. M. G.
American, Bon.
Consuls. American, Mr. Thomas B. O'Neil; viceWilliam W. Thomas.
consul, Mr. Carl P. Gerell. British, Mr. Marmaduke Strickland Constable;
vice-consul, Mr. Carl Bolinder.
Swedish Tourists' Union ( Turistforening ) , Karduansmakare Gatan 6
(PI. D, 4).
Booksellers:
Samson & Wallin, Drottning-Gatan 7; Fritze, GustafAdolfs-Torg 18; With. Bille , Drottning-Gatan 25; Loostrbm & Co., Norr
Photographs: Axel
bro; Nordin & Josephson, Drottning-Gatan 37.
Lindahl, Ridare-Gatan 41 (dark chamber for the use of tourists).
Shops. Fishing-gear: Leidesdorffska Manufactory , Stora Ny-Gatan 12;
Furs: P. N. Bergstrbm, Storkyrkobrin
Eedvall, Malmtorgs-Gatan 3.
ken 4 and Freds-Gatan 18; Blomberg & Arendorff , Drottning-Gatan 10.
:
Jewellers Anderson, Jacobs-Torg 1 ; Hallberg, Regerings-Gatan 9 ; Mollenborg , Drottning-Gatan 14.
Antiquities: Frigga- Magasinet HamnGatan 16; A. Matsson, Beridarebansgarden 7; Bukowski, Arsenals-Gatan 9.
Gloves: Alb. Schmidt, Arsenals-Gatan 8 ; Maria Ferlin, Drottning-Gatan 17;
J. P. MSller, Freds-Gatan 21.
Swedish fancy-work : Bikupan, Klara BergsGatan 23.
Men's Mercer : John SBrmou, Regerings-Gatan 4; C. Bergstrbm,
Miscellaneous Articles : Jos. Leja, Regerings-Gatan 5.
Gustav-Adolfs-Torg.
Swedish iron and steel wares from Eskilstuna at the depot in the Malmtorgs-Gata; and at G. R. Feychting's, Drottning-Gatan 46.
The Swedish Magazine of Industrial Art (Svenska KonstslBjd-Utslallningen), Kungstradgards-Gatan 2 A ; the Exhibition of Friends of Handicrafts
(Bandarbetetsvanner ; week-days, 10-4), Brunkebergs-Torg 18 ; and the Palace
of Industry (Industri-Palatset), Carlavagen 30, may also be mentioned.
Baths. Sture-Gatan 4 (PI. E, 2) and Jakobs-Gatan 16 (Turkish, etc.;
—

—

—

—

—
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—
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6, D, 4); Badstu-Gatan 4 (PI. E, 6). Swimming Bath to the W. of
Stromsborg (PI. D, 4) ; Ladies' Baths (PI. 6 ; F, 4), at the S.E. end of the

PI.

Saltsjiibaden, see p. 313.
Stoi-a Teatern (p. 295), at present being rebuilt;
in
the
meantime at the former Nya Teater (PI. 42; F, 3),
performances
Kongl. Dramatiska Teatern
Kungstradgards-Gatan 6; admission 1/2-3 kr.
Vasa Teatern, Vasa(PI. 41 ; E, 3), Kungstradgards-Gatan 6, stalls 2i/s-3 kr.
In the Djurgard (p. 310) are the Djurgards Theatre (PI.
Gatan 44, etc.
I, 3, 4) and the Kristallsalonger (Tivoli; variety -theatre), both open in
In Sodermalm (p. 308): Sddra Teatern, Mosebacke-Torg.
summer only.
Svenska Panoptikon, see below.
Music in the afternoon and evening at Basselbacken (p. 310), at
the Kristallsalonger (p. 310), at the Strb'mparterre, at Blanch's Cafi in the
Kungstradgard (p. 295), and in Bern's Salonger (p. 295).
Skeppsholms-Bro.
Theatres.

—

Kongl.

—

—

—

—

Collections, etc. (days and hours liable to alteration) :
Archives, Royal (p. 294), week-days 10.30 to 3.
Art-Union (Konstforening, p. 295), next door to Blanch's Cafe' (p. 295);
week-days 10-5, Sun. 1-4; adm. 50 6.
Blanch's Picture- Gallery, Hamn-Gatan 16, open all day.
Costumes, see Museum of Armour, etc.
Library, National (p. 299), week-days 11-2; reading-room 10-3.
Museums:
Agricultural (Landbruks-Academiens Museum), Master-Samuels-Gatan 36 (PI. C, 3), week-days 12-3.
Armour and Costumes, Royal (p. 291), daily 12-3 ; Sun. and Frid. gratis;
Tues. 50 6.; Mon., Wed., Thurs., and Sat. 1 kr.
Artillery Museum (p. 295), Wed. 1 to 2.30 (10 6.); on other days apply
at the office to the left of the gate.
Biological Museum (p. 310), from 11 a.m. till dusk (1 kr.).
Carolinian Institution (Karolinska Institutets Samiingar ; PI. B, 4), Handverkare-Gatan 3, a medical collection, Sun. 1-8, gratis.
Fishery, Master-Samuels-Gatan 43, week-days 12-3, Sun. 1-3, gratis.
Geological (p. 296), Mon. and Thurs. 1-3, gratis.
"National Museum (p. 300): "Collection of Art and Industry, on the
1st and 2nd floors, week-days (except Mon.) 11-3, Sun. 1-3 (on Wed.,
Thurs., and Sat. 50 6., at other times free); "Bistorical Museum (Swedish
Antiquities) and Cabinet of Coins, on the ground-floor, in winter on Frid.
—

—

12-2 and Sun. 1-3, in summer on Frid. and Tues. 12-3 and Sun. 1-3 (on
Tues. 25 6.; at other times free). On Monday the Museum isclosed to
the public, but visitors are admitted for a fee of 1 kr., on application to
the

door-keeper.

Natural Eistory Museum (p. 299), Wed. 12-2 and Sun. 1-3, free; Sat.
at other times 1 kr
25 6
'"Northern Museum (p. 296), Drottning-Gatan 71 A, 71 C, 77, 79, and 88,
in
summer, 11-4 (25 6.). In winter all the collections are closed
open daily
Ticket admitting to all the sections 75 6.
at 3 p.m.
Palace, Royal (p. 290), daily during the absence of the royal family.
Palace of Industry (Industri-Palats ; p. 300), Carlavagen 30, with an
exhibition of industrial art.

12-2

•

—

Panoptikon, Kungstradgards-Gatan 18 (p. 295), daily 9-10 (1 kr.).
Panorama (p. 310), daily from 9.30 a.m. (1 kr. ; Sun. 50 6.).
Polytechnic(TekniskaSkolan;¥1.3&; D,3), Collection of Models, Tues. 12-2.
Regatta on the first Sun. in August.
Riddarholms Kyrka (p. 293), in summer Tues. and Thurs. 12-2, adm.
25 6., Sat. 12-2, free; in winter Tues. and Thurs. 12-2, on application to
the 'Vaktmastare' at the Riksmarskalks-Embete in the S.W. wing of the
Royal Palace (25 6.).
Riddarhus (p. 293), on week-days, on application to the 'Vaktmastare',
who is to be found till 3 p.m. in the antechamber on the first floor, to
Fee 1 kr.
the left.
Skansen (p. 310),
English Church
Rev. Frederick Case.

of the Northern Museum, daily from 10 a.m.
(PI. 21; B, 2), Rorstrands-Gatan (p. 299); chaplain,

an annexe
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Chief Sights. ''jjiational Museum \j Museum of/Armour and Costumes;
Northern Museum; fiscal Palace; kiddarholms Kjrka; view fromKatarinaHissen; walks on the 'Skeppsholm and in the Djurgard (p. 309), with a'
Excursions to Salt■aie.\\ (rp the, op^n-air i^jifffiii1" 0f..g!r!''71S.'"' (PiJUQ).
sjfibaden (p. 313) and to Drottningholin~Tp™3l4)or Gripsholm (p. 315).
—

the capital of the Kingdom of Sweden, the seat of
and
the supreme courts of law, with 259,300 inhab.,
government
lies in 59° 20' 34" N. lat. , at the influx of Lake Malaren into
an arm of the Baltic (Saltsjbn) which forms an excellent harbour,

Stockholm,

five months in winter.
plain, and on rocky
hills, surrounded by water and islands in almost every direction,
is highly picturesque. Stockholm has therefore been called the
'Venice of the North', and has also been compared with Marseilles

liable, however,

to be frozen

The situation of the

city

over

on

for four

islands,

or

on

a

Geneva; but no such comparison can convey an accurate
Its most striking peculiarity consists in its
idea of the place.
immediate proximity to primaeval forests and rocky islands, where
to this day there is hardly a trace of cultivation. Improvements
have, indeed, been effected in the Norrmalm, or N. quarter of
the town ; the site of the Berzelii Park was once a wilderness ;

or

and the Blasiiholm has

long

but in the Sodermalm

the

,

been connected with the mainland ;
the Skeppsholm , and
rock is often seen protruding in the

Kungsholm ,

Kastellholm the bare granite
midst of the houses.
History. In early Swedish history Sigtuna (p. 318) and Gamla Upsala
(p. 322) were the centres of the national life. The foundation of Stock
holm dates from Jarl Birger of Bjelbo (p. 294) , who in 1255 , on the site
of a settlement which had been repeatedly destroyed by pirates and hostile
tribes (the Esthonians and Carelians, about the year 1188), fortified the is
lands now called Staden, Belgeandsholmen, and Riddarholmen, with towers
and walls, and made them the capital of his dominions. It was long before
the city extended beyond these islands.
The increasing population had
several times begun to occupy the mainland to the N. and S., but these
settlements were as often swept away by the Danish besiegers (Margaret
in 1389, Christian I. in 1471, and Christian II. in 1520). At length from
the middle of the 16th cent, onwards the citizens were enabled to extend
their borders in peace.
About the middle of the 17th cent, the precincts
of the city were extended so as to embrace the N. and S. suburbs, and the
former was built in accordance with a regular plan. In consequence of
great fires in 1697, 1725, 1751, 1759,1835, and 1857 the old timber-built houses
have gradually been replaced with substantial stone edifices.
About the
middle of the 17th cent, the population was 15,000, in 1751 it had increased
to 55,700, in 1800 to 75,500, in 1850 to 93,000, in 1870 to 136,000, in 1882 to
174,706, and it has now reached 259,300.
ot the old town, on an island at the month of Lake Ma
connected with the N. suburb of Norrmalm by theiVorr&ro
(p. 290) and the Vasabro (PI. D, 4; completed in 1878), and
with the S. suburb of Sodermalm by 'Slussen1, or the sluice-bridge
(PI. E, 6 ; p. 308). The N. and S. suburbs are also connected by
the great Railway Bridge, which crosses the two arms of the Rid-

Staden,

laren, is

darfjarde

and the island of Riddarholm between them.

Baedeker's Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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I. STADEN AND RIDDARHOLMEN.
The best survey of the singularly picturesque site of Stockholm
and of its busy harbour-traffic is obtained from the *Norrbro (PI.

handsome bridge of seven granite arches, completed in
the short river which forms the chief efflux of Lake
Malaren, and connecting the Norrmalm and Staden. Part of it stands
on the E. side of the small Helgeandsholm, the old buildings in
which have been removed to provide a site for new edifices for the
National Diet and the National Bank. On the E. side of the bridge
is the Strbmparterre (cafe, see p. 286 ; steam-launches to the Djur
gard, see p. 287), to which two flights of steps descend.

E, 4),

a

1797, spanning

'Hur

praktigt speglar ej

den strommen af

Torn, hjeltestoder, slott och sangartempel,
Och aftonrodnan ofver Riddarholmen,
Der Sveriges ara sofver under marmor P
(Tegner).
'Tower, heroes' statues, palace, muses' fane
Stand nobly mirrored in the stream beneath,
While bathed in evening-red glows Riddarholm,
Where, beneath marble, Sweden's glory sleeps'.
From the S.E. end of the bridge the Skeppsbro ('ship-quay' or
'bridge'), a broad quay, constructed of granite like all the others at
Stockholm, extends round the E. side of Staden, where most of the
sea-going steamers, as well as numerous steam-launches, are berth
ed. Approaching Staden from the N., we observe on the right the
Mynt-Torg and the old Mint, with its facade of four columns, now

occupied by public offices. (The Mynt-Gata leads
darhns-Torg, p. 293.)

thence to the Rid-

the N. end of the island of
on the site of an
earlier edifice by Nicodemus Tessin, a Swedish architect, in 1697,
in the Italian Renaissance style. The work was interrupted by the
wars of Charles XII., but was completed by Connt Karl Gust. Tes
sin, son cf the first architect, Harlemann, and Cronstedt in 1760.
This spacious edifice, consisting of ground-floor, entresol, and two
upper stories, forms a rectangle 136 yds. by 127 yds., and encloses
a court nearly square in shape.
The N. and S. facades are adjoined
by four lower wings, extending E. and W., so that the N. facade
is double the length of the central building. The N.W. portal,
facing the bridge, has a handsome approach, constructed in 1824-34,
and called Lejonbacken from the bronze lions, cast in 1704, which
adorn it. On the S.W. side of the palace are two detached buildings
forming a small semicircular outer court, one of them being the
chief Guard House. On the N.E. side, between the projecting wings,
is a small garden called Logarden or 'lynx-yard', which is said to
derive its name from a small menagerie once kept here. The central
quadrangle, entered by the N.W., S.W., and S.E. portals, is open
The N.E. portal, from which a private flight of
to the public.
steps descends to the Logard, affords a fine view of the harbour.
At the S.E. end of the

Staden,

rises the

*Royal

Norrbro,

Palace

on

(PI. E, 4), begun

Palace.
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private apartments are shown daily in summer, during the
royal family, while the public rooms ( FestivitetsVaningen) may be visited at any time. The rooms on each floor are
The

absence of the

a different attendant
; fee 1 kr. to
The Principal Entrance is in the W. wing, by the Guard House.
Passing the sentinel, we turn to the left in the gateway and ascend a hand
some staircase, with new ceiling-paintings by Prof. Jul. Kronberg:
Svea,
on
the genius of Sweden , with the Landing of Charles XIV. John ,
one side,
and Oscar II. receiving the doctor's degree, on the other. On
and
Four
the
third
are
Aurora
the
to
the staircase leading
Elements,
story
and higher up, the Guardian Angel, all by Kronberg.
On the Second Floor, to the right, are the sumptuous state-apartments
known as the Festivitets-Vaning , once occupied by Charles XIV. John.
Passing through the Life Guard Saloon, embellished with arms, the Concert
Room, and the Audience Room, with ceiling-paintings illustrative of the
history of Alexander the Great by Jacques Fouquet (1700) and some old
tapestry, we enter the Red Saloon, with allegorical ceiling-paintings by
Fouquet with reference to the youth of Charles XII., several busts in
marble, and a valuable silver candelabrum of the time of Charles X.
We next come to the Grand Gallery, 52 yds. long and 7V2 yds. wide, richly
decorated with stucco, marble, and gilding, as are also two adjoining
cabinets.
The handsome doors, carved in oak by Benrion in 1696-99, were
designed by Fouquet. Ceiling-paintings also by Fouquet. This room and
the following contain a number of sculptures in marble by Fogelberg,
The Great Banqueting Saloon is known as
Bystrom, Molin, and others.
Bvita Bafvet ('the white sea'), from its white stuccoed walls. The ceilingpaintings are by Italian artists of the first half of the 18th century.

(vaktmastare

shown by

each).

—

—

The First Floor of the same wing contains (on the right of the visitor
ascending the staircase) the Privy Council Rooms, the Seraphim Saloon (for
the knights of the Seraphim Order, the highest in Sweden, founded in 1748),
and the Riks-Sal or Imperial Hall, where the ceremony of opening the
On the left (of those ascending the
Representative Chambers takes place.
staircase) are the King's Apartments (Oscar II., b. 1829), adjoined by the
Queen's Apartments (Sophia, of Nassau, b. 1836). The E. wing (entered
—

from the court) also contains the rooms of the Crown Prince and Princess
b. 185S ; Victoria, of Baden, b. 1862).
These apartments con
tain1 numerous portraits of members of the royal family, sculptures and
pictures by Scandinavian artists, magnificent gifts from foreign sovereigns,
and other objects of value (but hardly repay travellers pressed for time).
The S. wing contains the Palace Chapel (service on Sundays at 11 o'clock);
entrance from the Slottsbacke, on the E. side of the palace, by the stairs
on the right.
(The stairs on the left lead to the Riks-Sal, see above.)
On the ground-floor and first floor of the N.E. wing (entrance from
the Lejonbacke), is the royal "Lifrust och Klad-Kammare, or Museum of
Armour and Costumes, one of the finest existing collections of the kind
(adm., see p. 288; catalogue 50 6.). On the ground-floor is the Kladkammare, or Costume Chamber, which contains sumptuous garments worn by
Swedish kings and queens from the beginning of the 17th cent, down
to the present day ; also saddles, caparisons , carriages, the cradle of
Charles XII. and the clothes in which he died (see below), a fine silver
font of the time of Charles IX. , etc.
The first floor contains the Lifrustkammare, or Armour Chamber, containing suits of armour and weap
ons of Swedish kings and heroes,
trophies, and historical memorials, many
of them possessing great artistic value. Observe the gorgeous suit of armour
of Charles IX., adorned with the Swedish arms ; costly sabres and daggers
with gilded Damascus blades, and enriched with emeralds, turquoises, and
rubies, presented by the Prince of Transylvania to Gustavus Adolphus ;
a horse (stuffed) ridden by Gustavus
Adolphus at Liitzen, and the sword
he carried at that battle ; a gorgeous double-barrelled gun, presented by
Louis XIV. of France to Charles XI. ; the sword carried by Charles XII.
when he fell at Fredrikshald (p. 81), etc.

(Gustavus,

—

—

19*
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The S.E.

facade of the Palace, with its colonnade, looks towards
Slottsbacke, or Palace Hill (PI. E, 4), a handsome Plats de
scending to the Skeppsbro. The Slottsbacke is adorned with an
Obelisk, 100 ft. high, erected in 1799 by Gustavus IV. in memory

the

of the loyalty of the citizens during the war against Russia in 1788while the nobility were hostile to their sovereign (p. lxvii). At
the foot of the Slottsbacke, on the Skeppsbro, rises the finely exe
cuted *Monument of Gustavus III. (PI. E, F, 4), by J. T. Sergei, a
Swedish sculptor, erected in 1808 by subscription in honour of that
chivalric monarch.
The rudder on which the statue of the King
leans is an allusion to his naval victories. Fine view of the har
bour and the Skeppsholm.

90,

The Governor's House (Ofverstathallare-Huset ; PI. 30 ; E, 4, 5),
the S.E. side of the Slottsbacke, with its handsome little court,
was erected by Nicod. Tessin
(p. 290), to whom it originally heon

longed.
At the S.W. end of the Slottsbacke rises the Storkyrka (Great
or Church of St. Nicholas ; PI. 27, E 5), which,
according
to a modern inscription, was founded by Jarl Birger in 1264, and
rebuilt and provided with the unpleasing tower (184 ft. high) in
1726-43. The church was thoroughly restored in 1892. In the interior,
which consists of a nave with double aisles, is a rich reredos from
Augsburg (beginning of 17th cent.), in silveT, ivory, and ebony, with
18 scenes from the Passion. Observe also a brass candelabrum with
seven branches, of the 14th cent. ; two huge pictures ('Last Judg
ment' and 'Descent from the Cross') by Ehrenstrahl (A. 1698); several
ancient tombstones ; and the rich silver vessels. (The Klockare or
sacristan lives at Svartman-Gatan 222 ; fee Y2-I kr.)

Church,

,

A short street leads to the S. from the Slottsbacke to the StorTorg (Great Market ; PI. E, 5), the central and highest point of
the old

town, bounded on the N.W. by the Exchange (PI. 12;
business-hour 1 p.m.). In this market-place several tragic scenes
have been enacted. In 1280 Magnus Ladulas caused three members
of his own family to be executed. In 1437 Erik Puke and in 1605
the royal counsellor Bjelke were beheaded here. The saddest event
in the annals of the city, known as the Stockholm Blood Bath, took
place in the Scor-Torg on 10th and 11th November, 1520, when
Christian II. of Denmark caused a great number of his opponents
to be executed here in the vain hope of consolidating his power in
Sweden (p. lix).
Numerous steep lanes, called Brinkar and Grander, intersected
by cross-streets, descend from the Stor-Torg to the Skeppsbro to
the E., and to the Westerlang-Gata and the Stora Ny-Gata to the
W., forming the headquarters of the humbler tradesmen, whose

characteristics are not without interest.
In the Svartman-Gata, to the S.E. of the

Stor-Torg,

rises the

Riddarhus.

Tyska Kyrka,
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(PI. 28; E, 5), erected in 1636-42,
plans since a fire in 1878. The
The pulpit and altar were presented

German Church

and restored after Raschdorff's
tower contains

48. Route.

set of chimes.

in the 17th cent.
We now descend to the S.W. to the Stora Ny-Gata, which leads
to the N.W. to the Riddarhus-Torg. At the S.E. end of the Ny-Gata
lies the Kornhamns-Torg ('corn-harbour market'; PI. E, 5), beyond
which is Slussen, the bridge leading to Sodermalm ; or we may cross
to Maria-Hissen by steam-launch (pp. 287, 308).
Or we may turn
to the right from the Kornhamns-Torg to the Malar-Torg and the
Kott-Torg ('meat-market'; PI. D, E,5), over which runs the railway.
These quays command fine views of Sodermalm. To the N. of the
Kott-Torg we reach the Munkbro ('monks' bridge'; PI. D, 5), the
scene of the busiest market-traffic.

by German merchants

The Riddarhus-Torg (PI. D, 5), bounded by the Riddarhus and
the Town Hall , is adorned with a Statue of Gustavus Vasa, de
signed by L'Archeveque, and erected in 1773 by the Swedish no
bility on the 250th anniversary of the day when the king entered
Stockholm and delivered his country from the Danish yoke. On
13th July, 1756, Count Brahe, Barons Horn and Wrangel, and others
were brought to the scaffold here for conspiring to undermine the
constitution. On 10th June, 1810, Marshal Axel von Fersen was
lynched by the populace, alarmed by the sudden death of the crownprince, and believing he had been poisoned by the marshal.
The Riddarhus (Knights' House ; PI. 35, D 5), a brick and
sandstone structure, designed in 1641-74 by Simon de la Vallee
and others, is adorned with allegorical figures and Latin inscriptions
on the facade.
In a large room on the first floor, with the armorial
bearings of all the Swedish nobles, and ceiling-paintings by Ehrenstrahl, the Chamber of Nobles held its meetings down to 1866. A
room on the ground-floor contains portraits of all the marshals of
the nobility from 1627 to 1865, except Count Lejonhufvud, who was

blamed for the failure of the war against Finland in 1740-43, and
beheaded in 1743. Adm., see p. 279. In the court a statue, by J. Borjeson , was erected in 1890 to the chancellor Axel Oxenstjerna
(p. lxiii).
Adjacent, on the opposite side of the Riddarhus-Grand, which
leads to the Vasa Bridge, rises the Radhus (PI. 34; D, 5), once
the palace of Count Bonde , the royal treasurer , converted into a
town-hall in 1731. The large Council Chamber contains views of
the city at different periods.
From the Riddarhus-Torg a bridge leads to the S.W. to the
Riddarholm (PI. D, 5), and the *Riddarholms-Kyrka (PI. 25), with
its conspicuous perforated spire of cast iron, 290 ft. high. It was
formerly a church of the Franciscans, and has for centuries been the
burial-place of the Swedish kings and heroes. The building is Gothic,
disfigured by Renaissance additions. Divine worship has not been
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Riddarholm's

performed here since 1807, except in the case
principal entrance is at the W. end. (Adm.,

of

royal

see

p.

Kyrka.

funerals. The

288.)

The walls of the church are blazoned with the armorial bearings of the
deceased knights of the Seraphim Order (p. 291 ; including those of the
German Emperors William I. and Frederick III.), and the pavement is
formed of tombstones. Flanking the high-altar are the Monuments of Kings
Magnus Ladulas (d. 1320) and Charles VIII. (d. 1470), erected in the reign
of John III. (16th cent.).
On the right (S.) is the Burial Chapel of Gus
tavus Adolphus ( Gustavianska Grafkoret), constructed in 1633 according to
Since
the king's order issued in 1629 before his departure for Germany.
1832, the 200th anniversary of the monarch's death (at the battle of Liitzen,
6th Nov., 1632), his remains have reposed in a green marble sarcophagus,
executed in Italy by order of Gustavus III. for the reception of the body
of his father Adolphus Frederick, but unused till 1832, when the remains
It
of Gustavus Adolphus were transferred to it by Charles XIV. John.
bears the simple inscription: Gustavus Adolfus Magnus. In front of the
sarcophagus are placed the king's banner, borne at Liitzen, the royal
Swedish banner, and a flag presented by Oscar II. in 1882, bearing the
names
of the regiments of the yellow brigade which distinguished itself
at Liitzen.
Between the windows of the chapel are placed German, Rus
sian, and other flags as trophies of the king's victories. In the vault
below are interred Maria Eleonora of Brandenburg (A. 1655), the queen of
Gustavus Adolphus; kings Adolphus Frederick (d. 1771), Gustavus III. (d.
1792), Gustavus IV. (d. 1837; p. lxvi), and Charles XIII. (d. 1818), with
On the
their queens, and other members of the Holstein-Gottorp family.
opposite (N.) side of the church is the Carolinian Chapel (Karolinska Graf
in
It
the
XII.
1686-1743.
contains
of
Charles
constructed
sarcophagus
koret),
(d. 1718), in black marble, on which is placed a lion's skin in brass, with
crown, sceptre, and sword. To the right is the marble sarcophagus of Fred
erick I. (d. 1751), and on the left reposes his queen Ulrica Eleonora (d. 1742),
sister of Charles XII. Between the windows are trophies of Polish, Dan
ish, and Russian flags. In the vault below are interred Charles X. Gus
tavus (d. 1660), Charles XI. (d. 1697), and their queens, and several princes
of the Vasa family.
Adjoining the Chapel of Gustavus, on the S. side
of the choir, is the Bernadotte Chapel (Bernadotteska Grafkoret), built from
A massive sarcophagus of por
a design by Prof. Scholander in 1858-60.
phyry here contains the remains of Charles XIV. John (d. 1844). The vault
contains the coffin of his queen Desideria (d. 1860), and those of Oscar I.
(d. 1859) and his queen Josephine, of Charles X V. (d. 1872), and other princes.
In the aisles of the church are the burial-vaults of Count Lejonhufvud,
with numerous Russian flags; Counts Wachtmeister a.ni von Fersen, also with
Russian flags ; Count Torstensson, with a marble bust of Marshal Lennarl
Torstensson (d. 1651), with numerous German and other flags ; Count Vasaborg, with German flags; Marshal Banir (in the centre of the S. aisle,
visible through a pointed doorway), with the armour and a large portrait,
of the marshal (d. at Halberstadt, 1641) and many German flags.
—

—

On the Riddarholm are also situated the Riksdagshus or Hall of
the Diet (PI. 36 ; D, 5) ; the Svea Hofratt or Appeal Court (PI. 18),
occupied by the royal family in 1697-1754, and lately enlarged;
the Riks-Arkiv (PI. 5 ; p. 288), and other public buildings.
In the centre of the island rises the *Statue of

Birger

Jarl in

bronze, designed by Fogelberg, and erected by the citizens in 1854.
The Railway Bridge (p. 282), crossing the Riddarholm, has a
foot-way on theN.E. side, leading to the islet of Strbmsborg (PI. D,
4; restaurant), and to the swimming-school.
—

STOCKHOLM.

Kungstradgard.
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II. THE NORTHERN QUARTERS OF THE CITY.
At the N. end of the Norrbro (p. 290) lies the Gustaf-AdolfsTorg (PI. E, 4), in which rises a lofty pedestal of Swedish granite
and marble bearing an equestrian Statue of Gustavus Adolphus, in
bronze, designed by L'Archeveque in 1777 and erected in 1796.
The pedestal is adorned with bronze reliefs of the Swedish generals
Torstensson, Wrangel, Bane"r, and Konigsmark. On 6th Nov., the
anniversary of the great king's death (p. 294), the citizens crowd
round the monument
singing national songs and the lines com
,

,

Gustavus himself before the battle of Liitzen
ej du lilla hop', 'fear not, thou little band').

posed by

('Forfaras

On the W. side of the Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg rises the Palace of
Prince Eugene, the heir to the throne (PI. 31 ; D, 4), erected in
1783-93.
The Stora Teater ('Great Theatre' ; PI. 40, E, 3, 4;
p. 288), erected in 1775-82 by Gustavus III., who was an enthusiastic
patron of the national poetry, has been pulled down, and a new build
ing is being erected on its site (Cafe-Restaurant in the E. part, see
p. 287). It was in this theatre, at a masked ball on 15-1 6th March,
1792, that Gustavus III. was assassinated by Capt. Ankarstrom.
To the N., opposite, is the Jacobs-Kyrka (PI. 23; E, 3), where
Marshal Gustaf Horn is interred (d. 1659). The interior was ef
—

fectively

restored in 1893.

The

adjoining promenades
Garden'; PI. E, 3) are adorned

of the Kungstradgard ('King's
with statues of two Swedish mon-

archs and

a handsome fountain.
Near the quay rises the *Statue
of Charles XII., by Molin, surrounded with four mortars captured
by that king, after whom this part of the plats is called Karl den
Tolftes Torg. The Fountain in the centre of the grounds, also by
Molin, is embellished with allegorical bronze statues ('Aegir and
his daughters visiting the river-god', an allusion to the situation of

Stockholm between lake and sea).
To the right, on the E. side of
the grounds, rises the Dramatiska Teater (PI. 41, E 3; p. 288),
erected in 1842. A little to the N. of the fountain rises the Statue
of Charles XIII., erected by Charles XIV. John to his adoptive

father, designed by Prof. Gbthe,
at the foot of the monument

the statue is the

are

and cast at Paris.

by Fogelberg.

The fine lions
To the N.W. of
(PI. 19, E 3; ex

■—

building of the *Konstfbrening
hibition, see p. 288), with Blanch's Cafe (p. 286) on the ground-floor.
To the N.
Adjacent, Hamn-Gatan 20, are Blanch's Picture Rooms.
is the Svea Hall, in the Moorish style (concerts and variety-theatre
—

in the

The Bibliotheks-Gata leads hence to the HumleTo the right, near the Panoptikon (p. 288), lies
the Berzedii Park (PI. E, 3), with a Statue of Berzelius (d. 1848),
the chemist, by Qvamstrbm, and Bern's Salonger (p. 286).
To
the S. of the Berzelii Park is the Warendorfs-Gata, with the Syna
gogue (PI. 39; E, 3), by Prof. Scholander, erected in 1870.

evening).

gard (p. 299).

—

—
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To the N.E. of the park, the Ostermalm quarter of the city has
sprung up within the last 10-15 years, and contains some of the
most tasteful modern buildings in Stockholm, e.g. in the Birger
Jarls-Gata, at the beginning of the Sture-Gata, and in the busy

Stureplan (PI. E, 2). At the Ostermalms-Torg are the Hedvig Eleo
Kyrka and the Artilleri-Gard (PI. F, 2) with an historical

nora

artillery and small arms (adm., see p. 288). To the S.
In July the Guards' Bar
Stables, built in 1893.
H, 2) are adjoined by a Training Camp, containing
about 1200 infantry and artillerymen (visitors admitted).
This
quarter is bounded on the S. by the Ladugctrdslandsvik, a bay along
which runs the Strandvagen (PI. F, G, H, 3), leading to the Djur
museum

of

the Royal
racks (PI. G,
are

—

—

gard (p. 309).
From the

Gustaf-Adolfs-Torg (p. 294) diverges

to the W. the

busy Freds-Gata, at the end of which, on the right, is the Akademi
for de fria Konsterna (PI. 1 ; D, 4), founded in 1735 for the edu
cation of painters, sculptors, and architects, and now being rebuilt.
Near it is the Post Office (PI. 33 ; D, 4).
From the Gustaf-Adolfs Torg and the Freds-Gata run several
other important streets, chief of which are the Drottning-Gata and
the Regerings-Gata. Between these streets lies the BrunkebergsTorg (PI. D 3) on the site of a sand-hill now removed. In the
Malmskillnads-Gata, to the N., is the lofty Telephone Tower (10,000
connections). Here also is the Central Gymnastic Institution(P\. 17;
D, 3), founded in 1813 by P. H. Ling (A. 1839).
Between the Drottning-Gata and the Railway Station rises the
Klara-Kyrka (PL D, 3), erected in 1751-53 after the destruction
by fire of an earlier church founded in 1285, and lately well
It contains sculptures by Sergei.
restored.
('Kloekare', Klara
Vestra Kyrko-Gatan 14 A.) In the adjoining churchyard reposes the
poet Bellman (A. 1785 ; p. 310). To the S. of the railway station
a statue, by J.
Borjeson, was erected in 1893 to Nils Ericsson (p. 268).
At No. 36, Master-Samuels-Gata, a side-street of the DrottningGata, is the Geological Museum (PI. 38, D3; adm.,.p. 288),
containing specimens of the various Swedish rock-formations and
building-materials (porphyry, granite, gabbro, etc.). In the same
The Tunnelbuilding is the Polytechnic (Tekniska Skolan; p. 288).
Gata, another side-street of the Drottning-Gata farther on, commun
—

-

,

,

—

icates

by

a

gares-Gata

tunnel
and the

(adm.

2

6.)

at its E.

Humlegard (p.

end with the David Ba-

299).

Drottning-Gata, about 7 min. to the N.W. of the Klarais the *Northern Museum (PI. 13 ; C, 2), an interesting
collection of Scandinavian curiosities, founded by Dr. Arthur
Hazelius in 1873, and greatly extended since. The collections are
deposited in several different houses, pending the completion of
the new building (p. 310). The attendants are women in the cost
In the

Kyrka,

ume

of Darlecarlia. Illustrated

catalogue. (Adm., p. 288.)

Northern Museum.
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We begin with the Swedish Section,
Drottning-Gatan 71 A.
I. Room

48. Route.

in the S. Garden

(to the left of the entrance): articles for sale.

—
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Pavilion,

II. Room (to

III. Room (ante-chamber) :
right of the entrance) : prehistoric relics.
In a straight direction,
paintings from peasant- life in Smaland.
IV. Room. Peasant girl from Blekinge ; 'Interior of a house in the district
of Ingelstad in Skane, with figures in the costume of the end of the 18th
century; room from Balland, first half of this century; peasant's room
from Wingaker in Sodermanland, 1820, with a girl receiving congratulations
In the glass-case by the window are various
on her approaching marriage.
utensils, costumes, and trinkets, from Skane, Blekinge, etc., of the 18th
V. Room. Glass-case containing tankards and other utensils from
century.
Ostergotland. Stand with movable frames containing views and costumes.
On the walls are primitive harness, tools
etc., from Weslergotland and
VI. Room.
Articles from Smaland:
Ostergotland, and Runic staves.
bridal trinkets, etc. In a case by the window, badges worn by the peasantwomen of Warend in memory of their bravery in fighting against the
Danes.
VII. Room. Articles from Sm&land, Gotland, Balland, Bohus-Lan,
etc., including 'Bonader' or hangings used to adorn the walls at Christmas.
VIII. Room.
Articles from Skane; group from Wemmenhog; ancient
looms and woven stuffs; silver ornaments, including 'Ellakors' or crosses
worn as charms against the fairies.
We next visit the N. Garden Pavilion, Drottning-Gatan 71 C.
I. Room (to the right of the entrance).
Objects from Finland, with
a performer
II. Room (to the left of the
on the 'Kantele' (guitar).
entrance). Costumes and utensils used by Swedish settlers in Esthonia and
III. Room (ante-chamber).
Livonia; carved wood from N. Germany.
IV. Room. Female costumes, domestic utensils,
Danish mangle-boards.
etc.), from Denmark and Schleswig ; woven stuffs and pottery from Copen
hagen and Bolland ; landscapes and costumes from Denmark, Esthonia, and
V. Room. On the right, a sledge used by Charles XII. during
Iceland.
his last campaign (p. 81).
Wooden beer-tankards harness, etc. Groups
in Belsingland and Lapp costumes.
In glass-cases by the window are
the

—

—

—

,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

Runic staves , female ornaments from Gestrikland and
weapons ,
,
Belsingland; objects from Herjedalen (specimen of Nodbrod or Fladbrod,
partly made of bark) , Jemtland, Angermanland, Medelpad, Westerbotten,
and Lapland. Among the last are 'Seitar' or curiously shaped blocks of
granite, worshipped by the Lapps, and magicians' drums. Objects from
VI. Room. Costumes, etc., from N. Sweden and Greenland.
Greenland.
Historical relics.
VII. Room. Looms, boxes and caskets.
tools

—

—

The chief part of the collection is on the first , second, and
third stories of Drottning-Gatan Nos. 77 & 79. Entrance by No. 79

(adm.,

see

p.

288).

First Floor. Rooms I-IV. Objects from ancient guilds, such as master
Room V.
pieces of handicrafts, guild-stamps, safes, mugs, and tankards.
contains Prof. And. Berch's (of Upsala; d. 1774) 'Theatrum ceconomicoan
collection
of
for
models
mechanicum',
interesting
object -teaching.
Specimens of Swedish writing and printing, book-binding, etc.
We return to the first room in order to reach the other rooms on
this floor, which contain objects illustrating the life of the upper classes.
Room VI. Store-room.
Rooms VIII
Room VII. Ornaments in stone.
Room X.
and IX. Objects cast and embossed in bronze, brass, and pewter.
Articles in wrought iron , including a church-door from Sweden, with
Room XI. China, glass, and porcelain.
mountings of the 13th century.
Room XII. Tiles and pottery.
A few steps lead down into No. 77 Drottning-Gatan. Room XIII. Mediseval furniture and carved wood; wooden font of the 13th cent., with
Rooms XIV-XIX. Furniture
pagan carvings; Norwegian church-doors.
and other articles in the styles of the Renaissance, Rococo, and Louis XVI.
in
known
last
Sweden
as
Gustavian), and of the empire.
periods (the
Room XXI. Sun-dials and sandRoom XX. Kitchen-utensils; looms, etc.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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glasses ; Runic staves ; ancient Swedish copper money, and a 'Frax' or
leathern sack to carry it on journeys.
We return to Room XIII., and next
enter Rooms XXII. and XXIII. , containing ecclesiastical objects ; pictures ;
a pulpit from Ronneby ; mass- vestments
; altar-furniture; censers, etc.
Second Floor.
Room I. Sedan-chairs, perambulator of Charles XV.,
Room II. Embroidery, lace, children's dresses, dolls.
harness, saddles.
Room III. Rich costumes of the 17th and 18th cent.; 'Brudstubb'
(bridal petticoat) of 1700, and Gustavus III.'s Swedish national costume.
Room IV.
Figures of the 'cursor' and the janitor of Upsala University.
Room V.
Objects used in the Jewish ritual; patents of nobility, orders.
Musical instruments.
Rooms VI. and VII. Uniforms and arms of the
15-18th cent.; portrait figure of Charles XII.
Room VIII. Equipments
for wolf and bear hunting.
Room IX. Instruments of torture; objects
RoomX. Fire-extinguishing apparatus; objects
illustrating superstitions.
connected with the postal and customs services.
We return through
Room II. to Rooms XI-XIII., containing portraits and relics of Swedish
and Danish kings and celebrities (Linnaeus, Berzelius, Tegnir, Thorvaldsen,
A flight of steps descends hence to Drottning-Gatan No. 77
Hbckerl, etc.).
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

—

(see below).
Third Floor. Rooms I-IV. Objects from Dalecarlia or Dalarne. In I. a
'By-kladd' (parish register), or staff inscribed with the names of 100 land
in the village of Farnas and its public accounts down to 1857.
Cowherd's horns, etc. In II. Runic Calendar. Room from Rattwik, with a
group representing 'the little girl's last resting-place' after the picture by
Amalia Lindegren. In III. Groups of peasants from Mora and Orsa; locks,
arms ; birch-bark cradles, in which infants are carried to baptism.
In IV.
Costumes from Dalecarlia; domestic objects.
Room V.
Articles from
Rooms VI. and VII. Objects from Westmanland, Sodermanland,
Upland.
owners

—

—

and Nerike.
Room VIII.
Objects from Wermland.
We now return to the second floor and descend by the staircase
tioned above to the
—

men

—

Norwegian

second floor of

Collection,

which

occupies

twelve

rooms on

the

Drottning-Gatan 77.

Rooms I-IV. Fragments of buildings and rustic furniture, carved boards
and posts, bedsteads, cabinets, and chairs; blocks of wood with human
teeth driven into them, used as a charm against toothache.
Room V.
Travelling requisites, sledges, harness, saddles, stirrups, a fine bedstead
from the Romsdal, old tapestry. In the glass-cases at the windows are
riding-whips, basket-work, and two 'Budstikkor' (wooden cases for official
messages, which the peasantry of each parish were bound to carry to the
Room VI. Drinking- vessels, a 'Hogsate'
boundary of the next parish).
Room VII. Drinking-vessels,
(i.e. a bench used as the seat of honour).
small carved household utensils, and pictures (girl from Telemarken, man
and woman from the Numedal, group from the Hitterdal, a Lapp woman
and child).
Movable frames containing figures in Norwegian costume.
Carved mangle-boards.
Room VIII. Ornaments and weapons, embroidery,
handsome old belts from the Ssetersdal (p. 4) ; powder-horns of the 16-18th
cent. ; old halberds , spears , and other weapons.
Room IX. Musical
instruments; Norwegian 'Primslave' (calendar-staves) and rustic furniture ;
in the glass-cases, snuff-horns and snuff-boxes.
Room X. Objects from
Iceland.
Room XI. Domestic utensils from Norway; scythes, sickles,
Room
XII.
etc.
looms,
Norwegian furniture ; cabinets, carved cupboards,
chests, etc.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

of

A supplementary section
Drottning-Gatan 88.

has been established

on

the first floor

Room I.

Objects connected with seafaring : canoes, galleons, votive ships
Room II.
churches, hatchets, grapnels, ship's lanterns, and cables.
objects: observe in particular a suite of furniture for the royal
palace, covered with tapestry, said to date from the first half of the loth
cent, (probably of Stockholm workmanship).
Room III. Renaissance
Room IV.
objects, including a collection of relics from German guilds.

from

—

Rococo

—

—
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N. Frisian room in 17th cent, style, reconstructed by H. Sauermann, director
of the Flensburg museum, after a model at Hallig Hooge on the W. coast
of Slesvig; also a collection of wood-carvings of the 16-18th cent, and
a Dutch loom introduced by Jonas Altstrbmer in 1720, probably the first
We return through Room IV. to Room V. Woodwork,
used in Sweden.
Rooms VI- VIII. Pharmaceutical
mediaeval, and of first half of 16th century.
in
Room VI. retorts, distilling apparatus, and other laboratory
collection;
in
and memorials of the Swedish
Room
VII.
utensils
vessels;
apothecary's
apothecary K. W. Scheele (p. 300); in the centre an alchemist's furnace and
a receptacle for poisons ; also several tastefully executed German drugIn Room VIII. a complete apothecary's shop, from the 'Apotheke'
cases.
of the palace in Drottningholm.
—

—

In the Rorstrands-Gata, diverging to the S.W., rises the Gothic
Church (PI. 21 ; B, 2).
On the right side of the Drottning-Gata, nearly opposite the
Rorstrands-Gata, is the Academy of Science (Wetenskaps- Akademi;
PI. 4, C, 1, 2), founded by Swedish savants in 1739, and endowed
The first director was Karl v. Linne
by government in 1741.
(Linnaius; 1707-78), the celebrated botanist. The academy now
numbers 175 members, of whom 75 are foreigners.
The building
contains the valuable and interesting *Natural History Collection,
the property of the state (adm., p. 288).
To the E. of the Academy rises the Adolf- Fredriks- Kyrka
(PI. C, 1, 2), designed by Adelcrante, erected in 1768-74. It con
tains an altar-piece (Resurrection) in plaster, by Sergei, and a
monument, with sculptures by Sergei, to Descartes (A. at Stock
holm, 1650), the famous French mathematician and philosopher,
whose remains were removed to Paris in 1661. Sergei is buried in
the churchyard.
Farther to the N.E. is the new Gothic JohannesKyrka (PL D, 1), by Carl Moller.
In the Drottning-Gata, on the left, a little beyond the Academy
of Science, is the Technical High-School (Tekniska Hbgskolan; PI. 46,
B 1), designed by Prof. Scholander, and erected in 1863; with which
is connected the Bergskola or School of Mining. Library and collec
tions open Mon. and Thurs. 12-2. On a height at the end of the
Drottning-Gata rises the Observatory (PI. B, 1), erected in 1748-52,
To the
commanding a fine view of the city ('vaktmastare' 25 o.).
N.W. of this point is the new quarter of Wasastaden (see Map, p. 308).
The Humlegard (PI. E, 1), a park laid out in the 17th cent.,
has recently been entirely remodelled by Director Medin, the City
Gardener of Stockholm, and transformed into a beautiful modern
pleasure-ground, with flower-beds and tropical plants. In it
rises the Riks Bibliotek or National Library (adm., p. 288),
designed by Dahl, and erected in 1870-76, containing upwards of
300,000 printed books and 8000 MSS. Among its treasures may be
mentioned the Gigas Librorum, consisting of 300 large parchments,
of the 9-13th cent., the Codex Aureus, a Latin translation of the
Gospels in golden letters on red and white parchment, and a Latin
Bible with notes by Luther (1529), all three taken by the Swedes
in the Thirty Years' War, the first two from Prague, the last from

English

—

—

-
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Wittenberg ; also, letters of Swedish kings and plans of the battles
of Charles XII.
Behind the Riks-Bibliotek, in the middle of the
park, rises a bronze Monument to Linnaus, erected in 1885, consist
—

of

ing

a

colossal

ical statues of

figure

of the great

botanist, surrounded by allegor
and Agriculture, designed by
'Flora Hill', a little to the N., rises a

Zoology, Medicine,

Frithjof Kjellberg. On the
good statue, by Borjeson (1892),

of K. W. Scheele (1742-86), the
discoverer of oxygen, hydrofluoric acid, and tartaric acid.
In the Karlavagen, which lies to the N. of the Humlegard and
runs towards the E., stands the Palace
of Industry (PL G, 1), a
permanent exhibition of Swedish and foreign products , with a
and restaurant (p. 288; tramway, see p. 286).
The Artilleri-Gatan leads hence to the S. to the Artillerigard (p. 296).

winter-garden

—

III. THE NATIONAL MUSEUM.
At the S. end of the

Blasiiholm, the Blasiiholmshamn or broad
S.W. quay of which is approached from Karl XII. 's Torg, rises the
■'National Museum (PI. F, 4), erected in 1850-66 from a design by
Stiller of Berlin, a handsome edifice in the Renaissance style, with
round-arched Venetian windows and a portal of greenish Swedish
marble. Over the portal are medallion-reliefs of six famous Swedish
scholars and artists : Fogelberg, the sculptor ; Ehrenstrahl, the paint
er ; Linnaeus, the botanist ; Tegne'r, the poet ; Wallin, the writer of
hymns; Berzelius, the chemist; and statues of Nicod. Tessin, the
The collections are : on the
architect , and Sergei , the sculptor.
Ground Floor the Historical Museum and the Cabinet of Coins;
on the First Floor the Art-Industrial Collections and antique and
modern Sculptures; on the Second Floor the Picture Gallery and
the Drawings and Engravings. Adm., see p. 288; catalogues in
each

department,

and at the entrance.

the vestibule, where sticks and
the left (2 5. each), we observe three
colossal statues of northern deities in marble by Fogelberg : below,
on the right Odin, on the left
Thor, and above them Baldur. Op
posite the entrance is the

GROUND FLOOR. On

umbrellas

are

given up

entering

on

—

**Historical Museum,

or Museum of Swedish Antiquities, a most
valuable collection of objects from the earliest times down to the
present day, founded in the 17th cent., and much extended by the
late director, Hr. B. E. Hildebrand. The museum is admirably
arranged, and is one of the finest of the kind in existence. The
present director is Dr. H. Hildebrand. (See ground-plan, p. 308.)

A glass-door leads into the Vestibule, where the excellent English
Catalogue by 0. Montelius may be purchased (2 kr.). We turn to the left.
The black figures on white ground indicate the order in which the objects
should be examined. See also pp. xli, xlii.
Objects of the Stone Age CStenaldern'), a pre
Rooms I. & II.
historic era when the use of metal was unknown, and when the most ne
were
made of stone, bone, or wood. The chief objects
cessary implements
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here are arrow-heads, axes, earthen vessels, and amber beads. The classi
fied objects in the wall-cabinets and in one of the cases have been found
mostly in Skane. The remaining cases contain objects, partly from ancient
tombs, found in other districts of Sweden. Among these are flint-implements.
fine battle-axes, the contents of tombs with the bones of domestic animals,
and characteristic objects in slate from the northernmost districts of Swe
Room I. also contains several models of tombs.
den,
Room III. Objects of the Bronze Period ('■Bronsaldern'), when the
inhabitants of Sweden came for the first time into contact with the more
civilised natives of Asia and S. Europe. Among the most noticeable are
a shield (No. 1) and an Italic bronze vessel with embossed ornamentation
(found in Skane), gold cups and gold bracelets, a dagger (21) found in
West Gotland, other handsome daggers, swords, battle-axes, and vessels

with rich ornament.
Objects of the Iron Age fjernaldern' ; comp. p. xli). The earliest
of these show traces of Celtic influence; a later group has been affected
by Roman provincial culture, while more recent objects are akin to
the Frankish and Alemannic antiquities of W. Germany of the period
during and after the migrations. In the same room is the rich collection
from the Island of Gotland, embracing a period of over a thousand years.
No. 2 shows Roman influence; No. 4 illustrates
We begin with No. 1.
the period of migration ; beside it are the contents of a tomb, including
The col
an Indian shell ; some of the brooches are highly characteristic.
lection of silver ornaments (No. 8) from this island is also very rich.
Room III. also contains objects of the earlier iron age found on the main
land of Sweden, including four of Roman origin (large bronze vase with
—

inscription, statuettes, glass drinking-horn, etc.), superb neck-rings with
filigree ornamentation (7c), and many other gold ornaments. Observe
also the valuable relics from the tombs of Vendel, where several warriors
were found interred in their ships (comp. p. 323).
Room IV. Objects of the later Iron Age, from the mainland of Sweden.
We note here the objects found at the Bjorko in Lake Malaren, where
and the
the oldest Christian burial-place in Sweden was re-discovered
valuable collection of silver ornaments. Also copies of a rock in Soder
Runic
and
a
from
the
with
design
Siegfried Saga,
manland,
inscription
and of a large Runic stone near Rok in Ostergotland, with the longest
Runic inscription that has been preserved.
Next, the Medieval Collection (' Medelliden' ) : objects of the 11th
to the beginning of the 16th cent.
Room V.
Ornaments, church furniture, and vestments of the 14th,
15th. and beginning of 16th cent., including a treasure buried at Dune in
the i4th cent. (No. 9, in the two cases in the centre, in front of the win
dow), and a votive figure in wood (1489) of St. George from the Storkyrka
,

-

at Stockholm.
The Royal Cabinet of Coins (director, Dr. H. Hildebrand) occupies an
adjoining room (to the N.E.). Swedish medals are exposed to view in
glass-cases, but the coins are kept in presses, and are shown by special

permission only.
Returning to the vestibule from Room V., we turn to
Rooms VI. and VII., which contain objects of the Modern

the left to visit
Period ('Nyare
tiden') in five sections : 1523-1611, 1611-1654, 1654-1718, 1718-1809, and 1809
to the present time.
Some of the objects here are of great value.

We now return to the staircase, pass the
the white marble stairs to the

'Garderobe',

ascend

—

FIRST FLOOR, and by a door on the left enter the
Ceramic Collection, in two rooms, containing 4750

—

specimens.
Room I. To the left of the entrance is a large Moorish-Spanish
vase ; in the first cabinet articles of similar origin, and majolica from
Urbino and other Italian manufactories, chiefly purchased by Nicod.
Tessin the Younger in Italy at the end of the 17th century. The
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next 13 large cases contain French, Dutch, German, and Swedish
porcelain, pottery from the Lower Rhine, and Wedgwood ware.
The intervening smaller cases contain porcelain from Meissen
(Dresden), Vienna, Berlin, Capo di Monte (Naples), the Hague,
Amsterdam, Niederweiler Frankenthal Nymphenburg Marieberg (p. 309 ; 1759-88), Derby, Copenhagen, St. Petersburg,
,

,

,

Sevres (pate tendre), etc.
Chinese and Japanese porcelain, including a speci
Room n.
ally fine collection of the Japanese Chrysanthemum-Peony por
celain, so called after its flower-patterns, and of Japanese 'craquele'

(with glazing purposely cracked), lacquered vases, and vessels
European patterns (Swedish coats-of-arms).
Room IU. The Collection of Sculptures (catalogue 50 6.) begins

with

contains Antiques, chiefly busts of the Roman
Bust of Apollodoros, an Athenian, with a
Greek inscription); 45. Colossal bust of Venus. The gem of the
collection is in the centre : *1 Sleeping Endymion, in Parian marble,
excavated in Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli in 1783, and purchased by

here.

This

room

imperial epoch (66.

.

Gustavus III. Handsome candelabra, magnificent large marble vase.
Room IV. Antique terracottas, glasses, and bronzes.
Room V. The principal Antiques are exhibited here. They
are all in the style of the Roman empire, and many are marred by
restoration. Nos. 3-12. Apollo Citharcedus and the Nine Muses ;
2. Athena; 201-221. Greek tombstones; 228-236. Roman tomb
In the centre : *107. Fountain, with an interesting relief
stones.
relating to Romulus and Remus ; 179. Handsome Rhyton (drink
ing-horn) in marble.
Room VI., a hall containing Egyptian, Assyrian, ancient Greek,
and other Casts. Fine view from the windows here and in the

following

rooms.

Room VII. Casts of works of decorative art.
Room VIII. Modern Swedish Sculptures.
Nos. 357-372. Johan Tobias Sergei (1740-1814 ; founder of the Swedish
school of sculpture) : *357. Faun; '■'359. Psyche and Cupid, his master-piece;
362. Colossal bust of Gustavus III. (to whose court the sculptor was in
vited). 373-376. Erik Gustaf Gbthe (1779-1838) ; 377-389. Johan Niklas Bystrbm (1783-1848; a pupil of Sergei); 390, 391, 395, 396. Bengt Erland
Fogelberg (1786-1854); 397. Carl Gustaf Qvamstrbm (1810-67); 769. Frithjof
Kjellberg (1836-85) ; 398-401. Johan Peter Molin (1814-73) ; several works by
J. BSrjeson (b. 1836). No. 403. Hylas, by Bissen Sen., a Dane; 404. Magda
len, by Ant. Novelli of Florence (d. 1662); 604. Copy by A. Gille of a
colossal bust of Alexander von Humboldt by David d' Angers ; 402. Marble
bust of J. Ericsson (p. 311), by Kneeland, an American ; 710. Marble bust
of Nordenskjold (p. 307), and bronze bust of A. Fryxell, the historian, by
W. Runeberg, a Finlander; marble bust of P. H. Ling, the founder of a
well-known system of gymnastics (p. 296), by B. Michelson.
Room IX. , a small apartment containing casts and models by
Sergei and other Swedish sculptors.

Small Rooms

iron,

etc.

X, XII., containing

small

objects in wood, bone,
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Room XI. contains the collection of glass in four detached
cases,
the collection of watches, metal objects, etc.
Rooms XIII, XIV. are occupied by the Collection of
Furniture,
arranged in rooms and cabinets fitted up in suitable style. Observe
in Room XIII. the ornamental furniture (chiefly Italian), especi
ally two large *Cabinets in ebony. Six rooms, slightly raised, are
fitted up in the style of the 16-17th cent., and contain chiefly
German furniture. In the centre of the room: Psyche, borne by
three amoretti, a group in bronze by A. de Vries, brought from

Prague.
amber;

Room XIV. contains
in two cabinets

are

a

collection of objects in ivory and

arranged

and Louis XVI.

rococo

pieces

of furniture of the 18th century.

We

now

to the small

return to the

Egyptian

staircase,

where

a

Another marble staircase ascends to the

SECOND

the

door to the

right

leads

Collection.
—

the whole of which is

FLOOR, nearly
occupied by
picture-gallery. (See the upper Ground Plan, p. 308).
The *Gallery of Ancient Masters was formed chiefly during

last century. The collection was greatly enriched by Queen Louisa
Ulrica, a sister of Frederick the Great, with the aid of Count Karl
G. Tessin, Swedish ambassador at Paris (1739-42), whose own col
lection she purchased. Her son Gustavus III. followed her example.
From that period date in particular the interesting decorative paint
ings of the French School, and also the best Netherlandish works.

The Italian

consist of the Martelli Collection, purchased
and smaller collections purchased later.
More
recently the gallery has been enriched by gifts from patriotic
societies and private donors.
at Rome in

pictures

1798,

Few of the German, Spanish, and Italian works are of much
but the French school of last century is better
represented
here than anywhere out of Paris (large works by Boucher, Desportes,
and Oudry, and cabinet-pieces by Chardin and
Several
Lancret).
of the best Netherlands masters of the 17th cent, are also admirably

value,

—

represented: Rembrandt by his 'Claudius Civilis', a 'Cook', and
several portraits ; Rubens by his two copies from Titian ; and
Snyders, Jordaens, Fyt, C. de Vos, Steen, Hooch, Wynants, Wouverman, Dou, Ostade, Van Goyen, J. van Ruysdael, and Van de Capelle
by pictures of great merit ; also several rare masters, chiefly of
historical value.
Critical Catalogue in Swedish by G. Gbthe
—

(3kr.

;

picture

French illustrated edition
bears the name of its painter.

1887);

(31/2

kr. ;

1893).

Each

The entrance to the Dome Room (p. 307; containing modern
from the staircase is flanked by two antique columns
brought from Italy by Gustavus III. ; from this room we pass through
a door on the
right into the rooms of the old masters.
I. The Italian and Spanish Schools occupy a room lighted

pictures)
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from above and three of the six
cabinets

adjoining

National
cabinets. The other three

to the Modern Schools (see p. 306).
Right side: 133. Leandro Bassano, Festival

belong

of Cleopatra;
Saloon.
82. Carlo Dolci, Magdalen; Unknown Masters, 759, Still-life, 761. LazzaLeft
11.
755.
crowned
with
thorns.
side:
Christ
Caravaggio (1), Ju
rone,
dith.
1st Cabinet (a) : 214. Early Umbrian Master, The Magi ; 84. Carlo
2nd Cabinet (b) :
Dolci , Christ at the house of Simon the Pharisee.
—

—

Four sketches by Tiepolo, one (188) for
Colleoni, in the Cathedral of Bergamo.

a

composition

in

the

Cappella

II. A room beyond the Italian saloon chiefly contains German
Early Dutch Pictures (Tyske och Nederlandske Malare).
Nos. 260, 261. B. Denner, Portraits of an old man and old woman;
Jan Massys, Venus, Amorous old man (1566); 257. L. Cra508.
507,
nach Jun., Charles V. and John Frederick of Saxony hunting ; 370. Jan
430.
Brueghel, Market (1609); 1080. L. Cranach Sen., Lucretia (1528).
Fr. Florit (Fr. de Vriendt), Sea-gods ; 466. Qillit d'Bondecoeter, Orpheus ;
1371. Ant. Mor(1), Portrait (early work, 1538); 1073. B. Baldung Grien(1),
Mercury.
III. We next reach the Netherlandish School, in a saloon
lighted from above and five cabinets.
Saloon. Entrance-wall: 595. Rubens (school-piece) , The four fathers
of the church; 608. Rubens (1), Esther and Ahasuerus (a sketch); '607.
Rubens, The daughters of Cecrops findingErichthonius (a sketch) ; 596. Rubens,
Susanna in the bath (school-piece) ; "606. Rubens, Samson slaying the lion (a
sketch); *404. Van Dyck, St. Jerome (an early work); '599, "600. Rubens,
Sacrifice to Fertility, and a Bacchante, copied by Rubens in 1601-8 from
Titian's famous works at Rome, now at Madrid; 581, '582. Rembrandt,
and

—

Old man and woman (1655) ; 585. Rembrandt, Portrait of the preacher
"578.
J. Uitenbogaert (about 1633) ; 1349. Rembrandt, St. Peter (1632).
Rembrandt, The conspiracy of the Batavians under Claudius Civilis against
the Romans, painted in 1662 for the Town Hall of Amsterdam, and the
master's largest work after the Night Watch at Amsterdam, although
517. P. Moreelse,
only the centre of a composition five times the size.
Portrait; 462. Unknown, Cottage among trees; 616. Jacob van Ruysdael,
Forest-path ; '"•584. Rembrandt, 'Portrait of his cook' (1651) ; *583. Rembrandt,
His sister (?; 1632); 1429. F. Bol, Lute-player; 500. P. Lastman, Sacrifice to
Juno ; '1120. Judith Leyster (pupil of Frans Hals), Flute-player ; 512. G. Metsu,
The smithy, a decorative picture of his early period ; '637. Snyders, Still-life ;
488. Jordaens, Adoration of the Shepherds (1618); *433. Fyt, Dead game
(1651); "1159. Jordaens, King Candaules tempting Gyges; 420. Unknown
Artist, Labourers in the vineyard; 639. P. de Vos, Stag-hunt; -303.
J. d'Arlhois, Large wooded Flemish landscape ; 486. K. du Jardin, Portrait
of H. van Huteren (1674) ; 534. Moeyaert, Preaching of John the Baptist
(1631); 353. P. Soulman, The Evangelists; 1099. /. Brueghel, Flower-pot;
409. Unknown Flemish Master, Portrait of a woman; 689. C. de Vos, Cardplayers; 601. Rubens, The Graces.
—

—

423. B. Fabritius, Family at table (1650); *418. G. van
Eeckhout, Satyr and peasant ; 442. /. van Goyen, Halt by a farm ; 588.
Moeyaert, The angel leaving Tobias ; '576. Rembrandt, St. Anastasius in
his cell (1631); *443. /. van Goyen, Dordrecht (1655); P. de Eooch, *473.
Woman by a cradle, '471. The letter; 539. Th. de Keyser (?), Family
portraits; 672, 673. W. van de Velde, Small sea-pieces; 1386. P. Codde,
Domestic scene; 1412, 1413. J. Liittichuys, Portraits.
I. Cabinet:

den

II. Cabinet: 310. C. Bega, Music-lesson (1663); 356. R. Brakenburgh,
Dance (1699); 548, 549, 554. A. v. Ostade, Small portraits ; '1117. Unknown,
Old woman reading (1658) ; '550. A. v. Ostade, Peasants amusing themselves
A. v. Ostade, 551. Advocate at his study-table (1664) ;
at their door (1660).
552. Interior (1643). 721, 722, 1143, 1153. J. Wynants, Landscapes; 1325.
B. Cuyp, Resurrection; 682. S. de Vlieger, Oak-wood; 67. Dou, 393. Mag—
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Portrait of himself (?) ; Is. van Ostade, 557. Youth, 1394. Interior ;
1387. P. de Molyn, Landscape.
III. Cabinet: 657, 658, 660. Ochtervell, Genre-pieces; 618. J. van Ruysdael, Seaside-village (an early work) ; 617. 67. du Bois, Landscape ; 647. J.
Steen, Card-players; 593. Unknown (B. M. Sorghf), Butcher; '562. J. van
de Capelle, Calm sea (1649); 667. A. van de Velde, Young shepherd (an
early work; 1657); '683. B. van Vliet, Interior of St. Ursula's at Delft;
510. G. Metsu, Card-players; 677. C. Verhout, Sleeping pupil (1663); 326,
327. A. van Beyeren, Fish.
IV. Cabinet : 305. P. van Asch, Landscape ; 485. K. du Jardin, Cattle
pasturing (1657); 701, 702. J. Wouverman, Summer, Winter; eleven pic
tures by Ph. Wouverman, the best Nos. '709 and 714 (Winter-scene, Bridge).
V. Cabinet: 453, 1181. /. de Beem, Still-life; 483. Karel du Jardin,
Italian landscape; 1084. F. de Moucheron, Landscape; 594. W. Romeyn,
Ox in a grotto.

dalen, 394.

Passing through the saloon and turning to the left, we regain
staircase, from which a doorway , opposite that of the picturegallery, and also flanked with antique columns, leads to the
Gravyr-Sal, containing the Collection op Engravings and
Drawings, the nucleus of which consists of works purchased at
,

the

■—

Paris by Count Carl G. Tessin

(p. 303;

Crozat

Collection).

The Collection of Engravings (catalogue 25 6.) consists of over 80,000
plates. The specimens exhibited in the glass-cases are changed from time
to time. On the walls are hung several large paintings by Swedish masters :
1058, 1250. M. E. Winge, Subjects from northern mythology; 937, 938.
G. von Rosen, Nordenskjold.
J. E. Bergh, Landscapes; 1396.
The Drawings, particularly those of the Netherlands Schools, are also
Observe a large and admirable portrait by Lucas van Leyvery valuable.
den; about a dozen genuine drawings by Rubens (including studies for the
Rustic Dance and the portraits of Ferdinand and Francesco Gonzaga) ; nearly
as many by Van Dyck, of rare excellence (an English couple, Crucifixion
of St. Peter, C. van Geest, etc.); a series of very clever sketches by Adr.
Brouwer, D. Teniers, and Adr. van Ostade; above all, many admirable an
important drawings by Rembrandt, about 50 of which are kept in the port
folios. These last are chiefly sketches for pictures (Christ appearing to
Mary, for his picture at Brunswick; Sacrifice of Manoah, at Dresden ;
Abraham's Sacrifice, at St. Petersburg, etc.); also a portrait of Titia van
TJlenburgh, his sister-in-law (1639), and several valuable studies.

IV. We next visit the French Pictures, in a room lighted from
a cabinet.
Saloon (Fransk Sal): 1326. Jouvenet, St. Bruno ;*845. Lancret, Woman
skating; 884. B. Rigaud, Portrait of Cardinal Fleury; 891-897. /. Vernet,
Landscapes; 785. Chardin, Still-life; 846. Van Loo, Louis XV., full-length.
Fr. Boucher, "770. Triumph of Galatea, perhaps the artist's masterpiece
(1740) ; 768. Toilet of Venus (1746) ; '769. Venus and the Graces bathing ;
'771. Leda and the swan. Then, 793. Noll Nic. Coypel, Judgment of Paris
(1728) ; 854. Le Moyne, Venus and Adonis (1729) ; 883. //. Rigaud, Portrait
of Charles XII. in full armour ; 861-864, 866, 867, 870, 872. J. B. Oudry, the
greatest being '867. (Stag-hunt) ; 1314. N. Largilliere, Count E. Sparre ; 1313.
A. Pesne, Portrait of Ch. Fred. Sparre (1744) ; 798, 790, 801, 797. Fr. Desportes Sen., Large still-life pieces and decorative pictures ; 773. Fr. Boucher,
'Pense-t-il au raisin' (1747); 813. 67. Poussin, Landscape.
Cabinet: 778, etc., Chardin; 772. Fr. Boucher, The toilet (1746); '843,
'844. Lancret, The swing, Blind-man's-buff; '874. Pater, The bathers ; 888.
above and

B.

Taraval,

Venus and Adonis.

The next four cabinets contain Flemish and Dutch paintings.
I. Cabinet. Left of the entrance: '407. Unknown (C. de Yos'(), Draw
ing-room of Rubens; '653, 654. D. Teniers Jun., Four smokers at a table
(about 1648), Tavern (1661); 603. Rubens, Susannah in the bath (small
Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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1614); 640. Snyders, 1146. J. van Es, Still-life; 602. Rubetu, Two naked
children (sketch); 1183. /. d'Arthois, Landscape; 1393. D.Seghers, Flowers.
II. Cabinet: 623. D. Ryckaert Jun., Rustic interior; 434, 435. J. Fyt,
Still-life; 1292. M. van Belmont, Rustic festival.
III. Cabinet : 528. B. Mommers, Landscape ; 1389. S. Verelst, Flowers.
V. The corridor now leads to four rooms dedicated to the Early
Swedish Masters, the best of whom was Dav. Klbker Ehrenstrahl (1629-98). A self-portrait by him (949) is in the fourth
The cabinet adjoining these rooms contains a large work
room.
(No. 1032) by Wertmiiller, representing Marie Antoinette and her
children in the park of the Trianons (1785).
Beyond are cabinets
of Water Colours (A.) and Pastels (P.), the second also contain
—

a case of miniatures.
VI. Modern Northern Schools, mainly offshoots of the schools of
Dusseldorf, Munich, and Paris. Most of the older Norwegian artists
About half
were trained in.Germany, where many of them resided.
of the Swedish masters have gone for their art-education to Ger
many, and the rest (the younger) to Paris. A few Danish masters
This part of the gallery occupies a sa
are also represented here.
loon lighted from above, six adjacent cabinets , and the ante
chamber (dome room). Our list comprises the more eminent of
these artists, whose nationality is indicated by S., N., and D.
Saloon (Svensk Sal). Left end : '1154. 67. von Rosen (S.; b. 1843), King
Eric XIV. signing a death-warrant, with Catherine Mansdotter and Goran
Persson. —Left side-wall: '1381. /. Kronberg (S. ; b. 1850), Saul and David;
1319. A. Tidemand (N. ; 1814-76) , The fanatics ; '1138. P. G. Wickenberg
(S. ; 1812-46), Dutch coast; 999. B. Nordenberg (S.; b. 1822), Tithe-day in
Skane; 1223. /. A. Malmstrbm (S. ; b. 1829), Dance of elves; 1520. C. B.
d'Unker (S.; 1828-1866), The pawnbroker; 1380. A. Jungstedt (S.; b. 1859),
Right side-wall:
Quarry; 1025. C. H. d'Unker, Third-class waiting-room.
1155. B. A. L. Wahlberg (S. ; b. 1834), Landscape; 1355. /. Fr. BSekert (S. ;
in
*1239.
B. A. L. Wahl
1697;
1826-66), Burning of the palace at Stockholm
berg, Twilight on the sea-coast; 1056. F. J. Fagerlin (S. ; b. 1825), Jealousy;
1316. J. Kronberg (S. ; b. 1850), Nymph as a huntress ; '967. J. Fr. HSekert,
Lapland interior; 1398. E. Pelerssen (N. ; b. 1852), Nocturne; 986. B. M.
Larson (S. ; 1825-64), Norwegian landscape.
I. Cabinet: 955. Fahlcrantz (S.; 1774-1861), Calmar Castle by moonlight.
II. Cabinet: 1028. J. W. Wahlbom (S. ; 1810-58), Death of Gustavus
Adolphus ; 1197. N. I. O. Blommir (S. ; 1816-53), Neck and the daughters
of .ffigir, a scene from northern mythology; 1356. L. A. Lindholm, Interior.
III. Cabinet : /. G. Wickenberg, '1244. Winter landscape, 1245. Landscape
with cattle; 1215. S. M. Larson, Sea-piece; 1207. J. F. Bbckert, Wedding
party in Lapland.
IV. Cabinet : 1030, 1031. J. W. Wallander (S. ; 1821-88), Scenes from
Bellman's poems (p. 310).
G. Salo
V. Cabinet: 1113. P. D. Bolm (S.; b. 1835), Forest; 1156.
mon (8. ; b. 1821), Girl with an open letter in her hand ; 1112. Agnes Bbrjesson
(S.; b. 1827), Old love; Fagerlin, 954. Fisher-boys smoking; 1210. Aug.
Jernberg, The broken pipe; '1204. Fagerlin, On the way to recovery; 1293.
67. v. Rosen, Portrait; 1059. G. Rydberg, Landscape.
VI. Cabinet: 1362. B. Salmson (S.; b. 1843), Young gleaner; 1364.
Fagerlin, Dutch interior ; 1402. C. SkSnberg (S. ; 1850-83), Canal Grande at
Venice; 1409. K. S. Flodman (1863-88), Coast-scene; 1370. K. A. Lindmann,

ing

—

Harbour of Stockholm.
We now go through the Saloon and the Dome Room to the three
Cabinets adjoining the Italian and Spanish Saloon, mentioned at p. 304.
7th Cabinet (Norwegians): 1275. Morten Muller, Norwegian landscape.

—
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: 267, 1285. 1336.
C. Hansen, The visit, The mis
fortune, Confronting a witness ; 1263, 1266, 1264, 1265, 1343. H. F. Gude,
the
Old
seaman
and boy, Mountain-land
Among
rocky islands (Skargard),
scape in Wales, Three sea-pieces; 1277. A. Tidemand, Fortune-teller and
9th Cabinet (Danes): 1279. A. Melbye, SeaDalecarlian peasant-woman.
piece; 1360. B. Wegman (b. 1848), Young mother.
We now return to the Dome Room : '1419. N. Forsberg (S. ; b. 1842),
War-scene of 1870-71 ; 1247. M. E. Winge (S. ; b. 1825), 1198, 1252. Arbo
(N. ; b. 1831), Scenes from northern mythology; 1026. Wahlberg, Swedish
landscape; 1282. C. F. Sorensen (D. ; 1818-79), Sea-piece; '1363. G. 0. Cederstrbm, Body of Charles XII. (p. 81) on its way to Sweden (winter-scene);
1379. A. Bagborg (S. ; b. 1852), Beach ; 1397. J. F. Krouthin (S. ; b. 185S),
and E. Rosenberg (S.; b. 1858), Landscapes; 1431. C. G. Bellqvisl (S. ;
1851-90), King Waldemar Atterdag at Wisby (p. 324) ; 1382. C. G. Bellqvisl,
Disputation in the Reformation times. Portraits of royal patrons of art

8th Cabinet (Norwegians)

—

and Swedish artists.

—

We

now

return to the staircase and descend.

The space in front of the N.W. facade of the Museum is em
bellished with bronze figures by J. Bbrjeson and T. Lundberg, and
with the *Baltespannare ('belt-duellists'), an admirable group in
bronze, the masterpiece of J. P. Molin, the Swedish sculptor (1859).
It represents one of those deadly old Scandinavian duels in which
the combatants were bound together with their belts and fought
out their battle with their knives. The four reliefs on the pedestal,
with their Runic inscriptions from the Edda, represent the cause
and the result of the combat.
1. Drinking. 'Ar ikke sa godt, som godt (de) saga, 61 (for) menniskors
sbner; ty allt mindre vet,- som mer dricker , till sitt sinne mannen'. ('Not
so good as good they say it is , is ale for the sons of men ; for the man
knows in his mind always less, the more he drinks'.)
2. Jealousy.
'Galna fr&n kloka gbrer menniskors sbner han den mdktiga karleken'.
love
makes
of
of
3.
fools
wise
sons
Beginning
men'.)
('Mighty
op the Combat.
'Drogo de ur skidan skidejern, svardels eggar till behag
(fSr) trollen'. ('They draw the knife out of the sheath, the edge of the
—

—

to the satisfaction of the evil spirit'.)
4. The Widow's Lament.
ar jag vorden som asp i lunden, fattig p& frander som furan pa
am
I
like
the
qvistar'. ('Solitary
aspen in the grove, poor in
become,
See Pontoppidan's F«rste Forstfg paa
relations, as the fir in branches').
Norges Historie, 1752, and Moet' poem 'Fanitullen'.

sword,

—

'■Ensam

—

From the S. end of the Blasiiholm an iron bridge, the Skeppsholms-Bro, leads to the Skeppsholm (PI. F, G, 4, 5), an islet con
taining the Karl Johanskyrka and the chief military and naval
depots of Stockholm. The most conspicuous buUding is the
Kanonier-Kasern, with its four corner-turrets and lofty gables. The
island is intersected by fine avenues. .On the S. shore, in front of
the Sjbkrigsskola, or Naval School, rises a monument in memory
of the Polar Expedition conducted by Prof. (Baron) A. E. Nordenskjbldin 1878-80. Fine view of Staden and of Djurgardsstaden (to
which a ferry crosses, 3 o.).
A wooden bridge connects the Skeppsholm with the small
Kastellholm or Castle Island (PL G, H, 5), also a favorite prome
-

nade. The tower of the Citadel commands an admirable *View of
the environs ('vaktmastare', or one of the sailors on guard, 506. ;
ascent of 94 steps, and then by an iron ladder of 8 steps more).

20*
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On this island also stands the
pretty club-house of the Stockholm
Skating Club (Skridskoklubben). On the shore, to the right, a good
restaurant with garden.
IV.

SODERMALM.

At the S. end of Staden lies the Sluss-Plan (PI. E, F, 6;
tramway terminus, see p. 286), adjoined on the W. by the Korn
hamns-Torg (p. 293) and on the S. by the Sbderstrbm, an efflux of
Lake Malaren, through which small vessels pass by means of a
'Sluss' ('lock' or 'sluice').
This channel is crossed by two iron
bridges, leading to the Sodermalm. Between the bridges lies an
open space called the Karl-Johans- Torg (station of the Sodermalm
steam-tramway), with an equestrian Statue of Charles XIV. John
(PI. E, 6), by Fogelberg, erected by Oscar I. in 1854. The king
is represented in the costume of a Swedish marshal.
The extensive S. quarter of the city, called Sodermalm, occu
pies a lofty and picturesque site, with streets following the natural
undulations of the rock. One of the chief streets formerly bore the
characteristic name of Besvars-Gatan
('fatigue-street'). The great
attraction is the view mentioned below.
We turn towards the left from the bridge and reach the *Katarina-Hissen (PI. E, F, 6), or steam-lift, opened in 1883, which
carries us in less than a minute to the top of the Sodermalm
(116 ft. ;
ascent 5 6. ; descent 3 6.). On the platform at the
top (adm. 10 6.)
is a restaurant, which affords the best **View op Stockholm and
its environs. At our feet extends the Saltsjo, enlivened with
ships,
among which dart small steam-launches in all directions. The most
prominent of the buildings of the town are the Palace and the Na
tional Museum. To the right lies the
Djurgardsstad, backed by the
oaks of the Djurgard and rocky heights ; to the left stretches Lake
Malaren. The view has special charms at different hours.
An iron
—

viaduct, 160 yds. long, leads from the platform of the Hissen to the
Mosebacke-Torg (PI. F, 7), on the N. side of which are the Sodra
Teater (PI. 45) and the garden of Mosebacken
(PI. 29 ; F, 6).
The large Katarina- Kyrka
(PI. F, 7), completed in 1670 and
restored in 1891, marks the spot where the victims of the 'Stock
holm Blood -bath' of 1520 were burned.
It is surrounded by a

cemetery.
To theW. of the bridges crossing to
Sodermalm, near the point
where the Bellmans-Gata joins the Sbder-Malar-Strand
(formed
by blasting the rooks ; steam-launch from the Kornhamns-Torg,
rises
the
*Maria-Hissen
p. 293),
(PI. D, 6; 92 ft. high ; 6 6.), an
other lift or elevator, with a cafe-restaurant
a fine view.

affording

V.
Tramways No. 1 and

2,

KUNGSHOLMEN.

p. 286 ; comp. the Plan (B, A, 3, 4).
Steam
Launches to (10 min.) Marieberg (fare 12 6.), at half past each hour,
starting
at the S. end of the Riddarholm, near the Wallinska Skola (PI. 16
D
see

—
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the W. suburb of Stockholm, offers little to
ordinary tourist, but contains several large medical
institutions. The more southerly of the two tramway-lines follows
the Handtverkabb-Gata, in
which, close to the Nya Kungsholmsbro

Kungsholmen,

attract

the

(PI. C, 4), stand
1752, and (left)

the Serafimer-Lazarett (to the right), founded in
the Karolinska Mediko Kirurgiska Institut, or
national college for the practical training of
physicians, erected in
1811. Beyond the Royal Mint (1.) and the Ulrika Eleonora- Kyrka
is a large
(r. ; with an altar-piece by

(PL 10; A, 4),
Hospital
and

care

itals of

-

Westin)

and

Lying-in Hospital

little farther on, also to the left, is the Military
(Garnisons-Sjukhuset ; PI. A, 4). In the matter of hospitals
for the sick Stockholm takes a high
place among the cap
a

Europe.

The S. tramway ends at the Pil-Gata (PI. A,
4), and the N. tramway
Eriks-Gata, the third cross-street to the right farther on. By fol
lowing the Handtverkare-Gata for about »/4 M. beyond the first of these,
we reach two more
hospitals , at the beginning of the DrottningholmsThe next cross-street is the
vagen.
Mariebergs-Gata, which we follow to
the left, skirting the fence of the
Konradsberg Asylum and crossing the
Ralamhsvagen to (10-12 min.) a footpath, leading to a hill a little to the
E. of the Barracks of the Military
Train, where we obtain an admirable
view of Stockholm and Lake Malaren.
Near the shore lies the former
of
not
far
from which is a pier of the steam
porcelain-factory
Marieberg,
launches.
at

the

—

49. Environs of Stockholm.
The

of the Baltic which receives the waters of the Malar
at Stockholm is usually called
Saltsjon, by way of contrast to the Malar.
This inlet is a tskargard' or
archipelago of countless islands , rocks, and
cliffs, separated by waterways in all directions. The direct distance from
Stockholm to the outermost rocks is about 60 Kil.
(37i/2 M.). The rocky
banks of this inlet are
higher and more picturesque than those of Lake
and
are
enlivened with many villas.
Malaren,
Lake Malaren (2 ft. above the
Baltic), which extends inland from
Stockholm for a distance of 130 Kil. (81
M.), and may be described as a
fresh-water 'skargard', contains over 1200 islands
('bar', 'holmar'). On its
banks and its islands may be counted about 200 chateaux and mansions
and 106 villages.

long

arm

Among the finest excursions from Stockholm are those to the Djur
gard, Gustafsberg, Waxholm, Drottningholm, and Gripsholm. Steam
ers, etc., see Sveriges Kommunikationer (and comp. pp. 286, 287).
^

Djtjegarden.

Tkamwat every 10 min. from the Norrmalms-Torg
over
the Norrbro (cars chang
ed at tJte
Norrmalms-Torg), see p. 286. Steam Launches, pleasanter,
every 10 min. from the piers mentioned at p. 287.
For the return-journey
the launches starting from Alkdrrel (PI.
11, 4) are the most convenient.
—

(PI. E, 3) via, Strandvagen; from Slussen,

The *Djurgard, a delightful park, of which Stockholm is justly
proud, with fine old oaks, pleasant villas, and beautiful walks in
every direction, occupies an island 2 M. long and about 3/4M. broad.
It was laid out by Gustavus III. and Charles XIV.
John, having
originally been a deer-park, as its name imports. On the W. side
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of the island lies Djurgards-Staden, the
which is still almost entirely built of

only suburb of Stockholm
timber, with the Jernvag
(iron weighing-house), coffee-gardens, popular shows, etc.
The Djurgard is connected with the mainland by the Djurgardsbro (PI. H, 3), at the E. end of the Strandvagen (p. 296). On the
eminence immediately to the 8. of this bridge rises the handsome
new building of the Northern Museum
(in progress ; p. 296). To
the left, by the Djurgardsbrunnsvik, which bounds the island on
the N., is the Panorama (p. 288). Beyond the museum roads lead
to the left to Rosendal (p. 311) and to the Djurgards-Teater and
the Biological Museum (PI. 11 ; I, 4). The well-arranged collections
of the last afford an interesting survey of the life of the Scandinavian
mammals and birds in their natural surroundings (adm., see p. 288).

Opposite Alkarret (PI. H, 4), a small Plats planted with trees, where
the steam-launches land, is Hammer s Villa, which formerly belonged
To the
to Bystrbm, the sculptor, containing an art-collection.
left, a little farther on, is Hasselbacken (p. 285), the largest and
best of the restaurants , with grounds affording fine views and
('Bellmans Eken') under which Bellman (see below)
charming songs. Near this is a statue of the
poet by G. A. Nystrom. Farther on are the popular resorts Circus,
Alhambra, Kristallsalonger (or Tivoli, p. 288 ; fine view from the
upper part of the garden), and Novilla.
In the S.W. part of the Djurgard stands a *Bronze Bust of
containing an

composed

oak

some

of his

Karl Michael Bellman (b. 1740, d. 1796), the great improvisatore
and the most genial and popular of Swedish poets (by Bystrbm,
erected in 1829). On 26th July ('Bellmansdagen') crowds of the
poet's admirers assemble here to recite his poetry and extol his
A little to the S. is a peninsula called the Frisens-Park,
genius.
commanding fine views, a very popular resort on Sunday after
—

summer (singing and. dancing;
refreshments, but no
Farther on, about 1 M. from Hasselbacken, is Manilla,
a large asylum for the blind and the deaf and dumb (shown Thurs
days, 11-1 ; 'har ser man ilia, har hor man ilia, har talar man ilia',
say the local wits).
noons

in

spirits).

Theatre and from Hasselbacken paths lead
'Open-air Museum' founded in 1891 by
Dr. Artur Hazelius, a unique exhibition affording an admirable
survey of the natural features and life of Scandinavia in ancient
and modern times (adm., see p. 288).
The Entrance Portal is in the old-Norwegian style.
The Guard Room
contains objects from Lapland and the N. districts of Norway and Sweden.
To the left of this is the Lapp Camp, with winter and summer dwellings.
Opposite, to the right, is the Reindeer Enclosure, one of the animals in
Above the Lapp Camp is a reproduction of a Swedish
which is white.
Country Graveyard , with its quaint tombs. Then, on the slope, is the
Fallow Deer Enclosure, to the left of which rises the B&sjo Belfry (view)
in the Jemtland style.
Below this, in the wood to the N.E., are the
Tar-boiling Works. Farther on is a Seal Basin hewn in the rock. Adjacent
From the

to

**Skanaen,

Djurgard

with the

FRAMNAS.

of Stockholm.
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Stone But from S. Sweden; then Charcoal-Burners' Huts, a Nying
for woodmen), large grind-stones and hand-mills (probably from
We now
the Stone Age), and some singular old round tombstones.
retrace our steps along the edge of the wood, passing the Foxes' Bole
(with the rare black fox), the Foxes' Cage (blue fox), the Wolves, and the
Farther on, close to the wood, are the Morastuga from
young Bears.
Mora (p. 334) and the Hackstuga (hut for preparing grind-stones) from Orsa
In
front of the former, the interior of which is quaintly fitted
(p. 334).
np, is a 'Maist&ng' (May-pole), round which the young people used to
dance on May Day. Beyond the Morastuga, we reach the pens containing
the Smaller Animals, such as hares (including specimens of the rare black

is

a

(camp-fire

—

hare), pheasants, cranes, wood-grouse, wood-pigeons, otters, ospreys,
hawks, falcons, ravens, owls, and ptarmigan.
Beyond the duck-pond the path leads to the !Bredablik, a tower
commanding a splendid view from its upper platform (250 ft.) and contain
ing a good cafe and collections of clocks, guild-insignia, etc. Farther to
the N. are the large Cage of the Royal Eagle, the new Bear Pit, and the
'Malmbdrg', containing massive samples of northern minerals.
In returning from the Bredablik to the plain of Skansen
we notice,
as we quit the wood,
from Blekinge (p. 256). By the
the Blekingstuga
margin of the wood are the enclosures for the Roe -Deer, Elks, 'Skogsrussar' (dwarf horses from Gotland), Asses, Goats, and Cattle. The enclos
ure of the last includes a milk and cheese dairy.
In the wood, in the
direction of the Tivoli, are the Badger House, the winter-house of the
Birds of Passage, and other cages.
The Fatbur, conspicuously situated
on an eminence,
is a reproduction of the storehouse of the manor of
Bjorkrik in Ostergotland, one of the oldest wooden buildings in Sweden.
It contains a collection of northern implements of husbandry and affords
a fine view.
Below the hill are a number of Dog Kennels, containing two
Jemtland dogs, etc.
Passing these, we reach the old Bollndsstuga , an
erection of the 16 th cent, brought from Helsingland and containing
objects used in the celebration of 'Jul' (Yule , Christmas). The Water
Fowl Pond, with the islet of 'Offerholm', contains two curious boats of
the N.:
the 'Ekstock', made out of a single tree-trunk, and the 'Forsbat',
for shooting rapids.
,

,

—

The villa of

Framnas,

of the Northern Museum

(p.

on

the road to

296

;

adm.,

p.

Rosendal,

contains part

288).

Fihst Floor : Memorials and views of old Stockholm.
Second
Floor: Models of Danish and N. German farm-houses , curiosities from
Greenland; room fitted up as the study of the Swedish engineer Capt.
J. Ericsson (d. 1889; brother of the engineer of the new Trollhatta and
Dalsland Canals), who settled in New York in 1839. In England Capt.
Ericsson is best known as one of the improvers (in 1837) of the screwpropeller (invented in England by Dr. Shorter in 1802, and improved
by B. Woodcroft and F. P. Smith) and as the inventor of the caloric en
gine. In 1861 he was the builder of the first 'Monitor'.
—

On the N. side of the Djurgard is Bosendal, a royal villa built
by Charles XIV. John, with orangeries and hot-houses. In front of
the villa stands a huge Porphyry Vase, 8'/2 ft. high and ll1^ ft- in
diameter. To the W. of Rosendal is the garden of the TradgardsFbrening , or horticultural society, which will interest some trav

ellers.
HAGA and UlRIKSDAL.
Tramway to the entrance of the Haga
and to the Nya Kyrkog&rden, see p. 286.
Steam Launches. 1. From Charles XII.'s Statue (PI. E, 3) twice daily,
past the S. side of the DjurgSrd and the Warta-Earbour (see p. 312), and
through the Lidingbbro and the Stocksund, where they pass under the
Stockholm and Bimbo railway (from the Ostra Station), to Ulriksdal
—
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2. From Stall(1V« hr.,ofare 70 6.) and Nytorp (2 hrs., fare 70 6.).
mdstaregarden by Kraftriket to Baga (12 min., fare 15 6.) and Ulriksdalt
Allee (27 min., fare 20 6.) half-hourly.
3. From Stallmdstaregarden to
Eaga (12 min., fare 25 6.) and through the strait of Alkistan to Ulriksdal
fare
35
7-9
times
(40 min.,
6.),
daily.
A branch-line
Railway to Wartahamn (from the Central Station).
(8 Kil., in 25 min.; fares 30, 20 6.) runs to Wdrtahamnen, on the Lilla
Wartan, the new harbour of Stockholm; intermediate stations Karlberg
—

—

(p. 317), Norrtull, StallmdstaregSrden-Albano, and Ugglevikskallan. Nortull
lies to the S. of the park of Haga (see below); at Albano the dine crosses
the Stockholm and Djursholm and Stockholm and Rimbo railways
Another line goes to Jerfva, which lies
(p. 322).
(see below).

to the W. of Ulriksdal

—

Carriage to Ulriksdal and back 6-8 kr.

The Norrtulls-Gata

PI. B, 1), the N. prolongation of the
the Observatory (p. 299), leads to the inn
of Stallmdstaregarden, a steamboat and railway station at the W. en
trance of the royal park of Bellevue, and at the S. end of the bay of
Brunnsviken.
Bearing to the left, we soon reach (6-8 min.) the entrance to
the park of Haga, on the right, whence we reach the chateau in

(comp.

Drottning-Gata, beyond

l/i

hr.

which is the pier of the steam-launches).
The royal
Haga, an unpretending and rather neglected building,
charming park, on the W. bank of the pretty Brunnsvik,

(near

—

chateau of

with

a

built by Gustavus III. in 1786-88, and was his favourite
residence. Higher up in the wood are the foundations of a much
grander building begun by the same king, but never completed.
The Nya Kyrkogarden, or new cemetery, a little beyond the gate of
the Haga Park, contains some handsome monuments.
On the high-road,
was

M. farther on, is the Crematorium.
The old Solna-Kyrka, to the S.W.
of the new cemetery, has a tower built of blocks of granite, the found
ation of which is said to date from pagan days.

lfe

—

end of the Brunnsvik, about 2 M. from the Stalland l1/* M. from Haga, lies Nedre Jerfva (a few
hundred paces to the E. of rail. stat. Jerfva), usually known as
Ulriksdals Allee (station of the steam-launches). A fine avenue,
flanked with villas , leads hence to the N. in 1/4 hr. to the royal
chateau of Ulriksdal, on the Edsvik. This was erected at the end
of the 17th cent, by General Jacob de la Gardie, and afterwards
came into the
possession of Prince TJlrik , a son of Charles XI.
It is partly furnished with old furniture from the collections of
Charles XV.
In the park is the Ulriksdals Kyrka , erected by
Soholander in 1865 in the Dutch Renaissance style.
From Stockholm to Djursholm, 10 Kil., railway in summer ten times
daily in 1/2 hr. (fare 40 6., there and back 60 6.). The train starts at the
Ostra Station, V2 M. to the N. of the Humlegard (comp. PI. D, E, 1),
passes Albano (see above) and the (I1/4 M.) Experimental Station of the Acad
emy of Agriculture, stops at Frescati and Alkistan, and parts company at
the Stocksund (p. 311) with the line to Bimbo (p. 322). The last intermediate
station is Morby.
Djursholm ('Slrandberg's Restaurant, with view) is a
colony of villas that has sprung up on a manor of this name and extends
of the Stora Wdrtan. It is now also connected with
the
shore
hilly
along
Stockholm by an Electric Railway (p. 287) and by Steamer (starting from
the Karl den Tolftes Torg; 1'/* hr.).
At the N.

m'astaregarden,

-

—

langhnlms fjarden
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Waxholm.
Steamboats, 10-15 times daily, from the Logardstrappa
4), from Karl den Tolfles Torg (PI. E, 3, 4), and from the Nya BlasiihoVmshamn (in li/2-2 hrs.; fare 50-75 ii.).
—

(PI. E,

The steamer passes the Djurgard and then steers to the N.E., past
the entrance to the bay of Lilla Wartan and the Lidingb.
On our
right lies the mainland. Farther on we enter a broader basin. On

the left lies the Askrike Fjard. The steamer then threads its way
between rocky islands until it stops beneath the guns of the fortress.
Waxholm (* Hotel) is

a

little

fishing-town,

with 1600 inhab. and

many country-houses. On a rocky islet between the Waxholm and
the Rindb rises the Fortress of Waxholm, founded by Gustavus Vasa
and lately strengthened.
On the E. end of the Rindo is the

Oskar-Fredriksborg, partly hewn in the solid rock. These
strongholds command the only approach to Stockholm navigable
for large vessels. Opposite Oskar-Fredriksborg is the Fredriksborg,
a
picturesque ruined tower on the Wermdb.

fortress of
two

Railway hourly (except at midday) in '/s hr.
*Saltsjobadbn.
(return- fare 1 kr.); steam-ferry between Karl den Tolftes Torg (PI. E, 3, 4)
and the rail. stat. Stadsgarden (PI. F, 6), 10-ot
^T~Crf
The railway threads a tunnel , nearly */2 M. long , and runs
—

—

along

the S. bank

district of

linge,

it

-

Lannerstasund through a picturesque
and rock. After stopping at Dufnas and Negnarrow strait, and reaches the peninsula on the
of the

pine-wood

crosses

a

E. side of which the

watering-place

lies.

ago, and now much frequented,
lies in the S. part of the Baggensfjdrden, opposite the Elgosund, which
connects it with the Baltic Sea. Near the sea stands the palatial
Grand Hotel, with about 100 rooms (R. 3-5, B. 1, warm bath li/2 kr.).
Adjacent are the sea-baths (25 b\). A bridge joins the mainland
with a wooded island, crowned by a Restaurant (D. 3 kr.), affording
fine views.
Good paths, provided with benches, skirt the pine-

Saltsjobaden, founded a few years

woods round the bay.
The
Jacob Bagge, a Swedish naval
of the Danes.
—

Baggensfjdrden takes its name from
hero, who died in 1577 as a prisoner

On the Farstavik, a N.E. bay of the Baggensfj ard , lies Gustafsherg-,
with a large porcelain factory, of which the soft 'Frittenporzellan', biscuit
ware, and light-coloured faience enjoy a considerable reputation. Steamers
ply between Gustafsherg and Stockholm (Gustav III.'s statue, PI. E, F, 4)
eight times daily, in l!/2-2 hrs. (fare 75 6.).
The sea-bathing place of Dalaro, with a hotel and numerous villas,
lies more on the open sea, 20 Kil. to the S. of Saltsjobaden, whence it is
reached by steamer daily in 1 hr., starting in the afternoon after the arrival
of the fast train.
The direct steamer (starting from Blasiiholmshaninen
once
or twice daily) turns to the right opposite the S. extremity of the
the
skirts
Lidingb,
promontory of Kungshamn , and enters the narrow
"Skurusund , at the S. end of which lies Dufnas (rail, stat., see above).
The channel now expands to the Lannerstasund (see above) and then con
tracts again to the so-called Sodra Staket. [A canal to cut the isthmus of
Moran is in prospect.]
Farther on, the boat steers to the S. through the
wide Baggensfjdrden (see above), passing near the Saltsjobad.
Steamers
ply occasionally from Dalaro to Gitlii, Ornb, Muskb (with the harbour of
—

—
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DROTTNINGHOLM.

where Gustavus Adolphus embarked for Germany in 1630), and
with iron mines.
On one of the outermost islands of the Skargard lies Sandhamn, to
which a steamer plies daily, via. Stafsnds.

Elfsnabben,
Utb,

The excursions in the District op Lake Malaren have fewer
scenic charms than those of the Saltsjo, but possess more historic

interest.

*DrOTTNINGHOLM.
Steamboat 3-6 times daily in summer (Sun.
and holidays 12 times), from
Gymnasii-Granden, near the S. end of Riddarholmen (PI. D, 5; in 3/4 hr., fare 50 6.).
Carriage there and back
8 kr. ; but the road is very muddy after rain, and very dusty in dry weather.
—

—

The steamer passes the Langholm on the left, to the S. of
which is the Reimersholm with its large distillery. On the right
Marieberg (p. 309) ; then the islands of Lilla and Stora Essingen.
On the left the islet of Ekensberg; on the mainland the chateau of
Hagersten; and on the bank Klubben and other villas. A little
farther on, the Sigtuna and Upsala arm of Lake Malaren diverges
to the N.W.
We steer between the Kerso on the right and the
Fogelb on the left, and soon reach the palace, situated a little to
the S. of the village of Drottningholm and the Kerso bridge. Good
Cafe at the landing-place, to the right.
The '"Palace of

Drottningholm, situated

on

the

Lofb,

derives

its name ('Queen's Island') from the queen of John III. , who
founded it at the end of the 16th cent. ; but the present edifice was
built nearly a century later by Nicodemus Tessin and his son
(p. 290) by order of Hedvig Eleonora, widow of CharlesX. Gustavus.
The palace was afterwards adorned with pictures, precious tapestry
and other works of art by kings Adolphus Frederick, Gustavus III.,
and Oscar I.
King Oscar II. usually resides here in summer.
Admission generally about midday (fee 1 kr., for a party 50 6. each).
Adjacent is a theatre, built by Gustavus III. The gardens, partly
laid out in the old French style, are embellished with sculptures
in bronze and marble by Adr. de Vries and his pupils. The *Park
affords delightful walks. One of the curiosities here, a little to the
—

S.W. of the

palace,

is the Chinese

by Adolphus Frederick in 1770

as a

Pagoda ('Kina Slott'), erected
surprise for his queen Lovisa

Ulrika.
Steamer several times weekly,
MaRIEFRED and (Jripsholm.
starting in the afternoon, from the Malarehamn (PI. E, 5), in 3s/« hrs. (fare
1
next
or
morning. Excursions ('Lusttur') on
lJ/s
kr.), returning early
Sundays and Thursdays (there and back in one day, l>/g kr. ; restaurant
—

on

board).

The steamboat passes between the Fogelb and the mainland.
on the right, the island of Kungshatt, so named from a rock
crowned with an iron hat , in memory of the tradition that a
Swedish king sprang with his horse from this rock into the lake and

Then,

of Stockholm.

GRIPSHOLM.
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from his pursuers, leaving his hat behind him. We next
M. long, between the Munsb (right) and the main
land. On the latter is the chateau of Sturehof, and on the island
the church of Eckerb. The island of Kaggeholm, with a chateau
built by Field-Marshal Kagg, terminates the broader arm of the lake,
which is connected by two narrow straits only with the Sodra Bjbrkfjard. The lake expands here into a broad basin. A little to the
N. is the Bjbrkb, the ancient Birka, on which a granite cross was
erected in 1834 in memory of St. Ansgar, who first preached Christi
anity here in 829. Farther to the N. is the Adelsb, and nearer lie the
Kurb and the Ridb. In the distance is the Selab, with the castle of
Malsaker (p. 316). On the left lies the mainland with the church of
Enhbrna, in front of which are several islets. We now steer to the
S., and enter the Gripsholms-Vik, on the W. bank of which, not
visible from the steamer, is Rafsnas, where Gustavus Vasa received
tidings of the death of his father Erik in the massacre of 1520
(p. 292). On the S. bank of the bay is the chateau of Nasby, and
in a creek to the W. of it are seen the red houses and the churchtower of Mariefred, with the castle of Gripsholm.

escaped
enter

a

strait, 8

Mariefred (*Stadshus), a little town of 1000 inhab. , owes its
to the monastery of 'Pax Marise' founded here at the end of
the 15th cent, "by Sten Sture the Elder. On a promontory to the S.,
rising proudly from an environment of dark foliage, is the

origin

■—

*Castle of Gripsholm, with its four red towers mirrored in the
Malar. At the end of the 14th cent, this site was occupied by a
castle of Bo Jonsson Grip ('the griffin', so named from the griffin in
his annorial bearings), the all-powerful minister of King Albert.
The present castle was built by Gustavus Vasa (1537), who at the
same time suppressed the monastery. In 1563-67 Vasa's son John,
who had been condemned to death by the Estates for rebellion, was
kept a prisoner here by his brother Eric XIV.; but having deposed
Eric in 1568, he kept him, after he had become insane, confined
here from 1571 to 1573. At a later period Charles IX., when Duke
of Sodermanland (p. lxii), Hedwig Eleonora, the widow of CharlesX.

Gustavus (d. 1715), and lastly the merry king Gustavus III. resided
here. The latter erected a theatre at Gripsholm, as in several other
places, and caused some of his dramas to be performed in it for the
first time. On 29th March, 1809, the unpopular Gustavus IV. Adolphus
signed his abdication in this castle.
The Outer Court contains two huge bronze cannon (the 'Boar' and
'Sow'), captured at Ivangorod in 1581.
Interior (always open; adm. on Snn. 10 6., Thurs. 50 6.; on other
The First Floor contains the
days 1 pers. 1 kr., 2 or more 50 6.).
so-called Prison of John III., a picturesque tower-chamber of the end of
the 16th cent., with ornamental painting and panelling (coats of arms
and the initials C D., those of Duke Charles of Sodermanland). Adjacent
are some tastefully restored rooms with old mural paintings in the so-called
Vasa style (Swedish Renaissance) and fine wooden ceilings. In one is the
Second Floor.
genealogical tree of Christian III. of Denmark, on linen.

the

—

-

—

-
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Vestibule, with Renaissance ceiling of 1543. To the left of this is the
round Saloon of Gustavus III., with portraits of that king (by Roslin) and
his contemporaries, and a fine view.
This is adjoined by the Rooms of
the Queen, in the 'Gustavian' (or Louis XVI.)
style; among the portraits
are several by A. Pesne.
Farther on is the Throne Room, recently refitted
in the Vasa style. Passing through the Princess
Rooms, tastefully decorated
in the 'Gustavian' style and containing youthful
portraits of Marie Antoi
nette and her sisters, we reach the Rooms of the King, which served as
the state-prison of Gustavus IV. in 1809.
The Bedroom contains an old
ceiling, a painted frieze, and the state-bed of Charles XI.; the Council
Room has a wooden ceiling, a fine cabinet, and a portrait of Gustavus
Vasa (c. 1558); in the Audience Room are portraits of all the Swedish
rulers from Gustavus Vasa (d. 1660) to Oscar I. (d. 1859).
Third Floor.
Theatre of Gustavus III., occupying the place of the old private chapel
and left entirely unchanged. Adjacent is the equipment of a room from
the Great Theatre of Stockholm (p. 295; now destroyed), where it was
known as 'Gustavns ILL'S Study'.
To the left of this point, in another
tower, is a cage-like room, wrongly named the Prison of Eric XIV. By
the lately restored Guard Room we reach the Griffin Tower, with the arm
oury. A picturesque but inconvenient staircase descends hence direct to
the inner court.
The Collection of Portraits, founded in the 17th cent, and now in
process of re-arrangement, contains portraits of almost all the prominent
Swedes from 1600 to 1800. There are about 1900 pictures in all.
A walk round the castle is recommended.
—

About 41/2 M. to the W. of Mariefred are the large
of Aker and the gunpowder-mills of Raeksta.

cannon-

foundry

STRENGNAS.
(PI. D, E,

I1/2

5),

—

also

a

Steamers,

about 4 times

few from the

daily, from the Malarehamn
Riddarholm, in 3>/2-4 hrs.; fare 2'/2 or

kr.

the Gripsholms-Vik (p. 315) opens the broad bay of
bounded on the W. by the Selao, the largest island
in Lake' Malaren. On the Selao are the large estate and chateau of
Malsaker and the church of Ytter-Selb. After having passed through
the narrow strait between the Selao and the mainland we observe

Beyond

Prestfjarden,

the right the small Tynnelsb, with an old chateau, and then
Tosterb, opposite the S. end of which lies
Strengnas (Hotel), a town with 1700 inhab., half of which has
been rebuilt since a fire in 1871.
Strengnas became an episcopal

on

—

and in 1523 witnessed the election of Gustavus Vasa
Sweden. The handsome Gothic *Cathedral, con
secrated in 1291, has been repeatedly injured by fire and restored.
The disproportionate thickness of the columns is accounted for by
the fact that the walls were considerably lowered in 1551. Ob
serve the monuments of Sten Sture the Elder (d. 1504), Charles IX.
(d. 1609), his two wives, and his natural son Karlsson Gyllenhjelm
(d. 1650 ; with the fetters worn by him when a captive in Poland),
see

in

1291,

to the throne of

Admiral Stenbock

(d. 1717, in captivity

The old

at

Copenhagen),

and several

mansion built by Bishop Conrad
Rogge, with picturesque gables and turrets, now a school -house,
contains the room in which the election of Gustavus Vasa took place.

antiquities.
The

—

episcopal

Episcopal Library contains

valuable

collections, MSS.,

and coins.
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50. From Stockholm to

Upsala.

Upsala is best visited from Stockholm ; and it is pleasant to go by
Travellers on their way to Ostersund and
steamer and return by rail.
Trondhjem (R. 56) may visit Upsala in passing.
66 Kil. Railway in l1h-2'/2 hrs. (express fares 4 kr., 2 kr. 65 6.;
ordinary, 3 kr. 50, 2 kr. 35 6. ; return-tickets, available for two days, at,
a fare and a half; no first class).

The train starts from the Central Station

(p. 285) and skirts the

Rorstrandsvik, at the end of which, to the right, are the Atlas Rail
way Carriage Works and the porcelain factory of Rorstrand, founded
in 1727 (wares curious in form and bright in colouring). The first
stopping-place is Karlberg, with a large Chateau, erected by Karlsson Gyllenhjelm (p. 316) at the beginning of the 17th cent, and
converted into a military school in 1792. The park contains a
monument to Major von Dobeln, a Swedish officer who fell at LeipFarther on, the line to Wartahamnen (p. 312)diverges
sic inl813.
To the
to the right , and the line to Westeras to the left (R. 52).
7 Kil. Jerfva, 20 min. from
right is the church of Solna (p. 312).
the chateau of Ulriksdal (p. 312). Farther on we observe Edsberg
on the right, at the N. end of the Edsvik, and Sollentunaholm on
the Norrvik (with the church of Sollentuna to the left). 19 Kil.
Rotebro; 24 Kil. Wasby.
32 Kil. Rosersberg, the station for the *Chateau op Rosersberg
—

—

(Rosersbergs Slott),

with its beautiful

park, 1 1/2

M. to the W.,

on a

bay of Lake Malaren, and not visible from the train.

The chateau
library of 7000

number of pictures and sculptures and a
of which was written by Charles XIII. himself.
Pleasant excursion from Stockholm to Rosersberg by the Sigtuna
steamer (see below ; the Upsala steamer does not touch here).
37 Kil. Mdrsta, whence a road leads to the E. to Sigtuna (8 Kil. ;
contains

vols.,

a

a

catalogue

it turns to the left after 3 Kil. and afterwards

crosses the Garnsvik;
49 Kil. Knifsta; 59 Kil. Bergsbrunna. We
p. 318).
now obtain a fine view of the plain of Upsala (Upsala- Sldtten),
the cradle of Swedish culture, with the churches of Danmark and
Waksala.
From Danmark, llfe M. to the E. of Bergsbrunna, we may walk in
'/* hr. to Eammarby, with the country-house of Linnaeus, in which he
died in 1778, containing a small memorial museum.
Near Hammarby
The ten stones now remain
are the celebrated Mora Stones ('Morastenar').
ing are enclosed in a stone building erected in 1770. It was here that
the newly elected kings swore to observe the laws of the country, and
they then received an oath of allegiance from the 'lagmdn', or judges, in
the name of the people, who prayed that God might grant the king a long
life, with the reservation, 'if he be a good king'. After each ceremony of
the kind the name of the king was inscribed on one of the stones.
The train crosses the Safjaa, an affluent of the Fyrisa, and soon

Sigtuna,

see

—

enters the

large station

of

(66 Kil.) Upsala (p. 319).

90 Kil. Steamboat on the Malar in 6 hrs., starting daily at 9 a.m.
from Riddarholmen (PI. D, 5; fare 2 kr.). Another boat, leaving the Malarehamn (PI. D, 5), plies to Sigtuna (3 hrs.; IV2 kr.) and Orsundsbro.
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Though
interesting
ready been

SIGTUNA.

From Stockholm

much longer, the voyage to Upsala by steamer is more
than the railway journey. The first part of it has al
described (p. 312). We steer to the right into an arm

of the Malar which separates the Kerso from the mainland. By
the Nockeby Bridge we see the palace of Drottningholm on the left
(p. 312). This arm of the lake resembles a river, the left bank of
which is formed by the Lofb further on. On the right , opposite
the N. end of the latter, lies the estate of Hesselby. After steering
through a group of islands, we enter another broader expanse. On
the left is the island of Svartsjb, with a dilapidated chateau, once
a monastery. On the right lies the estate of Riddersvik on the main
land. To the left opens the Nasfjard. We now steer to the N. into a
part of the lake called Qbrvaln, where, on the right, lies the estate
of Gbrvaln, and on the left that of Lennartsnas.
About 2 hrs. from Stockholm we reach the narrow strait of Staket,
an island in which, called Almare-Stak, contains fragments of the
ancient castle of that name , which was taken by Sten Sture the
Younger from the rebellious Bishop Gustaf Trolle of Upsala and

destroyed

in

1517.

Farther on we pass the island of Munkhobn on the left, beyond
which is the entrance to an arm of the lake called Skarfven. On
the right lies the estate of Runsa. In a bay to the right, but not
visible from the steamer, is the chateau of Rosersberg (p. 317), at
which the Sigtuna steamer only calls.
In a bay to the right we observe the picturesque chateau of
Steninge, once the property of Marshal von Fersen, who was murdered
by the populace at Stockholm in 1812 (p. 293). The park contains
We now enter the Sigtuna- Fjord, in
a monument to his memory.
which, to the right, at the entrance to the long Garnsvik, a creek
running inland to the N., lies
Sigtuna (Inn) , prettily situated , once one of the largest
and finest towns in Sweden, but now containing 550 inhab. only.
It was founded at the beginning of the 11th cent, by King Olaf
Erikson, and was destroyed by the Esthonians in 1187. The ruins
of the churches of St. Peter, St. Lawrence , St. Olaf, and St. Ni
To
cholas bear witness to the ancient importance of the place.
—

—

Marsta, 11

Kil., seep. 317.

Our vessel steers to the N.W. through the narrow arm of the lake,
which expands at places. On the left is Signildsberg, the site of a
still more ancient town of Sigtuna (Fbr-Sigtuna or Fom-Sigtuna),
the scene of the saga of Hagbart and Signe. On the same bank lies
Hatunaholm , with the church of Hatuna, where dukes Erik and
Waldemar took their brother King Birger prisoner in 1306 and
compelled him to grant them extensive privileges. A few years
later Birger revenged himself by inviting them toNykoping, where
he caused them to be thrown into prison and starved to death , an
act of barbarity which cost him his throne (comp. p. liii).

to

Upsala.

SKOKLOSTER.
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Beyond the Erikssund, the lake expands into the Skofjdrd, on
the left side of which rises the
Skokloster (properly Skogkloster, 'forest monastery'; station), a
large chateau , square in form, enclosing a court in the interior,
with four towers at the corners roofed with copper. It occupies
the site of a Dominican, afterwards Cistercian, monastery, sup
pressed by Gustavus Vasa, and presented by Gustavus Adolphus to
Marshal Herman Wrangel, whose son Charles Gustavus Wrangel
erected the chateau in the style of that of Aschaffenburg in Ger
many and filled it with treasures captured during the Thirty Years'
War. After his death it passed into the possession of Count Brahe,
his son-in-law, to whose family it still belongs.
The Interior, still unfinished, forms a kind of museum of art and
antiquities. The handsome Vestibule is borne by eight Ionic columns
of white marble, presented by Queen Christina. The Kungssal has a
richly decorated stucco ceiling. The staircases and vestibules are em
bellished with numerous portraits, pictures by Ehrenstrahl and others, and
rich tapestry.
Among the portraits is one of Gustavus Adolphus, with
Heidelberg in the background, painted six weeks before his death.
—

—

Observe also the
The Library contains 30,000 vols, and many MSS.
Armoury with 1200 guns of various kinds ; also swords, daggers, and bows,
the sword of Ziska , the famous Hussite leader, the sword used by the
executioner at the 'Blood-bath of Linkoping' (p. 269), and the "shield of
Emp. Charles V., attributed to Benvenuto Cellini, and captured at Prague
in 1648.
—

The park of the chateau contains a monument to Count Magnus
Brahe (d. 1844), a friend of King Charles XIV. John. The Gothic
Skokyrka, formerly the church of the monastery, restored in the
17th cent, by Marshal Herman Wrangel, contains the burial-vault
of the Marshal and a pulpit captured at Oliva, near Dantsic, in the
Thirty Years' War. [We may row from Skokloster in about an hour
to Alsike, and drive thence to (7 Kil.) Knifsta railway-station

(p. 317).]
Beyond Skokloster

we steer through
othe Stafsund into the
right are the church of Alsike and the estate of
Krusenberg. Then, on the left, the churches of Aker, Dalby, and
Nas. At the N.E. end of the Ekoln, at the mouth of the small
Fyrisa, lie Kungshamn, where the kings of Upsala once kept their
fleet, and Flbtsund. The steamer ascends the Fyrisa to Upsala in
about V2 nr- more.
On the left
nearly halfway up, is the agri
cultural school of Ultuna. Of Upsala we see nothing till quite close

Ekoln.

On the

,

to the town.
Railway Station on the E. side of the town (PI. D, E,
Steamboats stop opposite the Slromparterre (PI, D, 4, 5).
Hotels. Hotel Svea, Jernvags-Hotel (PI. 10; D, 4), Gefle, all in
Kungs-Gatan, near the railway station. *St. Erik, Bangards-Gatan (PI. D, 4).
"Stads-Hotel, Drottning-Gatan (PI. C, 4), R., L., cfc A. 2>/2 kr., with good
cafe-restaarant.
Restaurants.
Upsala Gille, Phcenix, both in Westra Agatan ; in sum
mer "Vauxhall (PI. D, 3; known as '■Rullan'), by the station, and "Stromparterre (PI. D, 4, 5), called by the students 'Flustret' ('hole of a beehive
or 'Stora Forderfvet' ('great
ruination'), with music in the evening.

Upsala.

3, 4).

—
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Cathedral.

Booksellers. Akademiska Bokhandeln, Dombro ; Lundeqvistska Bokhandeln, Drottning-Gatan and Ostra Agatan.
Cab (Akare) from the station or the pier into the town for 1 pers. 50,
for 2 pers. 75 6.

Upsala ('the lofty halls'), a famous university-town, and resi
archbishop, the 'landshofding', and other officials, with
21,000 inhab., lies in a fertile plain on both banks of the Fyrisa,
which is crossed by five bridges. The modern part of the town lies on
the flat E. bank, while the older quarters are on the sloping W.
dence of the

The extension of the town is in process (see Plan). Upsala
(p. 327), and formed the commercial
town and harbour of the kings of Sweden when they resided at
Gamla Upsala. In 1276 the archiepiscopal see, founded a century
earlier, was transferred from Gamla Upsala to the present town,
while the kings chose Stockholm as their residence. Like Trondhjem
in Norway, Upsala is the historical centre of Sweden. It was also
once the great stronghold of paganism, memorials of which abound
in the tombs and monuments around it; and it was here that
Christianity encountered the stoutestopposition. The chief modern
centre of attraction is the university.
The "'Cathedral (PI. C, 3), situated on a height rising above the
Fyrisa, erected in 1260-1435, consists of a nave, aisles flanked
with chapels, a transept, a choir, and a retro-choir. In its plan and
its strict Gothic style the church resembles the French cathedrals,
its architect having been Etienne de Bonneuil, 'tailleur de pierre',
one of the assistant-builders of Notre Dame at Paris, who was
doubtless employed through the influence of Swedish students at
the university of Paris. The contract was concluded at Paris on
8th Sept., 1287. The restoration of the edifice, towards which
government, the city, and private individuals contributed about
1 million kr. , was completed in 1883-93 from the designs of

bank.

formerly called Ostra- Aros

was

.

Zetterwall.
The Interior

('klockare'

at the

adjoining 'Domtrapphus'

; fee

'/z-1 kr.),

120 yds. long, 45 yds. broad, and 108 ft. high, rests on 24 pillars. The new
decoration is by Linde, the stained-glass windows by Callmander. The
pulpit was designed by Tessin (p. 290). The large organ and triplicate
Gothic altar are modern, from the designs of Zetterwall. One of the candel

(ljuskronor), in silver, weighs 52'/2 lbs. To the N. of the altar is the
silver-gilt sarcophagus of King Ere IX. , the patron-saint of Sweden, who
was killed here in 1160 by the Danes.
The Chapels of the Ambulatory, as well as those of the aisles, have
been fitted up as burial-chapels since the Reformation. The capitals of
abra

At the back of the choir is the 'Burial
the columns should be noticed.
Chapel of Gustavus Vasa ('Gustavianska Koret'; d. 1560), with modern
stained glass by Way, containing the king's recumbent figure, between
those of Catherine of Lauenburg and Margaretha Lejonhufvud, his first two
wives, and also the separate tomb of his third wife, Karin Stenbock. On
the walls are two large and five small frescoes by Sandberg (1837), depict
ing scenes from Vasa's life, and the words of his last address to the
The Chapel of Katartna Jagellonica contains the
Estates in 1560.
marble Monument of John III. (d. 1592), which was executed in Italy, but
wrecked on the voyage from Leghorn to Sweden, and taken to Dantsic,
The other
where it remained till reclaimed by Gustavus III. in 1785.
—

—
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chapels around the choir belong to the illustrious families of Sture, Brahe,
The
Born, Oxenstjerna, Banir, Skytte, Stenbock, Dohna, and De Geer.
monument of Linnaeus, in the Banir Chapel, in the N. aisle, consists of
and
with
a
bronze
medallion
the
in
a pyramid of porphyry,
by Sergei,
scription: 'Carolo a Linni Bolanicorum Principi Amici el Discipuli, 1798'.
The Sacristy contains curiosities and precious relics, gold and silver
vessels, yestments, etc.
We now walk round the outside of the church to see the choir
and the grand side-portals. To the N. of the cathedral is the Eriks
.KaMd (PI. 25), or Spring of St. Eric, which bursts forth on the spot
•where the saint was killed.
To the W. of the cathedral is a small square with a statue (by
Borjeson) of Geijer the Poet, the singer of the ancient pagan glories
ofUpsala. On the E. side of this square stands the Gustavianum (PI.
7 ; B, 3), the oldest of the present buildings of the university, founded
by Gustavus Adolphus and containing the Zoological Institute.
On the W. side rises the new University Building (PI. 31 ; D, 3, 4),
erected in 1877-86. In the vestibule are Juno and the young
Hercules by Bystrbm. The University, founded by Sten Sture the
Elder in 1477, and richly endowed by Gustavus Adolphus, has over
50 professors, as many lecturers and tutors, and about 1800 students.
—

.

Each student is bound to attach himself to one of the thirteen 'nations',
each of which, like the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge , has its own
buildings, presided over by curators, inspectors, and a committee of mana gement.
The members are divided into seniores, juniores, and recentiores
Duelling, to which severe penalties were attached by a law of 1682, is now
One of the chief 'national' recreations is quartet-singing.
unknown.
.

To the S. of the cathedral is the Trefaldighets- Kyrka (PI. 30 ;
or Bondkyrka ('church of the Trinity', or 'of the peasants'),
older than the cathedral , but uninteresting. Farther on is a pro
menade called Odins Lund (PI. 21 ; B, 4), with an obelisk in

B, C, 4),

memory of Gustavus Adolphus. Beyond it we reach the
Carolina Rediviva (PI. 2; B, 4), a handsome building
—

(with

fine view from the steps) completed in 1841, containing the Library
of the university. (Admission in term-time on week-days, 10.30 to
1.30; in vacation, IstJune to 15th Sept., on Tues. andFrid., 11-1;
on other week-days usually at the same hours on application to the
librarian or an 'amanuensis'.)
The Library contains over 250,000 printed books and 10,000 MSS. Its
chief treasure is the famous 'Codex Argenleus, a translation of the four
Gospels intoMceso-Gothic by Bishop Ulphilas, dating from the second half
of the 4th century, written on 187 leaves of parchment in gold and silver
letters on a reddish ground.
This precious MS., captured at Prague in
1648, was presented by Queen Christina to Vossius, her librarian, and
was purchased from him for 400 crowns by De la Gardie, the chancellor
of the university.
It is to this work of Ulphilas that we are almost ex
clusively indebted for our knowledge of the ancient Gothic language,
which stands nearly in the same relation to the Germanic languages as
Sanskrit to the whole Aryan family.
In the Carolina Park (PI. B, 4) are a Monument of Charles XIV
John, by Fogelberg, and numerous Runic stones. To the S.W. of
the park rises the Chemical Laboratory (PI. B, 4), with the Physical
.

Cabinet.
Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

6th Edit.
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Farther to the S.W. is the Botanic Garden (PI. A, 5), always
open to the public. The lecture-room contains a marble Statue of
Linnaus by Bystrom. The celebrated botanist resided at No. 27
Svartb'acks Gatan (PI. 11; C, 3), and in summer at Hammarby
-

(p. 317).
On a hill on the S. side of the town rises the large but only
half-finished Slott (PI. C, 4), a castle founded by Gustavus Vasa
In front of it is a bust of Vasa by Fogelberg. In this
in 1548.
castle Eric XIV. caused the ill-fated Count Sture to be murdered,
and it was here that Queen Christina abdicated. Fine * View from
the castle, to the N. of which Gamla Upsala is visible.
Farther
S. are the Hospital (Sjukhus) and the grounds of the Strbmparterre.
The Polacksbacke is another good point of view (comp. PL C, D, 5).
Among the other university-buildings are the Observatory
(PI. A, 3) ; the Regnelleanum (PI. 23 ; C, 4); the Anatomy Building
(PI. 1 ; D, 4); the Collection of Coins and the Northern Antiquities
('Nordiska Fornsaker'), St. Lars-Gatan 2.
—

The Cemetery (PI. A, 4) contains monuments of many eminent
men, including that of Geijer (A. 1847), the historian and poet.
Observe also the monuments of the students' 'nations'.
The most interesting spot near Upsala is Gamla Upsala, 3'/2 M. to the
N.E., the first station on the Gefle railway (see below). On foot or by
carriage (with one horse 1, with two horses 3*/2 kr. ; tariff shown on
demand) we follow the Gefle road for 1/2 M., and then take the road
Gamla Upsala was the seat of
to the right, parallel with the railway.
The site of its famous temple is said to
the early pagan kings of Sweden.
be marked by the rude church of the present village. Adjacent are the
three Kungshbgar, or Tumuli of the Kings, named after the Scandinavian
gods, Thor, Odin, and Freyr, each about 58 ft. high and 225 ft. in diameter.
The hill farthest to the E. (the Odin Bill) was opened in 1846-47, and
under the sand, embedded in gravel, were found an urn, 7 in. high and
9 in. in diameter, containing calcined bones, and other objects now
preserved in the National Museum at Stockholm (ground-floor, Room III.).
The urn was left where it was found. The two other hills, opened in
Near
1874 and 1876, were found to be constructed on a similar plan.
these hills is the Tingshbg ('assize hill'), 32 ft. in height, from which the
kings down to Gustavus Vasa used to address their subjects.
From Upsala to Noertelje (81 Kil., railway in 4 hrs.). Intermediate
stations unimportant. 21 Kil. Lenna; 41 Kil. Knutby; 60 Kil. Rimbo, con
nected with Stockholm (Ostra Station) by the railway mentioned at
p. 312 (56 Kil., in 3 hrs.). —81 Kil. Norrtelje (Stads-Botel), a busy little
trading town with 2500 inhab., lies in a pretty district at the W. end of
the bay of Norrtelgevik, on the Baltic.
In summer it is a favourite

watering-place.

51. The Island of Gotland.
Steamboat from Stockholm to Wisby 9 times weekly in 12-13 hrs.,
starting from the Riddarholm, the Rantmastaretrappa, and the Blasieholm
return-fare 15 kr.). The excursion takes two days.

The Island of Gotland (Gutaland), the largest in the Baltic,
about 70 Engl. M. in length and 20-35 M. in breadth, lies about
60 M. from the mainland of Sweden and 37 M. from the island of
Oland. It consists of a single plateau of limestone rock of the Si-
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lurian formation (overlaid with sandstone at the S. end), rising to
a height of 70-100 ft., and ending abruptly on the sea-board in
cliffs, here known as Klint. From this plateau rise a few isolated
hills, as the Thorsburg (225 ft.) and the Hoburg (120 ft.). The is
lands of Stora and Lilla Karlsb, to the S.W. of Klintehamn (p. 326),
are 190 ft. and 210 ft. high respectively. In every part of Gotland
occur large boulders of gneiss, granite, and porphyry (grastenar,
vrakstenar, or rullstenar), deposited by ice when the island lay
under water. There are no valleys or brooks in the island worthy
of mention, but a large part of its surface is covered with swamps
(myrar or trask), from which peat is dug (jestingly called the
'gold-mines of Gotland'). The largest of these is the Lummelunds-Trask. The few scanty streams in the island are lost in the
thirsty limestone soil, or in summer dry up altogether. Here and
there, however, a spring wells forth from one of the 'landborgar'
in sufficient volume to turn a mill-wheel. The limestone rocks
are pierced with numerous grottoes. The greater part of the island
is fertile and well cultivated. The climate is mild, trees flourish,
and the venerable walls of Wisby are luxuriantly clothed with ivy.

population (51,000) is chiefly engaged in agriculture and
cattle-breeding. The horses (here called 'russ') and sheep of Got
land, both highly prized, are allowed to run wild in summer Quarry
ing and lime-burning are among the other resources of the island.
The History of Gotland is inseparable from that of Wisby, its
capital, the ancient 'place of sacrifice' (from vi, 'victim'), situated
at the foot of the Klint, on the N.W. coast. The town owed its early
prosperity as the great emporium of the Baltic to its convenient
position on the great route established in the 12th cent, between
Asia, Novgorod in Russia, and the Baltic. Wisby afterwards be
came a factory of the Hanseatic League, and shared its decline. All
the principal nations of Europe had their representatives here, but
the Germans preponderated, half of the council and one of the two
superior magistrates being Germans. The international importance
of the place is further apparent from the fact that its chief churches
The

The famous mari
erected by several of the rival nations.
time Code of Wisby, a compilation from Netherlandish and Ro
manic sources, and written in low German, is called the 'Waterrecht, dat de Kooplude und de Schippers gemaket hebben to Wisby'.
were

—

The wealth of the town in its

palmy days

'Guld vaga de Gutar pa

was

proverbial

:

—

lispundvag

Och spela med adlaste stenar.
Svinen ata ur silfvertrag
Och hustrurna spinna parguld-tenar\

(Old Ballad).
(The Gotlanders weigh their gold with twenty-pound weights and play

jewels. The pigs eat out of silver troughs, and the
golden distaffs.)
Having become involved in the wars between Sweden and
Denmark, Wisby was attacked by Waldemar III. of Denmark in

with

the choicest
spin with

women

21*
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1361. He landed at Eista-Socken, to the S. of the town, and out
side the gates defeated the inhabitants, of whom 1800 fell. He
then plundered the place, which never recovered from the blow,
especially as the Oriental trade was afterwards diverted to S. Eu
rope. For a time the island was in the possession of the Teutonic
Order, but it seems always to have formed a refuge for adven
turers and marauders of all kinds, including the 'Vitalienbruder',
Eric XIIL, the deposed king of Sweden, Ivar Axelson, and parti
cularly Severin Norby, the Danish admiral. At length it was finally
reunited to its mother-country by the Peace of Bromsebro in 1645.
Wisby (Stads-Hotelj Strand-Gatan, PI. B, C, 3, with restaurant
and cafe", English spoken ; Smedman's Hotel, Hast-Gatan, PI. C, 3,
and Gastgifvaregard, St. Hans-Gatan, PI. B, 4, both hotels garnis;
Baths of the Nya Badhusbolag, to the S. of the harbour, PI. A, 4),
which now contains 6700 inhab., or about one-third of its popula
tion in the days of its mediaeval prosperity, is picturesquely sit
uated partly at the base of and partly upon the Klint, a cliff 100 ft.
in height, and now occupies less than half of the area enclosed by
its walls. The unused space is covered with gardens, amidst which
stand the imposing and carefully preserved ruined churches, while
the town is still enclosed by its ancient walls. Both from sea and
land the town presents a grand appearance.
Wisby is divided into four rotar or quarters, indicated on the
Plan by different shading. St. Hans-Rotan, the oldest part of the
town, contained most of the churches ; Strand-Rotan adjoins the
old harbour , now filled up and covered with gardens ; Norder-Rotan, the northern quarter, contains the churches of SS. Clement
and Nicholas ; and Klinte-Rotan forms an upper quarter, between
the lower parts and the eastern wall.
The new Inner Harbour (Inre Hamnen ; PI. A, B, 4) affords
little protection to shipping, while the OuterHarbour (Yttre Ham
nen) is formed by a breakwater (vagbrytare) on the W. side. To the
N. of the harbour, between the town and the coast, extend pleasant
promenades (with the 'Paviljong' restaurant). Near the tower of
Silfverhattan (PI. B, C, 2), usually called Mynttomet, is a cafe.
The *Town Walls, erected at the close of the 13th cent, on
the site of still earlier walls , form the most striking feature of
Wisby. From the Jungfrutorn ('maiden's tower' ; PI. 0, 1) where,
according to tradition, a treacherous maid of Wisby, who was in
league with Waldemar, was built into the wall as a punishment,
and the Karnes Tower (PI. C, D, 1) on the coast, at the N. end of
the town, the walls ascend the Klint towards the S.E., cross the
hill to the S. gate at the S.E. angle of the town (PI. C, 5), and
descend to the old castle of Wisbo.rg (PI. A, 4) and the harbour at
the S.W. end of the town. On the land-side the walls are about
2400 yds. in length, and on the side next the sea about 1980 yds.
From the walls, at equal distances, and in several stories, rise a

to
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large Towers (Hogtornen) 60-70 ft. in height, provided
embrasures, and resting on the ground, while between them
a series of bartizans (Hdngtornen, or Sadeltomen) stand on the wall
itself, being supported by corbels outside. Between these towers,
and under the roof with which the wall is covered, formerly ran
passages for the use of the sentinels, resting on beams, the holes
for which are still traceable. Of the 48 'high towers' 38 are still in
good preservation, but the bartizans have almost all disappeared.
Outside the walls the old moat is still traceable, and on the N. side
number of

with

there

are

two

parallel moats.
possessed fifteen

Churches. Three have disappear
eleven are in ruins (the custodian of the keys lives near St. Ni
cholas), and one only is still used. This is the Cathedral of St. Mary
(PI. D, 2), at the foot of the Klint, once the German church, er
ected in 1190-1225, but afterwards much altered. A large tower
The hill
rises at the W. end, and two slender ones at the E. end.
behind the church commands an extensive *View of the town and

Wisby

once

ed,

its ruins.
To the W. of the cathedral are the 'sister churches' of St. Drotten
(PI. 12) and St. Lars (V\. 17), of the 12th cent., with huge towers
once probably used for defensive purposes. To the S. is *St. Catha
rine's (PI. 16), the church of the Franciscans, erected about 1230,

elegant Gothic edifice, of which twelve slender pillars and some
vaulting are still standing. The Helge-Andeskyrka, or Church of the Holy Ghost (PI. 15), built in the Roman
esque style about 1250, consists of two stories, with one choir in
common.
To the W. rises the Romanesque church of St. Clement
(PI. 11), with a fine S. portal.
Perhaps the most interesting of the ruined churches is that of
*St. Nicholas (PI. 19; D, 2), partly in the Romanesque, partly in
the Gothic style, probably built after the middle of the 13th cen
tury. In the handsome facade are two rose-windows, in the middle
of each of which, says tradition, there once sparkled a brilliant car
buncle. These gems were carried off by Waldemar, but his ship was
wrecked, and they are said still to illumine the depths of the sea
near the Karlsoar.
The interior is very picturesque.
It is well
worth while to ascend to the curiously overgrown roof (fine view).
The churches of St. Gertrude (PI. 13), St. Olof (V\. 20), and St.
Hans (PI. 14) aTe insignificant.
A most interesting walk may now be taken through the N. gate
to the church of St. Goran (see Plan, to the right of D, 1) and the
Galgebacke, the finest point in the environs, where we enjoy a
an

of the ribs of the

*Vibw of the town and its walls.
In the Korsbetning (PI. D, 5), 5 min. from the S.E. gate, rises
a curious old monolithic
Cross, 9 ft. high, with a Latin inscription,
marking the burial-place of the Gotlanders who fell in the battle
of 27th July, 1361.

splendid
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Excursions. Pleasant drive or sail of 1 hr. to the promontory
of *Hbgklint (150 ft.), to the S. of Wisby. Walkers follow the high
road from the S. gate (PI. C, 5), take the first turning to the right

beyond the
soon

stone erected in memory of the visit of Oscar II., and
reach the Villa Fridhem, the property of the royal family, with

grounds open to the public.
particularly in the direction
side of the rock to

a

small

The

Hogklint affords a fine view,
Wisby. Steps ascend on the W.
pasture (Getsvaltan) and a cavern.
of

Gotland possesses a narrow-gauge Railway, opened in 1879: from
Wisby to Eemse, 55 Kil., in 3 hrs. (fares 3kr. 30, 2 kr. 20 o.). The station
at Wisby is on the S. side of the town (PI.
13 Kil. Bardlingbo;
B, 5).
21 Kil. Roma, with an old Cistercian convent, partly rebuilt in later cen
turies; 27 Kil. Bjerges; 32 Kil. Butle; 40 Kil. Etelhem; 46 Kil. St&nga, with
an interesting old
church; 55 Kil. Eemse.
A Drive round the Island is more interesting than a trip by the
We
first
go to the N. , passing the church and grotto of Lummerailway.
lund, to F&rbsund, the station of the French and English fleets during the
war with Russia in 1855.
Then follow the E. coast to Rute ; Slite, near
which are Kyllej and the curious rocks called the Stenjdttar, or Stone
an
Giants; Thorsburg, with
interesting round intrenchment, 1600 yds. in
circumference ; Ronehamn, to the E. of rail. stat. Hemse ; and Eoburgs Refsudden , the S. end of the island. The S. part of the island is treeless, but
the curious promontory of Eoburg, near Refsudden, with its lighthouse and
cavern ('Hoburgsgubbens Sangkammare', bedroom of the old man of Hoburg) will repay a visit. From Refsudden we return to Wisby by Klintehamn, a village on the coast, 30 Kil. to the S. of Wisby, visited by sea-bathers
in summer (diligence and steamboat to Wisby).
From Klintehamn we
may visit the picturesque Karlsoar. This excursion also affords a good
of
the
Gothic
churches
of the island, most of
handsome
opportunity
seeing
them dating from the 13th cent., about 90 in number. Their large isolated
towers, known as 'Kasteller', appear to have been used in ancient times as
places of refuge and are therefore probably older than the churches them
selves. See 'Gotland's Konsthistoria' by Brunius.
—

52. From Stockholm to Westeras and Orebro.
217 Kil. Railway ('Westmanlands-Jernvag'). Express in
train in 13-14 hrs. (fares 11 kr. 55, 7 kr. 80 6.).

7-7'/i, ordinary

The train starts from the Central Station (p. 285). It skirts the
factories of Atlas and Rbrstrand (p. 317),
on the right, and the chateau of Karlberg (p. 317), on the left,
beyond which the branches to Wartahamnen (p. 312) and Upsala
(p. 317) diverge on the right. 6 Kil. Sundbyberg, 11 Kil. Spanga,
17 Kil. Jakobsberg. We then cross the narrow strait of Stdket, at
the entrance of the Upsala arm of the Malar (p. 318), and traverse
the island of Stakesb by means of a tunnel. Another bridge carries
36 Kil. Bro. Beyond (47 Kil.) B&lsta
us to (28 Kil.) Kungsangen.
we cross the narrow Ekolsundsvik. 56 Kil. Ekolsund, 64 Kil. Grillby.
74 Kil. Enkoping (Stads-Hotel), a small town near Lake Ma
laren , on which a steamer plies to Stockholm.
Large marketgardens. 82 Kil. Lundby, 88 Kil. Orresta, 95 Kil. Tortuna.
101 Kil. Tillberga, junction of three lines : one to the N. goes
to Hedensberg, Ransta, Tama, and Sala (28 Kil.; p. 336) ; another to
the W. to Skultuna, Svana, Ramnas (28 Kil.; Stromsholms-Canal, see

Rbrstrandsvik, passing the

'

to Orebro.

STROMSHOLMS-CANAL
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below), Seglingsberg, Nordano, Engelsberg, Hogfors, Norberg (with
valuable iron-mines), Karrgrufvan (68 Kil.), and Krylbo (p. 336);
and

our

line

runs

to the

S. W. to Westeras and Orebro.

Ill Kil. Westeras (Central Hotel; Hotel Westeras; Hotel Klip
pan; Nya Hotel), a town of 8500 inhab. and seat of a bishop, origin

ally called Westra Aros ('W. mouth', while Upsala was called
Ostra Aros), lies on a bay of the Malar. It was once a very impor
No fewer than eleven diets of the kingdom were held
chief of which was the 'Westeras Recess', which abolished the
Roman Catholic religion in Sweden.
The*CATHEDRA.L, rebuilt by Jarl Birger on the site of a church
founded in the 11th cent., was consecrated in 1271, afterwards
much altered, and restored in 1850-60. It is a fine Gothic edifice,
100 yds. long, 28 yds. broad, and has a tower 309 ft. high.
Observe in the Interior an altar-piece of the beginning of the 16th
cent., the handsome candelabra, and the monuments of the administrator
Svante Sture (A. 1512). Marshal Magnus Brahe (d. 1844), and the unhappy
Eric XIV. (p. 334).
The marble sarcophagus of Eric was placed here by
tant

place.

here,

Gustavus III. instead of the old tombstone inscribed with a verse from
the Bible, and by his order the crown and sceptre were brought hither
from the tomb of John III. at Upsala.

The Episcopal Library of 12,000 vols, contains the valuable
books of the Elector of Mayence, carried off by Oxenstjerna in the
Thirty Years' War.
On a hill to the S.W. of the mouth of the brook Svarta, not
far from the station, rises the old Castle, once a robber's stronghold,
afterwards captured by Gustavus Vasa and strengthened, where
Eric XIV. was imprisoned from June, 1673, to the end of 1675.
After a fire in the 17th cent, it was rebuilt, and is now the seat of
the

provincial government.

In the Vasa Park, by the town-hall, rises a bust of Gustavus
Vasa by Qvarnstrom, in memory of the diet of 1527. The cucum
bers and other vegetables grown here are much esteemed.

daily in 6-7 hrs.
where the train crosses the
Strbmsholms- Canal, is the junction of a line to Rekarne and Eskilstuna, the first station on which is (8 Kil.) Stromsholm.
The StrBmsholms Canal, about 110 Kil. long, constructed in 1777-95
and improved in 1842-59, connects the mines of Westmanland and Dalarne
with the Malar and the Baltic. Steamboat from the Kbttorg and the Mdlartorg
at Stockholm through the canal to Smedjebacken daily. Passengers may
sleep on board the night before starting and the night after arrival. The
lake-voyage to Stromsholm (comp. pp. 314-316; 8 hrs.) is rather tedious,
but the canal is worth seeing, the finest part being between Stromsholm
and Ramnas (about 6'/2 hrs. ; thence to Smedjebacken 6V2hrs. more). At
Ramnas we may take the train if tired of the steamer (p. 326). Stromsholm
(Inn), with its chateau founded by Gustavus Vasa and rebuilt from a
design by Nic. Tessin in the 17th cent., and a famous stud, lies on a
northern bay of the W. end of the Malar. The canal begins here; first
The
lock. Two more locks at Westerqvarn, and a fourth at Prestforsen.
falls at Kolbdcksa, Sorqvarn, Skansen, and TrSngfors are avoided by means
of eight locks. This is the finest part of the canal, especially at Skansen
(Inn). Another lock at Alsdtra leads into the Ost-Surasjo (181 ft. above
Steamboat

on

Lake Malaren to Stockholm

121 Dingtuna. 130 Kil.

Kolback,
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the sea) ; we then pass through two more and through the Norrbystrbm to
Ramnas (Inn), where we may leave the steamer. Many forges and fac
tories are passed.
Two new locks ascend to the lakes Nedre and Ofre Nadden; we come
to another at Seglingsberg and another at Wirsbo, and next reach the large
lake of Amdnningen (250 ft.).
Then follow the lakes of Lilla Aspen and
Stora Aspen and three great iron locks at Westanfors, Uddnds, and Fagersta.
Lastly three locks at Sembla.
Near the lake of Wefungen is the boundary of the province of Dalarne
or Dalecarlia.
Contiguous to this lake is that of Sbdra Barken (329 ft.),
on which lies the finely situated SSderbdrke (with church and
parsonage).
Lastly the picturesque lake of Norra Barken (378 ft.), with Norrbdrke and
well
a
the
centre
of
Smedjebacken (Botel,
spoken of),
great mining district,
with steam-hammers, factories, etc.
Railway to Ludvika, see p. 332.
—

136 Kil. Munktorp.

ping's Hotel),

—

146 Kil. Eoping (Jernvags-Hotel; Kbof 3900 inhab., on the Kbpingsa, which

an old town
falls into the Malar in the vicinity, is the junction of a branchline running past several important iron-woTks to (34 Kil.) Uttersberg and (46 Kil.) Riddarhyttan. Steamboat from Roping to Stock
holm daily.

155 Kil. Walskog, junction of the
stuna line

Nykiiping, Flen,

and Eskil-

(p. 329).

163 Kil. Arboga (Hotellet

; Gastgifvaregard), once a famous
Arboga gata', says an old proverb), but
now with 4800 inhab. only, lies on the Arbogaa, from which the
Hjelmare Canal diverges (p. 329). The church, with its lofty spire,

trading

town

('gammal

som

contains a Descent from the Cross attributed to Rembrandt.
Steamer to Stockholm daily in June and July, at other seasons
thrice a week.
167 Kil. Jaders Bruk, 178 Kil. Fellingsbro, 187 Kil. Ullersater.
192 Kil. Frbvi, junction of an important mineral line to Ludvika.
From Frovi to Ludvika (98 Kil., in 5V2 hrs. ; fares 5 kr. 40, 3 kr.
70 6.). The line traverses one of the most important mining districts in
Sweden, rich in iron, copper, and lead. 10 Kil. Wedevag.
19 Kil. Linde (Botel), a mining town of 1500 inhab., prettily situated
between the two Lakes of Linde, was rebuilt after a fire in 1869.
The train follows the E. bank of the lake of Rossvalen to Gusselby,
Stora (from which a branch diverges to the silver and lead mine of Guldsmedshytlan) Wasselhyttan, Rallsa, and Bangbro (junction for B&nghammar,
55 Kil. Kopparberg (Hotel) lies in the midst of im
KblsjSn, and Kloten).
mense mines.
63 Kil. Stall dalen, where our line crosses the Kil and Falun
railway (p. 332), with which we then run nearly parallel to Ludvika. Sta
tions Stdllberg, Bork, Grangesberg, Bjornhyltan, Gonds.
98 Kil. Ludvika, see p. 332.
201 Ervalla. From (205 Kil.) Dylta-Bruk a branch-line goes
to Jerle and the picturesquely situated little mining town of Nora,
surrounded with iron-works and mines. (Thence to Karlskoga,
—

,

—

—

see

p.

283.)

217 Kil. Orebro (Orebro Hotel; Central Hotel; Jernvags-Hotel),
one of the most ancient towns in Sweden, capital of the 'Lan' of
that name, with 15,200 inhab,, lies in a flat region on the Svarta,
No fewer than fifteen diets of the
near Lake Hjelmare (76 ft.).
Estates were held, and the destinies of the country frequently de-

LAKE HJELMARE.
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cided, at Orebro. This was the birthplace of Engelbrekt Engelbrektsson, the famous Swedish patriot (comp. p. lvii). The Svarta
flows through the town from W. to E., and the handsome Drott
ning-Gata intersects it from N. to S. The town has a very modern
appearance, having been almost entirely rebuilt after a great fire
To its ancient period, however, belongs the venerable
in 1854.
Slott with its four round towers, situated on an island in the river,
and now occupied by government offices, and the Church, partly
restored. In the Stora Torg is the modern Stadshus, in the Gothic
style, in front of which rises a Statue of Engelbrekt by Qvarnstrom,
erected in 1865. Among other handsome buildings are the Theatre,
the Kungsstuga ('king's house'), one of the oldest and quaintest
timber buildings of Sweden, and the Allmdnna Laroverk (or
Karolinska Skolan), with its small museum. In front of the latter
Obelisk has been erected in memory of the Swedish reformers
Olaus and Laurentius Petri (p. lxii). Walks to Skeblick, on Lake
Hjelmare, and Adolfsberg, a small watering-place to the S., a
stopping-place of the slow trains.
Steamboat from Orebro four times a week through the Orebro Canal
(opened in 1888) to Lake Hjelmare (76 ft.; 75 Kil. long, 10-15 Kil. broad),
through the Ejelmare Canal (N.) to the Arbogaa (p. 328), down this river
to the Malar, which it reaches at Kungsor (see below), and then down
this lake to Stockholm.
Another steamer plies thrice weekly between
Orebro and Skogslorp , at the E. end of the lake. (Thence by rail to
Eskilstuna in ^ hr.) The scenery of Lake Hjelmare is tame. Its pike
and crayfish ('gaddor', 'kraftor') are much esteemed.
A monument on the
Engelbrektsholm, in the W. part of the lake, marks the spot where Engel
A 'little to the E. of
brekt was assassinated by Mans Bengtson in 1436.
the entrance to the canal is Stora Sundby, the chateau of Count Platen,
erected by Robinson in the English-Romanesque style.
A railway goes from Orebro to Mosas, Kumla, and (25 Kil.)
Hallsberg, on the Westra Stambana (p. 273 ; express in 40 min. ;
fares 2 kr. 15, 1 kr. 50 o. ; ordinary trains in 3/4-lV4 nr- i fares
1 kr. 35, 90 ii.).
an

—

53. From Kolback and Walskog to
and Oxelosund.

Flen, Nykoping,

7-9 hrs. ; from Kolback to Oxelosund 132 Kil. (fares 8 kr.
ci.) ; from Walskog to Oxelosund 138 Kil. (fares 8 kr. 40, 5 kr. 40 ii.).
Kolback, seep. 327. The train follows the course of the Stromsholms Canal to Stromsholm (p. 327), at its mouth, crosses the
Borgasund, skirts the shore of the mainland, and crosses the Qvicksund to the station of that name.
18 Kil. Rekarne, junction of
the railway coming from (24 Kil.) Walskog (p. 328), Kungsor (at the
mouth of the Arbogaa, see p. 328), and Oster-Tibble.
We give
the distances from Walskog.
29 Kil. Thorshdlla, on the Thorshallaa or Eskilstunaa, near its
influx into the Malar, was once the port of Eskilstuna , to which
however a direct waterway was afforded by the construction of
locks (1856-60) avoiding the falls of the stream.
Railway in

5, 5

kr. 35
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35 Kil. Eskilstuna
river-

baths),

a

(Central Hotel; Gastis; Nya Hotel; excellent
11,000 inhab., charmingly situated on

town with

the

its name to St. Eskil, an Englishman, Arch
and the apostle of Christianity in Sodermanland.
The tradition that he was stoned by the heathen populace at Streng
nas and buried here is unfounded. He
resigned his prelacy a few
years before his death, retired to theBernardine monastery of Clairvaux in
France, and died there in 1181. A Bernardino monastery,
founded here in the 12th cent., was converted into a royal chateau
by Gustavus Vasa in 1527 and burned down in 1680. In 1654 the
first metal -works were established here, and in 1659 municipal
privileges were conferred on the town. Since then it has become
an important manufacturing
place, chiefly for iron and steel wares.
The town consists of the Gamla Stad on the E. bank, and the Nya
Stad, the Fristad, and the Karl Gustafs Stad on the W. bank.

Eskilstunaa,
bishop of Lund,

owes

Among the great factories are the Karl Gustafsstads Gevarsfaktori, or gun-factory, on an island in the river, founded in 1814;
Munktell's Foundry and Engine Works, opposite ; and the Tunafors
Rolling and Polishing Works, to the S. of the town. Damascened
wares are a specialty of the famous steel-works in the Fristad. The
Technical School contains a collection of the products of the place.
Steamboat from Eskilstuna ten times weekly to Stockholm, by Thorshulla and Strengnas (p. 316).
To the N.E. of Eskilstuna is (12 Kil.) the
church of Jader, the burial-place of Axel Oxenstjerna (d. 1654). Adjacent
is the large estate of Fiholm, on Lake Malaren.
—

40 Kil. Skogstorp, 45 Kil. Hallsta, GlKil.Helleforsnas, 68 Kil.
Mellbsa.
65 Kil. Flen, junction of the Westra Stambana (p. 281; for

Stockholm).
76 Kil. Wadsbro, 96 Kil.
Stigtomta, 116 Kil. Larslund,

(p. 281),

with its

numerous

Bettna

,

103 Kil. Wrena

,

111 Kil.

all in the district of Sodermanland

lakes.

Nykoping (Stora Hotel; Radhuskallaren), with 5500
inhab., at the mouth of the Nykbpingsa, which drains several lakes
and here falls into the Stadsfjard, a bay of the Baltic, is the cap
ital of Sodermanlands-Lan, and is frequently mentioned in the early
125 Kil.

A waterfall of the river here drives the
The
Mekaniska Verkstad , a large engine factory.
Stockholm and Norrkoping steamers touch at Nykoping several

history of the country.

Nykbpings

—

-

times

weekly.
133 Kil. Stjernholm. 138 Kil. Oxelosund, with

where the canal
Stockholm touch

-

steamers between

(see p. 278).

a

good harbour,

Gotenburg, Jonkoping,

and
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54. From

Gotenburg

to Falun.

478 Kil. Railway ('Bergslagernas Jernvdgar'), express daily in 15 hrs.
(fares 31 kr. 10, 17 kr. 65 6.) ; ordinary trains take two days. This rail
way, which traverses the provinces of Dalsland, Wermland, Westmanland,
and Dalecarlia (Dalarne) and connects the rich mining district CBergslager') of Wermland with the great S.W. port of Sweden, offers few
attractions to the tourist.

From Gotenburg to Oxnered (82 Kil.), junction of the Wenersborg-Uddevalla line, see pp. 266-268. To the right are the Halle
The line runs N., by (97 Kil.)
berg and the Hunneberg (p. 269).
Frandefors, (106 Kil.) Bralanda, and (114 Kil.) Erikstad, to
—

—

123 Kil. Mellerud

Restaurant ; *H6tel Mellerud, close by);
junction of the Sunnanct- Fredrikshald line (p. 84).
From Sunnana (3 Kil. from Mellerud; train in 8 min.) the steamer
'Kinnekulle' (Restaurant on board) plies 4-5 times weekly across Lake
Wenern to Eellekis and to (3 hrs.) RabSk, on the Kinnekulle (p. 270; fares
4, 3'/4, 3 kr.).
131 Kil. Kbpmannabro, where we cross the Dalslands Canal
144 Kil. Anims(p. 82), which here issues from Lake Wenern.
kog; 155 Kil. Tosse ; 164 Kil. Amal, a little town of 2700 inhab. ;
view of the lake to the right.
Near (181 H.i\.)Seffle, the train crosses the canal of that name,
which connects the By-Elf, and through it the extensive Glafsfjord,
with Lake Wenern. The line then threads its way among the
numerous lakes of South Wermland. 189 Kil. Wermlandsbro ;200Ki\,
Segmon; 210 Kil. Grums; 221 Kil. Edsvalla.
232 Kil. Kil (p. 283), junction of the Nordwestra Stambana
(R. 45), and of a short branch-line to Frykstad.
248 Kil. Deje, with a saw-mill and a waterfall, on the Klar-Elf,
which we cross by a handsome bridge. A steamer plies thence to
Uddeholm (see below), via Munkfors and Ransater, the birthplace
of the poet Geijer.
254 Kil. Mblnbacka; 264 Kil. Molkom;
271 Kil. Lindfors; 279 Kil. Geijersdal.
293 Kil. Daglbsen, at the S. end of Lake Daglosen (415 ft.).
Branch-Line in 20 min. to (8 Kil.) Filipstad (Stads-Botel), also a station
on the branch-line from Christinehamn (p. 283), pleasantly situated at the
N. end of Lake Daglbsen. Finest view from the Baslaberg. Numerous ironmines. On the edge of the lake, behind the town, is the tomb of John
Ericsson (p. 311), with a monument.
Railway (72 Kil., in 5 hrs.) from
Filipstad to Uddeholm (see above) and Edebdck on the Klar-Elf, with exten
sive iron-works. The 'Uddeholms Actie-Bolag', which possesses numerous
iron-works and estates, is one of the greatest companies in Sweden.
A journey up the valley of the Klar-Elf brings us to the most solitary
district in Wermlaud and finally to the range of imposing mountains that
On the borders is the Finskog ('Finn
separate Sweden from Norway.
wood'), inhabited by the Finns transplanted hither by Charles IX., who

(Rail.

—

—

—

still retain their old manners and costumes.
Beyond the frontier the
scene becomes more and more desolate,
especially in the neighbourhood
"f Lake Edmund (p. 276), where the Klar-Elf, first known as the Fcimunds-Elf
and then as the Tryssil, takes its rise.
—

304 Kil. Herrhult, where our line crosses the branch-line from
315 Kil. Loka,
Christinehamn to Persberg and Filipstad (p. 283).
with a healing spring ; 326 Kil. Grythyttehed (junction for Kortfors,
—
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p. 283); 334 Kil. Hellefors; 341 Kil.
all with iron-workB. Numerous lakes.

Sikfors; 352

At (372 Kil. ) Stalldalen theBergslagernas line
Ludvika line (p. 328), and the two lines run

Kil.

crosses

parallel

Bredsjb,

the Frovifrom this

point to (384 Kil.) Hbrken, (392 Kil.) Grangesberg, with important
iron-mines , (399 Kil.) Klenshyttan, and Ludvika. Between the
lakes Norra Hbrken and Sodra Hbrken the construction of the rail
Near Grangesberg we cross the
way is interesting.
be
boundary

Westmanland and Dalarne.
408 Kil. Ludvika (*Jernvags-Hotel), on Lake Wessman
(500 ft.),
is connected by a branch-line
(18 Kil.) with Smedjebacken, on the
Stromsholms Canal (p. 328).
417 Kil. Grasberg; 426 Kil. Rumen, on the lake of that name
;
435 Kil. Skracka.
Abb Kil. Borlange (Jernvags-Hotel), junction of a branch -line
tween

to

Krylbo (p. 333).
At (456 Kil.) Domnarfvet (Inn) a lofty bridge carries the train
over the Dai-Elf, which here forms a waterfall.
The water-power
required by the Bessemer steel-works here, belonging to the Stora
Koppartergs Bergslag at Falun (p. 333), is brought from the
river by a tunnel 330 yds. long.
461 Kil. Ornas lies at the S.W.
end of Lake Runn (355 ft.), on which a steamboat plies.
Ornas and the banks of the Runnsjo are classic soil in Swedish history.
At Rankhyltan, at the S.E.. end of the lake, is the barn (kungslada) in
which Gustavus Vasa, when a fugitive, disguised as aDalkarl, once thrashed
At Ornas he was enabled by Barbro Stigsdotter to elude his pursuers,
corn.
—

to whom her husband Arendt Persson was about to betray him.
His bed
and other memorials are shown here in the Kungskammare, from the
window of which Barbro let him down by a long towel.

478 Kil. Falun

(Stads-Hotel, in the market-place ; Nya Hotel ;
Hotel), the capital of Dalecarlia (Swed. Dalarne, 'the valleys'),
with 8300 inhab., famed for its copper-mines, lies between lakes
Warpan and Tisken, on both banks of a small stream, and not far
from the Runnsjo. The town has grown out of a group of separate
villages, the names of which still survive. On the E. bank of the
stream are Ostanfors, Lillarfvet
Ofvra and Yttra Asen, Slaggen,
and Holmen; on the W. bank Presttagten, Gamla Herrgarden, and
Elsborg. The principal buildings are the Kristina-Kyrka in the
Stor-Torg, the Kopparbergs- Kyrka, with its green copper roof, the
Radhus, the Gymnasium, and the Magasinhus, which contains a
Falu

,

collection of minerals. The Villa at Lillarfvet and Manhem to the
E. of the town are popular resorts.
Towards the S.W. the whole country looks burned up by the
Rostrbk, or smoke from the Rosthbgar ('roasting hills') round the

This smoke blackens wood and tarnishes inetalB exposed
but it is believed to ward off epidemics. The fumes
of the copper-vitriol in the mine itself are still more preservative.
In 1719 the body of a young man named Mats Israelsson, who had
perished in the mines 49 years before, was recovered in so good
mines.

to its

influence,
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preservation,

that it
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woman

to whom he had been betrothed.
The Falu Grcpva or Stora Kopparberget (corrupted to Karbergel),
called 'Sveriges skattkammare' (treasury of Sweden, by Gustavus Adolphus)
has been known to history since 1374.
The yield was formerly much
larger than now (about 4000 tons annually in the 17th cent., but less than
300 tons in 1891). Of late years the yield of auriferous and argentiferous
quartz has considerably increased; in 1891 3760 oz. of gold and 10,670 oz.
of silver were produced. The proprietors are called Fjerdepartsegdre, of
whom in the year 1616 there were as many as 1200. Each Fjerdepart is worth
about 4000 crowns. The company is called the Stora Kopparbergs Bergslag.
Visitors (adm. 9-1 and 4-6; notice sent from Falun by telephone) are
provided with miners' attire (ofverkldder) at the mining-office (grufkontor),
and with a miner (stigare) as a guide (fee 1-3 kr. ; additional fee for
gun-shots to awaken the echoes). The descent and ascent are made by
means of a lift.
The ground is very wet at places, and the lighting very
inadequate. The expedition can hardly be called attractive, but visitors
to Falun will hardly like to omit it. A visit should also he paid to the
Kopparhytta, where the ore is smelted.
and to Gefle
Railway to Rattvik on Lake Siljan (p.

334)

p.

(see

335).
Excursion to Lake

Siljan.

The excursion to Lake Siljan may be made, as described below, by
railway via, Borlange to Insjon, and thence by steamboat via, Leksand to
Or we may take the railway
Mora, returning by railway (pp. 336, 335).
to (2'/2 hrs.) Rattvik (p. 334), which we reach about 5 min. before the
departure of the steamer, and proceed thence by the latter to (1 hr.) Mora
(95 ii. ; or, if necessary, by railway from Rattvik to Mora Noret, 1^2 hr.).
In the afternoon we go by steamer to (2'/2 hrs.) Leksand (1 kr. 95 6.),
where we pass the night. Next day we take the steamer to (3/<hr.) Insjon
(50 o.), going on thence by railway.
Through-tickets to all places on Lake
Siljan, valid for a fortnight, are issued at the Central Station at Stockholm.
—

—

Thence by the 'Siljan Railway' to
Borlange, see p. 332.
(37 Kil., in iy2 hr. ; fares 2 kr. 45, 1 kr. 70 6.) Insjon, passing
Tjerna, Lennheden, where we cross the Dai-Elf, Dufnas (with the
large and finely situated iron-works of Domnarfvet), the steep rock
of Djurmoklack, Djurcts, where the Wester and Oster Dai-Elf join,
and Gagnef.
At Insjon, on the little lake of that name, through which flows
the Oster Dai-Elf, we take one of the Lake Siljan steamers to Mora
—

; fare 2 kr. 70 or 1 kr. 25 o. ; back the same day for single
fare ; back within a fortnight, 4 kr., 1 kr. 90 o.). We first steer up
the Oster Dai-Elf to (i/2hr.) Leksand (*Inn), on the Ostervik, the
S. bay of Lake Siljan. On Sunday mornings we have a good opportun

(5'/2 hrs.

ity here of seeing the peculiar
church by land and water from

N.,

commands

an

costumes of the

all

extensive view ;

natives,

who flock to

quarters. The Karingberg, to the
2 M. to the E. rises the Tibbleberg.

*Lake Siljan (540 ft.), 'Dalarne's Oga' (the eye of Dalecarlia),
enclosed by gently sloping and partially wooded banks, owes much
of its interest to the inhabitants of its banks, who have preserved
many of their primitive characteristics. They are generally poor,
owing to the great subdivision of the land, but they support them
selves by making watches, bells, furniture, grindstones, and other

334
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objects in their own houses (husslbjd). Many of the young men
(Dalkarlar) and young women (Dalkullor) seek employment in other
parts of the country, and return with their earnings to settle in
their native province.
The steamboat reaches Lake Siljan in about 3/4hr. from Leksand.
To the left is the Bjbrkberg, rising from the middle of the
pen
insula of Siljansnas. To the right opens the bay of Rattviken, at
the head of which lies Rattvik ( Hotel Karlsvik), with an old church,
prettily situated, and a railway-station (p. 335).
On some voyages the steamer now steers direct to the N. end
of the lake. The lake narrows at the large island of
(l3/j-2 hrs.
from Rattvik or Leksand) Sollerbn, to the W. of which rises the

Gesundaberg (1125 ft.).
Mora (tolerable Inn,
village and church at the

where a carriage may be obtained), a
N.W. end of Lake Siljan, 64 Kil. from
Leksand and 43 Kil. from Rattvik, is the terminus of the railway
To the N. the Ostra-Dal-Elf joins the broad
mentioned at p. 335.
water-course from the Orsa-Sjo; on its W. bank lies Mora-Noret
—

Many reminiscences of Gustavus Vasa are connected
(p. 335).
with this district. Near Mora is the Klockgropsbacke, from which
Gustavus once addressed the people. At Utmeland, l/% hr. to the S.,
a small
building occupies the site of the cellar in which the wife of
Tomt Mats Larsson concealed Gustavus from his Danish pursuers,
having covered the entrance with a beer-vat. The room in the interior
—

pictures by Hbckert, E. Bergh, and CharlesXV.
The Christineberg, 1/i hr. from Mora, is a fine point of view.
On the days when the steamer does not call at Rattvik, it steers
to the N. from Mora across the adjacent Orsa-Sjo to Orsa (Inn),
the terminus of the railway from Falun and Gefle (p. 335). To
is adorned with three
—

the N. of Orsa is the Bdcka

Porfyrverk.

55. From
114 Kil. Railway in

Upsala

to Gefle.

hrs. (fares 6 kr. 85, 4 kr. 60 6.).
The train at first follows the course of the

31/*

p. 319.
Gamla Upsala, with the Kungshogar to the left
(p. 322) ; 12 Kil. Stor- Vreta. Beyond (20 Kil.) Wattholma is the cha
teau of Salsta, erected by Tessin. 26 Kil. Skyttorp, 38 Kil. Wendel.
43 Kil. Orbyhus. The chateau, now the property of Count de
la Gardie and Baron Klingspor, belonged for nearly two centuries
to the Vasa family and was fortified by Gustavus. It was here that

Upsala, see
Fyrisa. 4 Kil.

his half-insane son Eric XIV. was poisoned by order of his brother
John III. on 25th Feb., 1577.
From Orbyhus to Dannemora, 9 Kil., branch-line in 20 min. (fare
55 or 40 6.). The Mines of Dannemora, which yield the best iron in
Sweden, occupy an area of 2M. in length by 60-380 yds. in width. They
lie 26-33 ft. below the level of the GrufsjS, against the encroachment of
The Ungkarlswhich they are protected by a massive wall of granite.
Osterby,
grufvan and Jungfrugrufvan shafts are over 500 ft. in depth.
—

GEFLE.

l3/4 M. to the E., the property of Baron Tamm, with a
park, a steam-hammer and other works, and a church,
town of itself.
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fine mansion,
is

quite

a

a

little

The mines of Leufsla or Ltlfsta are about 20 M. to the N.
From Dannemora the train runs on to (39 Kil.) Eargshamn, on the
Baltic, in 2'/2 hrs. more (fares 2 kr. 95, 1 kr. 95 o.).
—

48 Kil. Tobo

;

61 Kil. Tierp

on

,

Numerous iron-works. 69 Kil.
great iron-works of Sbderfors on the
of the river. 81 Kil. Marma.
trict.

Tierpsct, in a fertile dis
Orrskog; branch-line to the

the

Dai-Elf,

driven by the falls

88 Kil. Elfkarleb. We cross the Dai-Elf here by a bridge of six
arches and a long viaduct. Visitors to the waterfall of Elfkarleby,
2^2 M. lower down the river, alight here. The fall, 49 ft. high
and 250 ft. broad, is of great volume. Best view from the stone
bridge below the fall (inn). From this point drive to
98 Kil. Skutskdr, the next railway-station, a Baltic port with
1400 inhab. and huge saw-mills. (Steamboats to Gefle, etc.)
99 Kil. Hamas, on the Baltic, with a fine harbour.
114 Kil. Gene (pron. yavela ; Jernvags-Hotel; Skandia ; Central
Hotel ; Stadshus), a thriving commercial and manufacturing place,
with 25,000 inhab., is the chief outlet for the timber and metal
yielded by Gestrikland, Helsingland, and Dalarne. The town has
been almost entirely rebuilt since the great fire of 1869, which
destroyed the quarter on the N. bank of the Geflea. Pretty Public
Park. Large Shipbuilding Yards. Pleasant trip by steam-launch to
the fishing-village of Bbnan, to the N.E.
From Gefle to Ockelbo (p. 337), 38 Kil., railway in l'/g hr., through
wood. No important stations.
—

—

Falun and Obsa, 194 Kil. ; railway to Falun
4 kr. 60, 2 kr. 75 6.) ; thence to Orsa in Al/% hrs.
(fares 5 kr. 40, 3 kr. 60 6.). The country is uninteresting. Stations
Walbo ; Margretehill ; Sandviken, on the Storsjo, with large Bessemer
steel-works ; Kungsgarden.
38 Kil. Storvik, where we cross the Ostersund railway (p. 337).
55 Kil. Robertsholm ; 59 Kil. Kallviken. The train now enters Dale
carlia or Dalarne. At Ryggen it reaches its highest point (705 ft.
above the sea).
Near (87 Kil.) Korsnds (370 ft.), with large iron
From Gefle

in

to

3!/2 hrs. (fares

works and

saw-mills,

92 Kil. Falun,

we

obtain

a

pleasant

view of the

Runn-Sjb.

p. 332.
ascends the

see

The train now
course of the rivulet of Falun to
Falun Norra and (101 Kil.) Bergsgctrden, on the W. bank of the
little lake of Warpm. 105 Kil. Grycksbo 118 Kil. Sagmyra; 126 Kil.
■

Slattberg ; 135 Kil. Vestgctrde.

We

soon

obtain

a

view of Lake

Siljan

to the left.

142 Kil. Rattvik (p. 334).
149 Kil. Vikarbyn; 164 Kil. Garsas.
180 Kil. Mora-Noret, opposite Mora (p. 334), is situated on the W.
—

bank of the stream, about 13/4M. long, which unites the
with the Orsa-Sjo and is joined by the (htra-Dal-Elf.

Siljan-Sjo

—

Orsa,

see

p. 334.

194 Kil.
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Fbom Mora

(fares
little
for a

SALA.

Christinehamn, 221 Kil., railway in 93/4 hrs.
The intermediate stations are of
kr.).
importance: Vika, Vimo, Gafvunda, Brintbodarne (junction
branch -line to Malung), Van.
71 Kil. Vansbro, on the
to

14 kr. 10 6., 10

—

—

Westra Dai-Elf, which the Tailway follows as far as Trekarn.
Vakem, Sagen, Neva, Oforsen, Wermlands Ramen, Lesjbfors, Lang163 Kil. Persberg, on the Yngen-Sjb,
bansande, Lctngbanshyttan.
has iron-mines.
168 Kil. Nyhyttan is the junction for a short

—

—

—

branch-line to Filipstad and Finshyttan (5 and 7 Kil. ; p. 331).
174 Kil. GammaVcroppa.
At (178 Kil.) Herrhult we cross the
Kil and Falun railway (p. 331). Nykroppa, Storfors, all with ironmines.
Nassundet, on the Ullvettern-Sjb ; Sjbandan. 221 Krl.

—

—

Christinehamn,

see

p. 283.

56. From Stockholm via

Upsala
Trondhjem.

to Oster sund and

854 Kil.

To Storlien Swedish Nord-Stambana , thence to Trondhjem
Railway in 28-56 hrs. (fares 47 kr. 65, 31 kr. 30 6. ;
from Upsala, 43 kr. 55, 29 kr. 65 6.). The express trains run only in sum
mer (sleeping-berth, 3 kr., should be engaged in advance).
Passengers by
the slow trains sleep at Bollnas and at Ostersund.
This is the shortest
route between Stockholm and Trondhjem. It is fatiguing, hut the scenery
is grand at places. Time permitting, we take steamer to Hernoiand and
Sollefted (p. 339), and railway thence to Brdcke (p. 337).

Norwegian Railway.

—

79 Kil.
From Stockholm to (66 Kil.) Upsala, see p. 317.
Wange; 86 Kil. Aland; 100 Kil. Wittinge ; 107 Kil. Morgongafva;
113 Kil. Heby.
128 Kil. Sala (Stads-Hotel ; Hotel Sala), junction for Tillberga
(p. 326), is a town of 5200 inhab., famous for its Silfvergrufva, the
greatest silver-mine in Sweden. The yield, which some years ago
fell off, is now about 450-650 lbs. per annum. Lead-ore and litharge
are now the minerals chiefly worked. At the Sala Hytta on the Sala
Damm, to the N. of the town, the interesting processes of refining
138 Kil. Broddbo, 150 Kil. Rosshyttan.
the silver may be seen.
161 Kil. Krylbo (Jernvags-Restauranf), where we reach the DalElf, the historic frontier river of Dalarne, is the junction for Till
berga via, Ramnas (p. 326) and for a branch-line to Borlange.
—

—

About 6 Engl. M. to the W. of Krylbo is Brunnbdck, where the Dalecarlians routed the Danes ('Jutar') in 1521.
'Brunbacks elf ar val djup, ocks£ bred,
Der sankte vi sa manga Jutar ned.
Si, kordes Danskar ur Sverige.1
(Old Ballad.)
From Krylbo to Borlange, 64 Kil., railway in 2>/2-4 hrs. (fares 3 kr. 85,
2 kr. 60 6.).
4 Kil. Avesta on the Dai-Elf, with large iron-works ; 23 Kil.
Hedemora, a small town with 1500 inhab. ; 30 Kil. Vikmanshyttan ; 37 Kil.
Kullsveden, whence a branch-line diverges to Bispberg, with iron-mines.
39 Kil. Sater (Stads-Botel), founded by Gustavus Adolphus, with 580
inhab. ; near it is the pretty Satersdal and the Bispbergs Klack, with a
64 Kil. Borlange,
fine view. 50 Kil. Gustafs Tuna; 57 Kil. Stora Tuna.
and thence to Falun, see p. 332.
—

—

BOLLNAS.
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Beyond Krylbo we cross the Dai-Elf by a bridge 740 ft. long and
165 Kil. Jularbo, 171 Kil. Fors,
a rich mining district.
179 Kil. Morshyttan, 185 Kil. Horndal, 190 Kil. Byvalla, 202 Kil.
Hastbo, 209 Kil. Torsaker.
219 Kil. Storvik (*Rail. Restaurant; Jernvags-Hotel; Fru Skog's
Inn), junction of the Gefle and Falun railway (p. 335).
The train now traverses the district of Gestrikland, in parts
traverse

well wooded and fertile. Numerous small iron-works. 226 Kil.
Ashammar, 235 Kil. Jarbo. 257 Kil. Ockelbo, with extensive iron
works, connected by rail with the mines of Vindkam. (From Ockelbo

Gefle, see p. 335.) We cross the Norrct. 274 Kil. Lingbo, the
first station in the province of Helsingland ; 284 Kil. Holmsveden.
to

300 Kil. Kilafors, whence

a branch-line runs to Sbderhamn
Our line ascends the valley of the Ljusand arable land.
The river forms a chain
of small lakes. We cross the Woxna-Elf, a feeder of the Ljusne.
317 Kil. Bollnas (* Jernvags-Hotel, at the station; Nya Hotel),
332 Kil. Arbra ; 337 Kil. Wallsta, on the
with 600 inhabitants.
Orsjb (405 ft.) ; 353 Kil. Karsjb, on the Tefsjb (405 ft.). In summer
small steamers ply on the Orsjo and the Tefsjo.

and

Stugsund.
ne-Elf, through woods

(p. 340)

—

—

The scenery

now assumes more

of

a

northern character. Beyond

380 Kil.
(365 Kil.) Jerfsjb the line crosses the Ljusne-Elf.
Ljusdal (Jernvags-Hotel), junction of a branch-line to Hudiksvall
(p. 340). About 1 M. to the E. of Ljusdal is Delsbo, on Lake Dellen, on which a steamer plies in summer to Nasviken (thence to
Hudiksvall, see p. 340).
We now skirt the Wexnesjb (440 ft.) and the Letsjb (490 ft.) to
(387 Kil.) Tallasen and (408 Kil.) Hennan, at the S. end of a lake
of that name (795 ft). 428 Kil. Ramsjb, 446 Kil.
Mellansjb, on
—

lakes of these

names.

vall, the first station

Scenery wild

and wooded.

in the district of

—

Medelpad,

464 Kil. Osta-

on

Lake Aldern

expansion of the Ljunga. Country wooded and hilly.
473 Kil. Alby.
At (484 Kil.) Ange (*Jernvags Hotel <y Restaurant) all passengers
stop for the night in winter, but in summer only those for Sundsvall

(795 ft.),

an

and North Sweden (p. 339). A branch-line runs hence to the E. to
(38 Kil.) Torpshammar (with large iron works) and Sundsvall
The main line runs to the N. W. and ascends the plateau
(p. 340).
-

—

of the

of Jemtland.
at the S. end of the Refsundsjb (945 ft.), past
which the train is carried by embankments and cuttings.
526 Kil. Stafre; 539 Kil. Gallb. The name of (553 Kil.) Pilgrimstad, at the N. end of the Refsundsjo, recalls the mediaeval

province

bib Kil. Bracke,

pilgrimages to the
571 Kil. Brunflo.

tomb of St.

Olaf at Trondhjem

(p. 204).

—

The line next reaches the large *Storsjo (960 ft. above the
amidst beautiful scenery, in which the dark woods contrast
Baedeker's Norway and Sweden. 6th Edit.
22

sea),
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finely with the yellow corn-fields.

In the foreground lies the island
of Froso ; and in the distance the dark
Oviksfjell and Areskutan
(see below). In summer several steamers
on the

ply
lake, touching
Berg, Ostersund, Trangsviken (see below), Ytteran (see below),
Froson, and other places.
586 Kil. Ostersund (*Qrand H6tel, landlord
speaks English,
French, and German; Stads-Hotel, with restaurant; Nya Hotel), the
at

of the province of Jemtland and the seat of the 'Landhofwith 5500 inhab., was founded in 1786 and has
grown rap
idly since the opening of the railway. It is pleasantly situated on
the E. bank of the Storsjo, opposite the lofty island of
Frbso, with
which it is connected by a bridge, 1420 ft.
long, and has broad
streets and gay timber-built houses. On Froso, near the
bridge,
stands a Runic stone to the memory of Ostmadur, the son of Gudfast, the builder of the first bridge. The church on this island,
with walls 10 ft. thick, is one of the oldest in N. Sweden. The
churchyard and the new belvedere of the Swedish Tourists' Union
command beautiful *Views of the lake, with the snow-clad moun
tains to the W.
A stay of 3-4 hrs. at ustersund suffices.
The line skirts the N. bank of the Storsjo and crosses the Semsa.
597 Kil. Tang.
At (607 Kil.) Krokom the line crosses the IndalsElf. Dreary wooded and marshy region. Skirting the S. bank of
the Naldsjb ( 995 ft.) for a short distance, we next reach
618 Kil. Nalden. The train follows the course of the Fax-Elfe,
which connects the Naldsjo with the Alsensjb (970 ft.). It crosses
the Yttera beyond (624 Kil.) Ytteran, the little Qvama beyond
(633 Kil.) Trangsviken, and the Semlaa at Selander, near its influx
into the Ockesjb, beyond (644 Kil.) Mattmar. All these rivers and
lakes form with the Storsjo an extensive inland water-system, upon
which steamboats ply, affording pleasant trips. 655 Kil. Mbrsill has
a sanatorium.
665 Kil. Hjerpen, with huge timber-yards, where the Hjerpstrbm enters Lake Lithen (1045 ft.).
The train crosses theHjerpstrom, follows the bank of the Undersakersa to (678 Kil.) Undersaker, and skirts the sombre Aresjo (1230 ft.) to (692 Kil.) Are
(*Rail. Restaurant), at the S. base of Areskutan (4830 ft.; 'hump of
Are'). This height may be ascended hence in about 4 hrs., by
a path provided with guide-posts ; splendid view of the surround
ing hills and numerous lakes.
We now enter a dreary mountain-solitude, rarely enlivened
by human habitations. At some distance from the line are a few
Lapp settlements. The climate resembles that of N. Siberia. Huge
snow-ploughs standing in sidings, and long roofs to protect the line
from avalanches, indicate the difficulties of the route in winter.
700 Kil. Dufed is the best starting-point for the Tannfors.
The excursion takes about 5 hrs., there and back, if 'skjuts' has been
ordered beforehand by telegram to the station-master. We drive in ll/t hr.
to Bodsjbedt on the Tdnn-SjS, cross the lake by boat with two rowers in

capital

ding',

—

—

—

—

SOLLEFTEA.
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1/2 hr. (1 pers. 1, 2-3 pers. l'/2 kr.), and walk (no path) to the (V« hr.) 'Tannfors, 'Sweden's finest waterfall'. The fall, divided into two arms by the
'Bears' Rock', is about 100 ft. high and 40 ft. broad.
724 Kil. Ann (1750 ft.), on the lake of that name (1725 ft.);
735 Kil. Enafors (1815 ft.), on the Ena-Elf. Country mostly wooded
748 Kil.
and marshy, with lofty mountains in the background.
Storlien (1940ft.; *Rail. Restaurant, halt for dinner; Sanatorium),
—

Sweden, is a cold and desolate spot, with scarcely
vegetation. Carriages changed. The Norwegian line to

the last station in
a

trace of

(854 Kil.) Tro»idftjem(106Kil.

from

Storlien) is

described at p. 208.

56. The Swedish Norrland.
The vast Swedish 'Norrland', though visited of late years by many
Swedish travellers and a few from other countries, is somewhat out of
the track of the ordinary tourist. Full information as to the routes, etc.,
in this district may be obtained from the Swedish Tourist Club in Stock
holm (p. 287), which will on request forward its own little 'Guide'. The
best point from which to view the midnight sun is Gelliwara Dundret
(p. 341), reached from Lulea in 8 hrs. ; but this interesting spectacle is also
seen from many other points.

Railway

a.

from Bracke to Lulea, via Wannas.

665 Kil. in 3 hrs. (fares 31 kr. 80, 21 kr. 20 ci.).

Ange

The night is spent at

(p. 337).

Bracke,

1894,

see

The railway, finally
p. 337.
extensive pine-forests and
—

through

runs

opened

in

Aug.,

crosses numerous

descending impetuously towards the sea and affording
80 Kil. Ragunda lies on the navigable
fishing.
Indals-Elf, which the railway crosses by means of a bridge, 700 ft.

large

rivers

fine salmon
in

length.

-

—

We skirt the left bank to

(93 Kil.) Bispgarden,

whence

by steamboat to Sundsvall (see below), the voyage
being thrice interrupted by waterfalls, which must be passed on foot.
we

may descend

From Ragunda or Bispgarden a visit (taking several hours) may be
to the Ragunda Bottnar, the bed of a lake, 16 M. long, drained by
The waterfall Dbda Fallet marks the
the bursting of its banks in 1797.
former bed of the Ragnnda-Elf, which has since then altered its course.

paid

131 Kil. Langsele

(10 Kil.)

(Inn)

the prosperous town

is the

junction

for

a

branch-line to

of<S,oi^e/«ea(Appelberg's Hotel, good),

the Angerman-Elf (steamboats), claiming to be the most beau
tiful river in Sweden. From Solleftea. a railway (102 Kil., in 5 hrs. ;
6 kr. 15, 4 kr. 10 0.) runs to Hernbsand (p. 340), traversing a
picturesque region, with numerous saw-mills.
The main line crosses a bridge, 800 ft. long, over the imposing
on

From (222 Kil.) Mellansel (Inn) a
Angerman-Elf at Forsmo.
The Gide-Elf is
branch-line diverges to (29 Kil.) Ornskbldsvik.
crossed at (247 Kil.) Bjbrna, and the Ore-Elf at (303 Kil.) Nyaker.
—

—

342 Kil. Wannas (Jernvags-Hotel; C. Sohlman's Hotel) is
situated on the Ume-Elf, 26 Kil. to the W. of Umea (p. 340).
About 51/2 M. from Wannas is the large Fallforsen waterfall.
At' (377 Kil.) Windeln we cross the Windel-Elf.
Between
—

22*
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(453 Kil.) Bastutrack and (487 Kil.) Jbrn the Skellefte Elf is
crossed ; at (518 Kil.) Myrhedan the Byske-Elf; at (583 Kil.) Alfsbyen the Pite-Elf; and at (621 Kil.) Hednoret the Lule-Elf.
629 Kil. Boden (*Gastgifvarega,rd) is the junction for the Lulea,
and Gelliwara railway (p. 341), which our train follows to Lulea.
This line, built by a British company, has recently been purchased
665 Kil. Lulea, see p. 341.
by the Swedish government.
-

—

b.

By

Steamboat to

Haparanda.

steamer leaves Stockholm (Skeppsbro) almost daily ,
(40-52 hrs. ; 35 kr., 29 kr. 50 6.) and Baparanda (about 60 hrs. ;
Return-tickets 10 per cent less.
A

for

Lulea

40, 33 kr.).

—

The first important place to the N. of Gefle is (70 Kil.)
Soderhamn (Sbderhamn's Hotel ; Hdtel Frank), a seaport with
10,400 inhab. and considerable exports of iron and timber, prettily
situated at the N. end of the Sbderfjard, and almost entirely rebuilt
The fore-port, Stugsundet, is
since- the fires of 1860 and 1876.
about 2y2 M. from the town.
Railway to Kilafors, see p. 337.
Hudiksvall (Stads-Hotel; Hotel Helsingland), the next steam
boat-station, about 60 Kil. to the N. of Soderhamn, a town with iron
works, saw-mills, and 4800 inhab., is connected by a short branchline with Forssa, whence a steamboat plies to several stations on
the Norra and Sodra Dellen lakes (Delsbo, p. 337). From Hudiks
vall a branch-railway runs to Nasviken (p. 337).
Sundsvall (*Hdtel Knaust; Stadshus; Hdtel Daleen) , hand
somely rebuilt in stone after the destructive fire of 1891, is one
of the chief trading towns in the Norrland, with 12,400 inhab. and
large saw-mills on the picturesque Alnbsund and the island of Alnb.
From Sundsvall to Torpshammar (Ange, Ostersund), 57 Kil., railway
From (12 Kil.) Wattjom a short branch
in 3 hrs. (fares 3 kr., 2 kr.).
diverges to the iron -works and saw-mills of Matfors, on the Ljunga-Elf.
and
Wiskan.
57 Kil. Torpshammar, see p. 337.
Then NedansjS, Karfsta,
Hernosand (Hotel Norrland ; Hdtel Bafvern), capital of the Lan
of Westernorrland, a seaport with saw-mills, etc., and 5800 inhab. ,
lies to the S. of the broad estuary of the Angerman Elf (wellequipped steamers). It is the seat of a bishop and of the 'lands—

—

-

hofding'. Railway
The

to

Solleftea,

see

p. 339.

Ornskbldsvik, a small sea
of the Lungb-Fyr ; then the Skags-Fyr and Nordand reaches (175 Kil. from Hernosand)

Haparanda

steamer next passes

to the N.

port
maling,

—

the capital of Westermouth of the Ume-Elf.
bottens
Vessels of heavy tonnage cannot ascend the estuary beyond HolmTo the N. of Umea
sund. The steamers go as far as Djupvik.
the steamboat passes the lighthouses of Holmo, Gadd, and Fjader-

(Hotel Forsberg; Stadskallare)
Lan, with 3000 inhab., at the

TJmea

,

—

Ratan, a busy little port, and Skelleftea
with 1000 inhab. and a handsome domed church. Then,
(175 Kil. from Umea)
Pitea (Inn), with 2600 inhab., and, 70 Kil. farther on,
agg, and next touches at

(Kallare),

—

—

Norrland.
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Lulea (^Stads-Botel, with cafe), with 3500 inhab., the capital of
Norrbotten Lan, and seat of the 'landshofding'.
From Lulea to Gelliwara, 205 Kil., railway (one train daily) in 8 hrs.
The chief intermediate stations are
(fares 10 kr. 70, 7 kr. 15 6.).
(36 Kil.) Boden (p. 340) and (114 Kil.) Murjek, 18-20 Kil. to the S.W. of
Gelliwara (*Grand Hdtel) is noted
which is Storbacken (see below).
for its productive iron-mines (Malmberget), which are worked by a com
pany whose headquarters are at Lulea. The hill of Gelliwara Dundret
(2425 ft. above sea-level ; 1255 ft. above the lake at its foot), ascended in
2 hrs., affords a view of the midnight sun from June 5th to July 10th,
as well as an otherwise fine panorama (refuge-hut on the top).
From Lulea to Qvickjock, about 310 Kil., a journey of 4 days, costing
about 130 kr. there and back (for rowing-boats : each rower 10-12 6. per
1st Day. By rail to Boden (see above),
kilometre; ask for tariff at Lulea).
thence drive in iy« hr. to Beden, and take the steamer to Nedre Edefors
2nd Day. Walk to Ovre Edefors, viewing the impressive
(good hotel).
rapids of the Lule-Elf on the way ; then by rowing-boat (steamboat-service
in
1894) in 3-4 hrs. to Storbacken (good quarters); and drive in
suspended
7-8 hrs. via, Koskats (good quarters) to (53 Kil.) Jockmock (good inn), with
3rd Day.
its church and parsonage, near a superb fall of the Lule.
Walk or drive by the new road to Slaskam on the Parki-Jaur ; row across
the latter, and after a short stage on foot, row across the Skalka-Jaur
4th Day. Row to
(988 ft.) to the island of Bjorkholm (good station).
Tjamotis, and up the TjSmotis-Jaur to (6 hrs.) Njavvi (good station); walk
in V2hr. to the end of the Saggat-Jaur; row in 5 hrs. to
Qvickjock (* Gastgifvaregard), or Kvikkjokk, a picturesque spot 995 ft.
above the sea, in about 67° N. latitude, whence the midnight sun is vis
The village, which owes
ible as long as from Bod# (see table, p. 214).
its foundation in the 17th cent, to a silver-mine once worked here, con
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

sists of half-a-dozen red timber-built houses and a church, and commands
a fine view to the W. of the Lapland hills surrounding the Tara valley.
The summit of the Snjarak (2425 ft. ; easily ascended in 2 hrs.) commands
an extensive view, and is an excellent point for seeing the midnight sun.
The journey hence to Bod# requires 3-4 days on foot, fatiguing and
involving the fording of various brooks and livers. The use of 'bandskor'
on the feet is recommended.
A guide (the brothers Holmbom of Njunjes,
30 kr.) and provisions are necessary.
1st Day. Rowing-boat on the
Tara, and then walk through wood to Njunjes (clean quarters) in about
6 hrs. ; then walk to the Tarasb and cross it by rowing-boat to the Tara
But (very primitive), in about 5 hrs.
2nd Day. Walk through the
Lappland Alps and over the fjeld to the (10 hrs.) Varveke But (still more
3rd
to
the
Piski-Jaur
and through the Leurodal
Walk
primitive).
Day.
to the Lommi-Jaur and Furulund (p. 252), in about 10 hrs.
From Jockmock to the Falls of Njommelsaska.
This excursion
takes nearly three days (guide, about 10 kr., and food necessary).
1st Day.
Walk or drive to the Vaiki-Jaur in 1 hr.; cross by boat in 20 min. ; walk
in 4-4'/2 hrs. to Ligga (poor hut with no beds, but good milk and coffee),
crossing a small lake on the way. (A boy should be sent on the previous
day, either from Jockmoek or from Vaikijaur, to see that the boat is
on the S. side of the lake.
Otherwise the traveller will have to walk
round its marshy bank to the opposite side, a wearisome digression of
about 2 hrs.)
2nd Day. From Ligga a walk of 4-5 hrs., through forest, to
the *Njommelsaska Falls (950 ft.), formed by the Stora Lule as it issues
from the Stora Lule-Jaur.
The height of the actual fall is not more
than 40 ft., but the stupendous cataracts above and below it descend
about 250 ft. in all, and, with the wild and trackless forest on every
side, present a most impressive scene. We return the same evening to
Ligga, and thence on the third day to Jockmock.
—

—

—

—

—

—

The next steamboat-station is Neder-Kalix ("" Gastgifvaregard),
at the mouth of the great Kalix-Elf, which a little
higher up forms several grand cataracts, navigable for good boats

finely situated

342 Route 57.

HAPARANDA.

with skilful boatmen. The best starting-point for this sensational
trip ('Forsf ard') is the sea-bathing place Nordanskar (*Inn), reached
by steamer from Neder-Kalix in 3/4 hr.
Haparanda (Hotel), the northernmost town in Sweden, on the
right bank of the Tome-Elf, 1200 Kil. (745 Engl. M.) from Stock
holm, a thriving place, with 1200 inhab., a church, good schools,
etc. The sea-going steamers stop at the roads of Salmis, 8 Kil. be
low Haparanda, whence travellers drive to the town by 'stolkarra'
The Torne-Elf forms the boundary between Sweden
(fare 2 kr.).
and the Russian grand-duchy of Finland, in which the first town
is the neighbouring Tornea.
From Haparanda to the Avasaxa. 78 Kil., there and back 25-30 hrs.,
without a night's rest. We drive by 'skjuts' along the well-cultivated
right bank of the Torne-Elf, picturesque at places, to (17 Kil.) Kiikkola,
(18 Kil.) Kdrpikyla, (16 Kil.) Pakila, (12 Kil.) Niemis, (21 Kil.) Ruskola,
and (3 Kil.) Matarengi (Inn), which is reached in about 11 hours. The
steamer now plying on the river may perhaps be available from Kiikkola
At Matarengi we hire a guide, cross the broad and
to this point.
rock-strewn Torne-Elf in a flat-bottomed boat, and ascend over smooth
—

—

and moss-clad rocks, to (3/4 hr.) the top of Mt. Avasaxa (670ft.), which
commands a fine view of the valley of the Torne-Elf and the hills enclosing
it.
From 22nd to 25th June, when the hill attracts many visitors, the
lower edge of the midnight sun's disk appears distinctly higher than the
intervening hills; but an unclouded horizon is rare.
The church-register at Jukasjdrvi, which lies on the Torne-Elf about
250 Kil. farther to the N.W. , contains interesting entries made by famous
travellers.
The earliest is by Regnard, the French savant (1681), who
concludes with the words
—

'■Sistimus hie tandem, nobis ubi defuit orbis'.

This region was also visited by Charles XI. in 1694, by Linnceus in 1732,
by Celsius and Maupertuis in 1736, and by Louis Philippe in 1796.
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and its Environs.

By Steamer.
Steamers from British and German ports,
Stockholm, and Finland land at the Toldbold (PI. 44; M, 4); those from
Danish ports, Gotenburg, and Christiania at the Kvsesthusbro (PI. M, 5) ;
and those from Malmo, Landskrona, and Helsingborg, at the corner of the
Havne-Gade and Nyhavn (PI. L, 6). Porter ('Drager') for carrying a trunk
to the custom-house and thence to a cab 30-500.; for luggage over 56 lbs.
By Railway. Luggage booked through to Copen
more in proportion.
hagen from abroad is reclaimed at the custom-house. Porter for carrying
Cab Tariff, see p. 344.
a trunk to a cab 25-30 0.
Steamboat Offices :
Forenede Dampskibsselskab (to Newcastle, London, Hull, Stettin, Kiel,
at
the
S.E. corner of the
Christiania),
Quaasthus-Gade
9,
Gotenburg,
St. Annee-Plads (PI. L, M, 6) ; C. K. Eansen (to Hull, Leith, Stettin), Toldbodvei 5 and Havne-Gade 35; E. Friis (to Stralsund), Amalie-Gade 31
(PI. L, 5) ; A. Aspegren's Efterfolger (Swedish vessels to Lubeck and Goten
burg), Amalie-Gade 43.
Hotels. Angleterre (PI. a ; K, 6), Kongens Nytorv 34, in the centre
of the town, with cafe-restaurant, high charges; 'Phcsnix (PI. b; L, 5),
Bred-Gade 37; Kongen [af Danmark (PI. c; K, 6), at the corner of the
Holmens-Canal and the Niels- Juels- Gade, with cafe and restaurant; charges
"Hotel Dagmak
at these: R. from 2 kr., L. 70, A. 50 0., B. 1, D. 3 kr.
(PI. 50; H, 7), at the corner of the Jernbane-Gade and the Halmtorv, R.,
L.. & A. from 2, B. 1, D. 3 kr., with cafe^-restaurant, D. from 2 p.m.
2'/2 kr., beer on draught; National (PI. N; H, 7), Jernbane-Gade 9, R.,
L., & A. i'/2-4, D. 3 kr., near the station; Central Hotel (PI. d ; H, 7),
Raadhuspladsen 16, commercial; Tottenbeeg, Kongens Nytorv, R. from
l'/2 kr. ; Skandinavisk (PI. f; K, 5), Gothers-Gade 4, near the Kongens
Nytorv ; Kj0benhavn (PI. h ; H, 7), Jernbane-Gade 7, near the station ; Tre
Hjorter, Vester-Gade (PI. H, 6); Thune, Hovedvagts-Gade 2, corner of
Near the Barbour: Grand Hotel
Kongens Nytorv, well spoken of.
(PI. g; L, 6), corner of the Holbergs-Gade and the Peder Skrams-Gade, R.
from l'/2 kr., well spoken of.
Ida Schlichting-Carlsen, Havne-Gade 55
(1st floor), R. 1-3 kr.; Union (PI. n; L, 5), Goteborg, well spoken of, R.
I-IV2 kr., both in the St. Annse-Plads; Linnemann, Peder-Skrams-Gade

Arrival.

—

—

—

—

—

(PI. L, 6).
Restaurants.

Restaurant

Francois, Bredgade 37 ; BStel

d' Angleterre

22,23

(see
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Tramways.

Bdtel Dagmar (p. 343); National,
the rail, station; Theater-Cafi, at the Royal Theatre.
Cafes and Confectioners. (Cup of tea or coffee 20-25 0. , chocolate
35 0. ; also beer, milk, eggs, and 'Smerrebred\ or sandwiches). "Ettel
d' Angleterre, see p. 313; "Theater-Cafi, see above; "Vienna Cafi, at the
Hotel Kongen af Danmark, see above; "A Porta, Kongens Nytorv 17,
newspapers and ladies' rooms ; Schucani cfr A Porta, Store Kj0bmagerGade 18 ;
"Cafi Bernina, corner of Vimmelskaftet and Badstuestrsede. Andersen's
Jordbcerkjoslder, for strawberries and cream (Jordbaer med Fl0de, 50 0.),
p.

343); Langelinies Pavilion, Lange Linie;

opposite

Amagertorv 27.
Cabs (1-4 pers.). Per drive within the city (including the station,
harbour, and Christianshavn) 70 0., beyond the boundary 30 0. more. Per
hour ('timevis') l>/2 kr. ; beyond the city 2 kr. ; each i/» hr. more 40 0.
Double fare from midnight to 6 a.m.
Trunk 15 0., small articles free.
Tramways (Sporveie; cars, Sporvogne). The following are the most
important lines for visitors: 1. From the Kongens Nitorv (p. 346; PI.
K, 5, 6): a. Via, Bred-Gade and the Esplanade to the Triangel (PI. I, 1);
b. Via the Store Kongens-Gade to the Triangel (see above), and via
Strandveien to the Slukefter;
c. Via, the Gothers-Gade and the suburb
of Nerrebro to the N0rrebro station on the railway to Helsing0r and
d.
Via
Holmens-Canal, past the palace of Christiansborg,
Klampenborg;
and across the Raadhusplads, to the Tivoli and the palace of Frederiksberg ;
e. Omnibus via the Jffster-Gade and Vimmelskaftet to the Tivoli,
and
2. From the Hojbroplads (PI. I, K,6)
thence (tramway) to Frederiksberg.
via
the Storm-Gade (PI. I, 7), Istedpast the Thorwaldsen Museum and
Gade (PI. G, E, 8, 9), and Ny-Carlsbergvei (PI. D, 9), to the Vestre Kirke3. From the Halmtorv (PI. H, 7) : a. Via the Farimags-Gade to
gaard.
the Triangel (see above);
b. Via, the L^degaardsvei and Falconer- Allee
4. From the Tivoli : a. Via the Vestervold-Gade, past
to Frederiksberg.
and
across
the
harbour to Christianshavn (PI. L, 8);
Christiansborg,
b. Via the Gamle Kongevei and Smalle-Gade, and through the Vesterbro5. From St. Ann.«-Plads (PI. L, 5)
Gade and the Allee to Frederiksberg.
via the Bred-Gade, Dronningens Tvrcr-Gade, Kronprinsesse-Gade, S0lv6. From the Gammeltorv
Gade, etc., to Tagensvei (comp. PI. I, H, G, 4, 3).
by the N0rre-Gade, Venders-Gade, and Farimags-Gade to the Seuvtorv
(PI. I, 4).
Electric Launches across the Pekingese and Sorledamss0 from the
corner of Gyldenl0ves-Gade, near the Klampenborg Station, to 0sterbroGade, near Trianglen (10 0.).
Baths.
Turkish Baths, Tordenskjolds-Gade 10 (PI. K, L, 6; warm bath
Sea Baths at the Strandvei (Kebenhavn's
75 0., Turkish 1 kr. 80 0.).
Bade- A Svemme- Etablissement), at Klampenborg (p. 361), etc.
Post Office (PI. 31; I, 6), Store Kj0bmager-Gade 33; open 8 a.m. to 9
p.m.; Sun. 8-9 a.m., 12-2 and 5-7 p.m.; poste restante to the right. Post
age for a letter within Denmark 8 0., within the town 4 0., to England
200.
Telegraph Office, in the same building, entrance from the Valken—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

dorfs-Gade.

Shops. Beautiful copies of Thorwaldsen's Sculptures at the Royal
Porcelain Factory, Amagertorv 10; Bing, Amagertorv 8; Brix, Ny-Gade 2.
Terracottas (statuettes, etc.): Ipsens Enke, Bred-Gade 33.
Photographs :
Tryde, 0ster-Gade 1; Schlichtkrull, Vimmelskaftet 48; Salmonsen, HolbergsDanish Gloves, good and not
Gade 2; Ursin's Bookshop (see below).
expensive : in the shops in the 0ster-Gade and Kj0bmager-Gade.
Antiquities : Verdier, J&ster-Gade 4 ; Petersen, Frederiksberg-Gade 34 ; Bolvig,
Raadhusstrsede 2.
Booksellers. C. G. Ursin's Efterfolger (J. Bolm), Kj0bmager-Gade 8;
Edst, Gothers-Gade 49; Lehmann <£• Stage, Klareboderne 3; Wilh. Prior, by
the Round Tower (p. 353), etc.
Money-Changers. Privatbanken, Kongens Nytorv 28 and Ny-Gade 7;
Landsmandsbanken, Holmens Kanal 12.
Theatres.
Royal Theatre (PI. 41 , K 6 ; p. 347) , from 1st Sept. to
31st May, good acting and ballet. Ordinary charges (sometimes increased
50-100 per cent) : front stalls 3'/2, second stalls 2%, pit 2, dress-circle 3 kr.
—

—

—

—
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Casino Theatre (PI. 40; L, 5), Amalie-Gade 10.
Folke-Teater (PI. 9;
Dagmar Theatre (PI. 50; H, 7), Jernbane-Gade, etc.
H, 5), N0rre-Gade 31.
The Tivoli (PI. H, 7; admission 50-75 0., programme 10 0.), outside
the Vester-Port, not far from the- railway-station, is a large and very
popular summer establishment for all kinds of amusements, concerts,
theatre, panorama, switchback-railway, fire-works, etc. The performances
generally begin at 6 and end about 11 p.m. The concerts (classical concert
The
on Sat.,
frequented by the better classes) end about 11 p.m.
Etablissement National (adm. 50 0.) opposite the Tivoli, the Arena Theatre
in the Vestre Boulevard, the Circus Varieti in the Jernbane-Gade (eques
trian performances in summer), the Sommerlyst, and other cafes in the
Frederiksberg Allee (p. 356), are similar places of recreation, with farces,
Panopticum, see p. 356.
operettas, etc.
Legations and Consulates. British Minister, Charles S. Scott, Esq.,
Bred-Gade 26; American Minister, John E. Risley, Esq., Bred-Gade 30.
British Consul, Capt. Jas. Boyle, Holbergs-Gade 28; American Consul,
Robert J. Kirk, Esq., Holbergs-Gade 26.
English Church (St.Alban's), Gr0ningen Esplanade, between the citadel
and the custom-house (PI. F, 3, 4); services at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.; Rev.
Mortimer E. Kennedy, chaplain to the British Legation , Bredgade 26.
English-speaking Physicians: Dr. Eolger Mygind , Kj0bmagers-Gade 60
(nose, ear, and throat); Dr. Erik Pontoppidan, Vimmelskaftet 47 (skin
diseases); Dr. Eansen Grut, Havne-Gade (women's diseases). Dentist:
Dr. Baderup, Amagertorv 17.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Diary (comp. the 'Erindringsliste' in the newspapers, as the hours are
frequently changed).
Botanical Garden (p. 354), .daily from 1 till dusk; palm -house from
1st April to 31st Oct. daily, 2-6; hot-houses, Wed., Frid., and Sun., 2-6.
Coins and Medals, Royal Collection of (p. 352), from 1st May to 31st Oct.,
Mon. 12-2; open to scientific visitors on Wed. and Frid. also, 12-3.
Danish National Museum (p. 356), daily 11-6, in winter till dusk, 50 0.
Engravings, Royal Collection o/(p. 352), Tues. and Frid. 11-2. Catalogue 500.
"Fruekirke (p. 353), daily 9-11, in winter 10-11 (sacristan 25 0.) ; at other
times shown by the sacristan (N0rre-Gade 20), for 1 kr. each person.
Library, Royal (p. 348), week-days 11-2, reading-room 10-3, closed from
23rd June to 22nd July or from 23rd July to 22nd August.
Mineralogical Museum, Frid. 12-2.
"National Museum. 1. Danish Collection (p. 352), from 1st June to 31st Aug.,
daily, except Mon., 12-3; in Sept., Sun. 12-2, week-days, except Mon.,
2. Ethnographical
1-3; from 1st Oct. to 31st May, Sun. & Thurs. 12-2.
Collection (p. 352), from 1st June to 31st Aug., Sun. 12-3, week-days,
except Mon., 10-1; in Sept., Sun. 12-2, week-days, except Mon., 10-12;
from 1st Oct. to 31st May, Sun. 12-2, Wed. 10-12.
3. Collection of
Antiquities (p. 352), from 1st June to 31st Aug., Sun., Wed., & Frid.
from
1st
to
Sun.
&
31st
Frid.
12-2.
1-3;
Sept.
Mav,
"*Ny-Carlsbergs-Glyptothek (p. 356), daily from 1st April to 30th Sept. 1-4,
from 1st Oct. to 31st March 12-3, 50 0. ; Snn. and holidays free.
Picture Gallery, Royal, in the Palace of Charlottenborg (p. 347), daily,
except Mon., 11-2 ; closed Feb. -July.
"Picture Gallery, Moltke's (p. 355), Wed. 12-2. Strangers are also admitted
at other times on application one day in advance.
Picture Gallery, Permanent, in the Concert-Palace (PI. 51 ; L
5) BredGade, modern works chiefly by Scandinavian artists; daily 9-4; 50 0.
"Rosenborg, Palace of (p. 354), daily, on application made a day or two
before; fee 6 kr. for 1-12 persons. Tickets at the lodge between the
palace and the entrance in the 0stervolds-Gade. In summer parties
are conducted through the palace every hour, the time being marked
An English-speaking guide is assigned to those who
on the tickets.
apply for one on taking the tickets. A single traveller may join a
party at his hotel.
Round Tower (p. 353), daily 9-6; 10 0. (free on Sat.).
—

—

,
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Thorwaldsen Museum (p. 348), from 1st May , to 30th Sept., Sun. 11-2, Tues.,
Wed., and Frid. 11-3, free;, other days 11-3, 50 0. ; in winter, Wed.
12-3, free; sticks and umbrellas 5 0. for each person.
Zoological Garden (p. 356), daily, 40 0.
Zoological Museum (p. 353), Sun. and Wed. 12-2; 50 0.
Principal Sights. Fruekirke (p. 353) ; Thorwaldsen Museum (p. 348);
Ny-Carlsberg's Glyptothek (p. 356); Palace of Rosenborg (p. 354); National
Museum (p. 352); view from one of the towers mentioned at pp. 348, 353;
an evening at the Tivoli
an
(p. 345); Dyrehave (p. 361), and, if
excursion to Helsing0r (p. 363).

possible,

Copenhagen, Dan. Kjebenhavn or Kebenhavn ('merchants' har
the capital of the kingdom of Denmark and the residence
of the king, with 375,700 inhab., including the suburbs, lies in
55° 40' 42" N. lat., on both sides of the Kallebodstrand, a narrow
and deep strait of the Sound which separates Zealand from the
small island of Amager. This strait forms the excellent Harbour,
to which the city was indebted for its early prosperity in trade.
The commercial harbour is separated from the war-harbour ('Orlogshavn') by a barrier across the Kallebodstrand. A new free harbonr,
to the N. of the citadel, is rapidly approaching completion. Copen
hagen, the only fortress in Denmark, is protected by advanced works

bour'),

both

on

the land side and

on

the side next the

sea.

Several of the

art and- science collections of Copenhagen are of the highest rank.
Copenhagen was founded in the 12th cent, by Axel, Bishop of Roeskilde, on the site of a fishing-village mentioned as early as 1043 (whence
its original name Axelhus), and increased so rapidly through its trade that
King Christopher the Bavarian made it his capital and residence in 1443.
Christian IV. (1588-1648 ; p. lxx), the most popular of the Danish kings,
renowned not only as a warrior, but also as a wise ruler and a patron
of industry and commerce, of science and art, greatly extended the town,
chiefly by founding the Christianshavn quarter on the island of Amager.
In his reign the Palace of Rosenborg, architecturally the most interest

ing building in the city, was built, as well as the once strong fortifications,
which successfully defied Charles X. of Sweden in 1658 and 1659, and the
united British, Dutch, and Swedish fleets in 1700. The development of the
city was powerfully influenced by the so-called Royal Law of 1665, by
which the Danish people and clergy, jealous of the power of the nobility,
conferred absolute sovereignty upon King Frederick III. (1648-70; p. lxx).
Thenceforward Copenhagen became more and more distinctly the material
and intellectual centre of the nation. The city suffered severely at the be
ginning of this century from the naval battle of 2nd April, 1801, and from
the bombardment of the city and capture of the fleet by the British,
2nd-5th Sept., 1807. The occasion of the former was the alliance concluded
by Denmark with Sweden and Russia, of the latter the necessity of pre
venting the Danish fleet from falling into the hands of the French. Copen
hagen is now the centre of the whole trade of Denmark and imports and
exports more than all the rest of the kingdom put together. The staple
exports are butter, cattle, grain, leather, wool, train-oil, etc. The industries
(porcelain, machinery, beer, paper) are less developed.
Near the centre of the old or inner city lies the Kongens Nytorv
(king's new market, PI. K, L, 5, 6), a large irregular space, from
which thirteen streets radiate, the busiest being the 0ster-Gade (with
handsome shops, and its continuation the Amagertorv and Vimmelskaft), the Gothers-Gade, Store Kongens-Gade, Bred-Gade (p. 355),
Nyhavn, and Tordenskjolds-Gade. In the centre rises the Equestrian
Statue of Christian V. (A. 1699), east in lead, and popularly called

Charlottenborg.
'Hesten'

borg,
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(the horse). On the E. side is the palace of Charlotten
Royal Academy of Art (P\. 20 ; L, 6) since 1754;

the seat of the

the hall of the meetings contains portraits and busts. Behind the
Academy is the new Art Hall ('Kunstudstillingsbygning' ; entered
from the Nyhavn), in which the Royal Picture Gallery (Kongelige
Maleri-Samling; PI. 19, L6), has been temporarily placed, pending
the completion of the new Art Museum (p. 354). As, however, the
building is used for annual exhibitions of art from 1st March to
31st July, the royal gallery is then removed. Hence frequent changes
in the arrangement of the pictures. Adm. , see p. 345 ; Danish
catalogue 25 m. (hung up in each room).
The Copenhagen Gallery, which now contains about 450 works by
old masters and the rest by modern painters, ranks high among collections
of the second class.
The Dutch Masters of the 17th cent, are best
represented. The works of the Italian School include some of the gems
of the collection, such as Caravaggio's Gamblers (No. 59), the Meeting of SS.
Joachim and Anna by Filippino Lippi (No. 182), Mantegna's Pieta (No. 201),
and the portrait of Lorenzo Cibo (No. 206) by Parmigianino.
The only
examples of the Early Netherlandish Masters deserving special notice
are a small picture by Dierik Bouts (No. 92) and an injured and doubtful
The German School is represented by two good examples of
Memling.
Amoag
Cranach, the Judgment of Paris (70) and Venus and Cupid (69).
the few works of the Flemish School are two by Rubens, the Judgment
and
of Solomon (288)
the masterly portrait of Matthew Irselius (289).
The Dutch Masters have contributed several hundred works, but we
miss several famous names.
Rembrandt is illustrated by the Jesus at
Emmaus (272) and two admirable portraits (273, 274) ; and nearly all his
pupils are represented: G. Dou (88, 89), Poorter (264, 265), both De Wets
(380, 381), Salomon Koninck (173, 1741, Gov. Flinck (103, 104), Bol (47, 48,
49), Eeckhoui (93), B. Fdbritius (101), Victors (366-369), Ovens (255, 256), and
A. de Gelder (107) are all seen here. About half of the Dutch works are
landscapes. A few masters of the first rank, such as Jacob van Ruysdael
(294-298) and A. van Everdingen (96-100), are well represented ; and among
the landscape-painters of the second class may be mentioned Asselyn (7-9),
Jan Both (50, 51), C. Decker (78), Dubbels (90), Eackaert (117, 118), Joris
van der Bagen (119-122), Looten (185,
186), Pynacker (259), Roghman (279),
Verboom (360, 361), and Swanevelt (339).
Modern
the
Danish are of course the most pro
the
Masters
Among
minent, and many of their works are of very high merit: Abildgaard (d.
1809; 461-479); J. A. Carslens (d. 1798; 507, 508); C. W. Eckersberg, chief
of the modern Danish school (d. 1853; 531-541); the genre painters W.
Marstrand (657-665) and C. Bloch (493-498); the landscape-painters J. T.
Lundbye (647-654) and C. P. Skovgaard (724-733); the marine-patnters
A. Melbye (666-670), C. F. Sm-ensen (746-749), and C. Neumann (680, 681);
B. Eansen, architecture (582-586) ; O. Bache, animals and landscapes (482-484) ;
El. Jerichau-Baumann, paintress of portraits (597, 598); J. W.Sonne, genre
(734-744); F. Vermehren, genre and portraits (752-758).
—

—

—

—
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To the S. rises the Royal Theatre (PL 41 ; K, 6), a hand
built
Renaissance structure by Petersen and Dahlerup ,
To the right and left of the entrance are bronze
in 1872-74.
statues of the Danish poets, Holberg (1684-1754), by Th. Stein,
some

Oehlenschlager (1779-1850), by Bissen. Ludwig Holberg,
born at Bergen in Norway, but a professor in Copenhagen from
1717 till his death, is the founder of Danish comedy. Adam Oehlen
schlager, another Copenhagen professor (1820-50) , is Denmark's
greatest dramatist.

and
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By following the tramway-line beyond the theatre,

we pass a
d. 1697) and
the National Bank (PI. 30 ; K, 6) , and reach the Palace Bridge.
By the bridge, on the left, is the Holmenskiekb (PI. 10 ; K, 7),
built early in the 17th cent, and recently restored. A side-chamber
contains the monuments of the naval heroes Niels Juel and Peter
Tordenskjold (p. lxxi), which are of little artistic value. Sermon
on Sunday forenoons. The sacristan
('Kirkebetjent') lives at LaxenGade 16, corner of Holmens-Gade. On the W. side of the church
is a Statue of Tordenskjold, by Bissen.
The Christiansborg Palace (PI. I, K, 7), situated on an island,
which was fortified in 1167 by Bishop Axel (Axelhus; p. 346),
occupies with its numerous dependencies a small quarter of its own.
The present building, by Hansen, completed in' 1828, replaces one
.erected by Christian VI. in 1733-40 and burned down in 1794,
and -was itself largely destroyed by fire in 1884.
Its rebuilding
is still a moot point. In front rises an Equestrian Statue of Fred
erick VII., the founder of the constitution (1848-63), in bronze,
by Bissen, erected in 1873. Around the statue are placed allegorical
figures of Strength, "Wisdom, Health, and Justice (the last three
executed by Bissen), designed by Thorwaldsen, which flanked the
portal of the palace before the last fire.
In a wing which escaped the flames are the Royal Stables; and, on
the N. side, the Court Chapel (PI. 15; 1,6). Another wing (S. E.) contains
the Royal library (PI. 18, K7; entrance from the T0ihus-Gade; adm., see
p. 345), founded by Frederick III. about the middle of the 17th cent., and
now one of the finest in Europe, containing 550,000 vols, and upwards of
The adjoining Arsenal (Terihus), with its historical collection
20,000 MSS.
of weapons and trophies, is open in summer on Wed., 1-3, gratis.
On the quay, to the E. of the Christiansborg, rises the Exchange
(PI. 3; K, 7), erected in 1619-40 in the Dutch Renaissance style,
with a tower 165 ft. high, the top of which consists of four dragons
■with entwined tails. The hall, entered from the side next the
palace, contains a statue of Christian IV. in bronze, by Thorwaldsen.
The lower part- of the building is occupied by shops, the upper
by offices. Business-hour 2-3 p.m. daily (visitors admitted 12-1 .30,
fee; after 2 p.m., 25 v.).
The Knippelsbro at the back of the Exchange crosses the harbour
to the Christianshavn quarter (p. 334; tramway), where the curious
tower of Vor Frelsers Kirke (Church of Our Redeemer.; PI. 7, L,
M, 7), erected in 1749, rises conspicuously (286 ft. in height). A
winding staircase (397 steps) outside ascends to the top, which is
crowned with a figure of the Redeemer (popularly called 'Manden', i.e.
the man). *View, extending to the coast of Sweden. Adm. from 9 till
dusk; sacristan, St. Annae-Gade 33 (ring); fee for 1-12 pers. 2 kr.
On the N.W. side of the palace stands the **Thorwaldsen
Museum (PI. 43 ; I, 6, 7), a sombre edifice erected by Bindesbell
in 1839-48 in the style of an Etruscan tomb, and now sadly in need
of repair. Over the portico of the facade is a goddess of victory in

statue of the Danish naval hero Niels Juel

—

(p. 365;
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in bronze, designed by Thorwaldsen and executed by
The other three sides of the building are adorned with a
series of scenes in plaster, representing the reception of the great
master at Copenhagen on his return in 1838 after eighteen years'
absence. Entrance (adm., seep. 346) by the small door opposite
the palace.
The Museum contains not only a very extensive
collection of the works (originals in marble, plaster models, designs ;
catalogue 45 e.) of the greatest artist of the North, but also his grave,
which occupies the inner quadrangle.
a

quadriga,

Bissen.

—

Bertel Thorwaldsen was born on 19th November, 1770- His
who claimed descent from the ancient kings of his na
tive island, settled at Copenhagen as a ship's carpenter and carver of figure
heads, so that the boy was familiar from his earliest days with some of
the tools of his future profession, and acquired freedom of touch by first
approaching his work on its practical side. He entered the Academy of
Art at the age of eleven, and in 1793 gained the grand prize, which required
He did not set sail, however, till 1796, employing
him to study in Italy.
the three intervening years in producing busts and reliefs. He arrived at
Rome on 8th March, 1797, and entered upon a long period of obscure and
patient labour, during which even his friends began to feel doubtful of
his gifts.
Rome, robbed of most of her treasures of art after the Peace
of Tolentino, could scarcely be called the most fitting school for the student
of sculpture; but Thorwaldsen persevered, studying the works of Carstens,
copying antique busts , and lending an attentive ear to the advice of his
distinguished countryman, Zoega, the archaeologist. The first model of
his statue of Jason, prepared in clay, as he could not afford to buy plaster
He
of Paris, broke in pieces , and the second failed to find a purchaser.
when he received
was at last on the point of returning to Copenhagen,
from Thomas Eope, the wealthy English banker, an order for its repro
duction in marble (1803). The tide had now turned , and thenceforward
his career was happy and prosperous. He remained in Rome, and did
not revisit his native country till 1819 , when he had become the most
famous sculptor in Europe. This latter part of Thorwaldsen's first resid
ence in .Rome, 1803-1819, was undoubtedly the most important period in
his career. It was then that he mastered the grounds on which antique
sculpture may still serve as a model to the modern artist. He was no
mere imitator of the
antique, like so many uf his predecessors : his very
soul was imbued with its spirit. Like Winckelmann, he seemed to possess
an
intuitive knowledge of the laws of Greek art while still almost a
stranger to its products. He gave back to statuary the dignified repose
which the exaggerated unrest of rococo sculpture had destroyed , and at
the same time skilfully avoided the risk of insipidity.
He restored the
degraded art of relief to its pristine purity, rejecting all pictorial elements,
with the result :that what was lost in perspective and realism was more
than compensated for by pure ideality. He distinguished with unerring
judgment between antique ideals that had a merely temporary value, or
for the embodiment of which we now lack strength and insight, and
those that possessed true immortality. Love-scenes, in particular, formed
one of his favourite themes, and he strove to realise in sculpture the images
of the Anacreontic muse. Plastic Genre, if the expression is allowable, was
specially enriched by the quaint fancy of his works. His genius was char
acterised :by marvellous facility of production and by a power of utilising
Numerous anec
even momentary observations for the purposes of his art.
dotes are told of the speed of his modelling and of the tact with which
he induced his living models to assume unconsciously the attitudes he
desired. Masterpiece followed masterpiece in uninterrupted succession dur
ing the whole of this period. His finest, statues were Bacchus, Ganymede
(1805), Psyche (1806), Adonis (1808), the Shepherd Boy (1817), Mercury (1818),
and the Graces (1819).
The Procession of Alexander, executed by order of
Napoleon for the decoration of the Quirinal in 1811, is the greatest of his
Albert

father,

an

or

Icelander,
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basreliefs,

and in no other work has Thorwaldsen made a closer
approx
imation to Greek art. The reliefs of
Day and Night (1815) and the Seasons
are
probably the most widely known of all modern sculptures. The
sculptor's skill in depicting the youthful god of love did not desert him
even in his old age.
The Ages of Love (1824) so delighted the Pope, when
visiting the sculptor's studio, and so absorbed him in contemplation, that
he forgot to bestow on the master the
customary apostolic benediction.
His visit to Copenhagen formed an important
epoch in Thorwaldsen's
career. Thenceforth he devoted himself
chiefly to Christian theme3, chiefly
for the decoration of the Fruekirke; but these
works, beautiful and digni
fied as they are, lack the fire of his youthful
productions. He was now
recognised as the first of living sculptors , and was in request for al
most^ every important monument erected in Europe; but his strength did
not lie in portraiture, where the difficulties of modern costume
proved
almost insurmountable. His studio was thronged
by pupils of almost
every nation. He produced in all about 500 works, hut many of the latest
are practically school-pieces and lack the direct
impress of his personal

genius.

In 1820 he returned to Rome, where he remained nineteen
years more.
In 1838 he abandoned the active
practice of his profession and returned
to Denmark to spend the evening of his
life, revisiting Rome, however,
in 1842.
On 20th March , 1844 , he died suddenly while attending the
theatre at Copenhagen.
Ground Floor. From the entrance we proceed straight through the
corridor and turn to the left into the Vestibule.
(The dates indicate
XI. 32.
X. 31.

XII.

33.

XXI.
Christ

1

34.

XX. 42.
XIX. 41.

Saloon.
IX. 30.

XVI1I.40.

VIII. 29.

XVII. 39.

VII. 28.

XVI. 38.

VI. 27.
o

IV. 25.

o

XIV. 36.

D

o

XV. 37.

o

Tomb.

V. 26.

O

XIII. 35.

*1

III. 24.

Stair.

11.23.
1.22.

==E

Corridor.

1

Entrance Hall.

the
the time when
works were modelled,
whereas their execu
tion in marble often
took place much later
and was partly carried
out by Thorwaldsen's
pupils.) No. 128. Elec
tor Maximilian I. of
Bavaria (modelled 1833
-34 ; bronze at Munich) ;
to the lefM23. Ponlatowski (1827; designed
for Warsaw), these two
being colossal eques
trian statutes; 142-145.
Monument of Pius VII.

(1824-31; Rome).
Corridor. To the
left and right of the
entrance from the ves
tibule : 55, 56. Carya
tides from the corona
at
tion-room
Chris
tiansborg (1813) ; to the

left, 119. Dying lion,
guarding the French
fleur-de-lys (1819; Lu
I-XXI. Ground Floor.

22-42. First Floor.

cerne). Then farther on,
to the right: 575-578.

The Evangelists, reliefs
in marble (1833) ; 59-70.
John the Baptist preaching,
pediment of the Fruekirke (1821-22 ;
We now retrace
p. 353); 162. Thorwaldsen leaning on a statue of Hope.
on the pillars between the win
our steps, glancing at the tomb-reliefs
dows, and enter the cabinets adjoining the corridor on this side.
Cabinet I. *40, *42. Ganymede (1805 and 1816).
Cab. II. *27. Cupid
and Psyehe (1804); *426. The Ages of Love (1824); 430. Cupid reviving
from the

—

—
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the fainting Psyche (1810); 585, 587. Genii, reliefs (1833).
Cab. III. 29.
The Graces and Cupid (1819); 430. Dance of the Muses on Helicon, relief
(designed in 1804, altered in 1816) ; 371, 396, 397, 375, 393. Cupid idylls, reliefs
Cab. IV. 11. Venus with the apple of Paris (1813-16) ; "414.
(1831-33).
Winter (1823), *410 , -412. Summer and Autumn (1811) , reliefs.
Cab. V.
''51. Jason with the golden fleece (1802); "489. Briseis led from the tent
of Achilles (1803) ; *492. Priam begging the body of Hector from Achilles
(1815); *493. Achilles binding up the wounds of Patroclus; 495. Achilles
with the dead body of the Amazon Penthesilea (1837), four reliefs.
Cab. VI. *38. Hebe (1816); 321-324. Hercules and Hebe, .Esculapius und
Hygieia, Minerva und Prometheus, Nemesis and Jupiter, reliefs (1808-10).
Cab. VII. 6. Mars and Cupid (1810) ; 499. Hector with Paris and Helen
(1809); *501. Hector bidding farewell to Andromache and the young Astyanax (1837); 502. Homer singing to the people.
Cab. VIII. 46. Hope
Cab. IX. 8. Vul
(1818); *367, =368. Morning and Night, reliefs (1815).
can (1838)
Athena awarding to Odysseus the arms of Achilles, re
; 497.
lief (1831).
Cab. X. »4. Mercury as the slayer of Argus (1818) ; 352, 351,
Cab. XI. 166. Countess
407, 416. Pan, Satyr, and Cupid groups (1818-33).
Ostermann (1816) ; 171. Princess Bariatinska (1818) ; 451. Cupid and Hymen
Cab. XII. 124. Equestrian
(1840); 618. Death of Baroness Schubart (1818).
statue of Prince Poniatowski (1827); 257. Lord Byron; and a number of
busts in marble.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Christus Room (the Cella) contains the models of the Sculptures
for the Fruekirke mentioned at p. 353.
We now descend the Corridor.
On the pillars between the windows are fine reliefs. To the left: 252.
Apotheosis of Napoleon, marble bust (1830); 233. Lewis I. of Bavaria
We then enter the
(1822); 255. Sir Walter Scott; 52. Statue of Jason.
cabinets on this side.
Cab. XIII. 131. Lord Byron, with relief on the pedestal (1831); 343.
Cupid listening to the song of Erato (1830) ; 365. The three Fates, relief
Cab. XIV. *44. Ganymede with the eagle of Jupiter (1817), on
(1834).
the plinth; *389.
Cupid on a lion (1831); 391, "417. Cupid groups, the
latter (Cupid stung by a bee and complaining to Venus; 1809), charming;
"424. Shepherdess with a nest of Cupids (1831) ; 484. Hylas and the nymphs
Cab. XV. 359. Victory inscribing a heroic deed on her shield
(1833).
(1830); 514. Alexander the Great induced by Thais to set the temple of
Cab. XVI. 22. Cupid triumphant (1814); "377-380.
Persepolis on fire (1832).
Four reliefs, Cupid as ruler of the elements (1828) ; 395, 454. Cupid groups
Cab. XVII. *53. Adonis (1808); 480. Nessus and Dejaneira, relief
(1831).
Cab.
Cab. XVIII. 31. The Graces with Cupid's shaft (1842).
(1814).
XIX. "176. Shepherd-boy (1817) ; 482. Hylas and the nymphs, relief (1831);
Cab. XX. 162A.
•638-641. The four ages of man and the Seasons (1836).
Cab.
Thorwaldsen, marble statue (1839) ; 232. Lewis I. of Bavaria (1822).
XXI. 150. Conradin, the last of the Hohenstaufen (1836; marble at Naples);
152. Christian IV.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

On the staircase leading to the Upper Story: Hercules or Strength,
from the portal of the Christiansborg Palace (1843; p. 348).
Above, in
the Corridor, to the left: "508. Alexander's Entrance into Babylon (1812;
scale and
a
reduced
in
the
on
Villa Carlotta on Lake Como),
original
On both sides
somewhat altered; 509. Variation of the central part.
of the corridor are a number of models and casts: 2. Bacchus; 3. Apollo
In Cabinets 22-32 is Thorwaldsen's
(both of 1805); 37. Hebe (1806).
collection of paintings, including works by Overbeck, Cornelius, W. Schadow,
Borace
Liopold Robert, Richter,
Vernet, etc.: also statues by Thorwaldsen.
In Cab. 24, Love triumphant (1823) ; 214-216. Busts of Count and Countess
Danneskjold. Cab. 25. Georgina Russell ('la fanciulla'; 1814). Cab. 26.
Dancing girl (1837). Cab. 27. Cupid playing the lyre (1819). Cab. 29. Cupid
with the bow (1814). Cab. 31. Psyche (1811). In Cab. 32 selections from
Thorwaldsen's rich collection of engravings and drawings are exhibited
(periodically changed). Cab. 33. Sketches, designs, etc., by Thorwaldsen
(139, 140. Goethe, 1839). Cab. 34. 649. Marble chimney-piece by Thor
waldsen ; also casts from the antique. Cabinets 35-40 contain Thorwaldsen's
—

—
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of antiques, Cab. 41 his library, and Cab. 42 his unfinished
furniture from his apartments, and his bust, by Bissen.
The sunk-floor, containing relics, casts, works by Thorwaldsen's pupils,
etc., is open on Wed., 11-3.

works,

On the

Frederikholms-Canal,

beyond the bridges,

to the

S.W. of the Christiansborg,

is the Prindsens-Palais

(PI. 33; I, 7),

once a

residence of the Danish crown-princes, built in 1744. It now con
tains the National Museum, embracing the Danish and Ethno
graphical Collections and the Collection of Antiques. The museum
is

undergoing

a

complete re-arrangementwhich

finished until 1897.

Admission,

see

will

probably

not be

p. 345 ; the entrance is in the

court-yard.
1. The *Danish Collection (Danske Samling), founded in
1807 on the initiative of Prof. Nyerup, extended between 1815 and
1865 under the care of C. J. Thomsen and in 1866-69 by Worsaae

(A. 1885),

is now under the direction of Dr. S. Midler and Dr. H.
Petersen. There are two chief departments : the Prehistoric (stone,
bronze, and iron periods, with their sub -divisions), and the Historic
The pre
(the middle ages and modern times down to 1660).
historic collection is one of the finest of its kind in existence, being
rivalled only by the museum at Stockholm (p. 300), and is in
valuable to the historian of early civilisation, especially in Scandi
navia. The objects it contains, about 50,000 in number, include
relics from the 'Kjokkenmoddinger' or 'kitchen-middens', as the
prehistoric mounds of bones, shells, table-refuse, etc., found on the
Danish coast, are termed ; weapons and ornaments, some of which
are beautifully executed; coins and vases of Roman origin ; gold
ornaments; Runic inscriptions; etc.
—

2. The *Ethnogba:phical Collection, founded in

1849,

is also

of the most extensive in Europe. It contains objects from nonEuropean and from primitive and barbarous European nations
illustrating their- religions, costumes, warlike and peaceful aits,
one

etc. Greenland and India are especially well repre
sented.
3. The Royal Collection op Antiquities contains Egyptian,
Assyrian, Phoenician, Etruscan, Greek, and Roman antiquities, of

"manufactures,

no

great value.

The Prindsens Palais contains also the Royal Collection of Coins
Medals (adm., p. 345), with over 30,000 specimens, and the Royal
Collection of Engravings (adm., p. 345), with upwards of 80,000 plates,
the most valuable being those by Diirer, presented to Christian II. by the
artist himself in 1521. Rembrandt is also well represented.

and

From the Prindsens-Palais the Raadhusstraede leads to the N.W.
Gammeltobv ('new and old market'; PI. H, I, 6).
To the left in the Nytorv is the Town Hall (PI. 34), erected by
Hansen in 1806-15, with a portico; in the tympanum are the words
with which the JutlandCode of 1240 begins : 'Med Lov skal man Land
bygge' ('with law one must establish the land'). A new town-hall
to the Nytorv og

Vor Fruekirke.
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being built in the Halmtorv (p. 356). The busy Ny-Gade, and
beyond it the Vimmelskaft and the 0ster-Gade, lead hence to the
Kongens Nytorv, and form one of the briskest thoroughfares in the
city (comp. p. 346).
Passing the fountain in the Gammeltorv we soon reach the Pro
testant *Vor Fruekirke ('Church of Our Lady' ; PI. 8, H, 1,6), the
metropolitan church of Denmark, a simple but impressive struc
ture built by Th. Hansen in the so-called Greek Renaissance style,
replacing one which was destroyed in 1807.
is

On the right and left of the entrance are statues of Moses and David,
The tympanum contains
Bissen and Jerichau, pupils of Thorwaldsen.
group of John the Baptist preaching in the wilderness, in marble (1822) ;
over the entrance, Christ's Entry into Jerusalem, a bas-relief (1840), both
by Thorwaldsen.
Interior (adm., p. 345). The sole ornament consists of exquisite 'Marble
Statuary, designed and partly executed by Thorwaldsen (1821-27): a Risen
Christ and the Twelve Apostles, over lifesize; a Kneeling Angel of strik
ing beauty, holding a shell as a font; relief of the Bearing of the Cross
(1839), over the altar; in the two chapels, reliefs of the Baptism and Last
Supper (1820); above the alms -basin, by the entrance, Guardian Angel
(1838) and Charity (1810). St. Paul (who is substituted for Judas), with
the sword, entirely executed by the great master himself, is probably the
finest of the apostles; SS. John, James, Matthew, and the pensive Thomas
are next in excellence.
The View from the gallery of the tower (236 steps) is similar to that
from the Round Tower (see below).
The sacristan (to be found in the
tower, 9-11 o'cl.) lives at Studiestrsede 27 (adm. 25 0.; for 4-12 pers. 1 kr.).

by
a

In the Frue-Plads, to the N. of the church, are monuments to
the naturalist Schouw (A. 1852), the theologian H. N. Claussen
(A. 1877), the philologist Madvig (A. 1886), the composer Weyse
(A. 1842), Bishop Mynster (d. 1854), and Bishop Martensen (A. 1884).
The N. side of the square is bounded by the TJniversity (PI. 45;
H, I, 6), founded by Christian I. in 1479, re-organised in 1788,

burned down in 1807, and rebuilt (by Mailing) in 1831-36 (16002000 students ; 75 professors). In the vestibule, beside the stair
case, Apollo and Minerva, in marble, by Bissen; above, frescoes by
Hansen (porter in the sunk-floor). —In the N.E. angle is the Uni
versity Library (PI. 46; I,
6), with 200,000 vols, and 4000 MSS.,
comprising many early Persian and Indian (reading-room open
Behind the University is the extensive Zoological Mu
11-3).
seum
(PI. 47; H, 6), containing a separate department for whales
The adjacent Ger
(entrance in the Krystal-Gade; adm., p. 346).
man Church of St. Peter
(PL 13 ; H, 6) contains a few paintings
—

—

and

St. Peters-Gade 9).
leads hence to the N.E. to the Church of the
Trinity (PI. 16), with its Bound Tower (det runde Taarn; PI. 36,
I, 5; adm., p. 345), 116 ft. high, built as well as the church itself
in the reign of Christian IV., and commanding an admirable *View
of the city and environs and of the Swedish coast in the distance.
The tower is ascended by a broad spiral brick causeway. To the S.
of the church is a monument to the poets Ewald (A. 1781) and

sepulchral chapels (sacristan,

The

Krystal-Gade

Baedeker's

Norway and Sweden.

6th Edit.

23
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Vessel (d.1785).
The busy Store Kjebmager- Gade, with its numer
shops, leads hence to the S.E. to the Amagertorv.
Towards theW. the broad NeRREVOLD-GADE and 0stervoldGade, occupying the site of the old fortifications, and commonly
known as the 'N»rre Boulevard', separate the old town from
the new quarters. In the 0stervold-Gade is the entrance to the
—

ous

royal palace of

—

*Rosenborg (PI. 36 ; I, 4), a simple but effective Renaissance
edifice, begun by Christian IV. in 1604, with pediments and several
towers, of which

the highest measures 165 ft. It was the favourite
founder, and from his death till the middle of the
18th cent, was often occupied by the Danish monarchs, who fitted
up rooms according to the taste of the day, and here deposited their
jewels, state-weapons, coronation-robes, uniforms, and other valu
ables. More recently the collection was supplemented from other
royal palaces, and arranged in chronological order down to 1863.

residence of its

It now affords an admirable historical survey of the advance of art
and culture in Denmark. Adm., see p. 315 (n° fee to attendant).
Illustrated catalogue 2 kr., abridgment 60 e.
The Chronological Collection is divided into three main sections :
and the preceding period (1448-1648); H. From
1648 to 1800; III. Recent times. The Renaissance penetrated to Denmark
in the reigns of Frederick II. (1559-88) and Christian IV. (1588-1648), and
its first simple but vigorous form is called in Denmark the 'Style of
Christian IV. The finely panelled Audience Chamber (containing the
Oldenburg horn of 1474, the orders of Frederick II., etc.) and other rooms
of this king are well preserved. Here and in other rooms are numerous
specimens of the insignia of the Order of the Elephant, the highest Danish
The *Marble Chamber,,
order, instituted in 1474 and renewed in 1693.
in Section II, dating chiefly from the reign of Christian V. (1670-99), is a
good example of the rise of the rococo style. Christian VI. 's apartments
(1730-46) contain numerous ivory carvings by Magnus Berg (1666-1739).
To Section III belong the memorials of Frederick VI., Christian VIII., and
Frederick VII., the kings of the present century.
I.

Reign of Christian IV.,

—

—

On the E. side of the

lies the Bosenborg-Have (PI. I, K,
the French style, but afterwards altered
in English taste. It contains two cafe's, a pavilion for mineral wa
ters, etc., and is a great resort of nurses and children. Entrances
in the Nerrevold-Gade and the Kronprindsesse-Gade. On the N. side
is a Statue of Hans Christian Andersen, the author (d. 1875), [by

palace

4, 5), originally laid out in

Saabye.
On

an

old bastion to the W. of the 0stervold-Gade stands the

Observatory (PI. I, 4), in front of which rises a statue of the Danish
astronomer Tycho Brahe (1546-1601)
by Bissen. The Chemical
Laboratory and the Mineralogical Museum adjoin the observatory.
The adjacent Botanic Garden (PI. H, I, 4) affords pleasant
,

walks.

Entrance at the

corner

of the Vold-Gade and the Gothers-

(adm., p. 345).
Farther to the N., a new Art Museum (PI. 1, 4) is now being erected
from the design of Dahlerup, and will probably be completed in
1895. The groundfloor will contain sculptures and the first floor the
Gade

Moltke

COPENHAGEN.
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—

Adjacent
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building

of

institution founded in 1829.
In the direction of the railway-station lies the small 0rsted
Park (PI. G, H, 5, 6), with statues oi0rsted, the naturalist (d. 1851),
the

Polytechnic School (PL 32; 1,4),

an

by Jerichau, the Maid of Orleans, by Chapu, and twelve bronze
copies of famous antique statues, all presented by Mr. C. Jacobsen
(p. 356). Outside the park is a bronze group, by Cain, of a lion
and

a

lioness

quarters,

see

attacking

a

wild-boar.

—

The Halmtorv and the S.W.

p. 356.

The Aristocratic Quarter of Copenhagen, to the N.E. of the
consists of theBred-Gade (PI. L, 5, 4), from which
the St. Annae- Plads runs down to the harbour, and the Amalie-

Kongens Nytorv,

Gade.
At No. 2 Dronningens Tvaer-Gade, corner of the Bred-Gade, is
the *Picture Gallery of Count Moltke (PI. 26, L 5; adm., p. 345),
consisting of about 150 works by Dutch painters of the 17th cent.
and other Netherlandish masters, some of them very valuable.
No. 8. Rubens, Half-length of a monk; 13-16. David Teniers, four genuine
works (dated 1646, 1666, 1667, and 1674); 32. Rembrandt, Portrait of an
old woman (about 1656) ; 66-59. Jac. van Ruysdael, four late works, two
of them large (fine compositions with waterfalls and rapids); 60, 61.
M. Eobbema, Wooded Dutch landscapes , luminous in colouring and bold
in style; 93.
Paul Potter, Cattle grazing (1652); several genuine works
As in the
by Phil. Wouverman, the finest being No. 89, The Stable.
case of the royal gallery, most of these pictures were collected by Morell,
an art-dealer, about the middle of the 18th century.
Farther on, to the left, is the Frederiks-Kirke (PI. L, 4, 5),
begun in 1749-67, and completed in 1878-94 at the cost of Hr.
Tietgen, a wealthy banker. The handsome dome, internally 141 ft.,
externally 263 ft. in height, is a conspicuous object in the city
when seen from the environs. Adjacent, in the Bred-Gade, is the
Russian Alex. Newsky-Chapel, with gilded domes.
In the Bred-Gade are the Surgeons' Hall, the Roman Catholic
Chapel (PI. 11), and the large Frederiks- Hospital (PI. 4; L, 4).
The N.W. corner of the inner town is formed by a series of streets
('Nyhoder') of one-storied houses, erected under Christian IV. for
sailors of the navy, extended in the reign of Christian VII., and
of late partly altered.
In this quarter are the Church of St. Paul
(PI. 12; L, 4) and the Academy for Naval Cadets (PI. 37; L, 4).
An adjacent monument commemorates Admiral Suenson (A. 1887),
who commanded the Danish fleet in 1864.
The Amalie-Gadb (PI. L, 5, M, 4) is broken by the octagonal Frederiks-Plads, which is embellished with an equestrian ^Monument
of Frederick V. (A. 1766) in bronze, erected in 1771 by the Asiatic
"Trading Company, and designed by Saly, a French sculptor. The
four uniform rococo buildings enclosing the Plads together form
the Amalieborg (PI. L , M , 5) , which is now occupied by the
King, the Crown Prince, and the minister of the exterior.
The Amalie-Gade issues on the Esplanade (PI. C, M, 4), to the
—

—
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S. of the Citadel of Frederikshaven. Here, to the right, are the
Toldbod (PI. 44; M, 4), or custom-house, the Meteorological Institute

(PI. 22; M, 4),

and the English Church (St. Alban's; PL M, 4), a
tasteful Gothic building. Near this, towards the Bredgade, is a cafe.
To the E. of the citadel the Lange Linie, a pleasant promenade,
extends to the new Free Harbour (p. 346). On the Lange Linie is
a Monument to Ivar
Hvitfeld, the heroic Danish commodore, who
sank with his vessel during the battle against the Swedes in the
Kjege Bugt on 4th Oct., 1710 (p. 365). Near it are the Pavilion
Cafe (PI. M, 3) and a Camera Obscura, which affords a pleasing pic
ture of the harbour when the sun shines.
To the N.W. of the
citadel are the Blind Asylum , a Deaf and Dumb Asylum (PI. K,
L, 2), the Garrison Cemetery (PI. K, 2), and the Holmens Cemetery
—

(PI. I, K, 2, 3). These burial-grounds contain
recalling the Danish wars of 1848-9 and 1864.

several monuments

The inner town is bounded on the S.W. by the Vestervold-Gade
and the Halmtorv (PI. H, 7), in which a new Town-Halt on Nyrop's
plans, and to the S., a new Glyptothek (see p. 357; PI. I, 7, 8)
are in course of erection. Beside the latter is a seated bronze Statue

of J. A. Carstens (1754-98), the painter, by Th. Stein.
At the beginning of theVesterbro-Gade (PI. H, G, F, 7; tramway
No. 1, p. 344), which intersects the suburb of Vesterbro, are (to
the left) the Exhibition of Industrial Art, the Panopticum (adm.
10-10o'cl. ; 1

kr.), and the Dansk Folkemuseum (PI. H, 7), a
collection formed by B. Olsen to illustrate the history of civilisation
(adm., p. 345 ; catalogue 30 m.). Farther on, at the entrance to the
Tivoli (p. 345) , rises the Friheds Stette , or Column of Liberty
(PL G, 7), an obelisk of sandstone, 50 ft. in height, erected by
the peasantry in 1778 in memory of the abolition of serfdom; the
four allegorical marble figures round the base (reliefs) are hy
Wiedewelt.
The side-streets to the S. from the Vesterbro-Gade
lead to the municipal Cattle Market (Kvagtorv; PL G, 8) and
Slaughter- House, which are specially busy on Thursdays.
The Vesterbro-Gade is continued by the Frederiksberg- Allee, with
its numerous pleasure gardens , frequented especially on Sun.
(p. 345). The Allee ends in a round space before the park of
-

—

-

-

Frederiksberg.
At the entrance to the Frederiksberg-Have (PI. C-A, 7), or pal
ace-garden rises a Statue of Frederick VI. (A. 1839) by Bissen.
The Frederiksberg Palace (PI. B, 8), erected in the Italian style
under Frederick IV. (d. 1730), now a military school, lies conspic
,

hill to the left. The chief attraction is the fine view
terrace in front of the palace.
Farther to the W.,
beyond a Confectioner's, lies the Zoological Garden (PL A, B, 7, 8;
To the S. of the Roskilde road is the beautiful
adm., see p. 346).
shady park of Sendermarken (PI. A, B, 8).
Opposite the S.E. exit from the-park, towards the Ny-Carlsberg

uously

on a

from the

shady

—

—
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bronze statue of the Danish statesman Karl Christ.
by the younger Bissen, 1890,

**Ny-Carlsberg Glyptothek (PI. C, 9; tramway, p. 344,
2, b), a magnificent collection of sculpture and other works of

The
No.

art , the property of Herr Carl Jacobsen , a wealthy brewer and
enthusiastic lover of art, until lately contained almost exclusively
the works of French and Scandinavian sculptors; but since 1887 the
proprietor has enriched it with so many antiques of the highest
value that it now ranks among the finest collections to the N. of
the Alps. On the completion of the new building for its reception
(see p. 356) this gallery will pass into the possession of the city of
Copenhagen, to which Herr Jacobsen has presented it.
Admission,
—

see

p.

345; catalogue 75

e.

in the Ny-Carlbergsvei,
pass the large Ny-Carlsberg
brewery, and reach the entrance to the Glyptothek, on the left.
Room I (Vestibule): Egyptian Antiquities, a small but choice col
lection of typical examples of the various periods of Egyptian art. Above
are
eleven paintings of Egyptian scenes, by Riis Carstensen (1891).
1. Statue of an Egyptian woman (4th Dynasty; under glass); "27. Basalt sta
tue of an Egyptian magnate (12th Dyn.); 31.
Stele of the Hyksos period (?) ; "33. Diorite sta
tue of Anubis (18th Dyn.); 70. Granite statuette
of Osiris ; 73. Egyptian prince and his mother,
group in granite (28th Dyn.); no number,
Kneeling statuette , in basalt (Saitic period) ;
161. Bronze statuette of Anubis (26th Dyn.);
no number, Bronze statuette of the god Khnum
;
272a. Granite head from a king's statue (18th
276.
The
rest
Mummy (33rd Dyn.).
Dyn.);

Entering through

a

monumental

along which the tramway runs,

gateway

we

—

—

of this collection is in Cabinet XV.
Room II. Danish Sculptures. The frieze
is. by E. Bissen: Ceres and Bacchus civilising
mankind , a cast of the original which was
destroyed when the Christiansborg was burned
down. Also many works (1-86, 762-766) by E. V.
Bissen (1798-1868), who is said to have been

Thorwaldsen's favourite pupil. Subjects chiefly
Greek and Christian. Also beautiful portraitbusts. Other sculptures by E. E. Freund (17861840; Nos. 290-305); Th. Stein (b. 1829; Nos.
358-367), a pupil of Bissen; Jerichau (1816-83) ;
St. Binding (b. 1846; Nos. 351-356), and other
masters.
In the centre: Athlete, by Sir Fred.
—

Leighton.
The Greek Sculptures, almost all original
Greek works, are chronologically arranged in
RR. 1H-VI.
Room III: *1020. Attic head of
an athlete, 6th cent. B. C. *1024. Archaic basrelief, widow offering a libation to her deceased
husband, who has the features of a hero. 1026a, 1026b. Archaic heads in
Terracotta head,
1026.
terracotta, from Selinus;
coloured, from
Praeneste; "1021. Head of a youth, in an advanced archaic style, from
Cyprus; *1027, 1028. Late -archaic hermas, from Athens; no number,
Head of an ephebus (youth), of the first half of the 5th cent. ; 1033, 1035.
Heads of Zeus, 1034. Head of Dionysos, all three from Athens, in a style
approaching that of Phidias; 1035a. Female figure in relief, brought from
—
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Lord Elgin (5th cent.). Under glass, "1037. Head of Hermes
with traces of colouring, recalling the Hermes by Praxiteles
Olympia (4th cent.); 1044, 1045a. Attic lecythi, or funeral vases, of
the 4th cent. ; 1038, 1039. Heads of athletes , from Athens (4th cent.) ;
1071, 1072. Heads of athletes, of Roman workmanship ; *1039a. Bronze
statue of Hercules (4th cent.); 1073. Head of a girl, in a type of the Second
Attic School, of Roman execution ; 1081a. Hellenistic portrait of a youth,
from the Villa Borghese ; 1082b. Head of a dying Hellenistic prince ; *1083.
Head of a youth in a flat hat. In the centre of the room : 1056a. Torso
of a satyr, an original Hellenistic work; no number. Marble statue of a
woman (Peloponnesian ; 5th
The frieze
cent.), recalling figures at Olympia.
of this room, by Jerichau, represents the marriage of Alexander and
Roxana.
Room IV, with the great frieze by B. E. Freund ('Ragnarok', twilight
of the gods), representing the decline of the Northern Olympus, the orig
inal of which was destroyed with the Christiansborg (p. 348) , copied for
this room by St. Sinding. 1045. Head of a woman, from a tomb-relief at
Tarentum (end of 5th cent. B.C.). 1062. Statue of a woman, with a cloak over
her head (Aura velificans ?) , Greek type of middle of 5th cent., probably
for the summit of a tympanum, Roman in execution. By the wall on the
right, in the centre, "Hera ('Juno Pronuba'), a colossal statue from the
Villa Borghese (Rome). 1063. Statue of a Triton (Hellenistic), ornament of
a Roman fountain.
1064a. Statue of Dionysos ; 1053. Torso of Silenus,
Hellenistic. *1079. Colossal head of Athene Promachos; 1081. Colossal
head of a youth, from Tarsus, a decorative work, of Alexander's- time or
the beginning of the Hellenistic period.
1051b. Cupid bending his bow;
no number, Hercules at the court of Omphale. *Statue of Anacreon, after
an Attic original of the best period of the 5th cent., from the Villa Borghese
(Rome). 1223. Statue of Demeter (Ceres). Without number: Statue of a
satyr, supposed to be the Peribo'etos, the famous satyr of Praxiteles, from
the Villa Borghese (Rome). 1050. Statue of Hercules, from Tivoli. 1042,1043.
In the centre of the room : 1048. Artemis
Attic tomb-reliefs (4th cent).
(?), 1049. Amazon (?), two female torsos, expressive of great animation.
On each side of the entrance to the next room are copies in marble
of Thorwaldsen's Caryatides destroyed with the Christiansborg.
Room V. 1080. Colossal head of a woman with a mural crown, from
Smyrna, probably the goddess of that city. 1073e. Head of a dancer; no
number, Head of a satyr, with distended cheeks ; 1077, 1077a. Hermse of
Dionysos (?) ; Statue of Leda ; 1291. Frieze with Hercules ; 1099. Colossal head
of Dionysos; 1052. Statue of Paris or of Ganymede; 1073b. Female head
(Athena Lemnia?) ; 1073c. Colossal head of Apollo ; 1062a. Statue of .ffisculapius ; 1056. Statue of Apollo Citharcedus ; 1097. Colossal head of Apollo ;
1058a. Statue of Hercules; no numbers, Two heads of Hercules; 1059b.
Statue of one of the Dioscuri; 1074. Head of iEsculapius ; 1047. Statue of
a youth, recumbent,
a Greek original.
Room VI (semicircular). Bust
of the King of Denmark ; seated figures of the Empress-Dowager Maria of
Russia (Princess Dagmar of Denmark), by Jean Gautherin, and of the
Princess of Wales (Princess Alexandra of Denmark) , by Chapu. In this
room also are: 1068. Group with iEsculapius (who is represented without
a beard, contrary to the usual custom) ; 1073d. Head of Aphrodite ; *1059a.
Boy with fruit; 1060. Attic tomb-relief (4th cent.). The frieze, representing
the Valhalla, is an original by St. Binding.
Room VIII. Gallery of Portrait Busts. Most of the works here are
of Roman execution, but the following are Greek: 1078. Head of a woman,
in a slightly archaistic style, recalling Peloponnesian types; 1098. So-called
Sappho; 1102. A poet; 1104. Epicurus; 10S2. An orator; 1081b. Head of
one
of the Diadochi (successors of Alexander the Great), from Crete,
with the little horns marking him as the 'New Dionysos' ; no number,
Most of the Roman works are unusually fine examples,
Sophocles.
admirably illustrating the progress of the art of portraiture at: Rome.
They are chronologically arranged (except that the busts of the Julian
period are in R. IX). 1226. Head of a man, in travertine, probably the
earliest Roman portrait known; 1227. Tomb-relief of Gaius Septumius,
Athens

by

tMercury)^
at

—

—

—

—
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from Vulci; 1228- 1234b. Unknown portraits of the close of the Republic;
1239a. Fulvia, wife of Mark Antony (?) ; 1230. Fragment of a statue, perhaps
of Caius Cselius Caldus, consul in B.C. 94; "1253. Portrait of a woman
from the tomb of the Haterii on the Via Labicana ; 1252b. Otho ; 1257a.
Unknown bust, found at Athens; 1256. Plotina, wife of Trajan; "1257.
Hadrian, a sickly and nervous face; 1258. Antinous; 1260. Antoninus Pius;
1260a. Faustina the Elder; 1262. Marcus Aurelius; 1262b. Faustina the
Younger; no number, 'Lucius Verus; Lucilla; "1261. Antoninus Pius (?);
1263a. ^Elius Aristides; 1269. Manlia Scautilla, wife of Didiue Julianus;
1266. Bust of a certain Jason of Csesareain Cappadocia; 1272. Julia Mcesa;
no number, Septimius Severus ; Julia Mamsea ; 1279. Tranquillina, wife of
Gordian III. 1276a, 1276b, 1278a, 1278b, 1280. Finely polished busts of the
period of the Gordians : 1276a. Maximinus the Thracian ; 1280. Herennius
the Etruscan. 1279a. Colossal bust of Ottacilia Severa ; 1284a. Colossal bust
of Gallienus. Among the most valuable objects are portraits of the close
of the decadence period: 1287. Helena, mother of Constantine the Great;
In this room
1289. Magnentius (350-353 A.D.); 1286, 1288. Unknown.
also : 1804. Early Christian sarcophagus, with the history of Jonah (symbol
of the Resurrection); 1069. Eros (Cupid) as a god of death; 1305a. Roman
tombstone with busts in relief; 1225. Statue of Atys, from a temple at
The Etruscan Collection in this room includes : 1221a.
Cyzikos.
Proserpine, a limestone statue from a tomb ; 1213. Sarcophagus with reliefs,
from Vulci (3rd cent. B.C.); 1191. Archaic terracotta statue of a horseman,
from Cervetri; 1193-1199. Fragments of an archaic terracotta frieze, re
presenting a procession of chariots and horsemen, from Cervetri ; li91a.
Terracotta pediment-group , representing a combat ; 1200, 1201a. Tombcippus and cinerary casket, with archaic reliefs, from Chiusi; 1222a. Etrus
can column, from Orvieto.
Room IX, with a frieze by Jeriehau (Duel of Ajax and Hector; Orpheus)
and a coloured cast of the frieze from the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus.
Roman Sculptures: 1224d. Roman empress as Venus; 1224b. Tiberius;
"1224. Toga-statue of Gaius Fundilius Doctus; 1224a. Draped statue of a
matron of the Fnndilian gens (these three from the temple of Diana
Nemorensis in the Alban Mts.); 1224c. Draped female statue of the Augustan
period (according to the Greek inscription on the plinth the head was
altered to a portrait in the 3rd cent, after Christ); 1225a. Group with
Mithras.
Sarcophagi : "1294. Dionysos and Ariadne (from the Villa Casali)
1295. Myth of Marsyas (from Sidon) ; 1298. Phaeton.
Busts : "1254a. Un
known Roman (from the Villa Borghese) ; "1235. Cneius Pompeius Magnus ;
1236. M. Junius Brutus, the murderer of Caesar; 1237. Probably Servilia,
mother of Brutus ; 1238, 1239. Probably the sisters of Brutus ; 1240. Antonia
the Elder; 1241. Antonia the Younger; "1244. M. VipsaniusAgrippa, general
of Augustus ; 1245. Agrippina the Elder, wife of Germanicus ; 1247, 1248.
Agrippina the Younger, daughter of Germanicus ; 1249. Sister of the preced
ing; "1243. Livia, wife of Augustus; no number, Augustus (from Sardis);
1246. Caligula; 1250. Drusus the Younger, son of Tiberius; "1251. Probably
Messalina, the notorious wife of Claudius, of sensual but good-humoured
expression; 1252. Youthful Nero (?); "1254. Julia, daughter of Titus;
1251a, b, c. Busts from the temple of Diana Nemorensis; 1242a. Augustus,
1253a. Domitian, small bronze busts ; 1292. Archaistic relief of Neptune,
Amphitrite, and Mars ; no number, Archaistic relief of Hercules and Apollo
fighting for the Delphic tripod (from the Villa Borghese); 1293. P.elief of
Victoria from the early imperial period. On the walls : 1318a. Six stucco
In the centre
fragments from the lining of a tomb of the Sempronii.
of the room: 1319. Mosaic of Europa, from the Villa Casali; Vase in red
in
the Vatican.
in
a
of
the
the
Gabinetto
delle
Maschere
vase
marble,
copy
We return to R. VIII and enter Cabinbts XXV which contain the
smaller articles of the collection.
Cab. X contains chiefly Primitive
Italian Terracottas and Etruscan Cinerary Urns with reliefs, the latter dating
the
3rd
cent.
B.C.
On
from
mainly
shelves, a series of antefixae decorated
with sculpture and rich painting, mostly very archaic, from Cervetri (Caere),
Falerii, and Capua ; 1220. Balustrade in terracotta, adorned with a winged
Among the Etruscan urns
woman; 1191. Head of a very primitive idol.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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observe No. 1215 (under glass), the original colouring and gilding of which
in excellent preservation. 1213. Sarcophagus from Vulci, with relief
(3rd cent. B.C.). 1203. Bronze casket, found at Praeneste, with battlescenes engraved on the lid (3rd cent. B.C.).
Cabinet XI. Small terracottas (groups, small figures, heads) from Tanagra, Asia Minor, and Tarentum.
Cabinet XII. Chiefly small antique works of art; busts; fragments.
Cabinet XIII. 739. Al. Cano (Spaniard, 17th cent.), Wooden statuette
of a monk; three bas-reliefs in marble, by Mino da Fiesole; 789. Mary,
Jesus, and St. John; 794. St. Jerome; 795. John the Baptist. Unfinished
bust of Alexander Farnese, in marble.
Cabinet XIV. Antiquities from Palmyra, statues, busts, heads, altars
(also a mummy from Syria), of the 2nd and 3rd cent. A.D., the most com
plete collection of the kind in existence, very important for the study of
costume, ornament, epigraphy, etc. (Catalogue by D. Bimonsen, 1889.)
Cabinet XV.
Egyptian Antiquities. Tombstones of the Primaeval,
Middle, and New Monarchies, down to the Christian period, arranged
Also:
42. Relief-head of Seti I. (19th Dyn.); 60. Reliefchronologically.
head of Ramses III. (20th Dyn.) ; live painted portraits from mummy-cases
(from the Graf collection). In the cabinet: Painted plaster heads from
mummy-cases of the Ptolemaic and Boman periods; bronze statuettes of
Egyptian deities. Graeco Egyptian terracotta statuettes. Two granite
sphinxes of Hadrian's period.
Room XVI contains modern French Sculptures, forming a collection
quite unequalled for completeness anywhere out of France. 447. Girtme,
Anacreon ; Paul Dubois, 424. Faith, "420. Eve (two examples), "421. Caritas ;
430. /. Falguiere, Ophelia (a portrait of Mme. Christine Nilsson); "411.
Delaplanche, Music; 774. Aizelin, Mignon; "433. Gautherin, Paradise Lost;
789. Salmson, Yarn- winder ; 885. Barrias, The child Mozart; 877. Falguiere,
Eve; "412. Delaplanche, Maternal training ; "775. Barrias, The first funeral ;
"399. Chapu, Joan of Arc; 838. Marqueste, Eve; "392. Barrias, Oath of
Spartacus. Also, two plaster-casts : 460. Mercii, 'Quand meme !' (defence
of Belfort) ; 425. P. Dubois, Equestrian statue of the Constable Anne de
Busts: Ltonard, 785. Vision of Faust, 784. Ophelia;
Montmorency.
780. P. Dubois, Pasteur, 782b. Falguiire, Paul Dubois, "398. Carpeaux,
Gerome (these three in bronze); "439. Gautherin, Candour (terracotta). In
the centre : 393. Barye, Panther and crocodile (bronze).
On the E. wall
is the continuation of the Renaissance sculptures; 795e. Algardi (?), Paul V.,
a bronze bust from the Palazzo Borghese.
Also, a Christian sarcophagus.
are

-

—

—

A visit may

also

be

paid

to

the

Romanesque

Jesus -Kirke

(PI B, 9), built on Dahlerup's plans at the cost of Herr C. Jacobsen
(12-3; 25,0.). The interior, richly adorned with stucco, is supported
by 82 granite pillars. The font, with figures of Faith and Hope,
is by Jerichau; the tomb of the Jacobsen family has a marble group
by Thorwaldsen and Tenerani ; the altar- frieze is by Sinding. Stained
In front of the church is a bronze copy of
glass from Munich.
Michael Angelo's 'Moses'.
—

Environs of

Copenhagen.

The *Environs of Copenhagen and the whole of N. E. Zealand
The rich corn-fields, the green meadows, and
are very attractive.
the beautiful beech-woods fringing the blue or greenish water of the
Sound, are enlivened with numerous villas, chateaux, and villages.
We note a few of the more interesting places.
The

Klampenboro

Railway

(station,

see

PI.

G

,

6)

runs

trains in

week-days, and half-hourly or oftener on Sundays and
fares 60, 40, 25 0.).
Stations: Nerrebro, Bellerup
holidays
(p. 361), C'harlottenlund, Klampenborg.

summer

hourly

on

(in 25 min.;

DYREHAVE.
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Carriage to Klampenborg or Skodsborg 5-6, there and back 8 kr. ;
higher fares on Sundays.
Steamboats, see below.
The 'Strandvei' to Klampenborg (tramway to Slukefter near
Hellerup), which begins at the Triangel (PI. I, 1), is uninteresting
until beyond the Vibenshuus inn, where it approaches the coast,
with its numerous villas. About 3'/2 M. to the N. of the Triangel,
in a beautiful park, is the royal chateau of Charlottenlund, occupied
by the Crown Prince in summer. Near the chateau is the Restaurant
Constantia, and at the entrance to the woods, by the Crown Prince's
stables, is another cafe-restaurant. On the shore are a fort and th
Charlottenlund Baths. About l*/4 M farther on is the Hotel Skovshoved, the first steamboat-station, which is iy4 M. from Klampen
borg (see below). A fine avenue leads from Charlottenlund to the
N.W- to (l'/2 M.) the chateau of Bernslorff, the summer-residence
of the royal family, also situated in a park, and the hamlet of
—

Jagersborg (Inn).
A very favourite excursion from Copenhagen is to the *Dyrehave
called Skoven, or the forest), or deer-park, a beautiful

(usually

forest of beeches, well stocked with stags and deer. At the entrance,
to the N. of Charlottenlund, is the Bellevue Hotel, the landing-

2M.

of the steamers. About y4 M. farther on, in a beautiful park, are
the water-cure and sea-baths of Klampenborg (Hotel fy Restaurant,
fine view; pension for a week or more, from 6 kr. per day). Most

place

of the

the beach are let as summer-quarters.
of the wood, a little inland from Torbak
or Taarbak
(Hotel), 2l/4 M. from Klampenborg, stands the Eremitage (Restaurant), a shooting-lodge built by Christian VI. in 1736,
near which
groups of deer are seen towards evening. A pleasant
path leads thence by Raavad (Restaurant) and through the fine wood
On

a

numerous

height,

in

villas

a

on

clearing

Jagersborg to Skodsborg (*Bade-H6tel, R. with view 2-6, D.
*0resund; omn. to Klampenborg station 30 0.), another
favourite bathing-place and the most beautiful spot on the Sound.
The Dyrehaves Bakke ('deer-park hill'), on the S. side of the
park, is a great popular resort in summer. Near a spring called the
Kirsten-Piils Kilde are rows of booths and shows of all kinds, which
with the beautiful woods afford a pleasant picture of humble life
'al fresco'. .The forester's house of Fortunen, in the S.W. corner of
the Dyrehave, with a garden-restaurant, 2y4 M. from the Klampen
borg station, commands a fine view.
of

2-3 kr.;

59. From

Copenhagen

to

Helsingar

Comp. Map,

and

Helsingborg.

p. 250.

Zealand Northern Railway to Eelsinger, 37 '/« M., in 2 hrs.; fares
3 kr., 2kr., li/2kr.; nine trains daily. Best to go by first train, in order

have time to see Frederiksborg.
Through -passengers to Belsingborg
10, 3 kr. 10, 2 kr. 40 0.) are conveyed from Helsingor to the steam
Steamboat (restaurant on board; B. l'/n kr.)
ferry in a special carriage.
four times daily to Belsinger (in 2'A> hrs.; fares IV2 kr., 1 kr.) and Bel
singborg (in 3 hrs.; fares 2 kr., I72 kr.), starting from the corner of the
to

(fares 4 kr.

—
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From

Copenhagen

Havne Gade and the Nyhavn at Copenhagen (PI.
L, 6). Cheap trips ('Lysttur') on Sundays, there and back ('Tur og Retur'). Stations: 25 min.
Skovshoved, 10 min. Bellevue-Klampenborg, 5 min. Taarbosk, 20 min. Skods
borg, 10 min. Vedbcsk, 15 min. Rungsted, 25 min. Bumlebcek, 20 min. Snekkerslen, 20 min. Eelsinger, 30 min. Belsingborg.
The Railway makes a wide circuit through the district of Frederiksborg. Stations : Nerrebro (a suburb) ; 4l/2 M. Hellerup, where
the Klampenborg line (p. 360) diverges to the
right; 6 M. Gjentofte
(station for the chateau of Bernstorff, p. 348); 8 M. Lyngby, still
within the new fortifications , near which are the villa of Sorgenfri and Count Schulin's villa of Frederiksdal. 11 M. Holle, with
charming environs (chateau of Dronninggard on Lake Fure, etc.) ;
I41/2 M. Birkered; 17J/2 M. Lillered.
Hotels. Hotel Leidersdorff, opposite the
22y2 M. Hillere'd.
castle, omnibus from the station 25 0. ; Hotel Kj0benhavn, well spoken of;
Kronpkindsen.
"Slottpavillon Restaurant, see below.
Omnibus to Fredensborg (p. 363), 50 0.
Carriage with one horse 4,
—

—

—

with two horses 6 kr. and fee.
Branch Railway to (12 M.) Grcested through the beautiful forest of
Gribskov; fine excursion to Gribsei (Restaurant in the woods), the third
station.
Carriages meet the early trains at Graested to convey passengers
to Gilleleie (p. 364).
—

Hillerbd, the small capital of the district of Frederiksborg,
adorned with a very realistic statue of Frederick VII., lies at the
S. end of thermal! Lake of Frederiksborg ,from which, near the W.
bank, rises *Slot Frederiksborg (*/4 hr. from the station). This
palace was erected in 1602-20 by Christian IV. in the plain and
vigorous Renaissance style named after him (p. 354), on the site
of an older building of Frederick II. The massive edifice, which
consists of four stories, with towers and gables, has been restored
since a fire in 1859, and is now fitted up as an historical museum.
Some of the rooms are sumptuously decorated, especially the
*Knights' Hall and the Dining Room. They contain a large col
lection of historic and artistic interest, modern historical pictures,
portraits, etc. The windows afford a variety of pretty views. The
church is specially interesting. Entrance by the middle door in the
N. main wing: in summer daily, 9.30 to 4, and 5 to 7 o'clock;
tickets in the vestibule of the main building, 35 0. ; catalogue 25 0.
The Talace Church, where the kings of the Oldenburg line used to
be crowned, is gorgeously decorated and almost overladen with gilding.
The intarsia or inlaid-work of the stalls next to the royal seat, dating
from the time of Christian IV., is by Dutch artists; so, too, are the pulpit,
of ebony and embossed silver, and the Crucifixion in embossed silver on
The gallery is adjoined by the "King's Oratory, which
the high-altar.
has been entirely restored since the fire of 1859 in all its old splendour
of carved wood and ivory, and is adorned with fine paintings from the
Passion by Prof. C. Bloch (d. 1890), presented by Herr J. C. Jacobsen (d. 1887).
in the outer palace-court (1888), is a
executed for Christian IV- by Adrian
de Vries in 1623 and carried off by the Swedes in 1659. The Park
behind the palace, laid out in the old French style, contains the
*Slotspavillon (restaurant), whence we have a fine view of the palace.

The Neptune Fountain,
reproduction of a fountain

to

Helsingborg.

HELSING0R.

59. Route.
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From

Frederiksborg (walkers turning to the right in the central
palace, and passing through the gate to the right) a
road leads through beautiful oak and beech woods to the N.E. to
(5 M.) Slot Fredensborg, the autumn residence of the royal family,
near the
pretty Lake Esrom, which becomes visible on the way.
The palace
built in 1720 in memory of the recently concluded
court of the

,

Danish and Swedish peace, contains few objects of interest. (Among
the pictures : Karel van Mander, Christian IV. ; Rubens, Christ on
the Cross; Rembrandt, Young girl.) Admission to the palace 50 e. ;
to the Russian Pavilion 50 e. more.
The paTk, which is open to
the public, contains the 'NormansdaT, adorned with statues of 65
Norwegian peasants in national costume, presented by the peasants
themselves in the 18th cent., but without artistic value. The grand
avenue in the S. part of the park is worth seeing.
(Guide, to save
The village of Fredensborg (*Jembane-Hotel ; Store
time, 50 e.)
Kro) is a railway-station (28 M. from Copenhagen).
The last stations on our route are (32 M.) Kvistgaard and
(37y2 M.) Helsinger (see below). The station is close to the pier.
—

The ""Steamboat to

Helsinger (2'/2 hrs.)

It skirts the beautiful coast of

is far

enjoyable.

more

of which
revealed as we proceed. Steering along the shore,
the vessel calls at Bellevue (p. 360), Torbak (p. 360), Skodsborg
(p. 360), and Vedbak, with the beautiful park of Count Danneskjold-Samse (open to the public). Leaving to the right the Swed
ish island of Hven, noted for its connection with Tycho Brahe
are

Zealand, the attractions

gradually

(p. 354),

and the church of St. lbs

(Jacobus

or

James),

we

next touch

Rungsted (where a hill bears a monument to the Danish poet Jo
hannes Ewald, p. 353), at Humlebaik, and at Snekkersten.
Helsinger (Jernbane-Hotel, at the station, well spoken of; Hotel
Qresund, in the town ; Hdtel du Nord) is an ancient commercial
town with 11,000 inhab., on the narrowest part of the Sound, which
separates Zealand from the Swedish province of Skane. Modern
at

Gothic town-hall. Strandpavillon, a cafe on the quay.
Just beyond the N. exit from the town rises the handsome and
castle of *Kronborg, massively built of stone by Fred
erick II. in 1577-85, and enclosed by ramparts and broad moats.
It was here that the Danish government formerly exacted the Sound
Dues from all vessels passing through the strait (from 15,000 to
20,000 annually). The levy of these dues was first instituted by
the Hanseatic League, assumed as a right by the Danes after the

conspicuous

League, tacitly and afterwards expressly recognised by
foreign powers, and at length commuted in 1857 by the nations

fall of the

interested for a total sum of 30,476, 325 Danish riks-dollars (nearly
3y2 million pounds sterling). The batteries of the castle, however,
could not absolutely prevent the passage of vessels without co
operation from the Swedish side , as was twice proved by the
British fleet.
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The Flag Battery (to the left of the principal W. entrance) is the
'Platform before the Castle of Elsinore' where Shakspeare makes the ghost
in Hamlet appear. Kronborg is also mentioned in Danish traditions. Deep
down in its casemates slumbers Holger Danske ('the Dane'), a well-known
character in Andersen's tales, who will come forth whenhis country is in peril.
The castle, which is chiefly used as barracks, presents little attraction
beyond its picturesque appearance. (Tickets in the inner court, first door
on the left : for the collection of
pictures, the chapel, and the tower 30 0. ;
for the chapel alone 20 0.; for the casemates, 1-8 pers., 25 0. each, 914 pers. 20 0. each.) The Castle Chapel has its walls, pulpit, and stalls
adorned with wood-carving by German masters, restored in 1843. The
room is also shown in which Caroline Matilda, Queen of Christian VII.,
was imprisoned for a time on a charge of undue intimacy with Struensee,
the prime minister.
The rooms formerly used by the royal family con
tain numerous but unimportant pictures by Danish painters.
The flat
roof of the S.W. Tower (145 steps) commands an extensive "View of the
busy Sound, from the island of Hven as far as Kullen, and of the wooded
coast of Zealand.
—

On the Swedish coast , opposite Helsinger, lies (3*/2 M.) Hel
259). Steamer 6-8 times daily in 20 min. (fare 50e.).
To the N.W. of Kronborg lies (3/4M.)Marienlyst, a sea-bathing
place. The former royal chateau stands on the slope of a hill which
affords a fine view of Kronborg and Helsinger. A column on the
hill is pointed out as Hamlet's tomb I On the beach is the BadeHotel, with promenades.
Pleasant walk hence along the wooded coast to (4>/2 M.) Hellebaek (BadeBolel; omnibus to Helsingor, twice daily, 600.), another sea-bathing place.
On the opposite Swedish coast the red royal chateau of Soflero and the coal
mines of Bbganas are conspicuous. The Odinshbi, I1/2 M. farther on, also
The walk may be advantageously continued along
commands a fine view.
the wooded coast via, (3 M.) Aalsgaard (Aalsgaard's Botel, pens. 5 kr.), (9 M.)
Bornbeek (Pens. Friis), and (12 M.) Nakkehoved, to (13V2 M.) Gilleleie (*Inn), a
bathing resortandthelargest fishing-village in Zealand (to Graested, see p. 362).

singborg (p.

—

60. From

Copenhagen

to

Hamburg, by
Slesvig.

the Danish

Islands and

316 M. Railway the whole way], with the exception of the short
ferries to Fiinen and Fredericia.
Two through-trains daily in I6V/2 hrs.
Or the traveller may go by
(39 kr. 10 0., 28 kr. 35 0., 18 kr. 5 0.).
Railway to Korsar (69 M., in 3V4 hrs.), thence by Steamboat (twice daily
in about 5 hrs.) to Kiel (p. 354), and by Railway from Kiel to Hamburg
(70 M., in 2'/4-3 hrs.; through -service from Copenhagen to Hamburg in
121/2 hrs., fares 30 M 90, 25 Jt 90, 14 M 30 pf.).
From Copenhagen to Berlin the shortest route is now by Warnemiinde (lO'/i hrs.): railway in 33/4 hrs. to (75 M.) Gjedser (see p. 365),
at the S. extremity of the island of Falster; steamboat in about 2 hrs. to
(30 M.) Warnemilnde; railway (express in 4V2hrs.) thence to (140 M.) Ber
lin.
Steamboats also ply from Copenhagen to Liibeck (daily in 17 hrs.),
Stralsund (in summer daily via Malmo in about 10 hrs.), Stettin (4 times
weekly in 14V2-16 hrs.), etc.
—

—

p. 342. The scenery traversed by the W. Zea
2 M. Frederiksberg (p. 356) ; 7y2 M.
Glostrup ; 11 M. Taastrup; 16 M. Hedehusene.
20 M. Roskilde, pron. Roskille (Hotel Prindsen; Menzel's Hotel,
at the station; Rail. Restaurant), an old town on the deeply indented
fjord of that name, the capital of the kingdom down to 1443 (comp.

Copenhagen,

land

see

Line is very

pleasant.

SOR0.
p.

346),

and the residence of the

59. Route.

bishop
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of Zealand down to the

Reformation, now contains 6000 inhab. only. The only relic of its
ancient glory is the fine *Cathedral, consecrated in 1084, and
restored at subsequent periods, finally in 1868.
The Interior

(sacristan,

or

'Graver', nearly opposite

the W.

portal;

1-3 pers. 2 kr., 4-10 pers. 4 kr.) contains the tombs of the Danish kings,
most of whom, from Harold I. (d. 987) down to Frederick VII. (d. 1863)
repose here, the earlier in vaults, the more recent in chapels. Behind the

Queen Margaret (d. 1412), with a recumbent alabaster statue
and her brother Christopher (d. 1363); Christian V. (d. 1699) and
Frederick IV. (d. 1730), with their consorts. In the late-Gothic '"Chapel
of the Trinity or of the Three Kings (1459-64), on the S. side of the church,
are the tombs of Christian I. (d. 1481) ;
Christian III. (d. 1559), by Corn.
Floris; and Frederick II. (d. 1588). On the same side, to the E., is the
of
with
the
of that king (d. 1766), by WiedeFrederick
tomb
V.,
chapel
welt, and the coffins of the kings from Christian VI. (d. 1746) to Fred
erick VII. (d. 1863). Opposite, on the N. side of the chnrch, is the Chapel
of Christian IV., built in the Renaissance style in 1615, recently restored
and decorated with frescoes by Eddelin and Marstrand. It contains the
handsome sarcophagi of Christian IV. (d. 1648) and of Frederick III. (d. 1730)
and his consort (these two in bronze). The late-Gothic choir-stalls are
curiously carved with scenes from the Old and New Testaments. The
reading-desk should also be noticed. The large carved high-altar-piece
dates from the 16th century.
high-altar,

(1423),

The small gate opposite the N. side of the church leads to
which command a pleasing view of the fjord.
From Roskilde to Gjedser ( Wamemilnde), 88 M., railway in 3V2hrs.
14 M. Kjage (Bane-IIotel; Edtel Prindsen), an ancient town, prettily situated
on the Kjeige Bugt, where the Danes under Nils Juel gained a great naval
victory over the Swedes in 1677, and where Ivar Hvitfeld blew up his ship
in 1710 (p. 348). In the market-place is a statue of Frederick VII., by Bissen.
Stations: Thureby ; Easlev; Olstrup; Nestved (Edtel Vinhus; Axelhus;
"Rail. Restaurant, lunch-basket 1 kr.), near fine beech-woods.
Branchline to Skjelsker and Slagelse (p. 366).
46 M. Lundby.
55 M. Vordingwith
and
a
3200
inhab.
ruined
Valdemar;
borg (Est.
Jernbane-Eotel, plain),
castle. From its little harbour (55>/2 M.) Masnedsund the line crosses an
arm of the Belt by a fine bridge to the small island of Masnede, whence a
steam-ferry conveys passengers across the Great Belt in 17 min. to (60 M.)
Orehoved,on the island of Falsler. To the island of Meen, see p. 369. Thence
again by railway via Nerre-Alslev, Eskildstrup, and Tingsted, to (74 M.)
Nykjabing (Edtel Stad Nykjybing), a small port on the Guldborgsund, over
which a railway-bridge and a carriage-bridge lead to the island of Laaland.
Thence we proceed via Veggerlese and Fiskebcek over a flat peninsula to
(88 M.) Gjedser or Gjedser Odde, the southernmost point of the island
(steamboat to Wamemilnde, see p. 364).
To Kallundborg , 49 M.,
From Roskilde to Aarhos via Kallundborg.
railway in 21/4-31/2 hrs. (fares 5 kr. 35, 3 kr. 90, 2 kr. 40 0.) ; thence to
in
56
steamboat
The chief
hrs.
daily
(fares 4, 21/2 kr.).
Aarhus,
41/2
M.,
intermediate stations are (221/2 M.) Eolbwk (Hot. Isefjord), with 3500 inhab.,
on a fjord of the same name, and (36 M.) Jyderup (Skarrids0), near the pic
49 M. Kallundborg (Kallundborg; Postgaarden), a
turesque Skarrid-Se.

grounds

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

small seaport with an interesting Romanesque church (12th cent.), built in
the shape of a Greek cross , with four octagonal towers and a square
tower in the middle.
The steamboat to Aarhus traverses the Kallundborg
Aarhus, see p. 370.
Fjord, and touches at Samse, in the Great Belt.
—

—

Viby; 31 M. Borup ; 39l/2 M. Ringsted, with an old
26l/2
49 M. Sore- (Hotel Sore), on the lake of that
Benedictine church.
name, surrounded by woods; the Cistercian church here (12th cent.)
M.

—

contains the tombs of L.

Holberg (p. 347)

and of three Danish

kings.
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Farther on the scenery is uninteresting. 58 M. Slagelse.
69 M.
Korser (Hotel Korser; Hotel Store Belt; Rail. Restaurant), a town
with 4700 inhab. , is the starting-point of the large steam-ferry
(good restaurant, luncheon 1 kr.) which departs */2 hr. after the
arrival of the train and crosses the Great Belt (14 M. wide) in about
1 !/4 hr. to Nyborg (Postgaard), a town and harbour on the island
of Funen (Dan. Fyen), with remains of an old palace and a Gothic
church.
The Funen Line proceeds by Ullerslev, Langeskpv,. a.nA Marslev
to (19 M.) Odense (Brockmann's Hotel; Postgaarden; Hotel St.
Knud), the capital of the island, with 30,300 inhab., the birth
place of Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875), whose house on the
Klingenberg is marked by a tablet. The Cathedral of St. Knud,
erected in 1086-1301, contains monuments of the kings John and
Christian II. The Frue Kirke has a fine carved reredos by Claus
Berg of Liibeck (beginning of 16th cent.). The Slot and the Mu
seum
(Skole-Gade; 50 e.) contain Northern antiquities. Statue of
Frederick VII., by Bissen.
From Odense to Svendborg and the Danish Islands, see R. 61.
The following stations are Holmstrup , Tommerup , Skalbjerg,
Bred, Aarup, Gjelsted, Eiby, Nerre-Aaby, and (52 M.) Strib, at the
N.W. extremity of the island, near the sea-bathing place of Middelfart (Behrendt's Hotel). Passengers cross the Little Belt in
15-20 min. by a steam-ferry to
Fredericia ( Victoria Hotel ; Rail. Restaurant) , a town with
10,000 inhab. , surrounded by a girdle of decaying fortifications.
An interesting bronze statue of a soldier here commemorates the
victory of the Danes over the Slesvig-Holstein besiegers in 1849.
The Flensburg line proceeds in a S.W. direction, affording
occasional glimpses of the Little Belt. 5 M. Taulov ; 8 M. Eltang ;
12 M. Kolding (*Hot. Kolding), with the imposing ruins of the castle
of Koldinghus, founded in 1248, greatly enlarged in the 16-17th
cent., but destroyed by fire in 1808. 20M. Lunderskov (branch-line
to the W. to Esbjerg and Ringkjebing, p. 373).
23y2 M. Vamdrup, the Danish frontier-station. (In the reverse
direction, luggage boo.ked for Copenhagen is not examined till the
—

—

capital

is

reached.)

36 M. Woyens, the first German station (luggage examined).
Branch-line in 35 min. to (7l/2 M.) Hadersleben (Petersen's Hotel),
small trading-place (7600 inhab.) on the fjord of that name.
From (50 M.) Rothenkrug another branch-line runs in 25 min. to
(4 M.) Apenrade (Hotel de Vos), a sea-bathing place on the beau
59 M. Tingleff (branch line to Tondern,
tiful Apenrade Fjord.

—

a

—

for the island of Sylt).
70 M. Flensburg (Hotel

Hotel; Fey's Hotel),
situated

on

a

Flensburg; Bahnhofs-Hotel ; Central
thriving town with 37,000 inhab., beautifully

rising ground

at the S. end of the

deeply

indented

SVENDBORG.

Flensburg Fjord.
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Fine view from the Bellevue

,

a

cafe"

on
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the hill

to the W., near the windmills. The Old

Cemetery, prettily situated
on the same height, contains a marble sphinx by Thorwaldsen.
87 M. Jubek, the junction for Husum and Tbnning.
94y2 M. Slesvig, or Schleswig (Stadt Hamburg, Raven's Hotel, in
the Altstadt; Sveen s Hotel, near the station), an ancient town with
15,100inhab., consists of a single street, 3'/2M. in length, extend
ing round the W. end of the fjord called the Schlei. Fine view from
the Erdbeerberg, near the station. Not far from it is the old ducal
Schloss Gottorp, now a barrack, the chapel of which has an interest
ing carved priedieu of the 17th century. The Dom in the Altstadt
contains a fine reredos in carved oak by Hans Briiggemann (1524).
109 M. Rendsburg, a town with 13,200 inhabitants. The train
crosses the Eider and the North Sea fy Baltic Canal, opened in June,
122 Nortorf.
1895.
130y2 M. Neumiinster is the junction for
Kiel (19y2 M., in 35-45 min.).
157 M. Elmshom.
—

—

—

177 M. Altona

(Kbniglicher Hof, Bahnhofs-Hotel, Sonne, all at
station), a thriving commercial and manufacturing town with
144,600 inhab., on the N. bank of the Elbe.
181 '/2 M. Hamburg (Berlin Station; Hamburger Hof, Hot. de
I'Europe, Streit's Hotel, etc.), see Baedeker's Northern Germany.

the

61. From Odense to

Svendborg, Langeland, Laaland,

Falster, and Maen.
From Odense to Svendborg, 29
2 kr. 55, 1 kr. 60 0.).

M.,

Railway in

IV2-2

hrs.

(fares 3

kr.

50,

Odense, see p. 366. The railway runs to the S. via (2y2 M.)
Bege, (3 M.) Hjallese, (6 M.) Heiby, (8*/2 M.) Aarslev, and
13 M. Ringe.
(10 M.) Pederstrup.
Fruens

—

From Ringe to Faaborg, 18 M., railway in ll/t hr. (fares 2 kr. 40,
1 kr. 80, 1 kr. 20 0.).
Several small stations.
18 M. Faaborg (Ettel
Rasmussen), with 3700 inhab., is picturesquely situated on a fjord of the
—

same

name.

16 M.

S#rup.

—

Rudme; 18

M. Kvarndrup; 21 M. Stenstrup ; 26 M.
29 M. Svendborg (* Vandall's Hotel; Hotel Svendborg),

with 8700 inhab., is beautifully situated on the Svendborg Sund.
Immediately to the N. of the town is the Ovinehei, commanding
a fine view.
A little farther distant is the ruined castle of 0rkil.
The most attractive excursion from Svendborg is that to the island
of Taasinge (ferry or steamer).
The ferry crosses the sound to Vindeby,
whence we walk to the high-lying (245 ft.) Bregninge Kirke (splendid view
from the tower; key from the schoolmaster). About l3/i M. to the E. is
Valdemar's Slot, dating from the 17th cent, (visitors admitted) ; and 72 M.
farther to the N., opposite the island of Thor0, is the pretty fishing-hamlet
of Troense (J0rgensen's Restaurant ; Troensegaard's Restaurant).
About
i'A M. to theE. of Svendborg (along the coast) lies the sea-balhing resort
of Christiansminde (Bath-Establishment and Bath Pension , pens, at both,
4-5 kr.), 1/4 M. beyond which is Gammel Eeslehave, with large orchards
and manufactures of wine from fruits.
Troense, Christiansminde, and
Gammel Hestehave are all visited by the steamers.
—

•

—
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From

Svendborg

via

Langeland

to Masnedsund.

From Svendborg to Rudkjebing, 12 M., Steamboat in I1/4 hr. (fares I1/2,
lkr.). From Rudkj0bing to Spodsbjerg, 51/2 M., Diligence (75 0.); thence
to (16 M.) Nakskov, Steamboat in ls/4 hr. (fares 3 kr. 15, 2 kr. 65, 2 kr. 15 0.).
From Nakskov to Masnedsund, 481/2 M., Railway in 3Vi-4 hrs. (fares 5 kr. 85,
3 kr. 45, 2 kr. 50 0.).

The steamer steers between Taasinge and Thore , on the right,
and Funen, on the left, to the long island of Langeland. Bndkjebing
(Hdtel Langeland), the only town on the island, with 3500 inhab.,
was the birthplace of H. C. 0rsted (1777-1851), discoverer of electroAbout 8 M. to the N. is the stately castle of Tranekjcer,
magnetism.
mentioned as early as the 13th cent., now the property of Count
Ahlefeldt.
The steamer also calls at Lohals, at the N. extremity
of the island.
From Rudkjebing the road runs to the E., across the broadest
part of the fertile island, to Spodsbjerg, whence another steamer
crosses the Langelands Belt and the Nakskov Fjord in l3/4 hr. to the
island of Laaland (Dan. Lolland). Nakskov (Hotel Skandinavien),
where we land, is a town of 6700 inhab., with a large sugar-factory,
the tower of which commands a fine view (apply to the manager).
Near the harbour begins the dyke, erected after the great inundation
of 1872 to protect the W. and S. coasts of Laaland, along which it
About 3/4 M.
extends to beyond Redby, a distance of about 25 M.
to the N. of Nakskov is the pleasure-resort of Svinglen, with a
—

—

—

restaurant.
A pleasant drive (5 hrs.; carr. 10 kr.) may be taken to the N.E. via,
Sabyholm and Juellinge to (8 M.) Pederstrup, the imposing chateau of Count
Reventlow.

The
Fkom Nakskov to Masnedsund, railway (see above).
district tra versed is fertile, with fields divided by hedges ('knicke').
15y2M. Maribo (Hdtel Gaest51/2 M- Sellested; 10i/2 M. Ryde.
yivergaden ; Railway Restaurant) , a town with 2500 inhab. and a
handsome Gothic church (14th cent.), occupies a pleasant site on
Branch-lines run
the Maribo-Se. Near the station is a Museum.
hence, to the S. to Redby, and to the N. to Bandholm, whence a
visit may be paid to Knuthenborg, an aristocratic mansion with a
—

—

—

'

—

fine

park.

(Bruhn's Hotel) is a small town with 1500
(26 M.) Graenge a bridge, 690 yds. long, crosses
(31 M.) Nykjefbing (p. 365), the capital of the

21 M. Saxkjebing
inhabitants. Beyond
the Guldborgsund to
island of Falster.

A pleasant excursion may be taken hence (diligence twice daily in
hr. ; 1 kr. 35 0.) to (iOi/2 M.) Nysled (Petersen's Hotel, unpretending),
1/4 M. from which is Count Raben-Levetzau's chateau of Aalholm, perhaps
the oldest building in Denmark. Its tower affords a splendid view; and
The model-farm of Ourupgaard lies
in the park are some rare trees.
31/2 M. to the E. of Nykj0bing.

13/4'

—

From

Nykjebing

to

Masnedsund,

see

p. 365.

M0EN.
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Meren.
From Masnedsund to Siege, I81/2M., Steamboat daily in 2 hvs. (fares
2 kr., 1 kr. 35 0. ; good restaurant on board). A steamer also plies from
From Stege to Liselund (Mtfensklint), 10 M.,
Copenhagen in 6 brs.
Carriage in 2 hrs. (1-4 pers. 71/2 kr. ; from the postmaster).
A visit to
the island of Meten is very attractive. The W. half is flat and uninteresting,
but the E. half, known as Klint, is rocky, with chalk cliffs rising sheer
The white and often fantastic cliffs, with their verdant
from the sea.
ravines, unite with the blue sea to produce a scene of great beauty.
—

—

Masnedsund, see p. 365. The steamboat skirts the wooded islands
Zealand, on the left, and Falster and Boge, on the right, and
coasts along Meen to (18y2 M.) Stege (Baden's Hotel), the only
town (2000 inhab.) on the island, with remains of its old castle and
walls. Stege is situated on the more northerly of the two peninsulas
of

that separate the bay of Noret from the Great Belt.
The road to Liselund leads to the E., through a monotonous
district, to the (7 M.) village of Borre, with its little Romanesque
church of the 12th century. Borre was at one time a seaport, but
the rising of the ground has converted the bay on which it stood into the
About 2*/2 M. farther on is Baron Rosenkrantz's
marshy Borre-Se.
estate of Liselund, with a modest but good restaurant (pens. 5 kr.)
—

farm-yard. A path leading through the garden of the farm
and then through a ravine brings us to the Lille Klint ('little cliff')
with a small chapel built on the model of Tell's Chapel on the Lake

in the

of Lucerne

(fine view).

S., passing

a

number of

Thence we follow the top of the cliffs to the
steep and curiously shaped rocks separated

by wooded ravines known

as Fold, and reach the Store Klint
('great
which includes the Taler ('speaker' ; 335 ft.) and the Hylledalsklint (420 ft.). To our right, inland, rises the ( 1/-> M.) Aborrebjerg
(465ft.), the highest point in the island (fine view). We contnue
to skirt the coast to the S. , passing the wide ravine of Maglevandsfaldet (Store Knud's Inn), the Sommerspiret ('summer peak'), and

cliff'),

the Steilebjerg, a cliff
Knud's Inn, we may

on

(in

the S.

edge

favourable

of the woods. Returning to
row thence back to

weather)

Liselund.

62. From Fredericia to Frederikshavn.
206 M. Railway in
Best views to the

to

Fredericia,
the right, a

8y4

hrs.

(fares 21kr.750.

,

right.

Beyond (7'/2 M.) Berkop we enjoy,
p. 366.
fine view of the Veilefjord, among the woods at the
see

—

W. end of which is

9000 inhab.
and 1864.

,

Jutland.

15kr.75 0., 9kr. 75 0.).

(16 M.) Veile (*Hotel Royal),
frequently mentioned in the wars

a

of

little town of

1848, 1849,

Steamers ply hence to Munkebjerg , Tirsbwk, etc. , on the Veilefjord.
Pleasant walk to the (3 31.) Skrcedderbakken (Inn) in the Greisdal.

The train skirts the N. bank of the

fjord

via

(23 y2 M.)

Dau-

gaard and (29 M.) Lesning to (39 M.) Horsens (Jergensen's Hotel;
Skandinavie) , on the Horsensfjord, an ancient town with 17,300
Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.
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inhabitants.

From Fredericia

AARHUS.

The Vor Frelsers Kirke contains

a

carved

of

pulpit

1663-70 ; and the disused Convent Church old tombstones of the 1718th centuries.
Branch-lines run hence to(17y2M.) Tetting and
42 M. Tvingstrup; 45y2 M. Hovedgaard.
(18y2 M.) Juelsminde.
—

■—

54 M. Skanderborg (Phatnix, well spoken of ; Skandinavie) a
little town of 2400 inhab., is picturesquely situated on an isthmus
,

between two lakes

(boats

for

Fine view from the church-

hire).

M. to the W. of the town.
tower. The Dyrehave or Deer Park lies
From Skanderborg to Silkeborg, I81/2M., railway in I-I1/4 hr. (fares
2 kr. 20, 1 kr. 60 0., 1 kr.). This line goes on to Eerning and Skjern
Beyond (3 M.) Aiken, on the Mosse, the line traverses a pleasant
(p. 373).
undulating country, varied by woods, moors, and lakes.
71/2 M. Ry, on
the Lille-Se. From (IO1/2 M.) Laven (Inn, at the station), a steamboat
70
from
the
other
return-fare
crosses
the
side of which
(40 kr.,
kr.)
Jul-Sa,
(Hotel Juls0) the Himmelbjerg (see below) may be ascended in 20-25 minutes.
I81/2 M. Silkeborg ("Silkeborg ; Dania ; Skandinavie), with 4400 inhab. , a
town dating only from 1844, is situated at the influx of the Gudenaa into
the Lang-Se, one of the most picturesque points in Denmark. An excursion
on the river (attractive) is most conveniently made in one of the small
boats propelled by paddle-wheels worked by hand (12 kr. per day ; the boat
man
acts also as guide). A steamboat also plies several times daily to
the Himmelbj erg (lkr., return-fare lV2kr. ; to Laven, see above). Among
the various points of interest in the vicinity the finest are: in the N0rreskov, to the S.E., the Ulbehoved (240 ft.) and Lovisehei (240 ft.), and in
the Ry-N0rreskov, the Eimmelbjerg (515 ft. ; "Hotel Himmelbjerget, mod
erate; belvedere in the vicinity, 25 0.); in the S0nderskov, to the S., the
Caroline- Amalieshm (213 ft.) and Aasen (288 ft.); in the Vesterskov, to the
S.W. Krogh's Bank on the Alminde-Se (carr. 8 kr.), and farther off, Frederik
den Syvendes Eei (367 ft.) and Frederikkehei (360 ft.).

y2

—

—

Beyond (59'/2 M.) Herning the Stilling-Sei appears
—

62 M. Hasselager.
68 M. Aarhus (* Hotel Royal, R. & L.

2y2,

B.

3/4kr. ;

on

the

right.

Skandinavie ;

well spoken of; Hdtel Cimbria,
tramway to the cathedral 10 0.; cab 65 »., per hr. 1 kr. 35 ».), an
ancient town with 33,300 inhab. and a large harbour, on a fjord of
the same name, is the junction for the railway to Grenaa. The
Cathedral, founded in 1201 and frequently restored, has a tower

Central

Hotel, R., L.,

& A.

iy2kr.,

295 ft. in height; the interior is shown on week-days 10.30-11.30
free, on Sun. 12.30-1.30, 25 e., at other times 2 kr. (sacristan, MeilGade

55).

The

Museum,

in theE.

part of the town, containing casts,

is open free on Sat. & Sun. 12-2 (in
winter 12-3); at other times on application (1-2 pers. 1 kr.).
A pleasant drive may be taken through the Marselisborg woods to

paintings,

and

antiquities,

—

0rnereden
from

Dyhr

('eagle's nest'), with
at the Hotel Royal).

fine views

(carriage

and

pair 8 kr.,

From Aarhus to Ryomgaard, 23'/2 M., branch-railway in about 51/2 hrs.
M. Riis Skov (Restaurants Salon , Ferdinandsplads, Pavilion), on
the coast, hacked by beautiful woods. Then Lystrup, Bjortshei, Legten,
Eornslet.
18 M. Merke, whence an attractive road leads via, Rende to
the ruins of the castle of Kale, where Gustavus Vasa was confined in 1518-19.
231/2 M. Ryomgaard is the junction for the line from Randers to Grenaa
—

I1/4

—

—

(see p. 371).
From Aarhus
1 kr. 50 0.).

to

Hou, 221/2 M., railway

in about

13/4

hr. (fares 2 kr.

45,

to

Frederikshavn.

AALBORG.
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72J/2 M. Brabrand. On the W. bank of the Brabrandse lies the
estate of Constantinsbvrg
76M. Mundelstrup; 81 '/2M. Hinnerup.
To the W. stretch the forests of Count Friis.
89 M. Hadsleen ; in
—

.

—

the woods to the left is the chateau of Faurskov. To the left, at
94 M. Laurbery.
(92 M.) Lerberg, is the chateau of Bistrup.
To the S. lies the well-wooued principality of Friisenborg, belonging
to Count Friis, whose chateau of Friisenborg, in the style of Christian IV.
(p. 354), lies 10 M. to the S.E. , with a large park (visitors admitted). Also
to S.E. of Laurberg are (l3/i M.) Eoulbjerg, (5 M.) Haururn, and (?V2 M.)
Friisendal. From (10 M.) Bammel (Inn) a diligence plies to Hinnerup (see
above ; IV2 hr. ; 1 kr. 5 0.).
We cross the Gudenaa, the largest river in Jutland, by an iron
bridge (blown up in 1864) and reach (97 M.) Langaa (Rail. Restau
rant), junction of the W. Jutland railway to Viborg (see p. 373).
105 M. Banders (*Hdtel Martens; Rail. Restaurant), on the broad
Gudenaa, has 16,600 inhabitants. The Gothic St. Martens Kirke
—

(14-15th cent.; lately restored) contains some good wood-carving of
the 17th century. The large Scandia Carriage Factory may be visited
on application. A branch-railway runs hence to Grenaa and Hadsund.
114 M. Faarup ; 120 M. Onsild.
124 M. Hobro (Hotel Iverscn;
Meller), with 2300 inhab., lies at the W. end of the pretty Mariager—

—

fjord.

About 7 M. to the W. lies Mariager (Hdtel Jensen), with 800 inhab.,
a steamboat plies in 1 hr. (fares 1 kr.,
75 0.; return 1 kr. 50,
The church and the adjoining building are relics of an old
The Bohei (360 ft.), 1 M. to the S., commands a fine view.
convent.
to which

1 kr. 10 0.).

133y2
Skjerping

M. Arden. The railway runs through fine woods. 138 M.
143 M. Stevring; 152i/2 M. Ellidshei; 153 M. Svendstrup.

;

155 M. Aalborg (*Pftcmt.r, R.
Rail.

Restaurant),

one

is situated

&L.2i/4, B.3/4kr.;

of the oldest towns in the

(19,500

which connects the North Sea
and the Kattegat. The town, which is intersected by five 'Aaer' or
streamlets (numerous bridges), contains some picturesque old houses
in the Renaissance style of the 17th century. The Budolphi Kirke,
though dating from the 14th cent., was practically rebuilt in 175979 ; the Fruekirke (restored in 1869) is older. Parts of the Hospital
date from the 15th century.
The Museum, containing paintings,
antiquities, and casts, is open free on Sat. 12-2, and Sun. and
holidays 2-4; at other times adm. 50 e. (catalogue 25 0.).
From Aalborg to Thisted and via Viborg to Langaa, see R. 63.
The Limfjord is now crossed by a pontoon-bridge and by an iron

inhab.),

on

the

Hotel du Nord;

country

Limfjord,

railway-bridge (330 yds. long; 16 ft. broad), opened
cost of 3, 000, 000 kr. On the N. bank, opposite Aalborg,
Nerresundby.

in

1879 at a
(1 56 M.)

lies

To the left of (163 M.) Sulsted stretches the extensive Vildmose, where curious mirage-effects are frequently observed in sum
mer.
170 M. Brenderslev; 175 M. Vraa.
183 M. Hj«rring
(Kyppers Hotel; Skandinavie), an old town (6000 inhab.), 7y2 M.
to the W. of which is *Lonstrup (Linnemann's Inn), a sea-bathing
—

24*
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resort on the

Kattegat (diligence daily except Sun.). About l3/4 M.
S. of Lenstrup rises the Rubjerg Knude (242 ft. ; wide view).
190i/2 M. Sindal; Tolne; 194 M. Kvissel.
206 M. Frederikshavn (Dania , at the harbour ; Hoffmann's,
in the town, R. 2'/4 kr. ; Casino Restaurant, at the station), a
small seaport with 3000 inhab. , was known as Fladstrand until
to the

—

1818.

Pleasant walk

the N.

on

pier (bathing-establishment).

About 21/2 M. to the W. of Frederikshavn is the church of Flade (fine
A diligence (1 kr. 20 0.) plies twice daily
view), embosomed in woods.
to the S. to (8 M.) Sceby (Hotel Harmonien, tolerable restaurant), a little
town with mineral springs and sea-baths. Adjoining it on the W. is the
beautiful Scebygaards Wood (Restaurant).
From Frederikshavn to Gotenburg steamboat in summer daily in
4'/2-5 hrs. across the Kattegat, where the sea is generally apt to be rough
The approach to Gotenburg through the Skdrgard is very
(see p. 259).
Steamboats also ply from Frederikshavn to
pleasant (comp. pp. 259, 86).
Christiania (once weekly in 21 hrs. ; 21 kr., 14 kr,) and to Christiansand
14
in
hrs.
10-11
(thrice weekly
;
kr., 8 kr.).
—

—

Excursion to

Skagen.

M. Railway in about 13/4 hr. (fares 2 kr. 50, 1 kr. 50 0.).
The railway leads through a moor near the coast, passing a few countryseats.
Stations: 5 M. Rimmen; 8 M. Jerup ; 12 M. Aalbcek (unpretending
Inn), a fishing-hamlet. Thence it runs among the dunes via (15 M.) Bunken,
(17i/2 M.) Enlsig, and (22 M.) Eegen, to
24i/2 M. Skagen (New Botel; Bryndum's Botel <fc Pension, both unpre
tending), the chief fishing-port of Denmark (2300 inhab.), stretching among
the sand-hills that border the Kattegat. The former house of the 'Byfoged', or
town-steward, is adorned with the name-boards of wrecked vessels. About
I1/2 M. to the N. is the new Lighthouse , 145 ft. high , to which visitors
are admitted on
application to the 'Fyrmester' between 10 a.m. and one
hour before dusk (50 0. to the light-keeper acting as guide, who speaks
English). From the top, which commands a wide view, the line of foam
marking the meeting of the North Sea and the Baltic may be discerned.
The lighthouse lies about 3/t M. from Grenen, the N. extremity of Den
mark (57° 45' N. lat.). About 41/2 M. to the E. is a lightship.
The old ruined church of Skagen (key at the lighthouse) lies halfThe return to Aalhsek (carriage, bargain necessary)
buried in the sand.
may be made along the coast of the North Sea, via, (2>/2 M.) Eoien or Gam
mel Skagen, at the beginning of the dreaded 'Iron Coast', marked by
wreckage and the surf above the triple reef that runs parallel with the
shore, and (6V2 M.) Kandeslederne (pron. Kannesterne). Here we turn
inland and cross the sand-drifts (guide-posts) via, the Raabjerger Miler and
Kirke to (15 M.) Aalbsek (see above).

241/2

—

—

63. From

Aalborg on the Limfjord to
Viborg to Langaa.

Thisted and via

Steamer from Aalborg to Thisted, on Tues., Frid., Sat., and Sun. in
From Thisted to Langaa, 110 M., Railway in
5-7 hrs. (fares 5, 3 kr.).
hrs.
8-9
(fares 9 kr. 60 0., 6 kr. ; no first class).
—

The vessel steams to the W. through the
Aalborg, see p. 371.
Limfjord (100 M. long; average depth only 6-12 ft.), which cuts off
theN. part of Jutland, known as the Vendsyssel. Beyond the islands of
—

Gjelland

and Bland (on the

right) we enter the narrow Aggersund

,

but

STRUER.
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beyond Legster the fjord again expands,

We then pass through the
peninsula of Hannaes on the right and the narrow
isthmus of Feggeklit on the left, and enter the Thisted Bredning, on
the N. bay of which is the picturesquely-situated Thisted (Hotel
Royal; Hotel Aalborg), a small trading-town with 5400 inhabitants.

Feggesund

with the

A road (diligence daily) leads to the N.W. from Thisted, between
Vester Vandet and the Norssei, to (lOV* M.) the sea-baths of Klitmeller (Bath
Hotel, fair), whence a visit may be paid to the (7 M.) great lighthouse of
Hanstholm (fee 50 0. ; splendid view).
The Railway to Vihobg traverses the W. part of the district of
At (4y2 M. from Thisted) Sjmring are the ruins of a
Thisted.
—

right, beyond (9 M.)
long and narrow Ovese.
17 M. Bedsted; 21 M. Hurup. Beyond (24 M.) Ydby the line runs
along the narrow isthmus between the Nissum Bredning (on the right)
and the Skibsted Fjord (on the left) to (29 M.) Lyngs. In the distance
to the W. is the narrow Thybo Ren Canal, the W. opening of the
Limfjord. 32 M. Hvidbjerg ; 35i/2 M. Uglev. From (38 M.) Odde-

castle,

close to the

Snedsted and

line,

on

the

right.

(12y2 M.) Herdum,

To the

lies the

—

sund Nord

a steam-ferry crosses the Ottensund or Oddesund
(iy2 M.
said to be named after the Emperor Otho the Great, who
advanced to this N. point and hurled his spear into the sea. To the
left is the island of Vene.
39 M. Oddesund Syd; 41 M. Humlum.
45 M. Struer (Schou's Hotel; Rail. Restaurant), a small place
(2300 inhab.) on the Limfjord.
From Struer to Lunderskov, 125 M., 1-ailwav in about 101/,; hrs. (fares
14 kr. 75, 10 kr. 75, 6 kr. 75 0.), skirting the W. coast of Jutland.
Principal stations : 15'/2 M. Eolstebro ; 20 M. Vemb (branch-line to Lemvig) ;
39 M. Ringkjobing, near the sea-baths of Sendervig.
531/2 M. Skjern,
From (90 M.) Esbjerg
junction for Silkeborg (p. 370) and Aarhus (p. 370).
a
steamer
3-5
times
to
the
island of Fan0,
(Spangsberg; Royal),
plies
daily
visited as a bathing-resort.
100 M. Bramminge, junction for Evidding
via, Ribe, an old episcopal town, with a Romanesque cathedral of the 12th
125 M. Lunderskov, see p. 366.
century.
The train now skirts the S. bank of the Limfjord 53 M. Vinderup.
From (65 M.) Skive (Hot. Gluds; 2500 inhab.) a branch-line runs
via Hyngore to Nykjebing on the island of Mors.
We next traverse a barren and monotonous region via Heislev,
Stoholm, and Sparkjer, to (85 M.) Viborg (Preislefs; Railway Hotel),

broad),

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

8400 inhab picturesquely situated on the
Romanesque *Cathedral, dating from the 12th cent.,
and restored in 1863-76, is built of light-coloured granite. It contains
the relics of King Eric Glipping, murdered in 1286. The Borgevold
Park (Restaurant; boats) occupies the site of the ancient castle.

an

ancient town with

Viborg-Se.

,

The

A pleasant excursion may be made hence to (i'/j M.) Bald, a countryseat on the charming Ilald-Se (visitors admitted to the park on application);
and thence by an avenue on the left to the ruin of Bald. A pretty walk
leads along the bank of the lake to the S.W.
via, Ba-kkelund (Inn) to
Dollerup, with a factory for worsted gouds. The hills command fine views.
,

88 M. Rindsholm,

on a lake.
From (90 M.) Redkjersbro a dili
plies daily to Silkeborg (p. 370) in 3y2 hrs. (2 kr. 10 ».).
100 M. Bjerringbro ; 105 M. Ulstrup.
110 M. Langaa, see p. 371.

gence

—

—

INDEX.
The Swedish a, the Norwegian a>, and the Swedish a are placed here
immediately after the letter a, and the Swedish 6 and the Norwegian e
after the letter o. But observe that in the Swedish and Danish or Nor
wegian dictionaries these diphthongs come at the end of the alphabet.

Aabergsbygd 51.
Aabergselv 51.
Aaboelv 107.

Aabogen 78.
Aab0dal 94.
Aabrekke, Gaards 177.
Aadal, Store 158. 159.
Vesle 158.
,
Aadalen (Lake Spirillen)
47.
Aadalsbrug 74.
Aadalselv 24. 47.
Aadland 120. 103.
—

Aadlandsfjord 103.

(0sterdalen) 75.
(Stardal) 172.

Aamot
—

Aamotsdal 30.
Aamotselv 72.
Aandalsnces 193.
Aaning 180.
Aanstad 57.

Aapaa-Elv 105.
Aaraksfjord 5.
Aarbodstind 231.

Aaspelifjeld 62.
Aasta 75.
Aavestrud 42.
Aaxlen 124.

Aborrebjerg 369.
Adelso 315.

Adolfsberg 329.
Afdalsfos 142.

Aga 106.
Aggersund 372.

(J0lstervand) 171 Aker 74.
Akers-Elv 11. 12.
(Saetersdal) 4.
(Sognefjord) 135. 141. Akersviken 64.
Akkasolki 237.
(near Stavanger) 93

Aardal
—

—

—

Aaen 106.

Aardalselv 135. 141.

Aagottind 198.
Aaheim 35.
Aahjem 167.
Aak, Gaard 194.
Aaken 56.
Aakernsesfjeld 184.
Aaklungen 33.
Aakre 99.
Aakrefjord 99.
Aakviknaver 219.
Aal 44.
Aalbcek 372.
Aalbergfjeld 210.
Aalborg 371.
Aalbu 272.
Aalen 76.
Aalesund 189.
Aalesundsaxla 189.
Aalfjeld 51.
Aalfjord 99.
Aalfot 175.
Aalfotebrse 174.
Aalfotefjord 175-

Aardalsfjord (Sognefjord)
135.
—

(Ssetersdal)

4.

(near Stavanger) 93,
Aardalsosen 93.
Aardalstangen 135.

Akso-Javre 247.
Ala-Elv 62.
Alap 232.

Alatajokki 247.

Albano 312.
Albrektssund 85.
Alby 337.
Aardalsvand(So;niefjord) Alden 166.
Alderen 220.
142. 135.
Aard0la 142.
Aldern, Lake 337.
169.
Alfarnses 197.
Aareberge
Aare-Sseter 142.
Alfsvaag 229.
Alfvesta 256.
Aarheimsfjeld 176.
Aarhus 370
Algas-Varre 242.
Aarlivold 73. 201.
Alingsas 272.
Aarnfes 30. 78.
Aiken 370.
Aa,-0 192. 237.
Allinge 252.
Aar0holm 236.
Allmandbjerg 72.
Almare-Staket 318.
Aarsethorn 190.
Aarstad 119.
Almedal 262.
Aarsten 229.
Almenningen 216.
Aartun 94.
Almindingen 122.
Aas 79.
Almklov 167.
Aasberg 40.
Alnarp 253.
Aalholm 368.
Aasdal 111.
Alnas-Njarg 237.
Aasen (Nordm0re) 201.
Aalhus 171.
Alnses 195.
(near Sandefjord) 32. Alnosund 340.
Aalhusbygd 171.
Alsatra 327.
Aalsgaard 364.
(Langs0) 370.
Aalvik 104.
(Eikisdal) 198.
Alsensjo 338.
Aasen-Ssetre 59.
Alsike 319.
Aambo, Gaard 190.
Aamdal 190.
Aasenvand 170.
Alsmo 138.
Aaserals Hotel 89.
Aamlid 5.
Alstad 40.
Aamodt (Telemarken ) 31. Aashammeren 198.
Alstahoug 218.
Alsten 218.
Aamot (Dramnienselv/23. Aasoren 56.
—

—

224.
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INDEX.
Alten 238.
Alten-Elv 238. 246.
Altenfjord 237.

Asplangen, Lake 277.
Asp0 189.
Astafjord 231.

Altengaard 246.

Atlas 326.
Atle0 166.
Atna 75.
Atnebro 75.
Atnedal 75.
Atneelv 67. 75.
Atnesj0 75.
Atne-Vand 67. 75.
Auerfjord 232.

Altenhus 237.

Alterh0i 195.
Altevand 232.
Altona 367.
Alvastra 275. 276.
Alverstr0m 126.
Amble 134.
Amblebugt 134.
Amblegaard 134.
Anarjokk 246.
Andorj0 231.
And0 228.
Andvord 57. 148.

Aneby 278.
Angedal 170.
Angvik 201.
Ankarsrum 258. 280.

Anneberg 262.
Anneklef 255.
A paid 106.

Lake 328.

Amal 331.
Amot 282.

Ann 339.
Are 338.

Aresjo 338.

Auma 76.

Areskutan 338.

Arnas 261.
Arstavik 281.
Asa 262.
Asbro 278.
Ashammar 337.

Aune (Opdal) 72.
Auraelv 69. 199.
Aurdal, Nordre 50.
,

Amanningen,

Ange 337.
Angerman-Elf 339. 340.
Animskog 331.

Auflemsfjeld 176. 178.
Augedal 32.
Augsburgnibba 177.
Augunshaug 42.
Augvaldsnses 98.

—

Alsike 319.

Askloster 261.
Astorp 252. 253. 260.

S0ndre 48.

Aurdalsfjord 50. 51.
Aure 186.
Aurelv 57.

Asunden, Lake 274. 279.
Atvidaberg 280.

Apalst0 36.
Apelsviksberg 261.
Apelvcer 216.
Apenrade 366.

Aurestupe 199.
Baggenstjarden 313.
Aurland (Sognefjord) 133. Baggetorp 273.

Aralden 166.

Aurlandselv 133.

Arboga 328.
Arbogaa 328.

Aurlandsvangen 133.
Aursj0 57. 70.

Aurlandsfjord 131.

Backa 262.

133.

ArbrS 337.
Aursnses 186.
Aurstad 210.
Arctic Circle 220.
Arden 371.
Aurstadfjeld 210.
Aurstaupa 199.
Aremarks-Sj o 83.
Arendal 6.
Aursund-Sj0 76.
Austabottinder 142. 148.
Aringsas 256.
Arlof 252. 253.
Austbjerg 73.
Arne 120.
Austdal, see0versteDal.
Avasaxa 248. 342.
Arnefjord 126.
Avesta
336.
120.
Arnevaag
Arn0 (Lyngenfjord) 235. Axelvold 252.
237.
Axenses 103.
Arn0er(nearKunnen)221. Axevalla Heath 272.
Arrebuvand 38.
Axvall 272.
Arstad 222.
Alfsbyen 340.
Arvidsvik 86.
Mnees 101.
Arvika 282.
iEri 56.
Atraa, 261.
Asb,j0rnnaase 138.
Asbrsekke Bro 124.
.Evelsbrae 198.
Ask 24.
Aby 260. 281.
Askelihoug 24.
Ahus 255.
Asker 21.
Akarp 253.
Askersund 278.
Aker 316. 319.
Askevik 175.
Askim 79.
Akersstrom 268.
Ask0 119.
Akersvass 268.
Askrike Fj arden 313.
Aklangen, Lake 83.
Aslaksborg 30.
Aland 336.
Aspedammen 83.
Aspen, Lilla and Stora328. Alkistan 312.
Alleberg 272.
Aspen, Lake 271.
Alsatra 327.
Aspern 83.

Bak 73. 202.
Bakke (Hardangerfjord)

103.
—

—

(Ni£r0fjord) 132.
(Ottadal) 70.

Bakkeberg 150. 151.
Bakkeelv 132.
Bakkefos 138.
Bakkehaug 232.
Bakken

28.

Baklandet 200.
Bak Yri 177.

Balangen 230.
Baldersnas 283.
Balestrand 127.
Balholm 127.
Balingslof 255.
Balonefjeld 104. 112.
Balsfjord 232.
Balstad 226.
Baltic Sea 309. 322. etc.
Bamle 28.
Bandak-Nordsj0 Canal
34.
Bandakslid 36.
Bandaks0 36.
Bandaksvand 36.
Bandholm 368.
Bang 48.
Uangsund 209.
Bankeberg 278.
Bankervd 274.
Bara 252.
Karbo 7.
Bardlingbo 326.
Bardudal 232.
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Bjseldaanses 219.
Bjerges 326.
Bjerg0 93.
Bjerkaaker 73.

Bardufos 232.
Berge (Jostedal) 139.
Barkaker 32.
Bergedal 131.
Barkald 75.
Bergeflot 107.
Barkakra 260.
Bergeland 93.
Barken, Norra and Sodra Bergem 173.

328.
Barm0 167.

Barsh0gda 133.
Barsnsesfjord 136.
Bastutrack 340.

Battenfjord 200.
Battenfjords0ren 200.
Bseckefors 84.

Bsegna24. 47. 111.
Bsegnadal 50.

etc.

Bsekkelaget 79.
Baikkelund 373.
Bserrast0len 30. 110.
Basverdal 62. 150. 151.
Bseverkjsern 151.
Bseverkjeernhals 151.
Bsevertunsseter 151.
Bsevertunvand 151.
Bsevra 57. 148. 151.
Balsta 326.
B&ngbro 328.
Banghammar 328.
Bararp 261.
Barekulle 260.
Bastad 260.
Beckaskog 255.
Bedsted 373.
Befring 172.
Befringsskar 171. 173.
Beian 200. 215.
Beierendal 219.
Beierenfjord 222.
Beierens Kirke 222.
Beisfjord 230.
Beiteln 131.
Beito 156.
Beitstadfjord 209.
Beljek 243.
Belt, the Great 366.
the Little 366.
,
Bengtfors 82.
Benntes 177.
Bensjordtind 233.
Berakvamsgjel 133.
Berangsfjord 221.
Berdal 142.
Berdle 167.
Berg (Gota-Canal) 277.
Fredrikshald)
(near
80.
(Ssetersdal) 4.
Berge (Erdal) 181.
(Fjserlandsfjord) 128.
131.
(Fortundal) 147.
(Storsjo) 338.
(Sundalsfjord) 201.
Berge (Totakvand) 29.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Bjerke 188.

Bjerkehorn 188.
Bjerringbro 373.
Bjersgard 260.

Bergemsvand 173.
Bergen 112.
Bergenhus 116.
Berghulnses 220.
Bergqvara 256.
Bergqvarasji) 256.
Bergsbrunna 317.
Bergsdal 147. 171.
Bergseng 65.
Bergset 138.
Bergsfjord 237.
Bergsgarden 335.
Bergstad 180.
Bergsund, Gaard 47.

Berhelletjern

Bjordal 126.
Bjoreia 110.
Bjorneroa 50.
Bj0berg 44.
Bj0llstig 46.

Bj0lstad 67.

Bj0rdal 182. 190.
Bj0reia 141.
Bj0rga 171.
Bj0rgen 77.

45.

Berlevaag 243.
Bernstorff 361.
Bersbo 280.
Berstad 180.
Besaker 216.

Besegg 160.
Besh0 160.
Besh0bree 161.

Beskadosfjeld 247.
Bessa 160.
Bessabu 30.
Bessaelv 29.
Bessseter 160.

Besserud 19.
Besstrandsjeter 161.
Besstrands Rundh0 161
Be3vand 160.
Bettna 330.
Billeberga 252.
Billesholm 253.
Billingen 272.
Billingsdal 59.
Billingsfors 83.
Bindalen 217.
Bindalsfjord 217.
Birid 64.
Birkedalen 33.
Birkeland 103. 120.
Birkelansdalen 94.
Birker0d 362.
Biskopen 242.
Prsesten
,
Klokkeren 106.

Bispberg 336.
Bispen 194.
Bispevei 5. 36.
Bispgarden 339.
Bistrup 371.
Bitdalselv 29.
Bitihorn 156.
Bjaa 6.

BjEeldaadal 219.

Bj0rheimsvand

93.

Bj0rnbratbjerg

48.

Bjorkberg 334.
Bj0rke 188.
Bjorkholm 341.
Bjorko 315.
Bj0rktind 198.
Bj0rn 219.
Bjorna 339.
Bj0rnaa 219.
Bj0rnaraa 5.

Berle 167.

Biskopen

75.

Bj0raanffisset

,

Bjorneborg 283.
Bj0rnebykset 106.
Bj0rnefjord 100.
Bj0rneklev 195.
Bj0rnestegbr82 138.
Bj0rnevand 5.

Bj0rnhull

75.

Bjornhyttan 328.
Bjornlunda 281.
Bj0rnsmoen 76. 73.
Bj0rnstad 56. 64.
Bj0r0 216.
Bj0rssetfjeld 171.

Bj0rumfjeld
Bjuraa 218.

216.

Blaabrsedal 182
Blaaflaten 56.
Blaafjeld 130.
Blaafjeldbro 60.
Blaahorn 60. 187.
Blaah0er 71.
Blaah0i 151.
0{ Blaamanden (near Ber
gen) 114. 118.
(Kval0) 233.
Blaaskavl 133.
Blaatind 193.
Blakjer 78.
Blaesevoldbakke 206.
Bltesterdalen 75.
Bleie 106.
Bleifjeld 26.
Blejan 134.
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Botnet, Gaard 218.

Blekinge 256.

Botnfjord 200. 230.

Blek0 8.

Blomberg 183.
Bod 199.
Boda 283.
Bodal 127.
Bodarne 273.
Boden 340. 341.
Bodfjeld 199.

Bodjoedt 338.

Bodlenakken 135.

Bod0 221.
Boen 3.

Bogen 230.
Bogge 196. 197.
Bog0 230.

Bogstadvand

19.

Bohus 266.
Bohuslan 84. 266.
Bokenas 85.
Bolgen i Kvernses 201.
Bolh0vde 46.
Bolken 121. 104.

Bolkesj0 26.
Bollnas 337.
Bolmen 256.
Bolmso 256.

Bolsaet-Vand 172.
Bols0 197.
Bolstad 137.
Bolstadsfjord 121.
Bonakas 244.
Bonddal 190.
Bonddalsnut 102.
Bondhus 102.
Bondhusbra; 102.
Bondhusvand 102.
Bondivand 21.
Boras 272.
Bordsjo 5.
Boren, Lake 277.
Borenshult 277.
Borgasund 329.
Borgen 19.
Borgenfjord 209.
Borghamn 276.
Borgholm 258.

Borgund (LEerdal) 55.
—

(near Aalesund) 189.

Boris-Gleb 245.

Borlange 332.
Bornholm 251.
Borre 32. 369.
Borren0si 53.
Borrevand 34.

Borup 365.
Boshaugen 96.
Bossekop 238. 240.
Bosjo 255.
Bosvand 6.
Botnedal 37.
Botnen (Fiksensund) 104.
i Grungedal 38.
—

Brsekke

(Vossestranden)

124.

Botten (R0ldalsvand) 96.
Bottensjo 271.
Bottnjuvkamb 142.
Boxholm 278.
B0 7.
Bbda 258.
B0dal 179.
B0dalsbrse 179.
B0dalsfjeld 179.
B0dalssaeter 179.
B0en 30.
B0fjord 126.
B0fos 56.
B0gfjord 245.
B0jum 129.
B0jumsbrffi 129.
B0jnmsdal 129.
B0lsset 201.

Braekkefjeld 62.
Brsekkenipa 125.
Branden, Gaard 75.

B0mmelfjord 99.

Bredsund 189.
Bredvik 6. 196.
Bregninge Kirke 367.
Breidablik 48.

B0mmel0 99.
Bonan 335.
B0rfjeld 199.
B0rkop 369.
B0rlaug 44. 54.
B0i-0sund 228.
Bbrringe 251.
B0rte 37.

B0rteheia 37.

B0rteosen 37.

B0rtevand 37. 6.
B0rtnses 42.
B0rven 106.

Braane Seeter

Brseskar 155.
Bralanda 331.
Bravik 280.
Bredevand 92.

Bredevangen 67.
Bredfond 97.
172.
Bredheimsdal 172.
Bredheimsvand 172.
Bredheim

Brediksfjeld 219.

Brednses 131.

BredsjQ 332.

Breidalsvand 59.
Breifond 96. 40.
Breilaupa 157.
Breinses 131.
Breist0len 44.
Breive 6.
Brejmaas 21.
Brelandsfos 170.
Bremanger 166.
Brettesnses 227.
Breumsvand 172.
Brevik 7.

133.

Bragernsesaas 23.
Brager0 22.
Brahehus 275.
Brakenses 104. 112.

Bramminge 373.
Brandstad 201.
Brandvold 232.
Brasfjeld 245.
Brastad 84.
Bratland 96.

Bratlandsdal 96.
Bratlands-Elv 96.
Brat0 80.
Bratsbergklev 34.
Brattelid i Bykle 6.
Brattifjeld 232.
Brautesaet 190.
Bracke 337. 339.
Brsekegg 182.

(Strynsvand)
(Sognefjord) 126.

Brsekke
—

Brannarp 261.

Brengsnsessseter 178

Brabrand 371.
Bragernjes 22.

—

Brifudhovd 135.

Breidalseggen 59.

B0rsvatnstinder 223.

B0rvenut 106.
B0verdal 150.
Braafjord 30.

Brsendhaugen 68.

(i M0land) 7.

Brigsdal,

or

Briksdal,

Gaard 178.
Glacier of 178.
,
Brigsdals-Elv 178.
Bringe 137.
Brinkebergskulle 278.
Brintbodarne 336.
Bro 326.
Brobakken 40.
Broddbo 336.
Broddetorp 272.
Brokefjeld 35.
Brokind 279.
Brotedal 58.
Bromseback 258.
Bromsebro 258.
Br0nderslev 371.
Br0n0 217.
Br0n0sund 217.
Br0sterud 40.
Br0ttum 65
Br0ttun 207.
—

180. Brubr0ktinder 228.
Brudvik 121.

Brudviksnip 12 i.
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Brudef0lge 157.

Charlottenberg 78. 282.

Brummavand 42.
Brumunddalen 65.
Brunelid 29.
Brunflo 337.

Charlottenlund 251. 361.
Christiania 9.
Akershus 16.
GravAnkerl0kkens
lund 12.
Antiquities, Northern
13.
Art Union 15.
Art-Industrial Museum
15.
Bj0rvik 8.
Botanic Garden 17.
Carl Johans Gade 11.
Charles XIV.'s Statue
15.
Christian IV. 's Statue
12.
Coins, Cabinet of 13.
Dampkj0kken 12.
Diorama 11.
Drammensvei 17.
Eidsvolds-Plads 12.
Ekeberg 18.
English Church 11.
Ethnogr. Museum 12.
Frognersaeter 19.
Gamle Akers Kirke 16
St. Hanshaugen 16.
Holmenaasens Sanato
rium 19.
Holmenkollen 19.
Homansby 15.
HovedBanegaard 9. 11.
Hoved0 16.
Johanneskirke 15.
Kampen 17.
Kunstforening 15.
Kunstindustri-Musseet
15.

Brunhemsberg 272.
Brunkeberg 31. 35.
Brunnback 336.
Brunneby 277.
Brunsberg 283.
Brunstad, Gaard 188.
Brunstadhorn 186.
Brurastolen 105.
Brurskanke 218.
Brurskarsknatte 161.
Brusesseter 54.

Bryggen 174.
Bryn 63.
Bu, Gaard 109.
Buar, Gaard 108.

Buarbrse 108. 102.
Bud 199.
Buene 131.

Bug0fjord 245.
Bug0nses 245.

Bug0nsesfjeld 245.
Bukkehul 162.

Bukkelseger 159.
Bukken 100.

Bukkenfjord 91. 92. 98.
Bukken0 98.
Buk0en 35.
Bundefjord 79.
Bunken 372.
Bunut 109.
Burderaas 22.
Burud 23.
Buskrednaase 137.
Busnses 109.
Bussesund 243.
Bustetun i Odde 107.
Butle 326.
By 209. 73.
By-Elv 209. 331.
Bvfjord 85. 113.
Bygdar-Elv 110.
Bygde-Elv 136.
Bygdin, Lake 156.
Bygd0 17. 20.
Bygland 4.

Byglandsfjord

4.

Bykle 5.
Byklestig 5.
Byna 73.
Byre 67.

By-Sjo 282.
Byske-Elf 340.
Byvalla 337.

9acce-Suollo

244.

Cattegat 255.

Ceciliekrone 177.
Centraltind 148.

Library 13.
Masonic Lodge 12.
Museum of Art 13.
National Gallery 14.
St. Olafskirke 16.
Oscarshall 17.
Oslo 18.
Palace 15.
Pipervik 16.
Post Office 10.
Railway Stations 9.
Schweigaard's Statue
12.
Sculpture Gallery 13.
Slot 15.
Steamers 9. 10.
Storthings Bygning 12
Stor-Torv 12.
Studenterlunden 12.
Telegraph Office 10.
Theatres 11. 12.
Tivoli 11.
Tourist Offices 10.

Christiania

:

Tramway 10.
Trefoldigheds Kirke 16.
University 12.
Vessel's Monum. 12.
Victoria Terrace 15.
Vikings' Ships 13.
Vor Frelsers Gravlund
16.
Vor Frelsers Kirke 12.
Wergeland's Statue 12.
Christiania -Fjord 8. 11.
19. 84.
Christiansand 2.
Christiansands-Fjord 3.
Christiansminde 367.
Christianstad 255.
Christiansten 206.
Christiansund 200.
Christineberg 334.
Christinehamn 283. 332.
Cimbrishamn 252.
Clastorp 281.
Conradsberg 309.
Copenhagen 343.
Academy of Art 347.
Alex. Newsky Chapel
355.
Amagertorv 346.
Amalieborg 355.
Amalie-Gade 355.
St. Annce-Plads 355.
Antiquities, Coll. of
352. 361.
Arsenal 348.
Art Hall 347.
Art Museum (new) 354.
Axelhus 346. 348.
Bank 348.
Baths 344.
Bellevue 361.
Bernstorff, chat. 361.
Blind Asylum 355.
Botanic Garden 354.
Bredgade 346. 355.
Cattle-Market 356.
Cemeteries 356.
Charlottenborg 347.
Charlottenlund 361.
Chemical
Laboratory
354.

Christiansborg 348.
Christianshavn 348.
Coins, Collec. of 352.
Court Chapel 348.
Custom House 355.
Dansk Folkemuseum
356.
Deaf and Dumb Asy
lum 356.

Dyrehave 361.
English Church 344.
356.
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Copenhagen :
Engravings,

Copenhagen
Coll. of

352.
Environs 360.

Eremitage 361.
Esplanade 355.
Ethnographic Museum
352.

Exchange 348.
Exhibition of Indust
rial Art 356.
Fortifications 355.
Fortunen 361.
Frederiksberg Palace

356.
Frederikshaven 356.
Frederiks -Kirke 355.
Hospital 355.
Plads 355.
Friheds-St0tten 356.
Fruekirke 353.
Frue-Plads 353.
Gammeltorv 352.
Glyptothek 357.
Gothersgade 346.
Halmtorv 356.
Harbour 316.
Holmenskirke 348.
Hospitals 355.
Hotels 343.
Jacobsen's Sculpture
Gallery 356.
Jsegersborg 361.
Jesus-Kirke 360.
Kirsten Piils Kilde 301.
Klampenborg 361.
Knippelsbro 348.
Kongens Nytorv 346.
Lange Linie 356.
Law Courts 348.
—

—

Library, Royal 348.
Meteorolog. Institute
355.

Mineralog. Museum 354.
Moltke's Picture Gal

lery 355.
National Museum 352
Naval Academy 355.
N0rre Boulevard 354.
N0rrebro 360. 362.

Nyboder 355.
Ny Carlsberg Glypto
thek 357.

:
Daas-Elv 4.
Picture Gallery, Royal Daasnyes 4.
347.
Dagalien 40.
Polytechnic School 355. Daglosen 331.
Post Office 344.
Dal (near Eidsvold) 63.
Prindsens-Palais 352.
Dalarne 332.
343.
Station
Dalaro
313.
Railway
Rom. Oath. Chapel 355. Dalataarn 201.
Rosenborg 354.
Dalby (near Upsala) 319.
Round Tower 353.
(Skane) 252.
356.
Dale
S0ndermarken
(Dalsfjord) 169. 175.
Skoven 361.
(Lysterfjord) 137.
(Maanelvdal) 28.
Stables, Royal 348.
Statue of Christian IV.
(Osterfjord) 121.
354.
Dalecarlia 332.
of Christian V. 346. Daledal 137.
of Frederick V. 355. Dai-Elf 332. 334. 335. 336.
of Frederick VI. 356. Dalen (Bandaksvand) 36.
of Frederick VII.
(Foldal) 75.
358.
(Jostedal) 138.
of Andersen 354.
(Lilledal) 201.
of Carstens 356.
(Lyngenfjord) 237.
of Claussen 353.
Dalensseter 137.
of Ewald 353
Dalevaagen 121.
of Hall 357.
Dalsb0 201.
of Holberg 347.
Dalselv 121.
of Madvig 353.
Dalsfjord(S0ndfjord)169.
of Martensen 353.
175.
of Mynster 353.
(Valders) 156.
of Niels Juel 348.
(Voldenfjord) 168.
of Oehlenschlager
Dalshest 169.
347.
Dalskog 84.
of 0rsted 355.
Dalslands Canal 82. 331.
of Schouw 353.
Dals-Sseter 66.
of Suenson 355.
Damfos 34.
ofTordenskjold348. Damsgaardfjeld 114.
of Tycho Brahe 354. Danmark 317.
of Vessel 353.
Dannemora 334.
of Weyse 353.
Darbo 25.
Store Kj0bmagergade Daugaard 369.
354.
Daviken 174.
Store Kongensgade 346. Daviksfjord 174.
Steamboats 343. 361.
Degerfors 283.
Degerhamn 258.
Surgeons' Hall 355.
Theatres 345. 347.
Degeron 278.
Thorwaldsen Museum Deje 331.
348.
Dellen, Sodra and Norra
Tivoli 345.
337. 340.
346.
Delsbo 337.
Tordenskj oldsgade
Town Hall 352. 356.
Demelsviken 101.
Dettern 269.
Tramways 344.
—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Triangel 361.
Trinity Church 353.
University 353.
Library 353.

Digermulen (Tanafjord)
242.

Palace Bridge 348.
Panopticum 356.

(Vesteraalen) 227. 228.
Digermulkollen 228.
Vimmelskaft 346. 353. Digertind 218.
Vor Frelsers Kirke 348. Digervarde 69.
Vor Fruekirke 353.
DigrenEes 106.
Dilling 79.
Zoolog. Garden 356.
Zoolog. Museum 353. Dingtuna 327.
Disenaaen 78.
Corgas-Njarga 242.

St. Paul's 355
St. Peter's 353.

Daanofos 68.

Ny-Gade 353.
Nyhavn 316.
Nytorv 352.
Observatory 35i.
0rsted Park 355.
0stergade 346. 353.

—

—

Diserud 66.

Dispen 180.
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Djefvulsklava 85.
Djobruk 256.
Dj0nne 109.
Djupdalsknappen 66.
Djupedal (Hedal) 43.
59.

Djupvand
Djupvaseggen 59.
Djupvashytten 59.
Djupvik 340.
Djur&s 333.

Duneggen 172.
Durmaalstind 237.
Duse 98.
Dvergsnses 197.

—

Dokkafos 147.
Dokken 48.

Dybvik (Foldenfjord)

Dollerup 373.

223. 229.

Dolstens Cavern 168.
or

Dombaas 69.
Domen 243.
Domma 151.
Dommabro 58. 151.
Dommeberg 274.
Domnarfvet 332. 333.
Domsten 174.
Dougstad 192.
Dovre 68.
Dovrefjeld 71.
Doda Fall 339.
D0gerfos 104. 112.
D0lefjeld 151.
D0le-S0len 75.
D0nefos 182.
D0ntefos 195.
D0sen 137.
D0viksfos 23.
Drag 230.
Drage 167.
Draget 78.
Dragseid 230.
Dragstind 216.
Drammen 22.
Drammens-Elv 22.
7.
Dravle-Vand 103.

—

Drotninghaug 186.
Drottningholm 314.
Drottviknaering 242.
Dr0bak 8.
Dr0ia 77.
Dr0ilierne 77.

Eidselv 34.

Eidsfjeld 40.
liidsfjord (Sognefjord)
134.
—

-

(Laxefjord) 242.
(Nordfjord) 174.

Eidsfos35. 172.
Kids0ren 201.
Eidsskog 78.
Eidsvaag 196. 197.
Eidsvand (Fortundal)146.
(S0ndm0re) 184.

—

(Trondhjems-Stift)

210.
Eidsvold 63. 74.
Eidsvoldsveerk 63.
Eijerdal 134.
Kikedal, Gaard 103.
Eikedalsfos 103.
Eikedalsvand 103.

Eikefjord

(Sognefjord)

126.
166.
Eikisdal 199.
Eikisdals-Elv 197.
Eikisdalsvand 198.
Eikssetre 147.
Eilandt 38.
Eimeheia 45.
Einabu 70.
Einingevik 100.
Einssetfjeld 109.
Eirisfjord 197.
—

Eckero 315.
Ed 83.
Edane 282.
Edeback 331.
Edefors 341.
Edland 38.
Ednafos 106.
Ed0 200.
Edsberg 317.
Edsvalla 331.
Edsvik 312. 317.

(S0ndfjord)

Eirisfjords0ren 197.
Eiteraa 219.
Eitnses 106.
Eitrheim 106.
Eivindvik 126.

Egge 173.
Eggedal 42.
Eggenibba 173.
Eggereid 122.

Ejkrem 192.
Ekeberg 17.
193. Ekelidh0l 38.
(Trondhjems Fjord) Ekensberg 314.
208.
Eker0 90.
Eidanger 33.
Ekersj0 25.
7.
33.
Ekersund 90.
Eidangerfjord
Eide (Fortundal) 146.
Ekne 208.
(Hardangerfjord) 104. Ekoln 319.
(Moldefjord) 196. 200. Ekolsund 326.
Ekolsundsvik 326.
(Oldenvand) 177.
Ekre 43.
(Sognefjord) 134.
(Stadtland) 167.
Eksjii 259.
Eidesnut 107. 108.
Eksund 280.
Eidet 77. 121.
Eldal 128.
Eidet-Sseterland 218.
Eldals0ren 128.
Eidevik 169.
Eldegaard 142.
Eldeholt 142.
Eidfjord 109.
Elden 209.
Eidfjordsvand 110.
Eidsaa 167.
Eldre-Vand 44.
—

—

21.

Eidsdalsfjeld 184.

Dyr0 231.

Dyr0sund 231.

—

Dreshula 66.
Driva 71. 72.
Ravine of the 72.
,
Drivstuen 72.

Drontheim, see
Trondhjem.

Dyrhaugsfjeld 148.
Dyrhaugstind 148.
Dyrnut 39.

Eid

Dregebo 169.
Dregebonipen 169.

Eidsberg 79.
Eidsborg 37.
Eidsborgaasen 37.
Eidsbugaren 154.

—

Dylma 55.
Dylta 328.
Dynnaes0 219.
Dyrdal 132.
Dyrdalsfjeld 132.
Dyreskard 39.

Eggesvik 222.

Drangedal

Dronning 185.
Dronningens Udsigt
Dronninggaard 362.

Dufed 338.
Dufnas 313. 333.
Dufveheden 262.
Dnkstad 123.
Dulsseter 137.
Duma 146. 1D0.

Dumh0 151.
Dunderlandsdal 219.

Djurmoklack 333.
Djursholm 312.
Dokka (river) 50.
(sseter) 147.

Domaas,

Dr0nnen 190.

Dr0sjafos 52.
Dryllen0sen 157.

—

-

—

(Romsdalsfjord)
-
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Eldsberga 261.
Elfkarleby 335.
Elfkarleo 335.
Elfsjo 281.
Elfsnabben 313.
Elfvisluss 268.
Elgaras 273.
Elgafjord 282.
Elgenaafos 188.
Elgersheia 97.
Eli 202.
Ellefsmoen 44.
Ellidsh0i 371.
Elmhult 256.
Elstadkleven 66.
Elvedal, Lille 75.
Elvegaard 230.
Elvenses 245.
Elve-Seeter 150.
Elverum 74.
Emmaboda 257.
Enaelf 339.
Enafors 339.
Enare-Trsesk 245.

Enerhaug 167.

Engelbrektsholm 329.
Engelholm 260.
Engelholmshamn 260.
Engel0 229.
Engelsberg 327.
Engelveer 229.
Engen i St0ren 74. 77.
—

(Engerfjeld) 22.

Enger 50.

Engerfjeld 22.
Engerodden 47.
Engervand 20.
Englefjeld 101.
Engum 149.
Knhorna 315.

Enkoping 326.
Enna 221.

Enstad-Sfeter 69.
Erdal 181. 109.
Erdalsbrfe 139. 1S1.
Erd0la 181.
Erfj ord 94.
Erikssund 319.
Erikstad 331.
Erlandsgaard 29.
Erlangen, Lake 279.
Ertvaag0 200.
Ervalla 283. 328.
Esbjerg 373.
Eskildstrup 365.
Eskilstuna 330.
Eslof 255.
Esp 202.
Espelandsfos 97. 108.
Espelandssseter 170.

Espelandsvand 112.
Espen 64. 106.
Esrom, Lake 363.

Essefjord 127.

Faxelf 338.

Essingen, Lilla and Stora Faxtind 231.
314.
Etelhelm 326.
Ktnaelv 50.
Etne 99.
Ktne-Pollen 99.

Evanger 121.
Evangervand 121.
Evedal 257.
Evenbuvand 38.
Evje 4.

Exingdal 121.

Ffefor 67. 66.
173.
Fiillforsen 339.
Fe?mund-Sj0 76. 331.
Fpemundselv 331.

Fcellefjeld

Farjestaden 258.
Fsest0 189.
Farosund 326.
Fedde 90.

Feddefjord 89.
Feggesund 373.

Feiesten SO.
Feigum.sfos 137.
Gaard
139.
137.
Feiring, Bay of 64.
-,
Faabergst,0l, Sseter 139. Fejos 130.
58.
Fekjan 10.
Glacier 139.
Felden 175.
,

Faaberg 66.

—

Faaborg 357.
Faarup 371.
Fageras 283.

Fagerbottenvand 59.
Fagerdal 137.
Fagerlid 223.
Fagermo 223.
Fagernees (in Valders)
51.

(Ofotenfjord) 230.
Fagerstrand 28.
Fagersletnipen 169.
Fagersta 328.
Faldfjeld 228.
—

Faleide 176.
Falerum 280.
Falkenberg 261.
Falketind 154.
Falkbping 272. 274.
Falnses 98.
Falster 365. 368.
Falsterbo 251.
Falun 332.
Fanaraak 148. 152.
Fane 120.
Fanefjeld 120.

Fanefjord 196.

Fanestrand 192. 196.
Fan0 373.

Fantoft 120.
Fardal 130. 142.
Faret 4.
Fariselv 33.
Farisvand 33.
Farnfes 142.
Farodden 30.
Farstavik 313.
Farsund 89.
Farsundebro 170.
Farvolden 30.
Faslefos 51.
Fastdalstind 236.
Faurskov 371.
Fauske 43.

Fellingsbro 328.
Femsj0en 83.
Fennebufjord 40.
Fennefos 4.

Fest0j 189.
Fet 136.
Fetsund 78.

Fibelstad-Haugen 187.
Fibelstadnib 187.
Fiholm 330.
Fikkan 40.
Fiksensuud 104.

Filipstad 331.
Fillefjeld 53.
Fillefjeldvand 54.
Fillingsvand 69.
Fimmersta 271.
Fimreite 130.
Fin 122.

Find0 93.
Finhals, Pass 163.
Finhalselv 163.
Finjasjo 255.
Finkirke, Store and Lille
242.
Finknjefjeld 218.
Finkongkjeilen 242.
Finkroken 235.
Finneidet 223.
Finnerodja 273.
Finseet 199.
Finskog 331.
Finspong 280.
Firdafylke 166.
Fiskaaen 93.

Fiskebseck 365.
Fiskebackskil 85.
Fiskeby 280.

Fisketjern-Sseter

Fisktjernmo 219.
Fiskum 210.
Fiskumfos 210.
Fiskumvand 25.

Fisterfjord 93.

45.

382
Fiva, Gaard 193. 194.
Fivelland 94.
Fjaagesund 35.

Fjaderagg 340.
Fjaras 262.
Fjsere 99.
Fjaerland 128.
Fjaerlandsfjord 128.
Fjeldheim 48.
Fjeldsteter 206.
Fjeldsj0 29.
Fjeldvidde 43.
Fjeldvig 216.
Fjellbacka 85.
Fj0sanger 120.
Fj0seide 201.
Flaa 42. 35.
Flaam 133.
Flaamsdal 133.
Flaarenden 5.
Flaat 210.
Flaate 186.
Flaatebunut 38.
Flaathyl 38.

Flaathylelv 38.
Flaavand 35.

Fladberg 109.
Flade 372.
Fladsaet 201.
Flagan-Sjb 282.

Flagsund 229.
Flakstad 226.
Flakstad0 226.
Flangstad 7.
Flasnes 230.
Flatdal 30.
Flatdalsvand 30.
Flateb0, Gaard 103.
Flateb0gjel 104.
Flatekval 121.
Flatholm 90.
Flatmark 195.
Fladie 252.
Fleesefos 96.
Flaten, Lake 281.
Fleina 221.
Flekh0i 58.

Flekkefjord 90.
Flekken 160.

Flen. 281. 330.

Flenjanaase 133.
Flenje-Eg 133.
Flensburg 366.
Flesberg 40.
Flesene 227.

Flesje 127.
Fleskedalselv 143.
Fleskedalsseeter 143.
Flisbv 278.
Flo 180.
Flo-Sseter, 0vre and
Nedr. 182.
Fioda 271.

INDEX.
Floenvand 177.

Foslandsosen 216.
Fosli Hotel 41. 45. 110.
Fosmoen (Bardudal) 232.
Flore 181.
Fosnaes 180.
Floren 208.
Fosnssbrae 62. 180.
166.
Flor0en
Fossand 92.
268.
Flottbergsstrbm
Fossegaarden 66.
Fl0ien 118.
Fossen 138. 223.
Fossesaeter 137.
Fl0ifjeld (Bergen) 114.
118.
Fossland 210.
234.
(Troms0)
Fossumvand 209.
Fl0tatind 198.
Foxen 82.
Flotsund 319.
F0glevand 172.
Flydal 60.
F0rde (F0rdefjord) 170.
Flydalsbra; 60.
(Bredheimsvand) 172.
60.
Flydalshom
(0stefjord) 188.
181.
60.
Flydalsjuvet
F0rdefjord 170.
Fodnses 134.
or
Bredheimsvand
,
172.
Fodvang 66.
314.
Fogelb
F0rdenip 170.
Fogelsta 276. 278.
F0rresvik 98.
Fbrslof 260.
Fogn0 93.
Foglavik 272.
Frafjord 93.
Framnas 311.
Fogsaae 71.
71.
Framrusthovd 58.
Fogstuen
71.
Framrust-Ssetre 58.
Fogstuh0
Folda 71.
Frandefors 331.
Foldal 75. 201.
Fredensborg 363.
Foldenfjord (near Bod0) Fredericia 366.
229.
Frederiksborg (near
(near Namsos) 216.
Copenhagen) 362.
Folden-Sj0 216.
(near Stockholm) 313.
Fold0 93.
Frederiksdal 362.
Frederikshavn 372.
Folgefond 102. 108.
Follestaddal 190.
Fred0 201.
26.
Folsj0
Fredriksborg (near Chris
Fondalsbrae 221.
tiania) 17.
Fond0la 138.
(near Stockholm) 315.
Foneklev 4.
Fredrikshald 81. 84.
48.
Fredrikssten 81. 84.
Fonhusfjeld
Formofos 210.
Fredrikstad 79.
Fredriksvand 58.
Formokampen 67. 68.
Fornaesdal 237.
Fredriksvaern 8.
Fornsestind 235. 237.
Freibottenfjeld 135.
Forra 208.
Frengstad 73.
Forradal 77.
Frengstuen 64.
Fors 337.
Fresvik (Sognefjord) 131.
Forsastrom 280.
(S0rfjord) 106.
Forserum 273.
Fresviksbrae 131.
Forsmo 339.
Fretheim, Gaard 133.
Forssa 340.
Friersfjord 7. 33.
Forsvik 271.
Friisenborg 371.
Fortun 146.
Friken 144.
Fortundal 146.
Frillesas 262.
Fortungalder 147.
Frinnaryd 278.
Forvik 218.
Fritsla 261.
Fosbakken 73.
Frogner 63.
Fosbraaten 51.
Frognerkilen 17.
Fosdal 142. 178.
Frognersaeter 19.
Frosten 208.
Fosen 215.
Frostisen 230.
Fosheim 51.
Fosheim-Sseter 43. 51.
Fr0jfjord 166.
Fosheimfos 172.
Fr0J-# 166.

Flofjeld 180.
Flohaug 137.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Fr0irak 4.

Gamvik 242.

Fr0isnses 5.

Gangdalskavl 112.
GangS0 174.
Garberg 201.

Gjaertvaselv 165.
Gjasrtvasnaasi 144.
Fr0jsefos 182.
Gjaertvastind 144.
Fr0landsdal 103.
Gjaertvastop 145.
Gardmo 57.
Frollinge 261.
Gjedser 365.
Garen 41.
Fr0n 19.
Gjegnalund 175.
Gargiastue 247.
Fr0ningen, Indre 134.
Gjegnalundbrae 175.
Garli
73.
Ytre
134.
Fr0ningen,
Gjeiteggen 132.
Frbsb 338.
Garlidsaeter 46.
Gjeiteryggen 128.
Frovi 328.
Garnaes 120. 208.
Gjeitfjeld 207. 210.
Frudalsbrae 131.
Garnsvik 317. 318.
Gjeitfjeldtind 183.
Fruholm 240.
Garsas 335.
Gjeitfondegg 183.
281.
102.
Garshammer-Saeter
Frustunasjb
Gjeitfos 183.
Garthus 49.
Frydenlund 50.
Gjeithorn 186.
Gartland 210.
Fryken Lakes 283.
Gjeith0 148.
Gartlandselv 210.
Fryksdal 283.
Gjeithus 142.
Gaukelid 38.
Fryksta 283.
Gjeitsdal 138.
207.
148.
Fuglem
Gaupar
Gjeitsd0la 138.
Fuglen 199.
Gaupne 137.
Gjeldedalstind 143.
Gaupnefjord 136. 137.
Fuglesteg, Gaard 142.
Gjelle, Gaard 142.
Gausdal Sanatorium 66. GjeJlefos 142.
Fuglnaes 238.
Gausdalsfos
183.
221.
235.
Fugl0
Gjellumvand 21.
Gausnaes 185.
Fuglsaetfiord 126.
Gjelsten 190.
Gausta 28.
Flinen 366.
Gjende, Lake 159.
Gautistad 79.
Gjendeboden 158.
Fure, Lake 362.
229.
Fumes 65.
Gavlfjord
Gjendebrynet 157.
Gafvunda 336.
Furnesfjord 65.
Gjendemsfjeld 199.
Gallb 337.
Fursset 200.
Gjendeosen 160.
Furulund 223. 252. 341. Galb 313.
Gjendesheim 160.
Gasevadholm 262.
Gjendetunge 158. 159.
Furunipa 127.
85.
Gaso
Furusaeter 105.
Gjentofte 362.
335.
Gefle
120.
Gjerde 102. 177.
Fusefjord
Fuske 223.
Geijersdal 331.
Gjerdeaxele 177.
Geimo Javre 246.
Fuskeeid 223.
Gjerdet 138.
Geiranger 61.
Futesprang 136.
Gjerkelandsegg 183.
183.
Geiranger Fjord
Gjermundbro 24.
Fyllea 261.
Geislauselv 38.
Gjermundnaes 192.
FyrisS.317. 319. 334.
Gelliwara 341.
Gjermundshavn 101.
Fyrisvand 36.
Dundret 341.
Gjersaetvatn 197.
Fyssefos 131.
Gemla 256.
Gjessingen, Saeter 147.
252.
Gaalaa 67.
Genarp
Gjesvaer 240.
Genevad 261.
Gaaserenden 251.
Gjetenyken 173.
Gestrikland 337. 335.
Gjeteryggen 46.
Gaashopen 238.
Gaasvaaselv 217.
Gesundaberg 334.
Gjethus 23.
261.
Gadd 340.
Getinge
Gjetsj0 41.
Getterb 261.
Gj0dingsbaek 58.
Gagnef 333.
Ghirragas-Tjokko 231.
Gj0lland 372.
Galdeberg 157.
232
Gj0ra 72.
Galdebergsfos 157.
Gj0rven 179.
Galdebergstind 167. 158. Gibostad 231.
Gib0en 29.
Gj0se 92.
Galderne, Gaard 55.
Gide-Elf
339.
of
150.
Gorge
Gj0vik (Mj0sen) 64.
Gildeskaal 221.
Galdesh0i 149.
(Ulfsfjord) 235.
Gildreskreden 136.
Galdh0er 148.
Gjul 201.
Gjuvaa 29.
Galdh0Pig 149. 150. 163. Gilleleie 364.
Gimmestad 175.
Gjuveland 29.
Galg0ften 210.
Gimnses
201.
32.
Gjuvsj0 29.
Galleberg
—

—

,

—

Galterud 78.
Galtesund 6.
Gamla Upsala 332. 334.
Gamlebyvik 280.
Gamledalsfos 172.
Gammalkroppa 336.
Gammel Hestehave 367.

149.

Gims0 34. 227.
Gims0str0m 227.

Gjuvvand

Gisna 73.
Gissund 229.
Gistad 279.

Glaama 149.

Glan, Lake 277. 280.

Gjaertvasb0en 144. 165.
Gjaertvasbree 165.

Glengsh0len 80.
Glimmingehus 252.,

Gjuvvashytte 149.
Glafsfjord 282. 331.
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Glimsdal 149.
Glimsdalsfos 161.
Glipsfjeld 134.
Glitra 163.
Glitteregg 181.
Glitterh0 58. 59.
Glittertind 163.
Glomfjord 221.
Glommen

(river)

Graneimfjord 51.
Grankulla 258.
Granum (Randsfjord) 64

(Spirillen) 47.
Grasdalsegg 60.

—

74.

78. 79. etc.
Glomnses 180.
Glomsdal 180.
Gloppen 175.

Gloppenfjord 172. 175.
Gloptind 161.
Glostrup 364.
Gnesta 281.
Goalsevarre 236.
Goatzagaise 235.

Godeg&rd 278.
God0 189. 222.
God0sund 100.
Godthab 361.
Godtlandsmyr 76.
Gogs0ren 198.
Gogstad 32.
Gokkeraxelen 163.
Gokkerdal 163.
Gokra 163.
Gokraskard 163.
Gol 43.
Golborre 236.
Gole Sseter 66.
Golsbakker 43.
Golzevaggegaissa 237.
Gonas 328.
Gorsten 199.
Gorsvand 97.
Gorsvingane 97.
Gotenburg 262.
Gotland 322.
Gotopfjeld 128.
Gottenvik 277.
Gottorp 366.
Gbrvaln 318.
Gbssater 272.
Gota Canal 271. 273. 276.
277. 279. etc.
Gbtaelf 86. 263. 266.
269. etc.
Gbteborg 263.

Graahellerfjeld 104.

Graakallen 206.
Graamandsheia 3.
Graanaase, Store 134.
Graasiden 121.
Graauren 72.
Graddis 220.
Grafverna 85.
Grafversfos 281.
Gramskaret 206.
Grande 183.
Grandsherred 27.

Grotaafjeld 58.
Grotli 59.
Grove 122.
Grovebrse 171.
Grovfos 95.
Gr0nbakken 72.
Gr0ndal 69. 171.
Gr0nd0la 43.
Gr0nfur 181.
Gr0ning 128. 171.

Grasdalsskar 60.
Gratangenfjord 231.
Grauthorn 183.
Gravahals 133.
Gravaune 72.
Gravdal (near
Bergen) Gr0nlien 219.
119.
Gr0nneberg 158.
(Jotunheim) 145.
Gr0nnebergstjern 158.
Gravdefos 195.
Gr0nneskredbrae 138.
Gravehals 112. 122.
Gr0n0 221.
—

Gravenfjord 104.

Gr0nsaetre 69.

Gravens-Kirke 104. 123 Gr0nsdal 108.
Gravensvand 104. 123.
Gr0nsdalselv 108.
Grbnskulle 256.
Gravfjord 231.
Gravfos 23.
Gr0tdalstind 190.
Gr0t0 229.
Graenge 368.

Grangesberg 328. 332.
Grasberg 332.

Gr0tsund 235.

Grsesholm 8. 230.
Grakarlen 276.
Greaker 80.
Grebbestad 84. 85.
Grebstad 172.

Grtfvdal 194.

Greby 85.
Gredung 139. 181.
Gredungsbrie 139. 181.
Gredungssaeter 181.
Gredungsst0l 139.
Grefvie 260.
Greisdal 369.
Grenaa 371.
Grenen 372.
Grenna 275.
Gribskov 362.

GribS0 362.
Grillby 326.
Grimelund 19.
Grimenvand 120.
Grimestad 104.
Grimo 105.
Grimsnut 104.
Grims0igjel 55.
Grimstad 6.
Grimstorp 256.
Grindaheim 52.
Grindalsnibha 60.
Grindefjeld 43. 52.
Grip 200.
Gripenberg 278.
Gripsholm 315.
Grisletjern 159.

Grjotaa 163.
Grjotlid 59.
Grjotlidsvand 59.

Grodaas 181.
Grong 210.
Grootevje 35.
Grorud 63.

Gr0ttingbraetten

75.

Gr0vnaebba 201.
Grufsjb 334.
Grams 331.
Grundfjord 230.
Grundingsdal 30.
Grundset 75.

Grundskallen 227.
Grundsund 85.
Grungedal 38.
Grungedalsbygd 29.

Grungedalsvand 38.
Grunken, Gaard 43.
Grut 73.

Grycksbo 335.

Grytereidsnib 177.
Grythyttehed 331.
Gryt0 231.
Grytten 193.
Gubbelaadal 220.
Gudaa 208.
Gudbrandsdal 45. 65.
Gudbrandsgaard 45.
Gudenaa 371.

Gudvangen 132.

(Sognefjord) 169.
(Trondhjems-Fjord)

Gula
—

73. 77.
Gulbraa 127.

Guldaeple 127.
Guldborgsund 368.
Gnldhav 232.
Guldholmen 244.
Guldkroken 272.
Guldsmedmoen 4.

Guldsmedshyttan 328.
Gulefos 77.

Gulekop 181. 182.

Gulenfjord 126. 166.
Gulfjeld 120.
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Gullbergs Vass 266.

Hallandsfos 5.

Gullbrandstorp

Halleberg 269.
Hallingdal 42. 44.

261.
Gullholmen 85.
Gullmarsfjord 85.
Gullb 267.

Gullspang 283.
Gulosen 77.
Gulsaetdal 130.
Gulset 201.
Gulskogen 23.
Gulsvik 42.
Gunvordbrae 130.
Gunvorddal 131.
Guolacaerro 232.
Gurifjeld 38.
Gursk0 168.
Gusiaas 196.

Hallingdalselv 42. 44.
Hallingskarv 45.
Hallingskeiet 46. 122.
Hallo 85.

Hallsberg 273. 329.
Halmstad 261.
Halnebottner 45.

Halsen0 99. 217.
Hamar 64.
Hamburg 367.
Hamlegr0vand 104.
Hammarby 317.
Hammel 371.
Hammer 230.
Hammeren 252.
Gusselby 328.
Stock
Hammerfest
238.
Gustafsherg (near
Hammernaes 219.
holm) 313.
(near Uddevalla) 85. Hammer0 230.
Gustafsfors 82.
Hammer0tind 230.
Gustafs Tuna 336.
Hammersaettinder 186.
40.
Gnttormsgaard
Hammersb0en 40. 44.
Gutvik 216.
Hamnskars Fyr 86.
Hamrehei 3.
Gygrer0va 104.
Hamsa 59.
Gyranfisen 47.
Hanaes 199.
Gyrihaug 21. 24.
Hanekamb 105.
Haahjem 177.
Hanenip 120.
Hanestad 75.
Haajen 238.
Haakedal 28.
Hankabakken 223.
Hank0 Kystsanatorium
Haakenaesfjeld 28.
Haalandsosen 94.
80.
Hannses 373.
Haanungbro 54.
Haare 96.
Hannes0 220.
Haarstad 73.
Han0 228.
Habo 274.
Hanspikje 58.
Hanstholm 373.
Haddorp 278.
Hadeland 49.
Haparanda 342.
Hadersleben 366.
Haraldshaug 98.
Haralds-St0tte 98.
Hadselfjord 227.
Hadsteen 371.
Harams0 190.
Hadsund 371.
Harbaken 243.
Hafsfjord 90.
Hardanger Fjord 100.
Hafslo 136.
Hardanger J0kul 109. Ill
Hafslovand 136.
Vidda 111. 30. 41. 44
Hafstad 170.
Hardbak 216.
Hafstadsastre 170.
Hardbakhul 216.
Haga (near Stockholm) Hardbakken 71.
312.
Hardegsaeter 69.
Harefos 245.
(on the Glommen)
78.
Hareid-Kirke 189.
Hareidland 168. 189.
Hagby 258.
Hagestad 112.
Harevoldsnipa 128.
271.
Hajstorp
Hargshamn 335.
Halbrand 170.
Hamas 335.
Halbrandsfos 170.
Harpefos 67.
Hald 373.
Harplinge 261.
Haldi 237.
Harstad 230.
HaldS0 373.
Harstensund 81.
Halland 260.
Haslev 365.
Hallandsas 260.
Hasselager 370.
—

—

Baedeker's

Norway

and Sweden.

6th Edit.

Hasselfors 283.
Hastaberg 331.
Hasvik 238.
Hatviken 120.
Haugaasgjel 138.
Haugenaase 138. 139.

Haugene (Sognefjord)134.
Haugen0set 138.
Haugesund 98.
Haugfos 178.
Haugmaelen 135.
Haugnaase 135.
Haugnaes 218.
Haugs 174.
Haugsfos 23.
Haugsund 23. 25.
Haugum 210.
Haukaas 103.
Hauka-Elv 73.
Haukedal 169. 171.
Haukedalsvand 171.
Haukeland 119. 120.
Haukelandsvand 120.
Haukeli-Saeter 38.
Haururn 371.
Haus 120. 174.
Hausadn 138.
Hausafjeld 134.
Havnen 200.
Havnevik 197.
Havningberg 243.
HavnuEes 175. 232.
Havn0 218.
Havnvik 231.
Hav0 240.
Hav0sund 240.
Havsh0lfos 146.
Hackeberga 252.
Haegedal 4.
Hsegenaes Hotel 155.
Hsegerland 96.
Hagersten 314.

Haegge (0stre Slidre) 155.
Hseggefjord 155.
Haegheimsfjeld 173.
Hfeksfjeld 27.
Hallungen 85.
Hjestad 169.
Hastbo 337.
Hastholmen 275.
Hastveda 255.
Haettaparti 121.
Hafverud 83.
Hakantorp 269.
Hailsta 330.
Hatunaholni 318.
Heberg 261.
Heby 336.
Hedal (Spirillen) 47. 48.
(0stre Slidre) 67.
Hedalsfjord 156.
Hedehusene 364.
Hedemarken 64.
—

25
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Hedemora 330.
Heden 341.
Hednoret 340.
Hedstensnuten 97.
Heen 24. 47.
Hegg (Laerdal) 54.
Hegge, Gaard 218.
Heggedal 21.
Heggeim 201.
Heggen 23.
Heggenhaugen 64.
Heggest0l 31. 29.

Hemse 326.

Heggurdalstind 184.
Hegre 208.

Hereid 141.
Hermanb 85.
Hermansvaerk 130.
Hernosand 340.

Heilhorne 216.
Heilstad 217.
Heilstugegg 59.
Heilstuguaa 162.
Heilstugubrae 162.
Heilstuguh0 162. 160. 1163.
Heilstuguvand 61.
Heimdal 73. 77. 202.
Heimdalsvand 59.
Heldal 120.
Helevand 43.
Helgasjb 256.
Helgea 255.
Helgedal 165.
Helgedalselv 165.
i
Helgedalssaeter 148. 166.
Helgeland 217.
Helgenaes 95.
Helge0 64.
Helgheim 171.
Hell 208.
Helland 190.
Helle i Hyllestad 5.
(Numedal) 40.
Hellebaek 364.
Hellefors 332.
Helleforsnas 330.
Hellefos 23.
Hellekis 270. 331.
Hellemofjord 230.
Hellerfos 162.
Hellertjaern 162.
Hellerup 362.
Hellesaeterbrae 178.
Hellesylt 182.
Helsan 259.
Helsingborg 269.
Helsingland 335. 337.
Helsing0r 363.
Helsingvand 43.
Helvedesfos 4.
Helvedesh0l 65.
Helvetesfallen 268.
Helvetesfos 136.
Helvik 99.
Hemberg 122.
Hemmestveit 31.
Hemnses 219.
—

Hemre 133.

Hemsedal 43.

Hemsedalsfjeld 44.
Hemsedals-Kirke 43.
Hemsila 43.
Hen 24. 194.
Henjum 130.
Hennan 337.

Henningsvaer 227.
Herand 104.
Herdal 184.

Herdalsvand 184.

Her0en (Hardanger) 99.
101.
(S0ndm0re) 168.
Herre 122.
Herrevadskloster 260.
Herrevand 152.
Herrgaardsbakken 33.
Herrhult 331. 336.
Herrljunga 272.
Hervasbrui 152.
Heslabro 43. 44.
Hesselby 318.
Hessen 189.
Hessleholm 255.
Hestbraepiggene 150. 57.
Hestebrae 136.
Hesteklevfos 97.
Hesthammer 104.
Hesthaug 194.
Hestholmen 197.
Hestkjaersfyr 199.
Hestmands0 220.
Hestnaesfos 132.
Hestna?s0ren 175.
Hesttjern 161.
Hestvolden 157.
Hildal 108.
Hildalsfos 108.
Hildehalsen 175.
Hillerh0i 145.
Hiller0d 362.
Hillestad 136.
Himingen 27. 28.
Himlaa 261.
Himle 261.
Himmelbjerg 370.
Himmeltinder 227.
Hindby 251.
Hindfly 161.
Hind0 227. 230.
Hindsaeter 57.
Hinnerup 371.
Hirsdal 23.
Hisfjord 103.
His0 6.
Hitterdals Kirke 27.
Hitterdalsvand 30. 27.
—

Hitterelv 76.
Hitteren 200.

Hjafos 93.
Hjselmodal 110. 111.
Hjeelmoelv 110.
Hjaerdal 30.
Hjaersj0 30.
Hjsert0 229.
Hjelland 8.
Hjelle 58. 62. 180.
Hjellebotn 209.
Hjelledal 58.
Hjellehydna 180.
Hjell0 79.
Hjellum 74.
Hjelmaren, Lake 329.
Hjelmeland 93. 95.
Hjelm0 240. 245.
Hjerkin 71.
Hjerpen 338.
Hjerpstrbmm 338
Hjertdal, see Hjaerdal.
Hjerterudssund 83.
Hjertnaes 32.
Hiessan 275.

Hjo 272. 276.
Hjortdal 182.

Hjorteskar

182.

Hj0rring 371.
Hjortsh0i 370.
Hj0rundfjord
undfjord.
Hj0senfjord 93.
,

see

J0r-

Hoaasnaebba 72.
Hobro 371.

Hoburg 326.
Hodnaberg 104.
Hodnsaeter 133.

Hodnsnipe 133.
Hoejm 198.
Hoejmfjeld 198.
Hoejmtind 198.
Hoel, Gaard 73.
Hof, Gaard 128.
Hofsfos 24.
Hofslund 130.
Hofsnaebba 201.
Hogga 35.

Hogrending 179.
Hoh0i 371.
Hoje 276.
Hojheim 137.
Hoijumsvarp 268.
Hokstad 208.
Hoi (Hallingdal)
Holaker 69.

Holandsfjord 221.
Holatinder 57.
Holaveden 278.
Holbaek 365.
Holden 34.
Hole 61. 194.
Holefos 184.

40. 45.
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Holgruten 55.
Hollaendermes 232.
Holle 362.

Holmbjerget 208.
Holmedal 169.

Holmedals-Elv 169.
Holmefjeld 181.
Holmen (near Drammen)
22.
(Lysefjord) 92.
(Slyngsfjord) 185.
(near Stavanger) 91.
Holmenaasens
Sanato
rium 19.
Holmenkollen 19.
Holmenuten 39.
Holmestrand 32.
Holmevand 128.
Holmb 340.
Holmsund 340.
Holmsveden 337.
Holoklump 210.
Holsanden 208.
Holsaet 69.
Holsen 171.
Holsenvand 170.
Holsfjord (Tyrifjord) 20.
(Hallingdal) 44. 45.
Holstebro 3?3.
Holtaalen 77.
Holte 7.
Holten 134.
Holvik 29.
Homme (Saetersdal) 5.
i Treungen 36.
Hommelvik 207.
Homo 210.
Hompedalskulen 138.
Hompedalssaeter 138.
Hondalsnut 122.
Honningsvaag 241.
Honstad 201.
Hop 120.
Hope 175.
Hopen 227.
Hoperstad 127.
Hopseid 242.
Hopsfjord 242,
Horgheini 195.
Horken 133.
Horn 279.
Hornbaek 364.
Hornborgasjb 272.
Horndal 337.
Hornedal 194.
Hornelen 167.
Hornindal 181.
Hornindalsrokken 182.
Homindalsvand 174. 181.
Hom0 243.
Hornslet 370.
Hornsnakken 181.
Homtind 53.
—

—

—

—

—

Hornvik 240.

H0le 92.

Horpedalen 129.

H0lefjord 92

Horre 96. 40.
Horrebraekkene 96.
Horreheia 39. 96.
Horsens 396.
Horsevik 169. 128.
Horten 8. 32.

H0leraa 48.
H0leslid 92.

H0ljabakfos 142.
H0ljabakken 142.
H0ljeratsbro 50.

(Jotunheim) 150.
Hortskarmo 217.
Horungen 69.
Horunger 143. 144. 147.
Hoslemo 6.
Hou 370.

Hougsrud, Gaard 48,
Hougsund 23. 25.
Houlberg 371.

(Slyngsfjord) 185.
(Sognefjord) 127.
(Stadtland) 167.
Hovedgaard 370.

—

—

—

Hoved0 8.
Hovin

(Guldal) 77.

(Tinsj0)

Hbrken,

Norra and Sudra

332.

Hov 50. 77.
Hove (Gudbrandsdal) 67.

—

H0llandsfos 94.
H0nefos 24.
Hbnsater 270.
H0nsene 131.
Hor 255.
Horby 255.
H0rdum 373.
Hork 328.

H0rning 370.
Hbmingsholm 278.
H0rsand 74.

H0velfjord 45.
H0vik 20.

H0vringen, Saeter 68.
Huddinge 2S1.
Hudiksvall 340. 337.
Hugakolle 52.

28.

Hovland 106.

Huglen 220.

H0fde-Saeter 40.

Huldrefos 170.
Hullekolle 48.
Hulsig 372.
Hultsfred 25S. 280.
Humlebaek 362. 363.
Humledal 20.
Hunilum 373.
Hummelfjeld 70.

H0gan-Aas 56.
H0ganaase 134.
Hoganas 260. 364.
H0gdebrattet 101.
H0geh0i 169.

H0gen 372.

H0gerbotten-Saetre

58.

H0gerbottenvand 58.
H0gevarde 42.
H0gfjeld 47.
Hbgfors 327.
H0gfos 30.
Hbgklint 326.
Ilbgkullen 270.
H0gronden 75.
H0gsfjord 92.

Hbgsjo

273.

Hbgsrum 258.
H0gstuel0fte 159.
H0gvagel 162.
H0gvageltjaerne 162.
H0idalsmo 31.
H0idalsvand 151.
H0iholmstinder 218.
H0ilandet 210.
H0iskarsnut 133.
H0islev 373.
H0istakka 157. 158.
H0istulen 161.
H0itind 222.
H0jaas 24.

H0jangerfjord

120.

Hojea 253.
Hbkedalen 83.
H0l, Gaard 110.

Hummersberg S.
Hun 210.
Hundebunden 80.
Hundefos 96.
Hundsendvand 43.
Hundsfos 4.
Hundshammer, Gaard
136.
Hundsj0-Fjeld 71.
llunds0ret 102.
Hundvaag0 98.
Hundviksfjord 175.
Hunneberg 269.
Hunner 66.
Hunnerfos 66.
Hunselv 64.
Huntorpe, Gaard 67.
Hurum 52.
Hurup 373.
Husdal 105.
Husel»0, Gaard 130.
Husnaes 99.
Husnaesfjord 99.
Husqvarna 274.
Hustad 190.
Hustadsnseset 188.
Husum (Laerdal) 55.
Hvalen 245.

25*
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Hval0er 84.
Hvalstad 21.

Isidalen 20.

Hvellinge 251.

Istad 196. 201.
Isterdal 185. 194.
Isterfos 185.
Istind 231. 232.

Hven 363.

Hvidbjerg 373.
Hvidding 373.

Ismanstorp 258.

Hvideseid 35.

Hvidesi0 35.
Hvidh0fd 52.

Hvitingfos 26.
Hvitings0 98.
Hvitkua 197.

Hyby 252.
Hyefjord 175.
Hyen 175.
Hyldal 94.
Hylen 84.
Hylland 133.
Hyllandsfos 31.
Hylledalsklint 369.
Hyllestad 5.
Hylsfjord 94.
Hylsskar 94. 96.
Hyngore 373.
Idefjord 80. 81. 84.
Ifbsjb 255.
Igla 73.
Ihlen 206.

Ildjarnstad 43. 47.
Ilfos 150.
llseng 74.
Ilvand 147. 165.
llvasnaase 165.
Indalself 338. 339.
Inderdal 201.
Indfjord 193.
Indre Dale 175.
Dalen 194.
Eide 184.
Fr0ningen 134.
Haugen 182.
Kvar0 220.
Samlen 104.
Saude 94.
Sulen 166.
Vigten 216.
Yri 177.
Indselsaeter 168.
Indstesaeter 45.
Indviken 175.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ing0 239.
Inset 73.

Insjon 333.
Invikfjord 175.
Isberg 106.

Jaastad 106.
Jacobselv 245. 246.
Jacobselvs Kapel 245.
Jadki 238.
Jagta 188.
Jakobbakadn 129.
Jakobsberg 326.

Jamsgaard

i

Vinje 29.

31.

Jarfjord 245.
Jarfjordbunden 245.
Jarlsberg 32.
Jiider 330.
Jaederen 90.
Jaders Bruk 328.

Jaegersborg 361.
Jsegervandstind 235.
Jaeggevarre 237.
Jaels0 94.
Jarbo 337.

Jarnafjarden 281.

Jaevenaes 189.
Jeilo 40. 45.
Jelben 133.
Jelle 180.
Jels0 94.
Jemtland 337. 338.
Jen-Elv 73.
Jensvold 76.

Jerfsjo 337.
Jerfva 312. 317.
Jerkin 71. 75.
Jerkinsh0 71.
Jerle 328.
Jerna 281.
Jerngruben 27.
Jernlunden 279.
Jernmolle 261.
Jernvike 201.
Jersingnaasi 146.
Jertind 237.
Jerup 372.
Jesijavre 246.
Jesjokk 246.
Jetta 68.
Joberg 32.
Jodkajavre 246.
Johan-Jerkinshytte 72.
Jokkmokk 341.

Jomfrubraaten 18.
Jomfruland 7.
Jonanaes 103.
Ise 79.
Isfjord (Nordfjord) 175. Jondal (Hardangerfjord)
103.
194.
(Romsdalsfjord)
(near Kongsberg) 26.
Ishaug, Vetle and Store
Jondalsbrse 103.

Isdal 111.
Isdalsvand 111.

—

—

Jonsered 271.
Jonsknut 26.

Joranger 136.
Jordal (near Odde) 107.
(near Stalheim) 125.

—

—

(Sundalsfjord)

201.

Jordalsnut 107. 124. 132.
Jordbrsekke 6. 32.
Jordbro, Gaard 219.

Jorddalsdal 128.
Jorddalsnipa 128.
Jostedal 137. 138.
Jostedalsbrae 125. 137.138.
139. 171. 172. 174. 179.
181.
Jostedals-Elv 137.
Jotunheim 139.
J0kelfjeld 237.
J0kelfjord 237.
J0klevand 103.
j0kuleggen 44.
J0lbro 62.
J0lster 171.
J0lsterelv 170. 171.
J0lstervand 171.
Jonkoping 273.
J0nshorn 188.
Jorn 340.
J0rundfjord 188.
J0sedal, Gaard 97. 99.

J0senfjord,
fjord.

see

Hj0sen-

Jiibek 367.
Judeberg 93.

Juelsminde 370.
Jukam 48.
Jukasjarvi 342.
Jularbo 337.
Julaxel 199.
Jul-S0 370.
Julsund 199.
Jungfru Cliff 276.
Junkersdal 220.

Junkersdalsgaard 220.
Juratind 194. 198.
Juteberg 93.
Jutulelv 56.

Jutulhugget 75.
Juvbrae 148.
Juvo 95.
Juvvand 149. 152.
Juvvasshytte 149.
Jyderup 365.
Jygrafjeld 171.

Kaag0 237.
Kaagsund 237.
Kaalaas 96.
Gaard 112. 133.
Kaasa 28.
Kaaven 237.
Kabelvaag 227.

Kaardal,

Kaggefos 23.
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Kaggeholm 315.
Kaholmen 8.

Kaldafjeld 124.
Kaldhusbakker 184.
Kaldhus Saeter 59. 185.
Kaldvatn 182. 188.
Kaldvella 72.
Kalixelf 341.
Kalken 201.
Kallandsvand 120.
Kallebodstrand 346.
Kallefjeld 96.
Kallevaag 166.
Kallevasheia 38.
Kallundborg 365.
Kalmar 257.
Kalmarsund 257.
Kal0 370.
Kalskraatind 195.
Kalstad 66. 73.
Kalursseter 59.
Kalvaag 166.
Kalvaah0gda 157. 161.
Kalvedal 119.
Kammerherre (Jotun
heim) 152.
Kamnaesfjeld 232.
Kamphamre 58.
Kapellbackar 285.
Kappadal 133.
Karasjok 246.
Karasjokka 246.
Karesuando 247.
Karlberg 317.
Karl-Johansvaern 8.

Karrgrufvan 327.
Karringb 85.
Kaerseimsdal 192.

Kagerod 252.
Keilhaustop 149.
Keiseren Pass 165.
Kengis Bruk 248.
Kerso 314. 318.
Ketkisuando 248.
Kexisvara 248.

Kiberg 243.
Kiel 334.

Kihlangi 248.
Kil 283. 331.

Kilafors 337.

(Kilefjord) 4.
(Voldenfjord) 175.

Kile
—

Kilebrekvand 167.

Kjeldhaug 101.
Kjelkenaes 166.
Kjelling 222.
Kjelstad 182.
Kjelstadli 182.
Kjelvik 241.
Kjendalsbree 179.
Kjendalskrona 179.
Kjendalssand 179.
Kje0 229.
Kjerag 93.
Kjeringtind 218.
Rjernfjeld 220.
Kjeungen 215.
Kjosen 235.
Kjostinder 236.
Kj0benhavn see Copen
,

hagen.

Kj0bsvig 230.
Kj0depollen 167.
Kilefos 132.
Kj0fjord 245.
Gaard
137.
Kilen,
Kj0ge 365.
66.
Kiliknappen
Kj0ivingfjeld 28.
Killeberg 255.
Kj0lberg 44.
Kilsberg 273.
Kj0lbergs-Elv 79.
Kilsbotn 132.
Kj0len 68.
Kilsmo 273.
Kjellefjord 242.
Kinda Canal 279.
Kj0ndalsfos 107.
Kinnekulle 270.
Kj0s 181.
Kinnerodden 242.
Kj0sbunden 181.
Kinne Viken 270.
Kj0snsesfjord 171.
Kinservik 105.
Kj0snebb 181.
Kirke (Jotunheim) 145. Klagegg 172.
Kirkeb0 (Hemsedal) 43. Klagerup 252.
Klagstorp 261.
(Hvidesj0) 35. 31.
Karlsborg(LakeWettern)
(Sognefjord) 126.
Klampenborg 361.
271.
Klana 171.
145.
Kirkeglup
Kirkenaes (Hardanger
Klar-Elf 269. 283. 331.
(near Soderkoping)
277.
etc.
Fjord) 105.
Karlsby 782.
(Syd-Varanger) 245. Klastorp 281.
Karlshamm 256.
Klefstad 67.
Kirkenibbe 180.
Kleivafos 61. 184.
Kirkest0l 54.
Karlskoga 283.
Karlskrona 257.
Kirkestuen 66.
Klengfjeld 72.
Kirkesund 85.
Karls0 235.
Klenshyttan 332.
Karlsbar 326. 323.
Kirketag 194.
Klepsaeter 122.
Kleve
Karlstad 283.
196.
Kirketjaeme 145.
Karlsten 86.
Klevelfos 60.
Kirkevaag 227.
Kleven (Hemsedal) 43.
Kistebunuten 38.
Karm0 98.
Karmsund 98.
(Mandal) 89.
Kistefjeld 232.
Klevene (Rundal) 122.
Kistrand 241.
Karpalund 255.
Klevstuen
20.
Kittis 248.
Karsjb 337.
Kivik 252.
Klinkenberg 66.
Kasberg 83.
Klintehamm 326.
Kassefors 261.
Kjaslatind 38.
Kastnaeshavn 213.
Klippan 260.
Kjaelavand 38.
Katrineholm 281. 83. 273. Kjaernhulstind 161.
Klitm0ller 373.
260.
167.
Klockgropsbacke 334.
Kattarp
Kjaerring
187.
229.
Kloksegg
Kattegat 259. 372.
Kjaerring0
Kattenak 178.
Klopkjaern 23.
Kjsetnaes 223.
Klosterelv 245.
Kaupanger 134.
Kjedelen 149.
Kautokeino 247.
Klosterfjord (HardangerKjeftinge 252.
Kallviken 335.
166.
127.
187.
fjord) 99.
Kjeipen
Karfsta 340.
(Sweden) 261.
Kjelda 45.
Karingberg 333.
(Syd-Varanger) 245.
Kjeldal 35.

Kilefjord (Saetersdal) 4.
(S0ndm0re) 175.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Klosterfos 34.
Kloster0 98.
Klostret 272.
Kloten 328.

Kl0ften 63.
Kl0vdalseid 190.
Kl0ve (Vossestranden)
122.
Kl0ven (Solbergfjord)
231.
Klubben (Jostedal) 139.
(Malaren) 314.

INDEX.
Kongsvold 72.
Konradsberg 309.

|Krbsekulle

Kob 86.

Kopervik 98.
Koppang 75.
Kopparberg 328.
Kopparklint 268.
Korns0 83.

Korpikylii 342.
Kors 195. 209.

Korsdal 103.
Korsfjord 100.
Korsnas (Falun) 335.
Klungenaes 197.
147.
Korsnaes (Stavanger) 100.
Klypenaasi
Knifsta 317.
(Tysfjord) 230.
Knivebakkesseter 137.
Korsnaestind 228.
Knivsflaa 183.
Kors0degaard 64.
Kors0r 366.
Knivskjaer-Odden 240.
Kortfors 283.
240.
Kn0skanaes
Koskats 341.
Knudsdal 182.
Kosterfjord 85.
Knutby 322.
Kostveit 29. 31.
Knuthenborg 368.
Kots0ien 77.
Knutsh0 72.
Kovstulheie 30.
Knutshul 157.
Knutshulstinder 159. 157. Kblsjbn 328.
Knutsvik 94.
Kbping 328.
Kbpmannabro 83. 331.
Kobberbergs-Elv 27.
Kraaen 120.
Kobberdal 219.
Kraakmo 230.
Kobbervik 98.
Kraakmotind 230.
Kobberviksdal 32.
Kraakstad 73. 79.
Kobbervolden 31.
Krager0 7.
Kobberyggen 232.
260.
Kockenhus
Krapperup 260.
Koksvik 201.
Kravik, Gaard 40.
Kolaas 190.
Kravikfjord 40.
Kolaastind 190.
Kraekjahytten 45.
Kolarelv 131.
Kraekjastubben 45.
Kolback 327. 329.
Kraekjavande 45.
Kolbacksa 327.
Krekling 25.
Kolbeinsdal 59.
Kringlen (Gudbrands
Kolbeinsthveit 1 95.
dal) 67.
Koldedalstind 154.
(Dalsfjord) 169.
Koldedalsvand 144.
Krogegg 132.
Kolded0la 144. 155.
Krogene 100.
Kolding 366.
Krogkleven 20.
Kollandsb 270.
Krogskog 24.
Kolmarden 281.
Krogsund 21.
Krokan 29.
Kolnaase 138. 147.
Kroken 139.
Kolsaas 8. 20.
Kolsnaren 273.
Krokhaugen 75.
Krokom 33S.
Kongen 194.
Krona 23.
Kongens Udsigt 21.
25.
Kronborg 363.
Kongsberg
Krondal (Jostedal) 138,
Kongsfjord 243.
Kronebrae 179.
Kongsgrav 218.
Kronen 138.
Kongshavn 18.
238.
246
Kronoberg, Castle 257.
Kongshavnfjeld
Kronobergslan 256.
Kongsh0i 130.
Krosboden 151.
Kongslid, Gaard 232.
Krosfjaeren 112.
Kongsmo 210. 216.
Kr0deren 42.
Kongstr0m 47.
Lake 42.
130.
,
Kongsvand
Kr0dsherred 42.
Kongsvinger 78.
—

—

—

272.

Krusenberg 319.
Krylbo 336. 327.
Kukkola 342.
Kulla Gunnarstorp 260.

Kullen, Promontory 260.
Kullsveden 336.
Kumla 329.
Kungsangen 326.
Kungsbacka 262.
Kungsgarden 335.
Kungsgrotta 267.

Kungshamn 319.
Kungshatt 314.
Kungsor 329.
Kunnen, Promontory 221.

Kupefjeld 170.
Kupenaava 172.
Kurb 315.
Kuttainen 247.
Kvaal 77.
Kvale 137.

Kvaleh0gda 52.
Kvalenaes 106.

Kval0 233.

(Hammerfest) 238.
Kvalvaag 222.

—

Kvalvig 226.
Kvam

(Gudbrandsdal) 67.

(0ifjordsvand) 110.
Kvamfjeld 177.
—

Kvamfos 110.
Kvamme 54.

Kvammebro, Nedre 55.
Kvammen 201.
Kvamshest 169.
Kvamsklev 52.

Kvams0 127.
Kvandal 179. 139.
Kvandalsbrse 139.
Kvandalsbro 60.
Kvandalsfjeld 169.
Kvandalsfos 60.
Kvannefos 51.
Kvar0, Indre 220.
Kvarven 100.
Kvashoved 104.
Kvaefos 146.
Kvaernaa 59.
Kvaerneelv 138.
Kvaernhusfjeld 179.
Kvenangfjord 237.
Kvenangstinder 237.
Kvenne Heia 96.
Kvernaes 201.
Kvidholmsfyr 199.
Kvig, Gaard 224.
Kvikne 67. 73.
Kvildal 96.
Kvindherred 101.

Kvindherreds-Fjord 101.
Kvinesdal 90.

Kvisberg 66.
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Kvissel 372.

Kvistgaard 363.]
Kvistvik 201.
Kvitegg 187.
Kvitelvedal 187.
Kvitevarde 129.

Kvitingskj0len 163.
Kvitlenaava 59.
Kvitnaa 106.
Kvitnaas 228.]
Kvittind 224.
Kvivdalssaetre 182.
Kviven 182.

Kyllej 326.
Laagen

8. 25. 32. 40.

Langesunds Fjord 7.
Kreppa 7.

—■

Langevaag 99.
Langevand 61.
Langfjord (Altenfjord)
237.

—

-

—

—

162.
•

(Ranenfjord) 219.

(Sulitelma) 223.
Langvasaxeln 59.

—

Langvatn 162.
Langviken 17.
Laphullet 219.
Larslund 330.

Laskestad 230.
Lauedal 182.
Lauedals-Saetre 182.
Lauedals tinder 182.

Langen, see Laagen.
Lauparen 185.
Laurberg 371.
Laurdal (Bandaksvand)

Landegode 224.
Landskrona 252.
Landsvaerk 30.
Langaa 371.

31. 36.
-

(S0ndni0re) 175.

Laurgaard 68.
Laurvik 32. 8.

Langbrekken 185.
Laurviksfjord 8. 32.
Laushorn 183.
Langdal (Geiranger
Lauva 163.
Fjord) 185.
Langedal (Aardalsvand) Lauvh0 163.
142.
Lavangna?s 231.
Laven 370.
(near Bergen) 120.
Laxa 273. 283.
(Bygdin) 157.
(Nordfjord) 173.
Laxefjord 242.
(Sognefjord) 131.
Laxen, Lake 83.
Lsegdeelv 132.
Langedalsbrae 157.
157.
Laegervand 59.
Langedals-Saeter
—

-

—

—

Langedalstjern 157.
Langefondsseter 30.
Langegg 59.
Langeid 5.
Langeland (Denmark)
368.

(S0ndfjord) 170.
Langelandsvand 170.
Langen 76.
—

Lannerstasund 313.
Laera 54. 135.
Laerdal 54. 135.
Laerdalsfjord 134.

Laerdals0ren 134.
Laereim 197.
Lang&s 261.
Langbansande 336.
Langbanshyttan 336.

Langenaes 229.
Langholm 314.
Langesaeter (near Faleide) Langsele 339.
176. 181.
Leangen 207.
—

(Sognefjord) 128.

Langeskavle 155. 157.
Langeskov 366.
Langesund 7.

Leines 229.
Leira (Hardanger) 45.
(Jotunheim) 150.
Leirdal 145. 150.

(B0gfjord) 245.
(Moldefjord) 197. 196
Leirh0 163.
(Tanafjord) 242.
Leirmo 138.
(near Tromse) 235.
Leirmohovd 138.
Langglupdal 76.
Langlete 77.
Leirungsbrae 161.
228.
Lang0
Leirungsdal, J&vre 161.
LangskibS0 186.
Leirungsvand 161.
Leirvand 145.
Langs0 370.
41. Langvand
(Jotunheim) Lekanger 130.
—

65.

Laagelidbjerg 41.
Laaland 368.
Labrofos 26.
Lade 207.
Ladnijaure 247.
Ladvik 126.
Lafjeld 176.
Lagaa 261.
Lagmansholm 272.
I.aholm 260.
Lakensj0 29.
Laksevaag 119.
Laleid 96.
Lamhult 256.
Land 49.

Leerfjord 229.
Legernaes 192.
Legreidsvand 45.
Leikanger 130.

Lebesby 242.
Lecko 270.
Lee 82. 83.

Leelangen,

Lek0 216.
Leksand 333.
Lekve 112.
Lemegg 134.
Lemundsj0 57.
Lemvig 373.
Lenna 322.
Lenaes 7.
Lennartsfors 82.
Lennartsnas 318.
Lennheden 333.
Leps0 100. 168. 190.
Ler 77. 210.
Lerback 278.
Lerberg 371.
Lereim 197.
Leren 207.
Lerfos 207.
Lerum 271.
Lervik (Hardanger) 99.
(Sognefjord) 126.
Lesjekirke 69.
—

Lesjeskogen 69.
Lesjeskogen-Vand 69.
Lesjevand 69.
Lesjevaerk 69.
Lesjbfors 336.
Letsjb 337.
Leufsta 335.
Leurodal 224. 341.

Levanger 208.
Lexviken 208.
Li 184.
Liabrae 146.
Liabygd 185.
Liadalshom 190.

Liadalsnibba 183.
Liatorp 256.
Liavand 58.
Liaxlen 139.
Lid, Gaard 69.
Lidingb 313.
Lidkoping 270.
Lidland 230.
Lien 64. 96.
Sreter 139.
Lier 21.
—

Lake 82.
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Lifjeld (Siljordsvand) 31. Ljunga-Elf 340.

L0nefos 123.
L0nehorge 122. 123.
L0nesdal 220.
Ligga 341.
L0rsnaes 237.
Lihest 126.
L0sning 369.
Lodalsbrae 139.
Likkafjeld 232.
L0stegaard 43.
Likkavarre 232.
179.
139.
181.
L0stsaeter 142.
Lodalskaupe
Lo-Elf 18.
Liljeholmen 281.
L0veid 34.
Lilla Edet 268.
Loen 176.
L0vheim 30.
Loenvand 178.
Essingen 314.
L0vnaasi 148.
Wartan 313.
Lofald 169.
L0vstaken 114. 119.
Lille Elvedal 76.
Lofos 52.
Liibeck 364.
Finkirke 242.
Lofoten Islands 224.
Ludvika 332.
Klint 369.
Lofotodden 226.
Lulea 341.
Mauket 232.
Lofb 318.
Lule-Elf 341.
Molla 227.
Loftesnaes 134.
Lummelund 326.
Loftet 146. 150.
Rjukanfos 36. 38.
Lund (near Malmo) 253.
S0 370.
Lofthus 105.
(Foldenfjord) 216.
Standal 188.
Lundarvand 123.
Logavand 89.
Lilledal 201.
Logen 95.
Lundby 326. 365.
Lohals 368.
Lilledalsegg 182.
Lunde, Gaard 171. 176.
Lillehammer 65.
Loka 331.
-, Church of 35.
Lillehest 170.
Lokkaren 216.
Glacier of 171.
,
Lillehove 67.
Loksund 99.
Lundebygd 169.
Liller0d 362.
Lorn 57.
Lundefaret 35.
Lillesand 6.
Lomen 52.
Lundemo 77.
Lomma 252.
Lilleskog 269.
Lunden, Gaard 130.
Lillestr0mmen 63. 78.
224.
341.
Lunderdal 57.
Lommijaur
Lilletun 110.
150.
Lunderskov 366. 373.
Lomsegg
Limfjord 371. 372.
Lomshorung 57. 70.
Lundeskar 129.
Linajaekna 224.
Lundevand 90.
Lonstrup 371.
Linde 328.
Lo0ren 176.
Lund0 230.
Lindebraekke 105.
237.
Loppen
Lundsgr0nen 169.
Lora-Elv 69.
Lindesnaes, Cape 89.
Lungegaardsvand 111.
Lindfors 331.
Lorafjeld 69.
Lungb-Fyr 340.
Lindhult 261.
Lur0 220.
Losna, Lake 66.
Lindome 262.
Lotefos 97. 108.
Lusahouge 144. 145.
Lind0 8.
108.
Lotevand
Lyderhorn 114. 119.
Lindsheim 5S.
Lougen, see Laagen.
Lygner, Lake 262.
Lindvik (Strynsvand)180. Lovardalsskard 142.
Lygren 126.
Lines0 216.
Lovunden 220.
Lykkja 43.
337.
Lingbo
L0bsaas 221.
Lyngby 362.
185.
Lbddea 255.
Linge
Lyngdalselv 89.
Linghem 279.
L0demel 181.
Lyngen 236.
Lingsfos 146.
L0dingen 230.
Lyngenfjord 236.
Lofholm 282.
Linkoping 278.
Lyngholmen 98.
Lis 261.
Lofsta 335.
Lyng0r 7.
Lisaeter 26.
Lbftaa 262.
Lyngs 373.
Lisaetre (Leirdal) 150.
L0fth0i 69.
Lyngsdal 237.
Liselund 369.
L0gst0r 373.
Lyngseidet 236.
Listad 67.
L0gten 370.
Lyngstuen 236.
Lister 89.
74.
L0iten
Lyngvaer 227.
List0lsbrae 138.
L0kedal 104.
Lysaker 20.
L0kelandshest 169.
Lithen, Lake 338.
Lyse 21. 92.
Liverud 40.
L0ken 52.
Lysebunden 92.
L0kenfos 177.
Ljan 79. 18.
Lysefjord 92. 100.
L0kkens Kobbervaerk
Ljansaeter 18.
Lysekil 85.
73.
Ljone 96.
Lyseklosler 100.
Lak0 237.
Ljonevand 96.
Lyse0 100.
L0ksund 228.
Lj0en 183.
Lysheia 4.
L0kten 219.
Lj0enbakker 183.
Lysterfjord 135.
L0naes, Gaard 223.
Lj0fjeld 183.
Lysthus i Hitterdal 27
L0ne 123.
Ljung 277.
Lystrup 370.
30.

—

(Slyngsfjord) 185.

Ljnnga

337.

Ljungskile 85.
Ljusdal 337.
Ljusne-Elv 337.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Maab0 110.
Maab0dal 110.
Maab0vand 110.
Maalselven 232.
Maalselvsdal 232.
Maalsnaes 232.
Maandal 193.
Maan-Elv 28.
Maaraadal 61.
Maaraa-Elv 61.
Maaren 126.
Maas0 240.
Maassund 240.
Madevarre 244.
Madvik 183.
Magalaupet 72.
Mager0 241.
Mager0snnd 241.
Magnor 78.
Makur 243.
Malangenfjord 231.
Malde 92.
Male 123.

Malmagr0nsnaaven 124.
Malmangernut 101.
Malmen 258.
Malmo (Skane) 250.
(island) 85. I

—

Malm0 (Mandal) 89.
Malstr0m 226.
Malung 336.
Malvik 207.
Mandal 89.
Mandalselv 89.
Mandseid 167.
Mantorp 278.
Maradalsbrae 144. 147.
Maradalsfos 143. 198.
Maradalsnaasi 143.
Maradalstinder 148. 147.
Mard0la 198.
Margretehill 335.
Manager 381.
Maribo 368.
Maridalsvand 19.
Marieberg 309.
Mariedam 278.
Mariefred 315.
Mariehof 277.
Marienborg 207.
Marienlyst 364.
Mariestad 270. 273.
Marifjaeren 136.
Maristuen 54.
Marka Kyrka 272.
Marma 335.
Marok 183.
Marsaafos 180.
Marslev 366.
Marstenfyr 100.
Marstrand 86.
Marsvinsholm 251.
Martedal 137.

Masned0 365.
Masnedsund 365.
Matarengi 342.

Memurubrae 160.
Memurudal 160.
Memuruelv 160.
Memurutinder 160. 163.

Matfors 340.

Memurutunge 159.

Matsjok 244.

Menaes 128.
Meraker 208.

Masi 247.

Mattmar

338.

Maurangerfjord 101.
Maursset 41. 45.
Maurstadeid 174.
Malaren , Lake 309. 314.
281. 289. etc.
Msel 28.
Maelkevold 177.
Maelkevoldsbrae 177. 178.
Mallby 255.
Malsaker 316.
Manniko-Koski 245.
Mseraak 183.
Marsta 317.
Maseskar 85.
Medelpad 337.
Medevi 276.
Mehavn 242.
Meheia 27.
Mehus 95. 111.
Meienfjeld 6.
Meierdal 185.
Meisen 131.
Melaanfos 104.
Meland 180.
Melbo 227.
Meldalen 73. 201.
Melderskin 101.
Melfjord 221.
Melheimsnibben 178.
Melhus
—

(near

hjem) 77.
(Gaard, in
dal) 133.

Trond

the Flaams

Melhus-Sseter 133.
Melkedal 164.
Melkedalsband 164.
Melkedalsbrae 155.
Melkedalspigge 155.
Melkedalstind 164.
Melkedalsvand 164.
Melked0la 158. 164.
Melkehullerne 164.
Mell 128.
Mellansel 339.

Mellansjb 337.
Mellem- Vigten 216.
Mellene 155.
Mellerud 84. 331.
Mellbsa 330.

Mel0 221.
Melsdal 101.
Melshorn 190.

Melsnipa 128.
Melsvand 123.
Mem 277.
Memuruboden 160.

Meringdal 198.
Meringdalsnsebba 198.
Merok, see Marok.
Mesna 65.

Messetind 231.
Middagsberg 132.

Middagshaugen (Aardal)
135

(Romsdal) 195.
Middagshorn 187.
Middagsnib 178.
—

Middelfart 366.
Midnaeshamer 142

Midtdalsl0ifti 146.

Midtdyr Ruste 39.
Midtet 197.

Midtfjeld 31.
Midtgaarden 36.
Midtleegersaeter 39.
Midtmaradal 148.
Midtmaradalsbrse 148.
Midtmaradalsskar 148.
Midtsaeter 101.
Midtunbro 120.

Miea 256.

Mifjord 190.
Mikaelshul 34.
Mindresunde 180.
Minne 63. 64.
Minnesund 64.
Mireb0, Gaard 195.
Misund 190.

Misvaerfjord 223.
Mj sella 30.
Mjell 128.
Mjelvafjeld 193.
Mjblby 278.
Mj0lnir 194.
Mj0ndalen 23.
Mjbrn, Lake 272.
Mj0sen, Lake 63.
Mj0sstrand 29.
Mj0sund 231.
Mj0svand 29. 30.
Mo
—

—

(B0rtevand) 37.

(Ranenfjord) 219.
(S0ndfjord) 170.

Modum 23.
Moelven 65.
Moen (Aardal) 142.
—

—

—

(Gudbrandsdal) 67.

(Lysterfjord)

137.

(Maalselvsdal) 232.

i Sel 68.
(near Sulitelma) 211.
Mogelifos 109.
—

—
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Mogelinut 109.
Mogen i Hlidalsmo 31.
(Mj0svand) 29.
—

Moheda 256.
Moholm 272.
Moland 36.

Molandssaster 37.

Molaup 188.
Molaupsfjeld 188.
Molde 191.

Moldefjord 191.
—

(Stadtland) 167.

Moldehei 191.
Molden 136.
Moldestad 173.
Moldjord, Gaard 222.
Mold0en 167. 174.
Molkom 331.
Molla, Lille and Store
227.
Mollesjokstue 246.
Mollbsund 85.
Mon 83.
Monge, Gaard 195.
Mongefos 195.

Mongegjura 195.
Mongjel 0degaard 149
Monsbuheia 45.
Mo0fyr 199.
Mora 334.
Mora Noret 335. 334.
Morastenar or
Mora Stones 317.
Morgedal 31.
Morgongafva 336.
Mork 58.
Morkad0la 142. 143.
Morka-Koldedal 143.
Morkollen 48.
Mormorsgrufvan 280
Mors 373.
Morshyttan 337.

INDEX.
Motalastrbm 276. 280.
Muskb 313.
Motala Verkstad 277.
Mustad 64.
Movatten 170.
Musubyttsaeter 68.
Mbckeln, Lake 256. 283. Myklandsdal 172.
258.
Mbckleby
Myklebostad 171. 173.
197. 229.
M0en 369.

M0falsskardene 109.
M0geletun 110.
M0land 7.
Mblle 260.
M0llendal 119.
M0llerholm 22.
M0lmen 69. 196.
Saeter 69.
,
Mblnbacka 331.
Mblnbo 281.
Molndal 262.
Mblndalsa 262.
Mbrby 312.
M0rk 181.
M0rkadalselv 124.
M0rke 370.
M0rkedal 44.
—

Mbrkeklef 270.

M0rkereid 137.
M0rkereidsdal 137. 58.
M0rkesvikfjord 229.
Mbrkb 278.
M0rkved 210.
Mbrsill 338.
M0rstafjord 156.
M0sadel 227.
Mbsseberg 272.
Muggedalselv 48.
Mugnatind 156.
Muldal 185. 195.
Muldalsfos 185.
Mule i Vinje 31.
Mullsjo 274.
Mullskraerna 276.
Mulskreddal 182.
Mulsvorhorn 182.

Myklemyr 138.
Mykletveitvet 121.

Myrdalsfos 103.
Myrdalsvand 101.
Myrhedan 340.
Myrhorn 138.
Mysen 79.
Myssu-Saeter 75.
Myten 138.
Mytings-Saeter 150.
Naae 106.

Naalene (Nserodal) 125.
Naaversaeter 163.
Nadviken 135.
Nagl0ren 136.
Nakkehoved 361.
Nakkerud 24.
Nakskov 368.
Namsdal 210.
Namsenelv 210. 216.
Namsenfjord 216.
Namsos 216.

Napstr0m 226.
Naustdal 174.
Nautefos 132.

Nautgarstind 161.
Naven 73.
Lake 281.
Nalden 338.

Nacken,

Morst0l 194.

Mundal 129.

Naldsjo 338.
Naerb0 90.
Naer0 216.
Naer0dal 132.
Naer0dalselv 124. 132.
Naer0fjord 131.
Naer0naes 131.

Mortas 247.
Mortensnaes 244.
Mosakselen 218.
Mosas 329.

Mundelstrup 371.

Naerstrand 93.

Mundheim 101.
Munfjord 230.
Munkebjerg 369.
Munkeg 128.
Munken 276.

Nserstrandsfjord 93.

Mosb0, or
Mosby 4.
Moseb0 30.
Mosj0en 217. 218.
Mosken 226.
Moskenaes 226.
Moskenaes0 226.
Moskenstr0m 226.
Moss 79. 8.
Mossesund 79.
Moss* 370.

Mostadhaugen 169.
Mosterhavn 99.
Moster0 98. 99.
Mostorp 261.
Motala 276. 277. 278.

—

—

—

Munkevoldsfjeld 72.
Munkfors 331.
Munkholm 207. 318.
Munksjb 273.

Munktorp 328.
■

Muradn-Saeter 142. 145.

Murjek 341.
Musken 230.

—

—

—

—

—

Munsb 315.
Muonioelf 247.
Muoniokoski 248.
Muonioniska 247.
Muoniovara 247. 248.
Muran-Sseter 145.

96.
Naes (near Aarnses) 78.
(Hallingdal) 42.
(Lake Kr0deren) 42.
(Langfjord) 197.
(near Levanger) 208.
(Lysterfjord) 137.
(Mj0sen) 64.
(Randsfjord) 60.
(Romsdal) 193.
(Spirillen) 47.
(Suldalsvand) 96.
(near Upsala) 319.
Naesaxlen 193.
Nasbo 275.
Naesb0 46.
Naesb0dal 46.
Naesb0galder 46.
Nasby 315.
—

—

—
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Na?sdal 172. 179.
Nsese 126.
Nseselv 51.
Naeset 126.

Neumiinster 367.
Neva 336.

Nordre Aurdal 50.
Land 50.
Nses 136. 173.
Snerle 56.
Nevlunghavn 7.
Nidelv (near Arendal) 7.
Nasfjarden 318.
Vartdal 190.
Naesflaten 96.
(near
Trondhjem) Nordsj0 34. 30.
Naesheim 127.
78. 203.
Nordvik 193.
Niemis 342.
Nore 40. 42.
Naesheimshorgen 123.
Naesland 37.
Nigardsbrae 139.
Norefjeld 42.
Naesmoen 47.
Nilsvigtinder 228.
Norefjord (Numedal) 40.
Nasnaren 273.
Nipah0gd 112.
(Sognefjord) 130.
Naesodden 79.
79.
Noresund
42.
Nipen
Nissaa 261.
Naesodtangen 8.
Noret 369.
Nissedalselv 132.
Nsesseby 244.
Noreviksheien 126.
N«sset 75. 196.
Nisservand 36.
Norheimsund 103.
256.
Nit-Elv
63.
Norra
Nassjo
Barken 328.
Nassundet 336.
Norra 337.
Njalavarre 237.
Nasviken 337.
Norrbarke 328.
Njavvi 341.
Naeva, the 73.
Njoammel Guoika 245. Norrbotten 341.
Nseverdal 73.
Njommelsaska 341.
Norrbystrbm 328.
Nffivemses 218. 224.
Njuken 130.
Norrkoping 280.
Nebbedal 186.
Njunges 341.
Norrland, Swedish 339.
Nedansjb 340.
Nockeby 318.
Norrqvarn 271.
Nokkeneb 183.
Nedberge 133.
Norrtelje 322.
Nedenaes 4.
Nol 266.
Norrtull 312.
Neder-Kalix 341.
Nondal 142.
Norrvik 317.
Nondalsfos 142.
Nedingeh 259.
Norsaeter 26.
Nedreaal 45.
Norself 283.
Nonhaug 131.
Nedre Berg 167.
Norsesund 272.
Nonhougen 148.
Nedredal 201.
184.
Norsholm 277. 279.
Nonsfjeld
Nedre Edefors 341.
Nonsnib 179.
Norske Hest 166.
Floden 180.
Nor 174.
Norskholmen 244.
Holmen 19.
Nora 283. 328.
North Cape 240.
Holn 83.
187.
Norangsdal
Northorp 156.
Jerfva 312.
188.
Nortorf
367.
Norangsfjord
Langeidvand 38.
Notodden 27.
Norberg 327.
Lid 138.
Nord 174.
Novle-Fos 39.
Nadden 328.
Nordaasvand 120.
N0ra 76.
St0l 185.
Nordanb 327.
N0rre-Alslev 365.
Vand (Salangen) 232. Nordanskar 342.
N0rresundby 371.
(Vattenbygden)
Nordbjergskirke 58.
N0rsteb0 40.
223.
Norddal 167.
N0rstedalssaeter 147.
Vasenden (Gravens, Norddalsfjord 184.
N0rv0 189.
Norddalskirke 184.
vand) 123.
N0setsaeter 46.
(J0lstervand) 171. Norderhov 21.
N0stdal 174.
Nedrib0 93.
Nordfjord (Malangen)232. N0ste 197. 194. 196.
Nedstryn 179.
(N.Bergenhus)167. 174. N0stet 119.
Nedsttun 120.
N0stvik 218.
(Storfjord) 186.
Neergaarden (Maalselvs Nordfjordeid 174.
N0stvolden 209.
Nordfolden 229.
dal) 232.
N0ter0 32.
i Aamli 36.
Nord-Horland 99. 126.
Nufsfjord 226.
313.
Nordkosters
Neglinge
Dubbelfyr Nukefjeld 35.
85.
Nuken 62.
Nelaagfjord 7.
Nelhammar 280.
Numedal 40.
Nordkyn 242.
Neraal 45. 40.
Nordland, the Norwegian Nuppivarre 237. 247.
Nerdal 201.
211.
Nupshaug 151.
the Swedish 339.
Nereb0 5.
Nute (Sognefjord) 131.
,
Nerike 273.
Nordmaling 340.
Nya St0l 39.
Nesdalen 55.
Nordmandslaagen 29.
Nyast0lsfos 105.
Neslenib 177.
Nordm0re 199.
Nv-Aune 72.
Nestun 120.
Nordnaes (near Bergen) Nyaker 339.
Nestved 364.
114. 116.
Nybgaarden i Torpe 44.
Netland 103.
(Sognefjord) 130.
Nyboden 157.

Neverfjeld 66.

—

—

—

—

■

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Nyboda Tunnel 281.
Nyborg (Varanger) 244.

Olden 176.
Oldendal 176. 177.
Oldenskar 172.
(Funen) 366.
257.
Oldenvand
177.
Nybro
Old0ren 176.
Nybussetre 41.
Olestad 66.
Nybnsj0 41.
Olidenalan 268.
Nyheitind 198.
Nyhyttan 336.
Olmajalos 224.
226.
Olmheim 130.
Nykerne
Nykirke (on the Dram- Olmhus 48.
menselv) 23.
Olsborg 232.
(near Holmestrand) Olskroken 266.
32
Olstrup 365.
Nykj0bing 365. 368. 373. Omberg 275.
Nykoping 330.
Omgang 242.
Omnes0 221.
Nykroppa 336.
28.
Onen
104. 107.
Nyland
Onsild 371.
Ny-0vne 72.
Ons0 79.
Nypen 77.
Onstad 51.
Nypladsen 76.
Nysseter (Gudbrandsdal) Oosbakke 219.
59.
Opdal (Drivadal) 72.
(Laerdal) 56.
(near M0lmen) 69.
(Numedal) 40.
(Ramstaddal) 186.
(Vuluvand) 59.
(Valders) 53.
368.
Nysted
Opdals-Sseter 152.
53.
Opd0l 201.
Nystuen (Fillefjeld)
(0rkedal) 73.
Opheim (Odde) 109.
Nytr0en 73.
(Opheimsvand) 124.
Opheimsfjeld 176.
Obrestad 90.
Opheimsvand 124.
Ockelbo 335. 337.
Ophus 75.
Opigaard 199.
Ockesjo 338.
Odde 106.
Oplsendske Dal 60.
Oddedaal 54.
Opnaaset 58.
Oddernaes 3.
Oppeb0en 31.
Oppedal 105.
Oddersjaa 3.
Oddesund 373.
Oppegaard 79.
Odense 366.
Oppmannasjb 255.
Odnaes 60.
Opsa3tst0le 133. 112. 122.
Oferdal 135.
Opstegene 142.
Oforsen 336.
Opstryn 180.
Ofotenfjord 230.
Optun 147.
127.
Ofriddal
Optunsfos 147.
Ofte 31. 36.
Ordal 171. 172.
Oftedal 135.
Orddo-Vuodna 243.
Oftevand 31.
Orehoved 365.
Orken 171.
Okken 56.
136.
Oklevig
Ormberg 137. 138.
Okna 280.
Ormbergsst0l 137.
Oksen 192.
Orm-Eggen 31.
Ormeim 195.
Oksen0 186.
Ormsund 79. 18.
218.
Oksfjord
Ornas (near Falun) 332.
Oksnses 184.
Ornses (Vestfjord) 221.
Olafbuvand 45.
Ornb 313.
St. Olaf's Bad 23.
Orresta
190.
326.
St. Olafsdal
St. Olafsgryder 23.
Orrskog 335.
Orr0i-Elv 136.
St. Olaf's Ship 36.
Orsa 334. 335.
St. Olafs Slange 184.
184.
St. Olafs Snushorn
Orsa-Sjo 334.
St. Olafs Stol 193.
Orsjb 337.
Ortnevik 126.
42.
Olberg
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Orust 85.
Os (Fusefjord) 120. 100.
(near R0ros) 76.
Oscarsborg 8.
Oscarshall 17.
Oscarshoug 147. 152.
Ose (Osefjord) 112.
(Saetersdal) 5.
Osedal 112.
Osefjord 111. 112.
Osen (Osefjord) 111.
(Suldalsvand) 95.
Osesaeter 112.
Oseskavl 112.

—

—

—

Oskar-Fredriksborg 313.
Oskarshamn 258.
Oslo 11. 79.
Osmark 196.

Os0ren 100. 120.
Osstad 5.
Ostendalsbrae 179.

Oster0 120.
Osvand 196.
Osvold 190.
Ottadal 56.
Ottaelv57. 61.67.69.
Ottarp 252.
Ottavand 57.
Ottebol 282.
Ottensund 373.
Otteraa 3. 4.
Otterbacken 283.
Otter0 (near Christian
sand) 3.
(near Molde) 199.
(near Namsos) 216.
Ottestad 64. 197.
Oulie-Elv 32.
Ousby 255.
Ovabergs-Elv 146.
Overaa 184.
Oves0 373.
—

—

Oviksfjellen 338.
Oxdalsh0 158.
7.
Oxefos 57.
Oxelosund 278. 330.
Oxen (Hardanger) 104.
Oxie 251.
0x0 3.
Odakra 260.
0defjord 129.
0degaard 201.
0demarks-Sj0 83.
Odeshbg 276. 278.
0en 138.
Ofre Holn 83.
Nadden 328.
0fste Dal 130.
0ftshus-Fos 103.
Ofver Tornea 248.
Ofverum 280.

Oxefjord

—
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0gsfjord 229.
0i i Aamli 36.

Ostersund 338.
Oster-Tibble 329.

0iangen, Lake 156.
Ostervik 333.
0iangensh0i 155.
0stmanlid Saeter 39.
0ibergsfos 58.
0stnaes 190.
0ie (Norangsfjord) 187. 0strabo 257.
—

(Lsardal) 56.

0ieren,

Lake 78.

0iestad 96.
46.
(Vangsm0sen) 53.
0je-Saeter 46.
0ilo 52.
0inesgavlen 223.
0isteinvand 39.
0ksendal (Isfjord) 175.
0ksendalen 201.
0ksfjord 237.
Oland 258. 372.
01en 99.
01enfjord 99.
01ken 52.
Olme 283.
Orbyhus 334.
0re 201.
0rebaekke 96.
Orebro 328.
Ore-Elf 339.
Oresund 259.
0rjes aster 60.
0rje-8j0 83.
0rkedal 202.
0rkedals0ren 73. 202.
0rkla 73.
0rland 210.
0mefjeld 6.
0rnereden 370.
Ornskbldsvik 339. 340.
0rsj0 83.
0rskog 186.
0rskogvik 185.
0rsten 190.
0rstendal 190.
0rstenfjord 190.
0rstenvik 190.
Orsundsbro 317.
0rterdalen 45.
0rterenvand 45.
Ortofta 255.
0rvaella 28.
0sekar 186.
Ostavall 337.
0stefjord 188.
Osten, Lake 272.

0je (Vasbygdvand)

—

0stenfjeldske Norge
89.
0stens0 104.
0steraat 215.
Osterby 334.
0sterdalen 74.
Ostergotland 278.

Ostra Dai-Elf 334.

Ostratorp 251.
0streb0 46.
0streim 94.
0stre Pollen 102.
0stre Slidre Elv 155.
Ost-Surasjb 327.
0stvaag0 227.
0stvik 209.
Oveds Kloster 252.
0veraas 198. 201.
0vreberg 167.
0verby 232.
0verste-Dal 130.
0vreb0saeter 163.
0vre Eide 179.
Gaard 138.
Holmen 19.
Rol 209.
Strandefjord 46.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Stray 4.
Vand 223.
Vasenden

(Gravens

vand) 123.
0xna 75.
Oxnered 268. 331.
0xsund 230.
0xtinder 218.

Porsangemae3 241.
Porsgrund 33.
Prsekestol 183.
Praestebakke 83.
Praestedal 175.
Praestegaard 57. 70. 170.

Praestekampen 66.
Praestesteinvand 152.
Praesthus (Soknedal) 74.
Predikstol 276.
Presteholts0l 45.

Prestfjarden 316.

Prestfors 327.

Pruglaa 219.
Puddefjord 114.
dvarna 338.

Qvarnholmen 257.
Qvickjock 324. 241.
Qvicksund 329.
Raade 79.

173.
Raamand 188.

Raadfjeld

Raamandsgj0l 188.
Raasnaas 106.
Raastad 32.
Raavad 361.

Raftsund 228.
St. Ragnhilds Kalla 277.
Rago-Njarga 243.
Ragunda 339.
Bbttner 339.
Rake 176.
Rakkestad 79.

—

Ralangen,
247.
Paradisbakker 22.
Parki-Jaur 341.
Partilled 271.
Pasvik 245.
Pasvikelv 245.
Paternoster-Skar 86.
Paulsvand 172.
Pakila 342.
Paisboda 273.

Palajokko

Pederstrup 368.
Peisestue 19.
Pello 248.

Persberg 336.

Piggejavre 247.
Pilgrimstad 337.
Pipertind 236.
Piski-Jaur 341.

Pitel 340.
Polfossen 58.
Polhems Sluss 267.
Pollen 237.
Polletind 166.
Polvand 58.
Porla Helsobrunn 273.

283.

Porsangerfjord 241.

Lake 278.

Rambseren 130.
Ramberg 47.
Ramlbsa 260.
Ramlbsabrunn 260.
Rammelkiava 85.
Ramnas 326. 328.
Ramsaas 42.
Ramsjb 337.
Rams0 216.
Rams0fjord 200.
Ramstaddal 186.
Ramundershall 277.
Rand 175.
Randal 220.
Randeberg 98.
Randers 371.
Randklbveskaaret 252.
Rand0 93.
Randselv 24. 49.
Randsfjord 24. 49.
Randsvaerk 57.
Ranenfjord 218.
Rangaatind 198.
Rangsund0 221.
Ranheim 207.
Rankhyttan 332.
Ransater 331.
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Rapisvari 224.
Rasten 75.
Ratan 340.

Rauberg 35.
Raubergsholten 137.

Raubergskamp 63.
Raubergsstul 149.
Rauddal 58. 159.
Randdalsbrae 58.
Rauddals-Elv 160.
Rauddalshoug 159.
Rauddalsmund 160.
Rauddalstinder 159.
Rauddalsvand 58.
Raudegg 61.
Raudnses 142.
Rauegg 132.
Rauem 210.
Rauemsletten 210.
Raufjord 156.
Raufjordsheim 156.
Rauland 29.
Raulandsfjeld 29.
Rauma 69. 193. 194.
Raunip 120.
Raunsdal 106.
Raunsdalsvand 106.
Rausdal 58.
Rausdalssaeter 137.
Rauskarfjeld 139.
Rauskj0ldvand 152.
Rautefjeld 37.
Ravnedal 3.
Ravnedjuvet 37.
Ravnefjeld 178. 179.
Ravnehei 3.
Racksta 316.
Rafsnas 315.

Rsegefjord 90.
Raeknaeshaug 191.
Rallsa 328.
Ramen 332.

Raepelid 30.
Rappe 256.
Raestadbygd 192.
Rattvik 334. 335.
Raback 270. 331.
Rannuru 268.
Rashult 256.
Rastok 84.
Red 172.
Reflelbrsek 37.

Refnsestangen 134.
Refsudden 326.

Refsundssjb 337.
Refvinge 261.
Reiersdal 4.
Reimersholm 282. 314.
Reinaa 208.

Reinbj0relv 210.
Reindalstind 221.
Reindalsvik 221.
Reine 226.

INDEX.
Reinheim 72.
Reinlid 48.

Rein0 235.
Reinsvand 209.
Reisseter 103.
Reitan 77.
Gaard 199.
,
—

Reitst0en 77.
Rekarne 329.

Rekkingsnuten 39.
Relling 184.
Rem, Gaard 185.
Rembesdalsfos 111.
Rembesdalsvand 111.
Remmem, Gaard 195.
Rena 75.
Rendalstind 236.
Rendsburg 367.
Rengen, Lake 279.
Rennes0 98.
Ren0 243.
Repvaag 241.
Retiro 184.
Revikhorn 167.
Ribe 373.
Riddarhyttan 328.
Riddarsvik 318.
Ridb 315.
Riinggadn-Ssetre 148.
Riingsbotn 148.
Riingstinder 148. 152.
Riis Skov 370.
Rimbo 322.
Rimforsstrbm 279.
Rimmen 372.
Rindalen 201.
Rindalshorn 180.
Rindebakken 36.
Rindb 313.
Rindsholm 373.
Ring 65.
Ringdalstind 186.
Ringe 367.
Ringebo 66.
Ringedalsvand 109.
Ringeim 122. 123.
Ringerike 24.
Ringkj0bing 373.
Ringkollen 24.
Ringnses 42.
Ring0en 109.
Ringsaker 64.
Ringsjb 255.
Ringsted 365.
Ringvads0 235.
Riondefos 133.
Risagrotte 219.
Risbu-Elv 39.
Rise (Driva Valley) 72.
(J0rundfjord) 190.
(Nordgulen) 166.
Risefjord 126.
Ris0havn 229.
—

—

Ris0r 7.
Risvaer 216.
Rivenaase 137.
Rjukande Fos 43.
Rjukanfos 29.
Lille 36. 38.
,
Roaldkvam 6.
Robertsholm 336.

—

Roboltfjeld 35.
Rockebro 278.
Rogn 122.

Rognan 224.
Rognaes 77.
Rogne 155. 51.
Rokke-Elv 37.
Rokomborre 232.
Rol, Gaard 209.
Rold0 231.
Rolfsa 262.
Rolfshus 43. 50.

Rolfs0 239.
RolfS0havn 239.1
Rolsbakker 209.

Roma, Monastery 326.
Rombak 230.
Romedal 190.
Romeleklint 252.
Romerike 63.

Romfogkjaerringer 72.
Romhest 128.
Rommedal 128.
Romsdal 194.

Romsdalsfjord 192.
Romsdalshorn 194.
Romsdalsstue 246.
Rondane 75. 68.
Rondeslot 75.
Ronehamn 326.
Ronene 3.
Ronneby 256.
Rosendal (near Stock
holm) 311.
(Hardangerfjord) 101.
Rosendala 274.
Rosendalselv 210.
Rosersberg 317.
Roskilde 364.
Rosshyttan 336.
Rossvalen, Lake 328.
Rostafjeld 232.
Rostavand 232.
Rotebro 317.
Rothenkrug 366.
Rotknaet 221.
Rottaasbjerg 66.
Rottnaelf 283.
Rottneros Bruk 283.
Rotvold 207.
Roxen, Lake 277.
R0d 82.
R0dbjerget 215.
R0dby 368.
Rodesund 271.
—
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R0devseg 242.
Rbdgafvels Grotto 275.
—

Port 276.

R0dhammer 209.
R0di 179.
R0dkjersbro 373.
Gaard 195.
R0d0 218. 221.
R0dsset 186. 190.
R0dsheim 149.
R0dsund 216.
R0dvaselv 219.
R0dvenfjord 197.
R0en 51.
Rbgle 260.
R0ise 110.
R0jshjem 149.
R0ken 21.
R0kenaes 99.
R0kenviken 50.
R0kjeskaalvand 58.
R0ldal 39. 96.
R0ldalsaaten 39.
R0ldalsvand 39. 96.
R0nde 370.
R0neid 137.
Rbnne 252.
RonneS 260.
R0nstadhul 168.
R0raas 76.
R0rhoptind 228.
R0rhusdal 182.
R0rhusnibba 182.
R0maestind 237.
R0ros 76.
R0r0 218.
R0rstad 182. 188.

R0dningen,

Rbrstrand 317.
R0rvik 103. 171. 216.
R0rvikfjeld 171.
R0saa 218.
R0saa0ren 218.
R0skje 209.
R0snses 222.
R0st 226.
Rbstanga 260.

R/jsvand 218.
R0svik 229.
R0vik 197.

Rubjerg-Knude 372.
Rudkj0bing 368.
Ruejd 188.
Rugsund 174.
Rui 38. 29.
Ruklenut 106. 108.

Ruksisvaggegaissa 237.
Rullenut 109.
Rullestad 99.
Rundal 121.
Rundalselv 122. 123.
Rundevand 121.
Rundhorn 60.
Rundtom 158.

Sal ten 221.
Saltenfjord 223.
332.
335.
Saltkjelnses 131.
Runn-Sjb
i
Saltnaessanden
202. 73.
Runsa 318.
I
313.
Rusaanses 224.
Saltsjobaden
Rus-Elv 38.
Saltsjbn 309.
Saltskog 281.
Rusglop 161.
Ruskola 248. 342.
Saltstr0m 223.
Samlehovd 104.
Rusliensaetre 161. 57.
Samlekolle 104.
Russaelv 161.
Russe Rundh0 161.
Samnangerfjord 120.
Rustdalen 7.
Sams0 365.
157.
Sand (Sandsfjord) 94.
Rusteggen
Rusten (Baeverdal) 150.
(Randsfjord) 50.
(Gudbrandsdal) 68.
Sanddalsfjeld 171.
173.
Sanddalsvand
Rustenfjeld 68.
Rusten-Sseter (Baeverdal) Sande (Holmedal) 169.
151.
(near Drammen) 32(Loenvand) 178.
Rustfjeld 5.
Rust0en 177. 172.
Sandebugt 32.
Sandefjord 32. 8.
Rust0fjeld 177.
Sandeid 95.
Rusvand 161.
Rusvasbod 161.
Sandeidfjord 95.
Rute 326.
Sandelv 145.
Sanden
Ruten 232.
(Tinsj0) 28.
Sandene 172. 175.
Ruyttotjock 243.
Sandenib 178.
Ry 370.
Sander 78.
Rydboholm 261.
Sanderst0len 51.
Ryde 368.
Sandferhus 208.
251.
Rydsgard
Sandfjeld 170.
Ryfos 138.
Sandhamn 314.
Ryfylke 91.
Ryg (Gloppenfjord) 175. Sandhem 274.
79.
Sandhorn 221. 222.
Rygge (Smalenene)
Ryggen (Dalecarlia) 335. Sandhoug 29.
Sandnse3 (Nordland) 222.
Ryghydna 180.
(Oldenvand) 177.
Rygnestad 5.
(Saetersdal) 5.
Ryhaugen 75.
271.
(Stavanger) 90. 94.
Ryholm
370.
218.
Sandnaes0en
Ryomgaard
Sandok 37.
Rysfjseren 175.
Sand0 (near Stadt) 168.
Rytterknagten 252.
(Nord-Horland) 126.
Ryvardens Fyr 99.
Sand0la 210.
Saathorn 60.
Sandsfjord 94.
Sandsfos 94.
Sadelegg 171.
Sandsjb 256.
Sadelfjeld 54.
I
Sadlen (near Hammerfest) Sandst0 106.
Sandtorv 230.
239.
Sandum Saeter 42.
Saganses 134.
Sandven (Norheimssund)
Sagfjord 230.
103.
Saggat-Jaur 341.
230.
(Sandvenvand) 108.
Sagvande
Sandvenvand 107.
Saksa 151. 188.
Sandvig, Gaard 224.
Sakshaug 209.
Sandviken (near Gefle)
Sala 336.
335.
223.
Salajaekna
231.
(near Christiania) 20.
Salangenfjord
Sal berg 209.
(near Bergen) 118.
Sangerfjeld 44.
Salen, Lake 256.
Sanna 274.
Salmis 342.
Sannesund 80.
Salsta 334.
'Saltdal 219. 224.
Sarektjokko 224.

Rundvash0gda 75.
Rungsted 363.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Sarpen,

INDEX.
Fall 167.

Sarpsborg 80.
Sarpsfos 80.
Sartor0 100.
Sarvfos 5.
Saude 94.
Saudefjord 94.
Saudehorn 190.
Saue-Nuten 108.
Sauerelv 30.
Sauland 30.

Saug0 82.
Saurdal 167.

Saurdalsgaarde 167.
Saurdalsvatn 167.
Sautzofosse 247.
Saxaklep 103.
Saxhaug 209.
Saxkj0bing 368.
Sseb0 (J0rundfjord) 188.
190.
(0ifjordsvand) 110.
Saby (Kinda Canal) 279.
Sseby (Jutland) 372.
Ssebyholm 368.
Saed, Gaard 311.
Safjaa 317.
Safsjb 256.
Safsjbstrbm 257.
Safstaholm 273.
Safvea 271.
Saekken 192. 197.
Saelbo 207.
—

Saelbofjord 155.
Saelbo-Sj0 207.
Saeltun 56.

SaterfDalecarlia) 336.
Saeterdalens Sommerhjem 5.
Sseterfjeld 181.
Saetermoen 232.
Saetersdal 3. 4.
Sseterst0en 78.
Saetervand 196.
Saetnes 193.

Sel 68.
Selander 338.
Selao 316.
Selhu-Sj0 207.
Selje 164.
Seljedal 127.
Selje0 167.
Seljestad i Odde
Seljestadjuvet 97.
Seiland 96.
Selshsek 78. 207.
Selseng 131.
Selsli-Saeter 26.
Selsnut 102.

Sirakirke 197.
Siredal 90.
Siredalsvand 90.

97.

Sels0vig 221.
Sem (Snaasenvand) 209.
(near T0nsberg) 32.

—

Sembla 328.

Semlaa 338.
Semletind 195.
Semmelaa 162.
Semmelhul 162.
Semmeltind 162.
Semmen 47.

Semsa 338.
Senjehest 231.
Senjen 231.
Sesaas 207.
Seutivarre 232.
Seven Sisters 218.
Sevlefos 133.
Sevli 40.
Sexe 106.
Siggen 99.
Signildsberg 318.
Sigtuna 318.
Sigurdsrud 28.
Sikfors 332.
Sildefjord 101.
Sildegabet 167.
Silden 237.
Silen Lakes 82.
Siljan, Lake 333.
Sifjansnas 334.

Siljord 31.
Saetnesfjeld 193.
Siljordsvand 30.
Saetredal (Nebbedal) 187. Silkeborg 370.
Saetrenaes 167.
Sagen 336.
Sagmyra 335.
Schleswig 367.

Seeljesaeterhorn 182.
Seem 209.
Sefle 331.
Canal 282.
Segea 253.

—

Seglingsberg 327. 328.

Segmon 331.
Seida 244. 246.
Seidafjeld 244.
Seierstad 216.
Seiland 238.
Seim i Graven 123.

Sillen, Lake 281.
Simbrishamn 252.
Simlenaes 131.
Simoa 23.
Simodal 111. 109. 110.
Simogalfos 147.
Simonstad 7.

Simonstorp 281.
Sinarp 260.
Sindal 372.
Sindre 181.
Singel0er 84.
Singlefjord 82.
Singsaas 77.
Sira 90.
ISiradal 197.

103.
188.
Sjerpenut 132.
Sjerping 133.
Sjoa 60. 167.
Sjoadal 67.
Sjodalsvand 161.
Sjonghul 189.
Sjortningsbrse 160.
Sjbandan 336.
Sj0d0la 198.
Sjbholm 273.
Sj0holt 185.
Sj0rring 373.
Sj0rsaetervand 196.
Sj0strand 130.

Sjau-Saeter
Sjaustaddal

Sjbtorp 27fe
Sj0vik 185.
Sjugultind 158.
Sjusaet 103.

Skaala 61. 176. 196.
Skaalabrae 61.
Skaalebrse 179.
Skaalesaeter 133.
Skaalfjeld 179. 181.
Skaalland 222.
Skaar 137.
Skaare 62. 188.
Skaaren 142.
Skaarene 139.
Skaaretinder 188.

Skaar0 236.

Skabersjb 251.
Skadsesaeter 42.
Skadset 42.

Skagagjel 146.
Skagast0le 147.
Skagast0lsbotn 147.
Skagast0lsbree 148.

Skagast0lstinder 148.
Skage 210.
Skagen 372.

Skagern-Sjb 213.
Skaggeflaa, Gaard 183.
Skaggeflaafos 183.
Skaggefiaan0stet 184.
Skagsnaeb 146.
Skalka-Jaur 341.

Skalsj0 208.
Skalstngan 208.

Skammedalsh0idn 132.
Skammestein 156.
Skanderborg 370.
Skanbr 251.
Skansen 327.
Skara 272.
Skard 97.

Skardalseggen 162.
Skardh0 57.
Skaret 20.
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Skarfjeld 201.
Skarfven 318.
Skarnees 78.
Skarpsno 17.

Skarpstr0mmen
Skarsfjord 221.

36.

Skarsfos 108.

Skarstenfjeld 172. 175.
Skarssaeter 41.
Skarstind 145.
Skarsvand 41.
Skatestr0m 167.
Skattkar 283.
Skauta 165.
Skautaelv 163.
Skautefos 166.
Skauth0 162.
Skavle Nut 94.
Skavlevaegge 173.
Skavlikollen 231.
Skiilby 268.
Skaralid 260.
Skane 251.
Skare 283.
Skeaker 57.
Skeback 329.
Skei (J0lstervand) 171.
Skeidkampen 66.
Skej (Lek0) 216.
Skeja 151.
Skelderviken 260.
Skelleftea 340.
Skellefte-Elf 340.
Skeninge 278.
Skepperkroken 260.
Ski 79.
Skibotten 237.
Skien 33.
Skienselv 33.
Skilbred 169.
Skilbredsvand 170.
Skillebotn 218.
Skinegg 154.
Skinnebergsnut 101.
Skiriaxlen 195.
Skiseeter 110.
Skive 373.
Skjangli 230.
Skjaeggedal 109.
Skj aeggedalsfos 109.
Skjaeggestad 66.
Skjaelvik 106.
Skjaerdal 175.
Skjserdalen 124.
Skjaering 175.
Skj aeringsdal 60.
Skjaeringsdalsbrae 59.
Skjaerjehavn 12S.
Skjsersurden 185.
Skjaerv0 237.
Skjeberg 80.
Skjeidesnipa 129.
Skjeistrand 175.
Baedekeb's

Norway

Skjeldal, Gaard 104.
Skjelnaes 101.
Skjerdal 133.
Skjern 373.
Skjerpa 221.
Skjerping 44.
Skjerstad 223.
Skjerstadfjord 222.
Skjervefos 123.
Skjerveselv 123.
Skjervet 123.
Skjibergsfjeld 180.
Skjoldehavn 228.
Skjolden 137.
Skjoldfjeld 52.
Skjolten 193.
Skjombotn 230.
Skjomenfjord 230.
Skjorta 172. 196. 197.
Skj0nne 40.
Skj0nstuen 223.
Skj0rnfjord 215.
Skj0rping 371.
Skj0rvold 208.
Skj0tningberg 242.
Skoddalsfjeld 109.
Skodsborg 361.

Skracka 332.

Skraedderdal 118.
Skraedderbakken 369.
Skreetna 167.
Skredevand 172.
Skredja-Fjeld 71.
Ski-edvand 36.
Skreifjeld 64.
Skrenakken 184.
Skridulaupbrae 58. 59.
Skridulaupen 59. 61.
Skriken 130.
Skrikjofos 106.
Skrimsfjeld 26.
Skroven 227.
Skrutvold 165.
Skruven 187.
Skudesnaes 98.
Skudesnaeshavn 9S.
Skudeviken 118.
Skultorp 272.
Skurdal 40.
Skurup 251.
Skurusund 313.
Skurvenaase 137.
Skuteviken 103.
Skutskar 353.
Skodshorn 52.
Skutvik 230.
Skvaetta 29.
Skofjard 319.
165.
Skogadal
Skykjefos 111.
144.
165.
Skogadalsb0en
Skyllingaryd 261.
Skogadalsnaasi 144.
Skylstad 187.
Skogefos 195.
Skylstadbrekken 187.
Skoger0 245.
Skyrifjeld 53.
43.
Skogshorn
Skyttorp 334.
228.
Slaakuvand
30.
Skogs0
Skogstad 53.
Slagelse 366.
Slaskam 341.
Skogstorp 329. 330.
Skokloster 319.
Slaebende21.
Skole 137.
Slatbaken 277.
Skollenborg 25.
Slattberg 335.
Skollerud 47.
Slesvig 367.
Skomvaer 226.
Sletdal 184.
Skonevikfjord 99.
Sletflykamp 58.
82.
Slethavn 146.
Skonningsfos
Sletmarkbrae 158
Skopshorn 186.
Skopum 32.
Sletmarkpig 157. 158.
Skordal 67.
Sletnaes 242.
101.
200.
Slettafos
195.
Skorpen
Slettedal 94.
Skorp0 166.
Skorvefjeld 30.
Slettefjeld 135. 156. 188.
Sletten 98.
Skotgaarden 76.
Skotifos 95.
Slidre, Vestre&0stre 51.
Skotselven 23.
Slidreaas 51. 155.
Skotsfjord 229.
Slidrefjord 51.
Skotstinder 227.
Slinde 130.
Skotterud 78.
Sliparebacken 254.
260.
Skottorp
Sliper 72.
Slite 320.
Skouger 32.
Skougumsaas 20. 8. 21. Slitu 79.
Skovheim 30.
Slogen 187.
Skovshoved 362.
Slondals Saetre 133.
Skbfde 272.
Slondalsvand 133.
and Sweden.
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Slbinge 261.
Slyngsfjord 185.
Slyngstad 185.
Smaadal 163.
Smaadalssseter 163.
Smaad0la 43.
Smaaget, Defile 143.
Smaastr0m 245.
Smalaberg 146.
Smaland 255.
Smeddal 54.
Smedjea 260.
Smedjebacken 328. 332.
Smedodden 35.
Smedstad 19.
Smetbak Saeter 45.
Smbgen 85.
Sm0len 200.

Sm0rbottenfjeld 193.
Sm0rbringa 242.
Sm0rdal 174.
Sm0rhuls-Saeter 156.
Sm0rklep-Elv 38.
Sm0rklepfjeld 38.
Sm0rlidsaeter 163.
Sm0rskredtinder 187.
Smerstabbrae 151.
Smtfrstabtind 151.
Sm0rvik 64.
Smytte Saeter 45.
Snaasenheia 210.
Snaasenvand 209.
Snarum 42.
Snarumselv 23. 42.
Snaufjeld 186.
Snedsted 373.
Sneetind 228.
Snehaettan 71.
Snekkersten 362. 363.
Snenipa 173.
Snerle 56. 67.
Snilstveit 101.
Snjarak 341.
Snuhorn 184.
Sofiero 260. 364.
Sogge 185. 193. 194.

Soggesaeter 185.
Sogndal (Jaederen) 90.
(Sognefjord) 130.
Sogndalsfjord 130.
Sogndalsvand 131.
Sognefest 126.
Sognefjeld 151.
Sognefjord 125.
—

Soknaelv 73. 77.
Soknedal 74.
Solberga 278.
Solbj0rg 103.

Solbj0rgenut 132.
Solbraa 67.
Sole 90.

Soleitinder 142. 148.

Solfjeld 101.

INDEX.
Solheimsheia 170.
Solheimsviken 119. 120
Solleftea 339. 340.
Sollentunaholm 317.
Sollerbn 334.
Solliden 67. 75.
Sollih0gda 20.
Solna 312. 317.
Solnut 106.
Solovom 247.
Sol0en 222.
Solsivand 112. 133.
Solsnaes 131.
Solvaagfjeld 220.
Solvorn 135.
Sommen 278.
Soner 79.
Soon 79.

S0ndre Land 60.
Tveraa 161.
S0nnerheim 46.

—

S0nnerheimsgalder

46.

Sbrby 272.
S0rdal 230.
S0re Vartdal 190.

S0rfjord (Hardanger) 105.
120.
—

(Ulfsfjord) 235.

S0rfolden 229.

Sflrheimsfjeld 137.

S0rkedal 21.
S0rkedals-Elv 20.
S0rkjevand 40.
S0rnesje 197.
S0r0 238.
Sbrqvarn 327.
S0rum (Gudbrandsdal)
Sorgenfri 362.
56.
Sorkevand 40.
Sor0 365.
(Randsfjord) 50.
Sortland 228.
(Valders) 48.
Sotasaeter 58. 137.
S0rvik 216.
S0rviksund 216.
Sotefjord 85.
Sbsdala 255.
Sotenas 85.
Lake
273. 380.
Sestrene 194.
Sottern,
Sound, the 250. 259. 363. S0torp 67.
S0vde (S0ndm0re) 94.
S0berg 77.
Sbderas 260.
(S0vdefjord) 167.
Sbderbarke 328.
Stfvdefjord 167.
340.
S0veien 231.
Sbderfjard
Soderfors 335.
S0vik (Alsten) 218.
Soderhamn 337. 340.
Spaadomsnut 30.
Soderkoping 277.
Spanfjeld 210.
Sodermanland 281.
Spannarp 253.
278.
281.
Sparkjer 373.
Sbdertelge
Sodra Barken 328.
Sparreholm 281.
Spanga 326.
Bjbrkfj arden 315.
Staket 313.
Spendmyren 210.
Sofdeborg 252.
Sperle 138.
185.
S0holt
Sperlingsholm 261.
S0kkelven 186.
Spillum 209.
S0kkelvsfiord 186.
Spirillen, Lake 47.
S0knesand 171. 129.
Spirta-Njarga 241.
S0knesandsnipa 171. 129, Spiterstulen 162.
171.
129
S0knesandsskar
Spjosodden 35.
S0llested 368.
Spodsbjerg 368.
S0lsnaes 197.
Sp0rtegbrae 137. 138.
Sprangdal 58.
S0lvbergfjeld 175.
255.
Sblvesborg
Spydeberg 79.
S0lvkall 188.
Staalberg 188.
Staalet 167.
S0mnaes 217.
Staavand 39.
S0ndenaafos 94.
71
Stabben 200.
S0ndenfjeldske Norge
89.
Stabbensfyr 166.
S0ndervig 373.
Staberg 148.
S0nderviken 76.
Stadsfjarden 330.
S0ndfjord 166. 168. 170. Stadtland 167.
99.
Staffanstorp 252. 254.
S0nd-Horland
Stafre 337.
S0ndm0re 181. 168.
S0ndre Birkedal 174.
Stafsinge 261.
Stafsnas 314.
Flesberg 40.
I— Fron 67.
Stafsnuten 319.
—

—

—

—
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Stafsund 319.
Stai 75.
Stalheim 124. 133.
Stalheimsfos 133.
Stalheimsklev 124. 133.
Stalheimsnut 124.
Stamnaes 218.
Stampestrbms Fall 267.
Stamsund 227.
Stana 106.
Standal 188. 190.
Standalseid 190.
Standalshorn 188.
Stange 64.
Stangenaes 242.
Stangenaesfjeld 242.
Stangfjord 166.
Stanghelle 121.
Stanglandsfjeld 126.
Stangstuen 64.
Stangvik 201.
Stappene 240.
Stardal 172.
Starheim 174.
Stathelle 7.
Stattland, see Stadtland.
Stavanger 90.
Stavangerfjord 91.
Stavbraekker 59.
Staven, Fjeld 187.
Hill 39.
,
—

Stavfjord (F0rdefjord)
166.
—

(Foldenfjord) 229.

Steindalselv 165.
Steine 103.
Steinsdal 103.
Stemme 199.
Stemshesten 199.
Sten 194.

Stenbjerg 206.
Stende (Strandefjord) 43.
51.
Stene i B0 228.
i Aurland 46.
Stenegbrae 146.
Stenhammar 281.
Steninge 261. 318.
Stenjattar 326.
Stenkjaer 209.
Stennaes 188.
—

Stensaetfjeld 169.
StcnsS 260.
Stenso 258.
Stens0en 217.
Stensrud 64.
Stenstorp 272.

Stenst0 104.

Stensvig 201.

Stenungso 85.
Stenvaag 189.
Stenviken 75.
Stetind 146.
Stettin 364.

Stigersand 64.
Stigtomta 330.
Stiklestad 209.

Stillings0 370.

Stavilla-Elv 73.

Stilvasaa 219.

Stavnaes 166.
Stafvie 252.
Stakeholm 280.
Stakeso 326.
Staket 318. 326.
Stallberg 328.
Stalldalen 328. 332.
Stanga 326.
Stanga (river) 279.
Stangebro 279.
Stangenaes 85.
Stedfjord 230.
Stedje, Gaard 130.
Stedtind 230.
Steen 21.
Steensfjord 21.
Stegafjeld 142. 185.
Steganaase 133.
Stegane 185.
Stege 359.
Stegeborg 277.
Stegen (Engel0) 229. 230
Stegesaeter 133.
Stegfjord 220.
Stehag 255.
Steie 130.
Steig, Gaard 66.
Steinbergdal 40.

Stjaerner0 93.
Stjernarp 277.
Stjernhof 281.
Stjernholm 330.
Stjem0 237.
Stjernsund 237.
Stjernvik 263.
Stjtfrdalsfjord 207.
Stockaryd 256.
Stockholm 285.
Academy of Arts 296,
of Science 299.
Agricultural Museum
288.
Albano 312.
Alkarret 310.
Art Union 288. 295.
Artilleri-Museum 296
Bankers 287.
Baths 288.
—

Baltespannare 307.

Stockholm

:

Bridges 308.
Brunkebergs Torg 296.
Brunnsviken 312.
Cabs 286.
Cafe's 286.
Carolinska Institution
288.
Castle Island 307.
Cemetery 312.
Churches :
Adolf Fredriks Kyrka

299.

English

Church 288.

299.
German Church 293.

Hedvig Eleonora 296.
Jacobs Kyrka 295.
Johanns 299.
Karl Johans 307.
Katarina 308.
Klara 296.
Riddarholms 293.
Solnakyrka 312.
Storkyrka 292.
Tyska Kyrka 293.
Ulrika Eleonora 309.
Confectioners 286.
Consulates 287.
Djurgard 309. 310.
Djursholm 312.
Drottninggata 296.
Electric Railway 287.
English Church 288.
299.
Environs 309.
Exchange 292.
Fishery Museum 288.
Framnas 311.

Fredsgatan 296.
Frescati 312.
Frisens Park 310.

Geological Museum296.
Governor's House 292.
Guards' Barracks 296.
Gustaf Adolf s Torg 294.
Gymnastic Instit. 296.

Haga 312.
Hammers Villa 310.
Handtverkare-Gatan

309.
Hasselbacken 310.

Helgeandsholmen 290.
Hotels 285.

299.
Kanonier-Kasern 307.

Hamlegard

Bellevue 312.

Karlberg 317.

Bergskola 299.

Karl den Tolftes

Berzelii Park 295.

Biological Museum
310.
Blasiiholm 300.
Bredablick 311.

Torg

295.
Kastellholmen 307.
Katarina Hissen 308.

Konstfbrening 295.
Kornhamnstorg 293.

26*
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Stockholm :
Kbtt Torg 293.

Kristallsalonger 310.
288.

Stokke (near Sandefjord)
32.
Stokmarknaes 228.
of the Crown Prince Stok0 216.
295.
Stoksund 215.
of Industry 288. 300. Stora Aspen 328.
Panoptikon 238.
Djulb 281.
Panorama 288. 310.
Essingen 314.
288.
Lee 82. 83.
Polytechnic
Post Office 287. 296.
Lule 341.
Rbr 268.
Railway Station 285.
—

Kungsholmen 308.

Kungstradgard 295.
LadugSrdslandet 295.
Lidingohrb 311.

Marieberg 309.
Malaren, Lake 309. 314.
Malar Torg 293.
Maria Hissen 308.

Military Hospital

309.

Mint 309.
Monuments :
Bellman 310.
Berzelius 295.
Birger Jarl 294.
Charles XII. 295.
Charles XIII. 295.
Charles XIV. John

308.
Ericsson 296.
Gustavus Vasa 293.
Gustavus
Adolphus
—

295.
Gustavus III. 292.
Linnaeus 300.

Nordenskjbld 307.
Scheele 300.
Mosebacken 308.
Munkbro 293.
Museum of Armour 291
Music 288.

Mynt-Torg 290.
National Library 291.
National Museum 300.

Antiques 300.
Collection

301.
Coins 301.

Drawings 305.
Egyptian Coll. 303.
Engravings 305.
Furniture 303.
Museum
Historical
300.
National-Museum :
Picture Gallery 303.

Sculptures 302.

—

—

—

Lifrustkammare 291
Lunatic Asylum 309.
Manilla 310.

Ceramic

Stockholm :
Ostermalm 296.
Palace, Royal 290.

Natural History Col
lection 299.
Naval School 307.
Norrbro 290.
Norrmalmen 290.

—

—

—

Rldhuset 293.
Sundby 329.
Restaurants 285.
Tuna 336.
Riddarholmen 289. 293. Stora 261.
Riddarhus 293.
Storbacken 341.
-

—

Riks-Archiv 294.
Riks-Bibliotek 299.

Riksdagshus 294.

Stordal 139. 185.
Stordalsnaes 185.
Stordalsvik 185.

Rosendal 311.

Stord0 99.

Store Aa 93.
Saltsjobaden 313.
Aadal 158.
School of Mining 299
Serafimer Lazaret 309.
Bj0rga 218.
Shops 287.
Bj0rne-Vand 5.
Sjbkrigsskolan 307.
Storebj0m 151.
—

—

Skansen 310.
Skating Club 308.

Skeppsbron 290.
Skeppsholmen 307.
Slottsbacke 292.
Slussen 289. 308.
Sbder-Malar-Strand
308.
Sbdermalmen 308.
Sbderstrbm 308.
Staden 289.
Stallmastaregarden
312.
Steamboats 285. 286.
287.
Stora Nygata 292.
Stortorg 292.
Strandvagcn 296.
Strbmparterre 286.
290.
Strbmsborg 286. 294.
Svea Hall 295.
Synagogue 295.
Technical School 299.
Telegraph Office 287.
Telephone Tower 296.
Theatres 288. 295. 308.
Town Hall 293.
Tramways 286.

Tradgards Fbrening

Store Brae 132.
Storebraetind 145.
Storebro 258.
Storebrufos 48.
Store Ceciliekrona 177.
Finkirke 242.
Storefond 39.
Store Graanaase 134.
Grovbrae 150.
Hest 169.
Juvbrae 150.
Klint 369.
Kraekjavand 45.
Lidvand 94.
Molla 227. 228.
Nordmansslaebet 41.
Nup 39.
Rasmus 58.
Soknefos 55.
S0len 75.
Standal 188. 190.
Sundfos 180.
Utladal 160.
Storel0fta 61.
Storelv 24. 94. 172. 173.
(near Molde) 196.
Storfale 72. 201.
S torfj ord (S0ndm0re) 182.
186.
(Velfjord) 218.
(Lyngenfjord) 237.
Storfond 165.
Storfors 336.
Storforshei 219.
Storfos (near Elvenaes)
245.
(near Marok) 61. 184.
Stor-Fosen 215.
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

311.
Ulriksdal 312.
Vasabro 289.
Vasastad 299.
Wartahamnen 312.
Norrtulls-Gatan 312.
Northern Museum 296. Stocksund 311. 312.
Stoholm 373.
311.
Stokke (Saeter, in the
Novilla 310.
Langedal) 142.
Storglanebba 197.
Observatory 299.
—

—
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Stor Halleren 145.

Storhaug 128.
130. 134.
Storhsetten 195.
Storhest 193.
Storhom 182. 188. 190.

Storhaugfjeld

Storh0i 69.

Storhougfjeld 130. 134.
Storhougs Vidde 137.
Storjord 219.
Storklefstad 67.
Storlien

(Saeter,

near

—

Maursaet) 41.
(Sweden) 339. 208.

Storlivatn 167.
Stormdalsfos 219.
Stormdalshei 219.
Stornaase 139.
Stornes 218.
Storsseter 184.
Storsaeterfos 184.

Storsjo (near Gefle) 335.
(Jemtland) 280. 337.
Storsj0 (Hallingdal) 43.

—

Storskaal 230.
Storskarven 76.

Storstenfjeld 23.

(Balsfjord)

232.
—

—

St0en (Christiansand) 7.
i Kvikne 73.

St0lsnaastinder 143.
St0lsn0si 53. 152.

St0njumsfos 56.
St0ren 77. 74.

St0rlaugpig 175.
St0vring 371.
Straab0kollen 95.
Stralsund 364.
Strand (Oldenvand) 177.
—

—

—

—

(near Stavanger) 93.

(Strandefjord)

51.

(Stora Lee) 82.
(Vraadal) 36.

Strande (Fanefjord) 18S.
196.
Strandebarm 103.
Strandedal 185.

Strandefjord (Aurdal)
51.
—

—

Lake 274.

Strengnas 316.
Strib 366.
Striberg 283.
Strindenfjord 207.
Strombu 75.
Strondafjeld- 138.
Str0en, Lake 42.
Str0m (Skjerstadfjord)
223.
Str0mboden 75.
Str0mhylla 209.
Str0mmegjerdet 180.

Suldalsvand 95.
Sulefjord 189.
Sulheim, Gaard 148.
Sulheimssaeter 162.

Sulen0er 126. 166.
Suleskar 5.
Suletind 54. 154.
Sulitelma 223.
Sul0en 189.
Sulsted 371.
Sulstuen 208.
Sund (Lofuten) 220.
—

(Hallingdal) 43. 44.
(Vang) 53.

(Trondhjems-Fjord)

209.
Sundal (Nordfjord) 180.
58.
(Nordm0re) 72. 201.
(Maurangerfjord) 102.
Str0mmen, (Trondhjems Sundalen 180.
Sundalselv 72. 182.
Fjord) 209.
(near Hammerfest)
Sundalsfjord 201.
238.
Sundalseren 201. 73.
(near Lillestr0m) 63. Sundalssaeter 180.
Sundby 224.
(Ulfsfjord) 235.
Str0in0 222.
Sundbyberg 326.
Strbmsa 85.
Sunddalsfjord 45.
Sunde (Hardanger) 99.
Str0mshavn 175.
Stromsholm 327. 329.
(Oldenvand) 177.
Strbmsholms Canal 327.
(Snaasenvand) 209.
180.
Str0mshorn
(Strynsvand) 180.
Sundebrae 139. 177.
Str0msnaes 238.
Str0ms0 22.
Sundhellerfjeld 40.
Sundkilen 35.
Stromstad 84.
Strbmsvatn S5.
Sundklakstr0m 227.
Sundli 232.
161.
Str0mvand
Sundre i Aal 44.
Struer 373.
Sundsoeter 157. 161.
Strupen 236.
Sundstr0m 222. 226.
Strynsdal 170.
Sundsvall 340. 337.
Strynselv 179.
Sundvolden 20.
Strynskaupe 181.
Sunelvsfjord 182. 184.
Strynsvand 180.
Sunnana 84. 331.
Stuefloten 195.
Sunne 283.
Stuen (0rkedal) 73.
340.
Suolovuobme 247.
337.
Stugsund
54.
Suoppanjarg 246.
Stugun0se
Sturefors 279.
Suphellebrae 129.
Sturehof, Chateau 315. Suphelle Gaard 129.
Surendals0ren 201.
Stygfjeld 75.
Styggebrae 149.
Surteo 266.
Styggedalsbotn 148. 165. Susea 201.
Styggedalsbrae 148. 165. Susegarden 261.
Svaagen 97.
Styggedalselv 165.
Svaah0 58.
Styggedalsnaasi 165.
Styggedalstind 148. 165. Svaanuten 45.
Svajdalsbrae 140.
Styggefondfos 195.
Svalbf 252.
Styggeh0 163.
132.
Svalperup 250.
Styve
Svandal 94.
Sukkertop (Hav0) 240.
Svandalstlaaene 39.
(Hessen) 189.
Svaneke 252.
Sulafjeld 216.
Svanesund 85.
Suldalen 95.
Suldalsosen 95.
Svanfjord 83.
—

—

—

—

—

(Tromsdal) 233.

Storstr0m 222.
Stor-Sund 101.
Storsveen 48.
Stortoppen 223.
Storvaagen 227.
Storvik (Sweden) 335.
337.
(Vaagevand) 57.
Stor-Vreta 334.
St0dt 221.
—

Straken,

Straisniis 278.
Strangsjb 281.

Suldalsporten 95.

—

_

Storstennaes

Stranden 185.
Strandsfos 107.
Strandtind 229.
Stratngen 35.

—

—

—
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Svangstrandsveien 22.
Svarta 283.
river 278. 283. 328.
,
Svartbytdal 58.
Svartdal 157. 161.
Svartdalsaaxle 157.

INDEX.

Syvajarvi 247.
Syv S0stre 183. 218.

—

Taarbaek 362. 363.

Taamfjeld 201.
Svartdalsglupet 157.
Taasinge 367.
Svartdalspigge 159. 157. Taastrup 364.
Svartd0la 157.

Taberg 274.

Svartediket 119.
Svartegjelsfos 55.
Svartenut 107.
Svartgjel 55.
Svarth0i 69.
Svartisen 221. 219.
Svartisvand 219.

Tabmokelv 232.

Svartsjb 318.

Tanafjord 242.
Tanahorn 243.
Tande 65.

Svartsundtinder 228.
Svartvikfjeld 48.
Svarvanuten 5.
Svarvestad 176. 181.
Svaerefjord 128.
Svaeren, Gaard 128.
Svaerholtklubben 242.
Svaerskard 128.
Svedala 251.
Sveen (Dalsfjord) 169.

Tafjord 185.
Talg0 93.
Tall&sen 337.
Talvik 238.

Tams0 241.
Tana 244. 246.

Tangen 22. 64.

Thorvik 197. 194.
Thosdal, Gaard 217.
Thosbotn 217.
Thosenfjord 217.
Threnen 220.
Throndenaes 231.
Throndhjem, see Trond

hjem.
Thureby 365.
Tiakersjb 84.
Tibbleberg 333.
Tida, the 270.
Tidan 272.

Tidingdal 218.
Tidingdalsfos 218.
Tierp 335.

Tierpsa

335.

Tillberga 326.
Tilthom 230.
Tiltereld 196.

Tanto 282.
Tanum 84. 85.
Tara 341.
Tarasb 341.
Tarjebudal 39.
Tarv-0er 215.
Tautra 208.

Tindefjeld 62.
Tindefjeldsbrae 180.

(Valders) 50.
Sveien 38. 39.

Tavsehydna 180.
Tang 338.

Tinoset 28.

Sveilnaasi 149. 163.

Tiinnfors 339.
Tannsjbn 33S.
Tangen 85.

—

Sveilnaaspig 149.
Svelberg 108.
Svendborg 367.
Svendstrup 371.
Svene 40.
Svenesund 40.

Svengaardsbotten 46.
Sveningsdal 217.
Svennaes 51.
Svennevad 280.
Svenn0rfyr 7.
Svensbro 272.
Svenskenipa 172. 173.
Svenskenvand 43. 51.
Sverresti 122.
Sviddal 171.
Svinesund 82. 84.

Svinglen 368.
Svinta 41.
Svolvaer 227.

Svolvaerjuret 227.
Svonaae 72.
Sya 278.

Sydkraak0 21G.
Sydvaranger 245.
Sylte 184. 192.
Syltefjord 243.
Syltevik 183.
Syltormen 184.
Sylvarnses 126.
Synsnib 177.
Synstaalkirke 59.
Syrdalsfjeld 133.

Teckomatorp 252.
Tefsjb 337.
Teidal 127.

Teigen 138. 207.
Telemarken 31.
Telnaes 76.

Tempervold 206.

Tenhult 273.
Teraak 217.

Terningmoen 74.
Ter0en 99. 101.
Tesse-Elv 57.
Tessevand 57. 163.
Thelemarken 31.
Theseggen 29.
Thisted 373.
Thj0t0 218.
Thordal 59.
Thorfinsdal 157.
Thorfinshul 157.
Thorfinstind 157.
Thorfinvand 104.
Thomaes 96.

Thor0 360.
Thorsburg 326.
Thorshiilla 329.
Thorkors 257.
Thorsnut 103. 106.
Thorsb 271.
Thorstadnakken 131.
Thorstrand 32.

Tinelv 27.
Tinfos 27.
Tingleff 366.
Tingsted 365.

Tingvallab 283.

Tinsj0 28.
Tirsbaek 369.
Tisken, Lake 332.
Tisleivand 43.
Tistedal 82. 83.
Tistedals-Elv 81. 82.
Tiveden 273.
Tjaelhaug 181.
Tjaell0 230.
Tjaellsund 230.
Tjamotis 341.
Tjamotis-Jaur 341.
Tjelde 196.
Tjernagel 99.

Tjerna 333.
Tjernvigvand 5.
Tjolbholm 262.
Tjongsfjord 221.
Tjose 33.
Tj0lling 32.
Tj0m0 32.
Tjorn 85.
Tjugum 128.
Tjukningssuen 161.
Tjust 280.
Tobo 335.

Todals0ren 201.

Toftahougst0le 131.
Tofte 68.
Toftemoen 68.
Tokeelv 31. 36. 37.
Tokevand 7.
Tokheim 106.
Tokheimsnut 106. 108
Toldaa 219.
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Toldaadal ,
0vre 219.

Nedre

and Tranas 278.

Tolfstad 56.
Tolgen 76.
Tolleifsrud 48.
Tolne 372.
Tolorma 158.
Tom 262.
Tomarp 260.
Tomb0 220.
Tomelilla 252.
Tomlevolden 50.
Tommasgaard 181.
Tomrefjord 190.
Tomter 79.
Tondern 366.
Tongjem 198.
Toning 176.
Tonsaas 50.
Topdalsfjord 3.
Toppen 195.
Toppo 267.
Torahella 103.
Torbaek 361.
Torenaes Saeter 12S.
Torenut 103.
Torgen 217.
Torghatten 217.
Torhus 194. 198.
Tornea 342.
Torne-Elf 248. 342.
Tornea-Trask 248.
Torpa 262.
Torpe 44.
Torpshammar 337.
Torrisdals-Elv 3. 4.
Torsaker 337.
Torsby-Bruk 283.
Tors0kile 80.
Tortuna 326.
Torup 251.
Torvig 201.
Torv]0isa 184.
Tosterb 316.
Totakvand 29.
Toten 63. 127.
Tou 93.
T0mmernaes 230.
T0njum 50. 133.
T0nna 76.
T0nnen 73.
Tbnning 367.
T0nsset 76.
T0nsberg 32. 8.
T0nsbergs T0nde 8.
Tbreboda 271. 273.
T0rviknut 103.
Tbsse (Dalsland) 331.
T0sse(Aadlandsfj ord) 103.
T0tta 230.
T0tting 370.
Traae 122.

Tramyr 210.

Tundredalskirke 147.
Tungen 42. 206.
Tungenses 90. 98.
Tungepigge 158.
Tran0 i Hammer 230.
Tunghoug 145.
Trangfors 327.
Tungsaeter 195.
Tunold 180.
Trangsviken 338.
Tredal 126.
Tunsbergdalsbrae 138.
Trekanten 257.
Tunsbergdalselv 138.
Trekarn 336.
Tunvald 169.
Trelleborg 251.
Tunvaldfjeld 169.
120.
Turfinstinder 157.
Trengereid
192.
Turtegr0 Saetre 147.
Tresfjord
Tretten 66.
166.
Tussenut 188.
Trodalseg 128.
Troense 367.
Tussefos 187. 188.
Tussevand 187.
Trogstad-Panengen 64.
Tusten 192.
Troldfjord 228.
Tuster0 199. 200.
Troldfjordsund 239.
Tustervand 218.
Troldgj0l 188.
Troldheimen 201.
Tusvik 186.
Troldstole 193.
Tuttei-0 208.
Troldtinder 194. 228. 229. Tvaerbottenhorn 145.
Troldvand 129. 228.
Tvaerbrse 138.
Trollabruk 207.
Tvardala 281.
Trollhattan 266.
Tvaerfjeld 58.
Waterfalls of 207.
Tvaaker 261.
,
Tvedestrand 7.
Troni0 6.
Tvedt i Aardal 93.
Troni0sund 7.
233.
Tromsdal
Tveit, Gaard 111.
Tveitafos 105.
Troms0 233.
Tveite Kvitingen 103.
Troms0Sund 233.
Tveiten 31.
Tromstind 235.
Tronaes 105.
Tveithougen 110.
202.
Tveitnut 106.
Trondhjem
Tveito 31.
Plads 50.
,
Trondhjems-Fjord 208. Tveraa , Nordre and
215.
S0ndre 161.
Tverab0fos 60.
Trondhjemsleden 200.
75.
Tronfjeld
Tverberg 167.
Tverbrae 149.
Tronhusfjeld 48.
Tronstad 182.
Tvervik 222.
Tvinde 123.
Trosa 281.
Tvindefos 123.
75.
Tr0en
Tr0ene 195.
Tvindehougen 154.
Tr0gstad 63.
Tvingstrup 370.
Ti-0ndelagen 203.
Tydal 207.
Trbnninge 261.
Tyin, Lake 152.
182.
186.
Tyinsholmen 154.
Tryggestad
Tryggestad-Nakken 186. Tynnelsb 316.
Trygstad 89.
Tyrifjord 20. 24.
Tryssil 331.
Tysdalsvand 93.
Tryvandsh0ide 19.
Tysfjord 230.
Tudal 30.
Tysnses0 100.
Tyssaa 106.
Tuefjord 240.
Tufsen 146.
Tyssedal 106. 108.
Tufte 45.
Tyssedalsnut 100.
Tufte-Elv 39.
Tyssestreni;e 109.
Tufto 40.
Tystigsbrae 62.
Tullgarn 281.
Tytlandsvik 94.
Tumba 281.
Tyven 239.
Tundal 131.
Tyvold 77.
Tundradal 58.
Tyvshelleren 219.

Tranekjaer 368.
Traneryd 278.
Trankilskyrka 82.

-

—

—
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TJberg 7.
Uddeholm 331.
Uddevalla 85.
Uddnas 328.
Uf, Gaard 73.
Uglehaug 194.
Uglev 373.
Ula 68.
Uladal (Jotunheim) 162.
—

(Gudbrandsdal) 75.

Uladalsband 162.
Uladalsmynnet 162.
Uladalstinder 162.
Ulefos 34. 30.
Ulevaavand 39.
Ulevasbotten 46.
Ulevasnut 46.
Ulfasa 277.

INDEX.

Urebjerg 227.
Urebotn 102.
Urke 188.
Urkedal 188.
Urnses 136.

Urtfjeld 219.
Urtvand 219.
Uskedal 101.
Ustadal 40. 45.
Ustadals-Elv 45.
Ustavand 45.
Usteberg 45.
Utb0en i Siljord 31.

Utfjord 175.
Utigaard 75. 199.
Utigardsfos 179.

Ulfsnaes-0 121.
Ulfstind 235.

Utla 142. 145.
Utladal 144. 143. 160.
Vetle 145.
,
Utmeland 334.
Utne 105.

Ullensvang 105.

Utnefjord 105.

Ullersater 328.
Ullerslev 366.

Utb 314.
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I.

Language of Norway.

The Gothic tribes of Aryan or Indo-European origin who set
tled in Scandinavia, probably about the beginning of the Christian
era, if not earlier, appear all to have spoken a common language

called the Norrarna Mai, afterwards known as the Dbnska Tunga,
the history of which is not distinctly traceable farther back than
the 9th or 10th century. That language, now known as Icelandic,
or the Old Northern Tongue, and called by the Norwegians 'Old
was carried to Iceland by the Norwegians who settled there
9th century, and it has there been preserved in its original
purity and vigour down to the present day, while on the mainland

Norsk',
in the

gradually underwent modification and split into several distinct
dialects , of which modern Swedish and modern Danish are now
the most important.
The history of the language of Norway be
tween the colonisation of Iceland and the incorporation of Norway
with the kingdom of Denmark towards the end of the 14th century

it

is involved in obscurity, but the dialects spoken in different parts
of the country probably continued closely akin to the primitive
Old Norsk. In Denmark the original Donska Tunga had meanwhile

undergone considerable alteration , as is shown by the Skaanske
Lov and the Sjalandske Lov , promulgated in 1162 and 1171 re
spectively, the gutturals and other consonants having been some
what modified and softened, and the inflections simplified. From

1387, when Queen Margaret, the 'Northern Semiramis',
crowned queen of Norway , dates the introduction of the
Danish language into the sister country. Between that date and
the year 1814 when Norway was severed from Denmark and united
the year
was

with Sweden, the Norwegians had enjoyed a considerable degree
of political independence, but their ancient language was gradu
ally superseded by that of the dominant race , which was used by
the government officials and adopted by the upper classes gener
ally, although a number of dialects descended from the Old Norsk
speech continued to be spoken in the remoter districts , chiefly by
the uneducated classes. At the present day therefore the language
of the country is Danish, although the natives prefer to call it
Norsk, but it is pronounced with greater vigour and distinctness
than by the Danes themselves , and it is enriched with a con
siderable number of words derived from the old provincial dialects
which greatly enhance its interest. Like other languages of the
Teutonic stock , Danish has admitted many Romanic and other
foreign words to the rights of citizenship , such as genere sig (se
gener), Kandidat (candidat), Kontor (comptoir), Kritik (critique),
Kvarter (quartier), Prast (presbyter); but some of these have
I
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been introduced more from fashion than necessity, and words of
purely native growth are to be found in every branch of art and
science. The following lines by Norwegian poets may be quoted
here as a specimen of the modern language common to Norway
and Denmark :
—

'Min norske Vinter er saa vakker :
De hvide snebedaekte Bakker
Og gr0nne Gran med pudret Haar
Og trofast Is paa dybe Vande
Og Engledragt paa n0gne Strande
Jeg bytter neppe mod en Vaar\
J. N. Brun.
Literal translation

:

My Norwegian winter is so beautiful: the white, snow-clad hills, and
green pines with powdered hair, and
stedfast ice on deep lakes, and angelgarb on barren shores, I would hardly
exchange for spring.
A

Ja ! herligt er mit F0deland,
Den gamle klippefaste Norge
Med Sommerdal og Vinterborge,
Der evig trodser Tidens Tand.
Om Kloden rokkes end, dets Fjelde
Skal Stormen dog ej kunne fselde'.
S. 0. Wolff.
Literal translation:
Yes ! glorious is my native land,
the ancient cliff-bound Norway, with
summer valley and winter fastness,
which ever defies the tooth of time.
Even if the globe beshaken, the storm
shall be unable to overthrow its
mountains.

of the language of the country will conduce ma
traveller's comfort and enjoyment. English is spoken

knowledge

terially

to the

at the

principal resorts of travellers and by the captains of most of
the steamboats, but on the less frequented routes and particularly
at the small country-stations the native tongue alone is understood.
The traveller should therefore endeavour to learn some of the most
useful and everyday
Those who

which he is likely to require on his
already acquainted with German or Dutch
will find the language exceedingly easy and interesting
as the
great majority of the words of which each of these languages con

journey.

phrases
are

,

sists

are

derived from the

same

Gothic stock

as

Danish.

A still

higher vantage-ground is possessed by those who have studied Ice
landic, or even the kindred Anglo-Saxon, the formeT being the
direct ancestor of the language of Norway.
Those
on the other
hand, who are tolerably proficient in Swedish, will understand and
be understood with little difficulty in Norway
though much less
readily in Denmark. Conversely the traveller who has learned
Danish with the Norwegian accent will generally find it intelligible
to Swedes , and will himself understand Swedish fairly well ; but
Danish acquired in Denmark will be found very unsatisfactory in
Norway and still more so in Sweden.
The traveller who takes an interest in the language
which
throws light on many English words and particularly on English
and|Scotch provincialisms, should be provided both with an Eng
,

,

,

,

,

lish-Danish

(Rosing's,

3rd edit. ;

Copenhagen, 1869) and Danishedit. ; Copenhagen, 1867),
copious and instructive 'Norsk Ordbog' (2nd

English dictionary (Ferrall & Repp's, 3rd
and with Ivar Aasen's

edit., Christiania, 1873). Rask's Grammar Fradersdorff's Practi
cal Introduction, and Bojesen's Guide are also recommended to the
notice of students of Danish. For the use of ordinary travellers,
,

I.
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however, the following outline of the grammar and the vocabularies,
though necessarily brief and imperfect, will probably suffice.
Pronunciation. The Consonants and their pronunciation are

nearly all the same as in English ; but f at the end of a word is
pronounced like v; g before e and i and at the end of a syllable is
often pronounced like y; j is pronounced like the English y ; k be
fore e, i, j, y, <y, and 0 is (in Norway) pronounced like the Eng
lish t followed by the consonant y, or nearly like the English ch;
sk before the same vowels is pronounced like the English sh;
while c (like s before e, i, y, a, and 0, and like k before a, 0, u,
and aa), q, x, and z are used in words of foreign origin only. The
chief irregularities are that d at the end or in the middle of a
syllable is generally mute, as Fladbr0d (pron. FlabrV), sidst (pron.
sist), hende (pron. henne); g at the end of a syllable is often in
audible , as deilig (pron. deili), farlig (pron. farli), while eg is
softened to ei, as jeg (pron. jei), egen (pron. eien), and, in con
versation, mig, dig, sig are corrupted to mei, dei, sei ; s after r is
pronounced almost like sh; lastly, in det, the t is usually mute,
and de is pronounced di (dee).
The Vowels a, e, and i are pronounced (as in French and Ger
man) ah, eh, ee; 0 is sometimes pronounced 00 (as in boot), some
times 0 (as in hole), and when short it is like the short English 0
(in hot), but less open ; in ai ei, oi, each letter is pronounced
distinctly ; u, when long, is somewhat like the u in lute, with an
,

to the French u, and when short it resembles the French
the English i in bird ; y , when long, is like the French u,
and when short it is indistinguishable from the short 0.
The
sound of aa is that of the long English 0 ; a> is like e, but more
open (as in where); 0, sometimes written 6 when the sound is
more open, has the sound of the German 6 or the French eu.
These
two last letters are placed at the end of the alphabet, a peculiarity
which consulters of a Danish dictionary must bear in mind.
Those who have studied French or German will have no difficulty
with the y and the 0, but it is not so easy to catch the precise
sound of the u, and it requires some practice to distinguish be
tween words in which o is pronounced 00 and those in which it

approach
en or

—

pronounced

as

in

English.

Genders. There are two genders, the common (including mas
culine and feminine) and the neuter.
Articles. The Indefinite is en (c.) or et (n.), as en Mand (a
man), en Kvinde (a woman), et Barn (a child).
The Definite is den (c), det (n.), de (pi.), which forms are
used almost exclusively when an adjective intervenes between the
article and the substantive, as den gode Mand (the good man), det
unge Barn (the young child), de gamle Konger (the old kings).
When immediately connected with its substantive , the definite
article is -en or -n, -et or -t, and -ne or -e.ne, added as an affix to
1*
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as Manden
(the man), Barnet (the child), Kongerne
Gaardene (the farm-houses).
Substantives. All substantives are spelled with an initial capi
tal. The genitive, both singular and plural, usually ends in s, as
Kongens Mildhed (the king's clemency), Mmndenes Heste (the men's
horses). All nouns ending in e form their plural by adding r, as
Konge, -r, Kvinde, -r ; others add er, as Blomst, -er; others e, as
Hest, -e ; and many neuter nouns remain unchanged in the plural,
as Sprog
(language), Hus (house). Lastly, a number of substan
tives modify their radical vowel in the plural , as Haand (hand),
Hcender, Fod (pron. oo; foot), Fodder, Bog (pron. o; book), B0ger,
In many cases the consonant is doubled in
Bam (child), Bern.
order to preserve the short sound of the vowel , as Hat (hat), -te,
Fen (friend), -ner, Gut (Norw., boy), -ter.
Adjectives. Those derived from proper names are not spelled
with initial capitals (as norsk, Norwegian ; engelsk, English). When
preceded by the indefinite article, the adjective remains unchanged
in the common gender , but t is added to it in the neuter, as en
god Hest, et stort (large) Hus ; if, however, the adjective terminates
in e, o, u, or y, it remains unchanged in both genders, as en lille
Hest, et lille Barn , en sky (shy) Hest, et bVy (shy) Barn ; but ny
(new) has the neuter nyt. When preceded by the definite article,
and in the plural whether with or without article, adjectives have
an e added, unless they terminate in e, o, u or y ; as den gode Hest,
det store Hus , de smukke smaa B0rn (the pretty little children),
vakre (contracted from vakker -e) Fjorde (beautiful bays). When
standing alone after the substantive as a predicate the adjective
usually agrees with the substantive in gender and number, as

the

substantive,

(the kings),

Huset er (is) stort, Hestene er store.
The Comparative and Superlative are formed by adding re
or ere and rt or est to the positive ; as glad (glad), gladere, gladest ;
rig (rich), rigere , rigest ; but in some cases they are formed by

prefixing mer and
elsket, mest elsket.

mest to the

positive , as elsket (beloved), mer
The radical vowel is sometimes modified ; as

(few), fctrre, fmrrest. Several adjectives
irregularly compared: god, bedre, bedst; ond (bad), vmrre,
vairst ; gammel (old), celdre, midst; lille (small), mindre, mindst;
stor, st0rre, st0rst; faa
are

megen, meget (much), mer, mest; mange (many),
Numerals. The Cardinal Numbers are : en

flere, fleste.

or een
(n. et), to,
tre, fire, fern, sex, syv, otte, ni, ti, elleve, tolv, tretten, fjorten,
femten, sexten, sytten, atten, nitten, tyve (twenty) ; en og tyve, to
og tyve , etc. ; treti (tredive) ; firti (fyrretyve), femti (or halvtresindstyve, i. e. 'halfway between twice and three times twenty', or
'thrice twenty all but a half of twenty' ; the word used in Den
mark, and often contracted to halvtres), sexti (tresindstyve, or tres),
sytti (halvfjersindstyve, or halvfjers), otti (firsindstyve, or firs), nitti

(halvfemsindstyve,

or

halvfems), hundrede,

tusinde.

I.
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Ordinal Numbers. Den , det de ferste anden (pi. andre),
tredie, fjerde, femte, sjette, syvende, ottende, niende, tiende, ellevte,
tolvte, etc. ; tyvende trediende firtiendeL, femtiende (or halvfresindstyvende), etc. ; hundrede and tusinde undergo no alteration.
Fractions. En halv (lfe, adj. ; the subst. is en Halvdel); halv,

,

,

,

anden

(life, 'another all but half); halvtredie (2^2) 'a third all
half), or to og en halv ; halvfjerde or tre og en halv ; en Trediedel (lfe) ; en Fjerdedel (Y4, or en Fjerding, en Kvart, or et Kvarter) ; en Femtedel ; and so on, del (part) being added to the ordinals.
Pronouns. Personal. Nom. sing, jeg (1) du (thou), han (he),
hun (she), den or det (it); pi. vi, I, de. Ace. sing, mig, dig ham,

but

,

,

,

sig, hende or sig, den or det; pi. os, eder, dem or sig. Gen. sing.
hans, hendes, dens or deU ; pi. deres (their).
Sig is always reflexive, referring to the nominative or subject
(himself, herself, itself, themselves). Members of the same family
and intimate friends address each other as Du, pi. /, but in or
dinary society De (literally 'they'), with the verb in the singular,
is always used. In this sense the accusative of De is Dem, never
sig ; as De har skadet Dem (you have hurt yourself).
Possessive. Mm (my), mit, pi. mine; dm (thy), dit, pi. dine;
sin (his, her, or its), sit, pi. sine ; vor (our), vort, pi. vore ; jer
(your), jert, pi. jere (colloquial); deres (their); Deres (your, in the
polite form of address).
Demonstrative. Den, det (this), pi. de; denne, dette (that)
pi. disse; hin or hiin, hint (that), pi. hine; samme (same), selv
(self), and begge (both) are indeclinable ; saadan, saadant (such a
one), pi. saadane.
Relatives. Som (who, whom, which, nom. and ace.) and der
(who, which, nom. only) are indeclinable ; hvilken, hvilke, hvilket
(who, whom, which nom. or ace), pi. hvilke ; hvis (whose of
which, sing, or pi.) ; hvad (what), indeclinable.
Hvo or hvem (who, whom), indeclinable;
Interrogatives.
hvilken, hvilket, pi. hvilke (which, nom. or ace.) ; hvad (what).
or

,

,

Indefinite. Man (one, they, nom. only) ; en or et (one) ; nogen
(some, somebody, someone), noget (some, something), pi. nogle;
ingen (no nobody, none), intet (no, nothing none), no plural ;
anden, andet (other), pi. andre; hver, hvert, enhver, enhvert (each,
every; each one, everyone); al, alt (all), pi. alle; det, der (it,
with impers. verbs), as det regnes (it rains), der siges (it is said),
der skrives (it is written).
Verbs. Auxiliary. At have (to have); pres. indie, har, pi
,

,

have; imperf. havde ; perf. har or have havt ; fut. vil or skall, pi.
ville or skulle, have; imperat. hav, pi. have; partic. havende, havt.
At vctre (to be); pres. ind. er, pi. ere; imperf. var, pi. voire;
perf. har or have vctret ; fut. vil or skall, ville or skulle, vare ; im
perat. var, pi. varer.
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At skulle

(to be about to, to be obliged) ppres. skall,
skulde ; perf. har or have skullet.
At ville
(to be about to, to be willing); pres. vil,
imperf. vilde ; perf. har or have villet.

pi. skulle;

imperf.

pi. ville;

At kunne

(to be able) ; pres. ban, pi. kunne ; imperf. kunde;
har or ftave kunnet ; fut. vil or skall, ville or skulle, kunne.
At maatte (to be obliged); pres. maa (must); imperf. maatte;
perf. har or have maattet.
At turde (to be allowed, to dare); pres. t0r (may, dare); im
perf.

turde (might,
At burde (to be

perf.

dared).

bound, to be under an obligation) ; pres. ber
(ought, etc.); imperf. burde (ought etc.).
The verb faae (to get), with the perfect participle, expresses
futurity, as naar jeg faaer skrevet (when I shall have written).
The verb blive (to become) is sometimes used to form the
as han bliver, bleu skadet
(he is, was hurt).
The conjugations are either weak or strong,
Conjugations.
regular or irregular, and under each of these heads there are sev
The first and second of the three following
eral subdivisions.
verbs are weak (i. e. with the imperf. formed by the addition of
ede or te, and the partic. by the addition of et , or t to the root),
and the third and fourth are strong (i. e. where the imperf. takes
no affix whether modifying the radical vowel or not).
Etsfce (love) ; pres. elsker, elske ; imperf. elskede; perf. har or
have elsket; partic. elsket, pi. (when used as adj.) elskede.
Tale (speak) ; pres. taler, tale ; imperf. talte ; perf. har or have

passive voice,

talt ; partic. talt, pi. talte.
Komme (come); pres. kommer , komme ;
er kommen, neut. kommet, pi. ere komne.

imperf. kom; perf.

Stjale (steal); pres. stjceler, stjale; imperf. stjal; perf. har or
have stjaalet; partic. used as adj. stjaalen, stjaalet, stjaalne.
The imperfect participle is formed by adding nde to the infini
tive (as elksende, kommende). The imperative singular is the Toot

(as tal, stjal), to which er is added in the plural (as elsker, kommer).
Elskes (be loved) ; pres. elskes, or bliver elsket, blive elskede ;
elskedes or blev elsket, blev elskede.
Tales (bespoken), pres. tales, or bliver talt, blive talte ; im
perf. taltes, or blev talt, blev talte.
The following List of Verbs in frequent use includes a number
of weak and strong, regular and irregular. The infinitive, imper
fect, and participle of each are given. When the participle ends
in -t, the usual auxiliary is have, when it ends in -n , -ne, the

imperf.

auxiliary is

vare.

Accompany, ledsage, ledsagede, ledsaget. Alight, stige ned (steg,
steg-en,-et,-ne); stige ud. Arrive, ankomme, ankom, ankom-men,
-met, -ne. Ascend, mount, stige, steg, steg-en, -et, -ne. Ask,
sp0rge, spurgte, spurgt. Awake (trans.), vakke, vakte, vakt.

I.
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Become, blive, bleix, blev-en, -et, -ne. Beg, bede, bad, bedt, -e.
Believe, troe, troede, troet. Bind, binde, bandt, bundet, bund-en,
-et, -ne. Blow, blase, blaste, blast. Boil, koge, kogte, kogt. Break,
brakke, brak, brakket, bruk-ken, -ket, -ne; slage itu (slog, slaget,
slag-en, -et, -ne). Bring, bringe, bragte, bragt. Buy, kepe, kepte, kept.
Call, shout, raabe, raabte, raabt, -e; see also 'name'. Carry,
bare, bar, baaret, baar-en, -et, -ne. Change, skifte, skiftede, skiftet ;
bytte, byttede, byttet ; change (money) vexle, vexlede, vexlet. Come,
komme, kom, kom-men, -met, -ne. Count, talle, talte, talt. Cost,
koste, kostete, kostet. Cut, skjare, skar, skaaret, skaar-en, -et, -ne.
Demand, ask (a price, etc.), forlange, forlangte, forlangt, -e.
Depart, see 'start'. Descend, stige ned (steg, stegen). Dismount,
stige af, stige ned. Do, gjere; pres. gj0r, gj0re; gjorde, gjort.
Drink, drikke, drak, drukket, druk-ken, -ket, -ne. Drive (a carriage),
kjere, kjerte, kjert, -e. Dry, terre, terrede, terret.
Eat, spise, spiste, spist, -e, or ade, aad, adt, -e.
Fear, frygte, frygtede, frygtet. Find, finde, fand, fundet, fund-en,
-et, -ne. Fish, fiske, fiskede, fisk-et, -ede. Follow, f0lge, fulgte,
fulgt, -e. Forget, glemme, glemte, glemt, -e. Freeze, fryse, fres,
fruss-en, -et, -ne.
Get, faa, fik, faaet ; get down, stige ned (steg, steg-en, -et, -ne);
get in, stige ind; get up, stige op; get on, komme frem (kom, kommen). Give, give, gav, givet, giv-en, -et, -ne. Go, gaa, gik, gaaet.
Help, hjalpe, hjalp, hjulpet, hjulp-en, -et, -ne. Hire, hyre,
hyrede, hyret; leie, leiede, leiet. Hold, holde, holdt,holdt, -e. Hope,
haabe, haabede, haabet.
Jump, springe, sprang, sprunget, sprung-en, -et, -ne.
Keep, beholde, beholdt, beholdt. Knock, banke, bankede, banket.
Know (a fact), vide; pres. ved, vide; vidste, vidst; (a person, a
place, etc.) kjende, kjente, kjent.
Lay, put, lagge, lagte, lagt, lagd, -e ; lay hold tage fat paa
(see 'take'). Learn, tare, larte, lart. Leave, forlade ; leave behind,
efterlade; see 'let'. Let, lade, lod,ladet,ladt, -e ; let go, let fall,
slippe, slap, sluppet, slup-pen, -pet, -ne. Lie, ligge, lag, ligget.
Light, kindle, tande, tandte, tandt, -e. Like, synes (om), syntes ;
or like
(Norw.), likte, likt. Lose, tabe, table, tabt, -e.
Make, see 'do'. Mend, istandsatte (sat, sat); reparere, reparerede, repareret; udbedre, udbedrede, udbedret. Mistake, make
a
mistake, tage feil (tog, taget). Mount, stige, steg, stegen; (on
horseback) sidde op (sad, siddet).
Name, call, kalde, kaldte, kaldt, -e. Named or called (to be),
hedde, hed, hedt, -e.
Open, aabne, aabnete, aabnet, -e. Order, bestille, bestillede,
,

bestillet.

Pay, betale, betalte, betalt, -e. Pronounce, udtale, udtalte, udtalt, -e. Put, satte, sat, sat, -te; see also 'lay'; put to (horses),
spande, spandte, spandt.
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Rain, regne, regnete, regnet. Read, lase, laste, last. Reckon,
regnede, regnet. Require, beh0ve, beh0vde, behevt, -e. Rest,
hvile, hvilede, hvilt. Return (intr.), komme or gaa tilbage. Ride,
ride, red, redet, red-en, -et, -ne. Roast, stege, stegte, stegt. Row,
roe, roede, roet. Run, lebe, leb, lebt.
Say, sige, sagte, sagt, -e. See, see, saa, seet, -e. Seek, sege,
segte, segt. Sell, salge, solgte, solgt. Send, sende, sendete, sendet, -e.
Set, see 'put'. Shoot, skyde, skjed, skudt, -e. Shut, lukke, lukkede, lukk-et, -ede. Sit, sidde, sad, siddet. Sleep, sove, sov, sovet.
Smoke (intrans.), ryge, reg
reget ; (trans.) r0ge, regte, regt.
Snow, sne, snete, snet. Speak, tale, talte, talt, -e. Stand, staae,
stod, staaet. Start, afgaa, afgik, afgaaet ; or gaa bort, gaa afsted.
Stop (trans, or intrans.), standse, standsede, stands-et, -ede.
Take, tage, tog, toge, taget, tag-en, -et, -ne ; take care of, serge,
sergede, sergt (for). Think, tanke, tankte, tankt. Travel, reise,
reiste, reist. Try, forsege, forsegede, forsegt.
Understand, forstaae, forstod, forstaa-et, -ede. Use, bruge,
Wait, vente, ventete, ventet. Wash, vadske,
brugede, brugt.
vadskede, vadsk-et, -ede. Wish, enske, enskede, ensk-et, -ede.
Write, skrive, skrev, skrevet, skrev-en, et, -ne.
Adverbs. The neuter forms of adjectives are used as adverbs ;
as god
(good), jrodt(well); langsom (slow), langsomt (slowly); and
such adverbs take the same comparative and superlative as the ad
jectives. Godt or vel has bedre, bedst ; ilde (ill), like ond or daarlig, has varre, varst ; gjerne (willingly) hellere (rather), heist
(most willingly, rather, especially).
The following are in very frequent use :
Place.
About, omtrent ; above, ovenpaa ; after, efter ; around,
omkring ; at home, hjemme (indicating rest, like several other ad
verbs ending in e
while without the e they indicate motion) ;
away, bort, borte; back, tilbage; below, nedenunder ; down, ned,
nede ; everywhere, overall ; far, langt ; far from here, far distant,
langtherfra; here, her; home, hjem ; in, ind, inde ; near, nar ;
nowhere, ingensteds ; out, ud, ude; past, forbi ; there, der,- thither,
did ; up, op, oppe ; where, hvor ; within, inde.
Time. About, omtrent ; afterwards, siden efter ; again, atter,
igjen ; always, altid ; already, allerede; before, fer ; early, tidligt ;
immediately, strax ; last year, ifjor ; late, sent; long, lange; near
ly, nasten ; never, aldrig ; now,nw; often, ofte, tidt ; once, engang;
seldom, sjalden ; sometimes, undertiden ; soon, snart ; still, endnu ;
regne,

,

—

,

—

,

the

day after to-morrow, iovermorgen ; the day before yesterday,
iforgaars ; then, da, paa, den Tid; this evening, iaften; this
morning, imorges ; to-day, idag ; to-morrow, imorgen ; twice, to
Gange ; when (interrogative), raaar, hvad Tid ; yesterday, igaar.
Manner, Degree, etc. A little, noget ; also, ogsaa; also not,
heller, ikke ; altogether, i Alt, i det hele tagit, altsammen ; broken

II.
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(in two),

itu ; downhill, nedad (Bakken) ; how, hvorledes ; little,
lidt; much, meget ; no, nej ; not, ikke; not at all, slet ikke ; of
course, naturligvis ; only, kun ; particularly, isar ; partly, dels ;
perhaps, kanske, maaske ; possibly, muligvis ; probably, rimeligvis ;
quickly, hurtigt (fort) ; so, thus, saaledes ; softly (gently, slowly),
sagte; straight on, ligefrem; together, tilsammen; too (much, etc.),
for (meget, etc.); uphill, opad (Bakken) ; very, meget ; why, hvorfor ; yes, ja, jo (the latter being used in answer to a question in
the negative or expressing doubt).
Prepositions. Among the most frequent are :
About, om ; above, ouer; after, efter; among, blandt ; at, *',
paa, ved; at (of time), om; behind, bag; between, mellem; by,
at the house of, hos ; by, near, ved ; by, past, forbi ; during, om,
under; for, in front of , for; from, fra ; in, i ; instead of, istedenfor;
near, nar, ved ; of, from, af; on, paa; opposite, ligeover for ; over,
upwards of, over ; past, forbi ; round, rundt om ; since, siden :
through, gjennem; till, indtil (not till, ikke fer) ; to, til; towards,
mod; under, under; upon, paa; with, med.
Conjunctions. The most important are :
as,
After, efterat ; although, skjendt; and, og ; as, da; as
som ;
saa
or,
because, fordi ; before, fer ; but, men ; either
enten
eller; for, thi ; if, om, dersom, hvis ; in order that, for at ;
or, eller; since (causal), fordi, efterdi, (of time) siden; so, saa;
than, end; that, at; till, until, indtil; when (with past tense) da,
(with present or future) near; where, hvor; while, medens.
Interjections. Ah, alas, ak ; indeed, ih, jasaa, virkelig ; not
at all, far from it, don't mention it, langt ifra, ingen Aarsag ; of
course, certainly, kors, bevars ; pardon, om Forladelse ; please,
var saa good, var saa artig ; thanks, Tak (many, manye); true, det
er sandt
; what a pity, det er Synd !
—

—

—

—

—

—

II.

Language

of Sweden.

The remarks already made on the origin of the Danish language
and on the peculiarities of its pronunciation apply almost equally
The latter, however, is derived much
to the Swedish language.
more

purely

and

directly

from the

original

Gothic tongue, and is

therefore much more interesting to philologists.
Articles. The Indefinite Article is (m. and f.) en, (n.) ett ;
as en karl, a man ; ett barn, a child.
The Definite Article is (m. or f.) en (or n after a vowel),
and (n.) et or ett , affixed to the substantive ; as konungen, the
king; flickan, the girl. Preceding an adjective, the definite article
is (m. or f.) den, (n.) det, (pi.) de ; but the substantive which fol
lows still retains its affix ; as den gode konungen, det lilla barnet
(the little child), de skbna flickoma (the pretty girls).
Substantives. The genitive, both singular and plural, usually
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barnets

moder, konungens godhed, presternas

bbckar

(the priests' books).
The plural is formed by adding or, ar, er, or n ; but it is some
times the same as the singular, especially in the case of neuter
substantives ; as krona, kronor ; gosse (boy), gossar ; Und (limetree), lindar; prest, prester ; kna (knee), knan ; hus (house), pi.
hus. Among the irregular plurals the commonest are man, man ;
bga (eye), bgon ; bra (car), 6'ron ; 60S; (book), bbckar ; fot (foot),

f otter ; nat (night), natter; gas (goose), gass.
Adjectives. After the indefinite article the adjective under
goes no change, except in the neuter gender, in which case t is
added; as en ung man, en skbn flicka, ett artigt bam (a good
child). The neuter of titen (little) is litet, of mycken (much) mycket.
After the definite article the adjective takes the affix e or a in
the masculine, and a in the feminine or neuter ; as den gode manWhen following the de
nen, den skbna flicka, det artiga bamet.
finite article liten becomes lilla (pi. sma).
For all genders the
plural is de goda, de skbna, de artiga, de sma.
The Comparative and Superlative are formed by adding are
and ast to the positive ; as rolig (quiet), roligare, roligast ; ringa
(small, insignificant), ringare, ringast. Irregular are : god (good).
bdttre, bast ; dalig (bad), sdmre, samst, or vdrre, vdrst ; lag (low),
lagre, lagst ; lang (long), langre, langst ; liten (small), mindre,
minst ; sma. (small, pi.), smdrre ; fa, (few), f'drre ; mycken (much),
mer, mest ; manga (many), flere, de fleste ; stor (large), storre,
stbrst ; gammal (old), aldre, alst ; ung (young), yngre, yngst ; tung

(heavy), tyngre,

tyngst.

Numerals.

The Cardinal Numbers

are :
en or ett, tvct, tre,
sju, otta, nio, tio, elfva, tolf, tretton, fjorton, femton, sexton, sjutton, aderton, nitton, tjugu (20) ; tjugu en, etc. ;
tretti, fyratio (pron. fbrti), femtio, sextio, sjuttio, attatio (ctttio),
nittio, hundra, tusen, en million.
The Ordinal Numbers are : den fbrste, den, det fbrsta ; den
andre, den, det andra (en annan, ett annat) ; tredje, fjerde, femte,
sjette, sjunde, attonde, nionde, tionde, elfte, tolfte, trettonde, fjortonde etc. ; tjugonde (20th), tjugu fbrste etc. ; trettionde, fyrtionde

fyra, fern,

etc.

■

sex,

hundrade,

Fractions.
annan

(l1/^);

tusende.
En half

en

(lfe, adj.
(l/g rd),

t redjedel

; the subst.
en

is

en

fjerdedel ('/4 th),

hdlft), halfetc.

Pronouns. Personal. Nom. sing, jag (I), du (thou), han(he),
hon (she), det (it) ; nom. pi. vi, i, de. Ace. sing, mig, dig, honom,
henne, det; ace. pi. oss, eder, dem. Gen. sing, hans, hennes, dets ;
gen. pi. deras (their). Refi. ace. sig (himself, herself, itself, them

selves).

Hvarandra

Ni

,

addressing

corresponding

number,

(one another).

near relatives and intimate friends.
with the Danish De (you), with the plural
is used in addressing strangers ; but it is more polite to

Du is used in

II.
the awkward

use
or

better still the

vara set

god

(will
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periphrasis herrn er, har, etc., frun er, frbkener,
person's title, if known as vill herr bfversten
,

the colonel be

so

kind)?

Mig, dig, sig are pronounced mei, dei, sei (almost like the
French pays). De is often pronounced dee, and det day.
Possessive. Min (my), mitt, pi. mina ; din (thy), ditt, pi. dina ;
hans (his), hennes (her), dets (its) ; sin (his, her, its, their ; refl.
only), sitt, sina ; var (our), ■uari, vara; eder (your), edert, edra (er,
ert, era).
Demonstrative.
det her

den,

Denne, denna (this), detta, pi. desse, dessa ;
de her ; den, det der (that there), pi.

(this here), pi.

de der ; den, det, de
Relative. Som

(the same).
(who, whom, which), nom. and ace. only;
hvilken, hvilket (who, whom, which), pi. hvilka; hvad (what).
Interrogative.
Hvem (who), hvems (whose), hvad (what),
hvilk-en, -et, -a (which).
Indefinite. Man (one), sjelf (self) nagon (some, somebody),
nagot (some, something), nagra (pi., some); ingen (no, nobody),
intet (no, nothing), inga(j>\., no); mangen (many a one), manga
(many) ; all, allt (all) ; hvar, hvart (each, every), hvar och (pron.
ok) en (one and all); hel, helt (whole), hele (pi., whole).
Verbs. Auxiliary. Alt hafva (to have). Pres. indie, jag, du,
han, hon, det, Ni har; vi ha (or havfa); i han (hafven), de ha
samme

,

(hafva). Imperf. jag, etc., hade; vi hade; i haden ; de hade. Fut.
jag, etc., skall hafva; i skolen hafva; de skola hafva. Condit. jag,
"tc, skulle hafva ; vi skulle hafva ; i skullen hafva; de skulle hafva,
Imper. haf (ha), pi. hafven. Partic. hafvande, haft.
Pres. indie, jag, etc., ar ; vi aro, i aren, de
var; vi ■woro, i voren, de voro. Perf. jag,
etc., har varit. Imperf. jag hade varit. Fut. jag skallvara. Cond.
jag skulle vara. Imper. var, varen. Partic. varande, varit.
Att skola (to be obliged, to be about to); pres. skall, skola;
imperf. skulle ; partic. skolande, skullet.
Ait

aro.

vara

(to be).

Imperf. jag, etc.,

Att vilja (to be willing, to be about to); pres. vill, vilja; im
perf. ville; partic. viljande, velat.
Att kunna (to be able) ; pres. kann, pi. kunna; imperf. kunde ;
partic. kunnat.
Att ma, (to be obliged); pres. ma; imperf. maste.
Att tbra (may, to be allowed) ; pres. tor ; imperf. torde.
Att bora (to be bound, obliged); pres. bbr (ought) ; imperf.
borde (ought).
The Conjugations are either weak or strong, regular or irre
:
gular. The following three verbs are weak and regular
Infinitive. Att dlska (to love), bbje (bend), 60 (live).
Pres. indie. Jag, du, han dlskar, bbjer, bor ; vi, de dlska, boja,
bo ; i alsken, bbjen, bon.
Jag, du, han, vi, de dlskade, bbjde, bodde ; i dlskaden,

Imperf.
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bojden, hodden. Perf. Jag har alskat, bbjt, bott. Fut. Jag skall
alska, boje, bo. Imper. Alska, bbj, bo ; alsken, bbjen, bon. Partic.
Alskande, bbjende, boende; alskat, bbjt, bott.
Most of the Swedish verbs are conjugated like dlska. Those
whose roots end in k, p, s, or t form the imperfect by adding te,
and the participle by adding t ; as kbpe, kbpte, kbpt.
The passive is formed by adding s : jag alskas (I am loved),
alskades (was loved), har alskats (have been loved), alskandes
(being loved). The passive may also be formed with the auxiliary
blifva (to be, become) : jag blir alskad (I am loved), blef alskad

(was loved).
The following List of Verbs in frequent use includes a num
ber of regular, strong, and irregular verbs. The present indicative,
which is generally formed from the infinitive by adding r, the
imperfect, the perfect participle used with hafva, and the perfect
participle used with vara are given in each case. When the parti

ciple ends in n, the
plural ends in ne or

neuter

usually changes the

n

to

t, and the

na.

Arrive , ankommer , ankom (pi. ankommo) , ankommit , ankommen ; or intraffar, intraffade, intraffat. Ascend , stiger (upp),
steg (stego), stegit, stegen. Ask, fragar, fragade , fragat. Awake
(trans.), vackar, vackade, vackat.
Become, blir (vi blifva, inf. blifva), blef, blifvit, bleven. Beg,
her (vi bedje or be, inf. bedja), bad (vi bado), bedt, bedd. Bind,
binder, band (vi bundo), bundit, bunden. Blow, blaser, blaste,
blast. Boil, kokar, kokte, kokt. Break, brytar, brytade, brytat.

Bring, bringer, bragte, bragt (bringat). Buy, kbpa, kbpte, kbpt.
Call, shout, ropa, ropte, ropt ; see also 'to name'. Carry, bar
(inf. bara), bar (buro), burit, buren. Change, bytar, bytade, bytat ;
change (money), vexlar, vexlade, vexlat; change (alter), fbrdndrar,
fbrandrade, fbrandrat. Come, kommer, kom (kommo), kommit,
kommen.
Count, tdljar, taljade, taljt. Cost, kostar kostade,
kostat. Cut, skar (inf. skara), skar (skuro), skurit, skuren.
Demand (ask a price etc.), fordrar, fordrade, fordrat. Depart,
afresar, afreste, afrest ; or gar bort, resar bort. Descend, stiger ned
(see 'ascend'). Dismount, stiver ned, stiger af (hesten), sitter af
(see 'sit'). Do, gbr (inf. gbra), gjorde, gjordt gjord. Drink,
dricker, drack (drucko), druckit, drucken. Drive (a carriage), kbrer,
kbrte, kbrt. Dry, torkar, torkade, torkat.
Eat, spiser, spiste, spist, or ater, at (ato), atit, dten.
Fear, fruktar, fruktade, fruktat. Find, finner, fann, funnit,
funnen. Fish, fiskar, fiskte, fisket. Follow, f'bljer, fbljte,fbljt. Forget,
glbmmar, glbmte, glbmt. Freeze, fryser, fros (frbso), frusit, frusen.
Get, far, fick (fingo), fatt ; get up, down, in, stiver upp, ned,
in ; get on, fcommer fram. Give, ger (gifver ; inf. ge, gifva), gaf
(gafvo), gifvit, gifven. Go, gar, gick (gingo), gait, gangen.
Help, hjelper, halp (hulpo), hulpit, hulpen. Hire, hyrar, hyrade,
,

,

II.
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hyrat. Hold, holler, hbll (hollo), hallit, hallen. Hope, hoppas (a
'deponent' verb, used in the passive form only), hoppades, hoppats.
Keep, behaller, behbll (behbllo), behallit, behallen. Knock (at a
door), klappar, klappade, klappat. Know (a fact), vet (inf. veto,),
visste, vetat. Know (a person, a thing), kanner, kannte, kdnnt.
Lay, put, logger, lagde, lagt, lagd ; lay hold of, tajrer fait pa
(see 'take'). Learn, tarar (mig), larte, lart, lard. Leave, lemnar,
lemnade, lemnat ; leave behind, lemna qvar. Let, later, lot (lato),
latit ; let go (get rid of), slappar, slappade, sldppat. Lie, liggar, lag
(lago), legat. Light, tandar, tandte, tdndt. Like, tyckar (om),
tyckte, tyckt. Lose, fbrlorar, fbrlorade, fbrlorat.
Make, see 'do'. Mean, menar, mente, ment. Mend, sdtter i
stand (see 'set'), or reparerar, reparerade, reparerat.
Mistake,
make a mistake , misstagar mig, see 'take'.
Mount, stige, steg
(stego), stigit, stegen; (on horseback) sitte upp, see 'sit'.
Name, call, kallar kallade, kallat; to be named (to signify),
heter, hette, hetat.
Open, bppnar , bppnade, bppnat. Order,
bestallar, bestdllte, bestallt.
Pay , betalar betalade betalat. Pronounce uttalar uttalade,
uttalat. Put, sdtter, satte, satt; see also 'lay'; put to (horses),
spanna for, spannte, spannt.
Rain, (det) regnar, regnade, regnat. Read, laser, laste (or las,
no pi.), last, lasen.
Reckon, raknar, raknade raknat. Require,
behbfvar behofvade behbfvat. Rest, hvilar, hvilade, hvilat. Re
turn (intr.), vandar (om), vandte, vandt ; or resar (reste, rest) tilbaka. Ride, rider, red (redo), ridit, riden. Roast, stekar, stekte,
stekt. Row, ror, rodde, rott. Run, lopar, lopp (lupo), lupit.
Say, sagar sagte, sagt sagd. See, ser sag (sago), sett, sedd.
Seek, sbkar, sbkte, sbkt. Sell, saljar, saljade, salgt. Send, sdndar,
sandte, sandt ; or skickar, skickte, skickt. Set, sdtter, satte, satt.
Shoot, skjutar, skjutade, skjutit. Shut, stangar, stangte, stangt.
Sit, sitter, satt (sutto) suttit (sutit). Sleep, sofver, sof (sofvo),
sofvit. Smoke (intr.) ryka rbk, rukit; (trans.) rbka rbkte, rbkt.
Snow, (det) snbr (inf. snba), snbte, snot. Speak, talar, talte, talt.
Stand, star, stod, statt. Start, afgar, afgick (afgingo), afgatt, afgangen. Stop (intrans.), starstilla (see 'stand').
Take, tager (or tar), tog (logo), tag it tagen; take care of, har
(hafva) omsorg om. Think, tdnkar tankte, tankt. Travel, resar,
reste, rest. Try, fbrsbker, fbrsbkte, fbrsbkt.
Understand, fbrstar (like 'stand'). Use, brukar, brukte, brukt.
Wait, vantar, vantade, vantat. Wash, tvattar, tvattade, tvattat.
Wish, bnskar, bnskade, bnskat. Write, skrifver, skref (skrefvo),
skrifvit, skrifven.
Adverbs. The neuter forms of adjectives are used as adverbs ;
mannen ar arlig (the man is honest), mannen handlar arligt (the
Such adverbs are compared like adjectives.
man deals honestly).
A few are compared irregularly. Godt or val (well) has bdttre,
,

—
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ilia

(ill), varre,
(rather),

6asf ;

daligt

garna

(willingly),

Place.

or

hallre

varst

halst

or

samre,

sdmst ; gerna

or

(most willingly, especially).

About, omkring; above, ofvanpa; after, efter; around,

(rundt) omkring

;

at home

,

hemma

(indicating

rest

,

like several

ending in a, while without the a they indicate mo
tion) ; away, 6ort, fiorta ; back, tillbaka ; below, nere ; down, ned ;
far, langt borta, fjarran; here, Mr; home, hem; in, in, inne ;
near, nar ; nowhere, ingenstades ; out, ut, ute ; past, fbrbi ; there,
der ; thither, dit ; up, up, uppe ; where, hvar ; within, inne.
Time. About, omkring; afterwards, sedan; again, igen, ater ;
always, alltid ; already, redan ; before, forut ; early, tidigt, bittida ;
last year, ifjor ; late , sent ; long, lange ; nearly, nastan ; never,
aldrig ; now, nu; often, ofta; once, en gang; sometimes, stundom;
soon, snart ; still, annu ; the day after to-morrow, i bfvermorgon ; the
day before yesterday, forgctr; then, da., pa, den tid; this evening,
i afton; this morning, i morse; to-day, i dag; to-morrow, i morgon; twice, tva gangar ; when (interrog.) nar ; yesterday, igar.
Manner, Degree, etc. A little, nagot; also, ochsa; also not,
hdller icke ; altogether, alltsammans; broken (in two), i sar;
down, downhill, nedat, nedat backen ; how , huru ; little, lidet ;
much, mycket ; no, nej ; not, icke ; not at all, slatt icke ; of course,
naturligtvis ; only, blott, endast ; particularly, synnerligen; partly,
dels ; perhaps, kanske ; possibly mbgligen ; probably , sannolikt ;
quickly, fort, hurtigt; so, thus, saledes; softly (gently, slowly),
sakta; straight on, rafct from; together, ihop, tillsammans; too,
for; too much, for mycket; up, uphill, uppat, uppat backen; very,
mycket ; why, hvarfbr ; yes, ja, jo (the latter in answer to a question
in the negative or expressing doubt).
Prepositions. About, om; above, bfver; after, efter; at, pa,
vid ; at (of time), om ; behind, bak ; between, mellan ; by, at the
house of, hos; by, near, vid, ndra ; by, past, fbrbi; during, om,
under; for, before, for; from, fran; in, i; instead of, i stallet for ;
near, ndra, vid; of, from, af; on, pa,; over, bfver; past, fbrbi;
round, rundt om; since, sedan; through, genom; till, till, intill;
to, till; towards, emot; under, under; upon, pel; with, med.
Conjunctions. After, sedan; although, ehuru; and, och; as,
som; because, emedan; before, for; but, men;
da; as
as, set
either
eller ; for, thi ; if, om ; in order that, for att ;
or, antingen
or, eller; since (causal), emedan; since (of time), sedan; so, sa,;
than, an ; that, att ; till, until, tills ; when (with past tense), da ;
when (with present or future), war ; where, hvar ; while, medan.
Interjections. Ah alas , ack ; indeed ja sa. verkligen ; of
course, naturligtvis, javisst, bevars ; pardon, ursakt; please, var
sa
god; thanks, (jag) tackar tackar bdmjukast ('most humbly') ;
true, det ar sandt ; what a pity, det ar synd !

other adverbs

,

—

—

—

—
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Vocabulary.
Norwegian

om

About.

Omkring

over

Above.

Ofvanpa; bfver.

Acoompany.

Beledsaga.

Omtrent

(adv.);
(prep.).

Ovenpaa (adv.);

(prep.).
Ledsage (p. 6).
Vant til.
Fordel (-en).

Efter (adv.);

efterat

Van till.

Advantage.

Fordel

(sa.).

After.

Efter

sedan.

Afternoon.
Afterwards.

Sedan.

Stige ned (p. 6).
Noget.
Ogsaa ; heller ikke.

Igen, ater.
Angendm, behaglig.
Ack.

Stiga ned (p. 12).
Nctgot.

A little.

Also ; also not.

Allerede.

Already.
hele

Although.
tagit, Altogether.

altsammen.
Altid.

Blandt.
Morsom.

;

Eftermiddag (m.).

Again.
Agreeable.
Ah, alas.
Alight.

Ak.

Ochsa ; holler icke.
Redan.
Ehuru.
Alltsammans.

Always.
Among.

Alltid.

Amusing.

Rolig.

Ibland.

Og.
Kjedelig.

And.

Och.

Annoying.

Fbrtretlig.

Svar
Arm

Answer.

Svar

Arm.
Around.
Arrive.
As ; as

Arm

(-et, pi. Svar).
(-en, -e).
Omkring.

Ankomme
Da ;

saa

(p. 6).

—

(n.).
(m.).

Omkring.
Ankomma

—

som.

om.

;

Accustomed to.

(conj.).
Eftermiddag (-en).
Siden efter.
Alter, igjen.
Behagelig.

Skjendt.
I Alt, i det

Swedish.

English.

.

as.

Da, ;

sa,

(p. 12).

—

som.

Stiga (p. 12).
Ascend, mount.
Stige (p. 6).
/ Land, paa Landet. Ashore (go),
(be), I land; pa landet.
Ask.
Fraga (p. 12).
Sperge (p. 6).
Pa, vid; om.
I, paa, ved ; (of time) At.
—

om.

At home.

Hjemme (p. 8).
Vakke

(p. 6).

Awake,

Bort, borte.
Axel (-en, Axler).
Tilbage.
Daarlig, ond.
Sak (-ken, -ke).

Banksed-el(-eln,-ler)

to

Away.
Axle.
Back.
Bad.

.

Banknote.

(trans.).

Hemma (p. 14)
Vacka (p. 12).
Bort, borta.
Axel (m.).
Tillbacka.

Dalig.
Sack, pa.se (in.).
Bankseddel

(m.).
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VOCABULARY.
Norwegian.

Swedish.

English.

Barometer

Barometer (m.).
Fat, backen (n.).

(-ret, -re) Barometer.
Bolle (-n, -r), Vand- Basin.
tad (-et, pi. id.).
Kurv (-en, -e).
Basket.
Bad (-et, Bad).
Bath.
.

■

Korg (m.).
Bad

(n.).

Vacker, skbn.

Vakker, deilig.

Beautiful.

Fordi.
Blive (p.

Because.

Emedan.

Become.
Bed.
Beef, beefsteak.
Beer.
Before.

Blifva (p. 12).
Sang (m.).

7).

Seng (-en, -e).
Oxekjed (-et) ; bifstek.

.

01 (-let).

Oxkbtt.
01

Troe

(p. 7).

JVedenwnder.
Keie (-n, -r).
Mellem.
Blaabar (-et, pi.

Bedja(v. 12).
Bak.

Behind.
Believe.
Below.
Berth.
Between.

Bag.

Tro,

Koj (m.).
Mellan.
Blabar (n.).

Bill,

Bind.
Black.
Blackcock.
Blanket.
Blow.
Blue.
Board (food);
board.
Boat.

(p. 7).

JBtaa.
Kost (-en) ; ombord.
Baad

(-en, -e).
Myr (-en).
Koge (p. 7).
Bog (-en, Beger).
Stevler.
Flaske (-n, -r).
Gut (-ten, -ter).
Brandevin (-en),

Rdkning (m.).

account.

Regning (-en, -er).
Binde (p. 7).
Svart.
Urhane (-en, -er).
Blase

mena.

Nere.

id.). Bilberry.

Sengtappe (-et, -er).

(n.).

Fbrut; for.

F0r(&Av .); for (prep.).
Bede (p. 7).
Beg.

Binda
Svart.

(p. 12).

Tjader (m.).
Sangtacke (n.)
Blasa

(p. 12).

Bla.
on

Kost(m.);

ombord.

Bat

Boil.
Book.

(m.).
Gyttja(i.), sump(m.).
Koka (p. 12).
Bok (m.).

Boots.

Stbflar.

Bottle.

Butelj (m.).

Bog.

Gosse (m.).
Branvin (m.).

Boy.
Cog Brandy.
-

nac.

Bred (-et) ; Smerre- Bread ; bread and
butter.
br0d.
Brakke ,
stage itu Break.
-

.Brod ;

smbrgcts.

Bryta (p. 12).

(p. 7).
Frukost

Breakfast.

(-en).

Bro (-en, -er).
Bridge.
Temme (-n, -r) ; Ri- Bridle ;
devei (-en, -e).
-

Bringe (p. 7).

Bring.

Frokost

(m.).
(f.).
bridle-path. Tbm(m.); ride-vdg.
Bro

Bringa (p. 12).
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VOCABULARY.
Norwf.gian.

English.

Itu.

Bak

Broken

,

Bror

(in two).

Back (m.).
Broder (m.).

Brook.

(-ken, -ke).

Broder

Swedish.
Isdr.

(-en, Brother.

Breder).
B0rste (-en, -er).
Men.
Sm0r (-et).

Kepe (p. 7).
Ved

Brush.
But.

Borste

Butter.

Smbr

the

Lys (-et).

shout.
Candle.

Hue (-en, -er).
Tiur (-en, -er).

Cap.
Capercailzie.

Agt (-en) ; tag Dem
Agt.
Agtsom.
Vogn (-en, -e).
Kariol (-en, -er).
Bare

Ropa (p. 12).
Ljus (n. ; I. mute).
Hufva (f.)
Tjader (m.).

Call,

i Care ;

care.

Careful.

Cart;

Certain,

decided.

Bestamd.
Stol (m.).

Change,

to.

Bysta

,

vexla

Change,
Charge.
Cheap.

small money.

forandra ;
(p. 12).

Smctpenningar.
Pris

(n.).

Billig.

Cheese ; sweet
milk cheese.

goats'

Ost

(m.).

Kirsebar(-et ; pi. id.). Cherry.

Kersbdr

Chicken.
Kylling (-en, -er).
Barn (-et, Bern).
Child.
Cigar (-ren, -rer).
Cigar.
Klasse (-n, -r); ferste, Class ; first

Kyckling (m.).

anden Klassens Bil-

Barn

(n.).

(n.).

Cigarr (m.).
,

class ticket.

second

Klass(m.);
fbrsta,

en

Klar.

Klader.

Clean.
Clear.
Clothes.

Multebar(-el, pl.id.). Cloudberry.
Kiole (-n, -r).
Torsk (-en, -e).

Kaffee (-n).

Coat.
Cod.
Coffee.

Ren.
Klar.
Klader.

Hjortron (n.).
Rock

biljett

andra klass.

jet.
Ren.

i

Karriol (m.).
Bora (p. 12).
cart with seats. Kdrra (f.).

Chair.

Smaapenge.
Pris (-en, -er).
Billig.
Ost (-en); Gammelost.

(m.); toga sig

Carriole.

Kjarre (-n, -er) ;
Stolkjarre.

vexle

Akt

Aktsam, sorgfallig.
Vagn (m.).

Carriage.
Carry.

Bestemt.
Stol (-en, -e).

take

akt.

(p. 7).

Skifte, (money)
(p. 7).

(n.).

Kopa (p. 12).
Ved, ndra ; forbi ; hos.

Buy.
forbi By.

(near);
(past.); has (at
house of).
Raabe (p. 7).

(m.).

Men.

(m.).

Kabiljo (m.).
Kaffe (n.).
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VOCABULARY.
Norwegian.

Swedish.

English.

Kold ; jeg fryrer.
Komme (p. 7).

Kail ; jag fryser.
Komma (p. 12).

Behagelig.

behaglig.
Allman, vanlig.

Sadvanlig

Cold ; I am cold.
Come.
Comfortable.
alminde- Common, usual.

,

Ug.
Selskab (-et, -er).

Company.

Talle

Count, to.
Country.
Cost, to.

(p. 7).

Land (-et, -e).
Koste (p. 7).
Ko (-en, Keer).
Flede (n).

Sprakke (-n, -r).
Kop (-pen, -pe).
Ribs

(-et;

pi. id.)

Sallskap (n.).
Talja (p. 12).
Land (n.).
Kosta (p. 12).
Ko (L).

Cow.
Cream.
Crevasse.

Grddde

Cup.
Currant

(red, black),

(rede, svarte).
Cut.
Skj are (p. 7).
Daily.
Daglig.
Fare (-n, -er) ; farlig. Danger; dangerous.
Merk ; Merkhed.
Dark; darkness.

Korinter (pi.),
bar (n.).
Skara (p. 12).

Vin-

Daglig.
Fara

(f.); farlig.
Mork, dunkel; mbrker
(n.).

Datter

(-en, Detre). Daughter.
Dag (-en, -e).
Day.
Kjar (beloved); dyr Dear.

(dear

(m.).

Spricka (f.).
Kop (m.).

in

Dotter

(f.).

Dag (m.).
Kdr ; dyr.

price).

Dyb.
Forlange (p. 7).

Deep.
Demand,

Djup (d mute).
ask

(a price

Fordra

(p. 12).

etc.).
Descend.
Stige ned (p. 7).
Different.
Forskjellig.
Difficult.
Vanskelig.
Middagsmad (-en, -e), Dinner.
Middag.
Smudsig.
Dirty.
Dismount.
Stige af (p. 7).
Distance
Afstand (-en).
Gjere (p. 7).
Do, to.
Doctor.
Lage (-n, -r).
Hund (-en, -e).
Dog.
Der (-en, -e).
Door.
Dobbelt.
Ned ,
nede ;

Stiga ned (p. 12).
Atskillig.
Svar.

Middag,
maltid

middags-

(m.).

Smuts ig.

Stiga ned (p. 12).
Afstand (n.).
Gbra (p. 12).
Ldkare (m.).

Hund
Dorr

(m.~)

(f.).

Double.
Down; downhill.

Dubbel.
Ned.

Klade (-t, -r).
Drikke (p. 7).

Dress.

Kjere (p. 7).

Drive (a
Driver.

Klade (n.).
Dricka (p. 12)
/<Tora (p. 12).
Kusk (m.).

nedad

(Bakken).

Kudsk (-en, -e).

Drink,

to.

carriage).
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VOCABULARY.
Norwegian.
Terre

Dry (adj.).
Dry, to.
During.

(p. 7).
under.

Om,

Swedish.

English.

Ter.

Torr.
Torfea

Stev

Dust.
(-en, or -et).
Tidlig (adj.); tidligt, Early.
betids

bittida

Let.

Spise,

Tidig (adj.);

(adv.).

estre.

0stlig,

ade

(p. 7).

Eastern.

Ostlig,

Easy.
Eat, to.

Latt.

—

Either
Elk.

eller.

—

hard-kokta

Overalt.

bevars ;
hervra.

Langt;

—

(m.).
Nog.
Kuvert

.

Far ; far from it ; far
from here.

Moderation (-en).
Kost (-en), Spise (-n, Fare

(food).

(m.).

Omliggande trakt(m )
Afton (m.).

Evening.

Betaling (-en, -er), Fare (railway, etc.)
Pris (-en, -er); Prisreduction of fare.

stekta

eller.
Antingen
Elg (m.).
Engelsk ; Engelsman

or.

Everywhere.
langt

,

agg.

Environs.
;

oster ut.

12) ; dta
Av-mAgg (n.) ; los-kokta,

Elsdyr (-et, Elsdyr).
Engelsk ;
Engelsk- English ; English
mand (-en, -mand).
man.
Nok.
Enough.
Couvert (-en, -er).
Envelope.

Omegn (-en).
Aften (-nen, -ne)
Kvald (-en, -e).

tidigt,

(adv.).

Spisa (p.

soft, hard,
Aeg(-get, Aeg);bledt- Egg ;
kogte, haard kogte,
poached eggs.
Speilagg.
Enten

(p. 12).

Om, under.
Stoft (n.).

;

.

Ofverallt.
Langt borta, fjarran.
Betalning (f.),

pris

(»•)•
Spis (m.).

-r).
Gaard (-en, -e).
Farm-house.
Fast.
Hurtig.
Far
Fader,
(-en, Father.
Fadre).
Besvar (-et).
Fatigue.
Trat.
Fatigued.
Fear, to.
Trygte (p. 7).
Drikkepenge (-n, pi. Fee, gratuity.

Gard

(m.).

Hurtig.
Fader

(m.).

JWoda(f.),

besvar (n.).

Trbtt.
Frukta (p. 12).
Driefcspenninaar(pl.).

id.).
Farja (f.).

Farge (-n, -r) ; Sund Ferry.

(-et, pi. id.).
Faa.
Mark (-en, -er).
Finde (p. 7).

Few.
Field.

Il< I

Fire.
Firm.

(-en).

Fast.

Find,

Fa.

Falt(n.).
to.

Finna
Eld

(p. 12).

(m.).

Fast.
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VOCABULARY.
Norwegian.

Swedish.

English.

Fiske.

to.

Fish,
(-en, -e) ; Fiske- Fish ; fishing hook ;
krog (-en, -e);Fiske- fishing-line; fishingsnere (-n, -r);Fiskerod.
stange (-stanger).

Fisk

-

Fiska.
Fisk

(m.).

Flad.

Flat.

Jamn.

Flynder (-ren, -re).

Flounder.

Blomst (-en, -er).
Flue (-n, -r).

Flower.

Flundra
Blomma

Taage (-n).
Felge (p. 7).
Fod

(-en ,

Fedder) ;

Thi ;

(in

front

of) for.

Fog.
Follow, to.
Foot; on foot.
For.

fots.
Thi; for.

Fluga

(p. 7).

Forget.
Qaf-fel (-len, -ler). Fork.
Freeze.
Fryse (p. 7).
Fresh.
Frisk, fersk.
Ven (-nen, -ner).
Friend.
Frugt (-en, -er) ; Red- Fruit; fruit-jelly.
gred (-et).
Fuld, fuldstandig.

Full, complete.

Fra.
From.
Vildt ; Leg (-en, -e). Game ;
Grind (-en, -ar), Port Gate.

(en, -e).
(-et).
Herre (~n, -r).
Faa; stige ned ; stige
ind;
stige
op;
komme frem.
Pige, Jente (-n, -r).
Flor

Give (p. 7).
Bra (-en, -er),

(f.).

(f.).
Dimma (f.).
Fblja (p. 12).
Fot (pi. fbtter);

Fly.

til Fods.

Glemme

(f.).

Gauze

a

game.

Glbmma

(p. 12).
Gaffel (m.).
Frysa (p. 12).
Frisk, fdrsk.
Van (m.))
Frukt (in.).
Full.

Fran.
Vildbrad (n.).
Port (m.).
Flor

.

till

(n.).

Gentleman.
Herre (m.).
Get ; get down ; get Fa ; stiga ned , in,
in ; get up ; get on.
app; komma fram.

Girl.
Give.
Jekel Glacier.

Flicka

(f.).

Gifva (p. 12).
Isberg (n.).

(-len, -ler).
Glad ; det glader mig. Glad ; I
Glas (-et, Glas).
Glass.
Handsker.
Gloves.
Gaa (p. 7).
Go, to.
Gbd.
Good.
Gras (-et).
Grass.
Sik (-en, -e).
Smerelse (-n).

am

glad.

Grayling.

Grease.
Green.
Qevar(-et -er); Krudt Gun ; gunpowder.

Qren.

(-et).

Glad, fbrnbjd.
Glas (n.).
Handskar (pi.).
Go, (p. 12).
God.
Gras (n.).
.ffarr (m.).

Sm'drja (f.).
Grbn.
Gevar

(n.);

krut

(n.)
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Norwegian.

English.

flaar

(-et, -e).
Skinke (-n, -r).
Haand

Har

Ham.

Skinka (f.).
Hand (f. ; hander).
Ndsduk (m.).

(-en, Hander). Hand

Lommeterklade

(-t,

Swedish.

Hair.

Handkerchief.

(n.).

-r).
Hare (-n, -r).

Hare.
Harness.
Hat.

Seletei (-et).
Hat (-ten, -te).
He (-et).

Hay.

Hare

(m.).
(n.).
.ffatf (m.).
Haj (m.).
Hjerpe (m.).
Hufvud (n.).
Seldon

Hjerpe (-n, -r).
Hoved (-et, -er).
Tung.

Hazel-hen.

Hjalpe (p. 7).

Help.

Hjelpa (p. 12).

Her.

Here.

Har.
Sill (f.).

Head.

Heavy (rough, steep, Tung.

hilly).
Sild

(-en; Sild).

Hei.
Bakke

bakket.

(-n, -r);

Hyre (p. 7).
Holde

(p. 7).

Hjem.
Arlig.
Krog (-en, -e).

Time
Hus

(-n, -r).
(-et, Hus).

Hvorledes.
Sulten.
Mand (-en, Mand).
Is

(-en);

Isexe

(-n,

(m.).

Hyra (p. 12).

Hold.
Home.

Halla
Hem.

Honest.

Arlig.

Hope,

varm.

Hoi.
Backe

Hire.

Krok

Hook.

Haabe (p. 7).
Hest (-en, -e).

Hed,

Herring.
High.
Hill ; hilly.

to.

(p. 13).

(m.).

Hoppas (p. 13).

Horse.

Hast

Hot.
Hour.
House.
How.

Het,

(m.).
varm.

Timma
Hus

(f.).

(n.).

Huru.

Hungry.

Hungrig.

Husband.
Ice ; ice-axe.

Man
Is

(m. ; man).
(m.).

-r).

Om, dersom,
Ilde

hvis.

(adj. sjuk).

Strax.
inde.

I; (adv.) ind,
For at.

Sjuk.

Immediately.

Genast.

In.
In order that.

For att.

Th; ja saa; virkelig. Indeed.
Blak (-ket).
Ink.
Station (-en
-er), Inn.
Gjastgiveri (-et, -er)
Hotel (-let, -ler).
Vert (-en, -er).
Innkeeper.
,

Istedenfor.
Tolk (-en, -e).

Om.

If.
111.

I; in,

inne

(adv.).

Ja sa; verkligen.
Black

(n.).

Gastgifvaregard,
vdrdshus
Vdrd

(n.).

(m.).

Instead of.

I stallet

Interpreter.

Tolk

for.

(m.).
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Norwegian.

Jem.

0(-er),Holm(-en,-e);
Skjar (-et, Skjar);

side
Skjargaard (udenskjars, indenskjars).
belt).
Reise (-n, -r).
Journey.
Krukke (-n, -r).
Jug.
Juli (-en).
July.
Springe (p. 7).
Jump.
,

Juni (-en).
Beholde (p.

Swedish.

English.

Jem.
Iron.
Island ; rocky island ; 6 (f.); sfcar(n.); skdrbelt of islands (out
gard
(utomskdrs,
inside

the

Keep,

Kjed-el (-len, -ler).
God, venlig.
Konge (-n, -r).
Kniv (-en, -e).
Banke (p. 7).
Vide (a fact) ;

Resa (i.).
Kruka (f.).
Juli (m.).

Springa.
Juni

June.

7).

inomskdrs).

to.

(m.).
Behalla(-p. 13).

Kettle.
Kind.

Kittel

King.

Konung (m.).
Knif (m.).
Klappa (p. 13).
Veta; kanna (p. 13).

Knife.
Knock.
kjende Know.

(in.).

God, vanlig.

(a person) (p. 7).
Dame

(-n, -r); Freken Lady ; young lady.
(-en, -er).
Se (-en, -er); Vand Lake.
(-et, -e).
Land (-et, -e).
Land.
Sprog (-et, Sprog).
Language.
Stor.
Large.
Sidst ; ifjor.
Last ; last year.

Dama (f.),

Sent.

Late.

Sent.

Lagge (p. 7).

Lay, put.

Ldgga (p. 13).

Lare

frbken (f .).

Sjb (m.).
Land

(n.).

Sprak (n.).
-Stor.

Sista; ifjor.

(p. 7).

Lara (p. 13).
Learn.
Minsta ; i det minsta.
Mindst; idetmindste. Least ; at least.
Forlade ; efterlade.
Leave ; leave behind. Lemna;
lemna gvar

(p. 13).
Left(remainingover). Igen, gvar.
Venstre.
Left (hand).
Venstra.
Ben (-et, -e).
Ben (n.).
Leg.
Lade (p. 7); slippe Let ; let go, let fall. Lata
(p. 13); slappa
(p. 7).
(p. 13).
Brev (-et, -e).
Letter.
Bref (n.).
Igjen, tilovers.

Flat, javn.
Ligge (p. 7).

Level.
Lie.

Tande.

Light, kindle.
Light (subst.).
Light (in weight),

Lys (-et, Lys).
Let.

Jamn.

Liggar (p.).
Tanda (p. 13).
Ljus (n.).
Latt.

easy.

Klar, lys.

Light (in colour),
clear, bright.

Klar, ljus.
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Norwegian.

Lige.
like

Synes,
Liden

Swedish..

English.

Like

(p. 7).

(pi. smaa ; adv.

Lik.

(adj.).
to.

Like,

likna.

Tycka (om),
Liten (pi.

Little.

sma) ;

lidet.

lidt).

Logi (-et;^ron.lozhee), Lodging.
Kvarter (-et, -e).
Lang.
Long.
Les.
Loose, slack.
Tabe (p. 7).
Lose, to.

Lang.

Lav.
Tei (-et).

Lag.
Bagage (n.).

Mand

Boning (f.).
Lbs.

Fbrlora

Low.

Luggage.
Make, see

(-en, Mand).

do.
Man

Man.

(m. ; man).
(f.).
Sump(m.), trask(n.).
Karta

Kort, Landkortfet, -e). Map.
Marsh.
Myr (-en).

Tdndstickor.

Matches.
Fyrstikker.
Mening (-en, -er), Be- Meaning.
tydning (-en, -er).
Meat.
Kjed.
Istandsatte, reparere, Mend.
udbedre.
Sendebud ,

(p. 13).

Mening (f.), betydning

(f.).
Kbit (n.).
Satta

stand ;

i

re-

parera.

Forbud

Messenger.

Bud

Midday.
Midnight.

Middag (m.).

(n.).

(-et, pi. id.).
Middag (-en).
Midnat (-ten).
Mil (-en, Mil or

Mile).

Midnatt
Mil (f.).

Mile.

Melk (-en).

Milk.

Tage feil (p. 7).

make
Mistake ,
mistake.
Moment.

0ieblik

(-ket, -ke).

Penge (-n, Penge).
Maaned (-en, -er).
Maane (-n, -r).
Mer (pi. flered).
Mest (pi. fleste).
Moder, Mor (-en,

a

(f.).

Mjblk (f.).
Misstaga sig(-p. 13).
Ogonblick (n.j.
Penningar.

Money.

Manad (m.).
Mane (m.).

Month.
Moon.
More.
Most.
Me- Mother.

Mer, mera (pi. flera).
Mest, mesta(pl. fiesta).
Moder

(f.

;

mbdre).

dre).

Stige, sidde op (p. 7). Mount.
Mountain.
Fjeld (-et, -e).
Much.
Meget.
Mustard.
Senep (-en).
Mutton.
Faarekjed (-et).
Nail.
Negl (-en, -e).
Name.
Navn (-et, -e).
call
Kalde; hedde (p. 7). Name
,

named.

Stiga, sittaupp (p. 13).
Fjall (n.).

Mycket.
Senap (m.).
Farkbtt

(n.).

Nagel (m.).
Namn
;

to

be

(n.).

Kalla;

heta

(p. 13).

•
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Norwegian.

Nar,

Swedish.

English.

ved.

ved.
Nastan.

Near.

Nasten.

Ndra,

Nearly.

Synaal (-en, -e).

Needle
Narhed (-en).
Neighbourhood.
Gam
(-et ,
Gam), Net.
Net (-et, Net).

Synal (f.).
Grannskap (n.).

Aldrig
Avis (-en, -er).

Aldrig.
Tidingsblad (n.).

Never.

.

Naste.
Natt (-en, Natter)
om Natten.

Newspaper.
Next.
;

Nej.

Night;

at

night.

Nat,

Ndsta.
Natt (f.; natter) ;

No.

Nej.

(-en) , Bulder Noise.
(-ret).
Noon.
Middag (-en).
Nord (-en) ; nordlig, North ; northern.

Butter

Norwegian.
slet ikke.

Nu.

Ingensteds.
Aare

(-n, -r).

Klokken ;

fire,

Klokken er
et kvarter til
halv syv, tre

(n.).

Middag (m.).
Nord

nordre.

Ikke;

(m.).

Norsk.
sldtt icke.
Nu.

Not ; not at all.
Now.

Icke;

Nowhere.
Oar.

Ingenstddes.
Ara

(f.).

O'clock; itis4, 5. 15, Klockan;
6.

30,

7. 45 o'clock.

sex,
kvarter til otte.

klockan

,

qvart pa

atta.

Of;

Kontor (-et,

Office

(countinghouse).

Kontor

(n.).

Embete

(n.).

Engang.

Office (appointment).
Often.
Oil.
Old.
On.
Once.

Kun.

Only.

En gang.
Blott ; endast.

Open (adj.)
Open, to.

Oppen.
Oppna (p. 13).

Embede

Ofie,

(-1, -r).

tidt.

Olie (-n.)
Gammel.
Paa.

Aaben.
Aabne (p.
Eller.

7).

Bestille (p.
Over.
Ud, ude.

of

Af; naturligtvis, ja
visst, bevars.

course.

Or.

Ligeover for.

7).

ar

fyra, en qvart bfver
fern , half sju tre

Af ; naturligvis.
Kontor).

om

natten.

Stei

Norsk.

(n.).

gam

Opposite.
Order, to.
Over, upwards

Ofta.
Olja (f.).
Gammal.
Pa.

Eller.
Midtemot.
Bestalla (p.
of.

13).

Ofver.
Ut, ute.

Pandekage (~n, -r).

Out.
Pancake.

Pannkaka

Papir (-et).

Paper.

Papper (n.).

(f.).
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Norwegian.
Forladelse

English.
Til- Pardon.

(-n),

givelse (-n).
Prastegaard (en-, -e). Parsonage.
Isar.
Dels.

Agerhene (-n, -r).

Particularly.
Partly.
Partridge.

Forbi.
Betale

Pay,

Past.

(p. 7).

Swedish.
LVsafct

Prestgctrd (in.).
Synnerligen.
Dels.

Rapphbns (n.j.
Fbrbi.
Betala

to.

Betaling (-en, -er).
Payment.
Bonde (-n, Bender). Peasant.
Pind (-en, -e), Stift Peg, pin.

(f.).

(p. 13).

Betalning

(f.).

Bonde (in.).
Pinne (m.).

(-en, -er).
Pen (-nen, -ne).
Folk (-et, Folk).
Peb-er (-ren).

Kanske, maaske.
(-en, -er).
Fotografi (-en, -er).
Stykke (-n, -r).
Brygge
LandingsPerson

,

brygge (-n, -r).
Lods (-en, -er ; pron.
Los).
Naal (-en, -e).
Pibe (-n, -r).
Sted (-et, -er), Plads
(-en, -er).
Tallerken (-en, -er).
Behagelig.
Var saa god, var saa
artig.
Forneielse (-n, -r).
Heflig.
Fattig.
Barer (-en, -e).
Mulig ; muligvis.
Porto (-en); Frimarke
(-t, -r).
Skydsgut (-ten, -ter).
Skydsskaffer (-en, -e).
Postkontor (-et).

Skydsstation(-en,
pron.

shess

-

-er;

Pen.

Penna

People.
Pepper.
Perhaps.

Folk

(f ).
(n.).
Peppar (m.).
.

Kanske.
Person (m.).

Person.

Photograph.

Fotografi (f.).

Piece.
Pier.

Stycke (n.).

Pilot.

Lots

Pin.

Pipe.

Nagel ; spik (m.).
Pipa (f.).

Place.

Plats

Plate.
Pleasant.
Please.

Angenam.
Var sa god.

Pleasure.
Polite.

Hbflig.

Poor.
Porter.

Bar are

Bro

(m.).

(m.).

Tallrik

(in.).

Fbrbielse

(f.).

Fattig.

Possible ;

Postage

(f.).

;

possibly.
postage-

stamp.
Post-boy.
Post-master.
Post-office.

(m.).

Mojlig.
Porto

(n.);
(n.).

Frimarke

Skjutspojke (in.).
Postmdstare

Posting-station.

(m. ),
(n.).
Skjutsstation (f. ).

Potato.

Potates

Postkontor

stas-

hoon), Skifte.
Potete

(~n, -r), Kartof-fel (-len, -ler).

(pi.).
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Pen,

Swedish.

English.

Norwegian.
smuk.

Pris (-en, -er).
Rimelig ; rimeligvis.

Pretty.

Tack.

Price.

Pris

Probable ; probably.
Pronounce.
Pronunciation.
Niste Provisions.

Udtale (p. 7).
Udtale (-n).
Proviant (en),

(n.).

Sannolik.
Uttala (p. 13).
Uttal (n.).
Proviant (m.).

(-n).

Rype.

Ptarmigan.

Satte

Put ;

(p. 7); spande
(p. 7).

put

Hurtig ; hurtigt (fort). Quick
Jembane

Regne (p. 8).

railway-

Ready.

Red.

Red.

Temmer.

.

Hallon (n.).
Ldsa (p. 13).

Fardig.
Rdkna

to.

Reckon,

Rensdyr(-et, pi. id.).

spdnna
,
for (p. 13).
Hurtig; fort, hurtigt.
Jernbana ;
bangard

(m.).

to.

Rain,

Sdtta (p 1 3)

Regn (n.).
Regna (p. 13).

pi. id.). Raspberry.
Read, to.

Fardig.
Regne (p. 8).

Teller,

(horses).

quickly.

;

-r) ; Railway ;
station.
Banegaard (-en, -e).
Rain.
Regn (-en).
(-n ,

Hinbar (-et,
Lase (p. 8).

Ripa (f.).

to

Reindeer.
Reins.

Beheve (p. 8).
Require.
Hvile (p. 8).
Rest, to.
Kommeor gaatilbage. Return (v.

(p. 13).

Rod.
Ren (m.).

Tygel (m.).
Behbfva (p. 13).
Hvila

i.).

(p. 13).

Vanda;

resa

Len (-en, Len).
Baand (-et).

Reward,
Ribbon.

(p. 13).
Lbn (f.).
Band (n.).

Rig.

Rich.
Ride.

Rik.
Rida

Ride.
De har Ret.

Rigtig ;

Right;

wages.

you

are

tilbaka

(p. 13).

right Riktig ;

Ni

or

Herrn

har rait.

Heiere.
Elv (-en, -e).
Vei (-en, -e).

Right (hand).

Stege.

Roast,

Varelse

(-t, -r).

Toug (-et).
Ujavn
(of
urolig.
,

River.
Road.
to.

Room.

Rope.

water) Rough.

Rundt om.
Roe (p. 8).
Roerskarl (-en, -e).
Lebe (p. 8).
Sad-el (-len, -ler).
Sikker.

Round.

Row,

to.

Rower.

Run,

to.

Saddle.
Safe.

Hbger.
Elf or alf (f.).
Vag (m.).
Steka (p. 13).
Rum (n.).

.Rep (n.).
Ojamn, (of
orolig.
Rundt

om.

Ro

(p. 13).
Roddare (m.).
Lbpa (p. 13).
Sadel (m.).
Saker.

water)
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Norwegian.

English.

Lax (-en, Lax).
Salt (-et, -e).
Sand (-en) ; sandig.
Saus (-en).

Salmon.
Salt.

Sand; sandy.
Sauce.

Sas

Say,

Sax (-en, -e).

Scissors.
Sea.

to.

Seldom.

Saltan.

Sell, to.
-e), Servant;

,

Dreng (-en
-e) ;
Pige (-n, -r), Jenie
(-n, -r).
Stange (-n, Stanger). Shaft (of

Salja (p. 13).
servant girl. Tjdnare (m.); flicka

(f.).

,

Grund.

a

carriage).

Shallow.
Sheet.
Shirt.
Shoe.

Lagen (-et, -er).
Skjorte (-n, -r).
Sko (-en, -e).
Skyde.
Jagt (-en).

Shoot,

to.

Shooting (chase).

Butik
(-en ,
-er) ; Shop ; shop-keeper.
Handler (-en, -e).
Kort.
Short.
Shot.
Hagel (-len).
Lukke (p. 8).
Shut, to.
Lukket.
Shut.
Sick.
Sjuk.
Side (-n, -r).
Side.
Siden (of time); fordi, Since.

efterdi (causal).
Nip (-pet).
Enkelt.
Sest-er
Sidde.
Sove.

(-ren, -re).

Skjorta (f.).
Sko

(m.).

Skjuta (p. 13).
Jagt (f.).
Hand
Butik (m.);
lande (m.).
Kort.
Hagel, skrot (n.).

Stanga (p. 13).
Slutet.

Sjuk.
Sida (f.).
Sedan ; emedan.

Sup (m.).

Sip.

Enkel.

Sister.

Sy«ter (f.).

Slow.
rege

Tistel (m.).
Grund.
Lakan (n.).

Single.

Sit, to.
Sleep, to.

Langsom.
Ryge (intr.) ;

sandig.

(m.).
Saga (p. 13).
Sax (f.).
Sjb (m.).
Sanda (p. 13).
Se (p. 13).
Sbka (p. 13).

Send, to.
See, to.
Seek, to.

Sege (p. 8).
Sjalden.
Salge (p. 8).
(-en
Tjener

(m.).

Salt (n.).
Sand (m.);

Sige (p. 8).
Se (-en, -er).
Sende (p. 8).
See (p. 8).

Swedish.
Lax

Smoke,

to.

Sitta

(p. 13).

Sofva (p. 13).
Langsam.
Ryka; rbka (p. 13).

(trans.).
Sneppe (-n, -r).

Snipe.

Sne (-en).
Sne (p. 8).
Saa (conj .) ;

Snow.

(thus).

Snow,
saaledes So.

Snappa (f.)
to.

Snb (m.).
Snba (p. 13).

Set; saledes.
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Swedish.

English.

Norwegian.
Sabe

Sapa (f.).

(-n).
Sagte.

Soap.

Undertiden.

Sometimes.
Soon.

Softly (gently, slowly). Sakta.

Snart.

; I

Stundom.
Snart.
det

Bedrbfvad;

Bedrevet ; det gjer
mig ondt.

Sorry

Suppe (-en).
Syd (-en) ;

Soup.

mig ondt.
Soppa (f.)

South ; southern.

Syd (m.).

Speak, to.
Spoon.
Spring.

Tola (p. 13).
Sked (f.).
Var (f.).

Stable.

Stall

Stage.
Stamp,

Skifte (n.).

sydlig,

sendre.
Tale.
Skee (-n, -r).
Vaar (-et).
Staid (-en, -e).

Skifte (-t, -r).

am

sorry.

see

gbr

(n.).

postage

stamp.
Staae

(p. 8).

Stand,

Sta,

to.

(p. 13).

Station , see postingstation ,
railwaystation.

Afgaa,

gaa bort

(p.

Start,

Afga (p. 13).

to.

8).
Dampskib (-et, -e).

Steamer.

Angbat (m.), angslup

Opvarter (-en, -e).

Steward.
Stick.
Still.

Uppassare (m.).

(steam-launch).
Stok (-ken
Endnu.

-ke).

Stigbeile (-n, -r).
Strempe (-n, -r).

Staf(m.).
Annu.

Stegbbgel (m.).

Stirrup.
Stocking.

Strumpa (f.

Sten (-en, -e) ; stenet. Stone ; stony.
Standse (p. 8).
Stop, to.

Ligefrem.

Straight

on.

Rem (-men, -mer).
Strap.
Jordbar (-et; pi. id.). Strawberry.
Strem (-men, -me).
Stream.
Snor (-en, -e) Snere String.

(-n, -r),
(-en).

,

pi. -or)

Sten (m.).
Sta, stilla (p. 13).
Rakt fram.
Rem (f.).
Smultron (n.).
Strom
Snore (n.).

(m.).

Hyssing

Stark.

Strong (also rough,

Stark.

fatiguing).
Saadan.
Such.
Suk-ker (-ren).
Sugar.
Som-mer (-ren, -re); Summer;
om Somren.
mer.
Sol (-en, -e).
Sun.

Aftensmad (-en).

Supper.

Sadan.
in

sum

Socker (n.).
Sommar (m.) ;

om

sommaren.

Sol

(f.).

Aptonmaltid (m.).
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Norwegian.
Bord

(-et, Bord).

Tage (p. 8);

serge

English.
Table.
Take ; take

Swedish.
Bord

care

of.

(p. 8).
Taxt

(n.).

Taga; hafva

omsorg

(p. 13).
Taxa (f .).
Te (n.).
Teleskop (n.).
om

(-en, -er).

Tariff.

Thee (-n).
Kikkert (-en, -er).
End.

Telescope.

Tak ; mange Tak.

Thanks;

At.

That.
The day after to-mor

Iovermorgen.

Tea.
Than.

An.
many thanks

.

Tackar; tackar bdmjukast (mosthumbly).
Att.

■

I

bfvermorgon.

row.

Iforgaas.

The day before yes

Fbrgar.

terday.
paa den Tid.

Da,
Der.

Tyk.
Tynd.
Sag (-en, -er).
Tanke

(p. 8).

Terstig.
la ften ; imorges.
Did.

Traad (-et,
Tre Gange.

Traad).

Gjennem.
Biljet (-tet, -ter).
Tratt.
Fast.
Indtil ; ikke fer.
Tid (-en, -er).
Til.
Tobak (-ken).

Idag ; imorgen.
Tilsammen.
For

(meget etc.).

Then.

Da,

There.
Thick.
Thin.

Der.

Tjock.
Tunn.
Sak (f.).
Tanka (p.

Thing.
Think.

Thirsty.
This

evening
morning.

;

this

I

afton

,

i

morse.

Dit.
Trad

(m.).

Through.

Tre Ganger.
Genom.

Ticket.

Biljett (n.).

Tired.

Trbtt.

Tight.

Fest.

Till ; not till.
Time.
To.

intill.
Tid (m.).
Till.

Till,

Tobacco.

Tobak

To-day ; to-morrow.
Together.

I

Too

(much etc.).

Top.

Mod.
Haandklade

Towards.

(-t, -r). Towel.
Town.
Train.
Translation.

Reise (p. 8).
Travel, to.
Besvar (-et) ; besvar- Trouble ;
trouble

Ug.

13).

Tbrstig.

Thither.
Thread.
Three times.

Top (-pen, -pe).

By (-en, -er).
Tog (-et, Tog).
Oversattehe (-n, -r).

pa den Tid.

some.

(m.).

dag ; i morgon.
Ihop, tillsammanb.
For mycket.
Spets (m.).
Emot.
Handduk

(m.).

By (m.).
Tag (n.).
Ofversdttning (f.).
Resa (p. 13).
Besvar (n.).
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Swedish.

English.

Norwegian.

Benklader.
Forell (m.).
Sann ; det ar sannt.

Sandhed (-en, -er).

Trousers.
Trout.
True ; that is true.
Trunk.
Truth.

Forsege.

Try.

To

Twice.

Fbrsbka (p. 13).
Tva gangar.

Benklader.
0rret (-en, -er).
Sand; detersandt.

Kuffert (-en, -er).

Gange.
Styg.

Ugly.

Paraply (-en, -er).

Umbrella.

Unbestemt.
Under.
Forstaae (p.

Uncertain.
Under.

8).

Understand.

Unbehagelig.
Unpleasant.
Op, oppe ; opad (Bak Up; uphill.

Koffert (m.).
Sanning (f.).
Stygg.
Regnskdrm (m.).
Obestammt.
Under.
Fbrsta, (p. 13).

Obehagelig.
Up, uppe ; uppat,

up

pat backen.

ken).
Paa.

Upon

Brug(-en), Nytte(-n).
Bruge (p. 8).
Sadvanlig , almindelig.
Dal (-en, -e).
Vardi (-en).
Grensager.
Sler (-et, Sler).
Meget.
Udsigt (-en , -er).
Landsby (-en , -er) ;
Landhandler (-en,

Use.

Use,

Pa.
Bruk (n.).
Bruka (p.

to.

13).

Usual.

Vanlig.

Valley.

Dal (m.).
Varde (n.).

Value

.

Vegetables.

Gronsafeer.

Veil.

Slbja (f.).
Mycket.
Utsigt (f.).
By (m.).

Very.
View.
; villageshopkeeper.

Village

-e).
Eddike (-n).

Vinegar.

Beseg (-et, Beseg).
Sereise (-n, -r).

Visit.

Attika ({.).
Besbk (n.).

Voyage.

Sjbresa (f.).

Vente

Vanta

(p. 8).

Wait.
Waiter.
Opvarter (-en, -e).
Spadsergang (-en, -e). Walk.
Varm ; jeg har varm. Warm ; I

am warm.

Wash.
Vadskekone (-n, -r). Washerwoman.
Water.
Vand (et, -e).
Lokum (-et), 'det lille Water-closet.
Hus'.
Waterfall.
Fos (-sen, -ser).
Weak.
Svag.
Veir (-et).
Weather.
Week.
Uge (-n, -r).
Well (in health).
Frisk, sund.
Vadske

(p. 8).

(p. 13).

Uppassare (m.).
Spatsergang (m.).
Varm.
Tvdtta

(p. 13).

Tvatterska (f.).
Vatten (n.).
Aftrade (n.), or det
lilla hus.
Fors (m.).

Svag.
Voider (n.).
Vecka (f.).
Frisk, sund.
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Norwegian.

English.

Swedish.

Brend(-en, -er),Kilde

Well

(subst.)

Brunn(m.), kalla(i.).

(-n, -r).
Vel, godt.
Vest (-en)

Well

(adv.).

Val, godt.

;

vestlig, West;

western.

,

Vest

(m.).

vestre.

Fugtig, vaad.
Hjul (-et, Hjul).

Wet.

Wheel.

Fuktig, vat.
Hjul (a.).

Svebe

(-n,

Whip.

Piska

Naar,

hvad Tid.

-r).

When

Da

(with past tense),
(with presen<
or
future).

When

(interrog.).
(conj.)

(f.).

iVa'r.

Da,;

nar.

naar

Hvor.
Medens.

Where.
While.

Hvar.

Hvorfor.
Hus fru (-en, -er).

Why.

Hvarfbr.
Husfru, fru (f.).

Vind

Medan.

Wife.
Wind.

(-en, -e).

Vind

(m.).
(n.).
Vin (n.).
Onska (p. 13).

Window.

Vindue (-1, -r).
Vxn (-en, -e).
0nske (p. 8).

Fbnster

Wish,

Med.
Inde.
Kvinde (-n, -r).
Skov (-en, -e) ; Tiur

With.
Within.
Woman.
Wood ; woodgrouse.

Wine.
to.

Word.
Work.
Worth
Write.

(p. 8).

Urigtig

,

gal ,

falsk

;

jeg har Urett.
Aar (-et, Aar).

Gvinna

(f.).

Skog (m.); tjdder

Wrong

Skrifva (p. 13).
; I

am

wrong.

Falsk, origtig ; jag har
or att.

Gul.

Igaar.

Yesterday.

Ja, jo (the latter being

Yes.

answer

Ord (n.).
Aroete (n.).
Vard.

(adj.).

Year.
Yellow.

used in

Inne.

(m.).

(-en, -er).
Ord (-et, Ord).
Arbeide (-t, -r).

Vard.
Skrive

Med.

to

Ar

(n.).

Gul.

Igar.
Ja; jo.

a

question in the ne
gative or express
ing doubt).
Young.
Ung.

Ung.
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Short and Useful Phrases.

Morgen,

Swedish.

English.

Norwegian.
God

Aften,

Good morning

,

even-

Nat.
ing, night.
Hvordan har De det ? How do you do ?
havet Thank you.
Many
thanks.
Be so good. Please.
What do you want?
Hvad ensker De ?
Tak

skal

De

Mange Tak !
Varsaagud!

God morgon (pron. gu

morron), afton,natt.
Hur

mar

Ni (herrn) ?

Hur star det till?
Tack I Jag tackar sa

mycket.
set god!

Var

Hvad bnskarNi? Hvad

vill Ni ha ?
Hvad behagas ?
Hvad behager? (sounds What do you wish ?
almost like Va ba ?)
De
Tater
Engelsk? Do you speak English? Tatar Ni engelsk?
Nei, men jeg taler lidt No, but I speak a little Nej, men jag talarlitet
Norwegian , Swednorsk, svensk.
(final f silent) norish.
ska, svenska.
0nsker De et Varelse? Do you want a room? Onskar Ni ett rum?
Hvad kan jeg faa at What can I have to Hvad kan jag fa att
spise ? (ade is used
of animals only).

Giv!

—

Tag!

eat ?

ata

Stop! Give. Take. Stop.

—

Ge

(or spisa) ?

(gif)t

—

Tag!

—

Hall (stopp) !
Det behager mig aide- That (this) does not Det behagar mig alls
les ikke.
icke.
please me at all.
Do you understand Fbrstar Ni det?
Forstaar De det ?
that?
Er det ikke godt?
Is that not good?
Ar det icke (more com
monly inte) bra ?
Jo, det er meget godt. Yes, it is very good. Jo, det ar mycket bra.
(Jo is used in reply
to

a

negative

in

terrogative.)
dette What is the name of Hvad heter delta stalHvad
hedder
Sted?DenneStation?
this place, this stale ? den har statibHvad hedder Du ?
tion ? What is your
nen? Hvad heter du?
name

Hvad hedder
det paa

—

—

?

kaldes What is that in Nor- Hvad heter det pa nornorsk,
wegian, Swedish?
ska, pa, svenska?

paa svensk ?
Hvorledes
synes
om

Det

det ?

behager mig
godt.

De How do you like that ? Hvad
det ?
Det
meget I like it very well.

Vent lidt t Bilidt!
Pas paa I

tycker

behagar
mycket bra.

Wait
Take

a

little.

care.

bm

Ni

mig

Vdnta litet !
Pass pa ! ( se upp I )
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Norwegian.
Det

er

overfledigt.

English.
That is

Swedish.

superfluous.
that knocking

Det

bfverflbdigl.

ar

Hvem banker paa
Who is
Hvem klappar pa dbrDeren ?
at the door ?
ren ?
Kom ind I
Come in.
Stig in !
Var saa god, luk De- Please shut the door. Var sa god och
stdng
ren !
dbrren !
Aabn et Vmdue !
Open a window.
Oppna ett fbnster !
Jeg er tratt, hulten og I am tired , hungry, Jag ar trbtt, hungrig
and thirsty.
och tbrstig.
terstig.
Hvad koster det?
What does this cost? Hvad kostar det?
Er alle Pladse op- Are all the places ta- Aro alia platser
uppken V
tdgne ?
tagna ?
Det gjer mig meget I am very sorry for Det gbr mig mycket
ondt.
that.
ondt (ledsen).
Kan De vexle en ti Can you change a ten- Kan Ni vexla en tieKroner-Sedel?
crown note for me ?
krone-sedel?
Ja , men jeg har ikke Yes, but I have no Ja, men jag har inte
small change.
Smaapenge , heller
smamynt.
ikke Skillemynt.
Hvad er Klokken ?
What o'clock is it ?
Hvad ar klockan ?
Klokken er to ; halv It is two o'clock ; half Klockan ar tu (tva) ;
tolv ; tre Kvarter til
half tolf ; tre qvart
past eleven ; a quaret ; et Kvarter over
ter to one ; a quarpa (or till) ett ; en
ti ;
ter past ten ; five
fern Minutter
qvart bfver tio ; fern
over fire;
minuter bfver fyra ;
minutes past four;
mangier
tre Minutter i syv.
three minutes to
fattas tre minuter
i

seven.

Jeg vilde gjerne
tidligt.
Jeg vilde gjerne

reise I wish to start

vak- I

kes.

Saa

er

be

to

for

maa

sent.

De

vakke When

am

I to waken Nar

tidligere.

(Tak is
alone.)
Der

not

spise Do

you
fast ?

Tak!
used

gerna

gerna

resa

bli

(hur dags)

skall

Klockan

sex.

Det ar for sent.
Da, far Ni komrna ti-

digare.
(vill) Ni dta
frukost ?
No, Ja, jag tackar; nej,

want break- Onskar

thank you.
thank you.

Yes,

er Drikkepenge.
Here is the
Om Forlddelse!
Jeg Excuse me.
feeder om Undskyld-

ning !

ville

jag vacka Er?

At six o'clock.
That is too late.
komme Come earlier then.

De at
Frbkost ?
Ja, Tak! Nei,

sju.

vackt.

you?

0nsker

Jag

tidigt.
called Jag ville

(wakened).

Naar skal jeg
Dem?
Klokken sex.
Det

wish

early.

gratuity.

jag tackar.
Ddr

ar

drickspengar.
Jag ber om

Ursdkta!
ursdkt.
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Swedish.

English.

Norwegian.

Tag det ikke ilde op !
Det gjer intet.

Don't take it ill.
Tag inte ilia upp !
That does not matter. Det gbringenting (skadar inte).
Veiret er iddg smukt, To-day the weather is Fadret ar i dag vacmen
igaar var det
fcerf, men i gar var
fine, but yesterday
it was very bad ; it
det mycket daligt;
meget stygt; det regnede den hele Dag.
det
rained the whole
regnade hela

dagen.

day.
I morgen vil vi have To-morrow
Blast.
windy.

Veiret

er

lum- The weather is

merkt,

mert, varmt, koldt,

foranderligt
standigt.
Skyer
Felge.

og

Det bliver

sultry,

be-

,

Sendenvinden

will

har
til

Regn

warm,

be I morgan

dull,
cold,

changeable, settled.

klarer op.
Solen gaar tidligt op.

getting cooler;
it is clearing up.
The sun rises early.

The sun sets late.
Om Sommeren i de One can travel comlyse Natter reiser
fortably in the light

Solengaar sildigtned.

man

ligt

meget behage-

—

vi blast.

Vadretar

mulct, qvalmigrt, varmt, kallt,
ostadigt, stadigt.

The south wind brings Sunnanvinden
med sig moln
clouds and rain.

det It is

kjeligt;

fa

nights

of

summer.

hyggeligt.

har
och

regn.
Det blir kyligt ; det
klarnar upp.
Solen gar tidigt upp.
Solen gar sent ned.
Om sommaren under
de ljusa ndtterna
reser

man

mycket

behagligt.

Jeg glader mig meget
over at seDemigjen.
Er De syg ?
er ikke rask.
Skal jeg gaa efter

Jeg

I

am

very

glad

you again.
Are you ill ?
I am not well.
Shall I go for

to

see

Det

glader mig mycket

att aterse Er.

Ar Ni

sjuk ?

inte bra.
doc- Skall jag get efter en
lakare ?
tor ?
Lage ?
I have toothache.
Jeg har Tandepine.
Jag har tandvark.
Jeg har ingen Feber, I have no fever, but Jag har inte nagon
men jeg tranger til
I need rest.
feber, men jag beHvile.
hbfver hvila.
Lad mig vare alene.
Lat mig vara ensam.
Leave me alone.
Lev veil Far veil
Farewell.
Farval ! Adieu !

Var

saa

Vejen

god,

vis

kommer

ted

mig Please show

til N.
_

Hvor kommer De

Jeg

en

fra

fra ?

Jag

mar

a

me

the Var

way to N.

Where are you coming
from?
Slot- I come from the castle.

sa,

god

och

visa

vagen till N.
Hvarifran kommer

mig

Ni?

Jag

kommer

tet.

fran slot
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Norwegian.

English.

Gaa

ligefrem; til
hejre; til venstre.
er
der
Hvorlangt
herfratilN?
Hvbrlange
beheves,
for at komme til N?

Go

straight
right; to

Swemsh.

; to the Go, rakt

fram; at hbthe left.
ger; at venster.
How far is it from Hur langt ar det hdrihere to N?
frantillN.?
How much time do I Hur lang tid behbfs
need to reach N.?
det for att komma
on

till N. ?
Kan vi finde os tilrette Can we find our way Kunna vi hitta efter
med Kortet ?
with the plan (map)?
kartan ?
Ved Hjernet maa De You must ask again Vid hornet maste Ni
at the corner.
sperge Dem videre
frdgaffraya Er for)

vidare.
frem.
Gaa altid fremad.
Go straight forwards. Ga alltjamt framat.
Naar kommer Du til- When are you coming Nar kommer du tillback?
bdka?
bage?
Er Herr N.

hjemme ?

Is Mr. N. at home ?

jeg faa Hr. N. Can I

Kan

Ar Herr N. hemma ?
/fan jag fct tala med

Mr. N. ?

see

i Tale ?

Giv ham mit Kort.

Herr N. ?
honom mitt

Give him my card.

Ge

kort

(visitkort).
Hvor

er

Pdrtneren?

Where is the porter? Hvar

ar

portvakta-

ren?

Er De

fremmed

Er De

gift ?

her ?

Are you
here?

stranger Ar Ni frdmling har ?

a

Ar Ni gift ?
Are you married ?
Have you any child- Har Ni barn ?

Har De Bern ?

ren?

har varet

was
married and Jag har varit gift och
har ett barn.
har et Bam.
have one child.
En Sen eller en Dat- A son or a daughter? En son eller en dotter ?

Jeg

gift

og I

ter ?

Opvdrter
Vin

,

,

Flaske Waiter

en

01,

en

Kop

,

wine,

a

bottle

beer

,

a

of

cup

Kypare, en butelj vin,
bl, en kopp kdffe !

of coffee.
Kaffe!
0nsker De Hvedebred Do you want wheaten Onskar Ni hvetebrbd
eller kakor till ?
bread with it, or
dertil, eller Kager?
cake ?
Bring mig en Aqva- Bring me a glass of Ge mig en sup , ett
vit! (en Cognac, en
glas brannvin, konspirits
(brandy,

„Allum",

en

„Lys-

holmer").
Bring mig Punsch

og

Sodavand.

Spirituoser faas

'Allum',
mer').
Bring

'Lyshol-

me some

punch

and soda-water.
ikke

Spirits

are

not to be

jak,

etc.

Ge mig punsch
sodavatten.

Spirituosa

kan

och
man
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English.

Norwegian.
om

LSrdags Aften
S0ndagen.

Saturday

evening
day.

and Sun-

got

og hele

Swedish.

on

icke

fa om lordags
afton (or qvall) och
hela

ebndagen (ge
nerally pron. son-

dan).
Bring mig enhalvPor- Bring me half a por- Ge mig en half portion
tion af denne Steg,
tion of this roast
(pron. portshon) af
Potetes og en halv
01 (en halv

toes,

sed.

ter too sweet.

den har steken , potatis och en half bubottle of beer.
01).
telj bl (en half bl).
Hvor er Spiseseddeln ? Where is the bill of Hvar ar mdtsedeln ?
fare?
0nsker De Rugbr^d Do you want rye- Onskar Ni ragbrbd eleller Hvedebred ?
bread or wheatenter hvetebrbd ?
bread?
Jeg ensker Bred, Smer I want some bread, Jag onskar brbd, smbr
och ost.
og Ost.
butter, and cheese.
Hvad synes De om How do you like the Hvad tycker Ni om
Gammelost og Mysold cheese and the
ost
och
gammal
ost?
mesost?
Myse cheese?
Den ferste er for bar sk The
former is too Den fbrste ar for skarp
och den andre for
og den anden for
strong and the latmeat

Flask

Bring mig en Kniv,

pota-

some

,

and

half

a

sot.

Bring me a knife a
Gaffel,enTallerken,
fork, a plate, a
en Ske og et
Glas.
spoon, and. a glass.
Nei, heller to Glas.
No, better two glasen

,

Ge mig

knif och gaffel,
tallrick, en shed
och ett glas.
Nej,
en

hdldre tva

glas!

ses.

Der

mangier Salt, Peber,Sennop,Eddike.

Har
De
Vand ?

kogende

no salt, pep- Det fattas salt, peppar,
senap, attika.
per, mustard, vinegar.
Have you boiling wa- fldr Ni varmt vatten ?

There is

ter ?

Bring mig en Pande- Bring me a pancake Ge mig en pannkdka
and sugar; a sauoch socker; en korf,
kage og Sukker ; en
Pelse, Suppe, Maisoppa ,
sage, soup, some
vailing;
bread. and milk ;
keveiling ; Malk og
mjblk och gradda;
milk and cream;
Flede; Grent (Gegrbnsaker, etc.
some
myse) etc.
vegetables.
-

0nsker De

varm

Fro- Do

kost,indenDereise?

you

(meat)

-

wish

a
hot Onskar Ni varm frukost fore resan?
breakfast

before you start?

Nei,

kun

Kop Kdffe No, only a cup of cof- Nej, bara en kopp kaffe
fee and two eggs ;
och tva agg ; men
og to
JEg ; men
but the eggs must
hoard-, bledkogte
26shard-kokta,
■<Egbehard, soft boiled.
koktadgg.
en
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Norwegian.

English.

Swedish.

Kan jeg faa Rerag Can I have beat-up Kan jag
fa dgg-rbra
eller Speilag ?
or
eller stekta agg?
poached eggs?
Har De Fisk?
Have you fish V
Har Ni fisk?
Ja, der er Torsk, Lax, Yes , you can have Ja, det fins torsk, lax,
0rreter ,
torsk (a kind of
Mdkrel,
foreller ,
makrill,

Hummer,

Flyndre

salmon,
cod),
hummer, flundror
och sa, vidare.
mackerel, lobster,
flounders, etc.
Kan jeg faa noget Can I have something Kanjagfanagonkallcold ; ham, sausage,
mat
skinka
Koldt, Skinke, Pelse
korf
or something of that
och annat sadant?
og andet saadant?
og

vfdere.

saa

,

,

sort?

Vilbekomme !

May it agree with you

(said

on

table after

I

Vdlbekomme !

from

rising

dinner).

vaske mit Lin- Get my things washed. Lat to alia mitt linne.
ned.
Naar kommer Vasker- When does the wash- Nar kommer tvatter-

Lad

konen ?
maa

om

alt

to

vare

dig,

Ddge Everything must be
ready to morrow,
farin two days.

Kan jeg stole derpaa ?
har faaet et stort
Hul i Frakken , i

Jeg

Kjolen,

i

det

lad

skan ?

erwoman come ?

I morgen,

(vara i ordning).
Can I depend upon it ? Kan jag Ula pa det ?
I have made a large Jag har fait ett stort
hole in my coat,
hat pa rocken , pa

Buxerne;

dress-coat,

straxt

sers

sy

;
ed at

trou-

get it mend-

once.
samme, reparere.
Hvor meget er jeg Dem How much do I

skyldig ?
Del er for meget , for
dyrt.
Priserne er for heie.

/ morgan, om tva dar
maste allt vara far-

you V
That is too

fracken,
na

;

lat

pa

byxor-

genast laga

det.
owe

much,

dear.
The charges

digt

are

too
too

Hur

mycket ar jag
skyldig Er ?
Det ar for mycket, for
dyrt.
Prisema aro for hbga.

high.
Vil De

snyde mig ?

Do you want to cheat Vill Ni preja mig ?
me?

Bring mit
Bagage

Tei
min
iHotellet.
—

—

Bring

my

luggage

to

the hotel.

mina

Skaffa
(mitt

saker

bagage)

till

hotellet.

Hvad
Hvad
sel

is the regular
charge (tariff)?
betdles for Kjer- What is the charge
med
for the drive for a
Kjeretei
er

Taxten?

What

Hvad

ar

tuxan?

Hvad betalar man
akning med en

/Vir
en-
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Swedish.

English.

Norwegian.

forspandt med
eller to Heste ?

carriage

en

with

one

spannare

,

en

tva-

two
with
horse ,
(akdon
spannare
med en, tva hastar)?
horses ?
Hent mig en Droschke Fetch me a cab from Hemta mig en droska
the nearest stand.
fran ndrmaste hallfra narmeste Hoi-

plats.
deplads.
Hvormeget betales hen What is the fare there Hvad betalar man (for
and back?
akning) fran och
og tilbage
forTur
—

og Retur?
For langere Ture be- For
tales efter Overenskomst.
Med Vogne med en
Hest befordres kun
to voxne Personer.

kjere timevis.
koster
Hvormeget

Jeg

vil

longer

tillbaka?
drives the For langre turer beta-

lar man efter bfverenskommelse.
Only two grown-up Med en hast befordrar
manblotttvavuxna
persons can be conveyed in a onepersoner.

fares

to

I

are according
bargain.

horse carriage.
wish to drive by
time ; what is the
fare per hour ?

Jag

vill fara pa tim; hvad kostar det

me

i timmen ?
det per Time ?
Er der en Bybud, eller Is there a porter here, Fins har ett stadsbud
or a boatman ?
en Fargemand ?
(en barare) eller en
batkarl (roddare) ?
Vil De have Landskyds Do you wish to go by Vill Ni fdrdas landland or water ?
eller Baadskyds ?
vagen eller sjbvagen?

Jeg

vil

reise

med I

Dampskibet.

wish

to

travel by

the steamboat.

Jag vill fara

med ang-

baien.

No steamboat starts / dag gar ingen angskib.
bat.
to-day.
Da beserg en Baad Then order a boat Bestdll da en bat med
med fire Mand (not
with four men.
fyta karlar (man).

Idag gaar inlet Damp-

Mand).
Har de Niste med ?

Have you provisions .Har Ni matsack med ?
with you?
Der er JVisfe for Dem Here are provisions Har ar matsack for
for you and the
Er och roddarna.
og for Rorskarlene

(pron. fcdrene).

rowers.

Den unge Rorskar(l)er The young oarsman is Den unge roddaren ar
meget flink og staut.
very fast and strong.
mycket rask och
stark.
Vil vi faa Vind eller Shall we have wind or Fa. vi blast eller regn ?
rain ?
Regn ?
Fjbrden er lidt urblig ; The fjord is rough ; Fjarden ar orolig(uppder er Belger.
there are waves.
rbrd); det gar vagor

(bbljor).
Da bliver

jeg sesyg.

Then I shall be
sick.

sea-

Da blir

jag sjbsjuk.
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Norwegian.
Var

English.

Swedish.

god , vis meg Please tell me which Var set god och visa
Veien til Bdnegaaris the way to the
mig vagen till banden,
station?
garden.
Naar gaar Tbget til When does the train Nar gar taget till N. ?
saa

for N. start?
N.?
Reiser De med Hurtig- Do you travel by the
eller det blandede
express train or by
the mixed train ?
Tbg?
Billetkontoret erendnu The ticket office is
ikke aabent.
not open yet.
Naar aabnes det ?
When is it opened ?
an- A ticket for N., firstEn Billet ferste
den
tredje Klasse
class, second-class,
til N.
third-class.
overHar De Overvagt ?
Have
you
-

—

—

Reser Ni med snallta-

get eller med blandade taget?
Biljettkontoret ar annu inte bppet.
Nar bppnas det ?
En biljett fbrsta
andra
tredje

—

—

klass till N.
Har Ni bfvervigt ?

weight ?
Hvor

er

Reg-,

Dame- Where is the

smoking
carriage, the ladies'
compartment ?

kupeen ?

Hvar

rbk-

ar

,

ddm-

kupen ?

Fra hvilken Kant kom- Which side does the Franhvilket hall kom
wind come from ?
mer vinden ?
mer Vinden ?

Var saa
duet !

luk Vin- Please shut the win- Var

god,

dow.

Trakluft
farlig.

er

meget A

draught is
dangerous.

very

sa, god och stdng
fbnstret !
Drag ar mycket farligt.

dette What is the name of Hvad heter den heir
hedder
Hvad
mounthis lake ,
Vand , hint Bjerg,
sjbn, det der berget,
den har statibnen ?
denne Station ?
tain, station ?
Er Bdnen smalsporet ? Is this a narrow-gauge Ar delta en smalsparig
6ana ?
line ?
klasser
Hvor mange Klasser How many classes are Hur
manga
there?
gives her?
fins det har?
Bare to, tre, en.
Only two, three, one. Blotl (bara) tva., tre,
en.

Er der et godt Hotel Is there a good hotel Fins det ett godt (bra)
Which is
Hotel i N. ? Hnili N? Hvilket er det
at N. ?
ket ar det basta?
the best?
bedste?
De er alle gode ; der They are all good ; De aro alia bra ; det
er ingen Fonkel.
there is no diffefins ingen skilnad.
rence.

Tak
for
Selskab 1

Behagelig

behageligt

—

Reise!

lykkelig

Thank

A

you

journey.
I go on foot.
Heg gaar tlfods.
Jr. Kondkuiter,vilDe Guard, will
—

for

your Tack for

agreeable company.
pleasant, happy

godt sallskap.

A ngendm

—

lycklig

—

resa!

Jag gar till fbts.
you take Herr konduklbr,

vill
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of my luggage
till the afternoon ?

mit

Tei,
Eftermiddag ?

opbevare
til i

Swedish.

English.

Norwegian.

care

Ni

(vill

mina

Kan

jeg faa

et Varelse Can

have

I

room

a

Herr kon-

duktbren)

fbrvara
tills

softer

eftermiddag ?
Kan jag fa, ett

i

rum

med
med en sang
with one bed with
med
Seng
tva sdngar ?
to Senge ?
two beds ?
Bring mig et Lys og Bring me a candle and Skaffa mig ett ljus och
kallt vatten till att
some cold water for
koldtVand, for at
tvdtta mig i.
vaske mig.
washing myself.
Hvor er Lokumet,
Where is the water- Hvar ar privetet (af-

med

—

en

—

,

Das?

tradet)?

closet?

neddd Go upstairs , down- Ga
uppfbr, nedfor
and then
stairs ,
trappan och sedan
Trappen og derefter
turn to the right,
tillhbger,tillvenster.
tilheire, tilvenstre.
left.
Har De en Stevle- Have you a boot-jack ? Har Ni en stbfvelknekt ?
knagt ?
Nei, men jeg skal gaa No. but I will call the Nej, men jag vill ropa
Gaa

opad,

efter Gaardskarlen,
som skal trakke af

'boots',

off

gardsdrangen,
af Er
Dem Stevlerne.
st'dflarna.
Jeg forstaar Demikke, I do not understand Jag fbrstar Er inte, Ni
De maa tale heiere
maste tola hbgre och
you, you must speak
louder and slower.
og langsdmmere.
langsammare.
Kan jeg faa en Fe- Can I procure a guide, Kan jag fa en fbrare
attendant (to show
rer, en Ledsager, en
(vagvisare), en ledBarer?
the way), porter?
sagare, en bdrare?
Jeg giver gjerne dob- I am ready to give a Jag ger gerna dubbla
belle Drikkepenge.
double gratuity.
drickspengar.
Jeg

vil

saa

muligt
iul og

straxt

have

som

KarHest ; to
med
to
en

to

pull

your boots.

I wish

as soon as

sible

a

pa

som

skall dra

pos- Jag ville

carriole with

sa fort som
mbjligt fa en skjuts-

en
one horse, two carkarra (karriol) med
Karioler
rioles
with
two
en hast, tva. karrioHeste.
horses.
ler med tva hastar.
Hvad koster Skydsen What is the fare to Hvad kostar
skjutsen
til den naste Stathe next station?
tills ndsta Station?

tion ?

Hvor

er

Dagbogen ?

Where

is

the

day- Hvar fins dagboken ?

book?

Hos

Stationsholderen,
Skydsskafferen.

hos

At

the

vil straxt reise vi- I wish to go
dere.

Jeg

station-

master's.

Hos

gdstgifvaren (ge-

nerally pron. yay-

shivaren).
on at once.

Jag

vill

vidare.

genast

resa
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Norwegian.
Hvor

Skydskarlen,

er

English.

Swedish.

Where is the driver?

Ilvararkuskenfskjutspojken)?
Det ar en god och rask
hast; hur gammal

Gutten?
Det

god og flink That is a good and fast
Hest. Hvor gammel
horse; how old is
er den ?
he ?
ar han ?
Har Du en Tollekniv ? Have you a knife?
Har du en knif?
Hvor har Stationshol- Where did the sta- Hvar har gastgifoaren
deren kjebt Hesten ?
tion master
kbpt hasten ? Hur
buy
Hvor mange Heste
this horse?
How
manga hastar har
har han?
han?
many horses has he?
Hesten er doven, der The horse is lazy, he Hasten ar lat, har bebeheves en Pidsk.
needs a whip. Have
hbfs en piska. Har
Har Du en?
du nagon?
you got one?
De kjerer for hurtigt, You are driving too Ni kbr for fort, for
er en

-

or

langsomt

!

fast,

too slow.

Jeg vil gjerne komme
tidligt til N'. for at
naa Dampskibet.

I want to

Gode Ven ! Kjare Far
en Hest !
De maa vente lidt.
Er her i Narheden et
Postaabneri ?
Har De et Brev for

Good

time

,

—

get

to

to N. in

catch the

steamboat.

friend ,
dear
a horse 1
Youmustwait a little.
Is there a post-office
near here ?
Have you a letter for

father,

mig ?

me

?

langsamt.
Jag vill gerna komma
tidigt (i god tid) till
N. for att hinna med
angbaten.
Min kara

far,
Ni far

en

van

,

kara

hast !

vdnta litet.
Fins har i ndrheten

en

postanstalt ?
Har Ni (fins har) no,
got href till mig ?

Naar kommer Posten When does the dili- iVar kommer posten
tillN.?
tilN?
gence for N. arrive ?
Faaes her godt Natte- Can I obtain
good Kan man har fa, ett
godt nattlogi ?
qvarter, godt Nattenight quarters
-

logis
Alle

?

Varelser

er

here ?
op- All the rooms

tdgne.

Jeg

are oc-

har desvarre

glemt

I

have

forgotten
travelling bag.

my

gaa
at hente

Go
back and fetch it.

Jeg har tabt min Rei%ebbg Jeg har fun-

1 have lost my guidebook. I have found

Vadsak ;

min

tilbage for

Alia

rum

det den

it

igjen.

Stands lidt; vi
vande Hestene.

vil

upp-

again.

dessvdrre.

har

Jag

glbmt min resvaska
(nattsack) ; go, tillbaka

den.

.

aro

tagna.

cupied.

Jag

om

har

hdmta den.

fbrlorat

resehandbok.
har

funnit
den igen.

rait

min

Jag
pa.

a little ; we will Hall (stanna)
litet;
vi vilja vattna haletthehorses drink.

Stop

starna.

Hvad

er

Der har

Hvad ar det der ?
ras
en Skred An avalanche has de- Der har ett

det der ?

gaaet

What is that there ?

aqt
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Norwegian.

ned
en

,

en

Sneskred,

Jbrdskred.

a

Der

er en

der bor

Sater,

Swedish.

English.

scended there, an
avalanche of snow,

men

ingen Folk.

rum, ett

snbras,

ett

jordras.

landslip.

That is

a

saeter ; but Der ar en
in it.
det bor

nobody lives

sdter,

men

ingen folk

der.
wade
Den har elfven (an)
de over.
mastevivada bfver.
through this river.
Vi vil gaa over Sne- We will
cross
the Vi vilja ga bfver snbbroen.
6ron.
snow-bridge.
Nei, gaa ikke, der er No, do not go, there Nej, ga, inte, dar ar
store Huller.
are large holes in it.
stora hal.
Er der Sprakker paa Are there crevasses in Fins det remnor pa,
Braen?
the glacier?
glacieren?
Man maa sammenbin- We must tie
our- Man maste binda sig
des med et Toug
selves together with
tillsammans med ett
Denne Elv

maa

vi

va-

We

must

.

tag.

ropes.

Jeg har et daarligt
Ben; jeg har en
Blemme, en Bute.

I have

have

foot;
blister,

sore

a
a

boil.
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